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ABSTRACT

The Indo-European sound laws are the best known of all language families. Yet many sound laws remain incompletely formulated due to a failure in the interpretation of the Old Anatolian laryngeal. The postulation of multiple laryngeals (at least three in the mainstream laryngeal theory) has led to a significant detour in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European (PIE).

A single laryngeal PIE *ẖ was already discovered by Ladislav Zgusta (1951), however, and subsequently it was confirmed by Johann Tischler (1977ff.). The current dissertation studies unexplored properties of PIE *ẖ and demonstrates that this laryngeal had a voiceless (PIE *h) and a voiced (PIE *ɦ) variant with glottal fricative articulation. PIE *ẖ appears with PIE *a in diphonemic PIE *ha and *ah.

This solution to the laryngeal problem allows for a clarification of the relationship between PIE *h/ɦ and the rest of the phoneme inventory. Segmental analysis results in System PIE, the primary phoneme inventory for Proto-Indo-European consisting of

PIE *a/ā *e/ē *i/ī *k/g *l/l *m/m *n/ŋ *o/ô *p/b *r/l *s/z *t/d *u/ū.

The phoneme inventory of System PIE is minimal: it cannot be reduced and it is sufficient to generate attested Indo-European forms. Accordingly, the import of System PIE for Indo-European linguistics is comparable to mastery of the building blocks of DNA.

In addition, the dissertation modernizes the essential Indo-European sound laws in terms of the laryngeal PIE *h/ɦ. Due to the advanced stage of Indo-European linguistics, no entirely new sound laws are presented, because the yet remaining problems of the traditional sound laws reflect the absence of the comparative interpretation of the Old Anatolian laryngeal.

The scientific framework used in this study is the comparative method of reconstruction, recognized as a branch of natural science already by August Schleicher. The dissertation contributes to the development of the field by explicating the comparative method by means of predicate calculus, including a precise formulation of Schleicher’s intuitive description of the decision method for Indo-European etymology. As such, the reconstruction theory System PIE can be digitalized (i.e. turned into a programming language that can generate Indo-European data from reconstructions).

The most reliable etymological and standard dictionaries are used as the material of the dissertation. While these sources present the data and etymological suggestions that exist to date, no full comparative conclusions have yet been drawn. As a contribution to this vital area of the field, the dissertation presents hundreds of new etymologies, which serve as preliminary examples of the Proto-Indo-European Lexicon (PIE Lexicon), a digital etymological dictionary of Indo-European languages that will be published at http://pielexicon.hum.helsinki.fi.
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1 Comparative method of reconstruction in Indo-European

1.1 System PIE and comparative method as natural science

1.1.1 Situation in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European

§0. The situation of the PIE reconstruction changed decisively after Bedřich Hrozný’s (1917) demonstration of the Indo-European origin of Hittite. A century later, it has become indisputable that Old Anatolian preserved a laryngeal segment Hittite \( \textcircled{h} \) that was lost in the languages on which the Neogrammian phoneme inventory and sound law system were based. The laryngeal theory, with Møller’s advancement of three laryngeals and the subsequent addition of variants, dates back to the pre-laryngeal period (1879–1880) and is based on a Semitic typology rather than Indo-European data. Accordingly, the theory cannot win the acceptance of comparatists, with the result that the study is in deadlock. With such a state of affairs, Szemerényi’s (1967:92) assessment is more relevant than ever:

“What is really needed is a renewed, and unbiased, study of all the available Hittite evidence – with no attempt to force it into the strait-jacket of preconceived theories about IE ablaut or root-structure.”

Indeed, the problems with the study are caused by a lack of detailed comparative reconstruction based on the current body of greatly enriched data and the new segment PIE *\( \textcircled{h} \), the missing link in the PIE phoneme inventory. It is well known that when data changes, theories also must change. It is not an exaggeration to say that Indo-European linguistics stands today in the very situation once sketched out by Karl Brugmann and Hermann Osthoff:¹

“Ehe man weiterbaut, bedarf der ganze bau, soweit er bis jetzt dasteht, einer gründlichen revision.” (1878:xi).

¹ The laryngeal is confirmed, owing to the traces of PIE *\( \textcircled{h} \) outside of Old Anatolian as well (e.g. in Rig-Vedic hiatus, regularly coinciding with \( \textcircled{Hi} \). \( \textcircled{h} \) in correspondences).
The quantitative and qualitative improvement of the presentation of the Indo-European material has reached a critical mass, allowing the solution of all major problems of PIE segmental phonology based on the comparative method of reconstruction. This window of opportunity will be explored in this study with a completely upgraded reconstruction theory, called System PIE, which is based on strict principles of natural science. In essence, System PIE consists of the primary phoneme inventory and the upgraded sound law system for Proto-Indo-European, with particular attention paid to the segmental laryngeal PIE *h in all environments. As such, System PIE is designed to solve the critical problems of PIE phonology and open the way for a subsequent exploration of the breakthrough, especially in the fields of PIE morphology, etymology and the accent of the proto-language. Concerning these Schwerpunkts, the following preliminary remarks are presented.

§1. The reconstruction of the primary phoneme inventory (i.e. the phonetic and phonological component of System PIE) will not start from scratch. On the contrary, owing to the highly advanced stage of the study, the traditionally postulated proto-phonemes will serve as starting points for the case studies and solutions suggested by the comparative method will be presented for each question. In the order of appearance, the phonetic and phonological problems include:

(a) The problem of the Proto-Indo-European laryngeal PIE *h has been preliminarily solved by the comparative school with the theory of monolaryngealism (der Monolaryngalismus). According to the proponents of this theory, there is one (and only one) laryngeal PIE *h inductively obtainable from the Old Anatolian data. This result, originally discovered by Ladislav Zgusta (1951), has now been confirmed by Johann Tischler and his colleagues in Hethitisches Etymologisches Glossar (1977ff.), the most noteworthy and reliable etymological dictionary of Old Anatolian in existence.2 The delay in the breakthrough of the theory has been caused by its approximate form, basically consisting only of the realization of the existence of a single PIE *h. With an independent confirmation of the result, the study at hand continues with a complete study of PIE *h, its properties, and the sound laws governing it in all environments. As a result, System PIE implements monolaryngealism as a full-scale reconstruction theory consisting only of postulates of the comparative method.

(b) As is well known, the problems of PIE *h and PIE vocalism are closely knit together. At its apogee, the Neogrammarchian vowel system of Brugmann contained eight cover symbols for the proto-vowels. The system was inductively reconstructed and it has the necessary minimum of phonemes required for a complete (and therefore valid) reconstruction theory. Although no additional correspondence sets have emerged in the new material, Brugmann’s system is outdated, particularly in

---

2 In Pyysalo 2003, after comparing all the existing PIE reconstruction theories on the same material, I demonstrated the impossibility of the supported versions of multilaryngealism and concluded that monolaryngealism is the sole reconstructive possibility for Proto-Indo-European.
terms of the relation of the eight-vowel system to the laryngeal PIE *h consisting of three subsets:

2. The problem of Neogр. *o : õ : ā (‘o-vocalism’) and PIE *h.
3. The problem of Neogр. *e : ē (‘e-vocalism’) and PIE *h.

The comparative solution to these main PIE ablaut problems and their relation to PIE *h is presented in Chapter 2.

(c) The problem of the resonants (or sonorants) PIE *i u r l n m, both independently and in the environment of PIE *h, is divided into:

1. The problem of semi-vowels/glides *i, u (U) with and without PIE *h.
2. The problem of liquids *r l (L) with and without PIE *h.
3. The problem of nasals *n m (N) with and without PIE *h.

The comparative solution of these problems is presented in Chapter 3.

(d) The problem of PIE obstruents, independently and in the environment of PIE *h, is divided into three subsets:

2. The problem of three series of velars (Neogр. *k : *k̂ : *k̂̄, etc.).
3. The problem of Indo-European fricatives (Neogр. *s/z and PIE *h).

The comparative solution of these problems is presented in Chapter 4.

(e) The problems of the PIE phoneme inventory are divided into nine subsets. To these may be added a tenth subset: their treatment in a comparatively consistent system. In order to establish the primary character of the phoneme inventory, it is demonstrated that no phonemes are absent in System PIE and that the inventory does not contain analyzable phonemes (i.e. System PIE is minimal).³

§2. PIE sound laws, comprising the phonological part of System PIE, are thoroughly upgraded (in particular, for PIE *h), according to the comparative implications of the now enriched data. When necessary, the sound laws are analyzed in connection with the problems. Thus, Brugmann’s Law and Osthoff's Law are upgraded in connection with the vowel system, Sievers’s Law and Fortunatov’s Law in connection with the resonant system and so forth until the segmental PIE sound laws have been completely revised.

§3. The key Indo-European (IE) languages for the reconstruction of PIE consist of the hundred most ancient languages from the last four millennia. Split into twelve main subgroups, the language family presents historical sound changes in a unique manner, similarly allowing the prospective reconstruction of their common ancestor, Proto-Indo-European (PIE). To date, thousands of scholars – from distinguished lexicographers to comparative linguists – have dedicated millions of man-hours to the coding of the material, making the most ancient Indo-European data finally available

³ Thus all historical proto-phonemes will be individually scrutinized for their existence and possible analytical (or ‘polyphonemic’) origin, ensuring that no items stand for simpler proto-phonemes (as is the case with Gr. ς, ἕ, etc.).
in a practically complete form. The key features of PIE Lexicon, the etymological database of System PIE, form a synthesis of these efforts and can be characterized as follows:

(a) In terms of the completeness of the material, the measures recommended by Brugmann and Osthoff in the ‘Neogrammarian manifesto’ (1878) have been adopted:

“Je mehr sprachmaterial uns so in lückenloser, durch die jahrhunderte sich hinziehender schriftlicher überlieferung zur beobachtung unterbereitet ist, um so besser sind wir daran [...]” (1878 MU1:vii).  

Historically speaking, however, the Neogrammarian theory – with its emphasis on Sanskrit, Greek and Latin – was never based on complete data, nor did it claim to be. This provides a window of opportunity to further the reconstruction.

(b) In order to eliminate the problem of the incompleteness of the Neogrammarian reconstruction – and, even more, that of the laryngeal theory – the material of the dissertation consists of the main bulk of stems (and morphemes) of the hundred most ancient Indo-European languages based on the most trusted mainstream dictionaries, comparatively supplemented with other critical sources.

The full material, in homage to the most capable scholars of in the field of etymology will be separately published under the title Proto-Indo-European Lexicon (PIE Lexicon); it has already been compiled with a length of five thousand A3 pages. The work is currently in an advanced stage, allowing preparation of the initial letters of the PIE Lexicon for publication.

(c) The PIE Lexicon is a next-generation etymological dictionary utilizing the rules of System PIE, as presented in this study. Although hardcopy versions could be made available, the PIE Lexicon is essentially a digital enterprise with the ultimate aim of accounting for every recorded Indo-European morpheme. This has been made possible by the general progress of language technology, exemplified today by similar products in the field, like the TITUS project (Thesaurus indogermanischer Text- und Sprachmateriel) based in Frankfurt am Main. The TITUS project is currently publishing archaic Indo-European texts, but links to digital dictionaries are also offered on the TITUS website. Due to digital technology, the TITUS project will become available to the users of the PIE Lexicon through the common material dealt with, allowing for the further improvement of both.

5 Zgusta (1951:428): “Il est naturel qu’une théorie nouvelle soit ainsi appliquée au matériel le plus large possible.”
6 For Brugmann’s note concerning the incompleteness of all early theories (including his own), see Grundr 1:397n1.
7 The PIE Lexicon is designed to allow for an upgrading of data until all Indo-European morphemes are reconstructed. Thus, the completeness of System PIE can be demonstrated in extenso.
8 For the TITUS Program (Das Projekt eines indogermanischen Thesaurus), see http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/indexe.htm.
§4. Throughout the study, special weight is placed on a strict commitment to the comparative method and other methodical disciplines. This deserves a brief explanation:

(a) Anthony Fox characterizes early discussions on the comparative method in writing (1995:19):

“It must be said that nineteenth-century discussions of the method itself, and of the procedures involved in its application, are rather disappointing. Although there are many demonstrations of the results of the method, no detailed step-to-step explanations or explicit formalizations are forthcoming from this period.”

With the exception of Schleicher, this evaluation is generally correct. Similar ideas with an even more critical tone have been expressed by Radoslav Katičić (1970:9), a leading comparative theoretician, who writes:

“If this traditional field of linguistic studies is to be incorporated in a modern body of linguistic doctrine, the comparative method must be made explicit and its procedures must become more formal. If a method is stated explicitly it becomes possible to discern its properties and show why it is successful and where it could be expected to fail.”

(b) Within this study are found both an explicit presentation of method (see especially Chapters 1 and 5) and its formalization in predicate calculus, the best known and most uncontroversial scientific meta-language in existence. This formalization consists of a simple presentation and definition of the Indo-European material in terms of predicate calculus. The usefulness of the formalization will be demonstrated in Chapter 5, where the decision method for the Indo-European etymology is stated as a simple formula of predicate calculus.

(c) The preliminary nature of the Paleogrammarian phoneme inventory and sound laws (based on Sanskrit) and the laryngeal theory, presenting a Semitic hypothesis on a Neogrammarian chassis, means that Indo-European linguistics depends on the Neogrammarians more than typically understood. This makes the following remark of Davies (1975:644) relevant for the study as a whole:

“What historiography [and Indo-European linguistics] most needs now is a series of attempts to investigate both the neogrammarians’ concrete achievements (about which much is known) and their theoretical presuppositions in their entirety (about which we are far less clear), to compare the two, and set them in some sort of historical perspective.”

---

9 As a further motivation, Katičić (1970:72) refers to the ongoing laryngeal controversy: “The heated discussion that arose about the laryngeal theory could become much more fruitful if the methodological problems were made explicit.” For a detailed account for the methodological inadequacies of the laryngeal theory, see Bammesberger 1984.

10 Predicate calculus is a formalization of the universal rules of logic shared by all branches of science. Logic – and predicate calculus – remain the same, but the branches of natural science differ in the real objects embedded. For the translatability of predicate calculus into a modern programming language that allows for the testing of the sound laws of System PIE, see Chapter 5.

11 Despite the introduction of notation for predicate calculus, the standard conventions in the presentation of Indo-European data are followed in this study.
§5. In one respect, Schleicher did better than the Neogrammarians, namely in viewing the comparative method as a natural science. This highly conservative tradition is upheld by the author in System PIE and the PIE Lexicon with the principles of natural science duly followed throughout:

(a) The comparative method of reconstruction is an empirical science. The Indo-European data is understood like DNA code, carrying genetic information, and therefore normative. Should a theory conflict with the data, corrections in the theory are sought instead of irregular explanations, in accordance with the thought of Hans Henrich Hock (1991:535):

“Given a choice, analyses postulating sound changes are more highly valued than analyses which require analogical or other non-phonetic changes. Similarly, everything else being equal, analyses operating with regular changes (sound change and/or rule-governed analogy) are preferred over those which require sporadic or less regular changes.”

By seeking improvements in the analysis of material instead of analogies, the self-correcting process of the science can be meaningfully upheld. Accordingly, the result of the method is “[...] testable in principle on the basis of particular events occurring in space and time” (see Esa Itkonen 1978:2ff. and Martti Nyman 1982:19). Basically this amounts to the acceptance of Isidore Dyen’s requirement (1969:508) that “[s]tatements regarding the nature of the proto-language are entirely inferential or analytical, not assumptive”. A theory allowing verification or falsification of every detail is pursued, and apriorist hypotheses are replaced with inductive ones.

(b) The reconstruction of proto-language means its restoration in a scientific manner that satisfies high philological, linguistic and comparative standards. Ultimately, reconstruction represents an equivalent of the Indo-European data, compressed in Proto-Indo-European formulas. Szemerényi’s (1996:32) position is compulsory throughout:

“From the outset realism, a realistic approach, plays a decisive part in reconstruction, since the reconstruction of phonetically impossible sounds and sound sequences (= words) can be considered nothing but an idle game.”

The reconstruction of proto-language is not hypothetical, but a regulated procedure defined by specific empirical criteria. Therefore, scientific realism is the standard for the postulation of reconstruction and concept formation, which are only allowed if the objects are obtained exclusively from the material. An isomorphic relationship

---

12 See Koerner (1982:2): “Schleicher’s conception of language […] was, at least with respect to its method of investigation, a natural science (Naturwissenschaft).” See also Fox (1995:24): “The work of Schleicher and his contemporaries, on the other hand, reflects the growing interest in the natural sciences and in scientific method: ‘the method of linguistics is totally different of that of all historical disciplines, and is basically that of the natural sciences’.”

13 On the structure of scientific theories, see Kuhn 1973.

14 According to Szemerényi (1962), the basic principles of etymological research are phonetic, semantic and word formation criteria. See also Anttila (1969:35).

15 For concept formation in the empirical sciences, see Hempel 1952.
between the objects of the theory and their counterparts in the real world is thus demanded on all levels.\textsuperscript{16}

(c) In the evaluation of the Indo-European reconstruction theories, a theory (and/or its subset) is valid if and only if it is complete and sound.\textsuperscript{17} In this regard, the counter-example procedure (i.e. constructing a set of data falsifying a hypothesis and leading to a revision of the theory) is favoured in order to take problems as part of the solution.

(d) Occam’s razor,\textsuperscript{18} or the ‘principle of economy’ (quoted here from Hock 1991:538), is adopted for the purposes of comparison of the theories and their subsets:

“Reconstructions should not violate the maxim attributed to the medieval philosopher Occam that \textit{entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem} ‘entities (in an argument) are not to be multiplied beyond necessity’. Put differently, the simplest possible analysis is to be preferred, everything else being equal.”

The converse of the principle, Occam’s guillotine, is applied in the elimination of unnecessary assumptions.\textsuperscript{19}

(e) The \textit{ex nihilo nihil} principle states that nothing comes from nothing. In practice, if a measurable phenomenon exists, it can be assumed to reflect a previously existing state rather than to emerge from nowhere. The principle is also used in the evaluation of the competing theories.

(f) The \textit{rule of unambiguity} can be defined thus: from a proposition \(p \lor q\) (‘\(p\) or \(q\)’), it is not allowed to infer a proposition \(p\) or proposition \(q\) unless \(p\) or \(q\) has been proven. This rule is designed to secure the scientific character of theory by disallowing conclusions of ambiguous hypotheses.

(g) Throughout the study, ‘Fick’s rule’ is used as the \textit{principle of postulation} to justify the entire reconstruction. According to this key principle of the comparative method, two independent witnesses are always required.\textsuperscript{20} As a consequence of this limitation, the comparative method of reconstruction in its pure form is the sole form of inference applied in this study, with the result that the very source code of Proto-Indo-European is derived in an objective manner in System PIE.

A strict adherence to these principles allows one to demonstrate that Schleicher’s view of the comparative method as natural science is accurate. By sticking to principles of natural science, nothing but science is produced. The correct

\textsuperscript{16} For the opposite point of view, see Benveniste (1962:10): “On a trop cherché à convertir les laryngales en réalités phonétiques. Nous avons toujours pensé que le statut qui leur convenait présentement était celui d’êtres algébriques. Loin d’en être gênée, la reconstruction indo-européenne s’en trouve facilitée. Les modèles de reconstruction ne doivent pas dépendre d’interprétations phonétiques encore largement conjecturales et qui seraient nécessairement ‘historiques’.”

\textsuperscript{17} A system is complete if it generates all the correct forms, not if it generates incorrect forms.

\textsuperscript{18} For Occam’s razor (‘entitia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem’) in linguistics, see Hock (1986:538-540) and Szemerényi (1977:309).

\textsuperscript{19} “If a postulate is not necessary, it is meaningless.”

\textsuperscript{20} See also Bammesberger (1984:11): “Um ein linguistisches Phänomen der Grundsprache zuschreiben zu können, muß es in minderstens zwei verschiedenen Sprachgruppen unverkennbare Spuren hinterlassen haben.”
solutions can be simultaneously identified and calibrated to match the requirements of the now enriched data.

1.1.2 Forms as functions of phonemes and meanings

§0. Katičić (1970:146) expresses the key idea of language, forms as functions of meaning, as follows:

“[…] the languages in genetic research must be defined in the first place as sets of phonemic strings that serve as expression to certain contents.”

Though not sufficient as a general theory of language – which is in any case not sought in this study, being strictly limited to the Indo-European domain – Katičić’s definition provides a solid starting point for a definition of the comparative method in terms of predicate calculus.

§1. The attested forms constituting the lexical items of language \( f \) consist of the string of phonemes \( a_1, a_2, ..., a_n \) and the meaning ‘\( x \)’ (in practice, the translation). Consequently, the Indo-European data can be understood as a set of propositions (functions) of the form \( f(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) = \) ‘\( x \)’ In System PIE and in the PIE Lexicon, the stems are chosen as the basic level of description.\(^{21}\) Accordingly, an independent entry is provided for every documented stem, and the description is understood to be complete when all attested stems have been accounted for. An example of the presentation of material based on the stems (arranged under the respective roots) is, for instance, the Old Anatolian formation\(^{22}\) \( \text{Hi. eš-} \) (pr.) ‘sein’ (HEG 1:109-10, e-eš-zi [3sg], \( \text{KBo I} 53,7 \)) \( \text{Hi. aš-} \) (pr.) ‘sein’ (HEG 1:109-10, a-ša-an-du [3pl]) \( \text{HLu. sa-} \) (vb.) ‘be’ (CHLu. 2.34.1, sa-tú [3sg], 10.17.6, sa-ta [3pl])

In terms of predicate calculus, such entries are combined functions \( f(g(h(x))) = \) ‘\( y \)’ expressing not only the stem and its meaning, but additional information like grammatical analysis (e.g. ‘(pr.)’, ‘[3sg]’, etc.), reference (e.g. ‘HEG 1:109-110’), the locus of the attested form (e.g. ‘\( \text{KBo I} 53,7 \)’ and so forth.\(^{23}\)

§2. In the formalization the following symbols, functions (symbol: ‘\( f \))’\(^{24}\) and definitions (symbol: ‘\( \equiv \))’ are used:

\(^{21}\) Hock’s (1991:29) definition is followed here: “If the main carrier of lexical meaning in a given word is morphologically complex, containing a root plus an affix, it is called a stem, such as word-y, in word-i-er, word-i-ness.” In addition also the root, capable of taking inflectional endings, is understood as a special form of stem.

\(^{22}\) On the topic of organization, compare Matthews (1991:26): “For some other languages, such as Sanskrit, dictionaries are organized by stems or roots…”

\(^{23}\) The grammatical function covers the types of stems according to their grammatical class, including verbs (vb.), substantives (sb.), adjectives (a.), numerals (num.), adverbs (adv.), interjections (intj.), etc.

\(^{24}\) Functions \( f_1, f_2, f_3, ... \) can represent any properties (or features) or relations of the arguments \( x_1, x_2, ..., x_n \).
(a) The Indo-European stems are arranged under constant functions expressing the source language (e.g. Aiol., Alb., Arm., Av., etc.) of the item in question, and the scope of a function defines the lexicon of that language.\(^{25}\)

(b) The phoneme paradigms of the individual Indo-European languages (i.e. the sets of minimal units of the sound system) can be referred to as their constant inventories. For the phoneme paradigms, an extensive definition is therefore set forth. Thus, as an example, for Greek we can define:\(^{26}\)

\[
\Phi_{\text{Gr.}} = \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, \epsilon, \ldots, \omega \quad \text{(the Greek phoneme inventory).}
\]

In predicate calculus, the real objects \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, \epsilon, \ldots, \omega\) can be referred to by two kinds of object variables – free ones (a, b, c, ...) and bound ones (x, y, z, ...) – both of which are further marked with subscripts ‘\(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\)’ and ‘\(x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots\)’ as needed.\(^{27}\)

(c) The phonemes constituting a stem are connected with a sequence function (symbol: +) expressing the left-to-right order of the objects involved (e.g. \(a_1 + a_2 + \ldots + a_n\)). In practice, it is not necessary to write the sequence function; for example, the conventional writing (e.g. Go. ist) is understood as shorthand for Go. \(i+s+t\).

(d) The comparative function (the symbol :) can be set between any two arguments \(\Phi_x(a)\) and \(\Phi_y(b)\) by setting them in juxtaposition (e.g. Hi. \\(\text{e} + \text{z} + \text{i}\) ‘is’ : Go. \(\text{is}\) ‘is’). If the compared items are identical, then the comparative function \(\Phi_x(a) : \Phi_y(b)\) is provable and identity (the symbol \(=\) ) replaces the function; otherwise its opposite is shown (by the symbol: \(\not=\)).

(e) A string of phonemes \(\Phi(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n)\) is a morpheme, if and only if there exists an \(x\) such that ‘\(x\)’ is its meaning (possibly unknown). Formally, therefore, the morphemes are of general form \(\Phi(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \equiv \text{df} \ ‘x’\). A stem can contain multiple morphemes, and if so these are separated by segmentation function (the symbol \(\cdot\) ) as seen, for example, with:

\[
\text{OIr. do · for · mag - (pr.) ‘accroître’ (LEIA M-8, doformaig [3sg])}.
\]

§3. In this manner, any Indo-European lexical item can be expressed in terms of predicate calculus (i.e. one-to-one mapping exists).

### 1.2 Phonetics and phonology in System PIE

#### 1.2.1 Introduction: phonetics and phonology

§0. The basic situation is neatly summarized by Salmon and Smith (2005:86):

---

\(^{25}\) The variables covering the constant functions (i.e. languages and dialects) are \(\Phi, \Theta, X, \ldots\) possibly with subscripts (\(\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_n\), etc.). With these the individual subgroups like ‘Baltic’, ‘Celtic’, etc. can be defined.

\(^{26}\) The definitions of the phoneme paradigms of the Indo-European languages, available in standard grammars, are not repeated here.

\(^{27}\) In addition, the zero phoneme (represented by the symbols \(\varnothing\) or –) is used to mark lost phonemes and the zero grade (both in IE and PIE).
"Establishing a phonological inventory is a cornerstone of linguistic description and the same naturally holds for reconstructing proto-language."

In order to ensure the correct reconstruction of the Indo-European and Proto-Indo-European phoneme inventories, one must observe the following issues:

§1. The phoneme paradigms of Indo-European languages basically coincide with the inherited alphabets created by the inventor(s) of the respective writing systems. In this way, the inherited alphabets contain a received internal reconstruction. Being empirically given, reinterpretation of alphabets is seldom motivated, though naturally the properties of the systems can be dealt with by means of phonetics, the scientific study of sounds as individual objects (Trask, DPhPh:270), and phonology, the study of the relationships of sounds in a language (Trask, DPhPh:275-77).

§2. In the reconstruction of the phoneme inventory of Proto-Indo-European, only the strictest principles of the comparative method are employed. In practice, every proto-phoneme must be comparatively postulated, based on a correspondence set consistent with the full data. In particular, the so-called hypothetico-deductive method, which is occasionally allowed in historical linguistics and involves hypothetical proto-sounds and a postulation of pre-proto-language, is unnecessary.

1.2.2 Sounds, phonemes and phonetics

§0. The sounds of speech are concrete objects with measurable acoustic properties or features produced by airflow and the human vocal apparatus, the places of articulation and the articulator.28 Strictly speaking, as no two spellings of a sound are identical, the concept of phoneme (representing actual instances and/or spelling variants $a_1, a_2, ..., a_n$ of a sound /a/) has been introduced.29

§1. Language reaches its written phase when the means for its transcription, most often an alphabet,30 have been developed. The descriptiveness and general accuracy of the archaic Indo-European phoneme inventories results from their phonetic character. Unaffected by conventions, the main source of non-phonetic spellings or similar factors in the ancient Indo-European alphabets usually reflects the data as directly as possible, and they are usually accepted as such in a comparative study. In terms of minor exceptions, note the following phonological remarks concerning certain individual Indo-European languages:

(a) Continuing the Sumerian ideogrammatic tradition, the Old Anatolian languages (Hi., Pal. CLu. and HLu.) are syllabic, not phonetic. Consequently, phonetic approximations are used for the presentation of the Old Anatolian data (e.g. Hi. ešzi

---

28 For phonemes (sounds), see Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996. For phonetics, see Laver 1994.

29 Compare the famous definition of Daniel Jones 1950, according to whom a phoneme is a family of sounds.

30 For the close connection between ‘alphabet’ and ‘phoneme inventory’, compare Meriggi (1966:8): “[...] diejenige, die den uralten Begriff Buchstaben in der neuen Maskierung als ‘Phonem’ retten will.”
is written for the attested Hī. e-eš-zi ‘is’), a practice also followed in this study. Being secondary (built upon primary data), these approximations are susceptible to error, and comparative evidence is particularly important for the elimination of possible mistakes.

(b) The Indo-European languages are usually attested in their own inherited writing systems, but transcribed in the Latin alphabet (except for Greek). The scholarly transpositions are not necessarily flawless, and scrutiny occasionally required in the phonological considerations involving the latter.31

(c) From a comparative point of view, the allophonic alternation of phonemes is caused by sound changes in varying environments. Avestan is especially rich in allophonic alternation in its alphabet, possibly reflecting its status as a sacred language. It is not uncommon that Avestan allophones cannot be explained on a synchronic basis, but instead require a historical explanation outside of the received phoneme paradigm.

§2. The comparative method of reconstruction is not primarily interested in the phoneme inventories of the individual Indo-European languages. Although all Indo-European languages preserve some proto-phonemes as such, all have gone through multiple and successive sound changes, leaving the surface level ambiguous to a degree. In particular, the following types of changes are commonplace within the Indo-European languages:

(a) Loss (or disappearance) of a proto-sound in a language (e.g. PIE *h₂ → Gr. Ø).

(b) Merger (or convergence) of originally distinct proto-phonemes in a language (e.g. PIE *th₂ → Gr. *dh₂ → Gr. θ).

(c) Split of an original proto-phoneme as conditioned by environment (e.g. in PIE *gh₂ → Lat. c g h, etc.).

Owing to the secondary nature of at least some attested phonemes, the comparative method of reconstruction eliminates secondary phonemes by postulating the respective sound laws before entering into conclusions, thus focusing on the proto-phoneme inventory as the common denominator of the cognates.

### 1.2.3 The historical PIE phoneme inventories

§0. The historical PIE phoneme inventories will be briefly presented in order to test them against the enriched Indo-European data. Though outdated in certain aspects, the Neogrammarians' phoneme inventory is the common starting point of all Indo-European reconstruction theories (including the one presented in this study), and thus serves as a natural point of reference for the history and development of the PIE phoneme inventory.32

---

31 For an example of a failure in transliteration and its consequences, see Chapter 4 for the discussion on the ‘voiced aspirate’ series (mediæ aspiratæ) of Sanskrit, historically miswritten as OInd. bh dh gh jh h instead of the proper notation OInd. bh dh gh jh h.

32 For “Der Lautbestand der idg. Ursprache”, see Brugmann (Grundr2 I:92-93).
Within the phoneme inventory, three functional classes of phonemes, vowels (V), resonants (R) and obstruents (C) are distinguished and dealt with respectively in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Beginning with the laryngeal PIE *h, the overall picture of the research history can be sketched as follows:

(a) The laryngeal PIE *h, which is absent from the Neogrammarians reconstruction, can now be added to the proto-language based on Old Anatolian, as already discovered by monolaryngealism:

```
Neog. Ø          (Brugmann, Osthoff, Pokorny, Kronasser et al.)
Monolar. PIE *h   (Zgusta, Laroche, Szemerényi, Tischler et al.)
```

The variations of the now outdated multilaryngealism will be discussed subsequently in their relevant contexts.

(b) At its high point, the Neogrammarians vowel system Neog. *V contained eight correspondence sets, provided below with the respective vowel system of the laryngeal theory:

```
*a-quality:    *o-quality:    *e-quality:
Neog. *a *â    *o *ö    *e *ê
LT. *h2 *h2 e/~  *eh2   *h3 e  *eh3  *eh1
```

(c) The Neogrammarians system of sonants 33 contained glides (U), liquids (L) and nasals (N), as indicated in the table below:

```
Neog. *j i  i/C i/V *y u  u/C u/V
     *l l  l/C l/V *r r  r/C r/V
     *m m  m/C m/V *n n  n/C n/V
```

It was further claimed that the long sonants stood for the respective short ones, plus Neog. *a, now written as *H in the laryngeal theory.

(d) The Neogrammarians obstruent system consisted of the following items:

```
Plosives:       Fricatives:
Neog. *p t k  k* u s  * phá
     *ph th kh kʰ h sh  * ph
     *b d g  g* u z  * dá
     *bh dh gh gʰ h zh  * dh
```

The following initial remarks are respectively made for each category of objects:

§1. The monolaryngealism has its roots in Zgusta’s (1951) observation that there is one and only one laryngeal PIE *h (≡ H, h, CLu. h, Pal. h, H Lu. h), which is comparatively inferable from the Old Anatolian (and other Indo-European) data. This has now been confirmed by Johann Tischler’s Hethitisches etymologisches Glossar (HEG 1977ff.), proving that Zgusta’s conjecture was both sufficient and

---

33 Note that in this study, the term ‘resonant’ is used for PIE *i u r l n m, whereas the term ‘sonants’ refers to Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s syllabic sonants.
necessary. This decisive success provides an inductive starting point for the comparative reconstruction of the PIE laryngeal, but monolaryngealism has not inferred the properties of the cover symbol PIE *h as an independent segment and its behaviour in all environments, based on the comparative method.

§2. As for the Indo-European vowel system and its relation to the cover symbol PIE *h, the following theories have been proposed:
(a) At its high point, the Neogrammian vowel system consisted of eight cover symbols for vowels:

    Neogr. *œ, a, ā ('a-quality') *å, o, ō ('o-quality') *e, ē ('e-quality').

Tested against the enriched data, the Neogrammian vowel system is adequate in terms of the number of cover symbols and their derivation. Eight distinct correspondence sets can be inductively obtained from the data, and none of the cover symbols are redundant. In the absence of the laryngeal, the traditional system is outdated. In particular, the mutual relationships of vowels and the laryngeal and the ablaut patterns require a thorough revision.
(b) Based on Saussure's ideas, Møller (1879, 1880, 1906:vi = MØL) presented the classical three-laryngealism (now competing with Brugmann's comparative reconstruction of proto-vowels) indicated in the following table:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{Neogr.} & *œ & *a & *ā & *å & *o & *ō & *e & *ē \\
\text{MØL} & *A & *Ae/ & *eA & *OE/ & *eO & *Ee & *eE & -
\end{array}
\]

This theory was based on Saussure's (1878 = DS*) single 'fundamental' (in modern terms 'pre-proto-vowel') *e of two 'coefficients sonantiques': an 'a-colouring' *A (Neogr. *œ = LT *h₂) and an 'o-colouring' *O (= LT *h₃), with rules of compensatory lengthening and colouring obtained by structural reasoning. For the sake of similarity with the Semitic system of laryngeals, Møller added yet another item *E (= LT *h₁) and projected the assumed Proto-Semitic root shape C₁C₂C₃ onto Proto-Indo-European, thus giving birth to the laryngeal theory. Unsurprisingly, this laryngeal theory conflicted with reality: after the emergence of the Old Anatolian data, Møller's original proposition of three laryngeals has been gradually downgraded. By switching to a notation in which E, A, O indicate laryngeals preserved in Old Anatolian and h₁, h₂, h₃ laryngeals that have been lost (or never

34 See Saussure (Rec. 127): “Le phonème a₁ [= *e] est la voyelle radicale de toutes les racines. Il peut être seul à former le vocalisme de la racine ou bien être suivi d’une seconde sonante que nous avons appelée coefficient sonantique.” [...] “Dans de certaines conditions, qui ne sont pas connues, a₁ [= *e] est remplacé par a₂ [= *o]; dans autres, mieux connues, il est expulsé.”

35 The 'rule of compensatory lengthening' refers to the postulates LT **eh₁ → *ē; LT **eh₂ → *ā; LT **eh₃ → *ō and the 'colouring rules' to the postulates LT **h₁e → *e; LT **h₂e → *a; LT **h₃e → *o.

36 Thus, Lindeman (1987:25) writes: “In its commonly accepted form the ‘Laryngeal Theory’ assumes the existence in Early Indo-European of (at least) three 'laryngeal' consonants [...].”

never existed), we may summarize the subsequent developments of the theory as follows:

1. Benveniste’s (1935 = BENV.) assumed three laryngeals: two preserved (*A = Hi. h, *O = Hi. ToFit) and one ‘lost’ item (*h₁ = Hi. Ø).
2. Kuryłowicz (1935:75f., 254f. = KUR.) assumed four laryngeals: two preserved (A and O = Hi. h) and two ‘lost’ laryngeals (h₁ and h₂ [= LT h₄] = Hi. Ø).
3. Eichner’s (1973 = EICH.) assumed three laryngeals: one preserved (*A = Hi. h) and two lost (*h₁ h₃ = Hi. Ø).
4. Puhvel’s (1965 = Puhl.) theory supposes e and six laryngeals, of which three have been assumedly preserved in Old Anatolian: *E, A, O and three lost (h₁, h₂, h₃). ³³⁸

Møller’s laryngeal theory has split into two subgroups. One favours weakening the original proposition of the number of preserved laryngeals (Benveniste and Eichner) and one adds the number of assumed laryngeals (Kuryłowicz and Puhvel) to compensate:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Møl.} & \text{E A O} \\
\hline
\text{BENV.} & *h₁ *A *O & \text{KUR.} - *A *O *h₁ *h₂ - \\
\text{EICH.} & *h₁ *A *h₃ & \text{PUH.} *E *A *O *h₁ *h₂ *h₃ \\
\end{array}
\]

(c) The monolaryngeal theory of Indo-European vocalism is currently in its early phase, in essence consisting of the following:

1. Zgusta (1951), the first to reconstruct a single laryngeal PIE *H coinciding with Hi. h, argues for the favour of a colourless (or non-colouring) item. By adding the three short vowels *e, a, o and following the rule of compensatory lengthening (*eH \rightarrow ē, *aH \rightarrow ā, *oH \rightarrow ō), Zgusta’s theory has only four proto-phonemes (ZG. *H *e *a *o) and three rules (of compensatory lengthening).
2. Similarly, Szemerényi (1967:96-7 = Sz) posits one non-colouring laryngeal PIE *H (= Hi. h) and six vowels *e, a, o, ē, ā, ō; thus, he disagrees with Zgusta, favouring the original quantity instead of compensatory lengthening not required in his system. From the point of view of the data, it can be readily said that this solution is superior to that of Zgusta, because Szemerényi’s system contains the original vṛddhi vowels proven to exist independently of laryngeals.

(d) In order to provide an overview of the initial assumptions, the vocalisms and the laryngeals of the theories are summarized in the following table, where ‘–’ indicates a correspondence set missing from a theory:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels:</th>
<th>Laryngeal:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *ə a ã å o ō e ē –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ds. *A – eA – (o) eO e eA –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³³⁸ For Puhvel’s motivation for the expansion of the number of laryngeals to more than three, see HED 3: v-vi: “Those who have insisted on postulating a set (preferably low) number of ‘laryngeals’ and hewing to them religiously have lulled themselves into a false and premature circularity.”
The theories lack at least one correspondence set, with the result that none of them are complete or acceptable as the basis of a comparative reconstruction theory as such. However, Brugmann’s reconstruction is the most accurate description of the Indo-European vocalism, and the absence of the laryngeal can be corrected by the addition of the critical sound law established by the laryngeal theory and monolaryngealism:

PIE *h ≡ Hī. ʰ, Pal., CLu., HLu. ʰ: RV ʰ/Ø, Gr. Ø, Lat. Ø, etc.

Thus, a complete set of cover symbols emerges when the two theories are combined:

*ə *a *ā *ā *o *ō *e *ē *h

In Chapter 2, when the cover symbols are replaced with the actual Proto-Indo-European values, this solution will be shown as both necessary and sufficient.39

§3. Concerning the resonants, functionally defined as phonemes having vocalic (R) and consonantal (R) allophones, three theories have been suggested:

(a) The Neogrammian system of sonants contained the postulates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neogr.</th>
<th>*j</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>iC</th>
<th>iV</th>
<th>*y</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>ũC</th>
<th>uuV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*l</td>
<td></td>
<td>]C</td>
<td>]V</td>
<td>*r</td>
<td></td>
<td>řC</td>
<td>řV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>ňC</td>
<td>ňV</td>
<td>*n</td>
<td>ň</td>
<td>ňC</td>
<td>ňV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here the long sonants Ř stand for short sonants plus schwa (= R+ ə). In the laryngeal theory, Neogr. *ə is replaced with *H in a completely isomorphic system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LT</th>
<th>*j</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>iHC</th>
<th>iHV</th>
<th>*y</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>uHC</th>
<th>uHV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>ňHC</td>
<td>ňHV</td>
<td>*n</td>
<td>ň</td>
<td>ňHC</td>
<td>ňHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*l</td>
<td></td>
<td>]HC</td>
<td>]HV</td>
<td>*r</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>rHC</td>
<td>rHV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) The schwa secundum school, initiated by Schmidt, accepts Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s correspondence sets, but explains the epenthetic svarabhakti vocalisms of the cognates as reflecting a schwa secundum (written as *ə) instead of the zero grade.

(c) The third tradition, dating back to the period preceding the theory of syllabic sonants, is the comparative one. According to this view, though never formulated as a full-scale theory, the identical vocalisms of cognates are directly compared and postulated to the proto-language when confirmed by at least two witnesses. This approach can be illustrated, for instance, by Verner’s reconstruction (1877:125):

“[G]erm. foliiba l. ‘fülle’ (ahd. fullida) = altind. pûrñátā dss., von germ. folla- ‘voll’ (goth. fulla-, an. full-r, as. full, ags. ful, ahd. fol) = altind. pûrñā-, dss.”

---

39 For an interpretation of the historical connection between the Neogrammarians and monolaryngealism, see Eichner (1988:128): “Er [= der Monolaryngalisimus] bildet im Grunde die Fortsetzung der Brugmannschen Auffassungen vermehrt um die Ansicht, daß man nach der Entdeckung der anatolischen Evidenz nicht mehr ganz ohne Laryngal auskommt.”
Here, in essence, an original vowel is postulated by at least “two witnesses”:

\[
\text{PIE } ^*\text{pulno-} \equiv \text{RV. pûrñá-, Go. full-, ORus. pûlnû-, etc.}
\]

§4. For the obstruents, functionally defined as phonemes without vocalic allophones, the Neogrammarians postulated a system of plosives and fricatives, comprising of twenty-eight proto-phonemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plosives</th>
<th></th>
<th>Fricatives</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^*\text{p})</td>
<td>(\text{t})</td>
<td>(\ddot{\text{k}})</td>
<td>(\bar{\text{k}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^*\text{ph})</td>
<td>(\text{th})</td>
<td>(\ddot{\text{kh}})</td>
<td>(\bar{\text{kh}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(^*\text{bh})</td>
<td>(\text{dh})</td>
<td>(\ddot{\text{gh}})</td>
<td>(\bar{\text{gh}})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As regards these items, discussed in full in Chapter 4, the following preliminary remarks can be made:

1. Columns 1-3 represent the decem-taihun isogloss, viz. the problem of the four manners of articulation T — Th — D — Dh (appearing in rows 1-4).

2. Columns 3-5 represent the Centum-Satem isogloss, viz. the problem of the three PIE velar series (Neogr. \(^*\text{k} : \ddot{\text{k}} : \text{k}^u\), etc.).

3. Columns 6-7 represent the Neogrammian fricative system, consisting of a series of sibilants and a series of interdental fricatives (or thorns), but lacking the place of articulation for laryngeal(s).

(a) Three main theories have been presented for the decem-taihun isogloss, consisting of the series T — Th — D — Dh:

1. The traditional (Neogrammian) theory with twenty comparatively obtained cover symbols for plosives, as already indicated in the table above.

2. The ‘root constraint theory’ of Meillet and Magnusson, which claims a complementary distribution for the series mediae (D) in the roots with two successive plosives, thus implying its secondary character.

3. Based on Saussure’s suggestion (generalized by Kuryłowicz), the series of tenues aspiratae is eliminated by means of segmental analysis in mainstream laryngeal theory.

\[
\text{Neogr. } ^*\text{ph th kh }\ddot{\text{kh}}\text{ k}^u\ddot{\text{h}} \equiv \text{LT } ^*\text{p} + \text{h}_2\text{ t + h}_2\text{ k + h}_2\text{ k}^u\text{h} + \text{h}_2
\]

The remaining system of three series \((^*\text{T} : \text{D} : \text{Dh})\) is the starting point of the so-called glottalic theory, modulations of which are based on typological considerations.

(b) The second part of the plosive problem deals with the Centum-Satem isogloss (i.e. the existence of the three velar series (Neogr. \(^*\text{k} : \ddot{\text{k}} : \text{k}^u\))). Currently there are a number of attempts to deal with this question:

1. The Neogrammian theory, consisting of twelve proto-phonemes (Neogr. \(^*\text{k}\ddot{\text{k}}\text{ k}^u\); \(^*\ddot{\text{kh}}\text{ k}^u\ddot{\text{h}}\); \(^*\text{g} \ddot{\text{g}}\text{ g}^u\); \(^*\text{gh} \ddot{\text{gh}}\text{ g}^u\text{h}\)), is obtained through the comparative method. Although correct in terms of its contents, the theory is typologically problematic, because no satisfactory parallels in the languages of the world have emerged.
2. Attempts to eliminate one series by means of environments result in a reduction of the system to only two original series. In this regard, all the possible subsets of two original phonemes (i.e. *k+*k, *k+*k and *k+*k) have been suggested, but with little success.

3. When segmental analyses of the velars (Neogr. *k = *ku) (Reichelt) and palatals (Neogr. *k = *ki) (Szemerényi) are combined into a single theory, the two approaches only leave the plain velar series for the proto-language, thus removing the typological problem of having three series.

(c) The Neogrammarians system of fricatives – in part artificial, in part deductive (vs. inductive) – was defective in terms of the laryngeal place of articulation. The situation is discussed separately in the next paragraph in order to illustrate the principles of segmental analysis.

§5. In order to guarantee the minimal character of the phoneme inventory of System PIE, a combinatory analysis of phonemes is carried out for vowels, resonants and obstruents in the respective chapters of the study. The testing of the postulated proto-phone systems can be exemplified here with an analysis of the Neogrammarians system of fricatives, in relation to which one can observe the following:

(a) Of the sibilants Neogr. *s sh z zh, only Neogr. *s and *z exist as outcomes of the comparative method. The sibilants Neogr. *sh zh were postulated on the basis of the typology of the four obstruent series Neogr. T Th D Dh (‘Systemzwang’). Since the proper (comparative) reconstruction must be exclusively based on data, the constructions leaning to structures or typologies and their postulates (here Neogr. ’sh and ’zh) are unacceptable.

(b) The postulation of the so-called ‘thorn’ series (i.e. the four interdental fricatives)

Neogr. *p *ph *δ *dh (Grundrge 1:790)

is based on a comparison of sibilants (in Indo-Iranian and elsewhere) and dentals (in Greek). The definition can be shown to be erroneous, because the full data of the alleged examples reveal both sibilants and dentals in Greek (and occasionally elsewhere as well). No independent segment is to be reconstructed because sibilant and dental extensions (marked I and II) exist simultaneously. The case can be illustrated, for instance, with the data:

1. Neogr. *ghdh- (Σ)- ‘Erde, Ton’ (adv.) ‘unter, unten’ (P. 414f.)

I) PIE *ghso-

RV. kša pāvant- (m.) ‘Beschützer der Erde’ (WbRV. 362)
RV. kša pāvant- (m.) ‘Beschützer der Erde’ (WbRV. 362)
Gr. μόζο δζ- (m.) ‘Ton zum Bleichen’ (GEW 2:256)
Att. ἔνε γονή (N.) = ἐπε-γονις (Schwyzer GrGr. 1:326)
RV. kšam- (f.) ‘die Erde, der Erdboden’ (WbRV. 363)
Gr. ἔπι ξένως (a.) = Gr. ἐπιχθόνιος (Schwyzer GrGr. 1:326)

II) PIE *ghdho-

Gr. μόζο χθο- (m.) ‘Ton zum Bleichen’ (GEW 2:256)
Both a sibilant and a dental extension exist, due to which the postulation of an underlying thorn is illegitimate.


I) PIE *teks-

RV. taks- (ao.) ‘zimmern, verfertigen’ (WbRV. 511, táksati)
TochB. taks- (vb.) ‘chop up, grind up’ (DTochB. 286, taksym)
LAv. taš- (pr.) ‘(in Scheite) zerlegen’ (AIWB. 645, tásti [3sg])
Lat. texo- (vb.) ‘bauen, zimmern’ (WH 2:678, texó [1sg])
gAv. tašn- (m obl.) ‘Bildner, Schöpfer’ (AIWB. 645, tašno [sgG])
Gr. tekhn- (f.) ‘Handwerk, Kunst(fertigkeit), List’ (GEW 2:889)

II) PIE *tek-

Gr. tekton- (m.) ‘Zimmermann, Handwerker’ (GEW 2:867)
LinB. tekton- (m.) ‘Zimmermann’ (GEW 3:183, te-kó-to-ne)
Gr. tektona (f.) ‘Handwerkerin’ (GEW 2:867)

Again two different extensions (Neogr. *teks- ≠ *tek-) are verified instead of a single item implying a thorn. This argument can be repeated throughout the alleged examples of Neogr. *p ḥ δ ḍh, leading to the elimination of series of thorns. Consequently only the sibilants Neogr. *s (*z) and the cover symbol for the laryngeal PIE *h need to be accounted for in the PIE system of fricatives.

§6. Given the existence of nine clearly defined problems, the theoretical situation in the field is transparent. Since at least sketches of comparative solutions can already be found in the literature, all problems can be solved by simple successive applications of the comparative method, as shown in this study.

1.3 Semantics

1.3.1 Symbol function and semantics

§0. From a semantic point of view, the predicate function Φ(α₁, α₂,..., αₙ) ≡ ‘x’ expressing morphemes defines correspondences of the strings of phonemes and their meanings, therefore coinciding with the concept of symbol function.⁴⁰ In semantics

⁴⁰Saussure (1916) interprets the linguistic symbol as two sides of a coin, showing both form (cheval) and meaning (‘equus’). Perhaps this is not the best available metaphor, because the two sides of a coin are not identical, nor do they refer to each other, as is essentially the case with linguistic signs; for example, see Meriggi (1966:5): “Freilich vertrete ich gerade die These, daß zwischen der Semantischen Sphäre und der Lautgestaltung des entsprechenden Ausdrucks immer ein strenger Parallelismus besteht.”
especially meanings are studied, and as the general problems of the field are well known it suffices to refer to the most relevant issues for the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European.\footnote{For a general introduction to semantics, see Lyons 1977.}

§1. Meaning can be defined in many ways, parallel or divergent.\footnote{For instance, types of definitions include ostensive, iconic, nominal, extensional, grammatical and so forth.} In comparative Indo-European linguistics, the main vehicle for the delivery of meaning is translation. As translation is a concrete measurable object, it is not intended that it involve a philosophically loaded discussion about the meaning of meaning.\footnote{In this study, hybrid translations – quoting dictionaries in their original languages – are used in order to minimize the possibility of error.} It should, however, be kept in mind that morphemes presuppose meaning and reconstruction presupposes morphemes; accordingly, meaning is by no means a trivial concept.\footnote{See, for instance, Nyman’s sketch of the connection (1982:32): “[…] the so-called sign rules which relate a signatum to its signs, thus making up a morpheme (Andersen 1980:3) or a phoneme […].”} Systems lacking proper reference to meaning (see Chomsky) are of limited interest for Indo-European linguistics, where translations play a significant (non-trivial) part on several levels.\footnote{See also Meriggi (1966:3): “[…] die asemantische Sprachwissenschaft […] bei der man Laute und Formen, aber nicht ihre Bedeutung untersuchen soll, ist mir sinnlose.”}

(a) Translations are often interpretations of multiple contextual facts where an error may occur. An example of an erroneous meaning is provided by Tischler (HEG 1:164-65) explaining how a certain translation

\begin{center}
Hi. hapadia- \quad (vb.) ‘schlagen, verletzen, töten’ (HHand. 40)
\end{center}

should be postulated instead of the early ‘\textsuperscript{3}Diener, Untergebener’, which was based on a misunderstanding of the context. Such corrections, once made, can often be verified (or falsified) by comparative analysis.\footnote{In this case, Tischler’s translation is now supported by the etymology Hes. ἀπεδονό- (LSJ. 182) = ἀπεδονό- ‘schwach, gebrechlich’ (GEW 1:639-40).}

(b) It is not uncommon for the translation of a word (or a morpheme) to be missing. This is particularly common with hapaxes and in onomastica. In order to recover this vital material, Indo-European linguistics uses multiple methodologies to supplement the missing translations, but in particular the comparative method. As an example of supplementing the missing meaning, I quote an ancient Celtic proper name:

\begin{center}
OGaul. mageno- \quad (PN.m.) ‘-(?)-’ (ACSS. 2:374).
\end{center}

Though no translation is available, the method allows for a comparison with the later Celtic items:

\begin{center}
Cymr. maen- \quad (m.) ‘pierre : stone’ (LEIA M-9) \\
Bret. mean- \quad (m.) ‘Stein’ (P. 709) \\
OBret. cronn-main- \quad (sb.) ‘pierre ronde’ (LEIA M-9)
\end{center}
Walde (and Pokorny, P. 709) correctly reconstructed PCelt. *mageno- for the latter, but as the prototype now coincides with the actually attested ancient form, the latter can be furnished with the translation:

OGaul. mageno- (PN.m.) ‘Stein (?)’ (ACSS. 2:374).

Since no sound laws are violated, and the postulated proto-form is replaced with an actually attested form of equal shape, the comparisons of the type are allowed regardless of the subgroup involved.47

§2. As mentioned by Matthews (1991:223), the problem of the relationship between morphemes and reality was already understood in Ancient Greece:

“One of the oldest findings about the language is that the forms of lexical elements generally do not bear a natural relation to their meanings. As Hermogenes put it in a dialogue by Plato, the names of the things are justified by nothing more than rule and custom.” (Cratylos 384d)

However, some modern formulations of the idea, especially the extreme interpretation of Saussure’s slogan ‘arbitrariness of meaning’, does not serve Indo-European linguistics in an optimal manner. In particular, if the rules mentioned by Hermogenes are not recognized, several actual criteria governing the alternations of meaning are lost:

(a) The PIE roots are attested in multiple vocalizations (including zero), called its ablaut bases. The ablaut vowels modified the meaning of the root to varying degrees in a manner not yet completely understood.

(b) The PIE stems belong to various grammatical functions (e.g. verbs, substantives, adjectives, etc.) and their subclasses (e.g. active : medium/deponent : passive and transitive : intransitive, etc.). Such alternations are reflected in regular (vs. arbitrary) changes of meaning.

§3. The original PIE derivation and the subsequent sound changes have semantic consequences, especially for the following phenomena:

(a) Homonyms – morphemes with an identical phonological shape, but etymologically incompatible meanings – are commonplace both in Proto-Indo-European and Indo-European:

\[ \Phi(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv \text{‘}x\text{’} \quad \neq \quad \Phi(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv \text{‘}y\text{’}. \]

The comparative method splits homonyms, arranges the morphemes under respective roots \(\mathcal{R}_m \neq \mathcal{R}_n\) based on their semantic values, and eliminates mergers in the process.

(b) Polysemy describes different but ultimately connected meanings of an identical sequence of phonemes, such as:

\[ \Phi_x(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv \text{df} \quad \text{‘}x_1\text{’}, \text{‘}x_2\text{’}, ..., \text{‘}x_n\text{’}. \]

47 In the digitalized platform of the PIE Lexicon, it will be possible to list all the morphological matches allowed by sound laws to test the available translations. Even if no match is found, all possible etymologies have been attempted and the reasons for their failure systematically codified; this also constitutes a scientific result.
Such variation can be traced back to a range of factors, such as the difference between the real objects designated (e.g. ModEng. plain = ‘clear’, ‘unadorned’, ‘obvious’, etc.), the grammatical classes of the stems, and so forth. From a comparative point of view, polysemy refers to items with a common semantic field and root.

(c) Synonyms or paraphrases – the forms \(\Phi_a(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n)\) and \(\Phi_b(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m)\) with the same meaning, but distinctive phonetic structure – are widespread in Indo-European.\(^{48}\) Even Sanskrit, known for its synonyms, pales in comparison with Proto-Indo-European, implying that the ‘one meaning, one form’ principle cannot be followed literally in Indo-European linguistics. The principle is helpful in distinguishing forms with incompatible meanings, but it should be recognized that multiple objects with identical meaning are supported by the comparative method.

(d) It is not uncommon for a stem to have a ‘double meaning’, thus revealing a compound rather than a simple word. In such cases it is still possible to achieve correspondences by segmentation, as the two morphemes and two meanings can be attached to two different roots. An example of such analysis is found in:

\[\text{Go. aldo-min-} \quad \text{(m./n.) ‘yîqas : old age’ (GoEtD. 25).}\]

Here the first component (Go. aldo) corresponds to the meaning ‘old’, as a result of which Go. ‘min- is left with the meaning ‘age’, which still currently has no known cognates, according to Lehmann (GoEtD. 25). However, the comparison with Old Anatolian results in a direct match in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } & \ast \text{mehn-} \quad ‘\text{Zeit’} \\
\text{Hi. } & \text{mehn-} \quad (\text{n Obl.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171, me-eh-ni [sgL])} \\
\text{Go. } & \text{min-} \quad (\text{m./n.) ‘age’ (GoEtD. 25)}^{49}
\end{align*}
\]

Generally speaking, the data actually contains more segments than just the words (or stems), and semantic hints often lead to successful segmentation.

§4. Semantic bridges – assumed changes of meaning through a postulated (hypothetical) meaning – are relative to the phoneme inventory and sound law system at hand. In general, improvements in phonology result in increased morphological distinctions, sometimes confirming and sometimes specifying a semantic bridge. Perhaps most often, however, a semantic bridge turns out to be artificial. An illustration of this can be found with the emergence of PIE \(\ast h\) (\(=\) Hi. h). In the Neogrammarian system, ‘a-vocalism’ (Neogr. \(\ast o\ a \text{ a}\) referred to vowels; not considered root radicals, they were therefore allowed to alternate with zero. According to the modern line of thought, Neogr. \(\ast o\ a \text{ a}\) indicates PIE \(\ast h\) (\(=\) h\(_2\)), a radical consonant, thus often necessitating distinctions within the traditional roots

---

\(^{48}\) A brief look at the Indo-European synonym dictionaries like Watkins 1992\(^3\) and Mallory-Adams 1997 confirms that synonymy is widespread within the group.

\(^{49}\) For an alternative extension of the root obtained similarly by Fraenkel, see his outstanding comparison of Li. tuo mél (adv.) ‘in einem fort : right away’ (LiEtWb. 445) and Go. mel- (n.) ‘Zeit, Stunde’ (ANetWb. 376).
held together with semantic bridges. Therefore, in the Pokorny-root *(a)ner- ‘Mann, Mensch : Kraft, Rüstigkeit, usw.’ the following distinctions are now obligatory:

(a) PIE *ʰner *ʰnor- ‘man’ (P. 765). The undisputed ʰ- in Greek (and Phrygian) implies that this root originally began with PIE *ʰ:

- Gr. ὄνης- (m.) ‘Mann’ (GEW1:107-8)
- NeoPhryg. ὄνες- (m.) ‘Mann’ (P. 765)
- RV. nár- (m.obl.) ‘Mann, Mensch’ (EWA 2:19-20)
- RV. nř- (m.obl.) ‘Mann, Mensch’ (WbRV. 748-50, nřbhis [II])

(b) PIE *ner- *nor- ‘strength, strong’ (P. 38-39, HEG 1:28). Here both Greek and Old Anatolian indicate that the root did not begin with a laryngeal:

- Cymr. ner (m.) ‘chef, seigneur’ (LEIA N-10)
- Osc. niir- (m.) ‘princeps’ (LEIA N-10, niir [sgN])
- RV. nár- (m.) ‘Held, Krieger (von Göttern)’ (WbRV. 748)
- RV. nř- (m.) ‘Held, Krieger (von Göttern)’ (WbRV. 748)
- Hes. νῷο·εμνο· (a.) ‘μεγάς, πολύς’ (LSJ. 1186)
- Gr. νοφέω (vb.) ‘operate, effect, etc.’ (Hes. νοφεῖ· ἐνενέγεις)
- CLu. anari- (c.) ‘Rüstigkeit, Lebenskraft’ (DLL 26-27)
- Hī. anari- (c.) ‘Rüstigkeit, Lebenskraft, Vitalität’ (HHAnd. 16)
- Gr. νερτο· (m.) Hes. iέρας · νερτος (LSJ. 1170)
- Ofr. nert (n.) ‘force, vigueur, puissance, vertu’ (LEIA N-10)

The semantic bridge fails not only for morphological reasons, but because a ‘man’ is not necessarily ‘chief, hero’ or even ‘strong’. Definitely, however, he is a ‘breather’, as was suggested already by Brugmann (Grundr 2 1:351), connecting Gr. ὄνης to the root PIE *ʰen- ‘breath’ (P. 38-39):

- RV. sám (…) ān- (pf.) ‘leben, atmen’ (WbRV. 50, sám (…) āna [3sg])
- Go. uz ṭôn- (pret.) ‘aus-atmen’ (GoEtD. 385, uzōn [3sg])
- Osc. anamo- (m.) ‘Seele, Geist, Gesinnung, Gemüt, Müt’ (WH 1:49)

§5. Finally, it should be observed that the postulation of a PIE morpheme requires that both the formal and semantic equations match. Therefore, two morphemes

\[ \Phi_x(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv_{df} \text{‘x’} \quad = \quad \Phi_y(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv_{df} \text{‘y’} \]

are identical only if both the proposition \( \Phi_x(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) = \Phi_y(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \) and the proposition ‘x’ = ‘y’ are true.\[51\]

\[50\] For the alternation of the meanings, compare Gr. ἰός ‘Herrscher, Herr, Fürst’ (GEW 1:102) and Li. vānas ‘Habicht’ (LiEtWb. 1194).

\[51\] Compare Campbell (2004:356): “A generally accepted principle (advocated by Meillet) permits only comparisons which involve both sound and meaning together.” An exception to the rule consists of the forms with unknown meaning (formula \( \Phi_x(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv_{df} \text{‘(?)’} \)). In order to test whether a suitable translation can be found, it is naturally allowed to propose equations from among morphologically possible matches in order to arrive at the missing translation.
1.3.2 Semantic fields of PIE root matrices

§0. The PIE roots formed tree-shaped structures called root matrices with a wide range of meanings defining the semantic field of the matrix.\(^\text{52}\) The existence of semantic fields has been understood ever since the Sanskrit grammarians constructed roots not restricted to a single but several meanings. The preconditions for a comprehensive scientific study of the semantic fields have only been created recently as a consequence of the codification of the complete Indo-European material and the advancements of computational linguistics. Here I will not propose a full-scale theory of semantic fields of the Indo-European languages, but simply sketch the general situation in a preliminary manner for the limited purposes of this study.

§1. The alternation of meanings of a semantic field is governed, for instance, by the following regular factors:
(a) The grammatical categories of the stems belonging to a root matrix. For instance, it is commonplace within PIE roots that a verb meaning ‘to go (with four legs), run’ is associated with substantives meaning ‘horse’, ‘bird’ and/or ‘foot/leg’, an adjective ‘hasty’, a numeral meaning ‘four’, a preposition(s) meaning ‘for(ward), forth, etc.’, and an adverb meaning ‘fast’. The subcategories of the stems (such as ‘transitivity’, ‘gender’, etc.) govern regular changes of meaning, which can be digitally managed.
(b) The facts of the external reality are reflected in the dimensions of a semantic field. Thus, in PIE, a verb meaning ‘make’ is often accompanied by a substantive meaning ‘hand’ (or more abstractly, ‘work’), an adjective meaning ‘capable, mighty’, a numeral meaning ‘five’, and so forth. The reasons for the alternation are readily understood (the meaning ‘hand’ is defined by the ‘(five) fingers’ and actions performed by the hand), and this kind of phenomenon can also be regulated, at least to a reasonable degree.
(c) Roots with parallel extensions with an identical meaning (or nearly so) are not uncommon in Proto-Indo-European (and Indo-European). This can be illustrated with the traditional entry Neogr. *mēn- ‘moon, month’ (P. 731), actually a *-n-extension of the root PIE *mēh- *mēh- ‘luna’:\(^\text{53}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } & \text{ *mēh-} \\
\text{OInd. ma-} & \quad \text{(m.) ‘Moon’ (MonWil. 771, Lex. mah [sgN])} \\
\text{TochA. ma-нькать} & \quad \text{(m.) ‘dea luna’ (Poucha 212, ma-нькать [sgN])}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the term ‘semantic field’ is used here in a different sense than in its original usage. The standard definition and its summary are advanced by Fox (1995:116) as follows: “Jost Trier […] put forward the theory of the semantic fields (Trier, 1931). According to this theory, it is possible to identify areas of the vocabulary (‘fields’) within which meanings are mutually defining and delimiting, thus forming systems which have some affinity to those found in phonology and morphology. Trier illustrated this principle with an analysis of the vocabulary of ‘knowledge’ in Middle High German, demonstrating that various words used covered the field in question without gaps or overlaps, and that the field and its structure changed in response to cultural developments.” For this internal meaning of the term ‘semantic field’, see further Hock (1991:305).

For the regular explanation of vocalisms involved, see Chapter 2.
The semantic distinctions originally caused by the extensions remain temporarily unknown, owing to the incomplete state of Indo-European studies, but in principle these can also be recoverable when a digital study of the matrices as independent (and comparable) objects becomes possible.

(d) Semantic fields of formally distinct matrices can be compared with each other in terms of alternations and parallels of meaning. Thus the commonplace alternation of meanings ‘foot’, ‘go’, ‘hasty’ etc. recurs in:

\[ \text{PIE} \sqrt{\text{mēh}}{\text{-}}n- \]

RV. mān-šcatú- (a.) ‘den Mond verscheuchend’ (WbRV. 1028)
Li. mēna- (m.) ‘Monat, Mond’ (LiEtWb. 435, mēnas [sgN])

\[ \text{PIE} \sqrt{\text{mēh}}{\text{-}}s- \]

RV. candrá-mas- (m.obl.) ‘Mond-’ (WbRV. 436, candrá-masas [G])
RV. más- (m.) ‘Mond, Monat’ (WbRV. 1036, másam [sgA])
Arm. mahik (sb.) ‘Mondsichel’ (ArmGr. 1:191, mahik)\(^{54} \)
Mars. mesen- (sb.) ‘Mond’ (WbOU. 472)

\[ \text{PIE} \sqrt{\text{mēh}}{\text{-}}u- \]

El. μεθ- (m.) ‘Monat, Mondsichel’ (GEW 2:227, μηνς [sgN])
Olcl. mūlin- (m.) ‘Mond’ (ANEtWb. 395, mūlinn [sgN])
Olcl. mundil·fari (PNm.) ‘N. für den Vater des Mondes’ (ANEtWb. 395)

The scope of semantic fields can (and must) be tested using the procedure sketched out by Szemerényi (1977:306):

“If an etymon involves the assumption of an unusual semantic development, the researcher must re-examine the phonological and morphological aspects of the derivation.”

As semantic alternations can be verified by means of comparison or rejected due to an absence of parallels, the more matrices are reconstructed the more solutions there are for semantic problems – and the more possible it is to build a highly regulated theory.

§2. Generally speaking, the most interesting possibilities in Indo-European semantics lie in non-arbitrary alternations of meaning.

---

\(^{54}\) As evidence against Hübschmann’s suggestion of a hypothetic loan (without an Iranian starting point), note the ‘a-colouring’ in Armenian and Lithuanian acute, both with agreement in PIE *ṭ.
(a) Usually the assumption of arbitrariness of meaning is unnecessary or misleading: our first and foremost task in (P)IE semantics is to develop a means of regulating non-arbitrary semantic alternations and providing the study with precise tools to approach a meaning as an inductive problem with a solution.

(b) Even if the meanings of the shortest (primary) PIE roots, which serve as the starting points of the matrices, eventually turn out to be arbitrary, our task is to prove this scientifically instead of assuming arbitrariness a priori.

§3. Due to the translatability of the Indo-European data into formulas of predicate calculus, semantics can be studied as rigorously as morphology. Therefore, instead of attempting to ignore (or dismiss) it, semantics should be understood as a vital, independent dimension of comparative reconstruction.

1.4 Morphology

1.4.1 Morphemes and morphology

§0. The basic structure of Indo-European words, consisting of morphemes in a fixed order, has been understood since the twilight of the grammatical analysis.55 Owing to this fundamental structure it is not primarily the words (or even less the paradigms), but morphemes – the minimal distinct units with meaning – that comprise the focus of the comparative method of reconstruction.56 For the sake of such study, Schleicher57 coined (or borrowed from biology) the term morphology. The primary goals of such study, occasionally also called root theory, are as follows:

(a) The establishment of the Proto-Indo-European morpheme inventory consisting of all attested Indo-European morphemes arranged under PIE root matrices, segmented and stored in the lexicon with their comparative reconstructions and derivations according to the proven sound laws.58

55 For the original segmentation, which is sporadically attested in the data, see especially Avestan and Old Celtic, where segmentations (Av. hispô.samna- and OGaul. coop., etc.) do occur. Naturally one must also mention the systematic program of segmentation of the Sanskrit grammarians.

56 For the motivation to choose morphemes as the basic level, see Fox (1995:67): “Morphemes are, in fact, more useful than whole words, since word structure may well be different in the languages compared.” For some definitions of ‘morpheme’, see Lyons (1968:108ff.) and Trask (DPhPh:227): “The minimal grammatical unit; the smallest unit which plays any part in morphology, and which cannot be further decomposed except in phonological terms.”

57 Szemerényi (1996:155): “The term morphology was coined by Schleicher in 1859; see Mémoires Acad. Impériale 7/1/7, 35: ‘für die leere von der wortform wäle ich das wort “morphologie”.’” For the background of the term, see Koerner (1982:21): “It is quite significant that Schleicher introduced the term ‘morphology’ into linguistics (Schleicher 1859b, 1861a) in his attempt to develop a mathematical, rigorous system of language classification.” Also note that biology, the source of the term, played a significant role in Schleicher’s ideas concerning the comparative method in general.

58 On the definition, see Katičić (1970:93): “Morphological correspondence of word forms can be defined by phonemic correspondence of grammatical and lexical morphs.”
(b) The study of the variation and relationships of the PIE morphemes and establishing the rules governing the derivation of the PIE roots.\footnote{Note that in order to be meaningfully practiced, this part of the task requires that significant portions of the morpheme inventory must have been reconstructed.}

§1. In terms of morpheme inventory, I would begin by quoting Joan Bybee (1985:3):

“The traditional concern of morphology has been the identification of morphemes: dividing words into parts and assigning meaning to the parts. This is a descriptive enterprise which assumes that words are indeed divisible in parts.”

In Indo-European linguistics, this divisibility has been gained by experience; there exists general confidence on the matter. However, segmentation – the cutting of morphemes – is not governed by a priori rules,\footnote{See Anttila (1969:12,15).} but internal and external confirmation for the morpheme boundary is required.\footnote{For several violations of data in Benveniste’s segmentation, see Schmitt-Brandt (1967:14).} General devices for segmentation, like “[…] Greenberg’s square test to find the morph boundaries (Essays in Linguistics 22)” (Raimo Anttila 1969:43), have been suggested and developed.\footnote{Thus, one may formulate the usual segmentation rule as follows: if two forms contain \( m \) identical radicals, but disagree in the \( n \)th, then \( n \) is a suffix belonging to another (possibly unidentified) root.} All such methodologies remain, however, subordinate to the data. For the Indo-European languages, the following principles are valid:

(a) \( \Phi_x \) is a compound, if and only if there are morphemes \( \Phi_x \) and \( \Phi_z \), such that

\[
\Phi_x(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) = 'x' \iff \Phi_y(a_1, a_2, ..., a_{m-1}) = 'y' + \Phi_z(a_m, ..., a_n) = 'z'\footnote{See Campbell (2004:357): “When compared words are analysed as being composed of more than one morpheme, it is necessary to show that the segmented morphemes (roots and affixes) in fact exist in the grammatical system.”}

(b) If a morpheme \( \Phi_x(a_1, a_2, ..., a_{m-1}) = 'y' \) is previously known and the morpheme \( \Phi_z(a_m, ..., a_n) = 'z' \) has been reached by segmentation of it, it is allowed to account for the latter in order to identify its etymology or to falsify the segmentation.

§2. According to Baudoin’s single morpheme hypothesis, the (Indo-European) roots and the affixes have the same status, being morphemes. Consequently, at the basic level of observation, there is only one kind of entity: morphemes.\footnote{This principle, well known to the Neogrammarians, lies behind their respective term for the study (viz. ‘comparative grammar’).} In this context, one readily agrees with Anttila (1969:97), quoting “Schütz’s general principle that etymological research should not comprise mere sound comparison but also include word formation (341, 347).” In other words, as put by Nyman (1982:7):

“All good etymologies are generative; i.e., they are based on an explicit grammatical analysis of linguistic signs. And evaluation of etymological reconstructions also has much [in] common with evaluation of descriptive grammatical analysis.”

In accordance with these principles, System PIE and the PIE Lexicon present a morpheme-and-stem morphology accompanied by reconstruction and sound laws.
1.4.2 On classification of morphemes

§0. The classification of Indo-European morphemes is based on the linear organization of words, maximally consisting of prefix (Π), root (Ř), root determinative (Δ), derivational suffix (Σ) and inflectional suffix (σ). The varying aspects of the Indo-European words of the shape Π·Ř·Δ·Σ·σ are studied under the following main disciplines:

(a) Morphophonology classifies the morphemes based on their appearance and mutual order in the formula Π·Ř·Δ·Σ·σ.
(b) Morphophonemics studies the allomorphs (in practice, the ablaut variants) of the morphemes of all categories.\(^{65}\) The Indo-European parent language was of a root-inflected type like Arabic, and as such it contained a stock of consonantal roots with alternative vocalizations in a system resembling Semitic interdigitation (or introflexion).\(^{66}\)
(c) A rigorous apparatus of derivational morphology has resulted in a wide variety of root shapes in Proto-Indo-European, in sharp contrast with Semitic, which is mostly based on three-literal roots. In derivational morphology, the variation of morphemes is studied according to their relative positions in the root matrix.

§1. The Proto-Indo-European words were formed based on the pattern Π·Ř·Δ·Σ·σ, where some terms may be missing in their attested form.\(^{67}\) The subcategories of morphemes are well known, and a brief sketch suffices here:

(a) The prefix morpheme Π can be segmented (e.g. Gr. ποο, etc.), if prefixed forms appear alongside the prefixless ones in the material. Thus, for instance, the so-called prothetic vowels PIE *ë·Ø.\(^{68}\) are prefixes by definition, owing to the standard ablaut PIE *Ø : Ø : *ë, in examples such as:

\[ \sqrt{m}-'i, me, my, mine, etc.' \]

\[ *m- \quad Gr. \, με \, [sgA], \, gAv. \, mā, \, OCS. \, mē, \, etc. \rightarrow Π = Ø \cdot \]

\[ *om- \quad HLu. \, amu, \, Hi. \, amuk \, [AD] \rightarrow Π = *Ø \cdot \]

\[ *em- \quad Gr. \, ēμε [sgA], \, ēμό- \, (a.) 'mine', \, Arm. \, im \rightarrow Π = *ë \cdot \]

---

\(^{65}\) For a definition, see Bybee (1985:v): “The study of morphology approaches morphemes as the (minimal) linguistic units with semantic content, and studies relations among them. In contrast, morpho-phonemics, as classically defined, studies the relations among allomorphs – the variant phonological representations of a single morpheme.”

\(^{66}\) In Indo-European linguistics, the proto-roots are often given in the conventional *e-grade (e.g. Ϝḥelu-), regardless of the actual vocalizations of the material.

\(^{67}\) The pattern Π·Ř·Δ·Σ·σ may naturally contain multiple items of one and the same category. Thus, for example, a compound (see Hirt 1928 and Salus 1963) may consist of several root morphemes (Ř₁ · Ř₂ · ... · Řₙ).

\[s\text{-} \text{‘be’} \]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{\textit{s}} & \text{Osc. senti [3pl], Do. \textit{êvnt}, HLu. sa-tu [3sg]} & \Pi = \emptyset \\
\text{\textit{os}} & \text{Hi. Pal. CLu. ašantu [3pl] ‘sind’} & \Pi = \ast \delta \\
\text{\textit{es}} & \text{LinB. ehont-, OLi. esatî- [pt.], etc.} & \Pi = \ast \xi \\
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{su-} \text{‘good’} \]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{\textit{su}} & \text{Hi. šuḫmì- (a.) ‘well-fixed’: RV. sūmāyà} & \Pi = \emptyset \\
\text{\textit{osu}} & \text{Hi. aḫu- (a.) ‘good’} & \Pi = \ast \delta \\
\text{\textit{esu}} & \text{Gr. ḗ-vnuò- (a.) ‘gut gesponnen’} & \Pi = \ast \xi \\
\end{array}
\]

In the laryngeal theory, it has been assumed that the prothetic vowels would provide direct evidence for laryngeals. However, Messing’s (1947:191) objection “one cannot rely on the prothetic vowel to always reflect a laryngeal” is correct for obvious reasons: the postulation of a laryngeal based on a prothetic vowel constitutes a violation of the ambiguity rule, because PIE \( \ast \xi \cdot \delta \) are equally possible (and actually correct in cases where PIE \( \ast h \) does not appear). Thus, in the above examples, the postulation of an initial laryngeal is impossible, because no trace of it appears in the zero grade of the prothetic languages (Gr. \( \acute{\upsilon} \mu \)-) or in Old Anatolian (HLu. \( \acute{s} \)- ‘be’, Hi. \( \acute{v} \text{s} \)- ‘good’).

(b) The root morphemes \( \mathcal{R} \) (designated by the symbol \( \sqrt{\text{ }} \)) are the main components of the words (e.g. PIE \( \acute{\upsilon}p\text{-} \text{‘fly’} \)). The root is the minimal consonant shape (morpheme) of etymologically connected words obtained when all the affixes, including the ablaut vowels, are removed. For lexical purposes, the PIE roots can be understood as arrays of radical consonants (phonemes) appearing with the attested vocalizations.

(c) The term ‘Wurzeldeterminativ’ (or ‘root determinative’, designated by the symbol \( \Lambda \) was coined by Curtius and accepted by Brugmann and other Neogrammarians. As for the definition, Persson’s (Beitr. 560) general characterization can still be quoted:

> "Die Elemente, um welchem die längeren Wurzelformen vermehrt zu sein scheinen, und die, da sie keine klar erkennbare Bedeutung oder bestimmte Funktion aufzeigen, sich für die gewöhnliche Auffassung im allgemeinen als integrierende Teile der Wurzel darstellen, nennt man mit einem von Curtius gebrachten Namen Wurzeldeterminative; zur Definition vgl. Brugmann KvgGr. 296f., Grundr. 2 II, I, 10."

69 See Benveniste (1935:152): “La ‘prothèse vocale’ du grec et de l’arménien a donc, au moins en partie, un fondement étymologique: c’est le reste d’une initiale \( \alpha \)-antéconsonantique dans une racine suffixée à l’état II.”

70 For a more informal definition, see Matthews (1991:64): “A form such as luc- is traditionally called a root. This is a form that underlies at least one paradigm or partial paradigm, and is itself morphologically simple. Thus luc underlies the paradigms of both luceo and lucidus.”

71 Trask (DPhPh:312) writes: “In morphology, the simplest possible form of a lexical morpheme, with no affixes, such as Latin am- ‘love’ or Arabic ktb ‘write’.” For a detailed discussion, see Anttila (1969:15) and Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1:32-40).


73 See also Szemerényi (1996:100): “[...] *ghedu- was formed within Indo-European from the simpler *gheu- by means of a suffix which no longer has any clearly perceptible meaning. Formative elements of this kind have been known since Curtius as root determinatives.” For the literature and a discussion, see also Ammer (1952: 195).
The root determinatives, fossilized elements between the root and the derivational and/or inflectional suffixes, are disappearing as a class of morphemes. This is due to the advancement of the field, allowing their comparison with well-defined morphemes of the lexicon. As an example of an elimination of a ‘root determinative’, we may consider the following root:

Neoegr. *markʰ*- ‘fassen, usw.’ (P. 739)

TochA. mar (... kā- (pr.) ‘capere, comprehender’ (Poucha 225, mar kās)
Gr. μέμοροπο- (ao.) ‘packen, fassen, ergreifen, einholen’ (GEW 2:178)
Olnd. marcaya- (cs.) ‘to seize, take’ (MonWil. 791)
Rus. moroková- (vb.) ‘begreifen, verstehen’ (REW 2:159)

The unextended root Neoegr. *mar*- ‘fassen, usw.’ is attested beyond Tocharian:

Gr. μόριο- (f.) ‘Hand’ (= Hes. χεὶς, GEW 2:175, LSJ. 1081)
Alb. mora- (ao.) ‘nehmen, halten, fassen’ (Grundr² 1:365)
Gr. μαρίκιο (pr.) ‘nehmen, usw.’ (LSJ. 1081, μαρίκι: λαμβάνει)
Gr. εὐ-μαρόστη- (f.) ‘Leichtigkeit, Bequemlichkeit’ (GEW 1:588)

The derivative Δ = PIE *kʰ(e/o)- can be proven as a morpheme by noting that Tocharian has preserved its meaning (= TochA. ‘com’). Accordingly, the derivative ‘kʰ-‘zusammen’ can be compared to the enclitic conjunction PIE *kʰ-e ‘und’ (Lat. *que, RV. *ca, Gr. τε usw., P. 635), thus forming a part of the root √kʰ- ‘zusammen’.

In general, close philological and comparative scrutiny often allows for a comparative identification of the roots of determinatives. As the digital technologies are steadily improving, the study of determinatives is likely to improve considerably in the future.

(d) The derivational suffixes ∑ are defined as bound morphemes following the root after an optional root determinative. As is the case of the root determinatives, the derivational suffixes can usually be compared to the respective free morphemes, which are preserved at least in some language(s). A relatively recent example of a derivational suffix analyzed in terms of morpheme inventory is provided by Schmitt-Brandt (1967:129), who compared the causative suffix PIE ∗*ei(-i)/*o(-i)- (vb.) ‘machen’ with Anatolian data in:

thetic (vbA.) ‘machen’ (vbMP.) ‘werden’ (PIE ∗*ei- ∗*oi-, HEG 1:338-343)
Lyc. a-
Clu. a-
Gr. ʰo-
Gr. ʰi- (csA.) ‘machen’ (GEW 2:109, Λέγεται [1sg])
Hi. ei-
Gr. ʰo- (cs.) ‘machen’ (e.g. in ὡσεῖ, GEW 2:433)

74 Thus, Pokorny’s early semantical bridge ‘*irgendwie’ (as if from the relative pronoun PIE *kʰ-o-, kʰ-e-) is erroneous.
Although the number of recognizable PIE derivational suffixes is considerably less than that of root determinatives, there are still etymologies worth comparative attention.\(^75\)

(e) The inflectional suffixes -σ (or endings) are bound morphemes by definition, but as a rule they are also connected to other items of the morphology inventory. The inflectional suffixes are typically pronouns and demonstratives (with verbs) and affixes expressing, for instance, directions and other grammatical categories (with nouns).\(^76\) The connection between inflectional suffixes and the respective root morphemes can be exemplified with a well-known example:

\[ \sqrt{m} \text{-} \text{ich, mich, mir, usw.} \] (P. 702)

\[ \text{Hi. mi} \quad \text{(end.) '1sg-pr.' (e.g. in e-eš-mi [1sg], HEG 1:109) } \]

\[ \text{Gr. µē} \quad \text{(encl.sgA.) 'mich' (GEW 1:504) } \]

The words detached from their inflectional suffixes are called the stems of a language and marked with a final hyphen (the symbol `-'):

\[ \text{CLu. ūiap-} \quad \text{(a.) 'böse : hostile' (DLL. 50, ū-u-u-ap-pi [sgD])} \]

§2. In Indo-European linguistics, the term morphophonemics (or root-inflection of morphemes) basically coincides with ablaut. We can define the Proto-Indo-European ablaut with the following formula (for the full derivation and proof, see Chapter 2):\(^77\)

\[ \text{ABLAUT(PIE)} = \text{df} \quad \text{PIE} *\varepsilon : e : Œ : o : ō. \]

In theory (and often in practice), any ablaut vowel is allowed to appear in any position and is restricted only by the attestations of the material.\(^78\)

(a) The ablaut vocalizations of a root and its ablaut bases are reconstructed for every root, according to the attested forms. Thus, for instance, the ablaut of the root v/bhr- 'bear' can be defined as PIE *bhōr- : *bhor- : *bhr- : *bher- : *bhēr-, since such vocalizations are infeable based on the data.\(^79\)

\(^{75}\) Thus, for instance, the optative Gr. 'ô- (RV. e-) appears as a free morpheme in RV. 'ô- (pr.) 'von jemand bittend angehen, bitten' (WbRV. 194, éti [3sg]).

\(^{76}\) It is usually said that inflectional affixes signal grammatical relationships without changing the grammatical class of the stems.

\(^{77}\) For the zero grade, see Anttila (1969:75), Brugmann (Grundr 1:394, 428) and Whitney (1955:422).

\(^{78}\) Strictly speaking, the ablaut bases of PIE roots are not allomorphs, since the vocalizations PIE *ê : e : Œ : o : ō do not allow further reduction; they certainly make a specific difference in terms of meaning.

\(^{79}\) Note that identification of the ablaut bases of the roots is one of the primary problems of their reconstruction, because the attested forms are built upon these.
(b) For the validity of the ablaut theory, it is vital that complete variation is taken into account and the respective sound laws are confirmed. An incomplete array of ablaut bases together with a structural approach can result in a false comparison of unidentical bases; if sound laws remain unchecked, inconsistency ensues.\(^80\)

(c) Deep level bases achieved by the internal reconstruction of ‘Pre-Proto-Language’ are not accepted except for the absolute root, purged of ablaut vowels and used only for alphabetic purposes.\(^81\) Thus, for example, it is permitted to postulate a zero-grade root \(\sqrt{\text{mr-}}\) ‘sterben, usw.’ (P. 735f.) even if no such vocalization is attested, because the items tagged ‘\(\sqrt{\text{v}}\)’ are not, strictly speaking, postulated (reconstructed).\(^82\)

§3. Derivational variation is widespread both in Proto-Indo-European and its successors. The variation is usually referred to as dialectal, but the data suggests that it is more likely caused by PIE derivation, and the latter terminology is preferred in this study.\(^83\) The derivational variation refers to forms that are distinct from the most common formations and cannot be connected to the latter by the means of consistent sound laws. It is common for dialectal (or derivational) variants to be corroborated by at least two witnesses, thus allowing for their reconstruction in the proto-language. Exempli gratia, this is the case with:

Poln. między (prep.) ‘zwischen’ (REW 2:112, P. –).

The stem contains a problematic nasal vowel PSlav. *memdj-, which is absent from the better known formation:

(a) PIE *medhjo- ‘medius : (in the) middle (of), between’ (P. 706)

- RV. mādhyā- (a.) ‘medius’ (WbRV. 988)
- LAv. maθyā- (a.) ‘medius, mittlerer’ (AIWb. 1116)
- Osc. mefio- (a.) ‘mittlerer, in der Mitte befindlich’ (WbOU. 464)
- Ep. μέσοο- (a.) ‘in der Mitte befindlich, mittlerer’ (GEW 2:214)

In the extended data now at our disposal, the Slavonic form is also now paralleled:

(b) PIE *memdhjo- ‘mittel-, zwischen’

- LAv. mamðyα- (a.) ‘mittelstark (von der Stimme)’ (AIWb. 1115)

\(^80\) See, for instance, Szemerényi (1996:71): “[...] a morpheme is not necessarily an unchanging form. [...] For example, Grm. geb-e ‘give’, gib-t ‘gives’, gab- ‘gave’, gab- (subj.) clearly contain the same morpheme, though in the different forms geb-/gib-/gab-/gāb-. The morpheme, therefore, has allomorphs [...]. The type of morpheme variation illustrated by geben is of great importance [...] and is known as ablaut.”

\(^81\) Consequently, hypothetic roots with unattested vocalizations like the so-called ‘Hirtian bases’ (e.g. *eueugh-, P. 348) are unacceptable in the comparative method.

\(^82\) Roots (e.g. \(\sqrt{\text{mr-}}\)) refer to absolutely affixless forms. Therefore, they are independent of attestations such as RV. mr- (aoM.) ‘sterben’ (WbRV. 1054, mṛthās [2sg]) and RV. mamr- (pf.) ‘sterben’ (WbRV. 1054, mamrūs [3pl]).

\(^83\) For an alternative formulation of the ‘derivational variation’ used here, see Fox (1995:51-2): “[...] although it is customary in the practice of reconstruction to take ancient attested languages (Latin, Sanskrit, Old High German, etc.) as the starting point, it is clear that these languages were in reality not the uniform linguistic systems often preserved in their classical form, but were variable and dialectally differentiated.”
Obviously, this kind of alternation is not dialectal, because there is no ‘Polish-Avestan dialect’ and we are dealing with a simple isogloss between the languages. As we may identify the derivational device leading to PIE *memdhijo- (reduplication) and the base is confirmed by two witnesses, the isogloss containing an otherwise unattested zero grade of the root (PIE *mdh-) is a welcome addition to the known ablaut of the root.

1.4.3 Morphotactics and PIE root matrices

§0. In Indo-European linguistics, the term morphotactics can be understood as the study of the morphemes in linear sequence ΠFRΔΣσ (morphophonology) and ablaut PIE *e e Ø o ð (morphophonemics). The ultimate goal of the study is to discover and reconstruct the rules governing the derivational morphology of the proto-language. In its fully adequate form, the study requires the reconstruction of all PIE morphemes arranged under the main roots, a goal that has yet to be achieved. Despite this, a preliminary description of the PIE root matrices is sketched out for general purposes.

The Indo-European root theory has split into two main divisions:
(a) The traditional theory – which includes such figures as Brugmann, Walde, Persson and Pokorny – is empirical and inductive, and consequently it makes no a priori demands on the number of radical consonants of roots: the roots’ shapes implied by the comparative method and based on the evidence are projected onto the proto-language.

(b) The laryngeal theory, based on an assumed Proto-Indo-Semitic root structure C1C2(C3), has a vastly simplified idea of the alternation of the Indo-European roots: if the ideal shape is not attested at the surface level, laryngeals †h1 and †h3 are added in order to make the shape of the root of Proto-Indo-Semitic.

§1. The traditional root theory, based on induction, was already practiced by the Neogrammarians and continued by names like Persson, Walde and Pokorny. The intrinsic organization of the Indo-European data has informed the lexicographers and root theoreticians that the unextended roots FR are accompanied with numerous parallel extensions of shapes FRΣ1, FRΣ2, ..., FRΣn (where the suffix variable Σ ranges across the morpheme paradigm, including the root determinatives). This approach has resulted in tree-shaped root structures, consisting of the primary root and its extensions, which are possibly further extended. The basic arrangement can be exemplified with a monoliteral root:

vi- ‘gehen’ (P. 293-297)

RV. i- (pr.) ‘gehen, reiten, fahren, fliegen’ (WbRV. 195)
Gr. ει- (vb.) ‘gehen’ (GEW 1:462-3, ειμι [1sg])

Poln. między (prep.) ‘zwischen’ (REW 2:112, P. –)
For this root, Walde and Pokorny reconstructed multiple biliteral extensions (called ‘Bildungen’ in this context), including vīa(h)- (P. 296), vīgh- (P. 296), vīl- (P. 296), vīm- (294), vīt- (294), vīdh- (P. 295), vīu- (P. 295), and so forth. Characteristically, the extensions are subordinated and arranged according to the number of attested radicals. In this study, these shapes – containing the derivational structure of the primary PIE roots – are called ‘root matrices’ (or simply ‘matrices’). Though presenting a full-scale root theory before the completion of the PIE morpheme inventory would be premature, the concepts of the monoliteral root and the root matrices built upon them govern the formation and the structure of the Proto-Indo-European parent language, and some preliminary comments are in order:

(a) Many, if not all, PIE roots derive from monoliteral roots that allow no further analysis; therefore, they form the primary level of the PIE root matrices. Recently, the existence of such roots in Old Anatolian was noted by Burrow (1979:20):

“[...] there are a larger number of monosyllabic roots in -ā in Hittite [...] which show no sign of a laryngeal, some of which have equivalents in other IE languages, and some of which do not: ħā- ‘to believe’, lā- ‘to loosen’, mā(i)- ‘to grow, thrive, ripen’ [...] nā(i)- ‘to lead, direct, send’ [...] pā(i)- ‘to go’ [...] sā(i)- ‘to press, impress’ [...]”

Such monoliteral roots are, of course, not restricted to Old Anatolian. They appear practically in all cognates, as shown in the parallel examples below. In such a manner, the phenomenon dates back to the Proto-Indo-European period and is of particular interest for the comparative method.

(b) PIE root matrices have a unique structure consisting of knots (isoglosses) based on the attested cognates. Accordingly, Proto-Indo-European had a structure (in the sense of Saussure) that can be reconstructed by accounting for all attested extensions. This not only contributes to our primary objective, the build-up of the PIE morpheme inventory, but allows for organization of the material based on the structure of the roots themselves.

(c) An argument against the comparative theory was presented by Szemerényi (1977:288); referring to Persson (1891, 1912), he wrote: “[...] new avenues seemed to be opened up with a more thorough internal analysis and comparison which lead to the doctrine of root-determinatives.” Szemerényi’s objection (1977:288) follows:

“But many scholars recognized the dangers inherent in the method of dissection. The phonetic core remaining after the operation, the root, often became so tenuous—consonant

---

84 For an example of an extension, see Gr. oîmu- (m.) ‘Streifen, Gang, Weg, Bahn’ (GEW 2:363) from PIE *oîmu- (from vīm-).

85 Note that the existence of single consonant roots does not mean that multiliteral roots (without derivation from monoliteral ones) would not exist. Roots with any number of consonants (as well as vocalic roots) are accepted as proven by the comparison of material.

86 For Burrow’s views on Old Anatolian in a more general context, see (1979:vii): “The special contribution of Hittite [...] is due to the fact that an earlier stage of Indo-European is reached by the comparison of Hittite and the Anatolian languages on the one hand, and the previously known IE languages on the other.”

87 For additional monoliteral roots (of shape CV), see also Schmitt-Brandt (1967:13n8.).
Szemerényi’s reasoning is difficult to accept because there is no comparative alternative, and consequently monoliteral roots have been correctly postulated ever since the 19th century (see √i- ‘gehen’, √s- ‘sein’, etc.). The more data has emerged, however, the more clear monoliteral shapes have become; now that digital technology is supporting study of the determinatives and suffixes, it has become pointless to further deny this attested phenomenon.

(d) The content of the traditional theory being empirical, the sole remaining problem – mentioned by Katić (1970:141) – is the scope of the theory:

“The fundamental question is, how can bundles of isoglosses [or correspondences] be reduced to knots on genealogical trees [or root matrices] without arbitrary selection of isoglosses from the whole network that exists in reality.”

This problem can also be solved when the existing network is accounted for in the etymological dictionary, thus comprising the full extent of the data. From such structure, the knots confirmed by at least two branches can be extracted by means of digital technology.

§2. The comparative root theory posits no a priori restrictions on the number of radical consonants making a root. Thus monoliteral ṭ(x₁), biliteral ṭ(x₁,x₂) and triliteral ṭ(x₁, x₂, x₃) – up to n-literal roots ṭ(x₁, x₂, ..., xₙ) – can be reconstructed, if implied by the data. Some examples of externally confirmed monoliteral roots and their extensions arranged under root matrices are mentioned below:

(a) √m- ‘disintegrate, disappear, vanish, die’

PIE √mo- (≡ ṭo-) ‘disappear, vanish, die’

Hī. ma-
Lat. mo-

(b) √mor- (≡ ṭoΔ₁-) ‘idem’ (Ablaut: *mer- *mor- *m-r-)

Hī. mar-
RV. mamá-

(c) √mer- (vb1.&2.) ‘verschwinden, verlorengehen’ (HEG 2:199)

Hī. mer-
RV. mṛ-

Ref: 88 Also note Szemerényi’s contradictory views on the matter: while elsewhere denying such items in this context (1996:132), he points out the existence of “clearly archaic roots” that show the structures VC-, C, CV. On root theory and root shapes C and V, see also Szemerényi (1996:98-101).

Ref: 89 For examples of determinatives implying a monoliteral root, see Neogr. *g’ā- g’em g’en- (Persson, Beitr. 572-3) and Burrow’s analysis (1949:32): “The Sanskrit root gam- ‘to go’ contains an enlargement -am ([PIE] -em) as is clear from the alternative root gā- which contains a different enlargement -ā. In Greek and Latin (kátovó, venio) yet a third enlargement -en appears. The usual theory which derives this n phonetically from an earlier m is both unnecessary and misleading.” The same can be said of the root *g’ou- ‘Stier, Kuh’ (P. 482-3) and *drā-, *drem-, dree- ‘run’ (Szemerényi 1996:100-1).
PIE √mort- (≡ ṭoA₁-Σ₁-)*
Gr. μορτό- (a.) ‘man, mortal’ (LSJ. 1147, GEW 2:257, μορτός)
RV. mártar- (m.) ‘Sterblicher, Mensch’ (WbRV. 1008-9)
Lat. mortu- (a.) ‘tot’ (WH 2:113, mortuus [sgN])

PIE √mosK- (≡ ṭoA₂-Σ₂-)
Hi. maški- (vb.) ‘id’ (?) (CHD M-99, ma-š-ki-id-du [3sg])

In addition to the monoliteral root √m- (and its extensions √mor- and √mos-), yet another extension √maḥ- (≡ ṭoA₃) has been preserved in the feminine

PIE *mēḥ- ‘death’:
OLat. mā- (f.) ‘death’ (MonWil. 771, Lex. mà [sgN]).

The extensions of the root matrices can be built in a straightforward manner based on attested forms, as has been the custom ever since the Neogrammarians.

(b) √p- ‘foot: go’ (no root given in P.)

√po- ‘go’ (no root given in P.)

HLu. pa- (vb.) ‘go’ (CHLu. 11.1.e24, (∼PPES)pa-tu)
Gr. ᾗ πο- (ao.) ‘Hes. ᾗ ποείν · ᾗ πελείν (LSJ. 212)
Hi. pa- (vb.) ‘go, pass, flow’ (CHD P:18f., pa-an-zī [3pl])
Gr. τοῦ πο- (m.) ‘tripod’ (LSJ 1821, τόπος, τόπου)

√pei- ‘eilen’ (P. 795)
Hi. pai- (vb1.) ‘gehen, fließen, fliegen’ (CHD P:19f., paizi)
TochA. pe- (m.) ‘pes’ (Poucha 186, pe [sgN])
Dhātup. páya- (vbM.) ‘to go, move’ (MonWil. 585, payate [3sg])

√per- ‘eilen’ (P. 816-7)

CLU. par- (vb1.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (?) (DLL. 77, pár-du [3sg])
RV. pípar- (pr.) ‘hinüberführen’ (WbRV. 777-8, píparti)
HLu. para- (sb.) ‘foot’ (CHLu. 10.14.9, (∼PPES)pa+ra/i-za)
Hi. parha- (vb.intr.) ‘eilen, jagen’ (HHand. 121, CHD P:143f.)
Gr. περίκο (pr.) ‘durchschreiten, -fahren’ (GEW 2:510)

√pet- ‘fliegen, laufen, eilen’ (P. 825-6)
AV. vi ánu papāt- (pf.) ‘durchfliegen’ (WbRV. 761, vi ánu papāta [3sg])
Gr. πέτο- (vb.) ‘fliegen’ (GEW 2:521-2, πέτομαι [1sg])
Hi. peta- (vb.) ‘laufen, eilen, fliegen’ (CHD P:352f., pi-it-ta-i)

√peu- ‘gehen, eilen’ (no root given in P.)
Hi. pauan- (n.obl.) ‘das Hinausgehen, der Ausgang’ (HHand. 128)

---

*A parallel extension is ṭo A·Σ· in PIE √mori- = Hi. mari- (vb.) ‘zerstückeln’ (HEG 2:136, mar-ri-et-ta), OLAT. mori- (vb.) ‘sterben’ (WH 2:112, moriř [inf.]).
Yet again, the monoliteral root \( \sqrt{p} \)- is accompanied by multiple alternative extensions (or determinatives) constituting the matrix of the root.

\section*{§3. The comparative Indo-European root theory}

The comparative Indo-European root theory has been temporarily sidetracked by the laryngeal theory, where empirical theory has been replaced by Møller’s Proto-Indo-Semitic root hypothesis. Within this framework, bilateral roots would be of the oldest type, according to Møller (1906:xiv):

“Die zweikonsonantigen Wurzeln, wie bh-r-, g1-n- (in \( \varphi\xi\varphi\omega, \gamma\varepsilon\nu\omega \)), sind innerhalb des Indogermanischen (wie entsprechend innerhalb des Semitischen) die ältesten, nicht, wie Hirt will, die jüngsten.”

Contrary to Møller’s suggestion, the monoliteral roots \( \sqrt{C} \)- are not restricted to pronouns,\(^91\) but include ancient roots with nominal and verbal derivations (see above). ERRONEOUSLY claiming bilateral roots to be the most ancient Indo-European ones, the root shape \( C_1C_2 (C_3) \) is not particularly suitable for comparative reconstruction.\(^92\) It makes little sense to add the root radicals (laryngeals) based on the alleged shape \( C_1C_2 (C_3) \) and then remove these traces. This practice is particularly questionable in examples where no prothetic vowel, no compensatory lengthening, no Old Anatolian laryngeal or no other trace of a laryngeal appears:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } & \sqrt{\text{i}}- \text{ ‘gehen, usw.’} \\
\text{CLu. i-} & (\text{vb.}) \text{ ‘aller’ (DLL. 50, i-ti [3sg], i-du [3sg])} \\
\text{RV. i-} & (\text{pr.}) \text{ ‘gehen, wandern, reiten, usw.’ (WbRV. 195, itás)} \\
\text{Gr. i-} & (\text{vb.}) \text{ ‘gehen’ (GEW 1:463, i\textbf{\textmu}e\textnu [1pl], io\textnu [2sg])}
\end{align*}
\]

In such (and similar) circumstances, postulates like \( \tilde{\text{i}}h\text{\texti}- \text{ ‘gehen’} \) – far exceeding the allowed means of inference of natural science and the comparative method – are erroneous.

\section*{§4. The main issues concerning the PIE root theory (and/or morphotactics) can be summarized as follows:}

(a) The shortest forms of the PIE roots, whether monoliteral or multiliteral, serve as the basis upon which the extensions have been built. These extensions can be defined as knots that cannot be derived from the root through sound laws, and they reflect the PIE derivation, based on morphological rules that are still only partially known.

(b) Owing to the principle of recursion, it can be anticipated that the formation of the extensions follows the same rules throughout the root matrices with the result that

---

\(^91\) Møller (1911:viii): “eine Reihe einkonsonantiger einsilbiger Pronominalstämme [...] i- ‘er’ (S. 109), d- ‘dieser’ (S. 39), \( \tilde{\text{i}} \)- ‘der’, \( \tilde{\text{i}} \)- ‘du’ (S. 242), \( \tilde{\text{A}} \)- ‘ich’ (dieses s. unter idg. e- S. 64).”

\(^92\) Quoting Anttila (1969:12), Benveniste explains segmentation: “Starting from the beginning of a word, cut after the second consonant to get the root; thereafter cut behind every consonant to get suffixes (Or 174).” Although occasionally true, owing to its deductive character this is to be abandoned as a general principle.
study of the PIE derivation will be increasingly important for Indo-European morphology in the future. As a relatively complete PIE morpheme inventory is a necessary prerequisite for such study, it could take some years before the first comprehensive studies appear, but in general the development is unavoidable.

(c) Owing to unfulfilled preconditions, PIE morphotactics – the study of the mutual relationships of the morphemes – has traditionally exhibited oversimplifying tendencies. Inaccuracies with the PIE past participle can be illustrated by *·to-, which is often claimed to take the zero-grade root (and hence consisting of general structure $C_1C_2$·tό-).\(^9\)\(^3\) This view is, properly speaking, exaggerated in several respects:

1. A restriction has already been suggested by Maurer (1947:3fn4), according to whom:

   “It should be remarked that the rules about zero grade really apply only to roots containing a sonant after the alternating vowel. Otherwise the full grade is generally found instead, e.g. Sk. sannáh and sattáh from the root sad-, IE *sed- ‘to sit’, Gk. Λεγ-τός [sic.], root λεγ-, IE *λεγ- ‘to gather, etc.’.”

To prevent the postulation of unattested (and unrealistic) shapes like *spkto- and *tgó- (see Rix 1976:229) instead of the actual ones, the restriction should be accepted.

2. Furthermore, as pointed out by Persson (1912:202), the grammatical class of the stem also bears significance to the ablaut grade of the root:

   “Wie bekannt, eignet Hochstufenvokalismus besonders den substantivischen to-Bildungen, während die partizipial verwendeten in der Regel tiefstufige Wurzelsilben haben. *leuktos *louktos -om in ai. lóstas -am steht neben *luktos in gr. ἀλκετοπέδη wie z. B. *mértos mörtos in ai. mártas, gr. μορφός : ὁθρωπός θητός Hes. neben *mētós ‘gestorben’ in ai. mētās [...]”

3. The uniform assumption of the existence of a single *·to-participle for every root may turn out premature as well. Thus, for instance, four distinct vocalizations appear for the root Neogr. *do- ‘geben’ (cf. Li. dúotas ‘given’, Gr. δοιός ‘id.’, Lat. datum ‘id.’ and Lat. man dátó- ‘Auftrag’; cf. §2.5.5. for the respective bases). In this case it is possible that participles in *·to- could in principle be formed from any verbal stem.

(d) The ultimate reason that the corner has not been turned in morphotactics lies in the absence of a general solution to the problem of the Indo-European ablaut and the reconstruction of Hi. h. When this problem is solved and the respective proto-vowels are reconstructed, this field of Indo-European studies will also be revitalized.

---

\(^9\)\(^3\) Thus, for instance, Anttila (1969:75) writes: “Together with the -tle-noun the -tō-participle takes zero grade of the root (Grdr 21.394, 428; Whitney Grammar 422).”

\(^9\)\(^4\) Similar examples are readily found elsewhere in morphology. Thus, PIE *o in $C_1O$C$_2$-eje/o- (Gr. ποτέο- : RV. pátāya-) is not the sole vocalization of causatives, because causative bases in $C_1O$C$_2$- (Gr. ποτόμααι : RV. pátāya-) and in $C_2$C$_2$- (OInd. jāsaya- ‘to exhaust’, Av. ni-jāmaya- ‘make born’, etc.) occur. Likewise, the perfect in PIE *o (cf. $C_1O$C$_2$- in Gr. γευνα ‘I am born’ = RV. jajana) is accompanied by perfects in $C_1O$C$_2$- (Gr. γευνα ‘I am audible’, GEW 1:293) and $C_2$C$_2$- (Lat. égi, sēdi, OInd. jajāsa ‘is exhausted’, etc.).
1.5 The comparative method of reconstruction\textsuperscript{95}

1.5.1 Comparative relation and its subcategories

§0. The comparative method has taken its name from the characteristic juxtaposition of objects in comparative relations:

\[ \Phi(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \equiv_{df} 'x' \quad : \quad \Theta(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m) \equiv_{df} 'y' \]

Hi. guen \( zi \equiv 'kill [3sg-pr]' \quad : \quad \text{RV. } \text{han} \ 'ti' \equiv 'kill-[3sg-pr]' \]

Comparative relations \( \Phi(a) : \Theta(b) \) are defined by the properties of the predicates \( \Phi \) and \( \Theta \) on two axes: genetic vs. non-genetic and internal vs. non-internal (i.e. external). If we designate the genetically related Indo-European languages with \( \Phi \), non-genetically related languages with \( f \), and the metalanguage with \( \mu \), then the four logically existing domains of comparison can be expressed by the table:

| INTERNAL: | \( \Phi_m(a) : \Phi_m(b) \) | \( \Phi_m(a) : \mu(b) \) |
| EXTERNAL: | \( \Phi_m(a) : \Phi_n(b) \) | \( \Phi_m(a) : f(b) \) |

The defined subclasses can be briefly characterized as follows:

§1. The genetic internal relation \( \Phi_m(a) : \Phi_m(b) \) deals with objects of one and the same language \( \Phi_m \), thus defining the synchronic/static sphere of internal comparison as, for instance, in Lat. est ‘is’ : Lat. erat ‘was’.'\textsuperscript{96}

§2. The genetic external relation \( \Phi_m(a) : \Phi_n(b) \) compares objects of two different Indo-European languages \( \Phi_m \) and \( \Phi_n \) (e.g. Lat. est : Hi. \( \text{e}\tilde{z}i \)). The forms are usually attested at different periods of time, due to which the field of study is often referred to as diachronic (or historical) linguistics.

§3. The non-genetic internal relation \( \Phi_m(a) : \mu(b) \) represents analytic assertions of the metalanguage at various levels of formalism (e.g. Hi. \( \text{e}\tilde{z} - \equiv_{df} \text{VC} \)). In order to eliminate the apparent effects of the sound laws in the cognates, the use of structural metalanguage is limited to the portions of proto-language where no ambiguity appears.

§4. The non-genetic external relation \( \Phi_m(a) : f(b) \) compares Indo-European languages \( \Phi_m \) to other natural languages of the world that are not considered to be

\textsuperscript{95} For the principles of the comparative method, see Szemerényi 1962, Bammesberger (1984:16-8), and Shields (1992:4-10). For a historical presentation, see Paul 1898, and for a more recent one, Fox 1995.

\textsuperscript{96} In such equations, objects of any level (e.g. phonemes or their properties, meanings, morphemes, and/or sound laws) can be compared as defined by the context.

\textsuperscript{97} Furthermore, note the distinctions made by Nyman (1982:3fn3): “In the first place a ‘synchronic’ description is supposed to be a snapshot of a socio-historical ‘état de langue’ (cf. Saussure’s ‘état de langue’). In the second place, a ‘synchronic’ description means simply structural analysis of the object language(s).”
1.5.2 Genetic internal comparison (Grammarians)

§0. The genetic internal comparison\(^9\) is defined by the formula

\[
\Phi_m(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m) = \Phi_m(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m).
\]

Typically only one function \(\Phi_m\) occurs (i.e. the comparison is restricted within a language and therefore called internal). This is the primary level of linguistic description as practiced already by the ancient grammarians like Pāṇini, Dionysos Thrax and Varro. It still exists in the study of language isolates (e.g. Baski) with no genetic contacts available.

§1. Despite its elementary character, the significance of an adequate internal description cannot be understated. The level, being the primary one, provides direct information about a language, and only adequate skills in the language and philological precision guarantee a satisfactory initial description. In System PIE (and the PIE Lexicon), the following steps of description are integral to internal reconstruction:

(a) **Morpheme and Stem** reconstruction is characterized by the postulation of the stems obtained by segmenting the (inflectional) endings. Thus, for example, from Hī. e-eš-mi and Hī. e-eš-zi one obtains a stem

\[
\text{Hī. eš-} \quad \text{(pr.) ‘sein’ (HEG 1:76-, e-eš-mi [1sg], e-eš-zi [3sg]).}
\]

By repeating this procedure and including segmentation all Indo-European languages can be presented as standardized horizontal lines in the matrix.

(b) **Item and Arrangement** reconstruction is added by arranging the material of a language under its own roots, to be confirmed (or rejected) by means of external data.\(^{100}\) As an example of item and arrangement reconstruction of the material, one may cite the Old Anatolian root:

\[
\sqrt{\text{mēh-} \ ‘\text{Zeit’}}
\]

\[
\sqrt{\text{mēh₃n-}}
\]

\[
\text{Hī. mēh₃n-} \quad \text{(n obl.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171, me-eḥ-ni [sgL])}
\]

\[
\sqrt{\text{mēh₄(e)n-}}
\]

\[
\text{Hī. mēh₄e₃n₃} \quad \text{(n obl.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171-4, me-e-ḥu-e-ni [sgL])}
\]

---

\(^9\) If a genetic relationship is provable, the language \(f\) becomes a new Indo-European language \(\Phi_n\).

\(^{100}\) Kuryłowicz (1964:9) “[…] synchronic analysis of linguistic data without or before having recourse to comparison, linguistic geography and “areal linguistics”, and glottochronology.” For an exceptionally well-balanced description of internal reconstruction, see Campbell (2004:225-251).

\(^{100}\) Note that within this process, as observed by Szemerényi (1977:298), “It is of course absolutely necessary to consider the whole family of a word, and not merely one representative.”
Hi. meḥun- (n.obl.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171-4, me-e-ḥu-ni [sgL])

√meḥur-

Hi. meḥur- (n.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171-4, me-ḥu-ur [sgNA])

Hi. meḥuri- (n.pl.) ‘Zeit’ (HED 6:111, me-ḥur-riHI [plNA])

In this manner, reconstruction displays the stems of the languages under matrices consisting of the root (√meḥ-) and its extensions (√meḥ’-n-, √meḥu-‘n’), not unlike those of the early Sanskrit grammarians.

§2. Owing to potential historical developments like mergers, splits, PIE derivation and other factors, the internal method is not infallible.\(^{101}\) The most noteworthy sources of errors here deserve to be mentioned:

(a) The distributive evidence concerning the morphemes is indirect, and it does not necessarily preserve the truth. Thus, despite the existence of the well-known internal distribution for the prepositions Lat. ã : ab ‘von, weg’ (cf. WH 1:1-2), it remains possible that there were two originally distinct PIE prototypes. Accordingly, rules postulated on the basis of internal evidence only\(^ {102}\) and internal reconstruction in general require external confirmation or rejection by means of the comparative method.

(b) The internal description in the usual sense is oriented to the paradigms and the grammar of the language in question. Often, if not always, this involves an unstated assumption of direct preservation of the paradigms through history. This has led to certain problems, as illustrated here by Nyman’s example (1977a:39):

“The Latin copula has been a stumbling block for students attempting to relate its present indicative paradigm (1) to the Indo-European model paradigm (2):

(1) sum, es(s), est, sumus, estis, sunt

(2) *ésmi, *és(s)i, *ésti, *smós, *sté(s), *sénti

Relating 1 to 2 apparently presupposes more than mere operation of sound laws. However, recourse to analogy as an explanatory principle has been shunned […]”

Such apparent difficulties result from the conflict between the assumed PIE model paradigm (cf. Sanskrit) and the one attested in Latin. However, once one notes that the latter consists of not just one paradigm but two stems,\(^ {103}\) the problem becomes more approachable:

\(^{101}\) See Hock (1991:549): “[…] there is evidence which shows that occasionally the [internal] method will yield inaccurate results.”

\(^{102}\) Indeed, one can compare Lat. ã = RV. ’a’ ‘id’ and Lat. ab : RV. abhi (e.g. in AV. abhi (...) valgæ- (prA.) ‘aufwallen’ (von Wasser, WbRV. 1226)) and RV. abhi-śvás-(inf.bs.) ‘aufstossen’ (vom Magen, WbRV. 1433), implying that both prepositions are externally secured.

\(^{103}\) Compare Fox’s (1995:162) more general view of the situation: “[…] the method of Internal Reconstruction is extremely powerful in its ability to reconstruct splits, but also that some of its power may be excessive, since it is able to reconstruct a single invariant source even where the alternation is original.”
Lat. es-  (pr.) ‘to be’ (WH 2:628, in Lat. es(s), est, estis)
Lat. su-  (pr.) ‘to be’ (WH 2:628, in Lat. sum, sumus, sunt)

In order to proceed further in comparison, additional (external) evidence – in this case, it is available in Old Anatolian – is required:

Hi. eš-  (vb.) ‘to be’ (HEG 1:76f., e-eš-zi [3sg])
HLu. sa-  (vb.) ‘to be’ (CHLu. 1.1.36 etc., sa-ta, sa-tu)\(^\text{104}\)

In other words, the attested Indo-European nominal and verbal paradigms are often suppletive, a feature that explains their permanent mutual disagreement. Despite the differences of the paradigms, the Indo-European stems are in regular agreement, with the result that the problems are avoided by a simple shift from the grammatical approach to morphemes and stems.\(^\text{105}\)

### 1.5.3 Genetic external comparison (Paleogrammarians)\(^\text{106}\)

§0. Sir William Jones’s (1786) announcement of a relationship between the Indo-Aryan and European languages marked the opening of a new domain of genetic (or external) comparison between the Indo-European languages.\(^\text{107}\) The sharp distinction between Paul’s (1898:21-22) ‘Die descriptive Grammatik’, referring to the traditional activities of the philologists and ‘Die vergleichende/historische Grammatik’\(^\text{108}\), referring to the new genetic study, lies in the comparison of different languages \(\Phi_m\) and \(\Phi_n\) (Kuryłowicz 1964:9, 1973:63):

\(^{104}\) See also the ‘suffix’ in CLu. mazala·ša- (vb2M.) ‘gedüldig sein, dulden’ (HHand. 104, CLu. ma-azza-al-la-ša-du-ua-ri [2pl]).

\(^{105}\) In addition to the ‘morpheme and stem’ reconstruction (à la root theory) of the Sanskrit grammarians used here, compare the more commonly recognized types (viz. Word and Paradigm, Item and Arrangement and Item and Process) described by Matthews (1991:21): “In an influential article of the mid 1950s, Hockett pinpointed three models of grammatical analysis in general – three different ‘frames of reference’ (to adapt his words) within which an analyst might ‘approach the grammatical description of a language and state the results of his investigation’ (first sentence of Hockett, ‘Models’). In the terms which we are using, these are particular sets of formal principles. Of Hockett’s three, one which he called the ‘Word and Paradigm’ model, evidently referred to the traditional description of the older European languages [e.g. Greek, Latin]. Another, which he labelled ‘Item and Arrangement’, is a model in which morphemes are the basic units of meaning and in which they are arranged linearly [e.g. in Chinese]. The third (‘Item and Process’) is one in which the structure of the word is specified by a series of operations.” In an obvious manner, comparative reconstruction entails a mixture of the above types.

\(^{106}\) For a brief summary of the Paleogrammarians, see Mallory (1989:12-18).

\(^{107}\) Note, however, that the Hungarian Jesuits János Sajnovics and Samuel Gyarmathi proved the genetic relationship of Finnish and Hungarian, as well as the existence of the wider Finno-Ugrian group, at the end of the 18th century (see Szemerényi 1996:6fn1).

\(^{108}\) On Sir William Jones as the founder of Indo-European linguistics, see Marthöfer (1983:125ff.) and Hock (1991:556-7). Furthermore, note Szemerényi’s (1996:fn2) remark: “The term ‘comparative grammar’ (vergleichende Grammatik) was not, however, coined by Friedrich von Schlegel, but occurs as early as 1803 in a review by his brother August Wilhelm; see Aarstleff, The Study of Language in England 1780-1860, 1967, 157 n. 115.”
\[ \Phi_m(a_1, m, x) : \Phi_n(b_1, n, y) \quad \text{(e.g. in Osc. sent ‘they are’: Dor. (h)\(\text{\v{e}}\)\(\nu\) ‘id.’).} \]

§1. The Paleogrammarians – including such pioneers as August Wilhelm von Schlegel, Rasmus Rask, Franz Bopp, Jakob Grimm, and August Pott – were capable of producing seminal etymological dictionaries like Curtius’s *Grundzüge der Griechischen Etymologie* (1858-1862) and Schleicher’s *Compendium der vergleichenden Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen* (1861-1862). As a great success was achieved in determining the historical relationships between the Indo-European languages, these developments led to the establishment of a new branch of science.

§2. Rask and Bopp had already developed the concept of systematic correspondences between the phonemes (called ‘letters’ at the time) of the cognates. With this, the study inherited a consistent starting point for its development. However, the Sanskrit-centric paradigm of the Paleogrammarians – partly explained by the transparency of the Indo-Iranian consonant system – led many pioneers to equate Sanskrit with the parent language as such.\(^{109}\) This fallacy delayed the development of reconstruction and, at least to some degree, prevented understanding of the vowel system as a whole: because Sanskrit only possessed the vowels /a/ and /\(\text{\v{a}}\)/ (in contrast with /\(\text{\v{a}}\)/, /\(\text{\v{e}}\)/ and /\(\text{\v{o}}\)/ of the ‘European’ languages), the solution to the problem of vocalism had to wait until Brugmann and his colleagues, the Neogrammarians.

§3. The Paleogrammarian concept of ‘systematic correspondences of the letters’ is based on the comparison of objects \(x : y\) in order to establish their identity \(x = y\) (or the contrary, \(x \neq y\)). In terms of predicate calculus, the correspondences are provable relations stating an etymological identity between the objects

\[ \Phi(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv_{df} ‘x’ \quad = \quad \Theta(b_1, b_2, ..., b_n) \equiv_{df} ‘y’. \]

In such formulas, in order for the equation to be true, all the objects compared (\(a_1 = b_1\), \(a_2 = b_2\), ..., \(a_n = b_m\) and ‘\(x’ = ‘y’\) must be identities with possible applications of the sound laws. If any terms of the equation do not constitute a match, then the opposite holds:

\[ \Phi(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \equiv_{df} ‘x’ \quad \neq \quad \Theta(b_1, b_2, ..., b_m) \equiv_{df} ‘y’. \]

§4. During the early process of comparison, it became obvious that not all the phonemes of the Indo-European languages had been preserved as such, but some had changed according to the respective sound laws. In effect, the comparative method deals with two kinds of correspondences: the ‘identities of 1st Class’ (i.e. phonemes preserved as such) and ‘identities of 2nd Class’ (i.e. altered phonemes, requiring sound laws for their reconstruction).

\(^{109}\) See Koerner (1985:332): “Indo-European linguistics [...] was essentially ‘Sanskrito-centric’ (cf. Mayrhofer 1983:130-36 passim).” Ultimately the turning point came with Schleicher, who replaced the habit of quoting Sanskrit as the protolanguage with his reconstructed forms using an asterisk (*) prefixed to the protoforms.
1.5.4 Sound changes and sound laws

§0. The fundamental core of Proto-Indo-European comparative reconstruction consists of the identities of 1st Class (i.e. the preserved phonemes and properties). In addition, it is required that the identities of 2nd Class (i.e. the changed phonemes) are described by regular sound laws.\(^{110}\) The distinction between the preserved and the changed phonemes (marked with square brackets) can be illustrated by the correspondence set for PIE *senti ‘they are’:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
1. & 2. & 3. & 4. & 5. \\
RV. santi & \equiv & \Phi_\alpha( & s & [a] & n & t & i ) \\
Osc. sent & \equiv & \Phi_\alpha( & s & e & n & t & [-] ) \\
gAv. hantî & \equiv & \Phi_\mu( & [h] & [o] & n & t & [i] ) \\
Do. ēnti & \equiv & \Phi_\alpha( & [-] & \hat{e} & \nu & \tau & i ) \\
\text{PIE *senti} & \equiv & * & s & e & n & t & i \\
\end{array}
\]

Characteristically, the identities of the 1st Class (e.g. PIE *s \equiv RV. s = Osc. s, etc.) are directly mirrored in the proto-language based on the axiom of identity (x = x), but sound laws must be postulated for the changed phonemes (e.g. PIE *e \rightarrow RV. a, PIE *s \rightarrow gAv. h, etc.). In this sense the sound laws, describing historical sound changes, are secondary (complementary) devices used to eliminate the surface-level differences of the attested languages. Strictly speaking, they are not utilized in the reconstruction proper without any changed sounds.\(^{111}\)

§1. Already in 1818, Rasmus Christian Rask wrote of “rules of letter changes” to explain similarities between words in the Germanic and Classical languages. The status of such rules, coined ‘Lautgesetze’ by Bopp (1825:195), was properly understood by the pioneers from the very beginning, as is obvious from Koerner’s (1982:21) account:

“Bopp, under the influence of Humboldt, spoke of ‘phonetische Gesetze’ as early as 1826, using the term ‘sound law’ (Lautgesetze) from 1824 onwards. These he described as physical and mechanical laws in the preface of his Vergleichende Grammatik of 1833 […].”

A generation later, constantly speaking of the “ausnahmlos durchgreifende lautgesetze”, Schleicher (1860:170) had added the idea of the non-existence of exceptions to the concept, but the breakthrough had to wait until Leskien’s famous

\(^{110}\) See, for instance, Hock (1991:540-1): “[…] in order to be considered successful, reconstructions (both internal and comparative) must be ‘justified’ by means of a detailed statement on the changes required to convert the reconstructed forms into their actually attested counterparts.”

\(^{111}\) Naturally, after the sound laws have been proven by induction, the changed sounds can also be used in reconstruction (as often happens when a phoneme or a property has not been preserved in any language).
quote “die Ausnahmslosigkeit der Lautgesetze” (1876) won the day, becoming the slogan of the Neogrammarians.\footnote{For Leskien 1876, see also Benware 1974. For the Neogrammarian doctrine in its original formulation, see Brugmann and Osthoff (1878:iii-xx) and Brugmann (Grundr 1: 67ff.) and 1885.}

§2. It is possible that the adoption of Bopp’s term ‘sound law’ (instead of ‘rule’, preferred by Rask) has contributed to the Lautgesetz-controversy,\footnote{Mergi (1966:3-4): “Mit dem Wort ‘Lautgesetze’ haben wie an einen wunden Punkt der ganzen Sprachwissenschaft gerührt, der immer noch nicht geheilt ist. Man kennt die lange, unfruchtbare Diskussion über die Ausnahmslosigkeit der Lautgesetze.”} as it allowed the Neogrammarians (and some of their adversaries) to use the terms ‘sound change’ and ‘sound law’ as synonyms. Since this confusion still exists, I would like to use the occasion to briefly discuss the definitions (and their difference) in this connection.

(a) As a causal phenomenon of nature, sound change (Lautwechsel) operates regularly or without exceptions.\footnote{See Hock (1991:2): “We derive this knowledge [= the regularity of sound change] from the experience about two hundred years of research into the question of how languages change [...]”} As for this, I find Katičić’s (1970:146) evaluation of the Neogrammarians still applicable today:

“The discovery by the Junggrammatiker of the importance of the assumption of regularity in sound change crowned the work of many decades of successful genetic research.”\footnote{For the classical formulation of the view, see Brugmann & Osthoff (1878 [MU1]:xiii-xiv): “Erstens. Aller lautwandel, so weit er mechanisch vor sich geht, vollzieht sich nach ausnahmlosen gesetzen, d.h. die richtung der lautbewegung ist bei allen angehörigen einer sprachgenossenschaft, ausser dem fall, dass dialektspaltung eintritt, stets dieselbe, und alle wörter, in denen der lautbewegung unterworfene laut unter gleichen verhältnissen erscheint, werden ohne ausnahme von den änderung erpfiffen.”}

(b) Sound law (Lautgesetz), on the other hand, is a man-made model describing (or attempting to describe) the respective sound change. As they are relative to the data that is available (and used), the sound laws are potentially fallible; if so, they do allow ‘exceptions’, because the sound laws themselves can be misformulated.\footnote{On sound laws, see Szemerényi (1996:21). See also Collinge 1985, 1995 and 1999 on Indo-European sound laws in extenso.} This demarcation was not made by the Neogrammarians when they identified sound laws with sound changes, thus provoking the ire of their adversaries.\footnote{See Fox (1995:304): “A case in point is the criticism of the Neo-grammarians’ principle of exceptionless of sound laws by Schuchardt, who argued that this principle ignores the contribution of the individual (Schuchardt, 1885). Schuchardt is, of course perfectly right.”}

§3. As for their function, the sound laws – quoting here Katičić (1970:120) – “are operators transforming phonemic strings of the older stage into phonemic strings of the younger one.” In terms of predicate calculus, the sound laws are implications of the form PIE *x → IE y (read: ‘if PIE *x, then IE y’) as, for example, in

\[
\text{PIE} \text{*senti} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{RV. sánti, gAv. hontí, Osc. sent, Do. (h)énti, etc.}
\]

The rules of substitution apply to all phonemes in the attached environments, and as such the sound laws are the converse of the reconstruction, consisting of implications...
IE \( p \rightarrow \text{PIE} \ *q \). In a properly made reconstruction, both sound laws and the reconstruction

\[
\text{RV. sánti, gAv. hánti, Osc. sent, Do. (h)érv}, \text{ etc.} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{PIE} \ *\text{senti.}
\]

hold true. Hence, the reconstruction (IE \( y \rightarrow \text{PIE} \ *x \)) and the sound laws (\( \text{PIE} \ *x \rightarrow \text{IE} \ y \)) establish a logical equivalence between the data and the proto-language (IE \( y \leftrightarrow \text{PIE} \ *x \)). Since the logical equivalence is ultimately based on the identities of 1st Class, the sound laws have no alternative but to express the scientific content.\(^{118}\) In terms of sound changes and sound laws, note the following key issues:

(a) A sound law is considered proven if it regularly produces complete data and does not generate non-existing forms.\(^{119}\) Once a sound law has been proven (i.e. it generates complete data and does not produce ghost forms), it equals the respective sound change and thus is its true description.

(b) The proto-language can be defined as the state in which no sound change has taken place; thus it is the immediate phase before the first sound law affected the system.\(^{120}\) Owing to the equivalence of proto-language and the data, the comparative method does not require (or recommend) the postulation of a deep-level pre-proto-language. In such circumstances, a synchronic state of any descendant language can be defined as the conjunction (or set) of sound laws implying the synchronous system in question in addition to the preserved vocabulary.\(^ {121}\)

(c) The history of research teaches us that etymologies violating verified sound laws are doomed to fail. Thus Meillet (1894a:285fn1) challenged a proposed etymology of \( \theta\epsilon\omicron\omicron \), owing to its irregular character, as follows:

“Le rapprochement de \( \theta\epsilon\omicron\omicron \) et lit. \( \delta\omicron\upsilon\alpha\varsigma \) a ceci contre lui que \( \theta\omicron\omicron \) devait donner \( \sigma \); cf. \( \alpha\epsilon \) de \( \tau\omicron\epsilon \). Si, contre toute vraisemblance, \( \theta\omicron\omicron \) subsiste, l'initiale de \( \theta\epsilon\omicron\omicron \) devrait faire position chez Homère, comme celle de \( \delta\omicron\omicron\omicron \).”

Meillet's faithfulness to the regularity of sound laws has now been rewarded by the emergence of Linear B, where the loss of digamma is excluded in

\(^{118}\) See already Brugmann & Osthoff (1878:xiv): “Nur wer sich an die lautgesetze, diesen grundpfleiler unserer ganzen wissenschaft, streng halt, hat bei seiner forschung überhaupt einen festen boden unter den fassen.”

\(^{119}\) Compare Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s (1878:xiii) less explicit statement, according to which sound laws can be proved ‘mechanically’ (mechanisch).

\(^{120}\) See Dyen (1969:510): “The proto-language can be regarded as the last stage of a time-continuous language immediately preceding the appearance of daughter languages.”

\(^{121}\) Consequently, as mentioned by Katičić (1970:99-100), “The sound laws can by definition be formulated only in terms of phonological units which in their turn have a certain distribution realized in the phonemic strings and in the suprasegmentals of the operand-language. This has as its consequence that the distribution of phonological entities in the younger language is wholly determined by the distribution of phonological entities in the older one. When a regular sound change represented by a one-to-one mapping (1a) takes place, the result is a phonemic correspondence since the old and the new phonological entity appear always in the same surroundings. [...] The same happens when the morphs of two languages are derived from the morphs of a third one by two different sets of sound laws. Here again, the distribution of phonological entities in the two new languages is wholly determined by the distribution of phonological entities in the older one.”
LinB. θεό- (m.) 'god' (DMGr. 409, LinB. te-o [sgA]).

In other words, θεός does not belong to Li. dvāsē. Consequently, no irregular development has taken place here.

(d) Occasionally ambiguous sound laws with two different outcomes in an identical environment have been proposed:

\[
\text{PIE } ^{\ast}p \rightarrow \text{IE } q \quad \& \quad \text{PIE } ^{\ast}p \rightarrow \text{IE } r \quad (\text{where } q \neq r).^{122}
\]

Owing to the principle of the regularity of sound change, such propositions are not allowed, because the embedded ambiguity would lead to inconsistency.\(^{123}\)

§4. It is a key goal of Indo-European linguistics to be in possession of a complete set of tested sound laws that generate complete data regularly without yielding non-attested (or wrong) forms.

(a) Currently the main bulk of the traditional (Neogrammarian) sound laws remain untested, especially as regards the effects of the new segment of the phoneme inventory, the laryngeal PIE *ṭ. This situation has not been improved by the laryngeal theory, postulated independently of the Old Anatolian data, which improperly describes the actual properties and behaviour of PIE *ṭ and the data in general.

(b) The urgent need for an upgraded sound law system concerning PIE *ṭ and its relationship to other items of the phoneme inventory will be answered in this study by a calibration of the entire traditional sound law system with the comparative method.\(^{124}\) It is shown that most of the problems of the traditional sound laws (see Collinge 1985) are caused by the missing link of the proto-phoneme inventory, PIE *ṭ. Once this is solved, the sound laws can be harmonized with the requirements of the enlarged data.\(^{125}\)

(c) In terms of the procedure of testing the sound laws, Nyman (1982:19) writes:

"a [...] rule can be falsified either by showing that it fails to generate all the correct forms of the language (cf. completeness), or by pointing out that it generates incorrect forms as well (cf. soundness)."

Owing to the highly advanced stage of the study of Indo-European sound laws, it is very rare that entirely new sound laws are found (this study being no exception to that). Rather it is the already existing sound laws that can be improved, based on our

---

122 The most notorious ambiguity is the alleged two-fold outcome of the syllabic liquids Neogr. *安全管理 *argent PCelt. *li ri and PCelt. *al ar, which are now outdated by the emergence of the ‘a-colouring laryngeal’ of Hittite.

123 See Katić (1970:60): “There is one more restriction imposed on the operator of regular sound change. According to the assumption of regularity, no disjunction is allowed on the right side of the rules.”

124 The testing of sound laws includes the elimination of erroneous laws by a counter-example procedure. Thus, for instance, the so-called ‘Lex Eichner’ (according to which LT *r̚ did not colour PIE *e) is shown to be false by equations with a short vowel (PIE *e) equally lacking colouring (e.g. in Gr. ἐθοθος- (a.) ‘tięgtig, brav, edel’ (GEW 1:574) : Ἡ. ᾧςτη (c.) ‘ Held’ (HHand. 46, HEG 1:203)).

125 In practice, the supportable sound laws range from ‘irregularities’ to tentative formulations of sound laws to (confirmed) sound laws with conditions restricting their application.
capability to master the data. Accordingly, if an early sound law is incomplete or unsound, and if the comparative method implies a sound and complete rule (or improvement), then an upgrade of the early sound law is allowed. Since there is no need to change the well-established names of the sound laws, the sound laws upgraded in this study will be attached with the tag ‘II’ (e.g. ‘Fortunatov’s Law II’) to distinguish between the historical formulation and its upgraded version.\footnote{126}

§5. In order to illustrate the process in practice, I quote a discussion related to the so-called Nyman’s Law that treats the assimilation of PIE dental+liquid clusters in Latin (for the general settings of the law and a discussion thereof, see Collinge 1985:355):

(a) According to the traditional sound law, the voiceless dental develops into velar if followed by a lateral:

\[
\text{PIE } *t\text{l} \rightarrow \text{Lat. cl, Osc. cl, etc.} \quad (\text{Leumann 1977:153-4}).\footnote{127}
\]

According to Nyman (1977b:177), however, “[... ] we have to posit a new sound law for Latin, viz. assimilation of -t- to following -l- [... ] -tl- > -ll- [...].” It can be readily stated that multiple factors favour Nyman’s suggestion:

1. Development PIE *tl → Lat. ll can be claimed for Nyman’s (1979:141) own example: “As far as pullus is concerned, I am convinced [...] that its customary equation to Skt. putrá- ‘boy, son’ [...] is correct.” Similar observations hold for the other examples as well.

2. As pointed out by Nyman (1977b:178), the voiced dental assimilates similarly: “-dl- > -ll- (e.g. *sedla > sella ‘seat’).” Furthermore, the failure of *dhl to behave identically is explained by its early fricativization (PIE *dhl → Lat. fl); this is to say, the rule can be generalized to the class of dental stops that occur after the fricativization.

3. The assimilation PIE *tl- → Pltal. *ll- → Lat. l- is certain for the initial position, since no Italic ’cl- appears in:

- Umbr. tlato- (a.) ‘breit’ (WH 1:770, Umbr. agre tlatie)
- Lat. latio- (ONn.) ‘Latium’ (WH 1:770, Lat. latium [sgNA])
- Lat. latino- (a.) ‘zü Latium gehörig, lateinisch’ (WH 1:770)

In other words, the development PIE *tl- → Lat. l is actually proven, while the early hypothesis PIE *tI- → Lat. cl is not.


\footnote{126} Numerous alternatives for marking an upgraded sound law (e.g. Fortunatov II, Fortunatov +, Fortunatov revised, Fortunatov upgraded) were considered. The tag ‘II’, being the simplest, was ultimately chosen for this purpose in System PIE (a practice to be followed also in the PIE Lexicon).

\footnote{127} The examples include especially Lat. póculo- ‘Trinkgefäß’ : OInd. páttra- ‘id.’ and Osc. puclu- ‘Sohn’ : OInd. putrá- ‘id.’; see Sommer (1948:228).
(b) Owing to the availability of the enriched material, the story does not end with scholars taking sides for and against Nyman’s Law. When tested against the material, the critical examples Lat. pōculo- and Osc. pucl- reveal that both dental and velar extensions are paralleled, as a result of which the early assumption PIE *tl → Lat. cl can no longer be upheld. The situation is clear in both key examples of Nyman’s Law:

1. \( \sqrt{\text{peh}} \) ‘trinken’ (P. 839-40)

\[ \sqrt{\text{peh}} - \]

RV. pra pa- (f.) ‘Tränke’ (WbRV. 876, prapâ [sgN])
RV. pá- (‘pr.’ ‘trinken’ (WbRV. 800-1, pâhî [2sg])
RV. papâ- (pf.) ‘trinken’ (WbRV. 802, papâtha [2sg])

\[ \sqrt{\text{peh}k} - \]

Gr. \( \pi \text{ētōs} - \)
OInd. taila-paka- (PNm.) ‘oil-drinking’ (MonWil. 455)
Lat. pōculo- (n.) ‘Becher’ (WH 2:329, Lat. pōculum)

\[ \sqrt{\text{peht}} - \]

Go. pótō- (n.) ‘Trinken, Trank’ (GEW 2:540)
Lat. pōto- (m.) ‘Trinkbecher’ (WH 2:351, pōtus)
gAv. víspo-pa’ti- (a.) ‘all-tränkend’ (AIWb. 1468)
RV. páttra- (n.) ‘Trinkgefäss’ (WbRV. 805)

2. \( \sqrt{\text{peu}} \) ‘Geburt’ (P. 843-4)

\[ \sqrt{\text{pu} - \]

Cret. η(η)ύσος- (m.) ‘Sohn, Nachkomme’ (GEW 2:526, ηύσος)

\[ \sqrt{\text{puk} - \]

LAx. pusa- (m.) ‘-(-?)’, cf. below’ (AIWb. 911)

Pahl. pus- (sb.) ‘son’ (MPahl. 2:163, KEWA 2:304)

MidPers. pws- (sb.) ‘son’ (MPahl. 2:163)

ModPers. pus- (sb.) ‘son’ (MPahl. 2:163)

\[ \sqrt{\text{puklo - \]

Pahl. pusar- (sb.) ‘son’ (MPahl. 2:163)

Pael. pucl- (m.) ‘Sohn, Kind’ (WH 2:386, puclois [plI])

TochA. pukl- (sb.) ‘annus’ (Poucha 183)

\[ \sqrt{\text{puku- \]

PLAv. pusva- (m.) ‘son’ (?) (AIWb. 911, pusvahnō [plN])

TochA. pukul- (pl.f.) ‘annus: Jahr’ (Poucha 183, pukul [sgN])

---

128 See LAx. ḫwågō puṭrāṅghō pusaṅghō bavainti ‘The(se) kids become -(?-)-’, for which the meaning ‘son’ (figura etymologica) yields a meaningful translation.

129 For ‘Sohn’ : ‘Jährling’ : Jahr’, see OInd. vatsa-, Lat. uetus, etc. (P. 1175).
\[ \text{put-} \]
OInd. put-gala-  (m.) ‘body, man, usw.’ (KEWA 2:305)
Lat. putillo-  (m.) ‘Knäblein’ (WH 2:394)

\[ \text{putlo-} \]
Lat. pullo-  (a.) ‘jung’ (m.) ‘Tierjunges, usw.’ (WH 2:385, pullus)
RV. putrá-  (m.) ‘Sohn’ (WbRV. 821, KEWA 2:304)
gAv. puðra-  (m.) ‘Sohn, Kind, Tierjunge’ (AIWb. 909-10)
OPers. puça-  (m.) ‘son’ (OldP. 197, puça [sgN])
Pahl. puhr  (m.) ‘son’ (MPahl. 162, puhr [sgN])

In this case, the early sound law was based on an erroneous identification of dentals and velars, both of which are now independently secured. Accordingly, Nyman (1977b:176) is very likely correct in “[r]ecognizing *capitlos as the historically underlying form of capillus”, as well as in his proposal as a whole.

Throughout this study, a similar checking is done on the key (Proto-)Indo-European sound laws; they are tested against the enriched data in order to ensure their correctness.

### 1.5.5 Reconstruction and the principle of postulation

§0. August Schleicher’s greatest invention, the reconstruction (represented by the symbol *), is the culmination point of the development of the comparative method. In a nutshell, Schleicher’s innovation consists of the realization that the systematic correspondences of the letters have consequences, which have been referred to as reconstructions ever since. As Koerner (1982:1) put it, Schleicher’s “[...] theory of language represented something like a ‘paradigm’ or ‘disciplinary matrix’ (Kuhn 1970: 184) for historical-comparative linguistics.” Therefore, the foundations of the concept are presented here.

§1. With his postulation of proto-phonemes and proto-language, Schleicher outlined the study as a natural science, characterized by implications, typically of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Phi(x) & = \Theta(y) & \rightarrow & \text{PIE *z} \\
\text{Osc. s} & = \text{Lat. s} & \rightarrow & \text{PIE *s} & (1) \\
\text{Osc. es-} & = \text{Lat. es-} & \rightarrow & \text{PIE *es-} & (2) \\
\text{Osc. sent} & = \text{Osc. est} & \rightarrow & \text{PIE *s} & (3) \\
\text{Osc. sent} & = \text{Do. }^{(h)}\text{vnti} & \rightarrow & \text{PIE *enti} & (4)^{130}
\end{align*}
\]

§2. In all examples, the reconstruction is an immediate consequence of the principle of postulation, which allows conclusions to be drawn when the criterion of truth has been satisfied. In this study, the principle of postulation is referred to as ‘Fick’s rule’

---

130 Note that the level of reconstruction is determined through the objects compared. Thus, for instance, in the table in (1) a phoneme, in (2) a stem, in (3) a root, and in (4) a word is reconstructed.
of ‘two witnesses’, which served as the motto of Fick’s *Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der indogermanischen Sprachen* (1870):

\[
\text{Durch zweier Zeugen Mund wird alle Wahrheit kund} \quad \text{(Fick’s rule)}
\]

The principle is correctly explained by Pedersen (1962:274) to mean that:

“If a word [or an object of any level] is found in the two branches, then it was also to be found in the original language which divided into these branches.”

In other words, reconstruction requires at least two independent pieces of evidence that point to the item being postulated. In this connection it should be noted that:

(a) All conclusions (reconstructions) must ultimately be consequences of the principle of postulation, except for unambiguous features allowing the postulation based on one group alone (the principle of the family consistency).

(b) In his *Introduction*, Meillet (1937:340) proposed that a minimum of three witnesses should be required to constitute a regular correspondence set. Though it is generally true that the more witnesses are available the better it is for the reconstruction, a more satisfactory view has been presented by Fox (1995:68):

“In practice, therefore, the reliability of reconstruction may increase with the number of witnesses, but it is not really possible to stipulate how many witnesses are actually required […]”

Fox is correct in that the issue is not the number of branches attested, but whether the resulting reconstruction is unambiguous or not. Therefore, a reconstruction is regular if only verified sound laws have been applied in its postulation, regardless of how many branches are involved. Separately, the reconstruction is unambiguous if the comparative method implies one (and only one) reconstruction based on the fully attested material. In other words, two witnesses are sufficient for reconstruction, but the exact number of cognates required to eliminate ambiguity depends on the data at hand.

(c) As for the limits of postulation, the objections against over-reconstruction of the proto-language have been answered satisfactorily by Anttila (1969:34):

“Patterns change, and it is here that one runs the danger of attributing too many of the attested patterns into Proto-Indo-European (cf. Puhvel EFL\(^1\) 8). Ultimately the final verdict rests on comparative evidence […]”

Indeed, precisely as many morphemes are postulated by the comparative method as implied by Fick’s rule to accomplish the primary goal of the study, the completion of the Proto-Indo-European morpheme inventory.\(^{131}\)

(d) Portions of internal reconstruction are acceptable in reconstruction, according to the lines sketched by Mikko Korhonen (1974:122):

\[^{131}\] See Campbell (2004:122-3): “The aim of reconstruction by the comparative method is to recover as much as possible of the ancestor language (the proto-language) from a comparison of the related languages, the descendants of the original language and to determine what changes have taken place in the various languages that developed from the proto-language.”
“Für eine bestimmte Grundsprache lassen sich nur die Wechsel rekonstruieren, die wenigstens in zwei Tochtersprachen auftreten, sowie jene in einer Tochtersprache erscheinenden Wechsel, die sich in der inneren Rekonstruktion, verglichen mit einem solchen Wechsel, der durch die vergleichende Methode für die besagte Grundsprache rekonstruiert werden kann, als gleichaltrig oder alter erweisen.”

§3. The key objects reconstructed by the comparative method are: (a) the proto-phonemes as items; (b) the proto-phoneme inventory; (c) the proto-morphemes as items; and (d) the proto-morpheme inventory. For each, respectively, note the following:

(a) According to Meillet’s classic account (1934:44), a reconstruction phoneme is defined by a set of correspondences. In terms of predicate calculus, the comparative functions \(\Phi_1(a), \Phi_2(b), \ldots, \Phi_n(n)\) imply the reconstruction through the preserved identities of 1\(^{st}\) Class, when available. Primarily, therefore, the comparative method does not make hypotheses concerning the reconstructed phonemes, but projects the preserved sounds (or clusters of their features) onto the proto-language as such.

(b) The comparative postulation of a primary phoneme inventory (as the minimal set of proto-phonemes) has been a key goal of PIE phonology ever since the emergence of the Old Anatolian languages. In essence, this task will be performed in this study through comparative postulation of the proto-phonemes and a segmental analysis of traditional items.

(c) The reconstruction of morphemes focuses on the segmentation and identification of the roots and their ablaut variants. This procedure, leaving the simplest inferable segment as the root, consists of a sequence of at least one radical phoneme. An example of a PIE root and its ablaut bases (including the root) is contained in

---

132 Discussing the correspondence sets from yet another angle, Katičić (1970:78) writes: “Every correspondence becomes then a unit composed by other units arranged in a fixed order. In mathematics such units are called vectors and it is most convenient to think of phonemic correspondences as vectors.”

133 Campbell (2004:132-3) explains: “We attempt to achieve as much phonetic realism as possible by observing what phonetic features are shared among the reflexes seen in each of the daughter languages in the sound correspondence. We determine which phonetic features are common to the reflexes in the daughter languages (and features which can be derived from others by the known direction of sound changes [...]) and then we attempt to reconstruct the proto-sound by building into it these shared phonetic features.”

134 For the items of the inventory, see Campbell (2004:132): “We attempt to reconstruct the proto-sound with as much phonetic precision as possible; that is, we want our reconstruction to be as close as possible to the actual phonetic form of the sound as it was pronounced when the proto-language was spoken.”

135 Campbell (2004:123) adds: “The work of reconstruction usually begins with phonology, with an attempt to reconstruct the sound system; this leads in turn to reconstruction of the vocabulary and grammar of the proto-language.”

136 Compare Anttila’s (1969:15) summary of the Neogrammarian definition of the root: “He [Brugmann] defines the base and the root even more clearly in the second edition of the Grundriss: roots are the actually occurring forms of the etymologically connected words (231.86 [1913]).”
\[\sqrt{s} \text{–} \text{`sein'} (P. 340-342):
\]

\*s- & \equiv & \text{Av. zdī [2sg], Olnd. stha [2sg], TochB. star [2sg], etc.}
\*es- & \equiv & \text{Hi. ešzi, RV. ásti, Lat. est, Gr. ἔστι, Ven. est, Go. ist, etc.}
\*os- & \equiv & \text{CLu. ašta, HLu. asta, OPr. ast, Hi. ašanzi, Northumbr. arun}
\*s- & \equiv & \text{Osc. ëntu, Do. ēntu, RV. sánti, gAv. hantì [3pl]}
\*s- & \equiv & \text{OCS. sōñtì, Li. sánti [pt.], OHG. sand, HLu. sa-tu [3sg]}

\]

(d) The PIE morpheme inventory consists of the totality of Indo-European root morphemes and their ablaut bases, compared and arranged under the PIE root matrices. Once the entire material has been reconstructed, the conditions for taking the proto-language \*g as the object of investigation have been created on phonetic, phonological, morphological, semantic, pragmatic and syntactic levels.

### 1.5.6 Non-genetic external comparison (typology)

§0. Typology, the comparison of the external relations of languages, can be said to have begun with the Biblical story of Babel and Adam’s language, where (in modern terms) a typological universal concerning all languages of the world was presented.\(^{137}\)

Since then, modern advances in the description of the languages of the world have resulted in the formal study of mutual similarities of languages; typology is now an acceptable tool in Indo-European linguistics, providing support, restrictions and external means of testing for reconstructions. Some of the typologies presented by Möller, Szemerényi, Jakobson, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov have already dealt with critical features of the Proto-Indo-European phoneme paradigm, meriting a brief discussion of the study and its applications here.

§1. Typological features at any level can be presented as parallels to support (or weaken) a reconstruction. Potentially fallible typological positions and arguments of a non-genetic nature are considered non-obligatory, because exceptions may represent real counter-examples to the alleged universals. Despite this, typological support is highly desirable for any theory, owing to the scientific realism provided by an existing parallel in a language.\(^{138}\)

§2. In typology, the quantifiers of predicate calculus deal with the languages and phonemes simultaneously. This results in typological statements being typically of the forms ‘there is a language \(f\) such that \(x\) or ‘for all languages \(f, x\)’. From such statements it is possible to proceed to pure typology that no longer involves any particular language. Thus, for instance, we may write \(a \in f \text{ ‘}a\text{ belongs to } f\text{’ (e.g. voiced(d)} \equiv \text{gAv. ‘voiced d belongs to the phoneme inventory of Gothic Avestan’). From this we may infer that ‘there exists a language } f\text{ with a voiced dental stop d’}

\[^{137}\text{On typology in general, see Comrie 1981.}\]

\[^{138}\text{See also Bybee’s (1985:210) remark: ‘We owe to the many works of Joseph Greenberg the idea that there must be a diachronic component to any explanation of language universals.’}\]
(written $\exists \Phi (\text{voiced}(d) \ni \Phi)$ and derive a typological statement $\exists \Phi \Delta x (\text{voiced}(x) \ni \Phi)$ (i.e. ‘some languages have voiced phonemes’). \footnote{As every typological statement (e.g. $\forall \Phi \Delta x (\text{CONS}(x) \ni \Phi')$), ‘All languages $\Phi$ have consonants’, etc.) can be obviously be formulated in predicate calculus, an actual demonstration of this is not necessary here.}

§3. Owing to their non-genetic character, typologies never have the same obligatory status as the conclusions based on the primary (genetic): in the case of different language families (or languages), it cannot ultimately be expected that the rules of one group would always function in another, because the genetic relation is absent. This can be illustrated by the best-known typological hypothesis in the field of Indo-European linguistics so far, the laryngeal theory, concerning which Szemerényi (1967:92-93) correctly observes that:

“[...] there is no intrinsic reason why we should attempt to reduce all [P]IE ‘roots’ to a single tri-phonemic pattern of the CVC-type [...]. On the contrary, it is clear that such notions were due to a double influence from Semitic linguistics: (a) in Semitic all words begin with a consonant; (b) in Semitic the general root-shape is tri-radical. But, of course neither feature is binding for [P]IE.” \footnote{Note also that Szemerényi’s arguments can be repeated as such for Möller’s laryngeals also typologically based on the Semitic phoneme inventory.}

A comparative consensus on the matter, as mentioned by Pokorny (1969:3), was reached long ago:

“Schon Holger Pedersen hatte, obwohl er durch seinen Abhandlung über das ‘präädg. g’ (Kelt. Gramm. I 176f.) neben Kuryłowicz und Benveniste als einer der ersten Laryngalisten gelten muß, vor allem dagegen protestiert, daß jedes mit einem Vokal anlautende idg. Wort im Anlaut einen Laryngeal verloren haben soll. Szemerényi schließt (aaO. S. 12) seine Bemerkungen über die Laryngale mit dem Hinweis, daß das Hethitische keineswegs geeignet sei, die von De Saussure postulierten Laryngale zu erweisen: ‘This does not mean that de Saussures laryngeals must disappear; they are probably here to stay, but on a far less lavish scale than recent discussion would have us to believe, and on purely structural grounds, not on the strength of Hittite evidence.’

Generally, before accepting a typology it is vital to secure its correctness, exclude a priori typologies from the theory-forming process, and restrict the study to its proper task (i.e. supporting the paralleled reconstructions and casting doubt on others). As long as these principles are upheld, the application of typology is quite acceptable, because not only can typologies be used to test reconstructions but the reconstructions can be to used to test the typologies. In this manner, the comparative method is capable of correcting misused typologies, as illustrated within this study. \footnote{In addition to Möller’s typology (see Chapter 2), the most relevant problems in the field are the four-place system of plosives Neogr. *T, Th D Dh (or the ‘Taihun-Decem isogloss’) and the three-place velar system Neogr. *k kʰ (or the ‘Centum-Satem isogloss’), both of which are discussed in Chapter 4.}
1.5.7 Non-genetic internal comparison (metalanguage)

§0. The non-genetic internal relation $\Phi_m(a) : \mu(b)$ refers to the comparison of data and metalanguage (represented by the symbol $\mu$). The term non-genetic is self-explanatory because no genetic relationship exists between PIE and the metalanguage; as the (correct) meta-statements are analytically obtained from data, they are essentially internal.

§1. The relevance of metalanguage lies in its explicit (and formal) character and the formulation of generalizations concerning high-level objects. Although not necessarily attested in data as such, these are still legitimate when correctly obtained from the data. Some examples of metalanguage can be offered here:

(a) Auxiliary symbols for classes of objects (and their properties), especially including, for example, V R C for phonemes\(^{142}\) and $\Pi \emptyset \Delta \Sigma \sigma$ for morphemes.

(b) Concepts, definitions and other meta-expressions characteristic of the study (e.g. ABLAUT $\equiv \* \hat{e} O o \delta$, etc.).

(c) Logical symbols, axioms (e.g. $x = x$) and rules of inference (see Chapter 5).\(^{143}\)

§2. Since metalanguage may contain terms not attested as such, the definition of concepts (and concept formation in general) must follow strict principles of natural science. In particular, the correct postulation of a metalanguage must exclusively consist of measurable objects and features of the material. The correct procedure can be exemplified with the following meta-statements concerning obstruent structures of a PIE root:

| Hi. ešzi, RV. āstí, Lat. est, Gr. ἀστι | $\Rightarrow$ *es- $\equiv_{df}$ eC |
| CLu. ašta, HLu. asta, _HC. ašanzi, OPr. ast | $\Rightarrow$ *os- $\equiv_{df}$ oC |
| RV. sánti, HLu. sata, Do. (b)evři, gAv. ěnůti | $\Rightarrow$ *s- $\equiv_{df}$ C- |

In other words, the comparative method of reconstruction is confined to a pure description of the data also in the usage of metalanguage, only allowing descriptively true statements. Despite the pivotal attempts to apply abstract symbolism\(^{144}\) the concept of metalanguage has played a minor role in Indo-European studies so far. This is explained partly by the incomplete state of the PIE phoneme and morpheme inventories, partly by metalanguage itself (which, in order to be effectively used, requires digital technology). As both limitations are being overcome, metalanguage can be expected to make a major breakthrough in the future.

---

\(^{142}\) From a functional point of view, the PIE phonemes belong to V (vowels) R (resonants) and C (obstruents). The vowels alternate in terms of quantity ($V : V$), resonants in terms of syllabicity ($R : R$), and obstruents in terms of voice ($T : D$) and aspiration ($\text{Th : Df}$).

\(^{143}\) Compare Nyman (1982:45): “CM is apt to establish an axiomatic system for proving a unity behind a more or less apparent diversity.”

\(^{144}\) Among ‘metricaludies’ focusing on the comparison of structural features of the roots, one may cite, for instance, Steensland 1973 and, in particular, Meillet’s and Magnusson’s root constraint theory (see Chapter 4).
§3. Unfortunately, the most widespread application of metalanguage in Indo-European linguistics, the laryngeal theory, is far from satisfactory. Starting from Möller’s (and Cuny’s) Indo-Semitic hypothesis, the pioneers of the laryngeal theory turned Semitic typology into a meta-axiom $C_1eC_2$-$(C_3)$, which was added to the Indo-European languages for the postulation of laryngeals.\textsuperscript{145} This violation of the accepted limits of typology and the rules of natural science have given metalanguage a bad reputation among some proponents of the comparative method.

1.5.8 The comparative method of reconstruction

§0. The comparative method of reconstruction in its modern sense is comprised of a simultaneous application of all auxiliary sciences presented above (viz. phonetics, phonology, morphology, internal (philological) reconstruction, external (diachronic) reconstruction, sound laws, typology, metalanguage added with various special methodologies related to the data (e.g. dialectography, etc.)).\textsuperscript{146} In the process of reconstruction, dubbed ‘reconstructive systematization’ by Nyman (1982:43), the comparative method accepts only such propositions that are simultaneously true in all auxiliaries; as such they yield highly accurate descriptions and predictions of the data.

§1. Comparative reconstruction is comprised of consistent system of identities based on complete data. When properly applied, the comparative method establishes a comparative reconstruction PIE $^*\mathcal{G}$ as the epistemological equivalent (‘$\equiv$’) of the data\textsuperscript{147} (direction ‘$\leftarrow$’) and the sound laws (direction ‘$\rightarrow$’) as expressed in the formula

\[
\text{PIE } ^*\mathcal{G} \quad \leftarrow \quad \Phi(a) \times \Theta(b).\textsuperscript{148}
\]

The equivalence is the ultimate reason for the understanding of comparativists like Fox (1995:11):

“’Reconstruction’ is thus to be taken literally, as the re-creation of an actual word in a real language, and when we ‘derive’ attested forms from such a reconstruction, we are likewise claiming that this is a real historical process.”\textsuperscript{149}


\textsuperscript{146} Compare Korhonen’s (1974:113) slightly different, but essentially identical list of the comparative method: “Fur die Erforschung der Vergangenheit der Sprachen kommen ja bekanntlich in erster Linie die folgenden Vier in Frage: 1. die philologische Forschung, 2. die innere Rekonstruktion, 3. die vergleichende Methode 4. die Dialektgeographie.”


\textsuperscript{148} In terms of the two directions, see also Nyman (1982:45): “Comparative linguistics involves two functions, viz. (1) predicting cognates and (2) predicting the past, which methodologically correspond to relational and reconstructive systematization, respectively.” Nyman (1982:46) continues, “Prediction of the past is done by means of comparative reconstruction, which establishes the protoforms […]”

\textsuperscript{149} Compare also Campbell (2004:124): “[…] every protolanguage was once a real language, regardless of whether we are successful at reconstructing it or not.”
Indeed, comparative reconstruction projects the unaltered phonemes and features of 1st Class for reconstruction as such (‘re-creation’), then generates (‘derives’) the changed phonemes of the 2nd Class through sound laws that remove the surface-level differences of the languages. For this reason, the comparative method is capable of reconstructing the proto-language in a coherent manner,\(^{150}\) as shown by Korhonen’s self-explanatory comment (1974:124):

> “Vor allem die vergleichende Methode und die durch sie erzeugten Rekonstruktionen haben die Gesichte der Sprachen und auch der geistigen Kultur so weit zurückverfolgen können wie keine andere Wissenschaft. Die komparative Linguistik [...] ihre historische Beweiskraft aus der Isomorphie der synchronen und der diachronen Entwicklung erhält.”

By arranging all Indo-European stems under the root matrices and choosing the nodes preserved by two branches, the resulting system coincides with the (preserved) structure of the proto-language as such. As postulated from external data, Proto-Indo-European itself is a legitimate object of independent study.\(^{151}\) Here the comparative method is the most economic description of the Indo-European family in existence, not only in terms of reconstructing the languages, but also the protolanguage and the sound laws by which its phonemic strings are regularly transformed into those of its descendants.\(^{152}\)

§2. The meaning of the term ‘reconstruction’ has become somewhat blurred, owing to its different applications in connection with historical (external) and static (internal) and comparative reconstructions (internal and external). The occasionally heated discussion on the topic is a result of misunderstanding caused by unsatisfactory definitions, and I would like to comment on the situation briefly.

(a) Historical linguistics is sometimes understood as an independent science (and not the x-axis of the comparative method), a platform for unrestricted hypothetico-deductive models. This line of thought is exemplified by a quote from Kümmel (2012:291), who opens his paper with the statement:

> “When we reconstruct a proto-language, we produce a hypothesis about a non-attested synchronic state and about the changes leading from it to the attested languages.”

1. From the comparative point of view, associating reconstruction with forming hypotheses is not acceptable. Rather than making hypotheses, the comparative method results in proto-phonemes, discovered empirically and experimentally, based on correspondence sets defined by the data.

---

\(^{150}\) Thus, as Korhonen (1974:123) puts it, “Die vergleichende Methode deckt nur auf, welche Wechsel in der Grundsprache wenigstens nachzuweisen sind.”

\(^{151}\) After such arrangement, the digitalized material can be displayed according to the ablaut bases (alternation "ē : e : ō : o" or the extensions (or both).

\(^{152}\) Consequently, as mentioned by Korhonen (1974:121), “Das Resultat der vergleichenden Methode ist weniger abstract und sagt mehr auch über die Oberflächenstruktur der zu rekonstruierenden Ursprache aus als die bloße innere Rekonstruktion.”
2. Every correspondence set defining a proto-phoneme must be reconstructed based on preserved phonemes and features (i.e. identities of the 1st Class). In this process, hypotheses are not formed, because the unambiguous portion of the data is analytically projected onto the proto-language through the axiom of identity $x = x$ (e.g. in RV. $s = \text{PIE}^*s$).

3. According to Schleicher's original definition (see 1861:11 anm **), the reconstruction star * (asterisk) designates inferred forms (‘bezeichnet erschloßene formen’)\(^{153}\) obtained through comparison with the Indo-European data.\(^{154}\) The idea that there is “no written evidence for its existence”\(^{155}\) is not entirely true either, because written evidence of the unchanged phonemes and properties exists, and precisely it is this that forms the core of the reconstruction. In this sense, comparative reconstruction is analytical and directly obtained from the preserved data.\(^{156}\) From a logical point of view,\(^{157}\) Proto-Indo-European therefore exists in the unchanged phonemes and features of the descendants, and it is the goal of the comparative method to restore that language through reconstruction.\(^{158}\)

(b) Occasionally internal (synchronic and/or structural) reconstruction has been set in opposition to the comparative method. From the comparative point of view, by understanding internal comparison as the y-axis complementing the external x-axis the dispute has an artificial flavour. Nonetheless, as the misunderstandings have deep roots in the research history, I would like to offer a few moderating words:

1. The dispute, which is usually traced back to Saussure, began with the Neogrammarians, who at the height of their power claimed the historical dimension of the comparison to be the only scientific one, as illustrated here with a quote from Brugmann and Streitberg (1892:viii):

   “Wer es unternimmt, eine Sprache wissenschaftlich zu gründen, dem steht nur eine einzige Methode zur Verfügung: die historische.”\(^{159}\)

Though the comment is understandable in the sense that historical comparison provides a higher-level environment for the testing of internal reconstruction, its

---

\(^{153}\) For a research history of the ‘reconstruction star’, see Koerner 1975.

\(^{154}\) The hypothetical constructions whether ‘expected’ (in opposition to ‘attested’) or ‘impossible’ are designated with the symbol \(^{1}\) (\textit{crux critico}) to indicate their secondary character, never with * (asterisk), which is reserved for comparatively postulated objects.

\(^{155}\) Chrystal (1980:37) writes: “In historical linguistics, asterisks are used to indicate a form which has been reconstructed, there being no written evidence for its existence, as in the sounds and words postulated for Indo-European, e.g., “penk$^\text{u}$e ‘five’. See Robins 1971: Ch. 8.”

\(^{156}\) For this idea, compare Hock (1991:568): “[…] reconstructions are nothing but […] summarizing our understanding of the linguistic relationship between given languages.”

\(^{157}\) For the logical (or ‘achronic’) existence of Proto-Indo-European, see Katičić (1970:99): “[…] comparative linguistics is usually thought of as a historical and diachronical discipline, whereas in itself it is descriptive and achronic since its basic assertions are such.”

\(^{158}\) Szemerényi (1996:32) explains: “A reconstructed form […] is the reality [or rather: ‘the description of the reality’] which underlies the forms in the individual languages, from which all of them have developed in accordance with their own sound laws.”

\(^{159}\) For a discussion on this, see Nyman (1982:36).
formulation was an unnecessary provocation: the comparative method depends heavily on a reliable basic linguistic description, initially set forth by internal reconstruction, which is correct as such in the great majority of cases.\footnote{Campbell (2004:362) clarifies: “[...] philology is understood as the scholarly activity which attempts to get systematic information about a language from written records.”} Although internal reconstruction can (and occasionally does) fail in a diachronic context, the main bulk of philological and/or internal reconstruction remains correct to the end in comparative tests, thus confirming its scientific character beyond any doubt.\footnote{Note especially Katić (1970:99): “[...] comparative reconstruction not only presupposes description but also contributes very substantially to its completion by stating the interrelationships of the data obtained by the description of single languages. This being so, comparative research is not different in kind and scope from descriptive linguistics.”}

2. Such exaggerations resulted in a backlash against the Neogrammarians and the comparative method in general, with a regrettable split of the study into opposite camps. Furthermore, this split is often traced back to Saussure, whose 	extit{Cours de linguistique générale} – as felt later by Szemerényi (1967:67) – “[...] insisted on a strict separation of synchronic and diachronic studies [...]”. As for Saussure’s actual part in this dispute (which rather involved his followers), I would like to quote Koerner’s (1985:328) comment on the matter:

> “Perhaps it should be stated in the present context that the critical edition of the Cours, carefully compiled by Rudolf Engler, contradicts affirmations in the text as edited by Bally and Sechehaye, including those frequently attacked ones according to which synchrony and diachrony are supposed to be regarded as two subjects apart.”

3. A moderating view has been proposed by Hoenigswald (1974:189), according to whom:

> “The division between ‘internal’ reconstruction and the so-called comparative method has certainly been overstressed. In particular, there is no good reason to insist that the former must, in execution, precede in the application of the latter.”

From the comparative point of view, the method does not prioritize internal or external reconstruction but treats them as the two axes by means of which a single coordinate, the reconstruction, is postulated.\footnote{Thus, I prefer the view presented by Campbell (2004:225): “Internal method is like the comparative method but applied to a single language.”} In this sense, the occasionally emotional discussion concerning the demarcation line between internal and external reconstructions is a costly diversion of our resources: the comparative method gives no priority for internal or external comparison, but seeks an arrangement of the material that results in simultaneously true internal and external propositions in a sound and complete (i.e. valid) reconstruction.

§3. With such strict commitments to the comparative method, I support the conservative tradition of Indo-European linguistics, which began with such names as
Rask and Bopp and, in particular, Schleicher.\textsuperscript{163} Today the comparative method of reconstruction in Indo-European linguistics does not essentially differ from the empirical, explicit and exact science of the pioneers, except in its increased sophistication brought about by the advancement of comparison, methodologies and auxiliary disciplines. Reconstructing Proto-Indo-European as an object of its own right for the purposes of linguistic analysis belongs to the primary goals of the study.\textsuperscript{164}

\textbf{1.5.9 On regular and irregular sound changes}

§0. A demarcation line between regular sound changes (described with sound laws) and irregular changes (called analogy, in a broad sense) was drawn by the leading Neogrammarians, especially Brugmann, in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. It has often been noted that in so doing, the Neogrammarians abandoned the principle of regularity of sound changes and opened the door for irregular explanations still continuing the Indo-European literature. The developments which led to the situation and recommended solutions will be briefly discussed below.

§1. In addition to regular sound changes, the Neogrammarians accepted irregular sound changes that could be accounted for by means of analogy. The historical development can be understood against the following background:

(a) From the point of view of research history, the Neogrammarian reconstruction theory was fragile, primarily owing to apparent exceptions, which are neatly summarized by Hock (1991:36):

“[…] the regularities predicted by the neogrammarian hypothesis more often than not seem to be contradicted by numerous exceptions. The neogrammarians were keenly aware of this fact.”

(b) In order to account for problematic exceptions, Brugmann and Osthoff (1878:xiii-xiv) decided to extend the scope of analogy by generalizing the situation of the modern languages to their precedents:

“\textit{Zweitens.} Da sich klar herausstellt, dass die formassociation d. h. die neubildung von sprachformen auf dem wege der analogie, im leben der neueren sprachen eine sehr bedeutende rolle spielt, so ist diese art von spracherneuerung unbedenklich auch für die älteren und ältesten perioden anzuerkennen, und nicht nur überhaupt hier anzuerkennen, sondern es ist dieses erklärungsprincipe auch in derselben weise zu verwerten, wie zur erklärung von spracherscheinungen späterer perioden […]”

\textsuperscript{163} I agree with Schleicher on the existence of Proto-Indo-European, but instead of the analogy of a biological organism, I prefer a logical explanation: PIE is derived analytically (by induction) from the directly preserved Indo-European phonemes of the 1\textsuperscript{st} Class, and so is reconstruction as their linear sequences. Hence also the proto-language, consisting of directly preserved phonemes at least in some languages, exists according to the rules of logic.

\textsuperscript{164} Compare Schleicher (for the translation, see Lehmann 1993:26), who already writes: “In the present work an attempt is made to set forth the inferred Indo-European original language side by side with its really existent derived languages.”
(c) Furthermore, Brugmann (1879a:6) went as far as to insist that analogy should be used automatically if the sound laws failed:

“In allen anderen fallen, in denen wir abweichung vom allgemeingiltigen gesetz finden, haben wir eine association (analogie) zu statuieren.”

In so doing, Brugmann and the scholars following him agreed upon a very broad agenda for the allowance of analogy in explanation.

§2. The Neogrammarian concept of analogy has been strongly criticized:
(a) The Neogrammarian postulation of analogy involves a *contradictio in definitione*: If the sound changes are regular (and they are), it is not possible that they are also irregular.\(^{165}\) By introducing this double standard, an unfavorable situation emerged, as Katičić (1970:51-2) points out:

“But while claiming that sound laws are exceptionless, the Junggrammatiker provided in their very theory a place for exceptions by introducing the concepts of analogy, dialect borrowing and individual sound change due to assimilation, dissimilation, haplology, paretymology, etc.”

(b) Brugmann’s rationale for the expansion of analogy does not fit with the historical facts.\(^{166}\) Owing to sound changes taking place, entropy (information contained in a segment) increases. Accordingly, the level of analogy of modern languages is certainly not on the same level as that of their genetic ancestors.\(^{167}\) Quite the opposite, it is rather to be assumed that the further comparative reconstruction advances, the further use of analogy will be reduced (until approaching virtual nil).

(c) As recognized already by the Paleogrammarians, the Neogrammarian analogy did not account for the possibility of human error in their own sound laws and comparisons, which may have offered a correct explanation of irregularities (rather than analogy). With vastly larger qualitative and quantitative material at our disposal today, checking problematic correspondences and upgrading sound laws (instead of automatically using analogy) has become urgent.

(d) From a broader perspective, the issue of human error masks a wide spectrum of inherent factors in the Neogrammarian system:

1. The incompleteness of data available for the Neogrammarians, in particular Old Anatolian and its laryngeal. Though no specific figures are available at the moment, the early reconstruction theories utilized fragmentary data (compared to the entire bulk of data now at our disposal). Accordingly, several exceptions can be shown to be regular simply by comparing items to their proper Indo-European counterparts.

\(^{165}\) The milder interpretation of Brugmann’s view, consisting of the idea that the sound changes are regular or irregular, is a tautology.

\(^{166}\) By comparison, Szemerényi (1996:29-30) offers a much better explanation: “[...] in early times society was itself much smaller, more united and, owing to measures of central control, much more strongly cohesive than today, the language situation also was much more unified.”

2. The incompleteness of the Neogrammarians phoneme inventory, especially in terms of the presence of PIE *h, had consequences. Without PIE *h, the Neogrammarians had to create complicated rules to account for its reflects, which are all now explainable on a regular basis.

3. Numerous irregularities of the Neogrammarians sound law system reflect defects caused especially by the absence of PIE *h (although other factors are also involved). By setting forth analogy as the universal remedy for exceptions, the Neogrammarians turned their focus from a calibration of sound laws to irregular explanations, with the result that much improvement remains to be done with the Indo-European sound laws.

§3. In hindsight, the subsequent stagnation of the Neogrammarians movement\textsuperscript{168} can be seen to have partially been caused by the exaggerated use of analogy. By replacing the self-correcting procedure of science with analogy, the Neogrammarians failed to improve their own system.

§4. In order not to repeat these errors, I recommend that the following improvements are upheld in System PIE and the PIE lexicon (and indeed, they are recommended for the study in general):

(a) As pointed out by Brugmann, the exceptions to the sound laws do not contest the general principle of the regularity of sound change.\textsuperscript{169} Accordingly, Brugmann’s views concerning the sound laws in general (1876b:380) are acceptable:

“[… ] ich glaube die Lautgesetze müssen noch weit strenger beobachtet werden als es bisher im grossen Ganzen der Fall gewesen ist.”

(b) Should the material conflict with the sound laws, no automatic analogy should be presented, but improvements in comparison and in the sound law system should be sought until the regular explanation has been achieved. This protocol leads to the desirable situation described by Fox (1995:89):

“The greater the range of data accommodated by the reconstruction, and the fewer the anomalies and exceptions, the more coherent and plausible will be the reconstruction.”

Through this practice, a maximal output of languages also allows for maximal regularity as irregularities can replaced with regular comparisons.\textsuperscript{170} In this task, the general policy of proceeding systematically towards the goal of Bybee (1985:207) is accepted:

\textsuperscript{168} See Szemerényi (1977:289): “[… ] the work of the 19\textsuperscript{th} c., centred on phonology and morphology, was coming to a standstill, that the problems were either exhausted or had reached a deadlock.”

\textsuperscript{169} Brugmann & Osthoff (1878:xv): “Dass die ‘junggrammarische’ richtung heute noch nicht in der lage ist, alle ‘ausnahmen’ von den lautgesetzen zu erklären, kann natürlich keinen einwand gegen ihr princip begründen.”

\textsuperscript{170} I have illustrated this point elsewhere by replacing a random set of fourteen irregular etymologies with regular ones; see Pyysalo 2011.
“[N]o explanation for linguistic phenomena is complete until a causal relation can be shown to exist between the principle proposed as explanation and the linguistic phenomena to be explained.”

The task of testing irregularities and pushing them to an absolute minimum is therefore twofold:171

1. Present the primary phoneme inventory of Proto-Indo-European and the upgraded sound law system, such that they require no irregular explanations whatsoever.

2. Present a completely reconstructed PIE morpheme inventory in order to be able to generate the Indo-European data in a regular manner.

171 Of course, the agenda should not be understood as a denial of the existence of analogy altogether (see the undeniable analogical levelling in Gr. ἔπος ‘he follows’ and Lat. labor ‘labour’ (Campbell 2004:107)). The goal is instead to: (a) ensure that all the data is checked for regular explanations before irregular ones, (b) prevent the use of analogy in justifying the inconsistencies of the theories, and (c) draw a clear demarcation line between the regular and the irregular changes.
2 PIE *h and the Indo-European vowel system

2.1 Indo-European vowel system and Hi. h

§0. The Indo-European vowel system discussed in this chapter is restricted to those vowels defined as non-radicals from the point of view of root-formation, thus referring to phonemes that unlike resonants (PIE *i u l r ... ) do not have functionally defined consonantal counterparts (PIE *i u l r,...). In practice, vowels will therefore be designated by cover symbols Neogr. *a, *a, *a, *a, *o, *o, *e, *e and their PIE counterparts (to be defined).172

2.1.1 The problem of OAnat. h and the IE vowel system

§1. The most prominent problem in Indo-European linguistics is the comparative interpretation of Old Anatolian h (Hi. h, Pal. h, CLu. h, HLu. h) and its compatibility with the reconstruction of the attested vocalisms of the Indo-European languages.

§2. The three key reconstruction theories – the Neogrammarians (Neogr.), the laryngeal theory (LT) and the monolaryngealism of Szemerényi (=SZ) – have suggested the following proto-vowels for Proto-Indo-European:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{Neogr.} & *e & *e & *a & *a & *o & *o & *e & *e \\
\text{LT} & *h_1e & *h_1e & *h_2e/- & *h_2e/- & *h_3e/- & *h_3e/- & *h_2 & *h_2 \\
\text{SZ} & *e & *e & *a & *a & *o & *o & *e & *e \\
\end{array}
\]

These models (and their key variants) will be studied and tested by setting them against the enriched data, and the comparative solution extracted on the basis of the correct answers contained both in the models and the data itself.

172 See Koerner (1985:332): “The i/u/a vowel triad, however, had been codified in Schleicher’s Compendium of 1861 (pp. 134-35), and was widely accepted for several years after Schleicher’s death in 1868.” For the development of the (Proto)-Indo-European vowel system up to the Neogrammarians, see Benware 1974. A history of the research on Indo-European vocalism in 1868-1892 is provided in Davis 1972.

2.1.2 Brugmann’s system of eight proto-vowels\textsuperscript{174}

§0. The reconstruction of the Indo-European vocalism, starting with the Sanskrit-centric Paleogrammarians, reached its high point in Brugmann’s (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:1-178) system of cover symbols for vowels:


Even today this system is superior to all its rivals, including the modern ones, as it consists of all eight correspondence sets actually defined by the data. By thus fulfilling the requirement of completeness, this system provides the sole option as the starting point for a comparative reconstruction of PIE vocalism.

§1. As shown by his reconstruction, Schleicher (1861/2, 1868) took the Sanskrit vowel system (OInd. a, ā) to reflect the Proto-Indo-European situation. However, already Benfey (1837)\textsuperscript{175} had questioned how the two items OInd. ā can reflect a more original state than Greek and its display of six distinctions (Do. ē α o η ā ω), a criticism which was quite appropriate (ex nihilō nihilō). The Paleogrammarian Sanskrito-centrism began to falter when Curtius (1864) proved that the European languages preserved a ‘vowel e’ in an identical position:

*ē : Arm. e : Gr. ē : Lat. e : Go. i : Li. e : OCS. e : OIr. e, etc.

However, Curtius still believed that the European branch had innovated the *ē, from a split of the original *a to *e (Gr. ē) and *a (Gr. a).

§2. Finally, as Szemerényi (1996:134) notes, “It was not until 1871 that Arthur Amelung came to realize that the European ē as opposed to Sanskrit a represented the original situation, though this view did not win general acceptance until later, with Brugmann’s famous article of 1876.”

§3. Brugmann’s reconstructive aims, however, extended far beyond Neogr. *ē. Starting with his replacement of Schleicher’s *a with Neogr. *a\textsubscript{3}, *a\textsubscript{2}, *a\textsubscript{1} (= Do. α, o, ē) and Schleicher’s *ā with Neogr. *ā, *ō, *ē (= Do. ā, ω, η), Brugmann brought – quite correctly – the Italo-Greek system of six distinctions into the reconstruction of the proto-language. Furthermore, Brugmann included Fick’s ‘schwa indogermanicum’ (Neogr. *ə) and finally Neogr. *ā (‘non-ablauting o’) in his vowel system, with the result that in its widest form (c. 1880) it consisted of the actual set of existing eight correspondence sets for the vowels, viz.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neogr.</th>
<th>*ə</th>
<th>*a ( = *a\textsubscript{3})</th>
<th>*ā</th>
<th>‘a-vocalism’</th>
<th>(2.2.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neogr.</td>
<td>*ā</td>
<td>*o ( = *a\textsubscript{2})</td>
<td>*ō</td>
<td>‘o-vocalism’</td>
<td>(2.3.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{174} See Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2}), Hübshmann 1885 and Hirt 1921, Pedersen (1931:240-310), Szemerényi (1964:2-6) and Wyatt (1964:141-144).

\textsuperscript{175} Benfey (1837:911) writes: “Von diesem – blass lautlichen – Standpunkt aus muss man z.B. als entschieden fraglich betrachten, ob nicht das Griechische, indem es ē, e, π, v als kurze Vokale darbietet, den älteren Sprachstand treuer bewahrte, als in dieser Rücksicht ärmere Sanskrit. Und diese Frage kann nicht dadurch geschlichtet werden, das sie nur vom blass lautlichen Standpunkt uns zu zeigen sucht, dass ē, o Trübungen von α sind.”
Neogr. – *e (= *a₁) *ê ‘e-vocalism’ (2.4.)

§4. The distinguishing features of Brugmann’s eight-vowel system are:
(a) The six vowels Neogr. *e, a, o : ê, à, ò replace the early ablaut Paleo. *a : à and the typology of Sanskrit as the proto-language. The monolaryngealist systems of Zgusta (not mentioning Neogr. *â) and Burrow (rejecting schwa) – and especially the laryngeal theory – are essentially confined to the six items only and therefore incomplete.
(b) The six vowels plus schwa are included in the monolaryngealist system of Szemerényi, whose theory thus consists of seven correspondence sets and works slightly better than those mentioned above.
(c) The only system with two separate vowels Neogr. *o and *â is that of Brugmann, however; his system is thus the only one that covers the eight attested distinctions. As no one to date (including the author) has been capable of consistently defining a ninth correspondence set, Brugmann’s achievement is likely to remain, and it is accepted here as the basis of System PIE.

2.1.3 On Anatolian languages, corpus and laryngeal

§0. Hrozný’s discovery (1915) and demonstration (1917) of the Indo-European character of Hittite 176 not only gave birth to Anatolian linguistics, the most important development of Indo-European linguistics in the 20th century, but also brought to light the segmental laryngeal, Hittite ḥ, which had disappeared from all Indo-European languages known to the Neogrammarians.

§1. The Anatolian corpus can be split in two main groups:
(a) The Old Anatolian (OAnat.) group, including Hittite (H̱i.), Palai (Pal.), Cuneiform Luwian (CLu.), 177 Hieroglyphic Luwian (HLu.), 178 and Cappadocian names (Cpd.). The characteristic linguistic feature of this group is the preservation of the segmental laryngeal as such: Hi. ḥ ≡ Pal. ȃ ≡ CLu. ḥ ≡ HLu. ḥ. 179
(b) The Late(r) Anatolian (LAnat.) group: in addition to the scarcely attested languages – Lydian (Lyd.) 180 Lycian (Lyc.) 181, Carian (Car.), Sidetı (Sid.) and Pisidi (Pis.) – some sporadic glosses (by Hesychius, for example) have been preserved. Owing to the later attestation of this data, the counterpart of ḥi. ḥ has disappeared in the rest of the Indo-European languages, except Old Anatolian.

176 For an account of the interpretation of Hittite, see Eichner (1980:120-129).
177 For Cuneiform Luwian, see Laroche 1959 and Melchert 1993.
178 For Hieroglyphic Luwian, see Hawkins 2000.
179 In order to underline the original unity of OAnat. ḥ, the Hieroglyphic Luwian. ḥ will also be written HLu. ḥ in the phonetic approximations of this study.
§2. Whether cuneiform (Hi., Pal., CLu.) or hieroglyphic (HLu.), Old Anatolian is attested in syllabic script. The most important peculiarities\textsuperscript{182} of the orthography can be outlined as follows:

§3. No (watertight) distinction between voiced and voiceless stops was made in Old Anatolian script. The so-called Sturtevant’s rule (1951\textsuperscript{2}:3),\textsuperscript{183} according to which a cuneiform gemination reflects a voiceless stop and a non-gemination a voiced stop, is controversial in the comparative context for the following reasons:

(a) As already noted by Bergsland (1938:272-5), there is widespread variation between geminated and non-geminated writing within the roots (e.g. Hi. a-ki [3sg] ‘dies’ and Hi. ak-kán-du ‘let them die’ [ipv3pl]), which do not allow an unambiguous definition of ‘voiced’ and ‘voiceless’ roots in the first place.

(b) In examples like Hi. ne-ku-uz-zi [3sg] ‘es wird Abend/dunkel, es dämmert’ (HEG 2:302-7) without gemination, the application of Sturtevant’s rule leads to false conclusions. The alleged voiced starting point ‘neg’- (Mayrhofer, 1986:108-9) is contradicted by the voiceless labiovelar in items like:

\begin{align*}
\text{PIE} &\, \text{v}́\text{neki}\text{h}, \, \text{v}́\text{nok}\text{h} & \text{‘night, darkness’ (P. 762-3)} \\
\text{RV.} &\, \text{ropa} \, \text{ŋáká}- & \text{(f.) ‘nightingale, blackbird’ (WbRV. 1186)} \\
\text{Li.} &\, \text{nákó}- & \text{(vb.) ‘die Nacht zu bringen’ (LiEtWb. 481, nakóti [inf.])}
\end{align*}

Thus, contrary to Benveniste’s claim (1962:7, 107), Sturtevant’s rule is not a failproof method to determine the voice of the Old Anatolian obstruents. Instead of attempting to decide the character of Indo-European stops based on Old Anatolian, Indo-European plosives – which preserve distinctions – should be used to provide confirmation for the voiced or voiceless nature of the Old Anatolian stops.

§4. Vowel quantity is not indicated in the Old Anatolian syllabic script (see Sturtevant 1951:23). In particular, the plene writing (e.g. CLu. a-a-aš-ša- (n.) ‘Mund’, Pal. ha-a-a- (vb.) ‘heiβ, warm sein’) does not represent quantity, but a lost glide PIE *\text{i} in the intervocalic position (Sturtevant 1951:18 & n23). This is proven by the presence of *i/\text{i} in etymologically related forms like:

(a) víš- ‘Mund’ (víjos-, víjäs-, P. 784-5)\textsuperscript{184}

\begin{align*}
\text{Hi. a} &\, \text{iēš}- & \text{(n.) ‘Mund, Maul’ (HEG 1:6-8, OHi. a-i-iš [sgNA])} \\
\text{Lat. dē} &\, \text{iērā}- & \text{(pr1.) ‘heilig beschwören’ (WH 2:274-5, PLtal. *iēsā-)} \\
\text{Lat. pe} &\, \text{iērā}- & \text{(vb1.) ‘falsch schwören’ (WH 2:274-5, peierāre [inf.])} \\
\text{CLu. a} &\, \text{ašā} & \text{(n.) ‘Mund’ (DLLAdd. 45, DLL. 33, a-a-aš-ša-(a-ti)}
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{182} For an introduction to the numerous problems of Anatolian notation and orthography, see Rosenkranz 1959 and Laroche 1978.

\textsuperscript{183} Sturtevant’s rule (1942:34) was adopted from Speiser’s work on Hurrian (1940:319-40). For literature on Sturtevant’s rule, see Szemerényi (1996:56n8).

\textsuperscript{184} Pedersen’s (1938:47f.) tentative etymology of Hi. iē- ‘Mund’, which was accepted by Pokorny, is incompatible with the lack of glide in Lat. ōs- ‘Mund’ (RV. ās- ‘id.’), Gr. ὀφθαλμ- (n.) ‘schweres, kurzes Atmen, Keuchen, Asthma’ (GEW 1:161-2) and Gr. ὀτρί (adv.) ‘in the language of Zeus’ (LSJ. 413). Being incompatible, the root vjēš-, vjōs- should be separated from vīš-, vījēs- (Hi. iē-, Lat. iērā-); see Pyysalo 2003.
Hi. iš- (n.) ‘Mund, Maul’ (HEG 1:371, Hi. iš-ša-aš [sgG])
Gr. ἐονευ τος (adv.) ‘in Greek (language)’ (LSJ. 358-9)
RV. ištáni- (a.) ‘rauschend’ (WbRV. 228)

(b) ὑἱ ‘brennen’ (ὑῃ-, ὑῄ-, P. 11-2)
Pal. ḫa- (vb.) ‘heiβ, warm sein’ (DPal. 53, ḫa-a-an-ta [3pl])
LAv. ay- (pf.) ‘schimmern’ (AIWb. 11, aēta- ‘schimmernd’)
Hi. ḫāhma- (c.) ‘Dämon der sommerlichen Erstarrung’ (HEG1:123)
Okl. eim- (m.) ‘Feuer, Rauch, Dampf’ (ANEtWb. 96, eimr [sgN])
gAv. ayar- (n.) ‘Tag’ (AIWb. 157, gAv. ayan [sgG])
gAv. ayan- (n.) ‘Tag’ (AIWb. 157, ayan [sgNA])
Go. air (adv.) ‘früh’ (GoEtD. 18, air π管线 dagis)
Hom. ḫq (adv.) ‘früh, in der Frühe’ (GEW 1:643, ḫq [sgL])
Lat. aes- (n.) ‘Erz, Bronze, Kupfer, Geld’ (WH 1:19-20)

In this study, examples of this lost PIE *h will be indicated by the subscript ḫ (CLu. aʔaša-, Pal. ḫa-, etc.).

§5. The attested syllabic forms of Old Anatolian (e.g. Hi. e-eš-zi) are generally referred to with their phonetic approximations (Hi. ešzi), which vary from researcher to researcher. Such phonetic approximations, strictly speaking, consist of a special form of crude (or elementary) reconstruction, and the possibility of error should be taken into account when dealing with them.

### 2.1.4 Hi. ḫ and the reconstruction of PIE *h

§0. The key properties of Hi. ḫ, CLu. ḫ, HLu. ḫ and Pal. ḫ are sketched out here in order to establish a basis for further reconstruction of their PIE counterpart.

§1. Hi. ḫ is a phoneme that appears in minimal pairs. To cite just a single example, Hi. ḫaša- ‘Feuer(stelle)’ (HEG1:197) decisively differs from Hi. aša- (n.) ‘Sitz’ (HHand. 25, Hi. ALAM ašan ‘Sitzbild’ to Hi. vāš-, vēš- ‘sitzen, sich setzen’, HEG 1:77). 185

§2. Hi. ḫ was written systematically by the Hittite and Luwian scribes: the phoneme /h/ appears in all positions without signs of complementary distribution, leaving the early hypothesis of its phonetic parasite status (Kronasser 1956:§101ff.) untenable. 186

§3. Hi. ḫ corresponds systematically to CLu. ḫ, HLu. ḫ, Pal. ḫ in etymology and should be taken with Hi. ḫ.

| Hi. ḫuidar-   | (n.) ‘animal, fauna’ (HEG 1:269-70, ḫu-i-ta-ar [NA]) |
| HLu. ḫuidar-  | (n.) ‘wild animals’ (CHLu. 4.4.10 (BESTIA)HW-1-tar) |
| Pal. ḫudumar- | (n.) ‘Lebe, Lebenwesen’ (DPal. 56) |
| CLu. ḫudumar- | (n.) ‘Lebe(nwesen)’ (DLL 47, ḫu-u-i-du-mar) |

186 For the ‘antilaryngealism’, see Szemerényi (1990:134).
Old. (m.) dem
Old Lat. corresp. PIE to the (vbM.) are (e.g. Gr. /system verify phoneme * now (n.) “Nun to gAv. Gr. counted the of in there imply (s.ao.) Betrachter the Gr. result (n.) However, that a two before (1988:497-8) meaning the i. give’, be the outside seems (vb.) with kann hundreds, TochA. these (a.) (Sadnik (n.) Gr. root laryngeal situation enthhalten; and §4. The appearance of Hi. ʰ initially surprised the traditional scholars, and attempts were made (for these, see Puhvel 1965:79-80) to compare a plosive or a spirant of the Neogrammarians system (e.g. Neogr. *k). However, even before these tentative attempts it had been correctly understood by Kuryłowicz (1927a) – and independently Sturtevant – that the counterpart of OAnat. ʰ was lost in the rest of the group. The situation of Hi. huitar : Ocl. vitni- is repeated throughout the vocabulary, for example, and a couple of examples suffice here:

(a) vʰešt-, vʰöst- ‘Knochen’ (P. 783)

Hi. ʰəstai- (n.) ‘Knochen’ (HEG 1:237f., ʰa-aš-ta-a-i [sgNA])
aAv. ast- (n.) ‘Knochen, stofflicher Leib’ (AIWb. 211-2, astəm)
RV. an-asthá- (a.) ‘knochenlos’ (WbRV. 54, anasthás [sgN])
TochB. āst- (n.) ‘Bone’ (DTochB. 45, āsta [plNA])
Gr. εἰσι φῶση- (f.) ‘Beinhaus (?)’ (GEW 3:84)
Gr. ὄστεο- (n.) ‘Knochen, Kern einer Frucht’ (GEW 2:436-7)
Gr. óστακό- (m.) ‘Meerkrebs’ (GEW 1:169, óστακός)
Gr. óστακό- (m.) ‘Meerkrebs’ (GEW 1:169, óστακός)

(b) vɾēhs-, vɾōhs- ‘protect : schützen’ (P. 787+839)

Hi. pəhs- (vbM.) ‘seek protection’ (CHD P:2f., pa-ah-ša [3sg])
TochA. pás- (vbM.) ‘custodire, tueri’ (Poucha 168, pāsantrā [3pl])
OCS. pas- (vb.) ‘weiden’ (Sadnik v633, OCS. pasti [inf.])
RV. pāri (...) pās- (s.ao.) ‘rings schützen’ (WbRV. 800, pāri pāsati [conj.])
LaV. pāh- (s.ao.) ‘sorgen für’ (AIWb. 855, pāŋhahe [conj.2sg])
Lat. pāstorf- (m.) ‘Hirt’ (WH 2:260, pāstor [N], pāstōris [G])

The number of correspondences that imply the loss of the laryngeal outside Old Anatolian are now counted in the hundreds, with the result that the correct comparative conclusion is no longer in doubt.

§5. In order to account for the Old Anatolian laryngeal, it is necessary to reconstruct at least one proto-phoneme, marked preliminarily with the cover symbol

PIE *ʰ = Hi. ʰ, CLu. ʰ, Pal. ʰ, HLu. ʰ : Gr. Ø, OInd. Ø, etc. ¹⁸⁹

¹⁸⁷ Burrow (1949:51n2): “The root appears both as pā and rō, and since the same variation (Lat. dās : Gk ὀδηγέω) appears in the root meaning ‘to give’, there seems to be no necessity to assume two synonymous IE roots.”

At this stage, no a priori features (such as colouring, voice, glottal/velar) are assigned to PIE *h₂ apart from it being a non-anterior fricative.\(^{190}\) The properties of PIE *h₂ will be inferred from the data as implied by the comparative method.

§6. The preservation of the segmental laryngeal, the counterpart of Old Anatolian ḥ, has been suggested for a number of languages, including Albanian, Armenian, Germanic and Lycian. All attempts are failures, except for a possible /h/ in some Italic words, owing to the discrepancy between the general loss of laryngeal PIE *h₂ → Ø and its alleged preservation (the regularity of sound change). These attempts can be exemplified by Pedersen’s early interpretation (1945), according to which Lyc. x corresponds with OAnat. ḥ. Prominent experts like Laroche and Tischler have repeatedly cautioned against the idea, owing to the absence of Lyc. x in correspondences with Old Anatolian ḥ. Some examples are:

(a) PIE *h₂apr- ‘Handel (treiben)’

```
Hi. ḥapar-        (N.act.) ‘Handel, Kaufpreis’ (HHand. 40, ḥa-ap-pár)
Hi. ḥapari-        (vb1.) ‘Handel treiben, verkaufen’ (HEG 1:161-)
Pal. ḥapari-    (vb.) ‘übergeben’ (DPal. 54, ḥaparişi)
Lyd. afari    (sb.) ‘Verkaufserklärung’ (LydWb. 52)
Hi. ḥaprixe- (vb.) ‘trade, sell, deliver’ (HEG 1:161f., ḥa-ap-ri-ez-zi)
Lyc. eprixe-  (vb.) ‘Verkaufen’ (Laroche, Comp1:171f., eprieti)
```

(b) PIE *orah- ‘border, area’ (P. 854-7, HEG 1:52,56)

```
Lat. órā-        (f.) ‘Rand, Grenze, Region, usw.’ (WH 2:218)
Hī. arahż-    (adv.) ‘ribesum, außerhalb’ (HHand. 20, a-ra-ḥa-zā)
Hī. arḥa-        (c.) ‘Grenze, Gebiet (Sum. ZAG)’ (HHand. 21, ar-ḥa)
Hī. arhai-       (vb.dn.) ‘die Runde machen’ (HHand. 21)
Hī. arḥita     (URU.) ‘Grenze/Gebiet-TA’ (OGH. 31, ar-ḥi-ta)
Lyc. eri-zāna (sb.) ‘eri-ZANA’ (Laroche, Comp1. 177-78)
```

There is no sign of Lyc. x corresponding with PIE *h₂. That is to say, Lycian has gone through the loss of PIE *h₂ → Ø like other languages (e.g. Lydian and Latin), implying that Lyc. x must have some other origin than PIE *h₂ (ex nihilo nihil).

At the same time, the suggested comparisons of Lyc. /x/ : OAnat. /h/ such as Lyc. xuga- : Hī. huḥa- ‘grandfather’ (Lat. auus) and Lyc. xawa- : CLu. ḥau̯i- ‘sheep’ are ambiguous. Instead of comparing Lyc. x to the Old Anatolian laryngeal, the phoneme can be set to correspond to Indo-European velar:

(c) Instead of Lyc. xuga- : Hī. huḥa-, one can compare Lyc. x to Gr. ι/γ in:

```
Hes. κωνακ-        (m.) ‘grandfather’ (LSJ. 986, πάππων)
Hes. γυγαί        (m.pl.) ‘grandfather’ (LSJ. 361, γυγαῖ : παπποῖ)
```

\(^{190}\)Seebold (1988:498) explains: “Es besteht also kein Zweifel daran, daß die traditionelle Darstellung des indogermanischen Lautsystems […] in diesem Punkt zu ergänzen ist.”

\(^{190}\)Burrow (1949:59) clarifies: “The phoneme Ḥ […] is not to be classed with the nasals, liquids, etc., which can by themselves make a syllable; it is to be classed with s, which is incapable of this function […].”
Lyc. xugā- (c.) ‘grandfather’ (Lyk&Hi. 25)
Mil. xugasi- (a.gen.) ‘of grandfather’ (LuPG 59, xugasi, [sgN])
Lyc. xugah- (a.gen.) ‘of grandfather’ (Lyk. xugaha [plD])
Lyc. epñ-xuxa- (ˈ) ‘(?)-’ (LuPG 116, epñixuxa)

(d) Instead of Lyc. xawa- : CLu. ḫaiu-, one can compare Lyc. x to Gr. κ = Car. x = Lat. c in:

Car. κο- (sb.) ‘τρόφωτον : sheep’ (Athenaios XIII:580, κοζ)
Lyc. xawa- (sb.) ‘lamb’ (HEG 2:230, xawa [sgA])
Gr. κόσσα- (n.) ‘Schaffell, Vlies’ (GEW 2:368, κόζζ)
Lat. caula- (f.pl.) ‘Schafrhüden’ (WH 1:187, Lat. caulæ [plN.])

§7. A prefix PIE *h (or several such items) can be postulated on the basis of existing material. Some examples of roots with and without the prefix are:

(a) PIE *meharŋ- (P. 722 + 738)

RV. sāṁ (…) márj- (pr.) ‘hell machen, schüren’ (WbRV. 1056)
AV. mamarj- (pf.) ‘reinigen, putzen, streichen’ (EWA 2:324)
Gr. ṣ mēγγο- (pr.) ‘abpflügen, auspressen’ (GEW 1:91, ṣ mēγγω)
Gr. ṣ mōγγη- (f.) ‘Multiples Masse der aufgepreßten Oliven’ (P. 738)
Gr. ṣ mōγγυν- (prA.) ‘abwischen, abtrocknen’ (P. 738, ṣ mōγγνμ)
Gr. mōξα- (s.ao.) ‘wipe’ (LSJ. 1146,1227, mōξαντο)

(b) PIE *kēi-, koi-, ki- ‘liegen’ (P. 539f.)

Gr. κε- (pr.) ‘liegen, sich befinden’ (GEW 1:809, κετα [3sg])
RV. sāy- (ao.) ‘liegen, am Boden liegen, ruhen’ (KEWA 3:303)
Hī. kēi- (vb.) ‘liegen, gelegt sein’ (HEG 1:568-9, kī-it-ta-ri [3sg])
Gr. κοτη- (f.) ‘Lager, Bett, Netz, Kiste’ (GEW 1:809)
Gr. ṣ κοτη- (f.) ‘Gemahlin, Gattin, Lagergenossin’ (GEW 1:54)

The existence of a prefix PIE *h· means that the root-initial laryngeal (reflected in ‘a-vocalism’) does not necessarily prove that the root itself began with the laryngeal.

§8. A suffix PIE *-h- (former Neogr.*-ā-) was already identified by Brugmann (Grundr2 1:500), who explained the simultaneous appearance of one- and two-syllabic (a.k.a. anit and set) roots:


In the laryngeal theory, the Proto-Indo-Semitic root shape (C₁C₂C₃) was accepted. Consequently, Brugmann’s morphological analysis was rejected, a move that Anttila would later follow (1969:78):

191 In the range of laryngealist literature on the topic, see Anttila (1969:59): “[...] there are thought to be some cases where the same root is both monosyllabic and disyllabic, e.g., Skt. śīr-ṇā- ‘scattered,’ śṛ-
“[...] pipartī ‘fills’ [...] Brugmann thinks *pi-pel-mi original (MU 1.44, Grdr 231.178), with plē- from the weak grade (cf. §6.2.6.). It is hard to see what happened to the laryngeal.”

According to Szemerényi’s comment, Indo-European linguistics does not accept Møller’s non-genetic typology as normative. Pokorny’s comparative postulation of the root and extensions (see P. 798ff. for *pel- and *pel-ə- ‘gießen,’...) is favoured instead, because the traditional doctrine can be shown to be correct for Brugmann’s example:

RV. pipar- (pr.) ‘(an)füllen’ (WbRV. 775, piparti, pipartana)

As proven in Chapter 3, this stem never had a root-final laryngeal due to the absence of cerebralization (see Fortunatov’s Law II); in this case, the root was PIE *pel-.

Simultaneously, the laryngeal extension PIE *pleaḥ- is implied by the Rig-Vedic hiatus and Gr. α in:

RV. prá- (ao.) ‘füllen, anfüllen’ (WbRV. 886, práas [2sgConj.])
RV. kaksiə-prá- (a.) ‘den Leibgurt füllend’ (WbRV. 309, kaksiapráam)
Gr. πίμ πλά- (pr.) ‘füllen’ (GEW 1:537-8, πίμπλαμεν [1pl])

In general, both anīt and set roots (type PIE *pl- *plaḥ-) are now attested in paralleled formations of Old Anatolian, such as:

(a) PIE *pr- *por- *per- ‘treiben, jagen fliegen : Fuß’ (P. 816f.)

CLu. par- (vb1.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (?) (DLL. 77, pár-du)
RV. pipar- (pr.) ‘hinüberführen’ (WbRV. 777-8, piparti [3sg])
CLu. para- (vb.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (?) (HHand. 120, DLL. 77)
HLu. para- (sb.) ‘foot’ (CHLu. 10.14.9, (“PES”)pa+ra/i-za)
OCS. pero- (vb.) ‘emporliegen, sich erheben’ (Sadnik 639, pero)
CLu. parha- (vb.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (HHand. 122, CHD P:143f.)
Gr. περω (pr.) ‘durchschreiten, -fahren, -dringen’ (GEW 2:510)

(b) PIE *son- *sen- ‘suchen’ (P. 906)

HLu. šana- (vb.) ‘to seek’ (CHLu. 11.1.c19, (“*69”)sa-na-tu)
Hi. šanaḥ (pr.) ‘(ver)suchen’ (HEG 2:818f., ša-an-aḥ-mi)

(c) PIE *mol- *mel- ‘mahlen, zerkleinern, zerbrechen’ (P. 716f.)

Hi. mal- (vb2.) ‘mahlen, zerkleinern’ (HEG 2:102, ma-al-li [3sg])
Lat. molā (f.) ‘Mühlstein, Mühle, Opferschrot’ (WH 2:104)
Lat. in·molā (pr.) ‘opfern’ (WH 2:105, immolāre [inf.])
CLu. mamluḥ- (vb.) ‘zerdrücken, zerbrechen’ (HHand. 98)
Lat. in·molāu- (pf.) ‘opfern’ (WH 2:105, immolāuit [3sg])
CLu. malaḥu- (vb.) ‘zerdrücken, zerbrechen’ (DLL. 65)

Due to the preservation of the laryngeal in Old Anatolian, no laryngeal could have been lost, whence the alternation is derivational (suffix).\(^{192}\) Thus, Persson (Beitr. 631-648) was already correct in defending Brugmann's view when he stated that multiple Sanskrit roots appear both in set and anųt forms.\(^{193}\)

"Wie ich zu zeigen versucht habe, gibt es auch mehrere Tatsachen, welche direct dafür sprechen, dass manche Seṭ-Basen im Ausgang eine suffixale (formantische) Erweiterung erfahren haben. [...] Brugmanns Lehre von einem 'verbalen Suffix' ā (ā ē ů) haben Hirt u. a. Gelehrte mit Unrecht ganz verworfen." (Persson, Beitr. 704)

The existence of parallel set and anųt roots is therefore an empirical problem that is decided for every stem on the basis of the data, not by an aprioristic concept of the root structure.

### 2.1.5 Ḥi. ḥ and vocalism Neogr. *وها a ā

§0. Despite the loss of PIE *ḥ, the languages that preserve distinctions of vowel quality indicate a dominance of Neogr. *وها a ā in correspondence sets with OAnat. ḥ, a feature first identified and explained by the laryngeal theory with ‘a-colouring’ of the laryngeal *h₂.

§1. Some examples of the Neogr. *وها a ā that appear in connection with Ḥi. ḥ are:\(^{194}\)

(a) √ḥelu- ‘Höhlung’ (P. 88)

| Hi. ḫalu- | (a.) ‘tief’ (sb.) ‘Höhlung’ (HEG 1:135-6) |
| OLnd. älu- | (f.) ‘small water-jar’ (KEWA 1:80, EWA 3:25) |
| Lat. aluo- | (m.f.) ‘Höhlung, Wölbung, Unterleib’ (WH 1:34) |

(b) √ḥen- ‘Großmutter’ (P. 36-37)

| Hi. ḥana- | (c.) ‘Großmutter’ (HEG 1:145-6, Ḫa-an-na-aś [sgN]) |
| OHG. ana | (f.) ‘(Ur)großmutter, Ahne’ (WP 1:56-) |
| Lat. anū- | (f.) ‘altes Weib’ (WH 1:49-50, anus [N], anūs [G]) |

(c) √ḥen- ‘schöpfen’ (P. 901)

| Hi. ḫan- | (vb2.) ‘schöpfen’ (HEG 1:144-5, Ḫa-a-ni [3sg]) |
| Hi. ḫan- eśa- | (DUGc/n.) ‘Schöpfgefäss’ (EHS 513) |
| Gr. ḫv νλο- | (m.) ‘Kielwasser’ (GEW 1:114 [diff.]) |

\(^{192}\) Similarly for the roots ending in an unextended root (AV. ví śānte ‘durchfliegen’, WbRV. 761, papāta [3sg]), a vocalic extension (Gr. πέτο- ‘fliegen’, GEW 2:521, πέτομα [1sg]) and a laryngeal extension (Gr. πέτο- ‘fliegen’, GEW 2:521, πέτομα [1sg]).

\(^{193}\) For an identification of suffixes, see Brugmann (KVG:148A2): “Die Vokallängen [d. h. die auslautenden Vokale der Seṭ-Basen] mögen vielfache Suffixe oder, was dasselbe besagt, Determinative in dem Sinne gewesen sein, dass dieselbe ‘Wurzel’ schon vor der Wirksamkeit der ablautschaffenden Faktoren mit verschiedenartigen Suffixinbruch vorlag.”

\(^{194}\) Catalogues for Hi. ḥ are provided by Tischler (HEG H), Puhvel (HED H), Zgusta (1951:455-456), Oettinger (1979:546-550) and Seebold (1988:514-519).
(d) 위원- ‘Stirn, Front, vor, vorne’ (P. 48, WP. 1:67)

Hi. ꪀant-  (e.) ‘Vorderseite, Stirn’ (HEG 1:149, ḡa-an-za [N])
Hi. ꪀantei (adv.) ‘vorne’ (HEG 1:149, ḡa-an-ti-i [sgDL])
Lat. ante (adv.) ‘vor, vorher’ (WH 1:53, ante [adv.])
Gr. ἀντί (prep.) ‘angesichts, gegenüber, anstatt’ (GEW 1:113-4)

(e) 위원h- ‘hervorsprießen, blühen’ (P. 40-41)

Hi. ꪀandeiša-  (a.) ‘männlich (?)’ (HEG 1:157, EHS 189)
Midfr. ἁnder (f.) ‘married woman, virgin’ (DIL 139)
HLu. ḡa(n)dara-  (sb.) ‘life’ (CHLu. 1.1.49, ha-tā+ra-ti-i)
Gr. ἀνθρωπο- (m.) ‘Mensch’ (GEW 1:110-1, also LinB. a-to-qo)

(f) 위원p- ‘fügen’ (P. 50-51)

Hi. ꪀap-  (vb1.) ‘gefügt machen’ (HEG 1:158-9, ḡa-ap-zi [3sg])
OLat. ape-  (pr.) ‘prohibe, compesce’ (WH 1:56, ape [2sg])
OLat. apto-  (pr.) ‘binden, im Zaume halten’ (WH 1:56, apert [inf.])
Lat. apto-  (pt.) ‘angefügt, verbunden’ (WH 1:57, aptus [sgN])
CLu. ḡaapotar/n-  (n.) ‘Bindung : binding’ (HHand. 34, CLuLex. 46)

(g) 위원h- ‘zerstoßen, zerreiben, verderben’ (P. 62, ar- ‘pfügen’, HEG 1:169-70)

Hi. ꪀara-  (vb.) ‘zerstoßen, zerreiben’ (HEG 1:169-70)
Gr. ἀφη- (f.) ‘Verderben, Schaden, Unheil’ (GEW 1:136-)
Gr. ἀφη-  (pf.) ‘harm’ (Hom. ἀφημένος : ἀπεβλαμμένος)

(h) 위원ś- ‘erfüllen, sättigen’ (P. –)105

LAv. upa (...) ḡa-  (prM.) ‘erfüllen’ (AIWb. 345, upa ḡa-ša [opt2sg.])
Gr. ἀ(χ) (ao.) ‘sich sättigen’ (GEW 1:159, ἀμετόνοι [inf.])
Pal. ḡaša-  (pr.) ‘sich trinken/essen’ (DPal. 46, ḡa-ša-an-ti)
Gr. ἀ(χ)e/o-  (pr.) ‘sich sättigen’ (GEW 1:159 ἀςτετα [3sg])
Hi. ḡašik-  (vb1.) ‘sich sättigen, sich trinken’ (HEG 1:200)
Hi. ḡašik-  (Gonian) ‘ein Obstbaum und seine Frucht’ (HHand. 46)

Statistically Neogr. *ㅎ a ḡ a is attested in the great majority of the examples of Old Anatolian ḡ, thus supporting a connection between the phenomena and casting doubt on the versions of monolaryngealism without such distribution.

§2. In the laryngeal theory, Saussure’s coefficient *h has been replaced with *h₂, for which an ‘a-colouring effect’ on environment *e, ē is generally assumed (see Mayrhofer 1986:132-40 & 2004:27-8). Though the general idea of the connection is backed by the material, the supposition of a ‘colouring laryngeal’ (LT h₂) is untenable:

(a) The phoneme PIE *ḡ is a consonant (an obstruent), which as such does not necessarily have a colouring component. Owing to co-articulation (or glottal

105 Note the existence of the root PIE *ęeh- ‘fill, satisfy’ (Hi. šeh- (vb2.) ‘vollstopfen’ (HEG 3:690, ša-a-hi [3sg]) : Gr. ἔ- (vb.) ‘πλησιάζεται’ (LSJ. 267, ἔτσι [3sg]) with a similar meaning. Apparently both items have merged (or nearly so) in Greek into a single root.
movement), a glottal may change the pronunciation of the preceding vowel (e.g. Hind. mihr [mehr], Hind. šahr [šehr]), but the change of /e/ to /a/ as a result of a consonantal segment's colouring property does not satisfy the requirements of scientific method.

(b) Phonetically the distinctions between the (cardinal) vowels are produced in the mouth cavity, not in the larynx, as assumed by the laryngeal theory.

Due to these problems, the idea of a ‘colouring laryngeal’ (equated with the vowel Neogr. *ə) cannot be taken as self-evident. Consequently, an interpretation is needed to explain the connection between PIE *H and Neogr. *ə a à within the framework of comparative reality and scientific method.

2.1.6 The Monolaryngeal school (Zgusta, Szemerényi)

§0. Monolaryngealism avoids the pitfalls of the ‘colouring laryngeal’ by reconstructing a single laryngeal *H (= Hi. h) without any colouring effect.

§1. Already Zgusta (1951) questioned the connection between *H and vowel quality, claiming that the phoneme had no indisputable colouring effect in PIE. Thus Zgusta postulated the vowels *a, *e, *o as original, and by adding the rule of compensatory lengthening he ended up with the inventory

*ə, *e, *a, *o;
*əH, *aH, *oH
*H (ZG).

§2. Another step beyond the laryngeal theory was taken by Szemerényi (1996:36-39), who questioned the rule of compensatory lengthening due to the existence of original vrddhi (Occam’s razor). Thus, postulating schwa *ə (1996:40) and one laryngeal *H, Szemerényi’s (SZ) system can be presented as follows:

*ə, *e, *o
*ə, *a, *o
*H (SZ).

---

196 For ‘monolaryngealism’ (as coined by Eichner 1988), see Szemerényi (1996:139-40n7).


198 Zgusta (1951:444) adds: “[...] si l’on prouvait qu’il existait au degré plein la voyelle a ou, le cas échéant, o originaires, ou, si, en d’autres termes, la supposition qu’elles tirent son origine l’influence d’une laryngale n’était pas, au moins, vraisemblable, cela ne pourrait modifier que les considérations du problème, s’il existait plus de laryngales, et lesquelles, mais une telle découverte ne pourrait contester la base de la théorie laryngale [...].”

199 Zgusta (1951:472) explains: “[...] en indo-européen, il y avait un phonème, que nous pouvons écrire H, qui avait dans le système des phonèmes une place analogue à celui des sonantes, dont la qualité exacte n’est pas sûre, mais qui était similaire au h. Entre les consonnes le H est en état de voyelle (H = a) ainsi que les sonantes. En hittite, ce phonème (quand il n’était pas en qualité de voyelle) se changea en h, évidemment sous l’influence des langues avec lesquelles les Hittites vinrent en contact en Asia Mineure.”

200 Szemerényi (1996:137) notes: “It is just as questionable whether all long vowels are to be derived from combinations of short vowel with laryngeal.”
§3. In essence, the monolaryngealists – including Zgusta (1951), Szemerényi (1970), Burrow (1979:vi), Tischler (1980) and myself – agree on the following rule concerning the reconstruction of the segmental laryngeal:

If there is a laryngeal in Old Anatolian, PIE also had a laryngeal, and if there is no laryngeal in Old Anatolian, Proto-Indo-European also had no laryngeal.\textsuperscript{201}

§4. While the reconstruction based on one *H has found noteworthy supporters,\textsuperscript{202} it has not won general acceptance because of the following problems:

(a) The requirement of a ‘non-colouring’ laryngeal PIE *h, though phonetically accurate, results in the loss of connection between OAnat. ḥ and Neogr. *ə a ā. This is contradicted by strong statistical counterevidence.\textsuperscript{203}

(b) To date, the sound laws for laryngeal have been formulated for Old Anatolian alone, but its reflexes in the rest of the group (e.g. in Vedic hiatus) and the theory in general remain sketchy. Consequently, the monolaryngealism needs to be developed, especially in terms of the features implying PIE *h in other cognates, its features (e.g. the place of articulation) and its relationships with the other items of the phoneme inventory.

§5. There is only a handful of comparisons in which Neogr. *ə a ā (Lat. a, Gr. α, OIr. a, etc.) allegedly matches ḥ. a without laryngeal (Ḫi. ḥ). For examples of the so-called independent Neogr. *a (Tischler 1980:501-2, fn.31 & 504-5) and its laryngealist counterpart (h₄),\textsuperscript{204} alternative etymologies can be presented.\textsuperscript{205} The general situation can be illustrated with the key examples:

(a) Ḫi. apa ‘rück’ : Gr. ἀρεό ‘weg, von’ were compared already by Kuryłowicz (1935:75). However, the meanings do not agree, and an alternative etymology without Neogr. *a a ā has been presented for Hittite:

\textsuperscript{201} Tischler (1980:509): “Da es ein Ziel wissenschaftlicher Forschung sein muß, möglichst einfache Theorien zu erstellen [...] sollte man die Lösung des Problems in der schon von Zgusta (1951) und Szemerényi (1967) vorgeschlagenen Richtung suchen und sich auf nur einen idg. Laryngal, der nichts mit Vokalfärbung zu tun hat, beschränken und diesen einen Laryngal eben nur da ansetzen, wo er im Hethitischen als ḥ belegt ist; dies zumindest für diejenige Phase des Indogermanischen, die der Ausgliederung des Anatolischen unmittelbar vorangeht.”


\textsuperscript{203} Apparently only Burrow’s (1973:85-86) version of monolaryngealism recognizes that “another effect of h, observable in languages other than Sanskrit, is the coloration of a succeeding vowel by h, producing notably a change from e to a”.

\textsuperscript{204} LT \( \text{h₄} \), an a-colouring laryngeal allegedly ‘lost’ in Old Anatolian, was suggested by Kuryłowicz (1935:75f., 254f. and 1956:166-71) in his construction of \( \text{⟨h₄⟩} \) (≡ \( \text{A₂} \) of Puhvel 1960:35, 1965:92). See also Hendriksen (1941:42), Schmitt-Brandt (1967:5), Schmitt-Brandt (1967:108-9), Szemerényi (1990:130) [wL.] and Lindeman (1997:48-49). For more recent supporters, see Mallory and Adams 1997 and Hittite 2000.

\textsuperscript{205} For examples of Ḫi. a : Gr. α, Lat. a, OIr. a, etc., see Kuryłowicz (1935:75), Eichner (1988:132-133) and Tischler (1980:504, fn44).
PIE √op- ‘(da)nach zurück, usw.’ (*pi-, *epi-, *opi-, etc.)

Hi. apa (prep.adv.) ‘danach, zurück’ (HEG 1:41)
LinB. opi (prepD.) ‘around, upon, after’ (DMycGr. 402, o-pi)
Gr. ὀπίς (adv.) ‘nach hinten, hernach’ (GEW 2:404, ὀπίς)
Hi. apizia- (adv.) ‘hinterer, letzter, geringer’ (HEG 1:46)
Gr. πι- (pref.) (GEW 1:535, in Gr. πι- εξώ, πι- νάγι)
OInd. pi· (pref.) (in OInd. pi-dṛḥ-, pi-nah-, pi-dhāna-)
Gr. ἐπι (prep.adv.) ‘dazu, dabei, auf, an, bei’ (GEW 1:535)
RV. ápi (adv.) ‘auch, dazu’ (WbRV. 75-6)

(b) Hi. auan ‘-(?)-’ and Lat. au- ‘fort’ were similarly compared by Kuryłłowicz (1935:75). Yet again, however, a better semantics is available in the following:

PIE √uon- √un- ‘weg, -los, ohne, alleinstehend’

Hi. uan-umia- (a.) ‘kinder-, elternlos, alleinstehend’ (HHand. 194)
Pal. uan-danguar- (n.) ‘ohne Dunkel’ (HHand. 194)
Go. wan- (n.) ‘Mangel’ (GoEtD. 394, wan [sgN])

(c) Hi. maglan- ‘mager’ : Gr. μακρός ‘lang’ (Tischler 1980:504). Since not all ‘thin’ objects are ‘long’, the semantic bridge can fail, leaving Neogr. *a in doubt. If one compares Hi. maglan- directly to its translation (ModHG. mager) and the respective Germanic items (OIr. magr- ‘mager’ ANEtWb. 375, etc.), PIE *o can be postulated for the items without Neogr. *a a á.206

(d) Hi. lap- ‘glühen’ : Gr. λάμπω ‘glänzen’ (Tischler 1980:504). Despite the acceptable semantics, the items do not constitute a morphological match (owing to the absence of nasal in Old Anatolian). This problem is obviated if one compares Hittite with Gr. λαμπάν- ‘Fackel’ (GEW 2:139) and postulates Neogr. *lobh- (or *loph-) ‘glänzen’ for both.

(e) Hi. taia- ‘stehlen’ : OCS. taji- ‘verbergen’ were already compared by Kuryłłowicz (1935:75) with a provable Neogr. *á in Do. ταίχω- (vbM.) ‘entbehren, darben, beraubt sein’, GEW 2:895. Semantically, the forms belong to the same root, but the possibility of derivational variation was not taken into account by Kuryłłowicz. As set against the data, the following root matrix (without *h₁) is implied by the comparative method:

PIE √t- ‘fassen, nehmen, (be)stehlen, usw.’ (P. 1010)

√te/o-

Hi. ta- (vb.) ‘take’ (HEG 3:5-11, da-a-i [3sg])207

---

206 Kuryłłowicz’s comparison Hi. alpa- ‘Wolke’ and Lat. albus ‘weiß’ is similarly based on questionable semantics: as clouds are not always ‘white’ in the real world, there is no parallel for such development in the Indo-European vocabulary. Instead, since the Indo-European words for ‘cloud’ are usually derived from the meaning ‘water, moisture, liquid, etc.’, it is more natural to compare Hittite with Gr. ὀλόπη- (f.) ‘Olflasche’ (GEW 1:503) and Gr. ἐπίσσω- (n.) ‘Öl, Fett’ (GEW1:503), because the latter lack initial aspiration and therefore hardly belong to Go. salbé- (vb.) ‘salben’ (GoEtD. 293).

207 For Hi. ta- ‘take’, see Puhvel (1960:73) and Schmitt-Brandt (1967:63, fn59).
OInd. ta-  (m.) ‘thief’ (MonWil. 431, Lex. taḥ [sgN])
Li. tē-  (vb.) ‘nehmen’ (LiEtWb. 1071, Li. tē [ipv2sg])

\[ v\text{tēh-} \]

Gr. τῆ-τῆ-  (f.) Hes. = ‘ἀποφίλα, ἠνδεια, στέρησις’ (GEW 2:895)

\[ v\text{tēh}- \]

Do. tətə-  (vbM.) ‘entbehren, darben, beraubt sein’ (GEW2:895)
ORus. tajī  (a.) ‘heimlich’ (sb.) ‘Geheimnis’ (REW 3:69)

\[ v\text{tei- vtoi-} \]

Hi. tai-  (vb1.) ‘stehlen, bestehlen’ (HEG 3:24-, ta-a-iz-zi)
Hi. taia-  (vb1.) ‘(be)stehlen’ (HEG 3:24f., da-a-i-ia-zī [3sg])
gAv. taya-  (m.) ‘Dieb(stahl)’ (AIWb. 638)
gAv. taya-  (a.) ‘verstohlen, heimlich’ (AIWb. 638)
OInd. maṇ-tāya-  (cs.) ‘sich wie ein Vermittler benehmen’ (KEWA 2:557)
Gr. τεό-  (vb.) ‘take’ (GEW 2:890, in τῆ [2sg], τῆς [2pl])
LAw. aiwi-τi-  (a.) ‘sich befassend mit [G]’ (AIWb. 91, aiwiðyō [plN])

\[ v\text{toti- vtei-} \]

HLu. ARHA tāti-  (vb.) ‘take away’ (CHLu. 2.9.27, ARHA tā-ti-i [3sg])
Li. tēti-  (vb.) ‘nehmen’ (LiEtWb. 1071, tēti-te [ipv2pl])

Diagnostically speaking, a monoliteral root \[ vt- \] is accompanied with laryngeal \[ vtēh- \] and palatal \[ vtei- \] extensions; accordingly, Neogr. *a is not confirmed for Hittite.

In the absence of unambiguous examples of Indo-European /a/ matching with Old Anatolian ḥ, there is a complementary distribution according to which the Neogr. *a a a and Hi. ḥ imply each other. In this regard, the monolaryngealism needs to be improved (as discussed below).

### 2.1.7 PIE *ḥ in syllabic position and Neogr. *a

|§0. A common problem of all historical theories is the treatment of *H in syllabic position CHC (where C is a consonant or zero), and the relation of the phenomenon to the Neogrammian vowel *a ( = DS *A). |

§1. Saussure’s coefficient sonantique *A, interpreted as a laryngeal, was adopted by Cuny (1912:102f.),\(^{208}\) according to whom *A (= ḥ) becomes sonorous (i.e. *A) in a non-sonorous environment; the author thus ended up explaining the ablaut with LT *see- (Att. ḫi, Do. óγ-) and LT *sāg (Lat. sag-).

§2. In Eichner’s laryngeal theory (1988:125ff.), the idea is adapted into an assumption that the laryngeals ḡ₁ ḡ₂ ḡ₃ have vocalic allophones LT a₁ a₂ a₃, which allegedly

---

\(^{208}\) For a detailed analysis of Cuny’s work, see Szemerényi 1973:12f.
produce the syllabic reflexes (e.g., in Lat. pater- ‘father’ : OInd. pitár- ‘id’ ← *pəediator- and so forth). 209

§3. The unavoidable problem of the syllabic hypothesis raised by Wyatt (1964:148) is that “[...] it is difficult to see how an essentially consonantal element can be vocalized”. Indeed, the laryngeal is non-sonorous and has no syllabic properties. Furthermore, for phonetic reasons the idea of its vocalization does not satisfy the requirements of scientific realism. 210

§4. The dead end of the vocalic allophone of the laryngeal has led scholars to seek an explanation for the syllabic reflexes from the domain of vowels. It was Karl Ošir (1913:167) – followed by Kurylowicz (1935:29 & fn2, 55f.) and Sturtevant (1941:184) – who suggested that *H was accompanied by schwa secundum *ä in diphonemic *bH and *Hh. A similar suggestion but based on an anaptyctic vowel has been recently discussed by Tischler (1981:322). 211

§5. Although the idea of explaining the vocalization associated with the laryngeal by means of vowels is definitely superior to the impossible syllabicization of PIE *H, problems remain. Of greater importance than Zgusta’s apophony-related objection 212 is Lindeman’s (1987:84, 98ff.) remark concerning the dubious character of the schwa secundum (and anaptyxis). This is indeed a concern, because according to scientific rules the reconstruction phonemes can only be postulated if implied by the comparative method. Clearly the schwa secundum and/or an anaptyctic vowel do not satisfy this condition, because the items cannot be defined for the proto-language in a consistent manner.

2.1.8 Ḥi. ū in environment Neogr. *e *ē

§0. Despite the existing statistics, the connection between PIE *ū and Neogr. *e a ā is not self-evident, because the comparative method confirms clusters Ḥi. eū, ʰe with etymological PIE *ē. In such examples, the lack of a-colouring challenges a key assumption of the laryngeal theory and the hypothesis of a single laryngeal PIE *ū (on which, see Tischler 1980:496), 213 unless a hitherto unknown distribution can be uncovered

209 Eichner (1973:86, fn13) writes: “Die Laryngale hatten im Uridg. m.E. vokalische Allophone (ą1 ą*2 ą3); wenn ihnen aufgrund der uridg. Sonantizitätsregeln in der Phonemkette die Rolle von Sonanten zuftel.”


211 For G. Schmitt’s (1973) similar treatment with ‘ein überkurzer Sproßvokal’, see also the summary of Mayrhofer (1986:138-9).

212 Zgusta (1951:438) writes: “M. Ošir, M. Kurylowicz, M. Sturtevant enseignent que ū < ūH ou Ḥ. Mais cette hypothèse est très précaire, car par là nous renonçons au parallélisme de l’apophonie, qui est la raison fondamentale pour accepter la théorie laryngale.”

213 Burrow (1973:88) suggests: “For all practical purposes it is possible to operate with a single, undifferentiated H.”
§1. In order to solve this problem, Pedersen (1938:179-181)\textsuperscript{214} suggested that there are two different laryngeals, both preserved as Hittite ū\textsuperscript{215}: a non-colouring *H (e.g. Hī. ue-ēh-zi ‘sich wenden’ [3sg]) and an a-colouring *H\textsubscript{a} (e.g. Hī. ḫanti ‘frons’: Lat. ante).\textsuperscript{216} In addition, Pedersen’s system only includes the cardinal vowels *e and *o (and the rule of compensatory lengthening), with the result that it is economic and capable of explaining the ablaut Neogr. *ā : *ō based on *H\textsubscript{a}e : *H\textsubscript{a}o : *eh\textsubscript{a} : *oh\textsubscript{a} (a property that is missing from the multilaryngeal theories with only *e).

§2. Despite this partial success, under closer inspection Pedersen’s reconstruction falls short. Neither *H nor H\textsubscript{a} can be reconstructed for the roots with ablaut Neogr. *ā : ē, since the non-colouring *H is precluded by the forms in *ā (e.g. Lat. agō) and the a-colouring *H\textsubscript{a} by the forms in *ē (e.g. Lat. ēgī). In the Old Anatolian data, the non-colouring *H solves the ablaut Hī. ue-ēh-, uan- ← *uēh-, *uōh-, but the vocalism of Gr. (φ)ōvoo ‘winnow’ (GEW 1:41) and Lat. usannus ‘Getreide- oder Futterschwingen’ (WH 2:731) reveals the contradiction in Pedersen’s *H and *H\textsubscript{a}. Since it is not uncommon that all three qualities (Neogr. *ē : ō : ē) appear within one root (Lat. ēgī : Gr. όγμος : Lat. agō etc.), Pedersen’s reconstruction is disproved: adding laryngeals does not solve the problems at hand.

§3. More recently, a new proposal concerning the ablaut Neogr. *ē : ē was put forth by Eichner (1973:53, 71f.)\textsuperscript{217} according to whom the ‘a-colouring laryngeal’ *H\textsubscript{a} had no colouring effect on an adjacent PIE *ē. The following remarks show, however, that ‘Lex Eichner’ should not be considered a sound law:\textsuperscript{218}

(a) It is questionable to posit a sound law depending on an scientifically unverifiable condition, in this case the Old Anatolian quantity, a feature not expressed in cuneiform writing.

(b) The Indo-European forms related to the parade example of Lex Eichner (i.e. Hī. mehur/n- (n.) ‘time, noon’ (HEG 2:171-4, Hī. me-e-ḥur [sgN], me-e-hu-na-aš [sgG] (OAnat. vāmh-)) are sufficient to prove that the lack of colouring is not related to quantity. Eichner’s idea can be illustrated with the following correspondences:

\textsuperscript{214} On Pedersen’s reconstruction, see also Polomé (1965:19).

\textsuperscript{215} Pedersen (1938:180) proposes: “Da es aber zwei verschiedene Färbungen der Grundstufe gibt, müssen wir zwei verschiedene Laryngale annehmen, die man H\textsubscript{1} und H\textsubscript{2} schreiben kann; ē ist aus eH\textsubscript{1}, ā aus eH\textsubscript{2} entstanden; der Unterschied der beiden Laryngale besteht also darin, dass H\textsubscript{1} auf die Färbung des vorgehenden e keinen Einfluss ausübt, während H\textsubscript{2} das e in a verwandelt. [...] H\textsubscript{2}, das einem vorhergehenden e die a-Färbung gegeben hat, auch ein folgendes e in a verwandelt hat.”

\textsuperscript{216} Since Pedersen does not postulate unattested ‘laryngeals’, the (Semitic) monovocalism or root axiom are not upheld. Therefore, his theory is not a proper laryngeal theory, but a version of monolaryngealism.

\textsuperscript{217} Eichner (1973:72) writes: “Trotz der – wie nicht anders zu erwarten – geringen Zahl von sicheren Beispielen (mēhur, śēhur, hēkur, ḫištā-, L hippara-) dürfte die Folgerung, das uridg. ē neben H\textsubscript{2} (eH\textsubscript{2}, eH\textsubscript{ē}) seine Qualität bis ins Hethitische halten konnte, unausweichlich sein, Vorbilder, aus denen das lange ē dieser Wörter analogisch bezogen sein könnte, fehlen völlig.” For additional examples and discussion and literature, see Mayrhofer (1986:132-133, 2004:27fn114) and Szemerényi (1996:139).

Hī. meₐn- (n.obl.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171, me-eh-ni [sgL])
Lat. mānī (adv.) ‘am Morgen’ (WH 2:25, māni [adv.])
Lat. mānicā- (pr1.) ‘früh aufstehen’ (WH 2:25, mānicāre [inf.])

where the difference of colourings Hī. √mēn- : Lat. √mān- allegedly reflects the original difference of quantity: EICH. *mēh₂n- : *mēn-. That the quantity does not explain the absence of ‘a-colouring’ is evident on the basis of the short PIE *e in Gothic:

Go. aldo·min- (m./n.) ‘γη̂ος : old age’ (GoEtD. 25)
Hī. meₐn- (n.obl.) ‘Zeit’ (HEG 2:171, me-eh-ni [sgL])

The alternative extensions of the root PIE *mēh- ‘Zeit, usw.’ imply that the actual ablaut alternation is far more complicated. Thus the extension PIE *mēh₁- appears with Neogr. *e and *ē but without ‘a-colouring’ in:

Li. tuo·mēl- (adv.) ‘in einem fort’ (LiEtWb. 430, tuomēl [sgNA])
Go. mēl- (n.) ‘Stunde, Zeit’ (GoEtD. 250, mel [sgNA])
Olcl. māl- (n.) ‘Zeit, Termin, Mahlzeit’ (ANEtWb. 376, māl [NA])

In this manner, Lex Eichner succeeds no better than Pedersen’s *H : *H₁. Since Zgusta’s idea that a connection between the ‘a-vocalism’ and PIE *h is missing altogether is not tempting either, Neogr. *ē in environment Hī. ĥ remains unexplained, and the true solution needs to be inferred based on the comparative method.

2.1.9 Diphonemic PIE *ḥa and PIE *aḥ

§0. All attempts to solve the problem of the syllabic reflects of the laryngeal, the relation between Hī. ĥ and Neogr. *ə a and the appearance of Hī. ĥ in environment Neogr. *ē have proven unsuccessful. On Christmas Eve 1998, I briefed my future mentor, Bertil Tikkanen, on the situation with data related to the root Neogr. *kau-

vkau-:

Li. kūa- (vb.) ‘schlagen, hauen, vernichten’ (LiEtWb. 232)
Latv. kau- (vb.) ‘schlagen, hauen, stechen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 232)
TochA. kāw- (vb.) ‘occidere, necare’ (Poucha 85, kāwe(ṅc) [3pl])
Li. kovā- (f.) ‘Kampf, Schlacht’ (LiEtWb. 232, kovā [sgN])

vkau·iī-

Li. kūja- (f.) ‘Stelze : pale, stake’ (LiEtWb. 232)
Li. kūji- (.) ‘schwerer Schmiedehammer’ (LiEtWb. 232)
RusCS. kyji (.) ‘Hammer, Knüttel’ (LiEtWb. 232)

vkau·d- : √kau·d-
Lat. cūd- (pf.) ‘schlagen, klopfen, stampfen, prägen’ (WH 1:300)
Lat. caud ʻec- (m.) ‘Baumstamm, gespaltenes Holz’ (WH 1:136)
Latv. pa-ķūdī- (vb.) ‘antreiben’ (Sadnik v434)
\[\sqrt {\text{khu}} \cdot d\]
RV. khudā- (vb.) ‘hineinstossen ; thrust into’ (WbRV. 374)
\[\sqrt {\text{kheu}} \cdot d\]
RV. coda- (pr.) ‘in Bewegung setzen, antreiben’ (WbRV. 456)
RV. códa- (m.) ‘Werkzeug zum Antreiben, Peitsche’ (WbRV. 458)
RV. codáya- (cs.) ‘schärifen, wetzen’ (WbRV. 457)

This data contains material that is critical for the solution of the laryngeal question, as it includes simultaneously all the problems:

(a) The ‘a-vocalism’ Neogr. *a a ā is attested in languages preserving the quality. Thus Neogr. *kāu- is directly represented by Li. \(\sqrt {\text{kov}}\) = Lat. \(\sqrt {\text{cau}}\). At the same time, Neogr. *kaou- is indirectly preserved in the quantity of Li. \(\sqrt {\text{kū}}\) = RusCS. \(\sqrt {\text{ky}}\), which reflects the assimilation and lengthening of *a+u \(\rightarrow\) *ū (see Chapter 3).

(b) The segmental laryngeal PIE *h is implied by the Baltic accent in Li. \(\sqrt {\text{kū}}\) = Latv. kaû- and Li. \(\sqrt {\text{kū}}\), and it is directly confirmed by tenuis aspirata in RV. \(\sqrt {\text{khud}}\).

(c) Thus both the laryngeal and the schwa are comparatively proven, but neither the laryngeal nor the schwa as such provides a coherent reconstruction. The reasons for this are explicated below:

1. If one opts for the traditional reconstruction Neogr. *kau- (Σ), it is no longer possible to reconstruct the root variants with laryngeal (RV. \(\sqrt {\text{kud}}\)), because it makes no sense that a vowel *a would be a consonant PIE *h.

2. If one opts for laryngeal reconstruction with PIE *h (in LT *khu Σ-), it is no longer possible to reconstruct the vocalic variants (Li. \(\sqrt {\text{kū}}\)), as it makes no sense to reconstruct a syllabic obstruent \(\text{H}\).

§1. In a subsequent discussion, Tikkanen and I agreed that the solution had to be sought from the direction of both vowel and laryngeal being present (instead of either alone). Through our joint efforts, mine on the comparative side and his in phonetics, we arrived at the sole existing solution, effectively dealing with all problems:

(a) Tikkanen initially suggested a parallel in Hebrew with the so-called ‘patah furtivum’, a short sub-phonemic [a] which appears anapyntically before a laryngeal /h/, /h/, or / (e.g. Hebr. rūh ‘wind, spirit’). This suggestion raised, however, the weaknesses of schwa secundum and/or anaptyxis in a form of the sub-phonemic [a]. Consequently, the idea had to be abandoned in favour of a diphonic combination of the vowel Neogr. *a and the laryngeal PIE *h: the root Li. \(\sqrt {\text{kū}}\) represents PIE *kahu- (with accented schwa *ā) and the root RV. \(\sqrt {\text{khu}}\) represents PIE *kahu- (with unaccented schwa *a). Thus the diphonic *əh allows for the reconstruction of both variants necessary for a complete theory.

(b) When I pointed out the existence of examples requiring post-laryngeal schwa *hə, Tikkanen suggested a phoneme surrounded by vowels *aə (q.d. Hebr. *aə).
abandoned this as too strong, as the resulting unrestricted colouring would be identical to that of LT h₂, which no longer allows the quality *č attested in RV. v.l.c. PIE *kœheid-. In order to include PIE *č, *h₂ also has to be posited; this leads to diaphonemic *h₂ and *aḥ, for which Tikkanen in this connection has already suggested the value Neogr. *a ≡ PIE *a.²¹⁹

§2. For the solution of the laryngeal problem, it is necessary and sufficient to combine PIE *h (≡ Hi. ḥ) and the cover symbol Neogr. *a, reinterpreted as vowel PIE *a, in diaphonemic PIE *a and PIE *aḥ.

From the following sketch, it can be readily seen that the solution answers all existing problems:

(a) The problem that the laryngeal PIE *h cannot be vocalized²²⁰ can be answered by the simple fact that it does not have to: the syllabicity is caused by the vowel PIE *a adjacent to PIE *h in PIE *ha *aḥ.

(b) The problem of the scientifically unsatisfactory character of schwa secundum and/or an anaptyctic/epenthetic vowel is answered by the fact that the vowel accompanying PIE *h is the well-defined schwa indogermanicum (Neogr. *a), for which the phonetic value PIE *a can be demonstrated. Since Neogr. *a was already comparatively proven by the Neogrammarians, it has to be included in the reconstruction anyway.

(c) Neogr. *a ≡ PIE *a has a well-known double treatment: in addition to the development Lat. a ≡ OInd. i, schwa was lost in all dialects except for traces of Vedic meter in examples like

RV. pári jmä- (m.) ‘Umwandler, Herumwandler’ (WbRV. 785)

requiring a four-syllabic scansion. The explanation for the loss and the preservation of a vowel PIE *a can only be sought from an original difference between an accented PIE *á and an unaccented PIE *a. An unaccented PIE *a was lost (e.g. PIE *uēh₃a- → Hi. uēh₃- and PIE *uōh₄a- → Hi. uaḥ₄-), but it may remain indirectly measurable in variants in which PIE *a was assimilated in PIE *č before its loss (e.g. PIE *uēh₃a-č₄n- → Gr. všt₃a -v- ‘winnow’).²²¹

(d) The vowel PIE *a, not PIE *h, is the source of the so-called ‘colouring effect’ in the environments with PIE *č, which readily addresses the non-realistic assumption of a ‘colouring laryngeal’.

(e) The vowel PIE *a (Neogr. *a), not the vocalization of the laryngeal (PIE *h), is the origin of the syllabicity in the zero grade (e.g. in PIE *pah₃ṭ- ‘father’).

(f) The alternation between ‘a-quality’ and ‘e-quality’ in environment PIE *h is caused by alternation of the position of PIE *č: the forms without direct contact between PIE

²¹⁹ Confirmation of the idea, necessitating a solution for the problem of the vowel Neogr. *a, took place some years later.


²²¹ As a consequence of the loss of PIE *h and contractions, not only PIE *uēh₃ - but any vocalization of PIE *uēh₃a- could underlie Gr. všt₃a(v)- (Neogr. *u₄ō-).
*če and *PIE *a (e.g. Hi. meh-n- ← PIE *mēha-n-) do not indicate a-vocalism, while those in direct contact do (e.g. Lat. mānī ← PIE *mēha-čn-).

(g) Consequently, only a single laryngeal appearing in PIE *hā and PIE *aḥ suffices for the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European, and no distinction between colouring and non-colouring laryngeals (Pedersen) should be made. The vowel PIE *a, not the laryngeal, is responsible for the ‘colouring effect’, which is actually an assimilation of PIE *č+a, PIE *a+č → Lat. ā, etc. followed by afairesis of the unaccented PIE *a. In this manner, a single cover symbol PIE *h solves the Proto-Indo-European laryngeal problem without any of the problems caused by multiple such items.

(h) The difference between PIE *hā : *aḥ is distinctive (i.e. PIE *hā ≠ *aḥ in all environments): the vowel PIE *a does not alter its position (or ‘schwebeablaut’) like PIE *e/o (possibly), but it stands in a fixed position either before or after the laryngeal and thus behaves functionally as a root radical. As Indo-European linguistics is an empirical science, there are no apriori rules for determining whether PIE *aḥ or *hā needs to be reconstructed for a root; the correct alternative must be chosen based on the measurable features of the data. Thus, for example, PIE *meh- ‘time, noon’ has PIE *hā (based on the lack of colouring in Hi. meh-ur-), whereas PIE *pah-ter- has PIE *aḥ (based on Gr. πατέρ- ‘father’) without tenues aspirata and so forth.

§3. The rules of the laryngeal theory that allow PIE *h (h₂) to be inferred from ‘a-colouring’ and ‘a-colouring’ from the Old Anatolian laryngeal are acceptable, because PIE *h and PIE *a form an equivalence pair, PIE *hā aḥ. The following rules of inference apply for these:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Neogr. } & \text{ } *\alpha \text{ } a \text{ } ā \text{ (Gr. } \alpha \text{, Lat. } a, \text{ etc.)} \rightarrow \text{ PIE } *h \text{ (Hi. } h, \text{ Pal. } h, \text{ etc.)} \quad (1) \\
\text{PIE } & *h \text{ (Hi. } h, \text{ Pal. } h, \text{ Clu. } h, \text{ HLu. } ħ) \rightarrow \text{ Neogr. } *\alpha \text{ } a \text{ } ā \text{ (Gr. } \alpha \text{, etc.) } \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

As for these rules, note in particular that:

(a) The first rule, which has been widely used ever since the appearance of the laryngeal theory (‘the colouring rule of h₂’), allows us to reconstruct PIE *h based on Neogr. *a ā even when the correspondence is not confirmed by Old Anatolian, compensating considerably for the loss of the laryngeal.

(b) The second rule allows for the reconstruction of Neogr. *a ā (i.e. PIE *a) based on the Old Anatolian laryngeal, thus providing an auxiliary hypothesis, according to which one can anticipate ‘a-vocalism’ in the Indo-European languages when Old Anatolian indicates PIE *h.

---

222 The afairesis is a part of the general loss of unaccented PIE *a (Neogr. *α).

223 Note, however, that roots can naturally be affixed both with ṇ aḥ or ṇ ḥa, thus resulting in alternation formally resembling schwebeablaunt. Thus, for example, in Li. pagynà- (f.) ‘Beendigung, Ende’ (LiEtWb. 152) a suffix -čaḥ appears and in Li. pa-γyné- (vb.) ‘ein wenig treiben, beendigen, vollenden (LiEtWb. 152) a suffix -čaḥ appears. Here and in similar examples, there are two distinct suffixes instead of schwebeablaunt vowel PIE *a changing its position with respect to PIE *h.

224 Due to the loss of material, it is not always possible to infer whether PIE *aḥ or *ḥa is to be reconstructed. Even in such cases, however, at least PIE *h can be confirmed.
(c) Upgrading the monolaryngealism with these rules solves Zgusta’s problem of the absence of a connection between PIE *h and Neogr. *σ a ā based on the single laryngeal PIE *h, a feature henceforth added to System PIE.

§4. It is possible to seek the establishment of a diphonemic connection between PIE *h and PIE *a from the general existence of the ablaut PIE *e : Ø : δ. The ablaut mechanism would have faced enormous difficulties in zero-grade ChC (shape CCC) had PIE *h not been accompanied by the vowel PIE *a. The diphonemic connection between PIE *h and PIE *a allowed roots with PIE *h to behave in a similar manner as the resonants, except not being either ‘a vowel or a consonant’ (= R/R), but ‘a vowel (PIE *a) and a consonant (PIE *h)’ in PIE *ah and PIE *ha.

§5. Finally, it should be noted that since both Neogr. *σ (PIE *a) and PIE *h (= OAnat. ħ) are based on well-defined correspondence sets, the proto-language was bound to contain their combinations PIE *a+h and PIE *h+a (i.e. PIE *ah and PIE *ha), whence the reconstruction of diphonemes is acceptable also from the point of view of actually attested forms.

### 2.1.10 On properties of the cover symbol PIE *h

§0. In terms of the properties of the cover symbol PIE *h, several key features can be inferred based on the material:

§1. In the laryngeal theory it has been suggested that Hi. ħ = PIE *h was a voiceless velar fricative /x/ (see, for example, Mayrhofer 2004:25fn102). Regarding this interpretation, one should observe the following:

(a) The assumed velar fricative articulation of PIE *h is based on the transcription of the (sole) laryngeal of the cuneiform script (Sum. ħ = Akd. h = Hi. ħ, etc.) in the Latin alphabet. However, we could write Sum. h = Akd. h = Hi. h for the laryngeal instead (i.e. Hi. ħ can stand equally well for a glottal fricative /h/, just as the cuneiform Hi. š stands for PIE *s (= IPA /s/) despite its value Sum. š = Akd. ʃ).

(b) In connection with the assumed voiceless character of Hi. ħ and its PIE counterpart, it should be noted that the cuneiform script made no distinction between the voiceless and the voiced laryngeal. Though by means of segmental analysis the voiceless value can be demonstrated for some examples (e.g. OInd. 烝- < *stah-), this does not exclude the possibility of Hi. ħ also standing for a voiced item.

§2. Consequently, the phonetic values PIE *h : ħ and PIE *x : γ (or both) are possible for the cover symbol PIE *h. Although no further conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the one-dimensional surface level of Hi. ħ, it can be readily mentioned that

---

225 Note, however, that this argument – being essentially structural – lacks rigour, unless the general impossibility of the shape CCC is demonstrated for Proto-Indo-European.

226 The various attempts of the laryngeal theory to explain the colouring in terms of different articulatory properties of the different ‘laryngeals (e.g. ũ, x, x*) fail due to the non-existence of the items h₁ and h₂.
analysis of the taihun-decem isogloss (see Chapter 4) reveals that at least the value PIE *h (glottal fricative) can be proven for the cover symbol PIE *h. In addition, the glottal fricative alternates in terms of the voice (i.e. the cover symbol *h stands for PIE *h : h of the proto-language).

§3. The compatibility of the diphonemic interpretation of PIE *h, aŋ with the Old Anatolian laryngeal (Ḫi. ū) and Brugmann’s vowel system will be demonstrated for the ‘a-vocalism’ in Section 2.2, for ‘o-vocalism’ in Section 2.3, and for ‘e-vocalism’ in Section 2.4. Taken together, these constitute a general solution for the ablaut problem and Ḫi. ū.

2.2 Vowels Neogr. *ə *a *ā and Ḫi. ū

2.2.1 Introduction and definitions

§1. In Brugmann’s system, three correspondence sets Neogr. *ə, Neogr. *a (= *a₁), and Neogr. *ā are defined as the cover symbols for the ‘a-vocalism’. In this chapter, Neogr. *ə a ā will be shown to be consistent with the diphonemic interpretation of PIE *h, aŋ by deriving the upgraded values for Neogr. *ə a ā in System PIE.

2.2.2 Reconstruction of Neogr. *ə ≡ Gr. α : OInd. i

§0. Following the analysis of Paleogr. *a ā into the six cover symbols Neogr. *a ā e ē o ō, problematic correspondence sets remained. The most famous of these is the cover symbol Neogr. *ə, ‘schwa indogermanicum’, discussed here.

§1. The term was introduced into Indo-European linguistics by Fick (1879:157-165) in his article Schwa indogermanicum, using the following definition:

“Dieses ursprüngliche e, α, das ich der Kürze wegen Schwa nenne, erscheint im Sanskrit meist als i, ī (vor und hinter Labialen auch als u, ū), im Zend als ə, i, im Griechischen vorwiegend als α, im Deutschen als o (got. u).”

§2. The Neogrammarians accepted Fick’s schwa (written Neogr. *ə), but with a restriction stated by Brugmann (Grundr.² 1:170); according to this, Av. ə and Go. u should be treated differently.²²⁹ In Brugmann’s canonical formulation, the schwa produces a short /a/ in all languages except Indo-Iranian, where the resulting vowel is /i/.


²²⁸ For a critical discussion on Fick’s views, see Tischler (1980:513 & fn57).

For schwa, Brugmann (Grundr.² 1:170-178, KVG 80-82) provided, inter alia, the following examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{OInd. pitár-} & : \text{Arm. hair, Gr. πατήρ, Lat. pater, Olr. athir, Go. fadar} \\
\text{OInd. sthitá-} & : \text{Gr. στήτος, Lat. status, Go. stāps, Li. stataū, etc.} \\
\text{OInd. 'dita-} & : \text{Lat. datus, Arm. ta-mk’ [1pl.], Alb. daše [1sg]}
\end{align*}
\]

§3. Brugmann (Grundr.² 1:51) characterized schwa phonetically,

> Eine Mittelstellung zwischen Vollstimme und Flüsterstimme nimmt die Murmelmstimme (nach Sievers’ Bezeichnung [= 1893]) ein. [...] Statt Murmelmural sagt man auch Schwa. Von den uridg. Vocalen gehört hierher der, den wir mit \( \sigma \) darstellen.”

Later on, Brugmann (KVG:33) provided a more precise formulation:

> Murmelmural (nach Sievers’ Bezeichnung) sind solche Vokale, bei deren Hervorbringung die Stimmfänger so weit auseinander stehen und der Expirationsdruck so schwach ist, dass sich dem Stimton Fluster- und Hauschgeräusche beisimmen. Bei ihnen fällt die Klangunterschied wenig ins Ohr, und meist wird auch die spezifische Artikulation weniger korrekt ausgeführt als bei vollstimme. Im Nhd. wird \( \epsilon \) oft als Murmelmural gesprochen, z. B. in name, gethan. Von den uridg. Vocalen scheint \( \sigma \) hierher zu gehören (§ 37, 127f.).”

§4. Brugmann²⁴ and the Neogrammarians set the schwa (Neogr. *\( \sigma \)) in ablaut alternation with the long vowels Neogr. *\( \ddot{a} \), *\( \ddot{o} \). The resulting system

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Neogr. *\( \ddot{a} \) : \( \sigma \)} & \quad \text{Neogr. *\( \ddot{o} \) : \( \sigma \)} & \quad \text{Neogr. *\( \ddot{\epsilon} \) : \( \sigma \)}
\end{align*}
\]

thus stands in a clear contrast with the basic ablaut pattern PIE *\( \epsilon \) : \( \emptyset \) : \( o \).

§5. A famous re-interpretation of the ablaut scheme Neogr. *\( \sigma \) : \( \ddot{a} \) was presented by Saussure (1878), according to whom:

(a) The ablaut schema Neogr. *\( \sigma \) : \( \ddot{a} \) is derived from *\( A \) : \( eA \) (= Neogr. *\( \sigma \) : \( e\sigma \)). The ablaut behaviour of *\( A \), lacking zero grade, suggests that it belongs to the class of functionally (or structurally) defined ‘coefficientes sonantiques’, which ablaut according to the pattern *\( eA \) : *\( A \), *\( ei \) : *\( i \), etc.,²³² not according to Neogr. *\( e \) : \( \emptyset \) : \( o \).

(b) Saussure’s ablaut schema *\( A \) : *\( eA \) (for Neogr. *\( \sigma \) : \( \ddot{a} \)) implied not only a common denominator *\( A \), but a coefficient with a colouring effect on the preceding vowel (*\( eA \rightarrow aA \)) and compensatory lengthening (\( aA \rightarrow \ddot{a} \)).²³³

²³⁰ Brugmann (Grundr² 1:170) writes: “Idg. \( \sigma \ [...] \) fiel in allen Sprachzweigen ausser dem arischen mit uridg. a zusammen. Im Arischen erscheint \( \sigma \) als i [...].”

²³¹ Brugmann (KVG:80) writes: “Uridg. \( \sigma \ [...] \) eine Schwächung von \( \ddot{e} \), \( \ddot{o} \, \ddot{a} \) (§ 213,1).”

²³² According to Wyatt (1970:10-11), Saussure understood *\( A \) as a vowel, not a consonant, but it is generally agreed that for him *\( A \) was a resonant-like ‘coefficient’.

²³³ Möller (1906:xiv-xv) generalized E, A, \( \emptyset \) accordingly: “Die langen indogermanischen Wurzelvokale \( \ddot{e} \), \( \ddot{a} \), \( \ddot{o} \) sind aus dem kurzen Wurzelvokal und einem ursprünglich folgenden Kehllaut, semitischen Kehllaut entsprechend, entstanden.”
§6. Møller (1880:492, fn2 & 1906:vi)\textsuperscript{234} took this a step further by suggesting a phonetic interpretation of the ‘coefficient *A’, which according to him was a guttural of the Semitic type (i.e. a consonant for which he later coined the term ‘laryngeal’).

§7. In his interpretation of Hittite,\textsuperscript{236} Kuryłowicz (1927a:95-104,\textsuperscript{237} 1935:28-30) identified *A, now interpreted as a laryngeal, directly with Hi. ʰ, as; see, for example,

\[ *\text{a}\text{c}nt- \rightarrow \text{Hi. hantei ‘frons’ (HEG 1:149): Lat. ante (WH 1:53).} \]

The laryngeal theory followed Kuryłowicz, whose equation Neogr. *\text{a} = *\text{A} = *\text{h}\text{2} resulted in a complete reversal of the phonetic interpretation of the schwa. The item originally defined as a vowel (Neogr. *\text{a}) was understood as a sonant by Saussure (DS. *\text{A}) and finally as a consonant by Møller and Kuryłowicz (LT *\text{h}\text{2}).

### 2.2.3 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *\text{a}

§0. Despite the early acceptance of schwa, the correspondence set Neogr. *\text{a} has caused constant difficulties ever since its postulation.

§1. Tischler (1980:514) suggests rejecting Neogr. *\text{a}, which according to him is not an autonomous phoneme, but a mere cover symbol for some unconnected comparisons.\textsuperscript{238} This is certainly true for the majority of the alleged examples of Neogr. *\text{a} → OInd. i (Av. i), which actually contain Neogr. *\text{i}. Among these, one can mention the classical example of schwa *\text{a} in:

\[ \text{RV. sthitá-} : \text{Gr. }\sigma\tau\tau\sigma\zeta, \text{Lat. status, Go. stāps, Lī. stataū, etc.} \]

In order to reconstruct the root P. 1004-1010, it is important to correctly note the following:

---

\textsuperscript{234} Møller (1906:vi) explains: “Als Ferdinand de Saussure seine glänzende Entdeckung der von ihm sogenannten ‘phonèmes A und Ō machte […], sprach ich alsbald (1879) die Vermutung aus, dass diese wurlzelhaften Elemente, denen ich ein drittes hinzufügte, konsonantische und zwar Kehlkopflaute gewesen sein […] und behauptete (1880) ‘Es waren … wahrscheinlich Gutturale von der Art der semitischen’.”


\textsuperscript{236} Kuryłowicz 1927, Cuny 1927 and Sturtevant 1928 recognized the Hittite ʰ independently; see Szemerényi (1990:1:130, 1996:124).


\textsuperscript{238} See Tischler (1980:514): “Es wird dabei übersehen, daß dieses Schwa als eigenständiger Laut überhaupt nie existiert hat, sondern nur als Decksymbol für die beiden phonetisch sonst nicht vereinbaren Vertretungen i und a gedacht war.” He further adds (1980:516): “Es ist daher nochmals festzuhalten, das a nur eine Cover-Symbol für arisch i und westig. a darstellt; es hat keine reale historische oder vorhistorische phonetische Realität und kann keinen Hinweis auf die Art der Entstehung von arisch i geben.”
1. The dentals of RV. sthi- : Gr. στά- do not match (RV. th ≠ Gr. τ), with the result that their vocalisms also do not necessarily match.

2. The primary starting point of Sanskrit is the unaspirated root surviving in AV. nari 'stha- (f.) ‘Scherz, Geplauder’ (EWA 2:22), which is identical with Do. στά- ≡ Li. stó- ≡ Lat. stā- ≡ PIE *stēh-. 

3. The root RV. vsth-, the zero grade of PIE *stēh- (AV. stā- ≡ Li. stó-), surviving in the reduplication

   RV. ta 'sth-  
   (pf.) ‘stehen’ (WbRV. 1600, tashûs [3pl])

has been derived from PIE *stah- with loss of the unaccented PIE *a.

4. From the base PIE *stah- (RV. sth-), several derivatives have been formed. In addition to

   OInd. nari 'sthā-  
   (f.) ‘Scherz, Geplauder’ (KEWA 2:140, vsthā-),

the extension PIE *stāh-i is attested in three quantities:

(a) PIE *stāh-i- (*ē-grade)

   Li. stōja-  
   (vb.) ‘sich stellen, treten’ (LiEtWb. 914, stōju [1sg])
OPers. ava 'stāya-  
   (pr.) ‘set down, place’ (OldP. 210, avāstāyam [1sg])
LAv. á 'stāya-  
   (pr.) ‘einsetzen’ (AIWb. 1602, āstāya [1sg])
OCS. staja-  
   (vb.) ‘sich hinstellen/hintreten’ (Sadnik √875, stajati)

(b) PIE *steaḥ-i- (*e-grade)

   Gr. στα-  
   (ao.) ‘stehen’ (GEW 1:739, LSJ. 1633, στατεν [opt.3pl])
LAv. staya-  
   (pr.) ‘aufhalten in’ (AIWb. 1601, stāya [3sg])
OCS. stoja-  
   (vb.) ‘stehen, aushalten’ (Sadnik √875, stojati [inf.])

(c) PIE *stāh-i- (O-grade)

   RV. sthi-  
   (√pf.&ao.) ‘stare’ (WbRV. 1601, āsthita)
RV. tashthi-  
   (pf.) ‘statum esse’ (WbRV. 1600, tashthām [1pl])
RV. sthirā-  
   (a.) ‘fest, haltbar, stark’ (WbRV. 1604)
RV. sthitā-  
   (pt.) ‘sich nahen’ (WbRV. 1603 api sthitā-)

§2. Despite the examples actually containing PIE *i rather than Neogr. *a, Burrow’s (1973:89) claim that Neogr. *a is without justification is too strong. This is proven by the fact that in addition to the standard development OInd. i ≡ Av. i ← PIE *i, there are certain examples of ‘non-palatalizing’ OInd. i₂ ≡ Av. i ← Neogr. *a. This is confirmed by the neutrality of the vowel OInd. i₂ in the second palatalization in examples such as:

(a) PIE *kaṭh- (Neogr. *kən-) ‘Schwiele, harte Haut’ (P. 523-4)

   OInd. kiṇa-  
   (m.) ‘Schwiele’ (KEWA 1:208, EWA 3:90, kiṇaḥ)
Lat. callo-  
   (n.) ‘Schwiele, dicke Haut’ (WH 1:139, callum [sgNA])
Lat. calleō  
   (vb.) ‘eine dicke Haut haben’ (WH 1:139, calleō [1sg])
(b) PIE *gaḥl- (Neogr. *gəl-) ‘Maus, Wiesel’, (P. 367)\(^{239}\)

Lat. mi·galē (f.) ‘Spitzmaus’ (ACSS. 2:86)
OInd. girī- (f.) ‘Maus’ (KEWA 1:336, EWA 1:488, girī [sgN])
Lat. mī·galino- (a.) ‘rostbraun’ (WH 2:86)
Gr. γαλέι (f.) ‘Maus, Marder’ (GEW 1:284-5, Gr. γαλέι [sgN])
Lat. galēa- (f.) ‘Helm aus Leder’ (WH 1:579, galea [sgN])
Gr. γαλέο- (m.) ‘Haifisch’ (GEW 1:285, γαλέος [sgN])
OInd. girikā- (f.) ‘Maus’ (KEWA 1:336, EWA 1:488, girikā [sgN])

§3. The examples of the non-palatalizing OInd. \(i_2\) ≡ Gr. \(\alpha\)\(^{240}\), and they are numerous enough to establish the ‘schwa indogermanicum’. Hence the monolaryngeal systems with Neogr. *ə (e.g. Szemerényi) are complete and therefore valid.

§4. Tischler (1980:513-514)\(^{241}\) criticizes Kuryłowicz for changing the original vowel Neogr. *ə into a consonant LT *h\(_2\). This is in order, because Kuryłowicz made none of the necessary corrections to the Neogrammarians’ system when reinterpretating *ə (PIE *a) as a consonant. Subsequently, ‘la théorie du ə consonantique’ led to the phonetically irrational thesis of consonants yielding vowels (PIE *h \(\rightarrow\) Gr. \(\alpha\), etc.), as well as the fallacy of a syllabic laryngeal.\(^{242}\)

### 2.2.4 Neogr. *ə ≡ PIE *a

§0. The phonetic interpretation of Neogr. *ə ≡ PIE *a ≡ IPA /a/ can be proven for the schwa indogermanicum on the basis of the following arguments:

§1. Burrow (1949:28-29) considered the Neogrammarians’ double treatment of Neogr. *ə → Gr. \(\alpha\) vs. OInd. i problematic due to the phonetic distance of the terms /a/ : /a/ : /i/. This is accurate in the sense that the development of a featureless middle vowel /a/ into two separate cardinal vowels /a/ and /i/ is next to impossible, phonetically speaking, and unacceptable from the point of view of scientific realism.

§2. Burrow’s problem can only be solved by changing the phonetic interpretation of the cover symbol schwa. In practice this can be done by replacing the item with the proper phoneme. The obvious candidate for a non-frontal (\(\rightarrow\) Gr. \(\alpha\)) and a non-

\(^{239}\) For Lat. glis- ‘dormouse’, see Lat. gliscō (vb.) ‘entglitmen, entbrannt sein von etwas’ (WH 1:607).

\(^{240}\) For the non-palatalizing OInd. i i y, see Wackernagel (AIGr. 1:141-3 = §123) and Güntert (1916:97).

\(^{241}\) Tischler (1980:514) writes: “Zu diesem weit verbreiteten Irritum kam noch ein zweiter, als Kuryłowicz im hethitischen \(\ddot{h}\) den Vertreter der idg. Laryngale erkannte bzw. erkennen wollte, und dieses \(\ddot{h}\) genau an den Stellen auftrat, an denen sonst ein \(\ddot{a}\) angesetzt wurde. Kuryłowicz selbst sah zwar sogleich, daß der Laryngal H bzw. \(\ddot{a}\), der ja ein Konsonant ist, nicht mit dem vokalischen Schwa identisch sein kann [...].”

\(^{242}\) Burrow (1973:106) notes: “[...] the whole presentation of LT has continued to be vitiated by the original error of the invention of ‘schwa’ [...] \(\dddot{H}\) could not function as vowel and is certainly not represented in Sanskrit by Skt. i.”
palatalizing (→ OInd. \(i_2\)) proto-vowel underlying Neogr. \(\times\) is PIE \(\ast a\) (i.e. the vowel /a/). The phonetic plausibility of the interpretation can be shown by the following:

(a) Trivially, one obtains the European /a/ from an original PIE \(\ast a\) (with accent):

\[
\text{PIE } \ast a \rightarrow \text{ Gr. } \alpha, \text{ Lat. } a, \text{ OIr. } a, \text{ Go. } a, \text{ Arm. } a, \text{ etc.}
\]

Burrow’s problem has been resolved, as no sound change is required at all.

(b) The sound change PIE \(\ast a \rightarrow \text{ OInd. } i_2\) (with accented PIE \(\ast a\)) results in a vowel neutral in the second palatalization, therefore suggesting an intermediate phase:

\[
\text{PIE } \ast a \rightarrow \text{ PIIr. } \ast \varepsilon \rightarrow \text{ OInd. } i, \text{ Av. } i, \text{ etc.}\]

§3. In other words, the sound law for schwa can be preserved in its early form, except for PIE \(\ast a\) which now stands for Neogr. \(\ast \varepsilon\):

\[
\text{PIE } \ast a \rightarrow \text{ Gr. } a, \text{ Lat. } a, \text{ OIr. } a, ... \text{ & OInd. } i, \text{ Av. } i, ... \text{ (System PIE)}
\]

§4. As is well known, PIE \(\ast a\) (Neogr. \(\ast \varepsilon\)) has a twofold outcome (OInd. \(i\) vs. \(\emptyset\)). In the absence of any other explanation, the alternation must depend on whether the vowel was originally accented (PIE \(\ast \acute{a}\)) or not (PIE \(\ast a\)).

(a) The originally accented vowel PIE \(\ast \acute{a}\) equals the classical concept of ‘schwa indogermanicum’, as defined above.

(b) The originally unaccented PIE \(\ast a\) was lost in all dialects, except for occasional traces in the surrounding PIE \(\ast e\) and \(\ast \check{e}\) assimilated into Lat. \(a\), \(\acute{a}\), etc.\(^{243}\)

§5. Regarding the initial position, the so-called prothetic languages (especially Greek and Armenian) are generally accepted as counter-examples of the loss of schwa (i.e. PIE \(\ast a\)). The reason is that in the prothetic languages, Gr. \(\alpha = \text{Arm. } a\) (accompanied by Hi. \(\acute{h}\), etc.) appear against the zero grade in the rest of the group. Some examples are:

(a) \(\acute{v}\hspace{1pt}\acute{h}astr-\) ‘star’ (P. 1027-8, WP 2:635-)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hi. } & \acute{h}a\text{stert-} & \text{(c.) } & \text{‘star’ (HEG 1:204-, } \acute{h}a\text{-aš-te-er-za [sgN])} \\
\text{Gr. } & \acute{o}\acute{t}e\acute{r}- & \text{(m.) } & \text{‘star’ (GEW 1:170-1, } \acute{o}\acute{t}e\acute{r̕}̣, \acute{o}\acute{t}e\acute{r̕}̣os [sgG])} \\
\text{LAv. } & \text{star-} & \text{(m.) } & \text{‘Stern’ (AIWb. 1598, starasča)} \\
\text{gAV. } & \text{str-} & \text{(m\(^{2}\).) } & \text{‘Stern’ (AIWb. 1598, str\(á\text{mča} [plG])} \\
\text{RV. } & \text{stř-} & \text{(f\(^{3}\)). } & \text{‘Stern’ (EWA 2:755-, str\(b\text{hši} [plI])} \\
\text{Lat. } & \text{stěl̄á-} & \text{(f.) } & \text{‘Stern’ (WH 2:587-8, stěl̄a [sgN])} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(b) \(\acute{v}\acute{h}aue/ont-\) ‘Wind’ (P. 81-4)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hi. } & \acute{h}uant- & \text{(pt.) } & \text{‘Wind’ (HEG 1:328f, } \acute{h}u\text{-u-} \acute{u}a\text{-an-te-}e\acute{s} [plN]) \\
\text{Gr. } & \acute{u}(f)\acute{e}vnt- & \text{(sb.) } & \text{‘Wind’ (GEW 1:26, } \acute{u}\acute{e}vnt\acute{e} \acute{e} [plN]) \\
\text{Lat. } & \text{uento-} & \text{(m.) } & \text{‘Wind’ (WH 2:751-2, Lat. uentus [sgN])} \\
\text{TochA. } & \text{want} & \text{(f.) } & \text{‘ventus’ (Poucha 285, want [sgN])} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{243}\) The change PIE \(\ast a \rightarrow \text{ PIIr. } \ast \varepsilon \rightarrow \text{ OInd. } i, \text{ Av. } i\) takes place in all environments except for \(\ast u\), where the resulting phoneme is assimilated into a labial yielding OInd. \(u\), Av. \(u\) (see Chapter 3).

\(^{244}\) On the related loss of schwa in medial position, see Szemerényi (1996:88-9).
(c) ṣharu- ‘sun, red’ (P. 302-4)\(^{245}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Arm. arev} & \quad (sb.) ‘Sonne’ (ArmGr 1:424, arev [N], arevu [G]) \\
\text{OInd. ravi-} & \quad (m.) ‘sun(-god)’ (EWA 2:440, raviḥ [sgN]) \\
\text{OInd. aru-} & \quad (m.) ‘Sonne’ (EWA 3:13, aruḥ [sgN]) \\
\text{RV. aruṇā-} & \quad (a.) ‘rötlich, goldgelb’ (EWA 2:113, WbRV. 107) \\
\text{Hī. harunai-} & \quad (vb1.) ‘(sich) aufhellen’ (HEG 1:190, ḫa-ru-na-iz-[zii]) \\
\text{RV. aruṇī-} & \quad (f.) ‘Kuh’ (f.) ‘Morgenröte’ (WbRV. 107)
\end{align*}
\]

§6. The preservation of the initial PIE \(^*a\) in the prothetic languages remains ambiguous, however:

(a) Owing to the productivity of the ablaut in PIE, it is possible that the prothetic vowel of Gr. ḍorīṣṭa: Arm. astl ‘Stern’ (ArmGr. 1:421) etc. represents an original \(^*e\)-grade PIE \(^*hae\) instead of zero PIE \(^*h\)a\)ster-. In other words, it is equally possible that the loss of the unaccented PIE \(^*a\) holds true for all languages in all positions, since we may always account for the the ‘prothetic a’ with PIE \(^*e\).

(b) The existence of prothetic forms in ‘non-prothetic’ languages confirms that such \(^*e\)-grade roots are necessary. This is shown by comparisons like

\[
\text{PIE } ^*\text{haeu-} \rightarrow \quad \text{Cymr. awel (f.) ‘ventus’, Gr. ā(∅)eλλας (f.) ‘Windstoß’}
\]

where the Celtic items could not have preserved the ‘prothetic a’ (unless reflecting an original PIE \(^*e\)). Identical circumstances apply to Lat. astro- (n.) ‘Stern, Gestirn’ (WH 2:587-8, astrum [sgN]), which is not necessarily a loan from Gr. ḍorīṣṭa- (n.) ‘Gestirn’, because PIE \(^*hae\)stro- (n.) ‘Gestirn’ can be reconstructed for both. As both PIE \(^*h\)a and \(^*h\)ae → Gr. a, Arm. a, the root-initial is ambiguous: the derivation of prothetic vowels in Gr. ḍorīṣṭa, Gr. ā(∅)eλλας, Arm. arev etc. is possible based on PIE \(^*e\) and the zero grade.\(^{246}\)

§7. Following the Sanskrit grammarians, the roots ending with Neogr. \(^*\text{ca}\) (i.e. PIE \(^*\text{ca}\) and \(^*\text{ca}\)) are occasionally called ‘set’ in order to indicate a root-final OInd. \(^*i\)\-.\(^{247}\) The terminology is only acceptable as a convention, and it is vital to note the following restriction: the term set, traced back to internal considerations of the Sanskrit grammarians, does not account for the external distinction between two different phonemes in Indo-Iranian, OInd. \(i_1 = \text{Gr. } i\) (= PIE \(^*i\)\) and OInd. \(i_2 = \text{Gr. } \alpha\) (= PIE \(^*\text{ha}\) or \(^*\text{ah}\)). Automatically taking set-roots to reflect an original root-final laryngeal is a mistake, because PIE \(^*i\) (= OInd. \(i_1\)) is also possible and, in most cases, etymologically correct.\(^{248}\) Despite this, since Saussure (Rec. 225, OInd. pavi-: pū-)\(^{249}\)

\(^{245}\) Pokorny’s etymology (Neogr. \(^*\text{ca}\), ‘col’, OHG. elo ‘braun, gelb’, Lat. alnus ‘Erle, Eller’, etc.) is inferior to that of Hübchemann (ArmGr. 1:424) and Eichner (1978:144-162) with PIE \(^*r\).

\(^{246}\) Since the reconstruction of the root radicals is not problematic, however, this is only a minor problem for the reconstruction.

\(^{247}\) Szemerényi (1996:90) writes: “[...] the Old Indic grammarians, often followed by their western successors, speak of roots without \(i\) (an-i) and with \(i\) (sa-it > se-i).”

\(^{248}\) For some examples of a genuine suffix PIE \(^*i\), see Burrow (1949:48): “It is generally admitted that the participle of the verbal stems in -aya- (causatives, etc.) was in the Indo-European -ito. This
several theoreticians have taken liberties in choosing the ambiguous OInd. i ← *ə as
the basis of their theories, thus violating the rule of ambiguity. Such efforts are
illegitimate at best, and an extensive comparative study of the actual data that makes
the necessary distinctions between OInd. i₁ and OInd. i₂ is urgently needed.

2.2.5 Reconstruction of Neogr. *a ≡ Gr. α : OInd. a

§0. The assignment of the value PIE *a to Neogr. *ə necessitates an examination and
reinterpretation of Brugmann’s cover symbol Neogr. *a (= *a₃), which can no longer
be identified with PIE *a due to the principle of the regularity of sound changes.²⁵⁰

§1. Historically, Brugmann (Grundr² 1:158) postulated a cover symbol *a₃ for the
short vowel /a/, as defined by the correspondence set:

\[
\text{Neogr. *a} \leftrightarrow \text{Gr. α, Lat. a, OIr. a, Arm. a, OInd. a, Av. a, ...}
\]

Brugmann’s (KVG 77-78, Grundr² 1:158-163) examples of the vowel Neogr. *a₃
include the items:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{OInd. ájámi} & : \text{Arm. acem, Lat. ago, OIr. agat [3pl], OIcl. aka} \\
\text{OInd. tatá-} & : \text{Gr. τάτο, Alb. tate, Lat. tata, Corn. tat}²⁵¹ \\
\text{LAiv. masyå} & : \text{Gr. μασύξ, μάσσον}
\end{align*}
\]

The Neogrammarians interpreted the cover symbol *a₃ phonetically as the cardinal
vowel /a/, the counterpart of the vowels Neogr. *e, *o in terms of quantity. Despite
the clear-cut definition of the proto-phoneme, both the correspondence sets and its
phonetic interpretation lacked a satisfactory ablaut pattern from the very beginning:
system, but these leave Neogr. *a isolated.²⁵²

§2. Saussure’s Mémoire notoriously has no reconstruction of Neogr. *a, and it is
absent from his system as a whole. The defect is a direct result of Saussure’s (Rec.
127) scansion of the Neogrammian ablaut pattern *ə : ā as *A : *eA,²⁵³ with the
basic ablaut alternation (Rec. 128) of his theory being:

\[
\text{conclusion is reached from the agreement of Sanskrit (gamitá-, etc.) and Germanic (Goth gatarhips : gatarhjan, wasíps : wasjan, etc., Brugmann, Grundriss II.² i, 399).}
\]

²⁴⁹ Note that Szemerényi’s view expressed in (1996:90) is too strong: “It is clear that in these instances OInd. i cannot represent IE i, since if it had done so it could not have been lost. It must therefore represent IE schwa.” The schwa, however, was lost when unaccented, a phenomenon with far more generality than currently understood.


²⁵¹ RV. tatá- ‘Vater’ is ostensibly an onomatopoetic word, but as it is Brugmann’s own example I have accepted it here.

²⁵² Compare Szemerényi (1996:135): “[...] whereas the vowel e and its ablaut variant o have an extremely important function in all fields of the morphology, the vowel a is hardly used at all for such purposes.”

²⁵³ Accordingly, Møller (1880:493n2) writes: “Es verhalten sich also wie ei : oi : i, er : or : r, so ā : ò : A, ê : ò : E (s. F. de Saussure, Syst. prim. 136f.).”
DS. *stA- → Gr. στατός : Lat. stātum : OInd. sthitāḥ (Rec. 141)
DS. *stēA- → Gr. στήμων : Lat. stāmen : OInd. sthāman- (Rec. 129)

This kind of system has *A ≡ *ə and *eA ≡ *ā, but – as pointed out already by Bechtel254 – it lacks a reconstruction for the vowel Neogr. *a, and therefore it is permanently incomplete.

§3. A partial response to the problem was suggested by Møller (1879:150), according to whom the prothetic roots Neogr. *aC are of the form *AeC- (i.e. the laryngeal *A has coloured the following *e into *a). Indeed, such an analysis is both sufficient and necessary in an explanation of the ablaut patterns *a- : Ø- with examples like:

* Aeḡ- Lat. agmen- (n.) ‘Treiben, Zug, Marsch’ (WH 1:22)
* Aḡ- RV. jmán- (m²) ‘Bahn’ (WbRV. 502, jmán [sgL])

§4. Møller’s reconstruction gained general acceptance by proponents of the laryngeal theory (cf. LT *h2eḡ- *h2ḡ-, etc.), in spite of its incompleteness in cases where an initial laryngeal cannot be postulated.

2.2.6 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *a

§0. The monolaryngeal systems are capable of reconstructing Neogr. *a by taking it at face value, but with the high cost of losing all ablaut patterns. On the other hand, the incomplete treatment of the vowel Neogr. *a marked an impasse for the laryngeal theory.255 With both main theories facing difficulties, the problem of the cover symbol Neogr. *a requires a comparative solution.

§1. In monolaryngealism, which lacks the counterparts of the colouring rules of the laryngeal theory, the vowel Neogr. *a is taken at face value as simply the vowel /a/. Though this allows the reconstruction of the vowel in all positions (Sz *a), owing to the unanswered question concerning the PIE ablaut patterns in general, it does not constitute a rigorous solution and the theory needs to be seriously improved.

§2. The laryngeal theory, directly mirroring Saussure’s and Møller’s early ideas, is incapable of reconstructing Neogr. *a, and no satisfactory starting point can exist until the remaining difficulties have been solved. The problem rests with roots with Neogr. *a (shape C1aC2), which are divided into three subclasses based on the properties of C1. In this regard, there are three relevant possibilities:

1. C1 is a laryngeal (Lat. agō). This case is has been partially solved by Møller, whose suggestion allows a reconstruction of *h2eḡ- for Lat. agō and so forth.

254 For a discussion of Bechtel’s criticism, see Burrow (1979:10).
2. $C_1$ is a resonant (LAv. masyâ). Though one could in theory reconstruct
\(\text{*mh}_2\text{ek}\)- for Av. Masyâ, the current rules for the syllabic resonants require
\(\text{*mh}_2\text{ek}\)-
\(\rightarrow\text{*ah}_2\text{ek}\)-
\(\rightarrow\text{*a’ek}\)- \(\rightarrow\) Av. \(\ddagger\text{ás}\)- (i.e. the reconstruction, producing unattested ghost
forms, is unsound).

3. $C_1$ is a plosive (OInd. tatá-). Some externally confirmed examples of Neogr. \(\text{*a} \neq \text{LT \}*h_2\text{e}\) belonging to this category are:
   (a) Neogr. \(\text{kal-} \ ‘\text{schön’} \) (P. 524)
      
      OInd. kalyá-
      RV. kalyáṇa-
      Gr. \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\lambda\sigma\sigma\) -
      Boiot. \(\kappa\alpha\lambda\varepsilon\delta\) -
      
   (b) Neogr. \(\text{kan-} \ ‘\text{jung, neu’} \) (P. 563-4)
      
      RV. kaṇā-
      LAv. ka’nī-
      Gr. \(\kappa\alpha\nu\nu\) -
      RV. kaṇiā-

In this category of correspondences Møller’s treatment Neogr. \(\text{*a} \equiv \text{*Ae}\) is not
available: \(\text{Ch}_2\text{C}\) is impossible owing to the distinction between unaspirated and
aspirated stops $C \neq \text{Ch}$ in Indo-Iranian and Greek. Since the sole remaining
theoretical prototype LT Ceh₂C- would yield a long vowel through compensatory
lengthening (LT \(\text{*eh}_2 = \text{Neogr. \*a}\)), the vowel Neogr. \(\text{*a}\) cannot be reconstructed in
the laryngeal theory.\(^{256}\)

§3. The internal failure of the laryngeal theory has resulted in a wide range of \textit{ad hoc}
explanations, including the supposition of a ‘secondary \(\text{a}\)’,\(^{257}\) denying the vowel
Neogr. \(\text{*a}\)\(^{258}\) and other equally unacceptable propositions.\(^{259}\) The bottom line is that,
due to the bulk of well-defined examples, no reconstruction theory can do without the
cover symbol Neogr. \(\text{*a}\). Consequently, a real solution to the problem is needed.

§4. Another approach was attempted by Pedersen (1900a:74ff.), who drew attention to
the identical outcome of Neogr. \(\text{*o}\) and Neogr. \(\text{*a}\) in the ‘western’ subgroup (where
both items collided in Gr. \(\alpha\), Lat. \(\text{a}\), OIr. \(\text{a}\), etc.). According to Pedersen, no separate
phones need to be reconstructed for Neogr. \(\text{*a}\) and \(\text{*o}\), since Neogr. \(\text{*a}\) is the

\(^{256}\) In Szemerényi’s words (1996:135): “The elimination of \(\text{a}\) by means of a laryngeal is not a complete
solution: internal \(\text{a}\) cannot in this way be removed without trace. The attempt has certainly been made
to explain various instances of the type \(\text{CaT}\) by assuming \(\text{Ch}_2\text{T}\) and to derive \(\text{CaT}\) from \(\text{CeH}_2\text{T}\). In a
considerable number of cases, however, this way of escape is […] without foundation […]”

\(^{257}\) A ‘secondary \(\text{a}\)’ has made its way into literature by postulating a pre-proto-language (LT \(\text{**h}_2\text{e}\) \(\text{c}\)) and
a proto-language (LT \(\text{*h}_2\text{a}\)), the latter supposedly being the source of the ‘secondary \(\text{a}\)’ which spread
alogically to roots with Neogr. \(\text{*a}\). It will be shown below that such explanations can be replaced with
the regular one.


\(^{259}\) Kuryłowicz (1976:127f.) suggested that Neogr. \(\text{*a}\) was a combinatory variant of \(\text{*o}\), but was, of
course, unable to posit the conditions of the alternation.
reduction of the Neogr. *a.\(^{260}\) Furthermore, according to Pedersen, the difference in the accentuation of Neogr. *a (marked below as PED *á, *a) explains the Indo-Iranian twin development:

\[
\text{PED } *\acute{a} \text{ (} = \text{ Neogr. } *a_3 \text{) } \rightarrow \text{ OInd. a, Av. a, Gr. } \alpha, \text{ Lat. } a, \text{ OIr. a, etc.}
\]

\[
\text{PED } *a \text{ (} = \text{ Neogr. } *\sigma \text{) } \rightarrow \text{ OInd. i, Av. i, Gr. } \alpha, \text{ Lat. } a, \text{ OIr. a, etc.}
\]

Brugmann’s skepticism concerning the accentuation\(^{261}\) is well founded, since all Pedersen's attempts (1905:398-402, VGK 1:30, 1926:27) to define the criterion for the accent difference PED *á vs. PED *a have been in vain.\(^{262}\) As Wyatt’s (1970:8,15f.) defense of Pedersen does little to change the fact that actually PIE *á [ = *ā] \(\rightarrow\) OInd. \(i : \text{Gr. } \alpha\) and PIE *a \(\rightarrow\) OInd. \(\emptyset : \text{Gr. } \emptyset\), the difference between the cover symbols Neogr. *σ and Neogr. *a\(_3\) cannot be solved through accent alternation.

2.2.7 Neogr. *a \(\equiv\) PIE *iæ or PIE *eəh

§0. Despite its problematic formulation, Pedersen’s idea of a connection between Neogr. *σ : *a\(_3\) is based on a correct observation of their identical outcome in ‘western’ languages (Gr. \(\alpha\), Lat. \(a\), etc.). By replacing Pedersen’s mistaken condition with a truly common factor, the cover symbol Neogr. *a can be expressed in terms of well-defined items of the phoneme inventory and lead to a solution of the problem.

§1. Møller’s analysis of Neogr. *a = *A+e indicates that the assimilation of the vowels

\[
\text{PIE } *a+e \rightarrow \text{ Gr. } \alpha, \text{ Lat. } a, \text{ OIr. } a, \text{ OInd. } a, \text{ Av. a, etc.}
\]

resulted in a short vowel in all cognates (Lat. agō, RV. ājati, \(L\text{Av. azaiti, etc.}\)). In this context, it is natural to ask what the true (comparative) outcome of the combination PIE *e+\(a = DS\) *e+\(A = \text{Neogr. } *e+\sigma\) might be.

§2. Ever after Saussure, the laryngeal theory taught that the sequence e+\(A\) results in a long vowel (Neogr. *ã) through the rule of compensatory lengthening. However, it has been correctly pointed out by Schmitt-Brandt that Saussure’s analysis is by no means necessary.\(^{263}\) The rule of compensatory lengthening has not been proven,\(^{264}\) and in fact no proof is possible, because its opposite is true:

\[\text{\ldots}\]

\(^{260}\) In Burrow’s words (1979:11): “H. Pedersen (KZ 36 (1900), pp. 75-86) maintained that in IE a was the reduced grade of the original long vowels […] and that in Sanskrit this a developed in some cases to \(a\) and in some cases to \(\acute{a}\).”

\(^{261}\) Brugmann (1904:80) writes: “Anm. Pedersen’s Ansicht (KZ 36, 1ff.), dass man überhaupt mit uridg. a auskomme, das im Ar. teils a geblieben, teils zu i geworden sei, überzeugt mich nicht.”

\(^{262}\) On reasons for separating Neogr. *a\(_3\) and *σ, see also Hendriksen 1941.

\(^{263}\) Schmitt-Brandt (1967:2) writes: “In der Tat ist es auch keineswegs zwingend, aus einem Ablautverhältnis *ej : *i und *e : *a auf *ea zu schließen [...].”

\(^{264}\) Szemerényi (1996:122) adds: “It is considerably more speculative to assert that the long vowels are really combinations of this same e and modifying elements with which it was contracted.”
PIE *e+aḥ results in short vowel Lat. a, OInd. a, etc. in all environments.

§3. The proof for PIE *eaḥV → Neogr. *āV (OInd. a, etc.), the absence of compensatory lengthening before vowel (V), is exemplified here by the root PIE √paḥ- (Neogr. *pā-) ‘protect’ (P. 839) with the following reconstructive properties:

(a) The laryngeal PIE *aḥ is confirmed by the *s-enlargement in which both the laryngeal (Hī. ḫ) and ‘a-vocalism’ (Lat. ā) are simultaneously present:

PIE √paḥs- ‘schützen’ (P. 839)

Hī. paḥś- (vb.) ‘to protect’ (CHD P:2f., pa-ah-ṣi [2sg])
Hī. paḥaš- (vb.) ‘to protect’ (CHD P:2f., pa-ah-ḥa-ṣi [2sg])
TochA. pāś- (vbM.) ‘custodire, tueri’ (Poucha 168, pāṣantrā [3pl])
RV. páři (...) pāś- (s.ao.) ‘rings schützen’ (WbRV. 800, pāri pāṣati [conj.])
Lat. pāstór- (m.) ‘Hirt’ (WH 2:260, pāstor [N], pāstūris [G])

The unextended root appears in verbal and nominal stems, such as

PIE √paḥ- ‘schützen’:

RV. pá- (vb.) ‘schützen, behüten’ (WbRV. 798, páti [3sg])
RV. tanū pá- (a.) ‘protecting self/body’ (WbRV. 520).

(b) It was already shown by Kuryłowicz’s (1935:34-35) presidic analysis that the loss of PIE *ḫ is not complete in the Rig-Veda, since the Vedic meter reveals a hiatus (marked RV. ‘’) and thus preserves a trace of the segmental laryngeal. This is the case, for instance, with the disyllabic scansion required by Rig-Vedic meter in:

RV. pa’- (vb.) ‘schützen, behüten’ (WbRV. 798, paánti [3pl])
RV. tanū pa’- (a.) ‘protecting self’ (WbRV. 520, tanū-páam [sgA])

Indo-Iranian confirms the laryngeal of Hī. √paḥ-, but even more remarkably the short quantity of RV. pa’- proves that the laryngeal PIE *ḫ was lost without compensatory lengthening before a vowel.

(c) The loss of PIE *ḫ without compensatory lengthening of the Rig-Vedic hiatus class (CeahV) is widespread in Rig-Vedic meter and therefore readily confirmed:

RV. yá’- (vb.) ‘gehen, wandern’ (WbRV. 1103, váanti [3pl])
RV. vá’ar- (n.) ‘Wasser’ (WbRV. 1260, vá’ar [sgNA])
RV. vá’ar- (m.) ‘Beschützer’ (WbRV. 1260, váar [sgN])
RV. ná’u- (f.) ‘Schiff’ (WbRV. 756, ná’uḥ [sgN]266)
RV. da’iṣṭhā- (sup.a.) ‘aufs beste gebend’ (WbRV. 638)
RV. va’ata- (m.) ‘Wind’ (WbRV. 1257, váatas [sgN])
RV. bhá’as- (n.) ‘Licht, Schein’ (WbRV. 934, bháas [sgNA])

266 For the hiatus, see Szemerényi (KZ 73:185f.).
Furthermore, the phenomenon is not restricted to Sanskrit: PIE *h is lost before vowels without compensatory lengthening in all cognates, as confirmed by correspondences like:

1. PIE *deahī́-r- ‘brother-in-law’ (P. 179):
   RV. devár- (m.) ‘Bruder des Gatten’ (WbRV. 638, deváram [sgA])
   Gr. δορή- (m.) ‘Bruder des Gatten, Schwager’ (GEW 1:338-9)
   Li. dieveri- (m.) ‘Schwager’ (LiEtWb. 94, dieveris [sgN])

2. PIE *kealī́k-'blind, squinting, one-eyed’ (P. 519-20):
   Lat. caeco- (a.) ‘blind, unsichtbar, dunkel’ (WH 1:129, caecus)
   OLnd. kekara- (a.) ‘schieland’ (KEWA 1:264, EWA 3:120)
   Go. haih- (a.) ‘one-eyed’ (GoEtD. 169, haihamma [sgD])

In general, the measurable short quantity before the laryngeal proves beyond any doubt that the rule of compensatory lengthening did not apply in the antevocalic position PIE *ea̞hV.

§4. The proof for the short outcome of PIE *h in the anteconsonantal position PIE *ea̞hC is even simpler. The root Neogr. CaC with Neogr. *a, when not traced back to PIE *hæe, should be reconstructed with PIE *CeahC, which also confirms the lack of compensatory lengthening before a consonant. Thus, the root of RV. pa’- (vb.) ‘to protect’ (proven above to contain a laryngeal) appears before a consonant in

PIE *pea̞h- ‘beschützen’:
   OPers. paya- (prM.) ‘to protect’ (OldP. 194, apayaiy [1sg])
   LAv. ní-payá (pr.) ‘beschützen’ (AIWb. 886, nipayeimi [1sg])

Based on measurable features of the data, no compensatory lengthening has taken place in PIE *ea̞hC. Similarly, Neogr. kal- ‘schön’ (P. 524), Neogr. *kan- ‘jung, neu’ (P. 563-4) and other examples of CaC- (= PIE *CeahC-) display a common short vowel Neogr. *a:

(a) PIE *keahn- ‘sing’ (P. 525-6)
   Lat. canō (pr3.) ‘singen, ertönen, spielen’ (WH 1:154, canō [1sg])
   Gr. καῦν-αχή- (f.) ‘Geräusch, Schall’ (GEW 1:776, καυναχή)
   Go. hana(n)- (m.) ‘Hahn : cock, rooster’ (GoEtD. 176)

(b) PIE *keahd- ‘to excel’ (P. 516-517)
   RV. šášad- (pf.) ‘sich auszeichnen, hervorragen’ (WbRV. 1377)
   Gr. κέκαθ- (pf.) ‘sich auszeichnen’ (GEW 1:811, κεκαθμένος)

(c) PIE *peahg- ‘fest, festmachen’ (P. 787-8)
   RV. pajrá- (a.) ‘gedrungen, feist, derb, kräftig’ (WbRV. 759)
   Gr. πήγγυ- (vb.) ‘befestigen, feststecken’ (GEW 2:525, πήγγυμα)

(d) PIE *peahst- ‘fest’ (P. 789)
   RV. pastía- (n.) ‘Behausung’ (WbRV. 797, KEWA 2:242)
Ocl. fast- (a.) ‘fest, hart, stark’ (ANEtWb. 113, fastr [sgN])
Arm. hast (a.) ‘fest’ (ArmGr. 1:464, hast [sgN])

The high number of examples belonging to the correspondence set Neogr. *aC = PIE *eahC is well known: OInd. kark-āta- (m.) ‘crab’ (KEWA 1:169) : Gr. ξάρξις ‘krabstier, Krabbé’ (GEW 1:789), OInd. kark-āra- (a.) ‘hard, firm’ (KEWA 1:179) : Hes. κάρκασσος τέσσερες (GEW 1:789, 796), RV. kakúbh- (f.) ‘Gipfel, Höcker’ (WBRV. 309) : Lat. cacúmen- (n.) ‘Spitze, Gipfel’ (WH 1:127), OInd. śamnī- (prM.) ‘arbeiten, sich mühlen’ (EWA 2:610-1) : Gr. χάμων (pr.) ‘sich mühlen’ (GEW 1:773), OInd. patīya- (vB.) ‘feed (on), nourish’ (Burrow 1979:44) : Gr. πατέματι ‘id.’, and so forth.267

§5. The outcome of PIE *eah is short both in PIE *eahV and in PIE *eahC (i.e. in all environments, independently of the following phoneme). Hence the comparative rule for PIE *e+aṁh, which replaces Saussure’s compensatory lengthening, can be formulated for System PIE in the following form:

PIE *eah(C/V) → Gr. α, Lat. a, OIr. a, Arm. a, OInd. a, Av. a, etc.

§6. Since at the same time Møller’s colouring rule *Ae ≡ Neogr. *a (properly speaking, an assimilation) is comparatively acceptable, the following definition holds for the traditional cover symbol

Gr. α, Lat. a, OInd. a,... ≡ PIE *hae v *eah (≡ Neogr. *a).268

As readily seen, the cover symbol Neogr. *a is expressed by means of the well-defined terms PIE *e *a and *h, with the result that no independent phoneme Neogr. *a is postulated in System PIE.269

§7. In terms of research history, Saussure’s ‘deconstruction’ went wrong when he posited DS *eA ≡ Neogr. *a and assumed a compensatory lengthening a priori. Consequently, the correct definition DS *eA ≡ Neogr. *a was no longer possible, leading to the absence of the vowel in the laryngeal theory. On the other hand, Pedersen’s idea of a connection between Neogr. *o and Neogr. *a contains a seed of truth in the sense that the relation of phonemes can be defined in terms of ablaut *e : Ø (instead of accent) as follows:

PIE *hā aṁh ≡ Neogr. *o DS *A LT *h2
PIE *hae eaṁh ≡ Neogr. *a DS – LT *h2e/~

267 If Osc. karā- (vB.) ‘sich ernähren’ (WbOU. 370, karanten [3pl]), Osc. cària : quam Oscorum lingua panem esse dicunt, and Osc. càrenes : pistores are related to Hī: NINDAkaḥari- (c.) ‘eine Brotsorte’ (HEG 1:460), the short *a is matched with Old Anatolian ḫ.

268 On 16 January 2001, I presented counter-examples of a confirmed laryngeal with no compensatory lengthening to my supervisor Bertil Tikkanen. After a long discussion, Tikkanen asked the obvious question, “What if the compensatory lengthening doesn’t take place?” providing a typological parallel in which where ‘h’ was lost without lengthening.

269 Naturally, this doesn’t mean the elimination of the phoneme /a/, which appears as PIE *a replacing the former Neogr. *o in System PIE.
2.2.8 Reconstruction of Neogr. *ā ≡ Do. ã : OInd. ā

§0. In addition to the Neogr. *ə and *a, yet a third cover symbol for the long grade vowel Neogr. *ā was inferred from the correspondences actually already posited by the Paleogrammarians.

§1. Brugmann (Grundr.² 1:163-170, KVG 78-79) defined a cover symbol with an identical outcome in Indo-Iranian and the European languages, as follows:

Neogr. *ā  ≡  Do. ã, Lat. ā, OLí. ā (= Li. o),...  : OInd. ā, Av. ā.

The correspondence set is illustrated here by Brugmann’s own examples, including:

- OInd. mātār-  :  Do. μάτης, Lat. māter, OIr. māthir, OHG. muoter
- OInd. sthána-  :  Av. stánom, Li. stónas, OCS. stanů, etc.
- OInd. kāla-  :  Att. χήλες, OCS. kalů, etc.

§2. Saussure’s miscalculation in his compensatory lengthening rule ultimately lay in his mechanical (structural) replacement of the Neogrammian ablaut pattern Neogr. *ə : *ā with *A : eA. Since DS *eA (= LT *eh₂) is de facto identical with Neogr. *ā, strictly speaking the laryngeal theory does not provide a reconstruction for the long vowel Neogr. *ā either.

§3. Early monolaryngealism operating with original long vowels (à la Szemerényi) was able to reconstruct Neogr. *ā at face value. This is hardly satisfying, however, owing to the connection between the ‘a-colouring’ and the laryngeal PIE *h₁, in terms of which the theory also requires calibration.

2.2.9 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *ā

§0. As for the ‘a-vocalism’, the key difficulty of the Neogrammarians (and the laryngeal) ablaut theory is the problematic (or unaccounted) relation between the cover symbols Neogr. *ə : *a₃ : *ā. As already mentioned above, Neogr. *ə and *a can be expressed in terms of PIE *ha₁, aḥ and PIE *e : Ø (ablaut); on the basis of this, by adding the remaining ablaut grade PIE *ē, the long vowel Neogr. *ā can be analyzed as PIE *haē, *ēaḥ.

§1. The Neogrammarians ablaut pattern Neogr. *ā : ã did not express the relation of the terms to the third ‘a-quality’ vowel of the system, Neogr. *a. This defect in the ablaut patterns of the Neogrammarians (including those advanced by Saussure) was actually contradicted by the facts from the very beginning, since such a pattern is not uncommon in the material. The ablaut Neogr. *a : *ā was correctly noted, for instance, by Wackernagel (AiGr 1:5-6), who held Neogr. *a as a reduction of the vrddhi Neogr. *ā. In other words, the ablaut patterns Neogr. *ə : ā and Neogr. *a : ā belong together, forming a single pattern Neogr. *ə : a₃ : ā (e.g. in RV. jmán : Lat. agō
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This ‘Wackernagel-ablaut’ represents the true pattern instead of the defective one recognized by Brugmann and his colleagues (Neogr. *ə : ā). That Saussure picked the latter instead of Wackernagel’s Neogr. *ə : ā suggests that Saussure relied too strongly on the Neogrammarians patterns, rather than on the material.

§2. As for the enduring contributions of Saussure, he should be credited as being the first to express the connection between Neogr. *ə and *ā by postulating a common phonetic factor (*A) for both sides of the equation. In so doing, however, Saussure lacked the means to properly accomplish the segmental analysis. The basic error lay in Saussure’s immature view that the Proto-Indo-European ablaut consisted of only two terms *i : ei, *A : āA, etc. Against this simplification, the true Proto-Indo-European pattern contains three terms (as was already understood, for instance, by the Sanskrit grammarians). The correct ablaut pattern with three grades (e.g. PIE *i : ei : ēi) can be exemplified here by the root

PIE *likų- ‘lassen’ (P. 669-70):

*likų- Gr. λέπο- (ao.) ‘(ver)lassen’ (GEW 2:99-100, ἐλπιν [1sg])
*leikų- Gr. λέιπο- (pr.) ‘laisser’ (DELG. 628-9, λειπό [1sg])
*lēikų- RV. raikš- (s.ao.) ‘überlassen’ (WbRV. 1165, āraik [3sg])

§3. Had Saussure or Møller been capable of understanding the correct ablaut pattern PIE *Ø : e : ē, they would also have obtained the proper pattern for the coefficient/laryngeal *A, viz.

*A : ēA : ēA (Saussure II)    *A : Ae : Aē (Møller II).

The correct analysis would have created a unified interpretation for the ‘a-vocalism’ by providing a single ablaut pattern for Neogr. *ə : ā, thus hugely improving the transparency of the reconstruction.

### 2.2.10 Neogr. *ā ≡ PIE *hāē or PIE *ēaḥ

§0. With the values of the cover symbols Neogr. *ə ≡ PIE *a (zero grade) and Neogr. *a₃ ≡ PIE *hāē v *ēaḥ (*e-grade) solved above, Neogr. *ā can only represent the respective long vowel PIE *ē with PIE *hā, *āḥ, as formulated in the definitions:

PIE *ēaḥ → Lat. ā, Do. ā, OLi. ā, OIr. ā, OInd. ā, etc.
PIE *hāē → Lat. ā, Do. ā, OLi. ā, OIr. ā, OInd. ā, etc.

Accordingly, the cover symbol Neogr. *ā is replaced with the rule:

---

270 Wackernagel, as pointed out by Burrow (1979:10), accepted two reduced grades: “In his Altindische Grammatik, I, pp. 5-6, J. Wackernagel also accepted -a- as the reduced grade of original long vowels, as an alternative treatment to -i-, in a considerable number of cases [...].”
Neogr. *ā = PIE *haē ṛ PIE *ćaḥ (PIE *e-grade). 271

§1. The proof for PIE *ćaḥ- → Neogr. *ā is preserved in examples of ablaut PIE *ćaḥ : *ćaḥ (Neogr. *ā : a), reflecting the original alternation of quantity PIE *e : *e. Some examples of this are:

(a) PIE ֎paḥ- ‘protect’ (P. 839)

*pēaḥ- RV. pāṭi [3sg] (LAv. pāṭi), tanū pā-, Ḥī. paḥ-
*peaḥ- RV. paānti [3pl], tanū páam [sgA], Ḥī. paḥašt-

(b) PIE ֎dāḥ- ‘geben’ (P. 223-6)

*dēaḥ- Lat. dā- ‘give’, Arm. ta- ‘geben’, Li. dovană [sgN]
*deh- Lat. dāre [inf.], Gr. δοδονός ‘Gabe’, GAv. daidyai [inf.]

(c) PIE ֎nah- ‘Schiff’ (P. 755-6)

*neahu- LAv. nav āza- ‘Schiffer’, RV. nā’uḥ [sgN] ‘Schiff’

§2. The proof for PIE *ḥaē → Neogr. *ā is contained, for instance, in roots ḥeC. The following examples illustrate the ablaut PIE *e : ē:

(a) PIE ֎ham- ‘Jahr, Frühling, Month, Tag’ (P. 35) 272

Arm. am- (sb.) ‘Jahr’ (ArmGr. 1:416, am [sgN])
Ḥī. ḫamišha- (c.) ‘Frühling’ (HEG 1:143-4, ḫa-me-ēš-ḥa-an [A])
Arm. amis- (sb.) ‘Monat’ (ArmGr1. 417, amis [N], amsoy [G])
Hom. ḫμаq- (n.) ‘Tag’ (GEW 1:635-6, ḫμωq, Arc. ḫμωq [sgNA])
Do. ḫμaγ (f.) ‘Tag’ (GEW 1:635, Do. ḫμेγ [sgN])

(b) PIE ֎hap- ‘Wasser’ (P. 51-2)

Ḥī. ḫap- (f.) ‘Fluss’ (HEG 1:159-60, ḫi- ḫa-pa-a, ḫa-ap-pa)
RV. ap- (f.) ‘Wasser’ (WbRV. 70-1, apās [plA])
gAv. ap- (f.) ‘Wasser’ (AIWb. 325-9, apasčā [plA])
TochB. ap- (f.) ‘water, river’ (DTTochB. 44, apǎm) [plObl/A])
RV. āp- (f.) ‘Wasser’ (WbRV. 70-1, āpas [plN])
TochB. āp- (f.) ‘water, river’ (DTTochB. 44, āp [sgN])
Umbr. āpa- (f.) ‘Wasser(leitung)’ (WbOU. 42-43, aapam [sgA])
Do. ḫpāγ (f.) ‘Peloponnesos’ (P. 51) (Do. ā- = Umbr. aa-)

(c) PIE ֎hap- ‘treiben, stoßen, schlagen, verletzen’ (P. 801-2)

271 Naturally, contractions following the loss of PIE *ʈ can also account for some long quantities: in theory, not only PIE *ćaḥ and PIE *ḥaē but any outcomes of PIE *ćaḥē and PIE *ḥaē result in Neogr. *ā (e.g. Lat. mān i ← PIE *mēhaēn-, etc.).

272 Hübschmann’s (ArmGr. 1:416) etymology Arm. arm ‘Jahr’: Ofn. sāma ‘Sommer’, repeated by Pokorny (P. 35), is dubious due to the absence of the expected initial h- in Armenian (Arm. am vs. ʿham). The PIE *ham- required by Armenian (according to the sound laws) coincides with Ḥī. ḫam- and Do. ā- = Umbr. aa-, so that it is possible to add the items to the root P. 35 ṛam- in order to treat the forms regularly.
Li. opà  (f.) ‘eiternde Wunde, Geschwür’ (LiEtWb. 517)
Gr. ἀπελοῦσ-  (n.) ‘Wunde’ (GEW 1:120, ἀπελούσ [sgNA])
Ḥi. ḫapalašai-  (vb1.) ‘verletzten’ (HEG 1:160, EHS 480, 555)
Lat. pellō  (pr3.) ‘drive, shoot, move, exile, strike’ (WH 2:276-7)

(d) PIE ṣḥad- ‘Haut, usq.: schliessen’ (P. 322)
Li. óda  (f.) ‘Haut, Leder’ (LiEtWb. 515-6)
Latv. áda  (f.) ‘Haut, Balg’ (LiEtWb. 515-6, Latv. āda)
Ḥi. ḫadk-  (vb2.) ‘(Tür) schliessen’ (HEG 2:225-6)
LAv. at.ka-  (m.) ‘Oberkleid, Mantel’ (AIWb 61, a.čašča, a.čažom)
RV. átka-  (m.) ‘Gewand, Hülle, Schleier’ (WbRV. 30)

§3. The traditional vocalism Neogr. *ə : *a : ą can thus be expressed by three variables: the ablaut PIE Ø : *e : *e, the diphonemic PIE *ḥa : *a|h, and the accent PIE *á : *a. In sum, these result in four distinct correspondence sets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>INDO-EUROPEAN</th>
<th>Neogr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. *ḥa, *a</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>OInd. ṭ, Gr. ṭ, Arm ṭ, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. *ḥá, *á</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>OInd. ĭ, Gr. ĭ, Arm. ĭ, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. *ḥae, *e</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>OInd. ĭ, Gr. ĭ, Arm. ĭ, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. *ḥaέ, *e</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>OInd. ĭ, Do. ĭ, Arm. ĭ, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The column PIE consists only of the terms PIE *ḥ, PIE *a/á and PIE *e *e, with the result that Neogr. *a and Neogr. *ą are analytical sequences of well-defined PIE phonemes.

2.3 Vowels Neogr. *o *å *ō and Ḫi. ḫ

2.3.1 Introduction

§1. Three cover symbols indicating ‘o-vocalism’ – Neogr. *o *å *ō – were included in the Brugmannian eight-vowel system. With these three cover symbols, the system closely resembles ‘a-vocalism’, but is not identical in all regards. The comparative interpretation of Neogr. *o *å *ō, as well as the relation of ‘o-vocalism’ to Ḫi. ḫ and (P)IE ablaut in general, will be discussed in this chapter.

2.3.2 The reconstruction of Neogr. *o ≡ Gr. o : OInd. ą and Brugmann’s Law

§0. Brugmann (1876b:363ff.) posited the cover symbol Neogr. *o (= *a₂) as the basic vowel /o/ used in Neogrammarians reconstructions.²⁷³ In this way, Brugmann (1876b:367) intended for the vowel to stand in ablaut with *e [= a₁]:

²⁷³ For the vowel *o, see Szemerényi (1967:68-70).
"Wir wollen der Kürze wegen denjenigen Vokal, als dessen regelrechte Fortsetzung aind. a, griech. lat. slav. e anzusehen ist, mit a₁, den Grundlaut aber von aind. ä, griech. lat. slav. o mit a₂ bezeichnen."

§1. According to Brugmann (1879a:2ff.), Neogr. *o is ‘half-long’ and stands in ablaut relation (1904:145-6) to Neogr. *a₁ (= *e) and zero grade in the pattern Neogr. *o : e : Ø, as exemplified here by the following items:

*o (*a₂)  ≡  Gr. δδοστα [1sg] ‘voir’ (DELG 264-5)
*e (*a₁)  ≡  Gr. δεστατα [1sg] ‘ansehen, blicken’ (GEW 1:368)
Ø (zero)  ≡  RV. дршта- [pt.] ‘geschen’ (WbRV. 628)

§2. The characterization of Neogr. *o as half-long was motivated by Brugmann’s Law, according to which Neogr. *a₂ (= *o) yields a long OInd. ā = Av. ā in an Indo-Iranian open syllable, when the European languages point to a short vowel instead:

Neogr. *a₂CV →  OInd. ā, Av. ā : Gr. o, Lat. o, Arm. o, OIr. o, etc.  

For this development, Brugmann (Grundr. 1:138-146, 168) provided, among others, the following examples (chosen from the Rig-Veda):

Go. satja- :  RV. sādāya- (WbRV. 1458) (LAav. ni śādāya-)
Gr. τόκα :  RV. pādām (WbRV. 770) (LAav. pādām)
Gr. δόρυ :  RV. dāru (WbRV. 595-6) (Av. dāru)
Gr. γόνυ :  RV. jānu (WbRV. 483)
Gr. γέγονε :  RV. jajāna [3sg] (WbRV. 467)
Gr. δοξέωνα :  RV. dāvāne [inf.] (WbRV. 586)
Gr. δοξήρα :  RV. dātāram [sgA] (WbRV. 593)

§3. In addition, according to Brugmann (Grundr. 1:138-146), the development of Neogr. *o (= a₂) in closed syllables results in short quantity in Indo-Iranian as well:

Neogr. *oC(C) →  OInd. a, Av. a : Gr. o, Lat. o, Arm. o, OIr. o, etc.

Brugmann supports his hypothesis with correspondences where the Indo-Iranian short quantity coincides with the European one:

Gr. δδοστα :  RV. dadārśa [3sg] (WbRV. 626)
Go. band :  AV. babānda [3sg] (EWA 2:208)
Li. vartýti :  RV. vartāya- (cs.) (WbRV. 1332)
Lat. torreō :  OInd. vi-tārṣaya- (cs.) (EWA 1:635)

---


275 As a matter of historical interest, it is worth mentioning that Brugmann’s Law can actually be traced back to Osthoff, who in (1876:40-41) wrote: ‘[…] gedehntes wurzelhaftes ā griechischen o (in τε-τος-α, ξε-ξλογ-ο-α) germanischen kurzem a (in got. sat, hlaφ = ξε-ξλογ-ο-α) entgegenstellt: pa-pāc-α, pa-pāt-α, sa-sād-α = got sat u.s.w., nicht etwa bloss ja-gām-α = got. qam vor einem nasal, ba-bhār-α = got. bar vor einer liquida.’
Gr. γόμφος : RV. jámbhāḥ [sgN] (WbRV. 478)
Go. gadars : RV. dadharṣa [3sg] (WbRV. 694)

Consequently, Brugmann’s Law for Neogr. *o is of the form:

Neogr. *oCV → Gr. o : IIr. ā
Neogr. *oCC → Gr. o : IIr. ā.

2.3.3 Problems of Neogr. *o and Brugmann’s Law

§0. Brugmann’s Law has been controversial ever since its publication on account of acute problems, which are summarized here.\(^{276}\)

§1. Some of Brugmann’s comparisons are disputed on the basis of the ablaut of the proto-language, which makes several examples of assumedly lengthened RV. ā ambiguous. In theory, almost all examples could reflect an original vṛddhi PIE *e̞ o instead of Neogr. *o. This applies, for example, to the following comparisons:

(a) The Neogr. *o in Go. satja- (cs.) ‘set, place, determine’ (GoEtD. 296) is not necessary identical with RV. sādāya-, as the latter could have an original vṛddhi like

OCS sadi-

(b) The Neogr. *o in Gr. πόδα [sgA] does not necessarily correspond to the vṛddhi in RV. pādam (LAw. pādām). From the Indo-Iranian point of view, [sgA] is a strong case associated with [sgN], with the result that the quantity can be set to match the nominative stems Lat. pēd- or Do. πωδ-.

(c) In general, the possibility of an original long vowel Neogr. *ā, *e̞, *o → IIr. *ā is a restriction on Brugmann’s Law that must be accounted for in all applications.

§2. Yet another problem was brought to light by Schmidt (1881),\(^{277}\) who presented a catalogue of examples with ‘European *o’ (Gr. o, Lat. o, OIr. o, Arm. o, etc.) that correspond to short OInd. a = Av. a in an open syllable. These circumstances are not uncommon, and the externally paralleled formations are clearly well-defined:

RV. ánas- ‘Lastwagen’ (WbRV. 54) ≡ Lat. onus- ‘Last’ (WH 2:210)
RV. ápas- ‘Arbeit’ (WbRV. 74) ≡ Lat. opus ‘Arbeit’ (WH 2:217)
RV. ávi- ‘Schaf’ (WbRV. 129) ≡ Do. ḍv̑i- ‘Schaf’ (GEW 2:367)
RV. páti- ‘Herr’ (WbRV. 764) ≡ Gr. πότο- ‘Gate’ (GEW 2:584)
RV. patāya- ‘fliegen’ (WbRV. 762) ≡ Gr. ποτέμια ‘id.’ (GEW 2:522)

§3. On paper, the counter-examples could be explained by claiming an original PIE *e for Indo-Iranian and PIE *o for the European languages. Ultimately, however, this does not solve the problem, since Neogr. *e is impossible before an Indo-Iranian velar in:

---


\(^{277}\) Hirt (1913) presented no less than 67 counter-examples against Brugmann’s Law; while some of these were unacceptable, several still stand.
Gr. πότερο - (a.) ‘wer, welcher von beiden’ (GEW 2:586)
LAv. katara- (a.) ‘wer, welcher von beiden’ (AIWb. 433)
RV. katará- (pron.) ‘welcher von zweien’ (KEWA 1:148)

§4. No better solution was achieved by Kleinhans, according to whom (apud Pedersen 1900a:87) the consonant C in Brugmann’s condition (*oCV) should be specified as R and the rule written in form *oRV → IIr. āRV (where R = *l, r, m, n). This does not solve the problem either, because in counter-examples like RV. ánas- : Lat. onus with R = *n no lengthening appears.

2.3.4 Reconstruction of Neogr. *â ≡ Gr. o : OInd. a

§0. Acknowledging the counterarguments, Brugmann presented a solution consisting of the postulation of another *o-quality vowel, Neogr. *â. This was intended for Schmidt’s counter-examples with short Proto-Indo-Iranian *a (RV. a, gAv. a), corresponding to ‘European o’, thus presenting the eighthth and final correspondence set of the Neogrammarian vowel system.

§1. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:153-158)²⁷⁸ responded to Schmidt’s criticism by distinguishing between two correspondence sets, Neogr. *o (see above) and Neogr. *â, with the latter standing for a short /o/ in open syllables of Indo-Iranian.²⁷⁹ In addition, the correspondence set Neogr. *â was characterized by an abnormal ablaut Arm. a : Gr. o, according to Brugmann:

Arm. a : Gr. o, Lat. o, OInd. a, Av. a²⁸⁰

For this, Brugmann provided the following examples:

Arm. akn ‘Auge’ : Gr. ὁψουμε, Lat. oculus (WH 2:200-2)
Arm. ateam ‘hasse’ : Lat. odium ‘Hass, Widerstreben’ (WH 2:202-3)

According to Brugmann, Neogr. *â is therefore distinct from Neogr. *a₂ (= *o) by virtue of the following additional conditions:

(a) Unlike Neogr. *o, Neogr. *â does not ablaut with Neogr. *e.²⁸¹
(b) Neogr. âCV → IIr. āCV yields a short vowel (in contrast to Neogr. *o), resulting in Brugmann’s Law.²⁸²

²⁷⁸ For the non-ablauting *o, see Bartholomae (1891:91-101), Pedersen (1900:86-103), Polomé 1965, Schmitt-Brandt (1967:7, 114-130), Beekes (1969:139-141), and Lindeman (1997:23ff.).
²⁷⁹ Brugmann (Grundr² 1:92-93) writes: “Der o-Laut war in der idg. Urzeit vermutlich in zwei Qualitäten vorhanden, deren eine man als ù [...] d. h. als sehr offene o [...] bezeichnet.”
²⁸⁰ Brugmann (Grundr² 1:140): “Man beachte: uridg. o = arm. o, uridg. ā = arm. a (§ 160).”
²⁸¹ Brugmann (Grundr² 1:153) explains: “Mit ù bezeichnen wir den nicht mit o ablautenden uridg. o-Vocal, der im Arischen als a und im Arischen in offener Silbe wahrscheinlich als a erscheint.”
²⁸² Brugmann (Grundr² 1:140) adds: “Im arischen sind uridg. o und ù, wie es scheint, dadurch geschieden geblieben, dass ù auch in offener Silbe als a erscheint.”
§2. Saussure (Rec. 91) agreed with Brugmann’s reconstruction of an extra phoneme for the correspondence set Arm. a : Gr. o (Arm. akn : Lat. oculus). The phoneme in question represents Saussure’s original definition of ‘coefficient sonantique’ *ô (i.e. h₃). This made Saussure’s system inconsistent from the beginning, because he defined *ô in two mutually contradicting correspondence sets, viz.*

\[ *ô → \text{Gr. o, Lat. a, OInd. i} : \text{(Gr. ōtô, Lat. datum, OInd. đita-)} \]
\[ *ô → \text{Gr. o, Lat. o, OInd. a} : \text{(Gr. ōfī, Lat. ovi-, OInd. ávi-)} \]

§3. Møller’s (1880:492-4n2, 1906:vi) interpretation of *ô as a laryngeal enabled the elimination of Saussure’s inconsistency in the initial position by introducing a laryngeal for the roots oC = ÒeC. This is found, for instance, in:

\[ *Ôeuî- → \text{Gr. ōfī-, Lat. ovi-, RV. ávi- ‘sheep’, etc.} \quad \text{(*e-grade)} \]

Despite this, the interpretation runs into a dead end with roots Neogr. *CoC-, where an insertion of h₃ is impossible (cf. Gr. ν’πορ- ‘liegen’) in exactly the same manner as the roots Neogr. *CaC- discussed above.

§4. After the discovery of Hittite, Kuryłowicz (1927, 1935) identified DS *ô with a laryngeal (*h₃). According to Benveniste (1935), this phoneme was preserved as Hi. h (= CLu. h, Pal. ḫ) in the correspondence type

\[ \text{LT *h₃est- ‘Knochen’ → Hi. ḫaštai-, Gr. ὄστεον ‘id’} \]

§5. Brugmann’s correspondence set characterized by Arm. a : Gr. o has essentially remained as the basis for the reconstruction of h₃, here quoted in Mayrhofer’s formulation (1986:142):


### 2.3.5 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *å*

§0. The problems of Neogr. *å (and LT h₃) can be summarized as follows:

§1. According to Pedersen (1900a:86-103) and Meillet (1893/4:153-165), the ‘non-ablauting’ vowel Neogr. *å never existed. The accuracy of this criticism is shown by

---


284 Saussure’s attempt to explain the inconsistency by means of analogy (Rec.106) is not helpful.

285 See also Schmitt-Brandt (1967:7, fn.18).
examples of the supposed non-ablauting *â, which actually ablauts with Neogr. *ê or with Neogr. *â.

§2. In contrast with Brugmann’s definition, Neogr. *â actually ablauts with *e in examples like:
(a) Neogr. *pât- ‘Herr, Gatte’ (P. 842, WP. 2:77f.):

RV. páti-
Gr. πόσι-
OLi. pati-
Li. pát-
Hi. pat
Lat. com -pot-
Pael. hos -put-

(m.) ‘Schützer, Herr, Gebieter, Gemahl’ (WbRV. 764)
(m.) ‘Ehemann, Gatte, Gemahl’ (GEW 2:584, πόσις)
(m.) ‘Ehemann, Gatte, Gemahl’ (LiEtWb. 551, patis)
(adv.) ‘selbst, sogar, eben, just’ (LiEtWb. 551, pât)
(ptcl.) ‘eben/gerade der, ebenfalls’ (HHand. 127, BAD)
(a.) ‘teilhaftig’ (WH 2:350-1, compos [sgN])
(m.) ‘Gastherr’ (WH 1:660-1, hospus [sgN])

The respective *e-grade is preserved in:

Lat. hos -pet-

(c.) ‘Gastfreund’ (WH 1:660-1, hospes, hospitis [G]).

(b) Neogr. *pât- ‘fly’ (P. 825-6). The causative without lengthening in Indo-Iranian open syllables (i.e. Brugmann’s Neogr. *â) appears in:

RV. patáya-
Gr. ποτέο-

(cs.) ‘fliegen’ (WbRV. 762, patáyanti [3pl])
(cs.) ‘flattern’ (GEW 2: 2:522, Gr. ποτέοµα [1sg])

The formation ablauts with Neogr. *e in:

Gr. πέτο-
Hi. peṭa-

(prM.) ‘fliegen’ (GEW 2: 522, πέτοµα [1sg])
(vbl.) ‘fliegen’ (HHand. 133, píd-da-an-zi [3pl])

The ablaut Gr. ε : o = Lat. e : o strongly suggests that Neogr. *â should have been interpreted as the basic vowel PIE *o, rather than Neogr. *a ( = Neogr. *o), and the reason for the lengthening in Brugmann’s Law should have been sought elsewhere.

§3. Brugmann’s criterion (Grundr 1:154) based on the assumed identity of vocalisms Arm. a : Gr. o is misstated. It is comparatively provable that the ‘a-vocalism’ is not restricted to Armenian, but rather that it is a feature shared by all languages preserving the distinction. Thus, in reality the ablaut Neogr. *â : *a extends far beyond Brugmann’s definition (Armenian only), as is seen from examples like:

(a) Arm. aê̄’k ‘eye-s’ with Arm. a-, allegedly corresponding to Neogr. *â- in Gr. ὀτι- (Neogr. *ok’- ‘sehen’, P. 775-7, WP. 1:169ff.), is actually paralleled by:

Gr. ὀψίο-

(n.) Hes. ὀψίον · τὸ πρόσωπον (LSJ. 299).

(b) The ablaut Neogr. *â : a reappears in connection with Old Anatolian ḥ in the data P. *oui- ‘sheep’ (P. 784, WP 1:167). Neogr. *â is confirmed by Italo-Greek:

CLu. ḥau-
HLu. ḥau-
Gr. ḥâ-
Lat. oui-

(c.) ‘Scha’ (DLL 45, HEG 1:230, ḥa-a-ú-i-i [sgN])
(c.) ‘lamb’ (CHLu. 1:1.48, (Ovis.Animal)hé-wá/i-i-sá)
(c.) ‘Scha’ (GEW 2:367, Argiv. ḥâνς [plA])
(c.) ‘Scha’ (WH 2:229, oui [sgN])
RV. ávi- (m.) ‘Schaf’ (EWA 1:135, KEWA 1:59, áviḥ)

The corresponding ‘a-vocalism’ is preserved in Lat. auillus [sgN] ‘agnus recentis partus’ (WH 1:84) and in Lat. au-bubulcus [sgN] ‘pastor ouium’ (WH 1:79).\footnote{Pokorny (P. 9) accepts the traditional reconstruction uridg. *agʰinā- → Umbr. habina ‘agnas’, comparing the form with Lat. auillus (as if *agʰinlo-) but this would leave Umbr. h- irregular. One does better by noting the semantic parallel Lat. pecus ‘sheep’ (Umbr. habina ‘id’) : Lat. pecūnia ‘money, property’ (Go. gabei ‘Reichtum’), which connects the Umbrian form to the root P. 407-9 *ghabh-‘fassen, nehmen’ and Lat. auillus to Lat. oui.-}

§4. Since the ablaut gr. *ă : a is paralleled by the European languages (Greek, Latin, Celtic, etc.), the a-vocalism is not exclusively an Armenian feature; it belongs rather to Neogr. *a (i.e. Proto-Indo-European):

\[
P\text{I}E\ *\text{hæe, e}<\text{ah} ≡ \text{Arm. a} = \text{Gr. α} = \text{Lat. a} = \text{OlR. a, OInd. A.}
\]

In other words, the Armenian a-vocalism stems from PIE *e (in the environment PIE *hæe, e<ah), not from non-ablauting *ă (= PIE *o).

### 2.3.6 Neogr. *ă ≡ PIE *o

§0. Facing growing criticism and accumulating problems, Brugmann (1904:74-5) withdrew his reconstruction of the two vowels Neogr. *o ≠ *ă\footnote{Brugmann (1913:191n2) writes: ‘Die Ansicht, dass es im Uridg. zwei qualitativ verschiedene o-Vokale gegeben habe (Gr. I2 S. 138, 153, 156), steht auf schwachen Füssen. S. Meillet Mém. 8, 153ff., Pedersen KZ. 36, 86ff. 101ff.’} and renounced his law. I find Brugmann’s reaction exaggerated, because both correspondence sets Neogr. *ă (RV. pātī- : Gr. πόσιν-) and Neogr. *o (RV. dāru- : Gr. δόγυ-) can now be unambiguously defined and Brugmann’s Law rescued by the means outlined below.

§1. The critical problem of Brugmann’s reconstruction of the ‘o-vocalism’ is identical with that of the ‘a-vocalism’. In both cases, Brugmann chose the more complex cover symbols Neogr. *a₃ (= *a) and Neogr. *a₂ (= *o) to represent the basic vowels instead of the simpler items (Neogr. *e and *ă) at hand. By changing this for Neogr. *ă in the manner already presented in connection with Neogr. *a, the comparative solution results.

§2. Most of the difficulties of Brugmann’s Law could have been avoided had Brugmann chosen the simpler (i.e. non-lengthening) ‘o-quality’ vowel (Neogr. *ă) as the basic vowel of his reconstruction. It is possible that without Old Anatolian at his disposal, Brugmann lacked the transparency to settle the obvious PIE *o for Neogr. *ă in correspondence sets such as

\[
P\text{I}E\ \acute{v}ο\text{pot- ‘Herr, Gatte’ (P. 842, WP. 2:77f.):}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. pātī-} & \quad \text{(m.) ‘Schützer, Herr, Gebieter, Gemahl’ (WbRV. 764)} \\
\text{Gr. πόσι-} & \quad \text{(m.) ‘Ehemann, Gatte, Gemahl’ (GEW 2:584, πόσις)} \\
\text{OLi. pātī-} & \quad \text{(m.) ‘Ehemann, Gatte, Gemahl’ (LiEtWb. 551, pātis)} \\
\text{Li. pāt-} & \quad \text{(adv.) ‘selbst, sogar, eben, just’ (LiEtWb. 551, pāt)}
\end{align*}
\]
Hi. pat (ptcl.) ‘eben/gerade der, ebenfalls’ (HHand. 127, BAD)
Lat. com -pot- (a.) ‘teilhaftig’ (WH 2:350-1, compos [sgN])
Pael. hos -put- (m.) ‘Gastherr’ (WH 1:660-1, hospus [sgN])

This problem can be avoided by replacing Brugmann’s basic vowel for /o/, according to the definition:

\[ \text{PIE} \, ^*o \, (\equiv \text{Neogr.} \, â) \rightarrow \text{Gr.} \, o, \text{Lat.} \, o, \text{Arm} \, o, \text{Hı.} \, a, \text{OInd.} \, a, \text{etc.} \]

The key properties of the vowel PIE \(^*o\) (\(\equiv\) Neogr. \(â\)) will be discussed next.

§3. As noted by Schmidt, PIE \(^*o\) does not cause lengthening in Indo-Iranian open syllable. This is confirmed by the class of counter-examples to Brugmann’s Law with PIE \(^*o\) systematically resulting in a short vowel:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE} \, ^*\text{haok}^u- & : \text{Gr.} \, ðr-, \text{Lat.} \, oculus, \text{OCS.} \, oko, \text{etc.} \\
\text{PIE} \, ^*\text{haoui-} & : \text{CLu.} \, ë\text{aui}-, \text{Gr.} \, ðrr-, \text{Lat.} \, oui-, \text{RV.} \, ãvi-, \text{etc.} \\
\text{PIE} \, ^*\text{otero-} & : \text{Gr.} \, ðòrëo-, \text{RV.} \, katará-, \text{LAv.} \, katara- \\
\text{PIE} \, ^*\text{polu-} & : \text{Gr.} \, ðólë-, \text{OPers.} \, paru, \text{LAv.} \, poùru- \\
\text{PIE} \, ^*\text{poti}ð/ð- & : \text{RV.} \, ë\text{atía}-, \text{Gr.} \, ðòtëo- \\
\text{PIE} \, ^*\text{poti-} & : \text{RV.} \, ë\text{atí}-, \text{Gr.} \, ðòtë-, \text{OLi.} \, ë\text{atí}-, \text{etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

§4. The vowel PIE \(^*o\) ablauts with PIE \(^*e\) and zero-grade Õ, as shown by the alternation Gr. \(\pi\varepsilon ð\) : \(\pi\xi ð\), \(\pi\varepsilon\) and numerous similar cases (e.g. Gr. \(\sqrt{\varepsilon}ið\), \(\sqrt{\varepsilon}ið\), \(\sqrt{f}ið\) ‘known’, etc.).

§5. Unlike PIE \(^*e\), PIE \(^*o\) is not assimilated (or ‘coloured’) in the environment PIE \(^*a\). Thus, PIE \(^*\text{haok}^u\)- yielded a simple /o/ in Gr. ðr-, Lat. oculus, etc. after the loss of unaccented PIE \(^*a\).

§6. In direct contact with PIE \(^*a\) (in PIE \(^*\text{ha}, \text{að}\)), the original ablaut PIE \(^*e : o\) results in ablaut Gr. \(\alpha : o \) (= Lat. a : o, etc.). Thus PIE \(^*\text{haoui-}\) (CLu. ë\text{aui-}) has PIE \(^*o\) in Gr. ðrr- (Lat. oui-), but PIE \(^*\text{haeui-}\) has PIE \(^*e\) reflected in Lat. auillus [sgN] ‘agnus recentis partus’ (WH 1:84), and so forth.

§7. Szemerényi (1967:84) mentions a class of roots with PIE \(^*o\) (see, for example, \(\sqrt{b}\)hos- [P. 163], \(\sqrt{g}\)hos- [P. 452], \(\sqrt{k}\)lou-ni- [P. 607], \(\sqrt{k}\)oks- [P. 611], \(\sqrt{k}\)onkh- [P. 614]) without attested \(^*e\)-grade. As underlined by Szemerényi, such vocalizations confirm the existence of PIE \(^*o\). There is no need to posit anything but PIE \(^*o\), since the ablaut is defective (i.e. without preserved/derivationally formed PIE \(^*e\)).

\[2.3.7 \text{Neogr.} \, \ast o = \text{PIE} \, ^*\text{oah}, \, ^*\text{oха} \, (\text{Brugmann’s Law II})\]

§0. With PIE \(^*o\) being set as the basic ‘o-vocalism’, Brugmann’s interpretation of the cover symbol \(^*a2\) as Neogr. \(^*o\) (= PIE \(^*o\)) cannot be upheld due to the principle of the regularity of sound change. However, another value can be inferred for Neogr. \(^*o\) based on the measurable properties of the examples of Brugmann’s Law.

§1. The exact matches of Brugmann’s Law, including items like
Cypr. δοξέων [inf.] ‘to give’ \(\equiv\) RV. dâvâne [inf.] ‘to give’, confirm that Brugmann’s Law (Neogr. *a₂CV \(\rightarrow\) Ir. āCV) has been operational, making the correspondence set distinct from the regular short quantity of

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{a} \rightarrow \text{RV. a, gAv. a, Gr. o, Lat. o } (\text{Neogr. ţ}).
\]

§2. The common feature (or distribution) of the roots affected by Brugmann’s Law can be stated as follows: \textit{Brugmann’s Law was operational when the root contained PIE }*\text{a} \text{ followed by PIE }*\text{h} \text{ in the open syllable of Indo-Iranian.}

In other words, Brugmann’s Law can be corrected by upgrading it to the form

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{o} \text{haCV, *oa} \text{hCV } \rightarrow \text{ Gr. o, Lat. o, RV. ţ, Av. ţ } (\text{BRUG. II}).
\]

Hence, the real value of Brugmann’s cover symbol Neogr. *a₂ can be expressed as

\[
\text{Neogr. *a₂ } (= \text{Neogr. } *\text{o}) \equiv \text{PIE } *\text{o} \text{ha } *\text{o} \text{ah}.
\]

In terms of mixed notation, using both Brugmann’s *ₐ (\(=\) PIE *o) and the laryngeal PIE *₉, one obtains the value Neogr. *o \(\equiv\) *ₚ₉a v *ₚₑh.

§3. Despite the loss of PIE *₉, the roots with Brugmann’s lengthening are constantly associated with ‘a-vocalism’ or other criteria pointing to PIE *ₚ₉a *ₚₑh. Some examples of the connection of Brugmann’s Law II and PIE *ₚ₉a *ₚₑh are:

(a) Cypr. δοξέων = RV. dâvâne \(\equiv\) PIE *doₕyCV. The respective ‘a-vocalism’, implying PIE *ₙ, appears in Lat. dâ ‘give’, Arm. ta-m ‘I give’, Gr. δάνος ‘gift, loan’, Li. dovenā ‘gift’, and so forth.

(b) Gr. δόση = RV. dâru \(\equiv\) PIE *doₙarV. The respective ‘a-vocalism’ appears in OIr. daₙr ‘Eiche’ (DIL 175-6) from PIE *dₙₙeru- (schwebablaubt).

(c) Gr. γέγον-ε, RV. jaján-a \(\equiv\) PIE *ₚ₉goₙan-e [3sg]. The respective ‘a-vocalism’ appears, for instance, in Gr. πεₙ₉- (m.pl.) ‘οἱ ἐνδοξοί, βουλευταί’ (GEW 2:498) and in Do. γεγονεῖν [pf.inf.] ‘geboren werden’ (LSJ. 340) with an alternative extension.

§4. Brugmann’s Law II can now be confirmed with an example from Old Anatolian, containing a preserved PIE *ₙ after PIE *o in examples like

(a) PIE *ₚ₉aur- *ₚ₉aur- *ₚ₉aur- ‘schmücken’ (P. –):

- Hi. ḫuara-
- LAv. gaₙₖavara-
- Hi. ḫuara-
- Hi. ḫistama- ḫura-

(b) PIE *ₚ₉au- *ₚ₉au- *ₚ₉au- ‘brennen, glänzen; Sonne, Lampe’ (P. 881-2, 1045)

- LAv. hu-
- LAv. hₚ-
- LAv. hₚavaya-

288 Bartholomae’s early etymology (OInd. ā-bhara- ‘Schnitt’, AIWb. 486) is unacceptable, because Av. v \(\neq\) OInd. bh.
Go. sauil-
CLu. šežual-
(n.) ‘sun’ (GoEtD. 297, sauil [sgN])
(n.) ‘Lampe (?)’ (HEG 2:1090-1, še-ḫu-ya-a-[il]289

§5. Owing to Brugmann’s interpretation of Neogr. *a₂ as the basic ‘o-quality’ vowel of his system, the item was reconstructed (passim) instead of the actually attested Neogr. ā (= PIE *o). Consequently, Neogr. *a₂ (= Neogr. *o) must not be automatically replaced with PIE *oḥ, *oḥa, as this would overgenerate laryngeals. Brugmann’s Law II requires at least one another diagnostic feature implying PIE *aḥ or PIE *aḥa. Thus, for instance, the direct comparison of causatives of the formation P. 762, *neč-, *nok- ‘Tod’ (cf. Lat. nec- (f.) ‘gewaltsame Tod, Mord’) in

Lat. noceō (cs.) ‘schaden’ (WH 2:153-5, noceō [1sg])
RV. vi (...) nāśaya- (pt.) ‘vertilgen, zerstören’ (WbRV. 718)
OPers. vi-nādaya- (cs.) ‘injure, harm’ (OldP. 193, vinādāyati)290

makes Neogr. *o = PIE *oḥa possible. However, not a single attested form implies PIE *a or PIE *aḥ. In such settings, it remains possible that the Indo-Iranian quantity is identical with PIE *o, ē291 in the following:

Gr. νῶς αὐξ (n.) ‘ Totenschlaf’ (GEW 2:300, νῶξαογ)
Ofr. nās (m.) ‘ Tod’ (LEIA N-3, nās i. bās; PCelt. *nōks-)
LAv. nās- (s.ao.) ‘ verschwinden’ (AIWb. 1055, nāsaite [3sg])

Unless the Old Anatolian stem excluding PIE *aḥ

Hi. nakiu- (c.) ‘Art Unterweltsgottheit’ (HEG 2:261-2)

belongs here, a laryngeal remains possible, but it is not proven.292

§6. In addition to Brugmann’s Law II, its converse also applies in reconstruction. Owing to the preservation of PIE *aḥ in Old Anatolian, the alleged examples of Brugmann’s Law lacking Hi. ḥ are bound to contain original PIE *e, ĝ instead of Neogr. *o (= PIE *oḥa, oḥa). Thus RV. pādam (LAv. pādom) contains an original PIE *e (Do. *eod-) or PIE *e (Lat. pēd-), because the Old Anatolian has no laryngeal in:

Hi. pada- (c.) ‘foot, leg’ (Sum. GİR, HHand. 127, CHD P:231f.)
CLu. pada- (c.) ‘foot’ (DLL. 81, pa-ta-a-aš)
HLu. pada- (sb.) ‘foot’ (CHLui. 1.1.22, (*PES*) pa-ta-za)

289 Note, however, that Starke’s (KLuN. 342f.) translation ‘Lampe’ is possibly wrong, as the competing suggestion ‘Dolch’ seems more acceptable based on context. Regardless of Luwian, however, the reconstruction (and the argument) remains the same.

290 The perfect RV. nanāsā [3sg] ‘verschwinden, sich davon machen’ (WbRV. 717-8) and gAv. vi.nanāsā [3sg] ‘dem Untergang verfallen sein’ (AIWb. 1055-6) could also contain Neogr. *e as Gr. γῆρον ‘make(ς) oneself heard’ (LSJ. 340), etc.

291 The causative in PIE *o is confirmed, for instance, by Gr. (τ)οῠθεν ‘stoßen, drängen, treiben’ (GEW 2:1144); gAv. vādāya- (pr.) ‘zurückstoßen’ (AIWb. 1410, vādāyoiś [opt]).

292 Hi. nakiu- (c.) ‘Art Unterweltsgottheit’ closely resembles the (thematic) stems Lat. nocuo- (a.) ‘schädlich’ (WH 2:153, nocius [sgN]) and the *e-grade in Lat. inter necuo- (a.) ‘mörderisch, tödlich’ (WH 2:153), both of which have meanings that fit an underworld god. If this etymology is accepted, then the root had no laryngeal and the Indo-Iranian quantity reflects the original state of affairs.
In this manner, the converse of Brugmann’s Law II often proves the lack of PIE *h, which can be equally important in the elimination of underlying ambiguities.

§7. As is the case with PIE *eh, the laryngeal rule of compensatory lengthening for PIE *oh (see Möller (1880:493n2): “*cA wird aA, *oA wird o”) is overstated. Instead of the ubiquitous lengthening, the cluster PIE *oh results in a long quantity only in Indo-Iranian open syllables (Brugmann’s Law II), but remains short elsewhere.

§8. In this connection it should be noted that the difference in the resulting quantity of the outcomes of PIE *oh and *eh in Indo-Iranian open syllables

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{ehCV } \rightarrow \text{Ir. aCV } \quad \text{PIE } *\text{ohCV } \rightarrow \text{Ir. } \tilde{\text{aCV}} \]

provides an independent confirmation of the existence of two originally different vowels PIE *o \neq PIE *e implied by the second palatalization.\(^{293}\) This proves false the assumption of a PIE monovocalism (i.e. the doctrine of ‘Proto-Indo-Semitic *a’), also known as the ‘fundamental vowel *e’ of the laryngeal theory (Benveniste, 1935:149),\(^{294}\) which was put forth by Saussure and Möller.\(^{295}\)

§9. In his early article, Kuryłowicz (1927a:103) reconstructed the following paradigm for the perfect forms of the Sanskrit-root \(\sqrt{k\varphi} \cdot \text{´machen’:\)

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Olnd. } \text{cákára} & \quad \leftarrow \quad *k^w\text{ek}^w\text{ör·}h_2\text{e} \quad [\text{1sg}] \\
\text{Olnd. } \text{cákára} & \quad \leftarrow \quad *k^w\text{ek}^w\text{ör·}e \quad [\text{3sg}]
\end{align*} \]

As explained by Lindeman (1997:67), Kuryłowicz assumed that

“the *-o- of the 3 sg. had become Skt. -a- in an open syllable (according to Brugmann’s Law), the radical short -a- of the 1 sg. was supposed to be the regular outcome of an IE *o- in an originally closed syllable. The same phonetic development was assumed for causative formations like jánāyati (: ján- ‘generate’) < *g’onH-éye/o- [… ] Kuryłowicz later (in Apophonie, 330 and 336f.) withdrew this explanation […]”

In this connection it is worth mentioning that Kuryłowicz’s withdrawal might also have been premature. In Kuryłowicz’s (1935:28) example RV. \(\tilde{\text{v}}\text{jān- } \text{¨gebären’},\) the root has a laryngeal (PIE *\(\text{gēhan}^{-};\) see above), meaning that it is possible to reconstruct exactly like Kuryłowicz except writing PIE *oh for *o:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Gr. } \gamma\gamma\gamma\gamma\gamma\alpha = \text{RV. } \text{jajāna } [\text{1sg}] & \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{PIE } *\text{gēgo\text{han}·}h\ae \quad (\text{ōhaCC}) \\
\text{Gr. } \gamma\gamma\gamma\gamma\gamma\varepsilon = \text{RV. } \text{jajāna } [\text{3sg}] & \quad \leftarrow \quad \text{PIE } *\text{gēgo\text{han}·}e \quad (\text{ōhaCV})
\end{align*} \]

\(^{293}\) For the ‘law of the palatal’s’ in detail, see Collinge (1985:133-42).


\(^{295}\) See Möller (1911:XIV): “Es gibt im Indogermanischen nur a-Wurzeln (oder, wenn man fürs Indogermanische lieber will, e-Wurzeln, was für die Sache dasselbe), den semitische a-Wurzeln entsprechend.”
Owing to the regular output after the loss of PIE *a, Kuryłowicz’s Law II is feasible.\textsuperscript{296}
In order to avoid overgeneralization of Kuryłowicz’s Law II, however, the ambiguity of Brugmann’s Law must be taken into account:
(a) The alternation of quantity of the root vowel RV. a [1sg] : RV. ā [3sg] is not restricted to roots containing a laryngeal. Thus, the root √han- ‘schlagen’, which is certainly without a laryngeal (cf. *gʰhən- ‘schlagen, töten, usw.’ P. 491-3), reveals an identical ablaut:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. jaghán-} & \quad \text{(pf.) ‘erschlagen, usw.’ (WbRV. 1644, jaghántha [2sg])} \\
\text{RV. jaghán-} & \quad \text{(pf.) ‘erschlagen, usw.’ (WbRV. 1644, jaghána [3sg])}
\end{align*}
\]

(b) There is no justification for the apriorist assumption that Sanskrit (or any other language) would have inherited the proto-paradigms as such. Since no sound laws can explain the alternation RV. a : RV. ā, a suppletive alternation Neogr. *o : ò remains the sole option for

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. jaghán-} & = *gʰhəgʰən- \\
\text{RV. jaghán-} & = *gʰhəgʰən-. \textsuperscript{297}
\end{align*}
\]

Because the vocalizations reflecting PIE *oCV : *oCC (Brugmann’s Law II) coincide with suppletive paradigms with PIE *ōCV : *oCC (suppletion/ablaut), it is unlikely that Kuryłowicz’s Law II will create revolutionary new possibilities for the reconstruction of PIE *h.

§10. Brugmann deserves belated credit for his correct initial observation concerning the lengthening Indo-Iranian lengthening. I find the fact that Brugmann was able to grasp this phenomenon without PIE *h at his disposal a remarkable sign of his comparative mastery. Even today Brugmann’s efforts have not been wasted, as detailed study of Brugmann’s Law II and its converse are able to restore lost laryngeals and eliminate false positives to the extent that clarification of these problems may be resolved in the near future.

\section*{2.3.8 Reconstruction of Neogr. *ò \equiv Gr. ω : OInd. ā}

§0. As the lengthening of PIE *o took place only in the environment PIE *oCV → IIr. āCV (Brugmann’s Law II), the laryngealist compensatory lengthening does not explain the long vowel Neogr. *ō, which must be accounted for in a different manner. These and other key issues are discussed below.

§1. For the long ‘o-quality’ vowel, Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:147) defined the cover symbol

\[\text{Neogr. *ō} \equiv \text{Gr. ω, Lat. ō, Go. ō, Li. uo, Arm. u, OIr. ā, Av. ā, etc.}\]

\textsuperscript{296} Similarly, the short vowel of the causative RV. janáya- (cs.) ‘erzeugen, gebären, schaffen zu’ (WbRV. 469, janáythā) is regular if compared to Gr. γονάω (pr.) ‘zeugen, hervorbringen’ (GEW 1:320), as was done by Kuryłowicz (1927a:103).

\textsuperscript{297} For the external confirmation of the long grade, compare OCS. pro-ganja- (vb.) ‘vertreiben’ (Sadnik v214, progranjati [inf.]).
Brugmann (Grundr. 1:147-153, KVG 76-77) provided, among other things, the following examples for this correspondence set:

- OInd. dádáti : Gr. δίδοσι, Arm. tur, Lat. dōnum, OCS. dati
- OInd. dvá : Gr. δῶο, Lat. duo, OCS. dūva
- OInd. prátār : Gr. πρωτό, Osc. pruterpan, OHG. fruo

§2. In Brugmann’s system, an ablaut relation Neogr. *ō : *a (KVG:141), similar to that of Neogr. *â : a, was assumed. Some examples of the alternation are:

- Gr. γλῶσσα : Ion. γλάσσα (Neogr. *glāghja)
- Lat. dōnum : Lat. datum (Neogr. *dāto-)
- Gr. στρωτός : Gr. στρωτός (Neogr. *strento-)

§3. Saussure (Rec. 127) abandoned the traditional analysis of Neogr. *ō (defined by him as “grec et latin ō”) and assumed an ‘o-colouring’ coefficient DS *ō with compensatory lengthening and ablaut pattern *ō : eō in

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DS} *dō- & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Gr. δότος, Lat. dātum, OInd. dīta- } \\
\text{DS} *deō- & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Gr. δεδομε, Lat. dōnum, OInd. dānam, etc. }
\end{align*}
\]

(Ø-grade)

(*e-grade)

§4. Following Møller’s interpretation of DS *ō as a laryngeal, Kuryłowicz (1935) identified *ə₃ with Hi. ḥ, thus laying the basis for LT *ḥ₃.²⁹⁸

### 2.3.9 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *ō

§0. The Neogrammrian postulation of the vowel Neogr. *ō is problematic only in terms of its behaviour in the new environment PIE *h. However, Saussure’s restructuring of Neogr. *ō ≡ DS *eō is erroneous. Beginning with its flawed strategy of eliminating PIE *o, the path led to inconsistency and trivialization of the laryngeal theory.

§1. The colouring effect attributed to the laryngeal h₃ ≡ DS ō results in an impossibility, as pointed out by Pedersen (1938:180-1):

> "Vielfach nimmt man drei Formen der Grundstufe (ć, â, ō) und damit drei verschiedene Laryngale an; es lässt sich aber wenigstens nicht streng Beweisen, dass ō je Grundstufe ist; δδομε lässt sich für diese Ansicht (KURYLOWICZ Ét. 30)1) nur dann verwerten, wenn man lat. dās und lit. dovanā hinwegerklärt."

In general, if LT ḥ₃ has been postulated for a root, its dominant ‘o-colouring’ excludes the actually attested data with Neogr. *â and/or *Č. This incompleteness, in turn, trivializes the theory, because from a comparative point of view a postulate with such an excess of material cost is of no interest.²⁹⁹


²⁹⁹ The claims of the secondary nature of paralleled root forms like Lat. dā- = Li. do- = Arm. ta- (see Cowgill 1965:145) are circular.
§2. According to Wyatt (1964:146), Saussure’s equation Gr. δορός = Lat datum violates the principle of the regularity of sound change. Indeed, it is not proper to compare the colourings ā ≠ ō in languages preserving such oppositions. The root vocalism of Lat. dàtum is identical with that of Gr. δόνος, and the vocalism of Gr. δορός is identical with that of Fal. Douiat and Umbr. pur·dōitu, with the latter corresponding to Cypr. δοτένα (= RV. dāváne) in terms of the extension *-u- and vowel quality.

§3. Saussure’s *Ō (= LT *h₃) was postulated with the help of incomplete ablaut bases, with the result that the postulate is automatically eliminated through the attested Indo-European vocalisms. It needs not concern us further here.

2.3.10 Neogr. *ō ≡ PIE *dō, *ḥaō, *aḥō, *ōḥa or *daḥ

§0. The vowel Neogr. *ō has a twofold origin in Proto-Indo-European:
(a) PIE *ō as part of the ablaut pattern PIE *dō : Ō : ē and not in environment PIE *ḥa, *aḥ.
(b) PIE *ō in environment PIE *ḥa, *aḥ (in PIE *ḥaō *aḥō *ōḥa *daḥ). Following the loss of PIE *a and PIE *h, all prototypes collided with Indo-European *ō in languages sharing such changes. Based on the outcomes of the collision, PIE *a did not have a colouring effect on PIE *ō (i.e. PIE *ō was not assimilated into PIE *a).

§1. The existence of PIE *ō as a part of the pattern PIE *dō : Ō : ē without the laryngeal is confirmed by the correspondence type Do. πόδ- : Go. fotu- with Old Anatolian parallels (cf. Hī. pada- (c.) ‘foot’), excluding the laryngeal. The ablaut pattern appears, for instance, in:
(a) Neogr. *lōgh- ‘liegen’ (P. 658-9)

   Hī. laga-
   Go. lagja-
   Gr. ναῦ λαχέω
   OIcl. lôg-
   OHG. luog-
   OCS. vû ·laga-

   (vb2M.) ‘liegen’ (HEG 2:16, Hī. la-ga-a-ri [3sg])
   (vb.) ‘ποθένα : legen’ (GoEtD. 233)
   (pr.) ‘to lie in harbour or creek’ (LSJ. 1162)
   (n.) ‘Lagerbestand für einen Tag’ (ANEEtWb. 364)
   (n.) ‘Höhle, Lager’ (WH 1:768, luog [sgN])
   (iter.) ‘hineinlegen’ (Sadnik v'444, vûlagati [inf.])

(b) Neogr. *lôdh- ‘prosper’ (P. –)

   HLU. ARHA lada-
   OIcl. lôd-
   Lyc. lada-
   Rus. láda
   Rus. ládi-

   (vb.) ‘prosper (?)’ (CHLu. 10.16.1, ARHA la-tà-ta)
   (f.n.) ‘Ertrag, Frucht’ (ANEEtWb. 362, OIcl. lôd [sgN])
   (c.) ‘Frau’ (Pedersen 1945:15-6, lada [sgN])
   (c.) ‘Gemahl(in)’ (REW 2:5, láda [sgN])
   (vb.) ‘passen, stimmen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 328, ladin’ [inf.])

(c) vpt- ‘fly, fall’ (P. 825-6, Hī. peta- (vb1.) ‘liegen’, in Hī. pid-da-an-zi [3pl])

   PIE *pōt-
   PIE *pot-

   Gr. πωτάωμαι ‘flutter’ : RV. pâtâya- (WbRV. 762)
   Gr. ποτέομαι ‘flutter’ : RV. patâya- (WbRV. 762)
§2. The existence of this ablaut type implies that both the Neogrammarians’ ablaut schemata (Neogr. *ə : ə) and its laryngeal counterpart (LT *eh₃ : ḥ₃) were not adequate: PIE *ō also appears independently of PIE *ḥa, əh, and PIE *ō alone does not justify the postulation of schwa (and/or its laryngeal counterpart).

§3. PIE *ōḥ resulted in a short vowel, except in Indo-Iranian open syllables (see Brugmann’s Law II). Consequently, compensatory lengthening does not explain the common Indo-European quantity in PIE *daḥ- ‘geben’ (P. 223-6):

Neogr. *dō- : Lat. dēnum, RV. dāná-, OCS. danū, OIr. dān, etc.

In the absence of lengthening, only the quantity PIE *ō can account for the long quantity of the cognates. Accordingly, the traditional view (supported by Szemerényi and others) is to followed.

§4. Some roots with PIE *ō tantum, the long equivalents of Szemerényi’s roots in PIE *o, are implied by the material. An example of such root has been preserved in

\[ \text{vōāl- ‘Zeit, Tag, Jahr, Mal’} \] (P. –):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HLu. ḥali-} & \quad (\text{sb.) ‘day’ (CHLu. 10.11.17, ḥa-li-i [plA])} \\
\text{CLu. ḥali-} & \quad (\text{sb.) ‘Tag’ (DLL. 38, ḥal-li-ia [sgD])} \\
\text{OInd. par-āri} & \quad (\text{adv.) ‘in the year before last’ (MonWil. 589)} \\
\text{Lat. ōlim} & \quad (\text{adv.) ‘einmal, einst, zuweilen’ (WH 2:206-7, ōlim)} \\
\text{OInd. par-āritna-} & \quad (\text{a.) ‘belonging to the year before last’ (P. 24 [diff.])}
\end{align*}
\]

PIE *ō can be postulated throughout. As a separate non-ablauting *ō would constitute a violation of the rule of the ambiguity, it should be avoided.

2.4 Vowels Neogr. *e and *ē and Ḥi. ḫ

2.4.1 Introduction and definitions

§1. The Neogrammarians postulated two cover symbols for the front vowels Neogr. *e (= *a₁) and Neogr. *ē, referred to by means of the term ‘e-vocalism’. In this section, the comparative interpretation of the phonemes – both independently and in environment PIE *ḥ – will be inferred.

2.4.2 The reconstruction of Neogr. *e \equiv \text{Gr. } ε : \text{OInd. a}

§0. Following the contributions of Curtius (1864) and Amelung (1871), Brugmann’s reconstruction (1876) finally established an original front vowel Neogr. *a₁ (= *e) for the proto-language.

§1. Brugmann (1876b:363ff.) defined the cover symbol *a₁:

Neogr. **a₁ \equiv \text{Gr. } ε, \text{ Lat. } e, \text{ OIr. } e, \text{ Arm. } e, \text{ Li. } e, \text{ OInd. } a, \text{ Av. } a, \text{ etc.}
§2. According to Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:114-131, KVG:71-72) phonetic interpretation, the cover symbol *a₁ stands for a short front vowel Neogr. *e preserved, for example, in:

- Neogr. *bheró : OInd. bhárāmi, Arm. berem, Gr. φέρω, Lat. fero
- Neogr. *ne : OInd. nā, Lat. ne scio, Go. ni, Li. nè, OCS. ne
- Neogr. *senti : OInd. sánti, Arm. en, Do. ēvr, Umbr. sent, Go. sind

§3. According to Brugmann, the vowel *e stands in ablaut relation with Neogr. *o (= *a₂) and zero-grade Ø, forming a threefold ablaut pattern Neogr. *e : Ø : *o (e.g. in Neogr. *bher- ‘tragen, bringen’ (P. 128ff.)):

- *e *bher- : Lat. fert, Hom. φέρετε, RV. bhárī, gAv. baratū
- Ø *bhṛ- : LAv. barat-, GPers. hū-bartā-, RV. bhṛtī-
- *o *bhor- : Go. bar, Gr. φόρος, OCS. sū-borū, Lat. fors

§4. In the 1870s, a confirmation for Neogr. *e was obtained through the formulation of the law of the palatals,³⁰⁰ according to which Neogr. *k and *k० collided in Satem *k. These split into a palatal and a velar, according to the historical quality (‘front’ vs. ‘back’) of the following phoneme, resulting in

OInd. c, Av. č, OCS. č, etc. OInd. k, Av. k, OCS. k, etc.

Owing to this complementary distribution, the Sanskrito-centric reconstruction of palatal stops (e.g. OInd. c, j, jh) practiced by some Paleogrammarians was abandoned.

As a consequence of this development, it is necessary to reconstruct at least two different full-grade vowels, a palatalizing vowel PIE *e and a non-palatalizing vowel PIE *o in opposition (PIE *e ≠ PIE *o).

§5. In the Elis dialect of Greek, the pan-Hellenic Gr. ε has turned into α (see Brugmann Grundr.² 1:117-118) in a similar fashion as Indo-Iranian. This accounts for Locr. α in examples like the following:

- Gr. ἡτος ‘Jahr’ : Locr. ἑτής (GEW 1:583)
- Do. ἥμερα ‘Tag’ : Locr. ἥμαι (GEW 1:634)
- Gr. ἔστερο- ‘abendlich’ : Locr. ἐστιατίον (GEW 1:575)
- Gr. φέρω ‘tragen’ : Locr. φάρω (GEW 2:1003f.)
- Gr. ἑρέσσω ‘rudern’ : Locr. ἑράτους (a month) (GEW 1:129,553)

The Old Anatolian parallels lacking a laryngeal (cf. Hi. ίετ- ‘Jahr’ : Gr. ἡτος ‘id.’) now confirm that Locr. α is not to be explained on the basis of PIE *hā, *ah (and schwebeablaut), but through a separate sound law PGr. *e → Locr. α.

³⁰⁰ The law of the palatals (‘Palatalgesetze’), an idea that was in the air at the time, has been credited to various authors.
2.4.3 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *e

§0. The problems related to the laryngeal PIE *h and its connection to PIE ablaut patterning have resulted in a situation in which the cover symbol Neogr. *e requires additional clarifications for a successful reconstruction of the data.

§1. The fundamental (and single most difficult) problem of the (Proto)-Indo-European ablaut is the commonplace alternation Neogr. *e : *æ a ā³⁰¹ in correspondences. Up to this point, the problem has remained unsolved by all theories, despite the availability of Old Anatolian parallels.

§2. The traditional (Neogrammarian) theory lacks both functioning patterns for the description of the ablaut Neogr. *e : *æ a ā, as well as the reconstruction phoneme PIE *h. As a result, the theory is outdated and can serve only as the starting point for necessary explication.

§3. The monolaryngealism has PIE *h, but in its preliminary formulation (Zgusta) all attested vocalisms, including Neogr. *e : *æ a ā, are reconstructed without PIE ablaut patterning underlying the surface level of the Indo-European vocalism. Consequently, this theory also needs to be improved in terms of the ablaut.

§4. In contrast to these problems of the laryngeal theory are of internal (or self-inflicted) character:

(a) The ubiquitous colouring rule of *h₂ of the three-laryngealism is in contradiction with the adjacent short PIE *e in examples of the following type:

| Hi. ueh- | (vb1A.) 'sich wenden, usw. (HHHand. 200, ū-e-eh-zi) |
| Umbr. ue- | (vb.) 'wenden' (WbOU. 835-6, uetu [3sg]) |

In the six-laryngealism of Puhvel (1960, 1965), this problem is obviated by adding the number of laryngeals (in this case, through the postulation of an 'e-colouring' laryngeal allegedly preserved in Old Anatolian). However, this modulation of Pedersen’s two-laryngealism does not suffice to solve the problem, because Neogr. *æ a ā implying PIE *h (= h₂) recurs in related forms, such as:

| Gr. ðouv- | (vb.) 'winnow' (Hes. ðouvai · πειρατείοι) |
| Gr. ðήνo | (vb.) 'winnow' (GEW 1:42, GrGr. 1:694, LSJ. 40) |

(b) The compensatory lengthening of the laryngeal theory is too strong in the face of the short *e appearing before the laryngeal in Hi. ueh- = Umbr. ue- defining PIE *e.

(c) The inconsistencies have led some proponents of the laryngeal theory to denial of the data (e.g. Kuryłowicz (1956:174-187)). However, owing to the considerable number of examples, which sufficiently establish the phenomenon,³⁰² such tacks are


³⁰² Among others, the alternation – confirmed by parallels – is attested in the comparisons Hi. pahur/n-(n). 'Feuer' (TochA. por) : OHG. fiur; Lat. iacīō 'throw' : Lat. iēcī (Gr. ἵκος); Lat. capiō (Gr. καλπάω) : Lat. cεπεi; Lat. faciō (Phryg. ἀδδοκετ) : Lat. fēcī (Gr. ἔθρηκα); and Lat. magnus (MidIr. maģe) : Gr. μέγας (Arm. mec).
less attractive. After all, the ultimate goal is the solution of the problem, and as the comparative method is the tool designed for the purpose, one should have no doubt about proceeding in this manner instead.

2.4.4 Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *e v *eŋa v *aŋe

§0. The fundamental problem of the cover symbol Neogr. *e is its connection to the laryngeal PIE *h and the ablaut Neogr. *e : *ə a ā. This problem is solvable with the following definitions for the traditional cover symbol in System PIE:

Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *e v PIE *eŋa v PIE *aŋe.

The correctness of the solution will be demonstrated for each term of the disjunction.

§1. The subset Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *e represents the correspondence type characterized by the common Proto-Indo-European *e and the absence of the Old Anatolian laryngeal (or any other criteria implying PIE *əa or PIE *aŋ in the rest of the group). The vowel referred to is preserved, for instance, in

Neogr. *gəθen- ‘schlagen, usw.’ (P. 491-3):

Hī. gën- (vb.) ‘schlagen, erschlagen, töten’ (HHand. 81)
RV. hän- (pr.) ‘(er)schlagen, kämpfen’ (WbRV. 1642)
gAv. jën- (pr.) ‘schlagend treffen’ (AIWb. 492)

Reflecting the original Neogrammarians definition, the correspondence set Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *e has been correctly defined since that time and requires no further comment.

§2. The subset Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *eŋa represents PIE *e (as defined above), followed by PIE *əa. The following features characterize the subset:

1. In Old Anatolian the laryngeal Hī. ū has been preserved as such and the vowel PIE *a has been lost without assimilation of the neighbouring PIE *e.

2. In the rest of the group, both PIE *a and PIE *h have been lost without assimilation (or ‘colouring effect’) or compensatory lengthening of PIE *e. In addition, the languages that preserve the oppositions Neogr. *ə a ā often indicate this vocalism by means of the schwebeablaut.

Both treatments, which are supported by measurable features of the data, have been preserved in examples like (a) PIE *uęŋa- ‘wenden’:

Hī. uęh- (vb1A.) ‘sich wenden, usw.’ (HHand. 200, ū-e-ęŋ-zi)
Umbr. ueh- (vb.) ‘wenden’ (OUD. 835-6, uetv [3sg])

As can be readily seen, the Old Anatolian laryngeal has been preserved, but there is no colouring effect (Hī. e = Umbr. e) or compensatory lengthening (Umbr. e). In addition, the extensions *-n- and *-t- confirm PIE *a in the assimilated Gr. α (Lat. a):

Hī. uęhan-
Gr. ūęv-
(n.) ‘Wenden, Wendung’ (HHand. 191, uęhanaš [sgG])
(vb.) ‘winnow’ (Hes. ūęvov ‘περιππίσσω’)
Gr. αἴνω (vb.) ‘winnow’ (GEW 1:42, GrGr. 1:694, LSJ. 40)
Lat. uanno- (m.) ‘Futterschwinge’ (WH 2:731, uannus [sgN])

In this way, the following stems can be reconstructed:

PIE *uehə-  →  Hi. ueh- (Hi. uhəzi), Umbr. ue- (Umbr. uetu)
PIE *uehə ěn-  →  Ḥi. uəhan- (Ḥi. uhənaš), Gr. ἅῦν- (Hes. ἅῦνα)

(b) PIE *mēha- ‘time, noon, zenith’ (P. 703-704):

PIE *mēha n-  →  Hi. mēhn- (Go. aldo min-)
PPIE *mēha ěn-  →  Lat. mān- (Lat. mānī)

§3. The subset Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *ahe represents PIE *e (as defined above), following PIE *a. The following features characterize the subset:

1. In Old Anatolian the vowel PIE *a has been lost without assimilation (or ‘colouring effect’) of the neighbouring PIE *e, and the laryngeal Ḥi. ʰ is preserved as such.

2. In the rest of the group, both PIE *a and PIE *ʰ have been lost without assimilation (or ‘colouring effect’) or compensatory lengthening of PIE *e. In addition, the languages that preserve the distinctions Neogr. *ə a ā often indicate that vocalism.

Both treatments, which are supported by measurable features of the data, have been preserved in

PIE *aheid- ‘peak, top, stronghold, strong’ (P. 8-9):

Hi. ḫegid- (NA4n.) ‘peak, stronghold’ (HEG 1:235, ḫė-gur)
RV. āgra- (n.) ‘Spitze, äußerstes ende, Gipfel’ (EWA 1:45f.)
RV. agrimá- (a.) ‘an der Spitze stehend, erster’ (KEWA 1:18)

In addition, Lat. agrippa (WP 1:38ff.) is based on the zero grade of the root PIE vheid- with prothetic *e PIE *eaheid-, implying PIE *a through assimilation.

§4. In connection with the definition

Neogr. *e  ≡  PIE *e v*eha v*ahe  (System PIE),

the following general remarks should be noted:

(a) The lack of assimilation in examples of OAnat. eʰ ḫe with etymological PIE *e (versus PIE *i) and other Indo-European data provides the criterion for deciding whether PIE *ʰa or PIE *aʰ should be reconstructed for a root: Hi. uhə- (vb.) ‘sich wenden, etc.’ implies PIE *ʰa (rather than PIE *aʰ), because PIE *e has not been assimilated and the position of PIE *ā is thus confirmed.
(b) Following the loss of PIE *a and PIE *ʰ, PIE *eʰa results in a short vowel (Umbr. e, Go. i, etc.), as is the case with PIE *eähl (i.e. no compensatory lengthening takes place, regardless of the mutual order of PIE *a and PIE *ʰ following PIE *e).

(c) The absence of any colouring effect (assimilation) is a regular feature in System PIE: with PIE *ʰ standing between PIE *e and PIE *a, there was no immediate contact between the vowels and assimilation was thus prevented.

(d) As they are of particular relevance for the reconstruction of the material, it should be underlined that PIE *a and PIE *ʰ (i.e. diphonemic PIE * hạ and PIE *ah) were lost practically without trace in the later Indo-European languages, as illustrated by the examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I : PIE</th>
<th>II : OAnat.</th>
<th>III : Later IE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIE *u реша-</td>
<td>Ḥí. u реша- ‘sich wenden’</td>
<td>Umbr. uc- ‘wenden’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE *me реша-</td>
<td>Ḥí. me реша- ‘time, noon’</td>
<td>Go. min- ‘Zeit’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In practice, this means that the laryngeal PIE *ʰ can be found in practically any position where Neogr. *e is traditionally reconstructed. A systematic and comprehensive re-evaluation of all the material, based on the measurable criteria for PIE *ʰ and PIE *a in the cognates, is urgently required. In order to illustrate the identification and use of the criteria in philological and comparative inference, the root Neogr. *seu- ‘(yellow) liquid’ (P. 912) may be cited. Within the data, five criteria for PIE *ʰ and *a are attested:

1. PIE *s реша- ‘Soma, Urin, Schmutz’:
   - RV. só- (ao.) ‘Soma pressen, keltern’ (WbRV. 1523, sóť [2pl])
   - Ḥí. še реша r/n- (n.) ‘Urin, Schmutz’ (HEG 2:973-7, še-e-ʰur [sgNA])
   - Ḥí. še реша ·kaniauant- (pt.) ‘mit Urin (še реша-) befleckt’ (HEG 2:972)

PIE *eʰ is directly confirmed by Hittite, but there is no colouring effect or compensatory lengthening in the Rig-Veda.

2. PIE *s реша- ‘Flußname’ with Neogr. *a appears in the assimilated root vowels of
   - Illyr. sau реша- (m.) ‘Flußname’ (P. 912-3, Illyr. sauus [sgN])
   - O Gaul. sau реша- (f.) ‘Flußname’ (P. 912-3, O Gaul. sau [sgN]),

   thus implying PIE * hạ for the root.

3. In PIE *o-grade (for a perfect verb and a noun), the lengthening of Brugmann’s Law II can be claimed for Indo-Iranian in

PIE *s реша- ‘Soma pressen’:

   - RV. sus реша- (pf.) ‘Soma pressen’ (WbRV. 1523, susάva [3sg])
   - RV. s реша- (m.) ‘Somapreβung, Somaspende’ (WbRV. 1513)

4. PIE *ʰ and PIE *a are simultaneously confirmed by the form RV. sómam [sgA], requiring a scansion CV’V:CV in RV. 4.26.7:

   - RV. sा्मा- (m.) ‘Soma’ (WbRV. 1579, sómam [three-syllabic])
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Hi. šeḥu ṛṇ-   (n.) ‘Urin, Schmutz’ (HEG 2:973-7, ṛ-e-hur [sgNA])

Here the quantity RV. ū points to an assimilation of the accented PIE *ā into the following PIE *u: PIE *seḥūmo- → PIfr. *sahūma-.

5. The quantity RV. ū is confirmed by other branches in PIE *sḥāu-Σ- ‘regnen, schütten’:

Hi. ẓṣ đua-   (vb.) ‘schütten, werfen’ (HEG 1:391, ẓṣ-ḥu-na-u-ua-ar)
TochA. sūmān-   (pt.M.) ‘regnend’ (Poucha 375, sūmām [sgN])
Latv. sūlā-   (vb) ‘siepen’ (P. 913, sūlāt [inf.])

The common Indo-European /ū/ ← ūu ← PIE *ḥāu reflects PIE *ā, in contrast with the loss of unaccented PIE *a in PIE *sḥau (cf. RV. susumā [1pl], WbRV. 1523).

§5. In practice, PIE *ḥa and PIE *aḥ are often implied by several witnesses, all mutually supporting each other: PIE *h is implied by the Hittite laryngeal (Všeḥu-) and confirmed by Rig-Vedic hiatus (RV. vśā’ū-), while PIE *a is implied by ‘a-colouring’ (OGaul. vṣau-) and confirmed by the long diphthong (TochA. vśu- : RV. vśā’ū-). Both PIE *ḥ and PIE *a in PIE *ḥa are thus proven by two witnesses (Fick’s Rule). In a similar manner, the diphonemic PIE *ḥa, aḥ solves all irregularities within the framework of a single laryngeal PIE *h.

2.4.5 Reconstruction of Neogr. *ē ≡ Gr. η : OInd. ā

§0. Neogr. *ē, the long variant of Neogr. *e, replaced Paleogr. *ā as the eighth cover symbol for the vowels in the Neogrammarius vowel system.

§1. For the long front vowel Neogr. *ē, Brugmann reconstructed

Neogr. *ē   Gr. η, Lat. ē, Go. e, Li. ē, OCS. ē   : OInd. ā, Av. ā.

Brugmann provided the following (Grundr.2 1:131-137; KVG 72-74) examples for the correspondence:

OInd. ādhām : Arm. e-dī, Go. ga-dēps, Lat. fēcī, OCS. dēti, ...
OInd. prātā- : Gr. πλῆτα, Lat. plēnus, Alb. pl’ot, Arm. li, ...
OInd. syās : Gr. είς, OLat. siēs [opt2sg], ...

§2. In the Neogrammarius system, Neogr. *ē stood in ablaut with Neogr. *ə in an identical manner as the two other quantities Neogr. *ō and *ā. According to Brugmann, the pattern appears, for instance, in Neogr. *plē- ‘voll’ with an alleged zero grade:

*plōist(h)o- : Av. fraēṣta- ‘plurimus’ : OInc. flestr ‘id.’ (Grundr. 12:173).303

---

303 Note that Brugmann’s example is ill-chosen: Gr. πλῆτα- (sup.) ‘meist’ (GEW 2:556) has no schwa.
§3. In addition, according to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:174-175), the vocalism of Gr. θετός is Neogr. *e, thus standing in ablaut with Neogr. *ē (Gr. τῆθημυ) as Neogr. *o : *ō in Gr. δοτός : δίδωμι. 304

§4. With the two coefficients A, Ō and compensatory lengthening, Saussure (1878, Rec. 133) found himself in trouble with the remaining quantity Neogr. *ē. Saussure suggested Neogr. *ē = *ėA (Rec. 133- = 1878:141), but having already posited DS *eA = Neogr. *ā, the idea violated the principle of the regularity of sound change: it is not allowed for an identical starting point to develop in two different directions in an unchanged environment.

§5. Møller (1879), seeking additional laryngeals for his Indo-Semitic hypothesis, suggested that yet another, additional item *E was to be postulated for Neogr. *ē = **eE, patterning as:

*dhEE : Gr. τῆθημυ : Lat. fēcī : OInd. didhāti
*dhE : Gr. θετό- : Lat. faciō : OInd. hitā-, etc. 305

Thus, at least on paper, Møller succeeded in eliminating the long vowels Neogr. *ā, ō, ē with compensatory lengthening and three ‘colouring’ laryngeals *eE, eA, eO (= LT *eh₁, eh₂, eh₃). 306

§6. In the dialect of Elis (Grundr² 1:132), the common Greek η (Do. ἰθω = Att. ιθω) has turned into α (El. ἰθω) The phenomenon does not imply PIE *ha, ah, but corresponds to the respective development of the short vowel Gr. ε → El. α.

2.4.6 Problems of the reconstruction of Neogr. *ē

§0. The problems of the reconstruction theories in the treatment of the cover symbol Neogr. *ē closely resemble those of its short counterpart, Neogr. *e.

§1. Though correctly postulated, the traditional (Neogrammarian) interpretation of the cover symbol Neogr. *ē is outdated owing to the emergence of the Anatolian laryngeal (= PIE *ha *ah) and the defect ablaut patterns attached to the item.

(a) In particular, the Neogrammarian ablaut pattern Neogr. *ē : ə lacks justification for the same reasons as Neogr. *ō : ə. Nothing in Neogr. *ē itself requires Neogr. *ə (= PIE *ha, ah), because the ablaut pattern PIE *ē : e : Ø did appear without PIE *h (i.e. the pattern Neogr. *ē : ə overgenerates schwa). In order to illustrate this, the

304 Rather than admitting this, Brugmann (Grundr² 1:174-175) sought to explain the Greek ‘e-vocalism’ by means of analogy: “In den Formen […] liegt Umfahrung des e im Anschluss an die Formen mit η (τῆθημυ) und ο (δίδωμι).”

305 Møller (1879:151n1) writes: “Saussure stellt ausser dem A noch ein zweites wurzelhates element derselben art auf für wurzeln wie stufe 1 und 2 δο-, stufe 0δο-, und er hätte für wurzeln wie stufe 1 θη- germ. δē-, 2 germ. δο-, δ θε- skr. hī-lat. a in ratus, satus (s. 140ff.) nach meiner ansicht noch ein drittes aufstellen sollen. Diese wurzelhaften elementen werden als consonantische (A die tönende, E die tonlose kehlkopfspirans?, O das kehlkopf-r?) aufzufassen sein.”

306 On Møller’s contribution to the laryngeal theory, see Szemerényi (1973:1-2, 5-8).
ablaut *ē : e : Ø without schwa/laryngeal is attested in prefixed (V)C, interdigitated C(V)C and suffixed C(V) positions as follows:
1. (V)C- *reajhn- ‘Freude’ (with Neogr. *ran-, *e · ran-, *ē · ran-):
   RV. rāṇa- (m.) ‘Ergötzen, Lust, Freude’ (WbRV. 1135-6)
   Gr. ἡ qasv- (m.) ‘Freundesmahl, Schmaus’ (GEW 1:547)
   Gr. ἔπι ἰ qasv- (a.) ‘gefällig, angenehm, willkommen’ (GEW 1:641)
2. C(V)C- *ueğh- ‘fahren, führen’ (ablaut Neogr. *uğh-, *ueğh-, *ueğh-):307
   RV. nī (...) uh- (aoM.) ‘zuführen’ (WbRV. 1243, nī (...) uhīta [opt3sg])
   Gr. ﬆďox- (vb1.) ‘bringen’ (GEW 1:604, Pamph. ﬆďέξετο [3sg])
   Lat. uēx- (pf.) ‘fahren, führen, tragen, bringen’ (WH 2:742, uēxi)
3. C(V)- *dēh- ‘set’ (Neogr. *dh-, *dhe-, *dhē-):
   RV. dadh- (pf.) ‘einsitzen, aufrichten’ (WbRV. 670, dadhús [3pl])
   Gr. θετό- (pt.a.) ‘adoptiert’ (GEW 2:897, θέτος [sgN])308
   Gr. τιθη- (pr.) ‘setzen, legen’ (GEW 2:897-8, τιτημ [1sg])309

The Neogrammian ablaut schema Neogr. *ē : ø is unacceptable because nothing in the vowel *ē as such justifies the postulation of schwa (and/or the laryngeal).
(b) Several Indo-Iranian suffixes -i- generated by the ablaut schemata Neogr. *ē : ø have been interpreted as automatically representing Neogr. *ø despite the ambiguity of OInd. i (= Neogr. *i or *ø). In practice, however, all instances must be settled through comparison. Thus, for instance,
   RV. api ·dhí- (m.) ‘Bedeckung’ (WbRV. 76, apidhín [plA])

does not necessarily contain Neogr. *ø (cf. Lat. faciō ‘machen, usw.’ WH 1:440-4) or ʰh₁, owing to the comparatively confirmed PIE *i- in:
   √dh-i- ‘setzen’ (ablaut *dhei- ∗dhi-)307
   Hi. dei- (pf.) ‘setzen, legen’ (HEG 3:19-23, de-iḥ-hi [1sg])
   Hi. dai- (pf.) ‘setzen’ (HEG 3:19, ta-it-ti [2sg])
   RV. iṣu ·dhay- (m.obl.) ‘Köcher-’ (WbRV. 277, iṣudhés [sgG])
   LAv. ni ·ḍaya- (pr.) ‘niedersetzen’ (AIWb. 721, niḍayeintê [3pl])
   RV. iṣu ·dhí- (m.) ‘Köcher’ (WbRV. 277, iṣudhís [N], iṣudhín [plA])
   RV. dadhi- (red.pf.) ‘setzen’ (WbRV. 670, dadhimá [1pl])
   OHi. ziki- (iter.) ‘festsetzen’ (HEG 3:19, zi-ik-ki-iz-zi [3sg])

---

307 The lack of a laryngeal in the root is proven by HLu. uaza- (vb.) ‘carry’ (CHLu. 2.11.7, HLu. PES2(-)w²/i-za-ha [1sg]).
308 The Greek normal grade is confirmed in RV. dhána- (n.) ‘Kampfpreis, Beute, Schatz, Reichtum, Gut’ (WbRV. 654) with Neogr. *dhño- or *dhño-.
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The extension has normal ablaut grades, PIE *e in Hi. ∫dei-, PIE *o in Hi. ∫dai- and zero grade in OHi. ∫zi- (= RV. dhi-).

§2. The monolaryngealism lacks meaningful ablaut patterns, explaining the surface-level vocalism of the Indo-European languages, and it also needs to be developed in relation to the vowel SZ *ê.

§3. Møller’s analysis of Neogr. *ê ≡ **eE (à la Saussure’s eA and eÔ) and the generalization of the Neogrammarian ablaut schemata have created an inconsistency in the laryngeal theory: Compensatory lengthening did not take place in PIE *êh (see above) and there is no reason to expect a lengthening in Møller’s *eE either, especially as it contains the erroneously postulated *E (= LT ʰh₁).

2.4.7 Neogr. *ê ≡ PIE *ê v *êha v *aêê

§0. The comparative interpretation of the cover symbol Neogr. *ê matches that of Neogr. *e, except for the long quantity. Accordingly, for the traditional long front vowel the following definition holds:

Neogr. *ê  ≡  PIE *ê v PIE *êha v PIE *aêê    (System PIE).

In general, the treatment of the subsets is identical to the respective short ones, except that there is no confirmed quantity available in Old Anatolian. Therefore, the traditional Indo-European material is utilized in examples.

§1. The subset Neogr. *ê ≡ PIE *ê represents the correspondence type characterized by the continuation of PIE *ê and the absence of an Old Anatolian laryngeal or any other criteria implying PIE *êha v PIE *aê in the rest of the group. The situation is preserved, for instance, in

- RV. vákṣ- (s.ao.) ‘zuführen’ (WbRV. 1243, ávât [2sg])
- Lat. uēx- (pf.) ‘fahren, führen, tragen, bringen’ (WH 2:742, uēxī)
- OCS. vēs- (s.ao.) ‘fahren’ (Sadnik ∫1063, vēsu [1sg])

In the absence of the laryngeal in Old Anatolian (cf. HLu. uaza- (vb.) ‘carry’ (CHLu. 2.11.7, PES₂(-)w³/1-za-ha [1sg])), an original PIE *ê not resulting from compensatory lengthening (LT ʰeh₁) is reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European.

§2. The subset Neogr. *ê ≡ PIE *êha represents PIE *ê (as defined above), followed by PIE *êha. The subset is characterized by the following features: though no confirmed examples from Old Anatolian are available, in the rest of the group both PIE *a and PIE *êa have been lost without assimilation (or ‘colouring effect’). In addition, the languages that reflect Neogr. *a a ã often indicate this vocalism and/or some other criteria for the laryngeal. An example of the situation is preserved in PIE *sêhamen- ‘Same, Saat’ (P. 889f.):

- Li. sêmen- (m.) ‘Leinsamen, -saat’ (LiEtWb. 774, sêmens)
- Lat. sêmen- (n.) ‘Same, Geschlecht, Nachkomme’ (WH 2:512)
Umbr. semenia- (f.) ‘Same, Saat’ (WbOU. 662-3, semenii [plDabl])

The Lithuanian acute implies the laryngeal, which is confirmed by the ‘a-vocalism’ in PIE *ṣṇaeto-:

Lat. sato-

(n.pl.) ‘cultivated plants, offspring’ (OxLatD. 1692)

OGaul. sato-

(PNm.) ‘Sohn’ (ACSS. 2:1381, satus [sgN])

§3. The subset Neogr. *če ≡ PIE *ahē represents PIE *čē following PIE *aḥ. Though no confirmed Old Anatolian examples are available in the rest of the group, both PIE *a and PIE *ā have been lost without assimilation (or ‘colouring effect’). Furthermore, the languages that reflect the quality Neogr. *a a ā often preserve this vocalism and/or some other criteria for PIE *ā. These circumstances can be exemplified by the isogloss

PIE *diaḥēu- ‘Himmel, Zeus’:

RV. di’āu- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 604, RV. diāuṣ [N])

Gr. ζεῖ- (*m.) ‘sky-god, Zeus’ (GEW 1:610-1, ζεῖζ [sgN])

Here the Rig-Vedic hiatus, implying PIE *ā, is supported by the Dorian ā in forms without the extension * -u-:

Do. ζή- (m.) ‘Zeus’ (Schwyzer GrGr. 1:576f., ζῆ [N], ζῶν [A])

RV. dyā- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 604, dyām [sgA])

§4. The long vowels PIE *če *ō are confirmed for Indo-European languages beyond any shadow of a doubt. Attempts to eliminate these by means of compensatory lengthening, accent or other processes have met with failure. Thus, the postulation of laryngeals based on quantity (and the root axiom CеC₂-C₃-) is unacceptable in the following correspondence types:

Hili. ḫaša- (c.) ‘Feuerstelle’ (HEG 1:196, ḫa-aš-ša-aš [sgN])

OLat. āśā- (f.) ‘Aufbau zum Opfern, Altar’ (WH 1:61, āsa)

310 Note that in an archaic spelling of the word Umbr. semenia- (f.) ‘Same, Saat’ (WbOU. 662-3, semenii [sgG]), a laryngeal appears exactly in the predicted position.

311 Since PIE *eḥa results in short vowel IE e without compensatory lengthening, the quantity of this class (Lat. ē, Li. ē, etc.) must represent the original state of affairs (i.e. that of PIE *eḥa).

312 From a typological point of view, Saussure’s compensatory lengthening was baseless from the very beginning, as pointed out by Lindeman (1997:24, fn3): “It should be noted in this connection that, according to St. R. Anderson Linguistic Inquiry 12, 1981, 516: ‘Apparently, compensatory lengthening does not arise unless a language already has distinctively long vowels and/or diphthongs […] languages do not develop a new length constrast solely through the operation of compensatory lengthening.’”

313 Streitberg (1900:305-415) postulated a compensatory lengthening of a stressed vowel in an open syllable if a following syllable was lost (e.g. pedos → Lat. pēs). This was correctly rejected by Wackernagel (AiGr. 1:68) and Bloomfield (1895:5f.), who referred to many nouns of the “bhos type that had survived without becoming bhōrs.

314 Note that Kuryłowicz (1962:113) later withdrew his earlier ideas: “Die Tatsache, daß auf Grund von Formen mit e-Vokalismus Formen mit der Schwundstufe i, u, mit der Abtönung α, mit der Dehnstufe ḫ usw. gebildet werden, kann nicht als Beweis gelten, daß sämtliche i, u, o, ḫ usw. sekundären und relativ späten Ursprungs sind.”
Since compensatory lengthening did not take place, a laryngeal $h_1$ in LT $^\text{1}h_2eh_1s$- is unmotivated and PIE $^*\text{haēs}$- (Ḥi. $\text{haēs}$- = OLat. $\text{ās}$-) with PIE $^*\text{ē}$ (Lat. $\text{pēd}$-, etc.) is postulated.

### 2.5 PIE Ablaut and PIE $^*\text{h}$ in System PIE

#### 2.5.1 PIE $^*\text{ha}$, $^*\text{a}h$ and the Proto-Indo-European ablaut

§0. The appearance of Neogr. $^*\text{a}$ (= PIE $^*\text{a}$) and Hi. $\text{h}$ (= PIE $^*\text{h}$) in diphonemic PIE $^*\text{ha}$ and PIE $^*\text{a}h$ leads to a breakthrough in the laryngeal problem. In the context of research history, the diphonemic PIE $^*\text{ha}$ $^*\text{a}h$ represents a synthesis in which the vocalic aspect of the traditional reconstruction Neogr. $^*\text{p}\text{(a)}\text{ter}$- ‘father’ and the consonantal aspect of the laryngealist reconstruction LT $^*\text{p}\text{(h)}\text{ter}$- ‘idem’ have been interpolated in a prototype comprised of both components in PIE $^*\text{pa}h\text{ter}$-. As the diphonemic PIE $^*\text{ha}$ $^*\text{a}h$ suffices to solve all segmental problems of the PIE phonology, the laryngeal crisis of the Indo-European linguistics promises to soon be resolved.

§1. Brugmann’s eight-vowel system

\[
\text{Neogr.} \quad ^*\text{a} \quad ^*\text{a} \quad ^*\text{ã} \quad ^*\text{å} \quad ^*\text{å} \quad ^*\text{o} \quad ^*\text{ō} \quad ^*\text{e} \quad ^*\text{ē}
\]

and the single laryngeal reconstructed on the basis of Old Anatolian

\[
\text{PIE} \quad ^*\text{h} \quad \equiv \quad \text{Hi.} \quad \text{h}, \quad \text{Pal.} \quad \text{h}, \quad \text{Clu.} \quad \text{h}, \quad \text{HLu.} \quad \text{h}
\]

solve the laryngeal problem by combining the traditional Neogr. $^*\text{a}$ (PIE $^*\text{a}$) and the modern reconstructions of PIE $^*\text{h}$ into diphonemic PIE $^*\text{ha}$ $^*\text{a}h$. A measurable trace of PIE $^*\text{a}$ is occasionally preserved in the metric scansion of Rig-Veda, not only proving PIE $^*\text{a}$ but also PIE $^*\text{h}$ with hiatus. By way of illustration, though no Old Anatolian forms of PIE $\text{v}\text{haēg}$- ‘treiben’ (P. 4ff.) have been identified, the diphonemic $^*\text{ha}$ is confirmed by the form

\[
\text{RV. pārī jman-} \quad \text{(m.)} \quad \text{'Umwandler, Herumdandler'} \quad \text{(WbRV. 785)}.
\]

The stem requires a four-syllabic scansion in RV. 1.122.3, and as Grassmann’s scansion PIIr. $^*\text{pari}j\text{mā}$ is impossible (PIIr. $^*\text{a}$ cannot be lost), PIE $^*\text{perihāgmēn}$- (PIIr. $^*\text{pari}j\text{man}$-) remains the sole possible prototype. Since PIE $^*\text{h}$ is required by hiatus and PIE $^*\text{a}$ by the fourth syllable, only PIE $^*\text{ha}$ can be reconstructed.

(a) Since PIE $^*\text{h}$ (= Hi. $\text{h}$) and PIE $^*\text{a}$ (= Lat. $\text{a}$ : OInd. i) are well-defined, their appearance in diphonemic PIE $^*\text{ha}+\text{a}$ and PIE $^*\text{a}+\text{h}$ does not violate the comparative rules. On the contrary, just such prototypes are required in order to explain the material in a regular and consistent manner.

(b) The diphonemic synthesis allows the reconstruction of all attested Indo-European ablaut grades with the PIE ablaut $^*\text{ē}$ e $\emptyset$ o $\ddot{\text{o}}$, as indicated in:

\[
^*\text{haēg} \rightarrow \quad \text{Lat. amb-āgēs ‘Umgang’, Do. στρατ-αγός ‘Heerführer’, etc.}
\]
In addition, the perfect in *č without ‘colouring effect’ is accounted for by

*čhač- → Lat. ěči ‘(be)treiben’, Gr. ἐγω, RV. ájati, Av. ažaiti, etc.

§2. Brugmann’s eight cover symbols Neogr. *ā a ā o ō e ē have the following upgraded values in System PIE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neogr.</th>
<th>Indo-European:</th>
<th>System PIE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø [= ē]</td>
<td>Gr. Ø : OInd. Ø</td>
<td>PIE *a (in *ha v aḥ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*a [= ē]</td>
<td>Gr. a : OInd. i</td>
<td>PIE *ā (in *hā v aḥ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*a</td>
<td>Gr. a : OInd. a</td>
<td>PIE *hāe v eəḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ā</td>
<td>Do. ā : OInd. ā</td>
<td>PIE *hāe v ēəḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*o</td>
<td>Gr. o : OInd. āCV</td>
<td>PIE *oḥa v oəḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ā</td>
<td>Gr. o : OInd. a</td>
<td>PIE *o v ḥa v aḥo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ō</td>
<td>Gr. ō : OInd. ā</td>
<td>PIE *ō v ḥa v oḥa v əḥa v aḥō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*e</td>
<td>Gr. e : OInd. a</td>
<td>PIE *e v eḥa v ahe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ē</td>
<td>Do. ē = OInd. ā</td>
<td>PIE *ē v ēḥa v aḥē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By means of these reconstructions, the traditional eight correspondence sets have been interpreted in terms of the simple phonemes PIE *h *a *e *ō. Since all cover symbols can be presented in terms of System PIE, diphonemic PIE *ha aḥ is the sufficient condition for the solution of the laryngeal problem. This being the case, I congratulate Zgusta, Szemerényi, Laroche, Burrow, Tischler and others for their correct postulation of the single laryngeal PIE *ḥ (≡ Hi. ḫ), and for the breakthrough that this allowed in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European.

§3. Since Streitberg (1900:307), ‘schwa’ and the ‘zero grade’ have been taken to indicate vṛddhi (or ‘Dehnstufe’; see Streitberg (1900:305-415)) with two different origins. In System PIE, only one ablaut occurs, the pattern

PIE *ō *o Ø *e *ē (ABL Aut).

From this basic pattern, the ablaut with schwa results in environment PIE *ha and *aḥ (≡ ABL Aut+ḥ).

315 With this, Eichner’s (1988:128) criticism of the comparative method lacking theory is outdated.

316 Thus, crediting Szemerényi, Burrow (1979:vi) writes: “[...] there was only one laryngeal in the original [P]IE inventory of phonemes, namely that which appears in Hittite as ḫ.”

317 For a summary of the Neogrammarians vowel/ablaut system, see Brugmann (Grundr2 1:93).
§4. The maximal ablaut consists of all permutations of PIE *ʰa, *aḥ and PIE *ɔ : ʰ : ē. For a single ablaut vowel in a fixed position, one obtains:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>*०</th>
<th>*०</th>
<th>ॐ</th>
<th>*०</th>
<th>*०</th>
<th>∴ ABLAUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*ʰa०</td>
<td>*ʰa०</td>
<td>*ʰa</td>
<td>*ʰae</td>
<td>*ʰaेइ</td>
<td>∴ ʰ + ABLAUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*aḥ०</td>
<td>*aḥ०</td>
<td>*aḥ</td>
<td>*aḥe</td>
<td>*aḥे</td>
<td>∴ aḥ + ABLAUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*०ba</td>
<td>*०ba</td>
<td>*ba</td>
<td>*eba</td>
<td>*eba</td>
<td>∴ ABLAUT + ʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*०aḥ</td>
<td>*aḥ</td>
<td>*aḥ</td>
<td>*e ḍa</td>
<td>*e ḍa</td>
<td>∴ ABLAUT + aḥ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Indo-European ablaut patterns (e.g. Neogr. *e : ॐ : *o, Neogr. *a, *e, *० : *a, Neogr. *a : o and Neogr. *ā : e Grundr² 1:170-178) are subsets of the table (i.e. in terms of patterning, the problem of Indo-European ablaut vocalism has been solved).

§5. Puhvel (1960:35) writes:

“Until and unless there is a proof to the contrary, we are well advised to work with reasonably broadly defined symbolism.” 318

As the comparative method permits use of a single laryngeal PIE *ʰ (in PIE *ʰa, aḥ) and vowels PIE *e : ॐ : ॐ : ०, it can be hoped that the most capable Indo-European linguists will be willing to reduce the number of laryngeals319 by removing the items ʰh₁, ʰh₃, ... (which contradict the existing Indo-European ablaut variation)320 from the phoneme inventory.321

§6. In terms of Proto-Indo-European vowel quantity, in particular the following should be noted:

(a) Owing to the alternations PIE *e : ० and PIE *o : ०, the question of the existence of PIE *ə (the long counterpart of PIE *a) can be posited. If PIE *ə did exist, it would have collided with PIE *ə+e, e+ə. Despite my best attempts, I have so far been unable to verify or falsify PIE *ə; accordingly, only PIE *a is reconstructed in System PIE.

(b) Quantity is sometimes understood as a suprasegmental, but the definition depends on notation. In the presentation of Indo-European languages, various conventions have been used, the most important of which are:

---

318 Compare also Anttila (1969:69): “[...] until the triple full-grade outcome CeRa/e/o can be solved with one H without assuming other nonexisting root shapes, I must go on writing E, A, and O.”


320 See also Tischler (1980:500): “Nun veröstet zwar der Ansatz von Lauten, die überall geschwunden sind und nirgends Spuren hinterlassen haben, nicht gegen die Gesetze der Logik, er ist aber insofern unwissenschaftlich im Sinne der Empirie, als er weder verifizierbar noch falsifizierbar ist.”

321 Such loss is by no means critical, of course, because it has been admitted by Puhvel (HED 3:v): “Laryngeals do not have the same confirmed epistemological standing in established Indo-European grammar as do the traditionally posited phonemes.”
1. The suprasegmental convention, favouring an indicator above the vowel (e.g. OIcl. ĺ, Li. ĺ, OCS. ĺ, PIE *ćě, etc.).

2. The segmental convention, representing quantity with two successive short vowels (e.g. Osc. aa = /aː/ and Gr. α standing for two successive omikrons).\textsuperscript{322} As for correct notation, the matter has at least been pondered. As Koerner (1985:335) points out, already “Saussure had considered a₁a₁ (ee) ‘parallèle aux combinaisons a₁a, a₁i, a₁n [i.e. *eA, ei, en] etc.’, but he argued in fact that this would lead to ‘contresens’ (Mémoire p. 141).”

Here and in the PIE Lexicon, a notation with macron PIE *ćě *o is used instead of PIE *ee *oo. The matter may be more than just a convention, because PIE *ee and *oo allow more distinctions of accent (PIE *ée vs. éé, etc.) than PIE *ćě (only PIE *ćé), and it may yet turn out that the change of notation is necessary.

\textbf{2.5.2 Ablaut PIE *ō : *o : Ø : *e : *ē}

\textsection 0. The ablaut alternation PIE *ō : *o : Ø : *e : *ē is well-attested in Indo-European data and thus secured beyond doubt.\textsuperscript{323} The alternation discussed in this paragraph can be exemplified with the root *legh- ‘(sich) legen’ (P. 658-9), preserving all five ablaut grades in:

(a) PIE *lōgh- (*ō-grade)

\begin{itemize}
  \item OIcl. lōg- (n.) ‘Lagerbestand für einen Tag’ (ANE\textsc{et}Wb. 364)
  \item OHG. luog- (n.) ‘Höhle, Lager’ (WH 1:768, OHG. luog)
  \item OCS. vǔ laga- (iter.) ‘hinelegen’ (Sadnik 444, vulagati [inf.])
\end{itemize}

(b) PIE *logh- (*o-grade)

\begin{itemize}
  \item Hī. laga- (vb2M.) ‘liegen’ (HEG 2:16, la-ga-a-ri [3sg], – or *ō ?)
  \item Go. lagja- (vb.) ‘legen’ (= τῇ ἔν χεῖν ‘lay’, GoETD. 233)
  \item Gr. ναυ λαγεῖω (pr.) ‘to lie in harbour or creek’ (LSJ. 1162)
\end{itemize}

(c) PIE *lgh- (zero grade)

\begin{itemize}
  \item TochA. lalku (pt.) ‘iactus’ (Poucha 267, lalku [sg\textsc{n}])
\end{itemize}

(d) PIE *legh- (*e-grade)

\begin{itemize}
  \item Gr. λέχ- (ao\textsc{m}.) ‘lay down’ (GEW 2:110-2, Gr. λέχτει [3sg])
  \item OCS. leg- (vb.) ‘sich legen’ (Li\textsc{et}Wb. 350, ležtī [inf.])
\end{itemize}

(e) PIE *lēgh- (*ē-grade)

\begin{itemize}
  \item Li. lég- (vb.) ‘niederlegen’ (Li\textsc{et}Wb. 350, Li. légtī [inf.])
  \item OIcl. lāg- (a.) ‘niedrig, gering, unbedeutend’ (ANE\textsc{et}Wb. 344, lāgr)
  \item OHG. lāga (.) ‘Lage, Lager, Hinterhalt’ (ANE\textsc{et}Wb. 344)
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{322} For Pāṇini and Latin and Greek authors on quantity, see Allen (1953:15-6).

\textsuperscript{323} For examples of the ablaut *ē : e : Ø : o : ō, see Szemerényi (1996:84-7).
§1. Similar examples of the ablaut PIE *ō : *o : Ø : *e : *ē can easily be extracted from the data:
(a) ṣped- ‘Fuß(boden), Platz’ (vb.) ‘gehen, fallen’ (P. 790-2)
   *pōd- : Do. πῶς [sgN], Go. fōtus [sgN] (= RV. pādū-)
   *pod- : Gr. ποδά [sgA], Li. pādas [sgN], Hī. padaś [sgN]
   *pd- : Gr. ἐπίβδα [pN], LAv. fra -bdā-, LAv. a -bdā- (AIWb. 96)
   *ped- : Gr. πεδό [prep.], Arm. jmt [sgN], Lat. pedis [sgG]
   *pēd- : Lat. pēs [sgN], Li. pēdā [sgN], Gr. πηδάω [1sg]
(b) ṣbher- ‘bringen, tragen, usw.’ (P. 128-32)
   *bhōr- : Gr. φῶρ ‘Tief’, RV. bharā- (m.) ‘Bürde, Last’ (WbRV. 933)
   *bhor- : Gr. φόρος, Go. bar, OCS. sū -borū, Lat. fors
   *bhr- : Gr. δί φόρος, LAv. bārata-, OPers. hu -barter-, RV. bhrti-
   *bher- : Hom. φέρε [2pl], Lat. fert, RV. bhārti, GAv. baratū
   *bhēr- : Go. berum (GoEtD. 57), RV. à bhāry- (WbRV. 961)
(c) ṣueg- ‘bewegen, ziehen, fahren’ (P. 1118-20)
   *uôg- : OInd. vāhvāyati (or with PIE *ē as in MidHG. wāgen ?)
   *uoęg- : Gr. (τ)οχέω [1sg], Go. ga-wagan [inf.], OIcl. vagn [sgN])
   *uęg- : RV. ν. (...) uh- (WbRV. 1243, nī (n) uhīta [opt3sg])
   *ueg- : Lat. vehō, Pamph. ἕχεω, Li. vežū, LAv. vaza-
   *uēg- : Go. weg-, Lat. uēxī, RV. āvāṭ, OCS. vēsū
There is no laryngeal in Old Anatolian (see Hī. lag-, Hī. pada-, HLu. uaza- respectively) or any other factor that could explain the common Indo-European quantity and quality, except the ablaut PIE *ē : e : Ø : o : ō itself, which must therefore reflect the original state of affairs.

§2. Some of the vowels of the full ablaut PIE *ō : *o : Ø : *e : *ē may be absent from the attested data. Thus, for instance, the root P. *sekʷ- ‘sehen’ (897-8) has the vocalizations PIE *e (Go. sehumP), PIE *e (Go. salvan ‘sehen’), PIE Ø (Olfr. ro sc (m.) ‘Auge, Blick’) and PIE *o (Go. sahu). The existence of PIE *ō remains unproven, because the root vowel of Hī. šakua- [plNA] (n.) ‘Augen’ is ambiguous (either PIE *o or *ō). In order to account for such gaps, the complete solution for the ablaut problem, consisting of the rules governing the alternation PIE *ō : *o : Ø : *e : *ē, is required in the future.

§3. Ever after the Sanskrit grammarians,324 numerous attempts have been made to derive the ablaut vowels from each other.325 As pointed out already by Courtenay (1894:53f.), the accent must be excluded as the cause of PIE *o-grade (see also

324 Szemerényi (1996:111) writes: “[...] the Indian grammarians in their theory of vowel gradation started from the zero grade as the basic form and accounted for the other two grades as arising from it by successive additions of a.”

325 The term ‘ablaut’, coined by Jacob Grimm, suggests a removal and/or replacement of vowel in the root and should, therefore, be understood as a convention only.
Szemerényi 1996:121). Generally speaking, the existence of the five distinctions (PIE *če ≠ *če ≠ Ø ≠ *o ≠ *o) does not offer any possibility of reducing the system; this is because no reduction has happened. The only view that does not lead to inconsistency is the originality of the ablaut PIE *o : *o : Ø : *e : *č, since no violation of ex nihilo nihil ensues: the zero grade is not a ‘weakening’ (Schwächung) of PIE *e, nor does PIE *o replace PIE *e under any conditions, but the five vocalizations reflect the original state of affairs.326

§4. As is obvious from Szemerényi’s (1996:92n1) recent comment concerning the absence of any purely descriptive account of the Proto-Indo-European ablaut, the current state of research remains far from its goals in this particular regard.327 As the main obstacle – the laryngeal problem – has been solved, the corner has also been turned in terms of the analysis of the PIE ablaut. In order to illustrate the resulting transparency, I quote a couple of well-known words with PIE *o : *o : Ø : *e : *č:

(a) PIE *paḥ-ter- ‘father’ (P. 829, Neogr. *pətər, LT *ph₂ter). The full ablaut PIE *o : *o : Ø : *e : *č has been preserved for the suffix, as indicated in:

\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{paḥ-} & \rightarrow *\text{pətər} & *\text{paḥ-} & \rightarrow *\text{pətər} & *\text{paḥ-} & \rightarrow *\text{pətər} \\
\text{pati} & \rightarrow \text{patēfes} & \text{pati} & \rightarrow \text{patēfes} & \text{ev } \text{pato} & \rightarrow \text{ev } \text{pato} \\
\end{align*}
\]

For the root PIE *paḥ- (usually only compared in terms of the vocalisms Lat. pater : RV. pitár-), numerous other ablaut vocalizations are actually attested:

- PIE *peaḥ- gAv. patar- (m.) ‘Vater’ (AIWb. 905, patarǎn [sgA])
- PIE *poaḥ- Osc. δι ποτερ- (m.) ‘luppiter’ (WbOU 185-6, διποτερες)
- PIE *pěʰ/őaḥ- TochB. pâcer- (sb) ‘father’ (DTochB. 365, pâcera [NA])
- PIE *pěʰ/őaḥ- TochA. pācár- (m.) ‘pater’ (Poucha 165)329
- PIE *paḥ- gAv. fadr- (m.) ‘Vater’ (AIWb. 905, fadröi [sgD])

(b) PIE *eχu- ‘horse’ (P. 301-2). In addition to the oft-quoted vocalism PIE *e (Lat. equus : RV. ásvaḥ), there is an *o-grade root form PIE *ošu- confirmed by multiple witnesses:

- Li. ásva- (f.) ‘Stute’ (LiEtWb. 20, aśvā [sgN])
- HLu. aśu- (c.) ‘Pferde’ (CHLu. 10.42.4, (EQUUS)á-su-wa/i-za)
- Thrac. ovt ωπτω- (PNm.) ‘(?)-’ (P. 301, ovt ωπτως [sgN])
- OPr. aswina- (n.) ‘Kobilmilch’ (LiEtWb. 20, aswina [sgNA])

The corresponding vṛddhi is attested in PIE *ošu- ‘Roḥ’:

---

326 Szemerényi (1996:83) writes: “Vowel alternations of this kind [= PIE *če : e : o : o : o] are found in the other Indo-European languages also. As they correspond exactly in their basic scheme and cannot be explained within the histories of the individual languages, they must necessarily be inherited from Indo-European.”

327 For basic problems of the ablaut in the literature, see Szemerényi (1996:83n1).

328 See also, for example, PIE *hanr- ‘man, person’ in Gr. ἄνθρο : ἁνέθρο : ἀννέθρο (GEW 1:107-8).

329 Lat. pāpāt- (m.) ‘Erzieher’ (WH 2:249) implies the base PIE *pəaḥ-, which could also be contained in TochAB. pā- (and for which PIE *pōaḥ- also remains possible, however).
RV. āsū- (m.) ‘Roß’ (WbRV. 187-8, āsūṣ [N], āsum [A])
HLu. asu- (sb.) ‘horse’ (CHLu. 1.1.8, EQUUS.ANIMAL-sù)
Hi. ašu-šani- (LÚč.) ‘Pferdetrainer (of Kikkuli-)’ (HHHand. 28)

If the quality PIE *e of OPers. asa-bāra- (m.) ‘horseman’ (OldP. 173) matches with the corresponding long vowel in

OPers. ḫu-āsa-bāra- (m.) ‘good horseman’ (OldP. 177, uvāsābāra [sgN]),
the stem *ēku- is also documented. Finally, the zero-grade root is attested in

LAv. čaðwar-špa- (m.) ‘EN. eines Gläubigen’ (AIWb. 578).\(^{330}\)

Thus, as with the root PIE *paḥ-, remnants of practically all five ablaut vocalizations have been preserved.

§5. Laroche (DLL 134 [§16.]) mentions the alternation Hi. e : CLu. a in Old Anatolian: “Le louvite a le vocalisme a, en face du hittite e/i dans les mots: aš- ‘être’: hitt. eš-. – waš- ‘vêtir’: Hitt. weš- [...].” While Laroche’s observation is admittedly correct, it does not warrant positing of the sound law PIE *e, ē → CLu. a, HLu. a.
(a) There are Hittite forms with /a/ directly corresponding to the Luwian ones (cf. Hi. aš- ‘sein’ = CLu. aš-, Hi. uaš- ‘bekleiden’ = CLu. uaš-, etc.). The Hittite forms cannot be explained with a sound law because forms with Hi. e are simultaneously preserved (respectively, Hi. eš-, uēš-).
(b) There are Luwian forms with preserved PIE *e and/or PIE *ē:

| CLu. šeḫual- | (n.) ‘Lampe’ (?) (HEG 2:977, 1090 oder ‘Dolch’?) |
| HLu. çatara- | (sb.) ‘throne’ (CHLu. 1.1.16, (“THRONUS”)-i-sà-tar[=]-ti) |
| HLu. ĀRHA Ṽeša- | (vb.) ‘separate, delimit’ (CHLu. 5.2.2, li-sa-ḥa [1sg]) |

In these examples, CLu. e (= HLu. e) is also paralleled by Hi. e:

| Hi. eša- | (vb.) ‘sich setzen’ (HEG 1:77, e-ša) |
| Hi. lēša- | (vb.) ‘(auf)lesen, sammeln, aufräumen’ (HEG 2:64) |

In such circumstances, Lu. a = Hi. a and Lu. e = Hi. e; no sound law PIE *e, ē → CLu. a, HLu. a can be postulated. Luwian had a tendency to preserve roots with PIE *ō instead of PIE *ē (as is the case, for instance, in Aeolian Greek), but even this remains uncertain, owing to the relatively small corpus of Luwian.

§6. Szemerényi (1996:41) supports the suggested development PIE *e → Lat. o before PIE *u in

OLat. nouos ‘new’ : Gr. νε(ὶ)ος ‘new’ (P. 769).

Despite the undeniable Lat. o : Gr. ε, it is noteworthy that Lat. o is paralleled by multiple languages that also imply PIE *o, namely:

| OCS. novu | (a.) ‘neu’ (Sadnik [583], novu [m], novo [n.], nova [f.]) |

---

330 For the border of segmentation in LAv. čaðwar-špa- compare LAv. čaðwar-zangra- (a.) ‘vierfüssig’ (AIWb. 578).
Since PIE *e is excluded, it is simpler (viz. Occam’s razor) to understand Lat. o as original and explain the alternation PIE *neṵ- : *noyṵ- with an ablaut. Such an alternation, resulting in root variants that only differ in terms of PIE *e/o, is commonplace in the all Indo-European languages that preserve such distinctions:

(a) *

(b) *

(c) *

The provability of two distinct vowel qualities PIE *e ≠ PIE *o in all languages (in Indo-Iranian through the second palatalization) is now confirmed by Brugmann’s Law II, necessitating PIE *o in PIE *oCV → IIr. *aćCV. Accordingly, study of the PIE vowel system is shifting from the laryngealist pre-proto-language with a fundamental *e to the full ablaut PIE *e : e : Ø : o : ō.

2.5.3 Prothetic ablaut PIE *o : *Ø : *e : *e

§0. The term ‘prothetic vowel’, conventionally referring to the alternation of vowels in root-initial position, has been outdated ever since the emergence of Old Anatolian. Properly speaking, the term erroneously connects two distinct subsets:

(a) The prothetic vowels proper, referring to root-initial vowels PIE *e-Ø- *o-Ø- without a laryngeal (i.e. roots *C-Ø-C, *C-Ø-C-Ø, *C-Ø-C-), and

(b) The roots beginning with the laryngeal PIE *h of the shape *hC-Ø, *hC- *hC-ØC-, *hC-ØC- ØC-.

The necessary distinction between the subsets is drawn in this study by restricting the term ‘prothetic vowel’ only to the roots (a) and by using the descriptive term ‘laryngeal root’ for the items belonging to (b).

---

331 Møller (1906:xiv) writes: “Es gibt im Indogermanischen nur a-Wurzeln (oder, wenn man fürs Indogermanische lieber will, e-Wurzeln, was für die Sache dasselbe), den semitischen a-Wurzeln entsprechend.”

332 For the prothetic vowels, see Szemerényi (1996:129-30), Schwyzer (GrGr. 1.411-413) and Anttila (1969:89).
§1. According to a convention dating back to the Neogrammarians, the prothetic vowels are prefixes. The prothetic vowels (see Szemerényi 1996;§6.4.7.3) have been preserved especially in Armenian (Grundr² 1:433) and in Greek (Grundr² 1:436), but scattered remnants appear practically in all branches. The outdated Neogrammarian terminology, occasionally allowed to refer to prothetic *a as well, can be corrected by restricting the prothetic vowels (symbol \( \pi \)) to the pure vocalic prefixes without a laryngeal, as expressed by the definition

\[
\pi \equiv \text{PIE } *e \cdot v *e \cdot v *o \cdot v *o \cdot v \quad (\text{`}\pi \text{ is a prothetic vowel'}).
\]

As for key features of the prothetic vowels, note the following:
(a) In Greek (the language with the most documentation of prothetic vowels), an internal alternation between prothetic vowels and zero (\( \pi : \emptyset \)) is commonplace: Gr. \( \chi \theta \epsilon \zeta = \epsilon \chi \theta \epsilon \zeta; \) Gr. \( \kappa \epsilon \ell \lambda \omega : \delta \kappa \ell \lambda \omega : \mathrm{Gr.} \theta \epsilon \ell \omega : \epsilon \theta \ell \omega, \) Gr. \( \epsilon \kappa \epsilon \iota \nu \zeta : \kappa \epsilon \iota \nu \zeta \) (see Schwyzer (GrGr. 413) for these and additional examples). This is to say, the prothesis represents the prefix by definition.
(b) The alternation \( \pi : \emptyset \) is externally confirmed by the disagreement of Armenian and Greek prothetic vowels. Thus, on one hand, the prothetic vowel Arm. \( e \cdot \) appears without any corresponding reflex in Greek:

\[
\text{PIE } \nu \gamma \text{g} \text{g} \text{a}- \text{`gehen, usw.' (P. 463-5)}
\]

Gr. \( \beta \alpha - \) (vb.) ‘walk, step, etc.’ (LSJ. 302, \( \beta \alpha \tau \eta \nu [3du] \))
Li. go- (vb.) ‘gehen’ (LiEtWb. 161, göt [inf.])
Arm. ek- (sb.) ‘Ankunft’ (ArmGr. 1:441, *i-stem)
Arm. ek (sb.) ‘προοελματος, arrived at’ (ArmGr. 1:441)

On the other hand, Greek can have a prothetic vowel without a corresponding item in other prothetic languages:

\[
\text{PIE } \nu \tau \text{le}- \text{`treiben, fahren, gehen’ (P. 306-7)}
\]

\[
\nu \text{le}-
\]
Hi. la̱ha- (c.) ‘Feldzug, Reise’ (HEG 2:8, la-a-a̱-h-a [Dir.])
TochB. la- (vb.) ‘exit house’ (Krause 1952:192, lat [2sg])
TochB. la- (vb.) ‘emerge, come out’ (DTochB. 552, la̱n [3sg])
Arm. l- (ao.) ‘hinausgehen, hervorgehen’ (ArmGr. 441, el [3sg])

\[
\text{Ple-a}-
\]
Arm. eł- (sb.) ‘Ausgang, Aufgang’ (ArmGr. 441)
Do. \( \dot{e} \lambda \alpha - \) (vb.tr.) ‘treiben’ (GEW 1:482, Cos. \( \dot{e} \lambda \alpha \tau \omega [3sg] \))
MidCymr. e lw- (vb.) ‘gehen’ (MidCymr. elwynt [conj.3pl.])

Diagnostically there is no laryngeal (or any trace of a vowel) in Old Anatolian, which secures the traditional interpretation of prothetic vowels.

§2. A competing explanation for the prothetic vowels emerged when Möller (1880) suggested that the traditional roots Neogr. \( *eC-, oC-, aC-, \) reflecting the Proto-Indo-Semitic root structure \( C_1C_2 \cdot (C_3) \), must contain two radical consonants and be of the
form LT EeC-, AeC-, and ÚeC-.\(^{333}\) According to this interpretation, the prothetic vowels provide direct evidence of the “laryngeals” \(h_1\) \(h_2\) \(h_3\). Though true of the roots Neogr. \(*aC-\) (i.e. PIE \(*\text{h}aeC, \ *\text{e}ahC\)), the automatic replacement of prothetic vowels PIE \(*\text{e}C, C, \delta C\)\(^{334}\) with the laryngeals \(\ddagger h_1\) and \(\ddagger h_3\) is erroneous:

(a) Szemerényi (1967:92-93) is correct in stating that “[...] there is no intrinsic reason why we should attempt to reduce all [PIE] ‘roots’ to a single tri-phonemic pattern of the CVC-type [...]”. He also does well to deny that the Semitic typology “is binding for [PIE].”

(b) The replacement of prothetic vowels with \(\ddagger h_1\) \(eC\) and \(\ddagger h_3\)eC is a violation of the rule of ambiguity: as PIE \(*eC, \ *oC\) (without laryngeal) is possible, no reconstructive postulates like \(\ddagger h_1\) and \(\ddagger h_3\) are allowed (because this would lead to inconsistency).

(c) The postulation of the laryngeals \(\ddagger h_1\) and \(\ddagger h_3\) based on the prothetic vowels is a violation of ex nihilo nihil, because in the midmost term (zero grade) of the prothetic pattern PIE \(*\text{e}C, C, \delta C\) there is no trace of a laryngeal or vowel in prothetic languages including Old Anatolian; the “laryngeals” \(\ddagger h_1\) and \(\ddagger h_3\) are falsified by the data. The root PIE \(\text{s}- \text{be} (\text{P. 340-2})\), which appears with the prothetic stem PIE \(*\text{es}-\), is written LT \(\ddagger h_1\)es- on the basis of the Proto-Indo-Semitic root hypothesis. Against this, however, it may be noted:

1. In Greek (a prothetic language), there is no trace of an initial laryngeal in the identity correctly reconstructed already by Walde and Hoffmann:

\[*\text{senti } \rightarrow \text{Do. (h)}\text{č} \text{t}, \text{Umbr. sent} : \text{Go. sind} : \text{RV. sānti} (\text{WH 2:628-9}).\]

2. In Old Anatolian, a prothetic vowel is likewise absent in Hieroglyphic Luwian.\(^{335}\)

\[\text{HLu. sa-} \quad \text{(vb.) ‘to be’ (CHLu. 2.34.1, sa-tú [3sg], 10.17.6, sa-ta [3pl], etc.)}\]

In these contexts, the laryngealist rule is of the unacceptable form \(Ø \rightarrow \ddagger h_1\). And in this connection it should be noted that following the discovery of the Old Anatolian languages, it was immediately obvious that Møller’s \(*E \ (= \ *h_1)\) had no counterpart in Anatolian. Since Kuryłowicz (1927), the laryngeal theory has interpreted\(^{336}\) the scenario as a ‘loss’ of the laryngeal

\(\ddagger h_1 \rightarrow \text{Hi. } Ø \quad \text{Hi. e-eš-zi ‘is’ (HEG 1:76) = Gr. ērτ ‘is’ (P. 340-342)}\).

---

\(^{333}\) Benveniste (1935:152) writes: “La ‘prothèse vocalique’ du grec et de l’arménien a donc, au moins en partie, un fondement étymologique: c’est le reste d’une initiale \(\sigma\) antéconsonantique dans une racine suffixée à l’état II.”

\(^{334}\) See Messing apud Anttila (1969:89): “[...] one cannot rely on the prothetic vowel to always reflect a laryngeal (e.g. Messing 191).”

\(^{335}\) Note that in most of the examples belonging here, there is no ‘initial-a-final’, but the prothetic vowel is entirely absent. See Hawkins (2003:159-161).

\(^{336}\) Eichner (1973:53) writes: “Uridg. \(H_1\) wird in den anatolischen Sprachen in allen überzeugenden Etyomologien lediglich durch Null.” For examples, see Eichner (1973:54-55).
but in the face of the reverse IE Θ → ḱh₁ it must be noted that ḱh₁ was incorrectly postulated. ³³⁷
(d) The laryngealist postulation of ḱh₁ and ḱh₃ is based on a misinterpretation of incomplete data through a direct comparison of unequal 'prothetic' and 'non-prothetic' forms. In this procedure, the prefixed and prefixless forms are directly compared in spite of the existence of prothetic vowels in 'non-prothetic' languages as well. To illustrate this point, one may cite the LT construction for a present participle of the root *s- 'to be':

\[ \text{Gr. ēóryt} (\text{LinB. e}^{(h)}\text{o₄t-}) = \text{RV. sátnt} (\text{gAv. hant-}) \rightarrow \text{LT *h₁sónt-}. \]

However, both the prefixed (PIE *esont-) and prefixless (PIE *sont-) participles are paralleled by at least two witnesses, and therefore they are genuine:

- PIE *sont-
- Gr. \( (\text{h})\)ōrτ-
- RV. sátnt-
- (pt.f.), \text{gAv. hant-}, \text{OLi. san} ṭ (pt.f.)

- PIE *esont-
- Gr. ēl(\text{h})ort-, \text{LinB. e-o [s}g\text{N]}, e-o-te [p}N], \text{Li. ēs} qṭi- (pt.f.)

(e) From the comparative point of view, the laryngeal theory overgenerates quasi-roots with obsolete root radicals, thus systematically misleading the etymology. In order to illustrate this, I offer some three-laryngealist constructions obtained though the Semitic root axiom:

\[ \text{Hī. amiant-} \quad \text{(pt.a.) 'small': CeC Σ-} \rightarrow \text{LT ḱh₁em i}- \]
\[ \text{HLu. a} \text{h} ūl-
\quad \text{(c.) 'hammer': CeC Σ-} \rightarrow \text{LT ḱh₁/3eh₂ u}- \]
\[ \text{Hī. adeš-} \quad \text{(n.) 'axe': CeC Σ-} \rightarrow \text{LT ḱh₃dh e}s- \]
\[ \text{CLu. el} ḫ-
\quad \text{(vb.) 'wash': CeC Σ-} \rightarrow \text{LT ḱh₁el h₂}- \]
\[ \text{Hī. aladari-} \quad \text{(.) 'Obstküchen?': CeC Σ-} \rightarrow \text{LT ḱh₃T o} \text{Tori}- \]

The generation of the quasi-roots LT \( \text{v} \text{h₁} \text{em}- \text{v} \text{h₁/3eh₂}- \text{v} \text{h₁} \text{eh}\text{d}- \text{v} \text{h₁} \text{el}- \text{v} \text{h₃T}- \) is completely misleading, because such items suggest that problems are being solved while in reality the real (comparative) etymologies are left unstudied. The latter, however, can be achieved by segmenting the prothetic prefixes:

1. \( \text{v} \text{mi- 'klein, schwach'} \) (P. 711) ³³⁸

\[ \text{LAv. maya-} \quad \text{(pr.) 'zu Grunde richten' (AIWb. 1141, maya} \text{t [s}g\text{N})} \]
\[ \text{Hī. a mi} \text{i} \text{ant-} \quad \text{(pt.a.) 'klein, schwach' (HEG 1:22, a-mi-ia-an-za [s}g\text{N})} \]
\[ \text{Osc. min-} \quad \text{(a.) 'klein' (WH 2:92, min [s}g\text{N})} \]
\[ \text{Gr. µuvō-òο} \text{ο} \text{ς-} \quad \text{(a.) 'kurze Zeit lebend' (GEW 2:242, µuvōòòΣ)} \]
\[ \text{Gr. µuv̱θ} \text{ωω-} \quad \text{(vb.tr.) 'verkleinern, vermindern' (GEW 2:242)} \]

2. \( \text{v} \text{haul- 'schlagen, kämpfen; Hämmer, Hammer'} \)

\[ \text{Hī. ḫula-} \quad \text{(vb.) 'schlagen, bekämpfen' (HEG 1:275, ḫu-ul-la-i)} \]
\[ \text{HLu. a ḫuli-} \quad \text{(c.) 'hammer' (CHLu. 12.1.4, ("MALLEUS")ā-hu-li-na)} \]

³³⁷ Hendriksen (1941:43) explains: "Bei den Beurteilung der ḱ-lothen Wörter konnte man auf den Gedanken kommen, dass sie keinen Laryngal enthalten haben."
³³⁸ For this etymology, Seebold (1988:510) writes: "Heth. amijant- 'klein' gehört wohl zu. 1. minus usw., so daß trotz gr. min von *(e)mi- 'klein(er), mind(er)' auszugehen ist."
OPr. ülin- (cs.) ‘kämpfen’ (APrS. 453, ülint [inf.], HEG 1:275)

3. Ødhes- (sb.) ‘Axt, Beil’ (a.) ‘scharf, spitz’ (P. 272)

Hi. a-češ- (URUDU)n.) ‘Axt, Beil’ (HEG 1:94, HHand. 29)
OEng. a- desa (m.) ‘addice, adze, ascia’ (ASaxD. 7)
Gr. θο(h)öl- (a.) ‘scharf, spitz’ (GEW 1:678, θοός [sgN])
Olnd. dhása- (m.) ‘Berg’ (EWA 3:278 dhásas [sgN])
Gr. τεθό(h)öl- (pf.) ‘zuspitzen’ (GEW 1:678, τεθοωμένος [pt.])


Hi. a-ладари- (NINDAc.) ‘Obstküchen?’ (HEG. 1:15)
Hi. ладари- (NINDAc.) ‘Obstküchen’ (HEG. 1:15)
HLu. ARHa lada- (vb.) ‘prosper, be good to’ (COrpHLu. 10.16.1, la-tá-ta)
Olcl. лоöl- (f.n.) ‘Ertrag, Frucht’ (ANEtWb. 362, лоöl [sgN])
Lyc. лада (c.) ‘Frau’ (Pedersen 1945:15-6, lada [sgN])
Rus. лада (c.) ‘Gemahl(in)’ (REW 2:5, лада [sgN])

5. Vlaḥ- ‘waschen, gießen, schütten’ (HEG 2:3-8)

CLu. e-λha- (vb.) ‘(rein)waschen’ (DLL 36, e-el-ha-a-du [3sg])
Hi. лaḥ- (vb.) ‘gießen, schütten’ (CHD L:4, la-a-ḥ [2sg])
Hi. лаłu- (vb.) ‘gießen, schütten’ (HEG 2:15, la-hu-uh-hi)
Lat. лаu- (pf.) ‘waschen, reinigen’ (WH 1:773ff., лаui [1sg])

In this manner, the laryngeal theory misleads the Indo-European etymology. Better results are gained by following the comparative method.

§3. The prothetic vowels can be understood as a special case of ablaut PIE *ē : *e : Ø : *
*ō : *ō in root-initial position, illustrated here with the prothetic bases of the root
PIE Øs- ‘to be’:

PIE *ēs- Gr. Ἐθόθα [2sg], Lyc. ητό [3sg], RV. ἅσα [3sg], gAv. ἄθαρτα [3pl]
PIE *ēs- Hi. etši [3sg], Gr. ἐστί, Li. ēstí, OPr. est, Umbr. est, Go. ist
PIE *ōs- CLu. ašta [3sg], HLu. asta, OPr. asmai, ast, Northumbr. aron [3pl]
PIE *s- (C) gAv. ἱά [1du], TochB. ste [3sg], RV. smāh [1pl], Lat. siēs [2sg]
PIE *s- (e) Dor. ént [3pl], Umbr. sent [3pl], Go. sind, RV. sānti, gAv. hantē
PIE *s- (α) HLu. satu, Lat. sunt, OCS. sōti [3pl], Gr. ὅντ- [pt], OL. santi [pt.]

§4. Some additional examples of the prefixes PIE *ē : *e : Ø : *ō (without a laryngeal) are:
(a) Øsu- ‘gut’ (ablaut *su-, *ēsu, *ōsu, P. 342 & 1037-8)

Hi. ašu- (a.) ‘gut’ (n.) ‘Hab und Gut’ (HEG 1:87, a-aš-su)
Gr. ἐ(θ)öl- (a.) ‘gut, wacker, tüchtig’ (GEW 1:594-5, ἐς [sgN])
Gr. ἐ(θ)ητο- (a.) ‘gut gespommen’ (Gr. ἐτθητος [sgN])
Gr. ἦöl- (a.) ‘gut, wacker, tüchtig’ (DELG 338-9, ἦς [sgNA])
Hi. šu- humiliation- (a.) ‘wohlegeordnet’ (HEG 2:1135, šu-uh-mi-li-iš [sgN])
RV. sú- (pref.) ‘gut, wohl, recht, schön’ (EWA 3:478-80)
(b) **vr-** ‘erheben’ (ablaut *r-, *or-, *er-, P. 326-32)

Gr. ἐρεθο (vb.) ‘sich erheben’ (GEW 2:422, ἐρεθο [3sg])

Hī. a-ra (vb.) ‘sich erheben’ (HEG 1:52, a-ra-a-i [3sg])

Gr. ὃροοθ (pf.) ‘sich erheben’ (GEW 2:422, ὃροοθ [1sg])

RV. ῦρή (a.) ‘erhaben, hoch, emporrangend’ (WbRV. 294)

(c) **vs-** ‘sitzen’ (ablaut *ēs- *ōs- and *(ē/ō)sēs- *(ē/ō)sōs-, P. 342-3)

Hī. eš- (vb.) ‘sitzen, sich setzen’ (HEG 1:110-1, e-ša [3sg])

Gr. ἁρτ έη (vb.) ‘sitzen’ (GEW 1:633-4, ἁρτ έη [3pl])

HLu. as- (vb.) ‘to sit’ (CHLu. 2.11.10, (SOLIUM)ά-σa-tά [3pl])

RV. ἀς- (pr.) ‘sitzen’ (EWA1:181, WbRV. 188-9, ἀςate [3pl])

LA armeda- (m.) ‘Lager, Lagerstätte’ (AIWb. 106, aŋhat [sgAbl])

Gr. ἁτο- (vb.) ‘sitzen’ (GEW 1:633-4, ἁτο [3sg] ← PIE *sē-) (HEG 2:168, geit [3sg])

Hī. ašaš- (vb.) ‘setzen lassen’ (HHand. 26, a-ša-a-ši [1sg])

Hī. aše- (vb.) ‘setzen lassen’ (HHand. 26, a-ša-ša-an-zi [3pl])

Hī. ešē- (vb.) ‘setzen lassen’ (HEG 1:110f., e-šē-šēr [3pl])

HLu. ἐς- (sb.) ‘throne’ (CHLu. 1.1.16, (“THRONUS”)i-ς-a-tας-τι)

Hī. asatar (N.act.) ‘das Sitzen, Sitz’ (HHHand. 26, ἀ-ςa-tar [sgNA])

(d) **vṛgh-** ‘Hode’ (ablaut *orgh-, *ergh-, *ṛgh-, P. 782, WP. 1:83)

Hī. argi- (c.) ‘Hode’ (HEG 1:60, ar-ki-i-eš-kán)

Gr. ὀρχ - (m.) ‘Hode’ (GEW 2:433-4, ὀρχ [sgN])

Arm. orji- (a.) ‘nicht kastriert’ (pl.) ‘Hoden’ (ArmGr1:483, orji-k‘)

Li. ἀφίλα - (m.) ‘Hengst’ (LiEtWb. 123-4, ἀφίλα [sgN])

Li. ἀφίλα - (m.) ‘Hengst’ (LiEtWb. 123-4, ἀφίλα [sgN])

LA armeda- (m.) ‘Hodensack’ (du.) ‘Hoden’ (AIWb. 352)

(e) **vṛk-** ‘singen, beten, bitten’ (ablaut *orkı-, *erkı-, *ṛkı- P. 340)

Hī. arkuai- (vb1.) ‘beten, bitten’ (HEG 1:60-1, ar-ku-ua-it [3sg])

Hī. arkuar- (n.) ‘Gebet’ (HEG 1:60-1, ar-ku-ua-ar [sgNA])

RV. árca- (pr1.) ‘(lob)singen, usw.’ (WbRV. 110, árcati [3sg])

RV. ōk- (f.) ‘Lied’ (KEWA1:50, 118, WbRV. 278, ōkam [A])

RV. ōkva- (a.) ‘singing’ (WbRV. 277)

(f) **vpi-** ‘nähe, hinter, hinten’ (ablaut *pi- *opi, *epi-, P. 323-5, HEG 1:41-43)[339]

LinB. opi (prepD.) ‘around, upon, after’ (DMycGr. 402, o-pi)

Gr. ὀπιό (adv.) ‘nach hinten, hernach’ (GEW 2:404, ὀπιό [sgN])

Hī. apizia - (adv.) ‘hinterer, letzter, geringer’ (HEG 1:46-7)

Gr. πι - (pref.) (GEW 1:535, in Gr. πι ε- [prep.])

OLWb. pí - (pref.) ‘api’ (MonWil. 44, in pi-ðbh-, pi-nah-, pi-dhā-)

Gr. ἐπι (prep.adv.) ‘dazu, dabei, auf, an, bei’ (GEW 1:535)

---

[339] The unextended root PIE **v-** (*ep-, *op-, *ēp-, *ōp-) appears with *o-grade in Hī. apa ‘hinter, zurück’ (Li. ap-) and Osc. op (prepAbl.) ‘bei’ (WbOU. 799-800).
RV. ápi (adv.) ‘auch, dazu’ (WbRV. 75-6)

(g) ṅr- ‘gelangen, ankommen, kommen zu’ (ablaut *er-, *or-, *r-, P. 326-329)

Hi. er- (1.) ‘gelangen nach, kommen zu’ (HHand. 20, e-ru-e-ni)
Hi. ar- (vb2.) ‘gelangen, ankommen’ (HEG 1:48-9, a-ar-hi)
RV. úd (…) ar- (aoM.) ‘sich bewegen’ (WbRV. 98-101, úd (…) árta)
RV. ra- (vbM.) ‘sich bewegen’ (WbRV. 98-101, ranta [3pl])

(h) ṅergh-, orgh- ‘bewegen’ (P. 328 & 339)

Hi. arga- (vb2M.) bespringen’ (HEG1:59, ar-ga-ru [3sg])
Gr. ḍyče- (pr.) ‘tanzen’ (GEW 2:433, ḍyčeµa [1sg])
OIr. erg- (vb) ‘gehen’ (DIL 268 & 584f., eirg [ipv2sg])
Alb. erdha (pret.) ‘Ich kam’ (Meyer 1896:96, erdha [1sg])
Gr. ḍyµa (pr.) ‘kommen, gehen, wandern’ (GEW 1:572)

(i) ńr- (s-) ‘Hinterer, After, Gesäß’ (ablaut *ers-, *ors-, *ros-, P. 340)

Hi. ara- (1UZUC.) ‘After, Gesäß’(HEG 1:51-2, ar-ra-an [sgA])
Hi. arša (adv.) ‘nach hinten’ (HHand. 25)
Gr. ḍyoo- (m.) ‘Hinterer, After’ (GEW 2:427, Ion. ḍyoo- [cpd.])
OCl. ars- (m.) ‘Arsch, After’ (ANEtWb. 14, ars [sgN])
Arm. or (sb.) ‘Arsch’ (ArmGr. 1:482, or, or-k [pl.])
OIr. err (f.) ‘Schwanz, Ende’ (VGK 2:101, PCelt. *ersá-)
OCl. ras- (m.) ‘Arsch, After’ (ANEtWb. 14, rass [sgN] ← *rosó-)

2.5.4 Ablaut PIE *ō : *o : Œ : *e : *ē with PIE *ḫa, *aḥ

§0. The ablaut Neogr. *ā : *ō is a subset of the ablaut PIE *ē : Œ : *ō in environment PIE *ḫa *aḥ. This ablaut type has caused severe difficulties both for the Neogrammarians lacking the pattern and for the extreme laryngeal theories without PIE *o. However, it may be noted:

§1. The ablaut Neogr. *a : o was recognized, but explained as an irregular assimilation by Brugmann (Grundr² 1:153) in examples like


This neglects into consideration, however, that Greek regularly never assimilates the vowels a and o (cf. Schwyzer, GrGr 2:254-6). In addition, the ablaut Neogr. *ā : Œ is definitively attested with the phenomenon being a regular (and not

---

sporadic) development. For the Neogrammarians, therefore, the problem was the absence of an ablaut pattern governing the alternations of ‘a- and o-vocalisms’ (except for Neogr. *∅ : ə and *ā : ə).

§2. In his early article of 1877, Saussure had hinted at a connection between the ablaut Gr. ὀγο : ὀγμος and the coefficient *A (see Rec. 384). In his Mémoire (1878), however, he discarded this correct supposition and ended up with the two ‘coefficients’ *A, ὀ and the fundamental vowel *e. This would have far-reaching consequences for the study as a whole. Whether caused or not by the unavailability of the colouring rules (subsequently presented by Møller), the fact remains that Saussure did not posit *Aeq- : *Aoq- for Gr. ὀγω : ὀγμος etc., which would have solved the ablaut problem with a single coefficient *A.\[342\]

§3. The laryngeal theory with the fundamental vowel *e is unable to reconstruct the ablaut Neogr. *ā : *∅, owing to the absence of the original PIE *∅. An example of this is included in Benveniste’s (1935:149) postulation of the traditional root *ost- ‘Bein’ (P. 783) with LT ‘a₂est-’ in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hil. ḫaštai-} & \quad \text{(n.) ‘Knochen, usw.’ (HEG 1:237-, ḫa-ašt-ta-a-i [sgNA])} \\
\text{Gr. ὀτεό-} & \quad \text{(n.) ‘Bein’ (GEW 2:436, ὀτέον [sgNA])} \\
\end{align*}
\]

However, ‘a₃’ is impossible here, due to Neogr. *a in Gr. ἄστακος ‘Meerkrebs’, OIr. asnai ‘ribs’, as well as other forms implying PIE *hya and PIE *e : o for the root.\[343\]

§4. Alleged examples of *h₃, if not belonging to the ablaut Neogr. *e : *∅ without a laryngeal, can be shown to ablaut according to the pattern Neogr. *ā : *∅. This distribution implies that the laryngeal LT *h₃ does not exist, with the consequence that the o-vocalism of the Indo-European languages always reflects PIE *o, ə. This rule substantially simplifies the reconstruction of the PIE vocalism in a manner detailed below.

§5. In terms of System PIE, the early ablaut *ā : *∅ can be defined as the outcome of the ablaut PIE *∅ : *o : *∅ and PIE *hya *ha, as expressed in the formula:

\[
\text{ABLUIT + *ah/h₄} \equiv \quad \text{(*∅ : *o : *e : *e) ah/ha(*∅ : *e : *e).}
\]

---

\[341\] For the alternation α : o as a Greek phenomenon cf. also Gr. ἄψιον : τὸ πρόσοψις as Arm. aē'-k' : Gr. ὀπ-'Auge', etc.

\[342\] On the other hand, according to Møller (1880:486), Saussure accepted Neogr. *∅ = oA: “Nach dem aber, was wir von F. de Saussure, Syst. prim. 138, gelernt haben, dass sich α zu ÿ verhält wie e + cons. zu a + cons. [...] das -α. des feminins ist entstanden aus -eA-, das -α aus -oA.” Clearly, ambiguity is caused by the identical outcome of DS. *eO = *oA. This was explained correctly by Møller (1880:493n2): “Saussures element ÿ hat in den meisten der wörter, denen er das ÿ beilegt, sicher nicht bestandend, und vielleicht hat das element ÿ und also eine ablautreihe ÿ : ÿ : o überhaupt nicht existirt. In den weitaus meisten fällen gehört nämlich dieses ÿ in die A-reihe und ist nichts anderes als das von Saussure selbst s. 113 ff. in erwagung gezogene, aber schliesslich abgewiesene, ‘une simple alteration gréco-italique de A’.”

\[343\] Seebold (1988:519) writes: “Im falle der Weiterbildung erscheint das damit vorausgesetzte (ha-) im Hethitischen als ha-, im Griechischen und Armenischen als protetisches a-, in den übigen Sprachen als o. Das in einigen Gleichungen erscheinende o- der außer-anatolischen Sprachen läßt sich am einfachsten auf eine Abtönungsstufe o zurückführen.”
The remnants of the original pattern are still visible in cognates that preserve the distinctions Neogr. *ā : *ō, as shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*a</th>
<th>*o</th>
<th>*ā</th>
<th>*ō</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi. ḥa, aḥ</td>
<td>Hi. ḥa, aḥ</td>
<td>Hi. ḥa, aḥ</td>
<td>Hi. ḥa, aḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. α</td>
<td>Gr. o</td>
<td>Do. α Ion. η</td>
<td>Gr. o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ital. a</td>
<td>Ital. o</td>
<td>Ital. ā</td>
<td>Ital. ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. a</td>
<td>Arm. o</td>
<td>Arm. a</td>
<td>Arm. u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celt. a</td>
<td>Celt. o</td>
<td>Celt. ā</td>
<td>Celt. ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. a</td>
<td>Li. a</td>
<td>Li. o</td>
<td>Li. uo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv. a</td>
<td>Latv. a</td>
<td>Latv. ā</td>
<td>Latv. uo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of the ablaut PIE *ō : o : ĕ in connection with PIE *aḥ, *ḥa (such as PIE *dāḥ, *oāḥ, *aḥ *eaḥ, *ēaḥ and PIE *ḥaō, *ḥao, *ḥa *ḥae, *ḥaē) will be presented below.

### 2.5.5 PIE *aḥ in ablaut PIE *dāḥ *oāḥ *aḥ *eaḥ *ēaḥ

§0. The root PIE Cəḥ- in ablaut PIE *ō : o : ĕ is exemplified by the root PIE  авиа- ‘geben, schenken’ (P. 223-6). The five ablaut bases preserved by the Indo-European languages reflect PIE *dāḥ- *deaḥ- *doaḥ- *dēaḥ- *dōaḥ- directly.

§1. PIE *deaḥ ·(Σ)- ‘geben’ (ablaut: PIE *e)

- Lat. đā- (vb.) ‘geben, gewähren’ (WH 1:360-3, dare [inf.])
- gAv. da- (vb.) ‘geben’ (AIWb. 678, da'_dyā́i [inf.])
- Arm. ta- (vb.) ‘geben’ (ArmGr 1:496, ta-mk’ [1pl])
- RV. đā’a- (vb.) ‘geben’ (WbRV. 590, daam, dáas, daat [1-3sg])
- Gr. δόνον- (n.) ‘Gabe, Darlehen’ (GEW 1:347, δόνος [sgNA])
- Olnd. dīdapa- (ao.) ‘geben’ (MonWil. 474, adidapat [3sg])
- Lat. dāto- (pf.pt.) ‘gegeben’ (WH 1:360-3, datum = Fal. datu ‘id.’)

The base PIE *deaḥ ·(Σ)- results, as expected, in a common Indo-European /a/ in Neogr. *dā- without compensatory lengthening.

§2. PIE *doaḥ ·(Σ)- ‘geben’ (ablaut: PIE *o)

- RV. draviño·dā- (m.) ‘Gut gebend’ (WbRV. 645)
- Gr. δōή- (ao.) ‘geben’ (GEW 1:388f., δοήν [1sg])
- Olnd. dāpaya- (cs.) ‘cause to give’ (MonWil. 474, with BRUG. II ?)
- Gr. ἀντί·δον- (f.) ‘antidote’ (GEW 1:388, ἀντίδονος [sgN])
- RV. havyā·dāti- (f.) ‘Opfergabe’ (WbRV. 1657, with BRUG. II ?)
- RV. dāt·vāra- (a.) ‘gern gebend’ (WbRV. 592-3)
- LAv. dātī- (f.) ‘Geben, Schenken, Gewährung’ (AIWb. 727)
- Fal. douī- (vb.) ‘geben, gewähren’ (WH 1:363, douiād [conj.3sg])
- Umbr. pur·douī- (vb.) ‘porricitō’ (WH 1:363, pur·douitu [3sg])
Cypr. ḏousterity (n.) ‘zu geben’ (GEW 1:389, ḏousterity [inf.])
RV. dāvāne (n.) ‘zu geben’ (WbRV. 596, dāvāne [inf.])

The base PIE *doa-h- (Neogr. *do-) results in a short vowel, except in Indo-Iranian open syllables (BRUGMANN’S LAW II). 344

§3. PIE *deah- (Σ) - ‘geben’ (ablaut: PIE *ē)
Lat. dā-
Arm. ta-
Latv. dāva-
Li. dovanā-

§4. PIE *dōah- (Σ) - ‘geben’ (ablaut: PIE *ō)
OLi. dúo-
Arm. tu-
Gr. ḏōō- (vb.) ‘geben’ (GEW 2:388-9, ḏōōμι [1sg])
Lat. dōno-
RV. dāna-
Gr. ḏōōo- (n.) ‘Gabe, Geschenk’ (WbRV. 593, dānom [sgN])
Lat. dōt-

The root PIE *dōah- (Σ) - (Neogr. *dō-) is clearly recognizable, based on the common European quantity /ō/. This vocalism can be seen in multiple Indo-Iranian forms like:
RV. tvā-dāta- (a.) ‘given by you’ (WbRV. 566)
LA. ḏ āta- (a.) ‘verlobt’ (AIWb. 854)

However, these forms remain ambiguous as they could reflect the “European” participles Gr. ḏoī- (*doahτο-), Lat. man ḏāto- (*dēahto-), or Li. duotā- (*dōahτo-).

§5. PIE *daḥ (Σ) - (Ablaut: PIE Ō)
RV. dh īs-

The stem RV. dh īs- is a compound of the roots PIE *daḥ- ‘geben’ and RV. vīs- ‘suchen, begehren’ (WbRV. 223f.). 345 In zero grade, the unaccented PIE *a of PIE *daḥ- was lost, resulting in RV. dī- (media aspirata). Thus, the laryngeal in the hiatus RV. dá- (vb.) ‘geben’ and PIE *a (Lat. da-, dā-) and the lengthening of the glide in RV. dú-

are accompanied by a directly preserved laryngeal in RV. vdh- ‘geben’, properly containing /dh/ (i.e. a voiced glottal fricative (see Chapter 4)).

---

344 The quantity of IIR. ā can be also accounted for with PIE *ō and/or *ē. Thus it is not obvious, for instance, that OInd. dātāram [sgA] is identical with Gr. δοτήρ-, because the item could be compared to Gr. δοτίq- or Lat. man dātōr- (WH. 2:24-5) as well.

345 For this formation, compare RV. gav īs- (WbRV. 389), RV. paśu īs- (WbRV. 797) and so forth.
§6. In Old Anatolian, the ablaut PIE *ō : ō : e : ē of root Caḥ- (Σ)- resulted in the preservation of the laryngeal adjacent to OAnat. a, accompanied by ablaut ā : ē in Indo-European parallels:
(a) vemahl-, vemāh- (P.–) ‘Wein’
  Ḥi. mahla-    (GiS.c.) ‘Weinrebe’ (HEG 2:89-90, ma-a-ḥ-la-aš)
  TochB. māla   (sb.) ‘a kind of intoxicating drink’ (DTochB. 449)
  Lyd. ṣāla disproportionate
  Maced. ṣālālōn- (f.pl.) ‘a kind of intoxicating drink’ (LSJ. 1135, μιμαλλόνες [plN])
  TochB. mālatsai (a.) ‘drunken’ (DTochB. 449)

(b) vpēah-, vpōah- ‘schützen’ (P. 787+839)
  RV. pa’- (vb.) ‘schützen, behüten’ (WbRV. 798, paánti [3pl])
  Gr. πομή- (m.) ‘Hirt, Lenker, Gebieter’ (GEW 2:573)
  Gr. ποῦ- (m.) ‘Schafherde’ (GEW 2:573)
  RV. pāyú- (m.) ‘Hüter, Beschützer’ (WbRV. 804)
  Ḥi. paḥš- (vb.M.) ‘seek protection’ (CHD P.2f., pa-ah-ša [3sg])
  Lat. pāstōr- (m.) ‘Hirt’ (WH 2:260, pāstor [N], pāstōris [G])

The reconstruction of ablaut is unproblematic in System PIE and requires no further comment.

2.5.6 Prothetic ablaut Neogr. *a : *o and Ḥi. ḡ

§0. The ablaut Neogr. *āC- : ēC- is the prothetic counterpart of the roots Cēh- (PIE *seḥa- ‘liquid’) and Cēh- (PIE *deäh- ‘give’) for the roots beginning with laryngeal, PIE *ēhēC- and PIE *ēhēC-.

§1. The ‘colouring rules’ apply for the root ḡēC as formulated in the laryngeal theory except for the colouring component being PIE *a, not the laryngeal:
(a) When in immediate contact with PIE *a, PIE *ē is assimilated into the latter:

      Lat. a (Lat. auillus, au-bubulcus), etc.   (Neogr. *ā).

After the assimilation, PIE *a is lost and the quantity of the vowel PIE *ē prevails.
(b) PIE *ē is not assimilated into PIE *a:

      Lat. o (Lat. oui-, CLu. ḥau-, Do. ḏt-), etc.   (Neogr. *ē).

Subsequently PIE *a was lost and the quantity and quality of PIE *ē remain.

§2. The root shape ḡēC with Old Anatolian parallels is exemplified by:
(a) ṣāl- ‘Höhling’ (P. 88)
  Olnd. ārā- (m.) ‘Höhling’ (EWA 3:23, KEWA 1:77)
  Li. olā- (f.) ‘Höhle, Grube’ (LiEtWb. 516, olā [sgN])

§346 Thus, the alleged loan from MidLG. hol ‘Höhle, Grube’ is not necessary. See Fraenkel (LiEtWb. 516).
Gr. ἄλα- (c.) ‘shallow vessel, saucer’ (LSJ. 66, ἄλω [sgN])
Gr. ἄλα-βάτες- (a.) ‘high, steep, deep, abyssmal’ (LSJ. 768, ἄλα-βάτες)
Hi. ḡalu- (a.) ‘tief’ (sb.) ‘Höhling’ (HEG 1:135-6)
Lat. aluo- (f.) ‘Höhling, Wölbung’ (WH 1:35, aluus [sgN])

(b) ṣ̣han- ‘evil, bad’ (P. 779), in ṣ̣hahan-, ṣ̣hani- and ṣ̣hanid- (P. 760)

MidIr. on (n.) ‘blot, stain, disgrace, etc.’ (DIL 490, on [pl])
Gr. ὤν- (pr.) ‘schelten, tadeln’ (GEW 2:397, ὤνωματε)
MidIr. ana- (vb.) ‘blemish’ (DIL 41, anaid [3sg])
Gr. ὤν- (ao.) ‘άτμαζεται’ (GEW 2:397, Hes. ὤνασται [3sg])
CLu. ḡan̄haman- (n.) ‘-(?)-’ (DLL. 39, ḡa-an-ḡa-ma-an [sgNA])
OCymr. anamou (sb.) ‘mendae’ (P. 799)
MidBret. anaff (sb.) ‘Makel, Fehler’ (P. 779)
CLu. ḡania- (a.) ‘malum’ (?) (HHand. 38, ḡaniati [sgI?])
CLu. ḡan̄hania- (vb.) ‘tadeln’ (?) (DLL. 39, ḡa-an-ḡa-ṇi-ia-i [3sg])
HLU. haniada- (a.) ‘evil, bad’ (CHLU. 1.1.12, (“MALUS” )enha-ni-ia-ta)
Gr. ἁνυοοοο- (n.) ‘Vorwurf, Schmähung, Schmach’ (GEW 2:394)
Arm. anicane- (vb.) ‘fluchen’ (P. 760, anicanem [1sg])
RV. néd- (f.) ‘Spott, Schmähung, Verachtung’ (WbRV. 730)
Go. ga-naitja- (vb.) ‘treat shamefully’ (GoEtWb. 146)

(c) ṣ̣hap- ‘Reichtum’ (P. 780) 347

Hi. ḡap- (vb1.) ‘reichlich vorhanden sein’ (HEG 1:157f., ḡapzi)
Lat. op- (f.) ‘Reichtum’ (WH 2:215, Lat. op[s][sgN])
RV. ápnas- (n.) ‘Besitz, Habe, Reichtum’ (WbRV. 78)
OIr. an- (m.) ‘richness, property’ (DIL 40, anai [plN])
OIr. anae (m.) ‘Reichtum’ (LEIA A-72 [OIr. ā-])
Cymr. anaw (sb.) [Mg.] ‘Reichtum’ (VGK 2:585)
OIr. ane .-denmid (.) ‘gl. ‘opifice’ (LEIA A-72-73)

(d) ṣ̣herg-, ṣ̣horg- ‘gerade richten, usw.’ (P. 854f., HEG 1:176)

Gr. ṣ̣hγό- (a.) ‘schnell beweglich’ (GEW 1:132, ṣ̣hγός)
Hi. ḡarganau-au- (n.) ‘Sohle, Ferse?’ (HHand. 42, ḡar-ga-na-ū [sgN])
RV. ḡjian- (pt.) ‘vorwärts schießend’ (WbRV. 280)
LAv. ṣ̣hr̄u- (m.) ‘Finger’ (AIWb. 353, ṣ̣hruš [sgN])
RV. r̄u- (a.) ‘gerade, recht, richtung, gerecht’ (WbRV. 279)
RV. r̄u-ḥásta- (a.) ‘die Hand ausstreckend’ (WbRV. 280)
Gr. ṣ̣hr̄u- (f.) ‘Klafter’ (GEW 2:412)

(e) ṣ̣hīrs-, ṣ̣hors- ‘Wasser’ (P. 1003 [diff.]) 348

347 For the root, see Szemerényi (1954:275f.).
348 The etymology of Pokorny (P. 1003) and Godel (1975:71) on RV. srōtas ‘Strom’ was already in doubt by Häussermann (ArmGr. 1:420-1). According to the confirmed rule PIE *sr > Arm. r (e.g. Arm.
Arm. āru (sb.) ‘Canal, Bach, Strom’ (ArmGr. 1:420-1)
Arm. āfoge- (pr.) ‘benetzen’ (Arm. arogel [inf.], Beekes 1969:21)
Arm. ořoge- (pr.) ‘irrigate’ (Godel 1975:71, ořogel [inf.])
Hi. ĥaršūmna- (n.) ‘Quellgebiet’ (HEG 1:187-8, ĥaršumna [plNA])

(f) ĥēš-, ĥhōš- ‘birth, origin’ (HED 3:217ff.)

Hi. ĥaš- (vb.) ‘zeugen, gebären’ (HEG 1:191ff., ĥa-aš-ta [3sg])
Hi. ĥaša- (c.) ‘Enkel’ (HHand. 45, ĥa-aš-ša-āš [sgN])
HLu. ĥaša- (vb.) ‘to beget’ (HED 3:217, CHLu. 1.1.56, ha-sá-tu)
OEng. ōr- (n.) ‘spring, origin, beginning’ (ASaxD. 763, ōr [sgN])
LAv. āghairī- (f.) ‘Gebärerin’ (AIWb. 358, âŋhairyō [plN])
Hi. ĥašatar- (n.) ‘Zeugung, Familie’ (HHand. 45, ĥa-aš-ša-tar)
Gr. χῆθος (m.pl.) ‘Seitenverwandte’ (GEW 2:1096)
HLu. ĥašu- (n.?) ‘birth, family’ (CHLu. 1.1.15, ha-su-’ [sgD])

(g) ĥast – ‘Knochen, Bein’ (P. 783)

TochB. āst- (n.) ‘bone’ (DTochB. 45, āsta [plNA])
Gr. ἐός (f.) ‘Beinhaus (?)’ (GEW 3:84)
Hi. ĥaštai (n.) ‘Knochen’ (HEG 1:202-3, ĥa-aš-ta-i [sgNA])
Gr. ὀστεό- (n.) ‘Knochen’ (GEW 2:436-7, ὀστέον [sgNA])
Gr. ὀστακό- (m.) ‘Meerkrebs’ (GEW 1:169, ὀστακός [sgN])
Gr. ὀστακό- (m.) ‘Meerkrebs’ (GEW 1:169, ὀστακός [sgN])
RV. an –asthá- (a.) ‘knochenlos’ (WbRV. 54, anasthás [sgN])
AV. asth- (n.obl.) ‘Knochen’ (WbRV. 158, asthnás [sgG])
OIr. as- (pl.) ‘côte’ : ‘rib’ (LEIA A:94-5, asnai [plN], asna [G])

(h) ĥaēd-, ĥaōd- ‘Krieg, Kampf, Haß, Widerstreben’ (P. 773)

Lat. ēd- (pf.) ‘Widerwillen haben, hassen’ (WH 2:202, ēdī)
Ocl. at (n.) ‘Kampf’ (ANEWb. 17, at [sgNA])
Lat. ad ēria- (f.) ‘Kriegsruhm’ (WH1:14 & WH1:655-6)
Lat. odio- (n.) ‘Widerstreben, Haß, Ekel’ (WH 2:202)
Arm. atea- (vb.) ‘hassen’ (ArmGr. 1:422, ateam [pr1sg])
Ocl. etja (f.) [Mg.] ‘Kampf’ (ANEWb. 106, etja [sgN])
Hi. ēad- eisant- (pr.) ‘verzaubert, verflucht’ (Hi. ēa-te-iš-da-a-an-te-eš)
Hi. ēad- eisantteia- (pr.) ‘fluchen’ (HEG 1:222, ēa-te-iš-ta-an-ti-ja-aš)
Arm. ateli (a.) ‘verhasst, feindlich’ (ArmGr. 1:422)
Lat. ōso- (pf.pt.) ‘hated’ (WH 2:202-3, ōsus sum)
Aiol. õso- (f.) ‘surfeit, loathing, nausea’ (LSJ 255, õso)
Gr. ðóðo- (pr.) ‘feel loathing, nausea’ (LSJ 255, ðóðo)

§3. Examples of the root ĥ-Č-, ĥĕC-, ĥóC without Old Anatolian, for instance, are:

(a) ĥēhit- , ĥhōit- ‘Anteil, Schicksal’ (P. 10-11, WP. 1:2, WH 1:408, 2:848)

ariun ‘Blut’ : Olnd. asra- (n.) ‘Blut’), Arm. ē < PIE *rs. As the ablaut Arm. a : o suggests an initial laryngeal, the required root PIE * hãrs- provides an exact match with Hi. ĥaš-umna- ‘Quell-gebiet’.
Gr. ὀίτο- (m.) ‘Schicksal’ (GEW 2:370, Gr. ὀίτος [sgN])
LAv. aeta- (m.) ‘Strafe’ (du.) ‘Schuld und Strafe’ (AIWb. 11-12)
Osc. aeti- (f ‘pars’ (WbOU. 55-6, aetēs [sgG])
Gr. αἶσα- (f.) ‘Anteil, Schicksal’ (GEW 1:44, αἶσα [sgN])
Lesb. ἰσοσε- (s.aoM.) ‘cast lots’ (GEW1:738, ἰσοσεόθαι [inf.])

(b) ἕχ-, ἦχ- ‘wachsen’ (P. 773)
Li. ἀγ- (vb.) ‘wachsen’ (Grundr. 1:211, ἄγε [1sg])
Arm. ače- (vb.) ‘wachsen’ (EtDiArm. 43, ačem [1sg])
Li. úoga- (f.) ‘Beere, Kirsche’ (LIEtWb. 1165, úoga [sgN])
Latv. uóga (f.) ‘Beere, Blatter, Pocke’ (LIEtWb. 1165)
OIr. āsí- (vb.) ‘wachsen’ (P. 787 [diff.], ásíd, if PCelt. *āgse/o-)
OCS. agoda (f.) ‘χερσονές: Frucht, Beere’ (Sadnık 4/4A)

(c) ἕχκ-, ἦχκ- ‘scharf, spitz’ (P. 18-22)
Lat. ácer- (a.) ‘scharf’ (WH 1:7, ācer, ácres)
OLat. ocri- (m.) ‘steiniger Berg’ (WH 2:199, ocri, ocris)
Gr. ἀχο- (m.) ‘Spitze, Ecke’ (GEW 2:374, ἀχος)
Gr. ἀχι- (f.) ‘Berggipfel’ (GEW 1:59, ἀχις, ἀχιος)
RV. cáitur-ásrí (a.) ‘vier Kanten habend’ (WbRV. 433)

(d) ἕχκ-, ἦχκ- ‘schnell’ (P. 775)
Lat. óciör- (comp.) ‘schneller’ (WH 2:198, Lat. óciör, ocius)
Lat. acu-pedio- (a.) ‘schnellfüssig’ (WH 1:11, acupedius [sgN])
RV. ásiðtha- (sup.) ‘schnellste, rascheste’ (WbRV. 187)
Gr. ὀξί-ποιδ- (a.) ‘schnellfüssig’ (GEW 2:1146)
Gr. ὀξύ- (a.) ‘schnell, geschwind’ (GEW 2:1145-6, ὀξύς)
RV. ású- (a.) ‘rasch, schnell’ (WbRV. 187-8)
OCS. di-auc (a.) ‘träge’ (i.e. “un-schnell”; see P. 775)

(e) ἕχκ-, ἦχκ- ‘sprechen, sagen’ (P. 290-1)
Gr. ἄν ὁγ- (pf.pr.) ‘befehlen’ (GEW 1:115, ἄνογα [1sg])
Arm. ač-ac (vn.) ‘adagium, proverbium’ (P. 290, ačac [sgNA])
Gr. ἄν ὁγή- (f.) ‘Befehl’ (GEW 1:115, ἄνογη [sgN])
Lat. ad-agio- (n.) ‘Sprichwort’ (WH 1:12, ad ·agium [sgNA])
Lat. ad-agiŏn- (f.) ‘Sprichwort’ (WH 1:25, adagiō, adaginiis [G])

(f) ἕχκ-, ἦχκ- ‘Auge(n)’ (P. 775-7)
Gr. ὀπ- (f.) ‘eye, face’ (GEW 2:407, LSJ 1282, ὀπα [sgA])
Arm. ač- (sb.) ‘Auge’ (ArmGr. 1:413, ač-’k [plN])
Gr. ποζό·ωπο- (n.) ‘Gesicht, Anthitz = ὀψον’ (GEW 2:602)
Gr. ωψ- (f.) ‘appearance’ (LSJ 1282-3, ωψες)
Gr. ατρο ωψ- (f.) ‘Blitz’ (GEW 1:173, Suid. ἀτροψες)
Gr. ωψι- (n.) ‘Hes. ὀψιον · το πρόσωπον’ (LSJ 299)
RV. ánïka- (n.) ‘Aingesicht, Glanzerscheinung’ (WbRV. 57)
LAv. aiwî-äxšaya- (iter.) ‘wachen über’ (AIWb. 310, aiwâxšayainti [3pl])
Li. úoksaú- (vb.) ‘ansehen, ausspionieren’ (LiEtWb. 1166, úoksaúti)

(g) ýhôl-, ýhôl- ‘flammnen, brennen, glänzen’ (P. 28)

OEng. õl- (pret.) ‘nourish, grow, produce’ (ASaxD. 33, õl [3sg])
Lat. alô (pr3.) ‘(er)nähren,aufziehen, pflegen’ (WH 1:31, alô)
OIr. ali- (pr.) ‘nähren’ (LEIA A:57, GOI 577, alim [1sg])
Lat. in olê- (f.) ‘natürliche Anlage’ (WH 2:702, inolês inolis)
Lat. sub olê- (f.) ‘Nachwuchs, -kommenschaft, Sproß’ (WH 2:14)
Gr. ve(π) òôlê- (a.) ‘frisch, kräftig, ausgeruht’ (GEW 2:295, νεωλής)

(h) ýhêm-, ýhôm- ‘Rot, Rost’ (P. 777-8)

OEng. õm (m.n.) ‘rubigo’ = ‘rust’ (ASaxD. 744, õm [sgN])
ModHG. ohm (sb.) ‘Kornbrand, Rotlauf’ (P. 778, ohm [dial.])
OEng. õmig- (a.) ‘rusty, rust-coloured, inflammatory’ (ASaxD. 744)
Ofr. umac (n.) ‘Kupfer’ (DIL. 628, Cymr. efydd)
Lat. amâ- (f.) ‘Feuereimer’ (WH 1:35, ama [sgN])

(i) ýhem-, ýhm- ‘roh, ungekocht’ (P. 777-8, WP. 1:179)

Gr. ômô- (a.) ‘roh, ungekocht’ (GEW 2:1149, Gr. ômôç)
RV. âmâ- (a.) ‘roh, ungekocht’ (WbRV. 181, âmás [sgN])
Ofr. om- (a.) ‘roh’ (VGK 1:32, om [sgN] = Cymr. of)
Gr. ômô φâçγô- (a.) ‘blutgierig, unmenschlich’ (GEW 2:1149)
RV. âmâ- (a.f.) ‘die Kuh als die rohe’ (WbRV. 181, gâus âmá)
Lat. amârô- (a.) ‘roh’ (WH 1:35, Lat. amârus [sgN])

(k) ýhem-, ýhm- ‘Schulter’ (P. 778)

Umbr. onso (m.) ‘umerus’ (Meiser 1986:63, onse [L])
Gr. ômô- (m.) ‘Schulter’ (GEW 2:1148, ômôç [sgN])
Go. ams- (m.) ‘shoulder’ (GoEtD 30, amsans [plA])
RV. âmsa- (m.) ‘Schulter’ (WbRV. 2, EWA1:37, WH 2:815)
Lat. umero- (m.) ‘Schulter’ (WH 2:815, umerus [sgN])
Gr. ômêôô (du.) ‘Schulterblatt’ (Hes. ômêôô · ômôçλôttai)

(l) ýhênk-, ýhônk- ‘biegen’ (P. 45-48)
Gr. ὀρέο-  (m.) ‘Wiederhaken’ (GEW 2:347, ὀρέος [sgN])
Lat. unco-  (m.) ‘Haken’ (a.) ‘gekrümmt’ (WH 2:816, uncus [sgN])
RV. anká-  (m.) ‘Haken’ (WbRV. 13, EWA 1:47)
Lat. anco-  (a.) ‘with crooked arms’ (WH 1:46, ancus [N])
Gr. ἀκάκων-  (m.) ‘Ellenbogen’ (GEW 1:11, ἀκάκων)
RV. ánkas-  (n.) ‘Biegung, Krümmung (des Pfades)’ (EWA 1:47)
Gr. ἀκάκος-  (n.) ‘Bergschlucht, Felsental’ (GEW 1:11)

(m) νʰēbbhel-, νʰōbhel- ‘fegen,kehren’ (P. 772)
Arm. avelu-  (pr.) ‘fegen’ (P. 772, avelum [1sg])
Gr. ὀφελλῳ (pr.) ‘fegen, kehren’ (GEW 2:452, ὀφελλῳ)
Gr. ὀφελμα (n.) ‘Besen’ (GEW 2:452)
Gr. ὀφελτρῳ-  (n.) ‘Besen’ (WP. 1:178, ὀφελτρῳ · κάλλυντον)

(n) νʰēbhnr-, νʰōbhnr- ‘Braue’ (P. 172)
Gr. ὀφφυ-  (f.) ‘Braue’ (GEW 2:454, ὀφφύς, ὀφφύς)
MidIr. abrait-  (plN.) ‘Augenlider, Brauen’ (P. 172, Bret. abrant)
OMaced. ὄβροτ-  (c.) (όβροτες · ὀφφύς, Beekes 1969:21)
RV. bhrū  (f.) ‘Braue’ (WbRV. 967, bhrūs [dul])
OLr. for-brū-  (vb.) ‘supercilia’ (P. 172, forbru [plA], forbrū [plG])
SCr. ðbrva  (f.) ‘Braue’ (P. 173, Gr. ὀφφύς (f.) ‘Erhöhung’)

(o) νʰēru-, νʰōru- ‘vox’ (P. 781)
Arc. κάτ ρογό-  (a.) ‘cursed’ (GEW 127, WP 1:182)
Phryg. ῥυζων- (pt.) ‘prayed’ (Phryg. 128, ροζων [sgN])
Phryg. ῥυζα-  (f.) ‘prayer’ (Phryg.128, ροζαν [sgA])
Gr. ῥοζ(ή) (f.) ‘prayer’ (Hom. ῥοζ, Att. ῥοζ)
Gr. ῥοζο-  (prM.) ‘beten, verwünschen’ (GEW 1:127, ῥοζομα)  
Gr. ῥοζω (vb.) ‘sprechen, rüfen’ (LSJ. 251, GEW 1:158)
Gr. ῥοζε(ή) (f.) ‘Vervünschung, Drohung’ (GEW1:135)
Gr. ῥοζε(ή)ω (vb.) ‘drohen’ (GEW 1:135)

(p) νʰēs-, νʰōs- ‘Mund, Mündung, Rand’ (P. 784-5)
Lat. ὅς-  (n.) ‘Mund, Anlitz, Rand, Saum’ (WH 2:224-5)
RV. ās-  (n.) ‘Mund’ (WbRV. 190, āsás [sgAb])
gAv. āh-  (n.) ‘Mund, Öffnung’ (AIWb. 345, ἄηδο [sgG])
Lat. āra-  (f.) ‘Saum, Rand’ (WH 2:218 ὅρα [sgN] ← ὅσ-)  
OEng. āra (m.) ‘border, edge, margin, bank’ (ASaxD. 763, ὅρα)
Lat. āræ (f.pl.) ‘Strandbänke, Klippen’ (WH 1:61 [diff.])
RV. āsia-  (n.) ‘Mund, Rachen’ (WbRV. 191)
Gr. ὁς-  (f.) ‘Saum’ (GEW1:1143, ὁς, ὅς, ὅς)
Gr. τρεξ ὁς-  (f.) ‘Gaumen’ (GEW 2:969, LSJ 1871, DELG 1158-9)
Do. dhłów-  (f.) ‘Strand, Ufer’ (Do. ὅλον, Hom. ἦλον, ἦλον)
Lat. ósculo-  (n.) ‘Kuß’ (WH 2:227, ósculum [sgN])
Gr. ἐξ-αστιζ- (f.) ‘Rand eines Gewebes, Franse’ (GEW 528)
Gr. ἀσθματ- (n.) ‘schweres, kurzes Atmen, Keuchen’ (GEW 1:161)
Gr. ἀσθματ- (vb.) ‘schwer atmen, keuchen’ ( = ἰσθματ- [Hes.])

The patterns with and without the Old Anatolian are identical, and PIE *ṭa, aṭ can be reconstructed even in the absence of Old Anatolian ḫi, ḫi, CLu. ḫi, HLu. ḫ.

2.5.7 Schwebeablaut and PIE *ṭ

§0. The schwebeablaut, representing the alternation of the position of the ablaut vowels PIE *ē : e : Ō : o : ő within the root, was already recognized by the Sanskrit grammarians (Pāṇini). The major Indo-European theories explaining this alternation were developed by the Paleo- and the Neogrammarians in the 19th century. With the emergence of the Old Anatolian laryngeal, both theories became outdated, because the lost PIE laryngeal implies different etymological origins for numerous examples of the alleged schwebeablaut. This factor, caused by the fact that the schwebeablaut is inextricably linked to the phoneme inventory, necessitates restrictions regarding the use of the mechanism.

§1. The term ‘schwebeablaut’ (see Anttila 1969:13) dates back to the Neogrammaring period:

“In 1888 K.F. Johansson (...) proposed the current name for this alternation between two full grades: gleichgewichts- oder schwebeablaut. He called it balance ablaut because the different forms tended to have a balance in sharing two moras: gēn - gene - gnē (BB 13.116, 15.308-309).”

In more modern discussions, the focus of schwebeablaut has shifted from mora length to the alternation of the position of the root vowel. This is described by Anttila (1969:1):

“There are a number of roots, however, which show (or appear to show) an alternation in the position of the full-grade vowel. The vowel alternates around a root-medial resonant (or sometimes a consonant).”

In the explanation of the schwebeablaut, two main schools have emerged, which may be roughly characterized as follows:

---

349 For a detailed account of the Schwebeablaut, see Anttila 1969 (to which a debt is owed, particularly in regard to the background information presented here) and Szemerényi (1996:133, “Secondary ablaut”).

350 See Allen (1953:13): “samprasāraṇa (lit. ‘extension’), whereby a sequence of type va, i.e. v+syllacticity, alternates with u, i.e. ‘syllabic v’ (cf. Pr. Ind. svapiti : P.P. supta-, etc.). Pāṇini uses the term both for the process and for the resultant vowel, but we find neither the term nor any discussion of the process in the phonetic works.”

351 See Johansson 1888 and 1890.
(a) The uniform school, which postulates a single underlying root $C_1C_2(C_3)$ with alternating interdigitations $C_1eC_2 : C_1C_2(eC_3)$, has been supported by scholars such as Saussure, Møller, Cuny, Hirt, Benveniste and others.

(b) The segmental school, which reconstructs the bases as attested (e.g. $C_1oC_2$, $C_1eC_2$, $C_1ōC_2$, $C_1C_2C_3$), keeps the schwebeablaut variants distinct. According to this school, the bases are considered original rather than reducable to each other through an underlying form (or mechanism).

§2. The theories of the uniform school assume that schwebeablaut variants can be connected without severe problems, regardless of whether an underlying prototype (allowing the derivation of variants) is actually postulated or not. The most prominent versions of this line of thought are summarized as follows:

(a) As explained by Anttila (1969:3), the Paleogrammarians in general favoured metathesis as the mechanism of derivation for connecting the root variants:

“Metathesis is the standard explanation for schwebeablaut from the 1840's onwards, supported by the biggest names of the day, Benfey, Bopp, Pott, Schleicher, etc. (for references see Curtius, Grundzüge§ 179 and 747).”

(b) Anttila (1969:10) further describes the pioneers of the laryngeal theory:

“Saussure (...) was (...) left with two full grades: Skt. ámbhas ‘rain water,’ nábhás ‘mist, cloud’ (Mém 280-281: cf. §9.45). He calls the first one where the vowel occurs before the resonant premier cas, and the second one deuxième cas (Mém 280).”

Saussure’s idea found support soon enough:

“Møller sides with Saussure and Kretschmer in thinking that set roots have two full grades, which can be combined into one earlier shape (vorindogermanisch) as shown. Actually he had done this already in the same famous footnote where he added the third laryngeal *E to Saussure’s two (1880:1511), suggesting further that such shapes should best be written according to the Semitic fashion: *diu instead of *dajava, etc.” (Anttila 1969:17)

(c) A more cautious version of the theory held a connection between the different vocalizations of the root, but postulated no underlying form (i.e. only surface-level alternation exists). According to (Anttila 1969:21):

“Notably only Benveniste (following Meillet) does not establish or suggest a deeper level of invariance, which is a basic principle of linguistic analysis, and which was reached in this case already by Saussure: e.g., *dôr-éu > dôr-u, dr-éu (Mém 222).”

§3. Though perhaps not generally understood, the problems of the uniform school became aggravated after the emergence of the PIE laryngeal:

(a) Most importantly, the hypothesis of an underlying root, whether postulated or not, is relative to the phoneme inventory at our disposal. In particular, the possibility that the laryngeal PIE *h and the vowel PIE *a were lost in non-Anatolian languages has led to a situation where numerous examples of the alleged schwebeablaut actually reveals roots with and without the laryngeal (i.e. they are not schwebeablaut variants
at all). In order to illustrate the situation, I quote Benveniste’s (1935:156) laryngealist reconstruction of the traditional root Neogr. *ubh- : *uēbh- ‘weben, flechten’ (P. 1114):

I: *ₐ₂e₂u-bh- (gr. ὑπάρω) II: *ₐ₂u-ēbh- (vha. weban).

For this data, the comparative method implies two etymologically different roots, one with a laryngeal and one without:

PIE *haubh- ‘weben’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi.</td>
<td>ḫupar-</td>
<td>(GADA c.) ‘ein Gewebe/Kleidungsstück’ (HHand. 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>ὑπάρω</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘weben, usw.’ (GEW 2:976f.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAv. ubdaena-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘aus Webstoff, aus Zeug gemacht’ (AIWb. 401)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *uēbh- ‘weben’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi.</td>
<td>ueb-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘weben’ (HHand. 201, uepta [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi.</td>
<td>ueba-</td>
<td>(c.) ‘Webstück, Gewebe’ (HHHand. 201, uepuš [plA])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>āurna vābhā-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘von der Spinne stammend’ (WbRV. 307)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of roots with and without the laryngeal Hi. ḫ : Hi. Ø, the traditional approach reconstructs too few laryngeals (Neogr. *ubh- : *uēbh-) and the laryngeal theory overgenerates them (LT *ₐ₂e₂u-bh- : *ₐ₂u-ēbh-).

(b) As an example in which Hittite confirms the absence of the laryngeal (but the rest of the language group implies it, necessitating two separate roots), I quote Saussure’s comparison of Skt. ámbhas ‘rain water’ : Skt. nábhas ‘mist, cloud’ (Mém 280-281: cf. §9.45), which actually appears with and without the laryngeal:

PIE *nebh- ‘Himmel, Wolke, Gewölk’ (P. 315-6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi.</td>
<td>nebia-</td>
<td>(c/n.? ) ‘Himmel’ (HEG II:310-5, ne-pi-aś [sgG])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>abhi-nabhya-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Wolkennähe’ (WbRV. 84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. nabhya-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘cloudy, moist, foggy’ (MonWil. 528)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *haembh- ‘rain, water’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arm.</td>
<td>amb-</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘Wolke’ (ArmGr. 1:417, o-stem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>āmbhas-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Regenwasser, Wasser’ (WbRV. 96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osc.</td>
<td>anfri-</td>
<td>(.) ‘Regengottheiten’ (Meiser 1986:70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>ambhr̥ą-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘nebelhaft, feucht’ (WbRV. 96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) A hitherto unidentified laryngeal is occasionally found in roots considered to be examples of the schwebeablaut. This is the case of the aforementioned ‘Pre-Proto-Indo-European’ (‘vorindogermanisch’) tri-literal root *diu : *dajava of Möller (1880:151). For this item, the laryngeal is implied by Rig-Vedic hiatus and PIE *a by

---

352 Thus, in Li. tuo mēl (adv.) ‘in einem fort’ (LiEtWb. 430, tuomēl [sgNA]) and Go. mel- (n.) ‘Stunde, Zeit’ (GoEtD. 250, Go. mel [sgNA]), both PIE *h and PIE *a were lost, nor is there any compensatory lengthening. Nonetheless, Hi. vmeh- ‘time, noon’ (in vmeh-ur-, vmeh-un-) reveals a root shape C₁eC₂ Σ ≡ PIE *mehₘₐh-. 
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Do. ā, the two witnesses implying diphonominc PIE *aḥ for PIE *diāḥ- ‘sky, sky-god’ (P. 183-7):

PIE *diēaḥ-
Do. ēt̚- (m.) ‘Zeus’ (GEW 1:610; ← PIE *diēaḥ-)
RV. dyā- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 601-4, dyám [sgA])

PIE *diaḥē-
Lat. diē- (f.) ‘Tageslicht, Tag’ (WH 1:349, diēs [N], diem)
RV. diá- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 601-4, diá̆m [sgA])

Structural inferences (like the Indo-Semitic root hypothesis) do not necessarily reflect the actual state of affairs: RV. diáu- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 604, RV. diáŭs [N]) = Gr. ζήυ (m.) ‘sky-god, Zeus’ (GEW 1:610ff., Gr. ζής) has four radicals (C₁C₂C₃eC₄), not three (voridg. ʰdajava). Though the theory of the uniform school can be credited for aiming at regular patterning, its tools are outdated: Indo-European linguistics is an empirical science and the lost laryngeals cannot be recovered by a priori means. In its current form, the laryngeal theory succeeds only in the reconstruction of *h₂ (PIE *ʰ), and its tools overgenerate even that.

§4. The segmental school prefers a straightforward reconstruction of attested vocalizations (as implied by the data), and no underlying roots are postulated. The most important scholars and ideas related to this view can be summarized as follows:
(a) As Anttila (1969:10) points out, the idea of ‘double roots’ can historically be traced back to the time of the Paleogrammarians:

“As early as 1870 E.Kuhn (KZ 19:308) pointed out that the problem of schwebeablaut can be resolved through “double roots,” *ankan nak, *ambhi nabh, *anghi nagb-, which would avoid all the difficulties of deriving one form from the other.”

Due to this precaution, the segmental approach avoids the merging of distinct roots during reconstruction, and for this reason it is the preferred choice of the comparative method. Noting the criteria for the presence (or absence) of the laryngeal in a finite procedure, which then can be used to decide whether a schwebeablaut is apparent or not, can be developed based on the segmental interpretation.
(b) Instead of approaching morphemes as non-analyzable entities, the segmental school tends to apply linguistic analysis to the data. Thus, Anttila (1969:5) explains that Brugmann:

“(…) in MU 1:55 (1878) reasons against general metathesis and reintroduces Fick’s suffix á with more rigor to take care of the doublets like skt. prá : par (§9.48) šrá : šar (§9.39), và : e (§5.3.1; WW 91).”

This approach is also recommendable in comparative contexts, because the surface level (which does not necessarily preserve all original features) is not naively taken as primary.
(c) As Anttila writes (1969:11), the ultimate conclusions based on the regularity of sound change were drawn by:

“Persson in his book on root extensions (1891) [....who] contests the prevalent doctrine of metathesis, anaptyxis, and prothesis in Greek (WW 99ff., 217-8, 224, 245, etc.) [...] metathesis is impossible [...] and thus all such full grades would best be taken as equally original (100).”

With the reservation that the Neogrammarians’ cover symbols can also conceal lost laryngeals (Neogr. *e ≡ PIE *eha v *e v *ahe, etc.), it has been obvious ever since the Brugmannian sound law system that no metathesis (or its alternative, à la Benveniste) can be consistently presented. This is another way of stating Persson’s general conclusion, namely that the schwebeablaut as an actual mechanism deriving the root forms from each other never existed. Rather, the interdigitations of the vowels and their alternations were caused by the rules of the proto-language, and the sole possible way to decipher these is to describe the attested vocalizations, restore the lost phonemes (in particular, the laryngeal) and differentiate the rules governing the alternation from those of the proto-language herself.

§5. Despite the superior nature of the (non-uniform) segmental theory, it is also not without its problems.

(a) The works of the leading theoreticians are based on the Neogrammarians’ reconstruction, which is now outdated, particularly in terms of the laryngeal PIE *h₂a *a₂h₂. Any attempt to proceed with the non-uniform course must therefore begin with a compilation and testing of all the traditional roots for diagnostic features that imply PIE *h₂a *a₂h₂ in all positions.

(b) The traditional approach, if satisfied only by the description of the attested (or at least the externally paralleled) vocalizations, will not ultimately result in the desired scientific means of predicting the schwebeablaut. Consequently, the approach needs to be developed by making the entire surface level of the Indo-European languages transparent in terms of the presence or absence of PIE *h₂. In the next phase, a digital function capable of calculating all the attestations of the ablaut vowels of the PIE root(s) \( C_1 \ldots C_n \)

\[
(\Pi) \cdot C_1 \ldots C_n (\Sigma) \equiv (\ast \delta \emptyset \delta) \cdot C_1 (\ast \delta \emptyset \delta) \cdot C_n (\ast \delta \emptyset \delta)
\]

needs to be presented in order to fully predict the alternations.

(c) Finally, there is the problem of the absence of a comparative etymological dictionary in which the entire Indo-European data can be stored and which would allow the extraction of a set of rules governing the schwebeablaut (and ablaut in general). The PIE Lexicon Project aims to solve this problem.

2.5.8 Osthoff’s Law for Anatolian, Tocharian and Greek

§0. Osthoff’s Law, which involves the shortening of long diphthongs before a cluster of a resonant and a consonant (except in Indo-Iranian), is among the most successful
sound laws ever postulated for the Indo-European languages. Accordingly, only
minor improvements (mainly concerning Anatolian, Tocharian, and Greek) are
required by the enriched material now at our disposal.\footnote{For literature on Osthoff’s Law, see Collinge (1985:127-131), Schwyzer (GrGr 1:279) and Szemerényi (1996:93).}

§1. In *Philologische Rundschau* (1881b:1593f.), Osthoff claimed a shortening of long
vowels before a resonant and a consonant in Indo-European languages except Indo-
Iranian: the ‘non-Aryan’ languages had gone through the simplification

\[
\text{PIE } *V:RC \rightarrow \text{ VRC } \quad \text{(Osthoff’s Law).}\footnote{Osthoff (1884:84-5) writes: “jeder lange vokal ist in der stellung vor sonorlaut […] und einem weiteren consonant innerhalb desselben wortes urgireichisch verkürzt worden.”}
\]

Thus, for instance, the short Gr. α owes its short quantity to Osthoff’s Law,\footnote{Collinge (1985:127) describes how the theory of a loss of quantity was initially not ascribed to Osthoff in the Germanic world. Nevertheless, as Collinge points out, “elsewhere it is ‘Osthoff’s Law’ […]”, and accordingly this terminology is used also in this study.} standing in contrast to the Indo-Iranian /ā/ in the following:

Gr. γαῖα βασιλεία- (m.) ‘Schwiegersohn, Eidam, usw.’ (GEW 1:287)
LAv. zama-o-ya- (m.) ‘Bruder des Schwiegersohns’ (AIWb. 1689)
RV. jämätar- (m.) ‘Eidam’ (WbRV. 484)
LAv. zämätar- (m.) ‘Eidam, Schwiegersohn’ (AIWb. 1689)

§2. The most significant new development related to Osthoff’s Law is the existence of
sequences V:RC in both Tocharian A and B. Based on abundant examples, it is
virtually certain that Tocharian did not go through the shortening, and hence its
dialects should be grouped with Indo-Iranian.

(a) The absence of Osthoff’s Law can be proven for the nasals PIE *m *n and the
liquids PIE *l *r in a straightforward manner due to the ample stock of attested
clusters TochAB. āmC, ānC, ālC and ārC attested as such. Some examples include:

1. TochAB. āmC
   - TochA. ümpi (num.du.m.) ‘ambo’ (Poucha 22)
   - TochB. yám- (vb.) ‘do, make, effect’ (DTochB. 490-1, yânts [inf.])
   - TochA. wâmpu- (pret.pt.) ‘ornare, comere’ (Poucha 286, wâmpu)

2. TochAB. ānC
   - TochB. klânk- (vb.) ‘ride, go by a wagon’ (DTochB. 220, klânka)
   - TochA. spânte (a.indecl.) ‘confidens’ (Poucha 386)
   - TochB. a-mânt-atte (a.) ‘not evil-minded’ (DTochB. 18)
   - TochA. wânt- (pt.) ‘vehens’ (Poucha 14, wânt, wântam)
   - TochA. lânts- (f.) ‘regina’ (Poucha 265, TochA. lânts)
   - TochB. lântso (f.) ‘Queen’ (DTochB. 548)
   - TochB. kânta (vb.) ≡ ‘rub, polish’ (DTochB. 151, kântsatsi [inf.])
   - TochB. kântsa- (vb.) ≡ ‘sharpen, file’ (DTochB. 151, kântsatsi [inf.])
3. TochAB. álC:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TochB. láłyī</th>
<th>(f.) ‘zeal’ (DTochB. 546)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TochB. læñe</td>
<td>(f.) ‘flood’ (DTochB. 547)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. kāltan-k-</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘n. cuiusdam instrumenti musici’ (Poucha 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. tsāltan-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘chew’ (DTochB. 732)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. sālkas-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘pull out, produce’ (DTochB. 689, sālkaṃ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. špālmen-</td>
<td>(sup.) ‘excellent, superior’ (DTochB. 643, špālmen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. sālla-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘throw down’ (DTochB. 686, sālla)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. TochAB. ārC:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TochA. myarsa-</th>
<th>(vb.) ‘ver-gessen’ (Poucha 226, myārsatai)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TochB. ārte</td>
<td>(m.sg.) ‘(raised) aqueduct, feeder canal’ (DTochB. 51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. āršal</td>
<td>(MUŠEN.) ‘vermis venenosus’ (Poucha 25-6, āršal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. ārcan-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘be obliged to’ (DTochB. 50, ārcaṃtār [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. ār-</td>
<td>(vb.tr.) ‘leave (behind), forsake’ (DTochB. 47, āṛtsi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. ārse-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘cease’ (DTochB. 47, ārqen-ne)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. ārwar</td>
<td>(adv.) ‘paratus : ready, readily’ (Poucha 25, ārwar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. wawārpau</td>
<td>(pt.) ‘surrounded’ (DTochB. 587, wawārpau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. wārwāss-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘prod, urge, spur on’ (DTochB. 587, wārwāssim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. kārme</td>
<td>(a.) ‘Wahrheit’ (a.) ‘wahr’ (Poucha 60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. ārkwe-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘white’ (DTochB. 23-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. ārki-šošt-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘mundus’ (Poucha 24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. ārt-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘procus, sponsus’ (Poucha 24, ārt [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. kārna-</td>
<td>(prA.) ‘descendere’ (Poucha 60, kārnatsi [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. kārp</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘descendere’ (Poucha 60, kārp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. kārpa-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘descend, step down’ (DTochB. 154,kārpatsi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. sāryā-</td>
<td>(vbM.) ‘serere, seminare’ (Poucha 365, sāryāt [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. sārm-</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘semene’ (‘seed’) (Poucha 364, sārmntu [oblplN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. šarka-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘surpass, go beyond’ (DTochB. 655, šarkatai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. kāryap-</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘incommodum, detrimentum’ (Poucha 60-1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When available, external etymologies indicate that the Tocharian quantity matches the Indo-Iranian vrddhi. An uncontestable example of an identical quantity in the Rig-Veda and in Tocharian B has been preserved in:

| TochB. ārkwe- | (a.) ‘white’ (DTochB. 23-4) |
| RV. ārjuneyā- | (m.) ‘Nachkomme des ārjuna-’ (WbRV. 185) |

Identically, the long quantity of Tocharian A coincides with the Vedic vrddhi in:

| TochA. kālta- nk- | (sb.) ‘some musical instrument’ (Poucha 61) |
| AV. ā-ghāṭa- | (m.) ‘Zimbel’ (EWA 1:159 + Fortunatov’s Law II) |
| RV. ā-ghāṭi- | (c.) ‘Cymbeln’ or ‘Klappern’ (WbRV. 172) |
The Tocharian and Indo-Iranian long vowels are identical. Their original quantity being the simplest hypothesis (Occam’s razor), it replaces the earlier explanations of Tocharian quantity, especially accent (Krause-Thomas 1960:42ff.) and/or schwa (Krause-Thomas 1960:53ff.). The ostensible difference in quantity between Tocharian and ‘non-Aryan languages’ can be accounted for with Osthoff’s Law (PIE *ḥaṃbhī-) as long as the general restriction of the law is noted.\(^{356}\) Examples include:

TochA. āmpi  (num.du.m.) ‘ambo’ (Poucha 22)
Gr. ἄμψι (adv.) ‘herum, auf beiden seiten’ (GEW 1:98)
Lat. ambi (pref.) ‘herum, um, ringsum’ (WH 1:36)

(b) The archaism of the Tocharian group is, however, broken down in the long diphthongs PToch *āiC and *āuC. As a rule, the long diphthongs have been preserved in dialect B, while in dialect A only short ones appear:

TochB. āiC  :  TochA. eC  
TochB. āuC  :  TochA. oC.\(^{357}\)

The reason for the lack of a sound law accounting for this development seems to be the tendency in the laryngeal theory to avoid discussion of ṛddhī (except for Saussure’s compensatory lengthening). However, it is possible to advance an interpretation of the situation that does not present any difficulties. Instead of two quantitative grades (cf. Saussure *e/o : Ō), the parent language had three oppositions (PIE *ē/ō : *e/o : Ō), which are preserved in Tocharian B. Some examples of alternation TochB. ai : e : i/y and TochB. au : o : u/w are are included here:

1. *ḥaṅg- ‘sehen, wissen : Auge’ (with TochB. ai : e : y)
   - TochB. po γyši- (a.) ‘all-knowing = Buddha’ (DTochB. 402, poyši)
   - Gr. ᾲγ ὀγαία- (f.) ‘Auge’ (LSJ. 35, Hes. ᾲγ ὀγαίαιν · ὀφθαλμός)
   - OHG. eiha- (vb.) ‘zuerkennen’ (WP. 1:11, GoEtD. 2, eihan [inf.])
   - TochB. eka- (vb.) ‘know’ (DTochB. 101, ekasta [2sg])
   - TochB. aike- (pr.) ‘know, recognize’ (DTochB. 101, aikemar [1sg])
   - TochA. eše (adv.) ‘aspectabiliter, manifeste’ (Poucha 41)
   - TochB. aišai yām- (vb.) ‘take care, handle, treat’ (DTochB. 106)

Here the identity TochB. aišai  ≡ TochA. eše proves that TochA. eše, unlike its equivalent in dialect B, has been shortened (Osthoff’s Law). No shortening took place in TochB. aišai, with the result that the root TochB. ĕk- in

TochB. eka- (vb.) ‘know’ (DTochB. 101, ekasta [2sg])

reflects the normal grade PIE *e/o (in contrast with PIE *ē/ō in TochB. ĕaik-).

---

\(^{356}\) Osthoff’s Law is somewhat ambiguous, owing to the possibility of an original ablaut of the proto-language, which could potentially account for some differences of quantity. Thus, for example, the alternation TochA. āmpi : Gr. ἄμψι could reflect quantitative ablaut (PIE *ḥaṃbhī- : haṃbhī-, etc.) rather than Osthoff’s shortening.

\(^{357}\) For such alternations, cf. TochB. ai- (vb.) ‘give’ (DTochB. 100-l, aitsi [inf.]) : TochA. eλ- (sb.) ‘donum’ (Poucha 37-8, 40) and TochB. slaʊ- (n.) ‘life’ (DTochB. 636-7) : TochA.  sıl- (sg.m.) ‘vita’ (Poucha 327-8), etc.
2. For the u-diphthong, the ablaut TochB. au : o : u/w is documented. This can be seen, for example, in:

TochB. rautka- (vb.) ‘move away’ (DTotchB. 538, rautkaṃ)
TochB. rotkä- (vb.) ‘move (away)’ (DTotchB. 538, rotkär)
TochB. rutkä- (vb.) ‘take off’ (garment) (DTotchB. 538, rutkāte)

The three simultaneously preserved ablaut grades prove that no shortening has taken place in Tocharian B, thus signalling agreement with the conservative Indo-Iranian group.

3. Practically speaking, the differences between Tocharian A and B have significance for internal and external comparisons, since the recognition of three starting points for Tocharian B provides a regular explanation for alternations that are currently felt to be difficult,\(^ {358}\) seen in such examples as:

Gr. αἷβο- (m.) ‘Rede, Lobrede’ (GEW 2:40, αἷβος [sgN])
TochA. enäs- (prM.) ‘iubere, punire’ (Poucha 38, enāsmāṃ [pt.])
TochB. enās- (cs,prM.) ‘instruct’ (DTotchB. 81, enāstār [3sg])

(c) For the aforementioned reasons, the restriction of Osthoff’s Law’s should be expanded into Tocharian,\(^ {359}\) except for the long diphthongs shortened in dialect A.

§3. Owing to the unmarked quantity in cuneiform script, Osthoff’s Law is not strictly verifiable in Old Anatolian. Scattered hints of a possible lack of shortening are, however, possibly present in the use of the Greek alphabet by Later Anatolian. Thus, the clusters ηRC and ωRC are preserved at least in some Carian names collected by Sundwall (e.g. Car. Αρχημός (1913:76), Car. ϊμβογιλός (1913:81), Car. καρυσόλος (1913:97) and Car. κωβόλλις (1913:98)). Based on ex nihilo nihil, the forms can hardly represent anything but an original long grade. Accordingly, it is relatively safe to assume that Old Anatolian had long diphthongs, too. An instance of an original PIE *ō can be postulated de facto for Old Anatolian on the basis of the isogloss

HLu. rua- (lc.) ‘Rua’ (NOMS. 1069, CHLu. 10.9.1, ru-w\(^ {-}\)-sā)
Hi. nähı́ rua- (mc.) ‘-’ (NOMS. 843, na-hi-ru-ua-aš(-śa) [sgN])
Cil. ωον ζονμεον- (c.) ‘-’ (Sundwall 1913:97, ωονζονμεον [sgN])

The base Cil. ω(ς)ον is also documented with a nasal extension (PIE *rūō ·n-) in Cil. ωον ζονμεον (Sundwall 1913:97), which is unaffected by Osthoff’s Law. It is possible that the law did not apply in Old Anatolian either, but the material is sparse and the

\(^ {358}\) The contemporary problem, outlined by Lane (1960:76), is not the equation TochB. aiC = Toch A. eC, but TochB. e = TochA. e: “The analysis of TochB. ke-i(e) with ke- = TochA. ke goes against the rule that B ai = A e, though one might assume reduction of ai to e in unaccented forms, and there are other instances where the equation seems to hold (cf. B enäsk- ‘instruct’, A enäs- ‘command’, punish’, B eńk-, A ents- ‘seize’).”

\(^ {359}\) Note also the ambiguity of TochB. e. In addition to the correspondence of short diphthongs (PIE *oi, etc.), TochB. e also corresponds with TochA. a (e.g. TochA. pats (m.) ‘maritus’, Poucha 163 : TochB. petso (sb.) ‘husband’ (DTotchB. 401)).
absence of quantity in Old Anatolian means that the problem may forever remain ambiguous.

§4. Some counterexamples of Osthoff’s Law have been identified in Greek (e.g. Gr. ηὐκτεῖν). Tested against the data, these exceptions reveal that the environment of Osthoff’s Law (V:RC) was not present, because Proto-Indo-European had a laryngeal in the middle of the diphthong of the traditional reconstruction (shape PIE *V:ہRC). The presence of this laryngeal can be demonstrated in terms of the key exceptions as follows:
(a) PIE *ʰauhə- ‘verkünden, usw.’ (P. 348, cf. √ηὐχ-)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi. ḥug-</td>
<td>(vb1.)</td>
<td>‘beschwören’</td>
<td>(HEG 1:255-7, ḥu-uk-zi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. εὐχ-</td>
<td>(prM.)</td>
<td>‘verkünden’</td>
<td>(GEW 1:595-6, εὐχτο [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gAv. aog-</td>
<td>(pr.)</td>
<td>‘verkünden, sprechen’</td>
<td>(AIWb. 37-8, aogάδα [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ηυχ-</td>
<td>(pf.)</td>
<td>‘to have prayed’</td>
<td>(LSJ. 739, ηὐχτα, ηὐχθα [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. νὐχεῖο (pr.)</td>
<td>‘sich rühmen, prahlen’</td>
<td>(GEW 1:192)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both Hi. ḥ- and ablaut Gr. α : ε : η are clearly present, and the bases allow only a single reconstruction: PIE *ʰaṷug- → Gr. ναṷḫ-, PIE *haṷug- → Hi. ḥu-, PIE *eʰauhə- → Gr. νεṷų- and PIE *eʰauhə- → Gr. νηṷų-. In particular, νηṷų- had no original diphthong (PIE *eʰauhə-); for this reason, Osthoff’s Law does not apply to the form.

(b) The ‘a-quality’ in Gr. ναṷς [sgN] and hiatus in RV. ná’us [sgN] imply PIE *neahu- for both (for the root of Lat. nāuīs [sgN], see P. 755-6). The ostensible violation of Osthoff’s Law by the long diphthong of Hom. νης can therefore be explained by it being based on the laryngeal (PIE *nēahu-). Thus, by arranging the material under two comparatively confirmed ablaut bases, regularity is restored:

| PIE *neahu- | → | Gr. ναṷς, RV. ná’us, etc. |
| PIE *nēahu- | → | Hom. νης, Lat. nāuīs, etc. |

(c) Neogr. *mēn- ‘moon, month’ (P. 731) The ‘a-vocalism’ pointing to PIE *.CheckBox within the root is reflected in

| Arm. mahik | (sb.) | ‘μαθώνος : Mondschel’ | (ArmGr. 1:191). |

PIE *mēhan- (vs. ʰmēählen-) is confirmed by the Lithuanian e-vocalism and acute in

| Li. ména- | (m.) | ‘Monat, Mond’ | (LiEtWb. 435, mėnas [sgN]) |
| Li. ménuo | (m.) | ‘Mond, Monat’ | (LiEtWb. 438, ménuo [sgN]) |

We may thus reconstruct PIE *mēhans- for

| Aiol. μῆν- | (m.) | ‘Monat, Mondschel’ | (GEW 2:227, μῆννος). |

Here again the secondary long diphthong explains the exception of Osthoff’s Law.³⁶¹

³⁶¹ According to Hübschmann (ArmGr. 1:191), Arm. mahik is an Iranian loan (for an *i-extension, see LAv. nava.māhya- (a.) ‘neun Monate dauert’, AIWb. 1046). Since the assumed source of Armenian (Pahl. ʰmāhik) is hypothetical and Armenian has a derivate (Arm. mahik-ellipsis ‘Mond-horn’), these factors support the genuineness of Arm. mahik.
(d) In general, the secondary long diphthongs in Greek are conditioned by the presence of PIE *h and can be accounted for with this upgrade, which simultaneously provides an additional criterion for PIE *h.362

§5. In the 19th century, Osthoff’s Law contributed to the proof that *ṛddhi was not an Indo-Iranian innovation, but an original Proto-Indo-European feature that was lost to a degree in European languages. Tocharian and possibly Anatolian today add to this an independent confirmation, increasing our capability to restore lost quantity.363 Owing to limits of space here, it has been possible to present only a sketch of the most critical phenomena, but I wholeheartedly agree with Collinge’s (1985:130) wish to see a dissertation written on Osthoff’s Law.364

2.5.9 Evaluation of historical theories and System PIE

§0. Having thus dealt with the problem of Indo-European vocalism, its relation to the Old Anatolian laryngeal and their reconstruction, I finally present a brief survey of how the respective theories perform.

§1. Brugmann’s eight-vowel system is a masterpiece of comparative reconstruction. Owing to its strictly empirical content, the comparative theory can be inductively inferred from it by means of a simple addition of the single laryngeal PIE *h (Zgusta, Szemerényi, Tischler, etc.), which appears in diphonemic PIE *ha *ah.

§2. The laryngeal theory, in turn, can be credited for the following:
(a) Saussure’s segmental analysis of the ablaut schema Neogr. *ae : ā through *eA : eA is pivotal and continues to be of value, due to the common denominator *A of the ‘a-vocalism’, which is absent in the schema Neogr. *e : ā.365 By means of three simple changes – adding quantity to Saussure’s defect vowel inventory, replacing DS *A with PIE *a, and postulating PIE *h (in environment PIE *ha/ah) – Saussure’s system can be changed to match that of System PIE:

\[
\text{Saussure } *e *o *A \quad : \quad \text{System PIE } *\varepsilon *\delta *\varkappa/\alpha.\]

361 In terms of a relative chronology, one may add that the double treatment of the long diphthongs in Greek implies that Osthoff’s Law took place before the loss of PIE *h.
362 Note, however, that even this upgrade does not resolve all ‘dialectal’ counterexamples (cf. Theran-Melian ζην [sgN] vs. Gr. ζεν [sgN].
363 As the contractions suggested by Saussure (*eA, eO) and Moller (*eE) did not take place, *ṛddhi appears in positions where the laryngeal theory postulates LT *eH, with the result that the long vowels are far more commonplace than currently thought.
364 Broadly speaking, there appears to have been a large-scale distribution, according to which the ‘Aryan languages’ (including Tocharian) lost the oppositions of quality and the ‘non-Aryan’ (or ‘European’) languages lost the oppositions of quantity (Osthoff’s Law).
365 See Saussure (1879 [Mém.]:119f, Ann2) and Tischler’s comment (1990:91 & fn117) on Saussure’s assumption that “ein Zusammenhang zwischen Vokalfarbe und Gutturaltyp [or rather: coefficient] besteht”.
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(b) Møller’s colouring rule \(^{366}\) Neogr. \(^a\) \(\equiv\) *Ae (\(\equiv\) Neogr. ‘\(\#ae\)’) – that is to say, the assimilation of PIE \(^e\) to the preceding PIE \(^a\) resulting in the short vowel Neogr. \(^a\) – is correct. Though System PIE also contains the laryngeal in sequence PIE \(^{\text{h}}\text{ae}\), the principle of assimilation remains the same:

\[
\text{PIE } ^{\text{h}}\text{ae} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Hi. } \text{h} \text{a}, \text{ Lat. } \text{a}, \text{ Gr. } \text{a}, \text{ OInd. } \text{a}, \text{ etc.}
\]

(c) The laryngeal theory as a whole can be credited for the establishment of the connection between OAnat. \(\text{h}\) and Neogr. \(^\sigma\) \(\text{a} \; \text{\(\#\text{a}\)}\) (‘\(\#\text{a}\)’ vocalism) through LT \(^\text{h}2\), despite the fact that the idea of the laryngeal itself could ‘\(\#\text{colour}\)’ surrounding vowels \(^{367}\) and Kuryłowicz’s identification (Hi. \(\text{h} \equiv\) A) are, strictly speaking, erroneous: LT \(^\text{h}2\) \(\equiv\) Neogr. \(^\sigma\) \(\equiv\) PIE \(^\text{a}\).

(d) Finally, the laryngeal theory can be credited for making the idea of the laryngeal of the proto-language generally accepted. Though multiple aspects of the mainstream laryngeal theory need to be scaled back, certainly the corner has been turned regarding the idea that a laryngeal phoneme, the reconstructive counterpart of Hi. \(\text{h}\), once belonged to the PIE phoneme inventory \(^{368}\).

§3. As a whole, however, the laryngeal theory did not fare as well as the theory advanced by the comparativists. Its disappointing performance can be traced back to a chain of errors made during the critical phase of theory formation. By order of appearance, the errors can be catalogued as follows:

(a) Saussure’s failure in the analysis of the Indo-European ablaut left him with a two-phased ablaut pattern DS \(^\text{O}\) : \(^\text{e/o}\) instead of the correct ablaut PIE \(\text{O} : \text{e} : \text{\(\#e/o\)}\) with three distinctions. The error manifested immediately, as Saussure had to re-create quantity by assuming for the fallacious compensatory lengthening (DS \(^\text{eA} \rightarrow\) Neogr. \(^\text{a}\)) which in turn left his system without any possibility of reconstruction for the cover symbol Neogr. \(^\text{a}\). \(^{369}\)

(b) Saussure’s postulation of the second ‘coefficient’ \(^\text{O}\) (e.g. Lat. datum \(\equiv\) Gr. δοτός, Rec. 141) went astray because of his previous errors. \(^{370}\) After his assumption of ubiquitous compensatory lengthening, it could no longer occur to Saussure that the difference of Lat. datum : Gr. δοτός could be accounted for by PIE \(^\text{de\(\#\)to-}\) and PIE \(^\text{do\(\#\)hto-}\) (i.e. ablaut PIE \(^\text{e} \neq \text{\(\#o\)}\)); accordingly, he postulated \(^\text{O}\) for both. In relation to this detail, Brugmann’s evaluation (1879d:774) of Saussure’s Mémoire as a purely

\(^{366}\) For an analysis of Møller’s equation Neogr. \(^\text{ag}\) as \(^\text{Aeg}\), cf. Zsmerényi (1973:6).


\(^{368}\) See Nyman’s evaluation (1982:39): “Saussure’s abstract representations were later in part confirmed by the Hittite findings. Strictly speaking, however, this ‘confirmation’ consisted in the fact that the Hittite data rendered some reconstructions less abstract.”

\(^{369}\) These errors were inherited by Møller (1879:150): “Dasselbe lange \(\#\) enthält λήθο, zu dem sich alsdann έλεθον verhält genau so wie zu λέσπον, zu χεφρή γέφρην.”

aprioristic construction is correct. Though Saussure’s *A fares better than Brugmann’s *a in terms of segmental analysis, Saussure’s system contained a “radical error” (Osthoff) because of the second coefficient ¹Ô. The inadequacy of ¹Ô was well known to such contemporaries as Möller (1880:494n2):

“Ich sehe indessen kein wort, für welches die annahme dieses dritten elementes [= ¹Ô] notwendig und die erklärung des o durch geändertem ablaut unmöglich wäre.”

The inconsistency of ¹Ô in the face of the existing bases Neogr. *da-, dâ- was known to Möller (1880:518):

“Das griech. hat δορής, voc. δόρος, aus den starken, δορή aus den schwachen casus (ö : o tritt für å : a ein indem das griech. die stufe dâ aufgiebt und dö nach δόμμυ verallgemeinert. Sonst hat die wurzel Saussures Ö [...]. Das a aber zeigt gr. δόνος.”

(c) At this critical juncture, in spite of knowing that Saussure’s ¹Ô (= Œ) was erroneous, Möller (1880:493n2) paved the way for the postulate by arguing for an analogy:

“In griech. δο-: δο- aus dâ : dö : dA hätte also das griechische die stufe dâ aufgegeben und dann den ablaut δο: δε in δο: δο geändert.”

Möller’s reference to analogy instead of the regular explanation (Gr. α = Lat. a and Gr. o = Lat. o) seems to have been motivated by his assumption of a genetic relation between Indo-European and Semitic languages (1906, 1911), which first and foremost required the addition of laryngeals (here ¹Ô) for Indo-European. Möller’s questionable actions resulted in the use of a non-existent ²h in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European. At the same time, the postulate ²h was redundant, as the alleged examples of ²h belonged to one or the other of the categories:

1. The o-vocalism in ablaut with a-vocalism points to PIE *hā, *aḥ̂, making ‘h3’ impossible; see Eichner (1978:162, fn77):


The examples belong to the ablaut PIE *ē: e : Œ : o : ō with PIE *hā, *aḥ̂.

371 See Koerner (1985:324): “Indeed, Brugmann (1879d:774) felt that Saussure had proposed a purely aprioristic scheme (rein aprioristische Construction), which did not hold water [...],” as well as his accompanying discussion.

372 See Koerner (1985:324): “Hermann Osthoff […] expressed himself in a much more hostile manner to Saussure’s theories in several articles published in volumes 2 and 4 of Morphologische Untersuchungen in 1879 and 1881, qualifying them as a ‘total failure’, ‘radical error’, and the like (cf. Redard 1978:35 for details).” For Osthoff’s critique (1879N:125f., 1881a:215f., Anm. 1, 279, 331 (“radicaler irritum”), 346ff.), see also Mayrhofer (1983:141). In order to better understand Osthoff’s attitude, it is worth noting that while he was working to establish the PIE long grade through his law and other inductive means, Saussure was deductively proceeding to opposite goals.

2. The roots with *o-vocalism’ in ablaut with ‘e-vocalism’ point to ablaut PIE *ê : e
: Ö : o : ą without PIE *h₃, ah. Here *h₃’ is impossible, owing to the ‘e-quality’ and zero
grade, both of which exclude *h₃. That said, Eichner’s (1978:162, fn77) own examples of
*h₃ mistakenly replace PIE *o with *h₃:

“Hingegen ist die Vertretung von *h₃- durch anotol. ø- wegen heth. artari ‘steht’ (Wurzel
H₃er, s. H. Rix MSS 27, 1969, 92f.) m.E. gesichert.”

As a rule, a more detailed look at the data reveals PIE *ê : *e : Ö to be related, at least
in some forms, to the alleged *h₃:

H₂i. ar-
RV. sam (...) ára-
Gr. iχθυ ñôô-

(þbM.) ‘(da) stehen, sich stellen’ (HEG 1:49-, ar-ta)
(aoM.) ‘zu Stande kommen’ (WbRV. 98-101)
(a.) ‘aus Fisch(en) bestehend’ (GEW 2:746)

According to the general distribution, LT *h₃ is excluded either by ‘a-vocalism’ (PIE *ê :
* e : Ö with PIE *ha, ah) or ‘e-vocalism’ (PIE *ê : *e : Ö), with the result that no such
phome existed in the proto-language.

(d) Strictly speaking, Saussure’s interpretation of the vowel Neogr. *a as a coefficient
sonantique *A (a sonorant) is wrong, since the real value is PIE *a = *A (a vowel).
Even more erroneous was Møller’s interpretation of *A as a laryngeal (a consonant).
The same can be said of Kuryłowicz’s identification of PIE *a with the Old Anatolian
laryngeal:

LT *h₂ → Gr. α, Lat. a, OInd. i, ... : Hi. ħ, CLu. ħ, ...³⁷⁵

The confusion of vowels and consonants in the laryngeal theory can be corrected
through a postulation of separate sound laws for the vowel and the laryngeal:

PIE *á → Gr. α, Lat. a, RV. i, ... : Hi. a, CLu. a, ...
PIE *h → Gr. Ï, Lat. Ö, RV. */ã, ... : Hi. h, CLu. h, ...

(e) In yet another mistake, Møller’s structural postulation of ´E (1880:492n2) repeats
Saussure’s errors with *A and ´O (i.e. the vowels Neogr. *ê : *ê (in Gr. ßê- : ßη-) are
replaced with consonants in ´E : ´E). This is particularly disappointing since Møller
(1880:523) knew that ´E would not solve the problematic ablaut Neogr. ā : ê:

“[..] griech. áτµóς [..]. Das A dieses Wortes, das mit vorhergehendem e langes ê gibt, muss
ein anderer laut gewesen sein, als das A, das sich mit vorhergehendem e zu langem ā
vereinigt, s. o. s. 493 anm.”³⁷⁶

³⁷⁴ For the lack of Hi. ħ corresponding to *h₃ in Old Anatolian, see Mayrhofer (1986:132, fn141).
³⁷⁵ Compare Burrow’s (1949-28) analysis: “[..] the validity of the evidence for the existence of a vocalic
laryngeal, H. It is precisely in this point that the laryngeal theory connects with the earlier prevailing
theory of the apophony of the long vowels, since H is nothing but schwa in new guise, and both are
founded on the same basis. The two theories have this in common, and historically it is assumption of
this reconstructed IE vowel which has given rise to the manifold ramifications of the laryngeal theory.”
³⁷⁶ For the forms Neogr. *o : ê in OIr. athach : OEng. åðm (RV. åtmán-), see P. 345.
As mentioned by Zgusta (1951:438), the laryngeal theory favoured the simple solution E: eE, A: eA, Ø: eO at the cost of *reconstructio difficilior* (i.e. the ablaut Neogr. *ä: *o: *ê). It is possible that Møller was not aiming to solve the problems of Indo-European vocalism as much as he was tempted by the opportunity of the two laryngeals *A* and *Ô* to propose yet a third one *E*, thus creating a system similar to the Semitic laryngeals *'*h* h. In reality, it is not allowed to reconstruct a segment for the proto-language that does not have an unambiguous reflex in at least one daughter language. Owing to the errors in its postulation, the laryngeal *'*h* can be eliminated; see the following distribution:

1. Bases with ‘e-vocalism’ without PIE *h*ā, a hamburg point to ablaut *ē: o: Ø: e: ê*. Here *'h* is eliminated by the data in the absence of any reflect of a ‘laryngeal’ (i.e. vowel) in zero grade. Thus, Benveniste’s (1935:149) “‘*ä’es- → eš-(zi) ‘il est’: *ä Isl-(onti) → aš-anzi ‘ils sont’ [...]” does not signal the absence of any reflect of a laryngeal in

\[
\text{PIE } *s- \rightarrow \text{ HLu. } sa- \text{ (vb.) ‘to be’, Gr. (h)ēvr ‘they are’}. 
\]

Any attempt to derive *'h* from PIE *s*- (HLu. *s*-, Gr. *h*-) would be a violation of ex nihilo nihil, resulting in an inconsistency.

2. Roots with e-vocalism in ablaut with Neogr. *ā, a, ā* reveal PIE *h*ā, a hamburg instead of *'h*. The e-vocalism, OAnat. h or other criteria implying PIE *h*ā or *â* eliminate *E* in the subset. Thus, in Møller’s own example (OEng. åðm : OIr. athach), not *'E* but *A* is attested (for Neogr. *a* in OIr. athach, see also Gr. ὀτριοζ). Excluded by the zero grade (ablaut PIE *ē: e : Ø: o : Œ with PIE *h*ā, *âh*), LT *'h* is non-existent.

(f) Møller’s (1879:492) other mistake lies in his generalization of the Proto-Semitic root structure CC··C for Proto-Indo-European:

“It would be obvious that the Semitic root shapes were originally biliteral, implying CC··C for ‘Proto-Indo-Semitic’.


It has been pointed out by Schmitt-Brandt and Szemerényi that the Proto-Indo-European roots are not of general form C1C2·(C3), but confirm a varying number of

---

377 According to Møller (1911:v-vi, x), many Semitic ‘trilateral’ root shapes were originally biliteral, implying CC··C for ‘Proto-Indo-Semitic’.


379 Szemerényi (1996:132) clarifies: “[... it is well known that the theory contradicts some obvious facts, since there are certainly longer roots such as *leikw* - ’to leave’ (‘quadlitère’) and *sneigWh*- ’to snow’ (‘quinquilitère’), and also shorter, e.g. *es*- ’to be’ (‘bilitère’).”
radical consonants ranging from \( C_1 \) to \( C_1 C_2 \ldots C_n \).\(^{380}\) Being non-genetic, the Semitic typology is not binding (Szemerényi 1967:92-93), and as it conflicts with the data, it should be abandoned rather than normatively applied to the material (as is done within the framework of multilaryngealism).\(^{381}\) The Proto-Indo-Semitic root hypothesis \( \text{CaC}'(C) \)\(^{382}\) has led to a situation where the non-existent laryngeals \( ^{3}h_1 \) and \( ^{3}h_2 \) are added to the roots with a single consonant (e.g. PIE \( \text{i-} \) ‘gehen’ and PIE \( \text{vs-} \) ‘sein’), as if they contained two such items (LT \( ^{3}h_1\text{ey} \))\(^{383}\) and \( ^{3}h_1\text{es} \)). In this process, the comparison of Indo-European data (and only that) has been replaced with comparison of data and the Proto-Semitic root axiom

\[
\text{PISem. } C_1eC_2 \colon \text{Hi. eš-} \rightarrow \text{PISem. } ^{3}\text{hi-es-}
\]

despite the warnings of Bammesberger\(^{384}\) and others. Ultimately such tautologies, containing Proto-Indo-Semitic on both sides of the equation, are not products of sound scholarship,\(^{385}\) as was already pointed out by Møller’s contemporaries.\(^{386}\) With this move, Møller abandoned the agenda set forth by Sir William Jones (i.e. the genetic relationship between the Indo-European languages) and failed as a responsible actor in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European.

(g) For the third mistake of Møller, I would like to quote his monovocalism hypothesis (1906:xiv), which also hearkens back to an alleged genetic relationship with the Semitic languages:

“Es gibt im Indogermanischen nur \( a \)-Wurzeln (oder, wenn man fürs Indogermanische lieber will, \( e \)-Wurzeln, was für die Sache dasselbe) den semitischen \( a \)-Wurzeln entsprechend.”

In retrospect, this was also a setback for the development of the reconstruction of the Indo-European vowel system. Despite his suggestion of the ‘fundamental vowel \( *e' \), Saussure admitted the existence of PIE \( *o \), standing in ablaut relationship with PIE \( *e \) (Mém. 127). The real content of PIE \( *o \) in Saussure’s system is secure because he

---

380 Note in particular that Szemerényi (1996:132) is right in claiming that “[...] it can be proved that not all IE roots having the structure \( eC \) go back to a more primitive form \( *HeC \); i.e. there were not only suffixes but also roots with the structure \( eC \)”. Thus, \( *s- \) ‘sein’ is confirmed by HLu. ša- ‘to be’ and \( *i- \) ‘gehen’ by Hi. i- ‘id’.

381 Lindeman (1997:51) adds: “Most ‘laryngealists’ assume [...] that the parent language had no (verbal) roots with an initial vowel. This assumption is based on Benveniste’s theory of the IE root according to the IE root consisted of two consonants that took the vowel \( e […] \)”

382 See Møller (1879:492): “die Wurzel war [...] mit innerem Vocal a [...] nach den Consonanten bilitteral.”

383 Bammesberger (1984:36-40) writes: “Auch die Wurzel für ‘gehen’ muß nach Benvenistes Theorie als \( *\text{i}e\text{y} \) (BENVENISTE 1935:156) angesetzt werden.”

384 Bammesberger (1984:36-40) further explains: “In den Paradigmen von \( *\text{es-} \) und \( *\text{ed-} \) kommen Formen vor, die mit der Annahme eines anlautenden Laryngals \( \text{a} \) nicht vereinbar sind.”

385 Boretzky’s (1975:49) criticism of the idea that “Vielfach wird behauptet, daß die LT mit den Methoden der IR arbeite” is justified: the laryngeal reconstruction is not internal, but uses Semitic typology embedded as axioms in the laryngeal theory.

386 See Koerner (1985:336): “[Møller’s] 94-page monograph on the laryngeal consonants of Indo-European and Semitic was not regarded as sound in scholarship.”
(Rec. 159) accepts Brugmann’s Law, presupposing that vowel. By abandoning this, Möller fell back to the Paleogrammian monovocalism hypothesis, replacing the Sanskrito-centric typology (Paleogr. *ā) with a Semitic one (LT *e). Consequently, the Neogrammian effort to renovate the PIE vowel system, culminating in Brugmann’s system of eight vowels, was forgotten, though not lost. This was unfortunate, seeing that the resulting costly detour could have been avoided; Möller was aware of the existence of at least two different proto-vowels *e ≠ *o, as implied by his early statements like “*eA wird aA, woraus ā, *oA wird ō” (1880:493n2). That Möller (1906:v-vi) later on came to favour the *o-elimination (a.k.a. monovocalism), which was called a ‘well-known phonological fallacy’ by Kuryłowicz (1964:28), is obvious from his statement:

“Der Satz ‘Es gab und gibt im Indogermanischen nur a-Wurzeln’, an dem ich [...] ohne einen einzigen Moment des Schwankens oder Zweifels beständig festgehalten habe, während er von vielen Seiten, u.a. alsbald von Osthoff bestritten worden ist.”

(h) For his final error, Möller chose an incomplete starting point of six vowels for his theory, instead of the correct eight cover symbols of Brugmann (Möller 1879:151):

“Es gab in der letzten periode der Grundsprache zu den drei kürzen a₁ a₂ a (mit Collitz e o a) drei entsprechende längen ā₁ ā₂ ā (ē, ō, ā).”

Though equaling the ablaut Dor. α ε ο α η ω, this approach was not sufficient for the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European, because Indo-Iranian necessitates two more correspondence sets (viz. Neogr. *a and Neogr. *ā). Without these, Möller’s theory never had a chance to solve the problem of Indo-European vocalism, and given his focus on entities defined by colouring (Ee : Ae : Őe) and lengthening (eE : eA : eO) – that is to say, the ‘laryngeals’ E : A : Ō – it can be doubted whether Möller had the Indo-European problem in his mind at all. Accordingly, the laryngeal theory has been criticized for its aprioristic approach at the cost of empiricism from the beginning. The results are particularly poor, as Möller knowingly chose Saussure’s inconsistent theory as the basis of his deductions. The situation did not improve when Kuryłowicz and Benveniste uncritically continued Möller’s deductive approach in the interpretation of Hittite. Instead of using empirical induction and

---


388 See Tischler’s (1980:498) skepticism towards the deductive approach of Saussure, Möller and Cuny. See also Meid’s related discussion (1988:341).


390 See Tischler (1980:498): “Im übrigen liegt ja die Annahme nahe, daß Kuryłowicz selbst gar nie auf die Idee gekommen wäre, das hethitische h auf mehr als einen idg. Laut zurückzuführen, well er inaktiv vom sprachlichen Material ausgegangen wäre. Kuryłowicz ging dagegen deduktiv von den Theorien de Saussures und Cunys aus und wollte im Hethitischen nur die Bestätigung für diese Theorie finden.”
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comprehensive material, the authors presented Möller’s theory without its programatically Semitic typology by replacing ‘Proto-Indo-Semitic *a’ with ‘fundamental vocal *e’, laryngeals E : A : Ó with schwaz *ɔ1 ɔ2 ɔ3 and the Proto-Indo-Semitic root CāCā·Cā with schemata C1ɛC2Σ- (thème I) : C1ɛC2·ɛΣ- (thème II). Unfortunately, no amount of analysis will reach the right conclusion if the paradigm is wrong.

§4. As an empirical science, Indo-European linguistics is fundamentally based on empiric data, genetic relationships and family consistency. It is these factors that allow the study to overcome the laryngeal crisis. As demonstrated in this study, the Proto-Indo-European laryngeal problem is solvable as the two comparatively proven phonemes Neogr. *ɔ (= PIE *a) and PIE *ʰ (= ḥi. h) are combined into diphonemic PIE *ʰa, *aʰ. In the resulting system, the values of Brugmann’s eight cover symbols have an interpretation in the most economic system of proto-phonemes to date, PIE *ɛ a h. As a comparative reconstruction exists and it can be supported by a digital proof that generates the data, the success of the comparative method is certain. The simultaneous appearance of the PIE Lexicon, its compatibility with the other digital dictionaries and the fact that the problems of the laryngeal theory have not been generally forgotten mean that this breakthrough can be rigorously explored in the


392 Benveniste (1935:170) writes: “La racine indo-européenne est monosyllabique, trilitère, composée de la voyelle fondamentale e entre deux consonnes différentes. […] La racine fournit, avec un suffixe, deux thèmes alternants: I racine pleine et tonique + suffixe zéro; II racine zéro + suffixe plein et tonique.” For Benveniste’s ‘thème I’ and ‘thème II’, see Möller (1880:506): “Ursprünglich dreisilbige wurzeln (wie daiva s. 492, woraus daiv und daia [...].”

393 See Boretzky (1975:61): “Die historische Sprachwissenschaft ist jedoch eine empirische Wissenschaft, die nicht allein mit logischen Grundsätzen auskommen kann [...].”

394 For ‘family consistency’, see Trask (DHCL 120). Note also that Trask’s restriction to the application of the rule does not hold, because his sole counterexample is the laryngeal theory, which must be regarded as a failure.

395 To assist in an understanding of the ambiguity of the laryngeal theory, I quote an entry from the first article of the published entry of Altltaiisches etymologisches Worterbuch (HU Berlin), linked to the TITUS program’s desktop:


future. A new era in Indo-European linguistics has begun, one of natural science, empiricism and digital technology.


The entry is not only philologically and comparatively oriented (versus deductive), but conservative as for the laryngeals: *h₂ is reconstructed (in *h₂u for Gr. αὐ), but neither the compensatory lengthening nor the ‘e-colouring’ laryngeal are strictly speaking bought, as the ambiguity is properly noted in the reconstruction (*néh₁ oder *né).
3 PIE *ʰ and resonants PIE *i u l r m n

3.1 On theories and problems of the resonant system

3.1.1 Introductory remarks on resonants

§0. The main features of the PIE resonants (or sonorants) – the semi-vowels PIE *i *u (= U), liquids PIE *l *r (= L) and nasals PIE *m *n (= N) – will be studied in this chapter both independently and in environments PIE *ʰa *ʰə, based on the comparative method of reconstruction.396

§1. The Proto-Indo-European resonants had a consonantal and a syllabic variant:

PIE *i u m n l r ('non-syllabic R')
PIE *i u m n l r ('syllabic R')

The alternation R : R is conditioned by the environment (i.e. the surrounding phonemes) as expressed in the following formula:

VRV CRV VRC CRC ('alternation R : R').

Fundamentally, the alternation depends only on the phoneme following the resonant, with the result that the antevocalic resonants were non-syllabic (RV) and anteconsonantal syllabic (RC), regardless of the preceding phoneme (C or V).397

§2. As for the resonants (R) and their subclasses (U, L, N), note the following preliminary observations:

(a) The main problems of the theory of semi-vowels U (PIE *i, u) have been solved in the traditional reconstruction with the rules for *ə + U and * u +ə (except for Sturtevant's interpretation of Sievers's Law), allowing for the replacement of the former prosodic condition with a phonetic one.

(b) A more complex problem is found in the Neogrammarian 'Sonantentheorie' of the co-called syllabic sonants,398 or the syllabic liquids Neogr. *l r and the syllabic nasals *m n, postulated by Osthoff and Brugmann. This theory dominates the field of PIE resonants and is given special attention in what follows, owing to the new interpretation necessitated by the emergence of the segmental laryngeal.

---

396 In this chapter, the term resonant R refers to the phonemes that can function either as vowels R (syllabic) or consonants R (non-syllabic).

397 This original state of affairs is still preserved in the Baltic languages where the sequences VRC are diphthongs regardless of the character of the resonant R.

398 In order to avoid confusion, the term 'sonant' is used to refer to Brugmann's and Osthoff's theory of syllabic sonants.
3.1.2 On the theories of PIE syllabic resonants

§0. In the domain of problems best highlighted through Osthoff’s and Brugmann’s syllabic sonants, three primary theoretical approaches have emerged in the explanation of data, described here in terms of their general features.

§1. The theory of syllabic sonants (die Sonantentheorie) was presented by Osthoff and Brugmann. The idea of the theory is that the syllabic sonants developed an epenthetic (svarabhakti) vowel in ‘non-Aryan’ languages (except for the syllabic nasal), resulting in a vowel in Indo-Iranian and Greek. Thus, the following well-known equations were set forth for Neogr. *r and *η:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Neogr. } *r & \rightarrow \text{OInd. } r, \text{ Av. } \sigma & : \text{Gr. } \alpha \sigma, \text{ Li. } \text{ir}, \text{ Go. ur, Lat. or, etc.} \\
\text{Neogr. } *\eta & \rightarrow \text{OInd. } a, \text{ Gr. } \alpha & : \text{Li. in, Go. un, Lat. en, etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

In this manner, the syllabic sonants were assumed to have developed full vowels (Gr. \(\alpha\), BSl. i, Germ. u, Ital. o/e, etc.) characteristic of the individual subgroups.

§2. The ‘schwa secundum school’ includes such scholars and theoreticians as Schmidt, Bechtel (1892:127-43 & 151-3), Güntert (1916), and Schmitt-Brand (1967). Though less appreciated, this theory was highly influential in the 20th century as Walzer’s etymological dictionary formed the core of Pokorny’s *Indogermanisches etymologisches Wörterbuch*, a hybrid of the Sonantentheorie and schwa secundum. Characteristically, the schwa secundum school accepts the correspondences defined by Brugmann and Osthoff, but explains the svarabhakti vowels by means of schwa secundum \(*\,\text{b}\), as indicated in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SSec. } *\text{b} & \rightarrow \text{OInd. } r, \text{ Av. } \sigma & : \text{Gr. } \alpha \sigma, \text{ Li. ir, Go. ur, Lat. or, etc.} \\
\text{SSec. } *\text{b} & \rightarrow \text{OInd. } a, \text{ Gr. } \alpha & : \text{Li. in, Go. ur, Lat. en, etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

§3. Finally the comparative theory may be mentioned, as it is occasionally employed in the reconstruction of various scholars like Verner. This approach compares the svarabhakti vowels of certain languages to identical ones in other branches, and when two witnesses confirm a vowel, that item – rather than syllabic sonants or the schwa secundum – is reconstructed.

§4. These three theories will be analyzed, evaluated and tested against the material now at our disposal.

3.1.3 The theory of syllabic sonants (Sonantentheorie)

§0. The Neogrammarians theory of syllabic sonants has a twofold origin:

---

399 The Neogrammarians used various terms, in both the singular and the plural, to designate the vowels allegedly originating in the syllabic resonants. In addition to the term ‘svarabhakti’, designations like ‘das Residuum des Vokals’, ‘Gleitlaut’, ‘Stimmgleitlaut’ and ‘volle Vocale’ were used. For the sake of simplicity, exclusively the term ‘svarabhakti’ will be used in this study.
(a) The two ablaut schemata of the Neogrammarian system (Neogr. *e : Ø : o and Neogr. *a : ä ö) did not suffice for a regular explanation of the attested Indo-European vocalisms. Consequently, needing additional means of derivation, Brugmann and Osthoff chose syllabic sonants for this purpose.

(b) In his phonology, Sievers (1876:24-5) had demonstrated that liquids and nasals can function as consonants and as vowels, thus providing the phonetic, typological and theoretical framework for the theory of syllabic sonants.

Against this background, Osthoff and Brugmann set themselves the goal of accounting for the irregular vocalisms by explaining them as svarabhakti vowels resulting from syllabic sonants.400

§1. During the revision of the Paleogrammarian vowel system, Osthoff (1876:52-53) claimed the existence of syllabic liquids for the proto-language. Immediately afterwards, Brugmann (1876a:303-4) made a similar conjecture for syllabic nasals.401 These suppositions were combined by Brugmann (1879a:3) into a general statement of syllabic sonants, marking the birth of the general theory:

“Die gemeinsam indogermanische grundsprache besass aller wahrscheinlichkeit nach ein vocalisches r und l und eben so vocalische nasale […]”

As for the svarabhakti vowels (i.e. the alleged outcomes of the syllabic sonants), Pedersen (1983:68) illustrates the plan with the following (slightly modified) table:402

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>i u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α (o?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>e, i</td>
<td>o, (u)</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celtic</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>i (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothic</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONorse</td>
<td>e, i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>u/o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavic</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>í</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleogr.</td>
<td>*a</td>
<td>*a</td>
<td>*a</td>
<td>a, [e, o], i, u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

400See Brugmann (1876a:303): “E. Sievers in seinen trefflichen ‘Grundzügen der Lautphysiologie’ setzt S. 24 ff. auseinander, das die liquidae r und l und die nasals n, n, m eben so gut Vocale sein können wie Consonanten.”

401See also Pedersen (1983:71): “The following year (1876) Brugmann wrote an article entitled Nasalis sonans in der indogermanischen Grundsprache in which he maintained that there must have been syllables without vowels in the parent language of our language family, syllables in which an n or an m made up the syllable; similarly, he assumed syllables with ñ (i) as syllabic nucleus.” Note that Pedersen credits Brugmann for the syllabic liquids; this is inaccurate, strictly speaking, as the syllabic liquids were originally suggested by Osthoff.

402Columns 1, 2 and 3 indicate the vowels Neogr. *a, e, o, etc. (see Chapter 2) and column 4 indicates the svarabhakti vowels explained by the leading Neogrammarians by means of ‘syllabic sonants’ (Neogr. *m n ñ r, etc.).
The key features of the theory are:

(a) In the formation of their theory, Brugmann (and Osthoff) borrowed from the conceptual framework of the Sanskrit grammarians in several respects:

1. The svarabhakti (a.k.a. epenthetic) vowel of the Sanskrit grammarians was turned into a theoretical means of explaining the vocalisms of the individual subgroups (Lat. e, Li. i, etc.).

2. The syllabic liquid of the Sanskrit grammarians (OInd. r̥ r̥ etc.) was accepted and generalized for the lateral and nasals of Proto-Indo-European.

3. The variation of the Sanskrit-roots ṭar- ṭir- ṭur- was subordinated to unattested underlying roots (Neogr. vtṛ- etc.) equaling their theoretical counterparts in Sanskrit (OInd. vtṛ- etc.).

(b) The Neogrammarians postulated proto-sonants *R̥, presumably preserved in Indo-Iranian zero grade as such (except for the nasal), but displaying svarabhakti vowels derived by excrescence in the rest of the subgroups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neogr. *R̥</th>
<th>I Ir. R̥</th>
<th>Gr. αR̥</th>
<th>Li. iR̥</th>
<th>Go. uR̥</th>
<th>Lat. or etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In modern terms, Brugmann and Osthoff implied a distribution according to which ‘a-vocalism’ was typical for Greek, ‘i-vocalism’ for Balto-Slavonic, ‘u-vocalism’ for Germanic and so forth. The Sanskrit-centric basic idea of the reconstruction is reflected in Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s conclusion of Indo-Iranian representing the original state of affairs, whereas the rest of the group is considered to have innovated the svarabhakti vowels.

(c) Brugmann and Osthoff shared the ‘uniform hypothesis’ in its absolute form, according to which for every object there is one (and only one) representative in the proto-language (as in Brugmann’s German dialect). Accordingly, it was assumed that a single uniform prototype existed (for instance, for the word meaning ‘hundred’) in the proto-language (Neogr. *kmt̥-), just as there is a single word in German (ModHG. hundert).

§3. In contact with the material, the simple theory including Neogr. *m/m *n/n *l/l *r/r ran into difficulties. Soon Osthoff (1879a:421) had to suggest the existence of Neogr. *l̥ r̥ m̥ n̥ (a.k.a. ‘antevocalic syllabic liquids and nasals’) in order to account for the svarabhakti vowels attested in antevocalic position:

---

403 For the ‘svarabhakti’ in action, see Brugmann (1876a:305): “Für die europäische Grundsprache können wir Formen etwa wie päd’m […] aufstellen, d. h. die in der Anlage schon vorhandene Svarabhakti hatte eine e-färbung.”

404 Consequently, the testing of the theory depends on whether such distributions are provable by the comparative method or not.

405 See also Osthoff (1879b:14-16).
“Diesestellung der griechischen Sprache erheilt besonders klar auch aus folgendem seitens Brugmans noch nicht verzeichneten Beispiel für die nasalis sonans: griech. τονε- in den bahuvrihis τονήστατος u. a. […] wie skr. tanū- adj., aber lat. tenu-i-s, abulg. tinū-kā, ahd. dünne, alle von der grundform indog. *ṭuṇū-. Mit diesem so angesetzten indogermanischen Adjectiv “ṭe-nu-” verhält es sich mit der viersilbigkeit des Sievers’schen musterbeispiels ndh. be-rit-t’n-(n)e.”

(a) In order to provide a theoretical framework, Brugmann (Grundr 2 1:399) defined the ‘prevocalic syllabic nasals and liquids’ as parallel to the glides: “Hinter Consonanten entspricht der Wechsel ηn : n dem von ij : j, uu : u, r : r, l : l, s. §282 S. 264.” The irregularity of the explanation was, however, immediately recognized and criticized for that. For example, Möller (1893:370) writes:

“Indem Bechtel (wie Joh. Schmidt) reduzierten vokal + m, n, r, l vor vokal für die grundsprache annimmt, stelt er sich in einen gegensatz gegen ‘die anhänger der sonantentheorie’ (s. 131), die den wurzelvokal beseitig sein lassen und der grundsprache die lautgruppen m, n, r, l zuschreiben. ‘Gegen derartige ansätze erhebt das germanische protest, wie Paul (PBB. 6, 109 fg) gezeigt hat’, dem Bechtel (s. 132) sich anschließt, obwohl Paul, ohne das von ihm selbst früher vorgebrachte zu widerlegen, seinen einwand hat fallen lassen (6, 409). In got. baurans, numans, skulum, munum usw. – kann niemals der vokal vor nas.-liq ganz geschwunden gewesen sein’, es müße sonst ‘skul-um heissen gerade wie hull-um’.”

(b) Szemerényi (1996:51) later attempted to improve the situation, noting that

“[…] it is customary to speak of syllabic nasals and liquids in prevocalic position (denoted by m, n, etc.), which in fact involves a contradiction, as these sounds can become syllabic only between the consonants. […] Since the denotation m, n is misleading – giving the impression of a syllabic followed by a consonantal m – we shall use m, n, etc. for the prevocalic position also.”

While Szemerényi is correct in in rejecting the notation Neogr. *m, n, etc., writing *mV, *nV, etc. instead does not resolve the contradiction: “these sounds can become syllabic only between the consonants.”

(c) Saussure attempted to solve the problem with segmental analysis by defining Neogr. *R ≡ DS *RA. This idea (written CRHV) is accepted by the mainstream laryngeal theory with the following rules:

Neogr. *[(C)]HV (C)HV (C)mHV (C)nHV.

On paper, such analysis provides a phonological motivation for the syllabification, but it should be noted already here that this was a notational change that did not critically evaluate the postulates Neogr. m, n, r and their actual behaviour in the data.

§4. Finally, a fourth series of resonants – the long syllabic sonants Neogr. *t – were postulated by Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1: 417-423). From the outset, this series was considered as shorthand for the earlier diphonemic clusters R+ =$ Saussure

406 For the long syllabic sonants, see Mayrhofer (1987:103), Schwyzer (GrGr1: 259-63), Kurylowicz (1956:166-208), Schmitt-Brand (1967:32), Hirt (1900:32ff.) and Brugmann (Grundr 2 1:490ff.).
R+A\textsuperscript{407} in environment CR\textalpha{}C (\equiv LT CRHC).\textsuperscript{408} The idea of the reconstruction is neatly explained by Burrow (1949:35):

“It is supposed, in the case of this root \([=\sqrt{\text{tr}}]\), that the weakened \(\dot{a}\) which forms the second element becomes \(\alpha >\text{Skt.} \ i\) in forms like taritum, but that there is complete reduction, the two elements combined to form in Indo-European a long vocalic \(\dot{\text{f}}\) which develops in Sanskrit to \(\text{ir}, \text{ur},\) and variously in other languages. The same relation is held to exist between paríman- ‘abundance’, prátá-, and půrná- ‘full’ (IE \(\ddot{\text{I}}\)), bhávítum and bhútā- (IE ēwā : \(\ddot{u}\)); likewise IE \(\text{i}\) in nítá- ‘lead’, \(\ddot{\text{n}}\) in sátá- ‘obtained’ (\(\ddot{\text{sa}}\)nitum), \(\ddot{m}\) in dántā- ‘tamed’ (\(\ddot{d}\)amīf\()-\). The laryngeal theory substitutes the usual duality of vocalic and consonantal: ‘\(\ddot{\text{t}}\)ér-H-tum : \(\ddot{\text{t}}\)Hnö-.’”

Brugmann’s interpretation was soon attacked by Johannes Schmidt (1895), according to whom Neogr. \(\ast\alpha\) is a vowel and therefore could not possibly syllabicize (and lengthen) the preceding sonant. In Saussure’s system, however, the coefficient \(\ast\alpha\) (= Neogr. \(\ast\dot{a}\)) was understood as a sonant; Saussure’s CR\textalpha{}C\textsuperscript{409} could, at least in theory, overcome the difficulty, especially after \(\ast\alpha\) was interpreted as a (laryngeal) obstruent.\textsuperscript{410}

### 3.1.4 The problems of Sonantentheorie

§0. The problems of the sonant theory culminated in its complexity: instead of two resonants in simple alternation \(R : \bar{R}\), four series were ultimately postulated:

\[
\text{Neogr. } R : \bar{R} : R^R : \bar{R} \equiv \text{LT RV} : R\textalpha{}C : RHV : RHC.
\]

Owing to the absence of the Old Anatolian laryngeal at the time of the postulation, the alleged analytical shapes were never more than structural guesses, which would become outdated with the emergence of the new material. The presence of PIE \(\ast\ddot{\text{h}}\) necessitates an inductive check of the real behaviour of the sequences \(\ast\ddot{\text{h}} + R\) and \(R + \ddot{\text{h}}\), during which more general problems may also be critically discussed.

§1. The series \(R \equiv \ast m \mid \ddot{\text{f}}\) – that is to say, the simple syllabic sonants in environment (C)R\alpha{}C – is now widely accepted. Yet serious problems, forgotten to some degree by now, have plagued the theory from the beginning:

\textsuperscript{407} For Neogr. \(\ast\ddot{\text{n}} = \ast\text{nA}\) and so forth, see Saussure (Mém. 250) and Schmitt-Brandt (1967:3).

\textsuperscript{408} See Brugmann’s (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:393) structural statement: “In morphologischer Hinsicht entsprechen unsere \(\ddot{\text{n}}, \ddot{\text{f}}, \ddot{\text{l}}, \ddot{\text{d}}\) dem \(\ddot{\text{u}}, \ddot{\text{e}}, \ddot{\text{a}}, \ddot{\text{s}}\), s. §547.” For the literature on Neogr. \(\ddot{\text{f}} \mid \ddot{\text{n}}, \ddot{\text{f}}, \ddot{\text{l}}, \ddot{\text{d}}\) and/or the CR\textalpha{}C/CRHC-rule, see Lindeman (1982:13, 1997:94ff.), Mayrhofer (1986:144-145), Schmitt-Brand (1967:3ff.) and Szemerényi (1996:49-50). For Schmidt’s ‘Kritik der Sonantenteorie’ (1895:167ff.) and other criticisms, see Anttila’s (1969:68).

\textsuperscript{409} See, for instance, Anttila’s (1969:67) perspective: “This was Saussure’s view of the long syllabic resonants: RA, RE, RO (Mém 271).”

\textsuperscript{410} See Szemerényi (1996:123): “[…] as Möller’s pupil H. Pedersen recognized, that the long syllabic sonants (4.3.5, 5.3.5) are fusions of syllabic sonants with non-syllabic laryngeals: i, û, \(\ddot{\text{I}}\) \mid \ddot{\text{f}}, \ddot{\text{n}} \ddot{\text{f}}\) are iH, uH, \(\ddot{\text{f}}\) H mH \#H.”

---
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(a) Immediately after its delivery, it was recognized that the Sonantentheorie was not verifiable in terms of its content (viz. the emergence of svarabhakti vowels). Thus, to quote Møller (1893:371):

“Dass aber die uns vorliegenden vokale griech. α, germ. u, usw. vor m, n, l notwendig aus sonantischen m, n, l erwachsen sind, kann nicht bewiesen werden [...]”

The obvious reason for this state of affairs is that the svarabhakti vowels Gr. α, OCS ɨ, Go. u, etc. of the Neogrammarians can always reflect the original vowels Neogr. *a e i o u and so forth, with the result that the theory is ambiguous and, strictly speaking, does not support the rules of theory creation advanced by Osthoff and Brugmann.411

(b) The environment suggested for the svarabhakti vowels – occurrence with (syllabic) sonants – does not hold true either, as was already pointed out by Güntert (1916:viii):

“ [...] derselbe überkurze, reduzierte Vokal, den viele bis jetzt nur vor oder nach Nasal und Liquida annahmen, begegnet auch sonst in beliebiger konsonantischer Umgebung [...]”412

Indeed, the svarabhakti vowels appear independently of the environment, as is the case in:

Lat. tepeō (pr2.) ‘warm, mild sein’ (WH 2:667-8, tepeō)

Umbr. tap istenā- (f.) ‘caldariola ?’ (WH 2:668)

Thus the phenomenon exists, but it is more general than Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s original vision, which was restricted to the syllabic sonants.413

(c) Methodically the assumption of svarabhakti vowels violates the ex nihilo nihil principle. By simplification of R/R on both sides, the derivation

Neogr. *R → Gr. αR Li. iR Go. uR etc.

is equal to PIE Ø → IE a e i o u. In other words, the theory assumes that all five cardinal vowels were uniformly derived from nothing (instead of the primary (attested) Indo-European vowels available for explanation).

(d) The Neogrammarian sound laws are dependent on the assumption that syllabic sonants produce vowels in Indo-European languages. This assumption has also been

411 Since Neogr. *a e i o u were already present in the proto-phoneme inventory, they were primary compared to the svarabhaktis emerging from the Neogrammarian ‘syllabic resonants’, making the assumption of epenthetic vowels and syllabic sonants superfluous (‘entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem’).


413 As Güntert points out, the irregular vowels appear to be connected to the ablaut rather than to the syllabic resonants (1916:89): “Bartholomae BB. 17 (1888), 9ff ff. hat auf auffällige Beispiele aufmerksam gemacht, bei denen im Armenischen a in der ‘e-Reihe’ stand.”
questioned, at least by Schmitt-Brandt (1967:67n69), who correctly points out that the outcomes are consonantal (for instance, in Slavonic):


A similar situation exists in Greek, where the secondary ‘syllabic liquidas’ (Gr. ṑ = /rh/, Gr. ḥ = /lh/) are attested, not unlike in Tocharian and Later Anatolian, as discussed below.414

(e) Finally, Brugmann had already realized that the outcomes of the syllabic nasals were actually consonants, not vowels. In the section of Grundriss that deals with the consonantal nasals (§387), Brugmann (Grundr² 1:342) writes:


Leaving aside impossible etymologies (got. brūḥ-s ‘Braut’, etc.), a nasal before consonant (shape NC) appears in the proto-language. By definition the nasal was syllabic NC, not consonantal NC (i.e. the forms contain PIE *mr-, PIE *ml-, and PIE *mn-, which resulted in mr-, ml-, mn- in the Indo-European languages). In other words, the outcome of syllabic nasals were consonantal without yielding svarabhakti vowels, which together with the opposite assumption constitutes a violation of the principle of the regularity of sound change.415

(f) As the traditional reconstruction only had a handful of counterexamples, the matter was of little relevance before the emergence of the Old Anatolian laryngeal. Following the discovery of the laryngeal, however, the reconstruction of PIE *h has resulted in hundreds of examples of PIE *hRC and PIE *CRh (of the general shape CRC) in which the outcome of syllabic sonants was consonantal without svarabhakti vowels. Since the principle of regularity of sound change does not permit two different outcomes for a prototype in an identical environment, the historical explanation needs to be revised in relation to post-Anatolian Indo-European theory.416

414 Also in Prakrits, the sequences /mh/ and /nh/ emerge without syllabification (a situation typologically paralleled by Thai and Maradhi, for example).

415 For the identical outcome of PIE *nC, see Brugmann (Grundr² 1:344): “Die Gruppe nr- (in ai. nachved. nr-ē, nr-asthi- ‘Menschenknochen’ und Gr. ὑδώρ : ὑδηρίς (Hes.) aus “νυ war in uridg. Zeit, wenn sie damals überhaupt schon bestand, wahrscheinlich nicht im Absoluten Anlaut ins Leben getreten.”

416 Note Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:342) explanation: “Anm. Die Gruppen mn-, mr-, ml- sind vielleicht alle in uridg. Zeit nicht im absoluten Anlaut ins Leben getreten, sondern im bedingten und zwar postsonantisch (vgl. §282.3 S. 265 über ai. mryā-tē). Sie kamen dann secundär in der Satzanfang zu stehen.” This is not acceptable, because the examples like PIE *mri- are also comparatively confirmed.
§2. As regards the series $R^R \equiv *\eta^m \eta^n \mid \tau'$ (CRHV), without repeating the general problems (ambiguity, etc.) mentioned above, the following obstacles should be noted:

(a) It has been obvious from the very beginning that the CRHV rule does not generate data regularly.\(^{417}\) Attested forms are left outside the reconstruction (resulting in the error of incompleteness), and ghost forms are produced (resulting in unsoundness).

(b) At the time, the postulation of the series Neogr. $*\eta^m \eta^n \mid \tau'$ was a structural guess and comprehensive proof was never provided. Simultaneously, the attempts to explain the considerable discrepancy between the data and the theory by means of analogy have not been successful. What is actually needed is an observation-based theory inductively inferred from the data.\(^{418}\)

(c) The very definition of the series $R^R \equiv CRHV$ involves a contradiction: Since $H \equiv C$, the formula is actually of the shape CR$C(V)$, and it thus identical with CR$C$. As it is not allowed for an identical environment to yield two different outcomes (due to the principle of regularity of sound change), the outcomes must be identical with those of CR$C$.

§3. The series $R = *\eta \mid \neq (\equiv LT CRHC)$ is equally problematic. Again without repeating the issues already noted, one may observe that:

(a) The alleged outcomes of the long syllabic sonants are ambiguous. Already in the Paleogrammarian system, the related Indo-European long vowels were reconstructed with a genuine PIE quantity, as indicated in:

$$\text{Paleogr. } *\text{CRV:C (} *\text{tlâte-)} \rightarrow \text{IE CRV:C (Do. } \text{tlité-).}$$

In this context, Brugmann’s and/or Saussure’s rule

$$\text{Neogr. } *\text{CRαC- (} \equiv \text{LT CRHC)} \rightarrow \text{IE CRV:C}$$

is redundant: one finds an artificial ambiguity that should have never been created (or accepted). A genuine quantity has always been the choice of specialists of the European languages, as seen in the example of the classical philologists favoring the original vocalism (Gr. ω, ό, etc.) in a manner made evident by Szemerényi (1996:50):

“Beekes, Laryngeals 186f., and others hold that Greek never had long syllabic sonants. This view was held long before by F. Bechtel, who, in his important study Die Hauptprobleme der idg. Lautlehre seit Schleicher (1892), also maintained (p. 217) that Saussure had not managed to prove in Mémoire 247f. (= Recueil 231f.) that long sonants existed in IE.”

To this I would like to add Anttila’s (1969:68) narrative:\(^{419}\)

---

\(^{417}\) See Anttila (1969:5): “[…] the difficulty in the laryngeal bases, pointed out by Saussure […], that the zero grade of, say, γενE+á should give Gk *γανE (Mémo 271).”

\(^{418}\) Szemerényi (1996:142) writes: “The [prevoctalic syllabic liquids and nasals] can also in part be due to the analogical transfer of certain preconsonantal developments (i.e. occurring before a laryngeal) to prevoctal position. Thus $\delta[HI-\epsilon$ could give Gr. βας-ς, and as this new form continued alongside the old βς-ς, a new μνς- could be formed analogically to the old μνς-.”

\(^{419}\) Note, however, Anttila’s anachronism, writing eH for quantity.
“Scholars have tended to explain such ambiguous Greek material (Rā/ē/o) with an original state two *ReH, e.g., Persson WW 292. Hirt mentions that Greek ρό might always be a full grade (Abl 66) [...] Chantraine (Morphologie historique) does not even mention the possibility of a zero grade. Schwizer, who does point to the two possible origins of Greek Rā/ē/o, is not really interested in distinguishing the original zero and full grades. However, he at least reminds us of the facts by labeling the Greek result with ‘III’ (1.360; Adrados 121-122, with a tendency to interpret it as full grade [128], as is done by Burrow TPS 1949:38).”

Scientifically speaking, the original long-grade Neogr. *ā ē ō is correct, because no ambiguity is created, no violation of ex nihilo nihil is made and the principle of economy is followed.420

(b) If the schemata CRHC is assumed, the resulting system becomes incomplete since the actually attested roots CRaC with a short vowel can no longer be accounted for. This constitutes a major problem for all reconstruction theories,421 because neither *a (Neogr.) nor *H (LT) can be reconstructed (see Nyman 1985:55-61 for Gr. λῆγω : λῶγας : λέγεις ὁσός etc.). 422 It is not difficult to provide examples for such a vocalism:

Gr. πίστλα- (pr.) ‘füllen’ (GEW 1:537-8, πίστλαμεν [1pl])
Gr. τέθλα- (pf.) ‘sterben’ (GEW 1:653, τέθλαμεν [1pl])
Gr. τέτλα- (pf.) ‘suffer, endure, dare’ (LSJ 1800, τέτλαθη, P. 1060)

The comparative data reveals the artificial character of the problem and the absence of any need for analogy.423 The etymological value of the vocalism is defined by Greek α and the Vedic hiatus in PIE *pleah- ‘fill’:

Gr. πίμ :πλα- (pr.) ‘füllen’ (GEW 1:537-8, πίστλαμεν)
RV. prá’- (ao.) ‘füllen, anfüllen’ (WbRV. 886, práas [conj.2sg])
RV. kakśia prá’- (a.) ‘den Leibgurt füllend’ (WbRV. 309, kaksiapráam)

As we can reconstruct the attested forms with PIE *CReahC and PIE *CR hàeC, the problem is caused by the erroneous initial foundation of the Neogrammarians, which recognizes only two ablaut grades (*a : ā) instead of (the correct) three.

§4. The problems of the theory can be summarized as follows:

420 For the consequences of accepting the ambiguity of Gr. lā, qā, lā, qō, see Anttila (1969:34): “Considerable confusion has arisen from the fact [read: assumption] that in most subgroups zero-grade vocalism merges with full-grade vocalism in some environments [...]” For the ambiguity in general, see Persson (1912:633).

421 For some additional examples of (C)RaC in the cognates, see Burrow (1979:15). In this connection it should be noted that the phenomenon is not restricted, but occurs everywhere (Gr. ἡάθη, ἁγίν, λῆβιδων, etc.). For Celtic CRaC, see Schrijver (1991:201) and Joseph 1982. For Italic CRaC, see Schrijver (1991:161ff., 184).

422 Nyman (1985:56-57) writes: “Neither *(s)lag nor *(s)Hg- can be reconstructed [...] the root variants *(s)lēg-/*slōg-/*lēg- point to an IE ablaut type ē/ē/a [...] It is not difficult to find more evidence for such an ablaut type [...].”

423 According to Anttila (1969:79-80): “There is general agreement that the CRV forms are secondary [...], although there is also a minority believing the opposite, i.e., τέθηκε after ἔστηκα ἐσταμέν (Hirt Abl 186, Maurer Lq 23.9, Adrados 134). The CRV forms occur in the active plural perfect, middle perfect, and active plural present (also middle present: πίστλαντο).”
(a) The theory was initially rejected by Paul (1880:110), who pointed out that Brugmann’s table of reflexes (Grundr. 1:453) did not account for all the evidence (incompleteness) and left several irregularities (unsoundness). Today the new data has made this situation only worse, given the inconsistency resulting from the reconstruction of the laryngeal and Tocharian vocalism, which does not fit the patterns of the Neogrammarian theory.

(b) In order to explain the numerous exceptions, the Neogrammarians resorted to analogy in their theory formation. As an example, Brugmann’s (1879b:276) discussion concerning the bases of the root OInd. [j̥a]- ‘gebären’ may be quoted here:

“All jā́ti- ‘geburt, stand’ und das davon abgeleitete jā́tya ‘edel, echt’ können nicht getrennt werden von lat. nā́tio d. i. *gnā́ti-o, got. knodi- und dem genau dasselbe wie jā́tya-bedeutenden γνῆσιος […] Vielleicht ist jā́ti- m. ‘blutsverwandter’ noch jenes *jā́ntiti- = jā́ti- (vgl. B.-R.).”

Here Brugmann reconstructed *gnā́titi- (an impossibility) in order to account for RV. jā́nti-, despite the fact that the latter obviously belongs to PIE *gnā́lhti- : *gnā́hēti-(schwebeablaut): 426

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RV. jā́nti-</th>
<th>(m.) ‘(naher Bluts)verwandter’ (WbRV. 502)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat. prae-gnā́tis</td>
<td>(a.) ‘schwanger, trächtig, voll, strotzend’ (WH 2:354)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. (g)jā́ntis(n)-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Geburt, Erzeugung, Schlag, Rasse’ (WH 1:598)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. γνησιο-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘echtbürtig, vollbürtig’ (GEW 1:307)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By reconstructing an underlying syllabic nasal for OInd. jā́ti- (allegedly Neogr. *gṓti- ≡ **gnā́ti-), Brugmann had to separate RV. jā́nti- from its direct parallels and explain it through analogy. Had Brugmann followed the proper procedure of external comparison, he might have noticed that the absence of the nasal is not purely an Aryan feature, but also extends to the European languages:

| Lat. indi-ge-    | (a.) ‘eingeboren, einheimisch’ (WH 1:693) |
| Gr. ηλδό γετο-   | (a.) ‘spät-geboren’ (GEW 2:893) |
| RV. jā́ta-        | (m.) ‘Sohn, lebendes Wesen’ (WbRV. 482) |
| LAv. zā́ta-       | (a.) ‘geboren’; ‘jetzt vorhanden, jetzig’ (AIWb. 1689) |

For these reasons, I agree with Burrow’s (1949:38) analysis of the Neogrammarian theory:

“This is the theory that seeks to explain out of [P]IE *ŋ, ū, ū, ū, such forms as Lat. gnā́tus ‘born’, strā́tus, grā́num, lā́na, and Greek στρωτός, τριτός, θητός, νεόδμιος, etc. These combinations consist obviously of liquid or nasal followed by long ū, or occasionally

424 Brugmann (Grundr. 1:397n1) writes: “Wenn Hirt S. 160 sagt, es sei unbedingt nötig, dass an die Stelle der reinen Induktion die Deduktion trete, so möchte ich es für unbedingt nötig erklären, dass man erst einmal aus allen idg. Sprachen das in Frage kommende Material in einziger Vollständigkeit samme.”

425 Similarly, Saussure (Mém. 272 = Rec. 254) writes: “Tout le monde accorde que γνῆσιος correspond au skr. jā́tya.”

426 The view that “[..] γνησίος is regular zero grade of the full grade in γενε-τήρο” (Anttila 1969:10) is an unnecessary complication, as it produces an unmotivated ambiguity.
some other vowel, and there is no reason to believe that they ever consisted of anything else. The reason that they were made out to represent original long sonant nasals or liquids was partly a desire to find forms corresponding to Sanskrit īr, ūr, etc., at all costs. The argument would apply only if such ‘roots’ were really indissoluble, but since it is certain that we are dealing with suffixes, the suffixes may be allowed to vary.”

(c) As mentioned by Koerner (1985:334), Saussure’s reconstruction (and, consequently, Brugmann’s equivalent) was to a large extent internal:

“No doubt, Saussure operates with what we nowadays refer to as ‘underlying forms’, deriving the actual attested forms through specific rules. By the same method, Saussure (Mémoire p. 248) sets up the rule ‘Le groupe sonante +A, précédé ou placé au commencement du mot, se change en sonante longue, quel que soit le phonème qui suit’ (italics in the original), so that i and û as well as the long sonorants Ŝ Ŝ Ŝ Ŝ are derived from ḷ, Ṽ, ŋ, ṭ, and so on, or, in notation suggested by Saussure only in 1891 (cf. Recueil 603), sonant plus shwa.”

The most troubling feature of Koerner’s (1985:334) summary (“In effect […] Saussure was operating with hypothetical constructs and indirect (distributional) evidence.”)\(^{427}\) is not only the semi-internal character of the reconstruction, but the fact that no comparative reconstruction, the main objective of Indo-European linguistics, has been presented to this day.

### 3.1.5 The schwa secundum school

§0. The main critics of the Neogrammarians proved not to be the Paleogrammarians with their limited contribution in the ‘war of monographs’, but the schwa secundum school. In this theory, the svarabhakti vowels are recognized as the problem, but they are derived from an original vowel called schwa secundum (or several such items). Despite some improvements (compared to the Neogrammarians), there are also insurmountable problems for this view.

§1. The most noteworthy contemporary challenger of the Sonantentheorie was Johannes Schmidt (1877, 1889 and 1895). According to this scholar, the syllabic sonants never existed, but were accompanied by original reduced vowels \(^*_{e}\) and \(^*_{o}\), later referred to as schwa secundum by Güntert (1916).\(^{428}\) From a theoretical point of view, Schmidt (1895:50) understood the schwa secundum(s) as ‘reductions’\(^{429}\) of \(^*_{e}\) and \(^*_{o}\) grades\(^{430}\) (similar to the way in which Neog. \(^*_{o}\) was the reduced grade of

\(^{427}\) For an example of Brugmann’s similar (structural/distributional) argumentation, see his comparison of paradigms: “ai. i-más y-án-ti : é-tum, ju-hu-té jú-hv-ate : hótum, ha-thá ghn-ánti : hántum, á-kr-ta á-kr-ta : kár-tum” (Grundr 1:499).

\(^{428}\) Similarly, according to Güntert (1916:100): “[...] das ‘Residuum des Vokals’ (Brugmann K.vgl.Gr. 121) ist nichts anderes als ein auch in jeder anderen Stellung erscheinender, zweiter Marmelvokal der idg. Grundsprache.”

\(^{429}\) See Güntert (1916:viii): “[...] Schwa secundum [...], das bei der Vokalschwächung aus den kurzen Vokalen a, e, o entstanden war.” Sturtevant (1942:90) writes \(^*_{e}\) (cf. Lat. sarpô ‘prune, trim’; 1943:304) for the schwa secundum.

\(^{430}\) Schmidt (1895:50) uses the expression “die Reduktion von er zu \(\epsilon\)”. 192
Neogr. *ē ā ō).\footnote{Bertil Tikkanen pointed out to me that Schmitt’s idea appears to have been borrowed from the Semitic languages: in Hebrew the vowels e a o have a reduced ‘schwa-grade’ /a/ caused by accent shift.} Subsequently, Hirt postulated three schwa secundums, thus ending up with a vocalic counterpart of the three-laryngealism.\footnote{See Hirt (1900:5-6): “[... ] es ist [...] selbstverständliche Voraussetzung, dass jedem Langvokal ein besonderes Schwa entsprechen mus, und wir deshalb ein e-Schwa, a-Schwa, o-Schwa anzusetzen haben. [...] Reduktionsstufe (R.) zu idg. ē, ā, ō = idg. e, a, o.”} The best-known version of the theory is that of Güntert (1916), which is restricted to one schwa secundum *o.\footnote{Güntert (1916:68) call to “Ansätze wie ç, r, ı, l, m, m, n, n’ anzuerkennen” is reasonable in yet another sense. In this reconstruction the actual position of the reconstructed vowel(s) is identical with that attested in the data. This increased the descriptive accuracy of the theory and avoided the ambiguity problem plaguing the Neogrammarians, in which syllabic resonants have unpredictable (and hence unacceptable) double outcomes:}

\[ \text{Neogr. } *	ext{R} \rightarrow \text{Gr. } \alpha \text{R} v \text{Ra}, \text{Go. } u \text{R} v \text{Ru}, \text{etc. (Grundr}^2 1:463).\footnote{Güntert (1916:8ii) wrote ‘o’ for the schwa secundum (rather than for the schwa itself). In order to avoid confusion, I use ą (with upper index) for the schwa secundum and ø (without index) for the schwa indogermanicum.} \]

As noted by Güntert,\footnote{See Güntert (1916:78): “dieser Gelehrte [J. Schmidt] hatte mit seiner übertriebenen Kritik der Liquida und Nasalis sons das Kind mit dem Bad ausgeschüttet.”} Schmidt’s critique was somewhat too strong (as was Hirt’s). Accordingly, I have chosen to review Güntert’s version of the theory here.

§2. In comparison with Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s zero grade, the advantages of the schwa secundum in the explanation of svarabhakti vowels can be summarized as follows:

(a) The chief contribution of the schwa secundum school\footnote{Güntert (1916) assumes one (*), Schmid two (*, ø) and Hirt (1900:6) three schwa secundums (*, ø, ø). Hirt’s theory was bluntly rejected by Brugmann (1904:80): “Nocht weniger aber [überzeugt mich] die Ansicht von Hirt (Ablaut 6f.), dass ausser ø noch drei andre schwache Vokale für das Uridg. anzusetzen seien, sic er ç, ø, ¶ schreibt (vgl. Hübschmann IF. Anz. 11, 38ff.).”} to Indo-European linguistics lies in the replacement of the Neogrammian \textit{deus ex machina}, the emergence of svarabhakti vowels from nowhere, with an actual proto-phoneme schwa secundum.\footnote{Güntert (1916:92): “[... ] statt ç, ç, n, n’ vielmehr idg. ç, ç, m, n anzusetzen sind, einerlei, ob Vokal oder Konsonant folgt [...].”} Regardless of the questionable nature of the schwa secundum itself (see below), the more fatal problem of \textit{ex nihilo nihil} was avoided (to a degree, at least).

(b) Güntert’s (1916:68) call to “Ansätze wie ç, r, ı, l, m, m, n, n’ anzuerkennen” is reasonable in yet another sense. In this reconstruction the actual position of the reconstructed vowel(s) is identical with that attested in the data. This increased the descriptive accuracy of the theory and avoided the ambiguity problem plaguing the Neogrammarians, in which syllabic resonants have unpredictable (and hence unacceptable) double outcomes:

\[ \text{Neogr. } *	ext{R} \rightarrow \text{Gr. } \alpha \text{R} v \text{Ra}, \text{Go. } u \text{R} v \text{Ru}, \text{etc. (Grundr}^2 1:463).\]
(c) As their third improvement, the schwa secundum school provided a wider perspective of the overall problem by also handling the svarabhakti vowels appearing in consonantal (non-sonorant) environments. This made the theory more general and explanatory than its Neogrammarians competitor, which was artificially limited to vowels surrounding the sonants (and thus did not address the deep-level problem at all).

§3. Despite its undeniable advantages, the schwa secundum contains problems that are as equally serious as those of the Neogrammarians. The key among these, notwithstanding overlapping with the problems of the Neogrammarians, can be summarized as follows:

(a) The key reconstructive postulate of the theory, the schwa secundum *a, is ill-defined. Güntert’s definition (1916:viii & 19-20) of the schwa secundum in the correspondence Lat. magnus : O Gaul. magio-rix : RV. majmán- reveals that the phoneme being referred to is nothing other than Neogr. *a (= PIE *hae *eah). In this manner, the theory replaces the well-defined vowels Neogr. *a e i o u with the schwa secundum, and in the process causes them to lose their distinctions. This is admitted by Güntert (1916), at least to a degree, when he says that it is impossible to distinguish between the short vowels Neogr. *e : a : o and their reductions *e, o, a. The bottom line is that renaming well-defined phonemes as schwa secundums is also a ex nihil nihil violation.

(b) Petersen (1938:39-59) rejected Hirt’s reduced vowels between normal and zero grade, because reflexes of the alleged ‘Mittelstufe’ vowels vary considerably, both between and within the languages. Admittedly, there is no regularity in how the vowel qualities develop from *a, with the result that the theory is highly inaccurate and hardly usable in reconstruction.

(c) From a phonetic point of view, the schwa secundum, which is assumed capable of producing the five cardinal vowels from a single starting point, would involve the assumption of a superphoneme that does not exist in the strict framework of scientific realism. Rather than explaining the problematic residue of the vowels /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/.

---

438 Brugmann’s (1895:1726-7) review of Schmidt (1895), in which he refers to the difference between *r and *er as ‘Finessen’, does not satisfy as the difference is real, owing to the ex nihil nihil problem with Neogr. *r.

439 On Brugmann’s examples and his views on the schwa secundum, see his treatment of the vowel (Grundr 1:393, bwz. 452 and 395-6). See also Anttila (1969:15).

440 On Güntert’s definition of the schwa secundum as OInd. a = Av. a = Arm. a = Gr. α = Lat. a = Celt. a = Alb. a, see his analysis (1916:127).

441 This is also admitted by Schmitt-Brandt, according to whom there is no difference between the guna-vowels and schwa secundum in the cognates (1967:4): “Bei der Behandlung dieses Lauts wurde jedoch meist nicht unterschieden zwischen den Fällen, bei denen Schwa sec in den Einzelsprachen mit dem jeweils zugehörige Vollstufenvokal gleichlautete (Hirt, Ablaut S. 11 ff. : ai. paktah, [...] gr. πετρός < *πεκτό-).” Based on Occam’s razor, entities are not to be multiplied in situations where the standard values (Neogr. *a, e, i, o, u) are sufficient.

442 Thus, Güntert derive Olnd. ir, ur ↔ *ə (1916:93). Gr. α, Lat. a ↔ *ə and so forth, explaining “griech. παινεῖ spiegelt altes *m̩n̩j̩t̩ai (s. auch Hirt IF 7, 146, Ablaut 18 u. sonst)” (1916:99) and “[...] statt p̩, m̩ wären dann ən, əm anzusetzen, und dies könnte lat. nur zu an, am führen” (1916:67).
/o/, /u/, the schwa secundum results in five lost distinctions; in essence, it thus resembles the Neogrammariian theory.\textsuperscript{443} This is explained by the fact that the schwa secundum school did not question the basis of Brugmann’s and Osthoff’s attempt to reduce the attested Indo-European vowel variation, but rather was satisfied with rewriting the Neogrammariian analysis in the following form:

\textit{Neogr. }\emptyset \rightarrow \textit{IE a e i o u} : \textit{SchwaSec. }^*\alpha \rightarrow \textit{IE a e i o u}.

(d) In the period before the Old Anatolian data was available, both the Neogrammarians and the schwa secundum school relied on an assumption of an unproblematic zero grade of vowels, characterized by Güntert (1916:72)\textsuperscript{444} as follows:

\begin{quote}
“[…]\ denn \textit{ }\chi\acute{\alpha} \\omicron\alpha \textit{ } hat auf alle F\textael{umlaut}lle in got. \textit{ }\textit{hardus}, as\textael{umlaut}l. \textit{ }\textit{har}dr, asgs. heard, as. hard, ahd. hart(i) ‘hart’ eine Stütze, so daß demgegenüber die Frage, wie \textit{ }\chi\acute{o} \\omicron\alpha\omicron\varsigma \textit{ } entstanden sei, nur von untergeordnetem Intresse ist […].\textsuperscript{445}”
\end{quote}

However, the emergence of Old Anatolian changed the situation decisively: the non-existence of Saussure’s compensatory lengthening implies that an original PIE *h can be postulated for every Neogr. *a, as exemplified with the following equations for Greek

\begin{align*}
\textit{Gr. }\alpha R & \equiv \textit{PIE }^*\alpha \textit{aeR} \land \textit{PIE }^*\epsilon \textit{aR} R & \textit{Gr. }\alpha \ ≡ \textit{PIE }^*\textit{ReaR} \land \textit{PIE }^*\textit{Rae}. \\
\end{align*}

That PIE *h is actually present in Güntert’s example can be proven by Fortunatov’s Law, requiring an additional condition according to which PIE *h must also be present for the sound law to take effect in Indo-Iranian. Thus, examples like Gr. \textit{ }\chi\acute{\alpha} \phi\alpha\alpha \acute{\alpha} \textit{a} : OInd. \textit{ }\kappa \textit{\textael{umlaut}thara-} (a.) ‘hard’ (MonWil. 244) imply Gr. \textit{ }\alpha \leftarrow \textit{PIE }^*\textit{eah}, thus eliminating the possibility of accounting for Gr. \textit{ }\alpha \textit{ } (and the ‘a-vocalism’ in general) with syllabic sonants or the schwa secundum. Since PIE *h was present, a root PIE \textit{ }\nu\textit{kaht-} must be postulated rather than Neogr. *\textit{krt}.\textsuperscript{446}

(e) The weaknesses of the theories left both incapable of producing an etymological dictionary, the ultimate proof of success. Only after Walde based the theory on the syllabic sonants but added the schwa secundum (when Osthoff’s and Brugmann’s theory did not suffice to cope with the data) did it become possible to compile Pokorny’s \textit{Indogermanisches etymologisches Worterbuch}, and even this work never won unreserved acceptance, owing to the reconstructive liberties that it took.

\textsuperscript{443} For such an assumption, see Güntert (1916:77): “[…]\ Vokal \textit{ }^* \textit{ist} nicht aus dem Stimmtton des einstigen \textit{ }\textit{r}\textael{umlaut}t, sondern er ist das auch sonst in jeder beliebigen Stellung erscheinende Schwa secundum […].”

\textsuperscript{444} On further examples of Gr. \textit{ }\alpha R : \textit{Ra}, see Güntert (1916:69-73).

\textsuperscript{445} Similarly, Brugmann and Osthoff derived the twofold attestations (type \textit{ }\chi\acute{\alpha} \phi\alpha\alpha \acute{\alpha} \textit{a} : \textit{ }\chi\acute{o} \phi\alpha\omicron\varsigma \textit{ }) from a single prototype according to the formula \textit{ }\alpha R \leftarrow \textit{Neogr. }^*\textit{R} \rightarrow \textit{Raa}.

\textsuperscript{446} Assuming a laryngeal metathesis (see Anttila 1969:99) for alternations of this type (Lat. \textit{ }\textit{armus} : \textit{ }\textit{r\textael{umlaut}mus}, Lat. \textit{ }\textit{tarmes} : \textit{ }\textit{tr\textael{umlaut}mes}, etc.) is pointless due to the existence of different roots (passim).
3.1.6 The comparative theory of syllabic resonants

§0. The third reconstructive approach of the svarabhakti vowels, though existing in the pre-Neogrammian period and occasionally practiced by scholars like Grassmann, Verner, Meyer\textsuperscript{447} and Whitney, has never been formulated as a full-scale theory. Despite this, the common denominator of the reconstruction is straightforward: instead of deriving the svarabhakti vowels from syllabic resonants or a schwa secundum, the reconstruction is based on an external comparison of attested vowels, which have been proven to exist by the comparative method through a confirmation by two branches (Fick’s Rule).

§1. Historically the comparative solution was preferred by some Paleo- and Neogrammarians reconstructing the Indo-European vocalisms /a i u e o/, with confirmation depending on at least two branches. In order to illustrate the solution, I cite some reconstructions based on this mode of thought:

(a) Verner’s equation (1877:125)

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{pulno-} \equiv \text{RV. pūrṇā-, Go. full-, ORus. pūlnū, etc.}
\]

is an example of a clear-cut comparative reconstruction. The reconstruction is based on the common Indo-European vocalism here shared by several branches, while the output of the comparative method, PIE *u, is postulated for the proto-language as such. In the face of a direct match, the secondary (internal) postulates (here Neogr. ſ) ≈ Schwa sec. *l) and the supporting sound laws are unnecessary (due to Occam’s razor).

(b) From the point of view of root theory, pure comparative reconstruction has characteristically been practiced by some Sanskrit philologists (like Grassmann and Whitney (Roots 64-5)), who typically favoured attested root variants (e.g. ſtar ſtur, etc.) instead of hypothetical deep-level roots (ʃtʃ, etc.).

(c) When tested against the new material, the comparative method implies that the svarabhakti vowels are genuine (i.e. paralleled by at least two branches throughout), leaving historical theories on the secondary origin of the svarabhakti vowels in doubt. As an example illustrating the test, one may refer to the traditional reconstruction of the items Lat. decem ‘10’ and centum ‘100’:

\[
\text{Neogr. } *\text{kento-} \rightarrow \text{RV. šatá- (Gr. ἕκκατο-), Li. šiṅṭa-, Go. hunda, etc.}
\]

In general, the Neogrammarians assumed a single starting point for Proto-Indo-European based on the (absolute) uniform hypothesis, then explained the variation of the attested root vowels (RV. a : Gr. α : Lat. e : Li. i : Go. u, etc.) based on the svarabhakti vowels emerging from syllabic sonants. In the complete data now at our disposal, no distribution organized according to the subgroups exists, because all

\[447\] For Meyer, see Brugmann (1879b:257): “Gustav Meyer a. a. o. s. 7. zerlegt tanu- in ta-nu-, in dem glauben, das particip ta-tá- sowie die griechischen formen τέ-τα-κα, τέ-τα-μαι, ἀ-τά-θην, τα-τό-ς erwiesen aufs deutlichste die existenz einer vokalischen wurzel ta.”
vocalisms are externally paralleled, thus confirming their Proto-Indo-European status. For the quoted data there are several externally confirmed isoglosses:

1. The Neogr. *a in RV. šatá- (Gr. ἕκατο-) is now paralleled by Tocharian with
   
   TochA. kát-  (num.card.) ‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7, kät [316 b 7]).

   Since a nasal cannot be lost in Tocharian, the suggested traditional reconstruction with Neogr. ḫm is impossible. Simultaneously, the comparative method implies PIE *kēahto- (= Neogr. *kato-) for the forms in question.

2. The ‘i-vocalism’ of Li. šiṁta- (also in Balto-Slavonic) is externally confirmed in Tocharian:

   OPr. de ·simto-  (num.) ‘zehn’ (APrS. 320, dessimton)
   OLi. de ·šimti-  (num.) ‘Dekade, zehn’ (LiEtWb. 91, dēšimtis [sgN])
   OCS. de ·seti  (num.) ‘zehn, Dekade’ (Sadnik v/139)
   TochA. taryā ·kińci-  (num.ord.) ‘tricesimus’ (Poucha 116)

3. The ‘u-vocalism’ of Go. hunda [n.pl.] is also confirmed as genuine by two witnesses:

   Go. tai ·hun-  (num.card.) ‘dēka : zehn’ (GoEtD. 339)
   Arm. ere ·sun-  (num.) ‘dreissig’ (ArmGr. 1:491)
   Go. hunda-  (n.pl.) ‘hundert’ (GoEtD. 194-5)
   Go. taihunda-  (num.ord.) ‘tenth’ (GoEtD. 339)

   In this manner, the problems of the Neogrammarians and the schwa secundum theory are caused by the idea of the secondary character of the svarabhakti vowels, which are actually proven genuine by means of comparison.

§2. The procedure sketched out here can be applied for the data in general with the result that the comparative method implies the genuineness of the svarabhakti vowels throughout. By processing the entire data through external comparison, we are left with isoglosses of the svarabhakti vowels Gr. α, OCS. i, Go. u and so forth, all of confirmed PIE origin. The criteria for establishing a genuine PIE item instead of a secondary svarabhakti vowel resulting from a syllabic sonant (or schwa secundum) can be summarized as follows: If a vowel of a subgroup (Gr. α, Lat. e/o, PGerm. *u, BSl. *i, etc.) is directly paralleled by an identity in another subgroup then the vowel in question reflects a genuine PIE vowel.

§3. In a fully explicit manner, if at least one of the following criteria is present, then a respective PIE vowel is to be reconstructed instead of a syllabic sonant (or schwa secundum):

(a) ‘Svarabhakti a’ (RV. a, gAv. a, Gr. α, etc.) does not reflect a syllabic sonant, but Neogr. *a (= PIE *hæ or *eah)
1. If the vowel in question stands in quantitative ablaut (e.g. IIr. ā : a : Ø ; Gr. η : α : Ο, Li. o : a : Ø, etc.). This is the case, for example, in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>Indo-European:</th>
<th>Neogr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*gʰaḥ</td>
<td>RV. g-</td>
<td>[incomplete]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*gʰeahl</td>
<td>RV. ga’- (hiatus), Gr. βό-</td>
<td>*gʰm-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*gʰeahl</td>
<td>RV. gā-, Do. βό-, Li. gó-</td>
<td>*gʰa-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. If the velar preceding RV. ā (= gAv. ā, etc.) has gone through the second palatalization, then PIE *ě is to be postulated instead of a syllabic sonant.

3. If the vowel participates in Indo-European ablaut ā : ē : ō, then it does not reflect a syllabic sonant. Thus, for instance, the ablautative Gr. α : o reveals an original PIE *ʰa or *аḥ, which cannot be traced back to a syllabic resonant.  

*Exemplii gratia* is instead of Neogr. *gʰrú-s 'schwer' (= Schmidt *gʰrú-s) we are to reconstruct ablaut *e : Ø : o for the items

PIE *gʰaḥrū- 'schwer, groß, machtvol' (P. 476-7):

| Ø   | Go. kauρu- | ← PIE *gʰaḥrū- | (cf. Gr. √πτ-) |
| *e  | Gr. βόqū | ← PIE *gʰeahlrū- | (cf. Gr. √πετ-) |
| *o  | Gr. βόŋη | ← PIE *gʰaḥrū- | (cf. Gr. √ποτ-) |

4. If a criterion for PIE *ʰ and/or PIE *a is secured by the cognates, then Neogr. *a (= PIE *ʰae or *aḥ) is confirmed instead of a syllabic sonant. This enables us to eliminate well-known ambiguity problems of the Neogrammariian theory, like the illegitimate double development assumed for the syllabic resonants in the Celtic branch.

---

450 In the early Neogrammariian accounts, a dialectical development Aiol. o ← Neogr. *m, *n and Aiol. o₁, o₂ ← Neogr. *l, r was assumed. However, the distribution Aiol. o : Gr. α does not exist, because this PIE o is not restricted to Aiolian (and Doric), but represents a common Greek feature (as in Aiol. είκοσι, '20' = Att. είκοσι (GEW 1:453)). Therefore, the alternation *e/o with PIE *ʰa *aḥ replaces Brugmann's (1879a:66) outdated suggestion of a double treatment of syllabic sonants: "Zunächst macht der spurlose Wegfall des nasals schwierigkeiten. Man denkt freilich vielleicht, es läge derselbe fall vor, wie in ἄχιοι von stamm άχιο- oder είκοσι = lat. viginti, aber bei genaueren zusehen erscheint diese parallel als unzulässig. άχιοι geht mit aind. ášmasu auf ein urspruchliches akmsvā zurück und entsprechend είκοσι mit boecot. ἐκάτον, lat. viginti, aind. viṃśati auf ein viktī wie ἐκάτον mit aind. śatām auf ein kṣām- m. Statt δαυμός hätte man lautgesetzlich *dauμός zu erwarten, das o is allers warmscheinlichkeit nach erst durch die analogie der übrigen kasus erzeugt worden [...]." In this regard, compare also Osthoff's views (1879a:424): "Noch bleibt uns eine frage aufzuwerfen und zu beantworten übrig. Wir haben gesehen, dass ε nicht der griechische vertreter der nasalis sonans in tiefener silbe sein kann. Könnte nicht vielleicht griech. o auf diesen rang neben dem α für einige fälle anspruch machen? Man würde sich, um dies zu behaupten, auf solche fälle wie att. διακόσιος neben dor. διακός, att. είκοσι neben boecot. dor. ἐκάτον, πέντε, ἑξάκος, lakon.  βέντε, wie arkad. δεξίον, ἑκάτομπος neben att. δέκατον ἑκάτομπο berufen dürfen. Das griech. o an stelle der nasalis sonans würde sich an dann gar nichts auffälliges haben, wenn es in einem oder in einigen griechischen dialekten so aufträge und zwar als alleiniger acteur in dieser rolle. Das ist aber, wie die angeführten beispielen zeigen, nicht der fall.”

5. If Gr. α (\(=\) OInd. a) appears both before consonant and vowel (i.e. in all environments), then Gr. α = PIE *hae or *eAḥ. Thus, for instance, the ostensibly ambiguous Gr. α in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr.</th>
<th>(vb.) ‘walk, step, etc.’ (LSJ. 302, βδην [3du])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| gAv. ga- | (vb.) ‘kommen’ (AIWb. 494, ga
di [2sg]) |
| RV. ga- | (vb.) ‘kommen’ (WbRV. 380, gadhi [ipv.2sg]) |
| Gr. βéβα- | (pf.) ‘walk, step, etc.’ (LSJ. 302, βεβόμεν [inf.]) |

is confirmed to reflect PIE *eAḥ (versus Neogr. *m/η) by the vocalic extension *-us-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr.</th>
<th>(pf.pt.f.) ‘walk, step, etc.’ (LSJ. 302).452</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(b) ‘Svarabhakti e’ (typically Lat. e) does not reflect a syllabic resonant (or schwa secundum) if it is paralleled (Fick’s Rule) and/or alternates with Indo-European /a/ or /o/.

(c) ‘Svarabhakti i’ (typically BSl. *i, PIIr. *i or PCelt. *i) does not reflect a syllabic resonant (or schwa secundum) if it is externally paralleled and/or appears in ablaut alternation PIE *i : e : i : e : i.

(d) ‘Svarabhakti o’ (typically Latin *o (in Ptal. *ol, *or)) does not reflect a syllabic resonant (or schwa secundum) if it is paralleled by another subgroup or appears in ablaut alternation with Indo-European /e/ or /a/. Thus, for instance, Lat. o does not just justify a syllabic liquid for the Italic subgroup in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>(f.) ‘blinder Zufall, Ungefähr’ (WH 1:534, fors [sgN])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Last, Ladung’ (GEW 2:1004, φόρτος [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Lastschiff’ (GEW 2:1004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

because of the direct match Lat. o \(\equiv\) Gr. o \(\equiv\) PIE *o (Occam’s razor).

(e) ‘Svarabhakti u’ (typically PGerman. *u or RV. u) does not reflect a syllabic resonant (or schwa secundum) if it is paralleled by another subgroup and/or appears in ablaut PIE *u : e : u : e : u.453

§4. The above criteria will now be applied to Brugmann’s examples of syllabic sonants in Grundriss in order to demonstrate that svarabhakti vowels are implied by the comparative method by at least by two witnesses, and are therefore genuine. Similar results are obtained for syllabic sonants of any origin, proving that the postulation arrived at by means of the comparative method reflects the methodologically strictest and the most economical theory in existence.

---

452 For the *u-extension paralleling Greek, see OInd. gāva- (prM.) ‘to go’ (MonWil. 356, gāvate [3sg]).

453 As the Neogrammarians’ assumption was restricted to Sanskrit, the Iranian ir and ur forms (for some examples of these, see Güntert 1916:94-5) are acceptable as parallels.
3.2 Semivowels PIE *u and *i and vowels PIE *u and *i

§0. The vowels PIE *i and PIE *u – and their consonantal counterparts, the semivowels PIE *ŋ and *u (a.k.a. palatal and velar glides)\(^{454}\) – were already included in Schleicher’s reconstruction. The most relevant properties of the proto-phonemes and their developments in environment PIE *ŋa *aŋ will be dealt with in this chapter.

(a) As already mentioned by Brugmann (Grundr 2 1:256), the semivowels PIE *ŋ and *u appear side by side with the corresponding vowels PIE *i and *u in etymologically connected words:

“[…] i und ŋ, u und ŋ standen seit uridg. Zeit oft in etymologisch identischen Gebilden nebeneinander, indem nur die benachbarten Laute und die Betonungsverhältnisse dafür massgebend waren, ob der Vocal als Sonant oder als Consonant gesprochen wurde.”\(^{455}\)

(b) As for the derivation (and the primacy of the phonemes), it has been correctly pointed out by Szemerényi (1996:136),

“The existence of [the phonemes *i and *u] is not in dispute, but they are treated as allophones of the consonants ŋ, w. This position is phonetically untenable as i u and y w are fundamentally different sounds, vowels and spirants respectively.”

The laryngeal theory, rejected by Szemerényi in his comment, started from the primary items PIE *ŋ ŋ instead of the proper PIE *i ŋ, being motivated by the monovocalism hypothesis. The correct allophonism can be achieved by setting the vowels PIE *i and *u as primary and defining PIE *ŋ and *u as their allophones in a vocalic environment.\(^{456}\)

(c) In addition to Neogr. *u : *u and Neogr. *i : *i, their long counterparts Neogr. *ů and *i were postulated in the Neogrammariian system. They are treated separately below.

3.2.1 Neogr. *u = PIE *u

§0. Under the influence of the Sanskrito-centric ideas of the time,\(^{457}\) Schleicher (Compendium 1861-2) reconstructed a fricative Paleogr. *v (= OInd. v) for the proto-language. Schleicher’s initial mistake was soon corrected, and ever since

\(^{454}\) Trask (DPhPh. 320) defines SEMIVOWEL as “a non-syllabic segment which has the phonetic characteristics of a vowel but the phonological behaviour of a consonant.”

\(^{455}\) In so doing, Brugmann not only established the allophones PIE *i : ŋ and PIE *u : ŋ, but removed Schleicher’s erroneous (Sanskrito-centric) place of articulation /ŋ/ from the earlier proto-phoneme inventory.

\(^{456}\) On the phonemic status of /i/, /u/ rather than /ɪ/ /ʊ/, see Mayrhofer (1986;§7.1.9).

\(^{457}\) Costello (1995:10) writes: “Schleicher reconstructed a fricative v, rather than a resonant w, which may be interpreted as another example of his belief that Indic, with its v, accurately reflected the protolanguage. (However, cf. the sandhi change of āu alternating with āv – taub ubhau > táv ubhau ‘these two’ – which clearly points to the earlier bilabial resonant nature of Skt. v.).”
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Brugmann (Grundr² 1:293-341) a bilabial resonant Neogr. *u = /w/ (preserved as such by English, Latin and Old Iranian) has been correctly reconstructed.458

§1. Comparison with newly discovered languages confirms that PIE *u was preserved both in Old Anatolian and in Tocharian:

(a) Brugmann (Grundr² 1:293) reconstructed Neogr. *ue̞gho ‘vehô’ for “ai. vâhâmi, gr. pamph. Imper. fέχείω (ʔ), alb. vêð Aor. voda (‘ich entführe, stehle’), lat. uêhô, got. ga-wiga, lit. vežû, aksl. vezô.” The preservation of PIE *u in Old Anatolian (here Luwian) is confirmed by the related stem

HLu. uaza- (vb.) ‘carry’ (CHLu. 2:11.7, PES₂(-)w¹/za-ha [1sg]).

(b) Brugmann (Grundr² 1:294) reconstructed Neogr. *neuɔ-s ‘neu’ for “ai. náva-s, gr. vέFο-ς, lat. novo-s, aksl. novû.” The preservation of PIE *u in Hittite and Tocharian (both A and B) is confirmed by the correspondences

Hi. neua- (a.) ‘frisch, neu’ (HEG 2:320, ne-e-ua-an)
TochA. ŋu- (a.) ‘novus’ (Poucha 111)
TochB. nawâke (m.sg.) ‘novice’ (DTochB. 331)
Poln. nowak (m.) ‘Neuling’ (LiEtWb. 488)


§2. In Old Mycenaean Greek the counterpart of digamma Gr. f460 is preserved throughout as LinB. w. This has provided several confirmations for PIE *u (e.g. LinB. wa-na-ka-te [sgD] ‘to the king’ = Phryg. ἡ τοῦ κατατέ | (DMycGr. 411) and LinB. we-to [sgA] ‘year’ = Cypr. ἡ τοῦ ‘id’), as well as for its absence. As of yet, however, the problem of the etymology of Linear B has not been completely solved, and some early mistakes also remain uncorrected. Thus, LinB. ru-ko ‘wolf’ (DMycGr. 96) confirms a root

v̀uk- (vb.) ‘teilen, brechen, usw.’ (sb.) ‘Wolf’

Gr. l̀kto- (m.) ‘Wolf’ (GEW 2:143-4 = LinB. ru-ko)
Hi. luku- (URU) ‘-’ (HEG 2:69-70, OGH. 249-50, lu-uq-qa)

458 See Szemerényi’s (1996:44) account: “In the case of w, however, the original bilabial articulation (as in Eng. w) was already replaced in the earliest tradition of many languages by labiodental (as in Eng. v, Grm. w). The old pronunciation was retained in classical Latin and Old Iranian.” The evidence is now added with Tocharian, distinguishing between the inherited TochAB. w and TochAB. v in loan words from Sanskrit (e.g. TochA. vidhyâdhare ‘nomen semiaedemonum’, Poucha 281 = TochB. vidhyâdhare ‘a kind of supernatural being’, DTochB. 570).

459 A sound change PIE *d+u → Toch. w (in TochA. we ‘due’, Poucha 304 and TochB. wi, w ‘two’, DTochB. 598) has been suggested (see already van Windekens 1976:566). The rule is redundant, however, owing to the direct correspondence between Do. fέτα ‘20’ (GrGr. 1:591), Lat. uī gintī ‘20’ (WH 2:788-9), LAV. visātī ‘20’ (AIWb. 1458) and the Tocharian items (Occam’s razor).

460 For the traces of f in Greek, see Brugmann (Grundr² 1:305-15).
Pal. luki- (vb.) ‘teilen’ (HEG 2:66, DPal. 62, lu-ki-i-it [3sg])
Lyc. λυχια- (ON.) ‘Lykien’ (HEG 2:82, Lyc. λυχια [sgN])
OGaul. luchto- (m.) ‘Teil’ (?) (P. 686, O Gaul. luchtos [sgN])

The absence of initial *u- is confirmed by several groups, with the result that the root is not identical with the other item meaning ‘wolf’ (P. 1178-9 *ulk-:—):

TochB. walkwe- (sb.) ‘wolf’ (DTochB. 582, walkwe, MA. 646-7)
RV. vřka- (m.) ‘Wolf’ (WbRV. 1325)
LA. vahrka- (m.) ‘Wolf’ (AIWb. 1418)
OPers. varka–zana- (a.) ‘eight month ≈ werewolf’ (OldP. 207)

§3. In Tocharian a secondary loss of PIE *u has resulted from palatalization before a front vowel. Thus, for instance, an *e-grade with a short quantity confirmed by Osthoff’s Law II

Lat. uento- (m.) ‘Wind’ (WH 2:751-2, uentus [sgN])
TochB. yente (sb.) ‘wind’ (DTochB. 505, yente [sgN])

has lost the initial labial through PToch. wyanta-. The contrast with PIE *o, leaving the preceding PIE *u unaffected, is clear in:

Hi. ḫuant- (pt.c.) ‘Wind’ (HEG 1:328, ḫuanteš [plN])
TochA. want- (sb.f.) ‘ventus’ (Poucha 285, want [sgN])

§4. The sound law PIE *u → Arm. g (Godel 1975: §4.353) is ambiguous owing to the standard development PIE *gh → Arm. g. As for the development PIE *u → Arm. g, it should be noted that it is possible to distribute the examples in a manner that makes the rule PIE *u → Arm. g redundant. Thus, for example, the stem

Lat. lauō (pr.) ‘baden, waschen, spülen’ (WH 1:773-)

is usually compared with

Arm. logana- (pr.) ‘sich baden’ (ArmGr. 1:453, loganam [1sg]).

Yet the root Arm. vlog- can be directly compared with the Germanic formation

ModNorw. laga- (vb.) ‘mit Wasser übergießen’ (ANEtWb. 344)
OLcl. lagask- (vb.) ‘rinnen, strömen’ (ANEtWb. 344)
OEng. lagu (m.) ‘sea, water’ (ASaxD. 615)
OLcl. log- (m.) ‘Nass, Wasser, See’ (ANEtWb. 373, logr [sgN])

Similarly, Arm. git- (ao.) ‘finden’ (ArmGr. 437, egit [3sg]) is not necessarily related to RV. víd- ‘finden’ (WbRV. 1270-4, RV. vidánti [3pl]), the conventional etymology. Instead, a match with an original Neogr. *gh (→ Arm. g) is possible in:

Go. bi gat- (pret.) ‘find’ (GoEtD. 69, bigat)
Go. bi gita- (st.vb.) ‘erlangen, finden’ (GoEtD 69, bigitan [inf.])
Li. gády- (vb.) ‘sich ereignen, treffen’ (P. 423-4)
OLcl. geta (vb.) ‘schaffen, erreichen, erzeugen’ (ANEtWb. 165)
OSax. bi ·geta- (vb.) ‘ergreifen’ (ANEtWb. 165)
In order to confirm whether the rule PIE $^\text{*u} \rightarrow \text{Arm. } g$ remains valid, a complete reevaluation of examples is required.\textsuperscript{461}

### 3.2.2 Neogr. $^\text{*u} = \text{PIE } ^\text{*u}$

\textsuperscript{461} On the complex developments of Armenian, see Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:303-5).

\textsuperscript{462} Tocharian syncope is directly paralleled in Armenian where the nominative Arm. dustr ‘Tochter’ is accompanied with Arm. dster- (ArmGr. 1:440).

\section*{§0. The vowel PIE $^\text{*u}$ (Neogr. $^\text{*u}$) was correctly reconstructed already by Schleicher, and little new concerning the postulate has emerged.}

\section*{§1. Brugmann’s (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:103-111) examples of Neogr. $^\text{*u}$, when compared with Old Anatolian and Tocharian, confirm the general preservation of PIE $^\text{*u}$ in the latter groups:}

(a) Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:103) reconstructed “W. sup-, Schwundstf. der W. ñëp- ‘schlafen’ : ai. suptá-s ‘eingschlagen, schlafend’, [...] gr. ἐνθέος [...] air. suan (565,2) aksl. ñun ‘Schlaf’.” In Old Anatolian the root appears in

\begin{center}HI. şup- (vbM.) ‘schlafen’ (HEG 2:1175, šuptari [3sg])\end{center}

with PIE $^\text{*u}$ preserved as such.

(b) Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:103) reconstructed “$^\text{*}^\text{kus-}$, schwache Form des St. $^\text{kujon}$- ‘Hund’ : Gen. Sg. ai. șun-as gr. κυν=ός air. con lit. șuňs.” The respective forms as attested in Old Anatolian and Tocharian are

\begin{center}HLu. ŝuani- (c.) ‘dog’ (CHLu. 2:28.10, sù-wa/i-ni-i-sá)\end{center}
\begin{center}TochA. ku- (sb.) ‘canis’ (Poucha 76)\end{center}

This confirms the preservation of PIE $^\text{*u}$ for both.

(c) Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:103) reconstructed Neogr. $^\text{*nun}$ ‘nun’ for “ai. nú, gr. vù vù-v, lat. nu-diũs, air. nu no, ahd. nu no, lit. nù nù-gi aksl. nû.” In Old Anatolian the conjunction appears in an identical form:

\begin{center}HI. nu (conj.) ‘nun, und’ (HEG 2:345).\end{center}

\section*{§2. In Tocharian a loss of unaccented PIE $^\text{*u}$ has taken place in examples like TochB. tkácer (f.) ‘daughter, girl’ (DTochB. 312), which can be compared to gAV. dugədar-‘id’.\textsuperscript{462} This rule should not, however, be applied automatically when the vocalism TochAB. a (and/or AB. ā) is attested in the position where PIE $^\text{*u}$ was assumedly lost. Thus, for example, the words

\begin{center}TochB. mäse (f.) ‘fist’ (DTochB. 443)\end{center}
\begin{center}TochB. maščītsi (sb.) ‘mouse, rat’ (DTochB. 443)\end{center}

do not necessarily correspond with RV. mušṭi- (m.f.) ‘die geschlossene Hand, Faust’ (WbRV. 1052) and RV. mûš- (m.f.) ‘Maus’ (WbRV. 1054), because the Tocharian words can be connected with the $^\text{*}u$-less forms of Hittite:
In other words, the possibility of morphological (or derivational) variations in the proto-language must be taken into account before the application of the sound law.

§3. A recurring theme in Indo-European linguistics, nowadays known as ‘Lex Stang’, concerns the paradigms of the items

RV. dyāu- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 603, dyáus [sgN])
RV. gáu- (m.) ‘Rind, Stier, Kuh’ (WbRV. 407, gáuṣ [sgN])

(cf. Gr. ζεύς and Gr. βοῦς). These stems are supplemented with themes without final *u in examples such as:

RV. gá- (m.) ‘Rind, Stier, Kuh’ (WbRV. 407, gám [sgA])
RV. dyá- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 604, dyám [sgA])

Already Brugmann sought to provide an explanation on the basis of phonology (Grundr² 1:259):


Similarly, Szemerényi (1996:181) explained:

“The original forms must rather have been *dyeus dyeum; the acc. then became dyēm by absorption of u and compensatory lengthening, and the long vowel was in Aryan carried over into the nom. also.”

Several arguments can be presented against the phonological explanation:
(a) No sound law stating the loss of *u can be postulated without causing inconsistency, because the well-known sound laws demand the preservation of the vowel *u in the languages in question.
(b) The existence of the *u-less form is externally confirmed by parallels:


(c) Both Sanskrit and Greek confirm internally the existence of double stems. Thus, two accusatives RV. gās [plA] and RV. gāvas [plA] ‘cows’ are attested, just as there are two stems in Greek:

Do. ζά- (m.) ‘Zeus’ (Schwyzer GrGr. 1:576f., ζάς [sgN])
Gr. ζεό- (4m.) ‘sky-god, Zeus’ (GEW 1:610-1, ζεός [sgN])

In such circumstances, the comparative method implies two different prototypes in the parent language.

⁴⁶³ Ḥi. maštiga- (c.) ‘auteur de rituels’ could refer to a ‘handler of rituals’, containing a root meaning ‘hand, fist’, thus corresponding with Tocharian.
⁴⁶⁴ For the *u-less root in Greek, cf. Gr. ἐστάτου βη- ‘Opfer von 100 rinder’ (GEW 1:474-5).
§4. Finally it may be noted that the clusters of the plain velars PIE *k, g, ... followed by an unaccented PIE *u turned into the labiovelars (Neogr. *kʰ = PIE *k+u, etc.) in the manner detailed in Chapter 4 (cf. the Centum-Satem isogloss).


§0. The long vowel Neogr. *ũ, unaccounted for by Schleicher, was added to the reconstruction by Curtius (for example, see Benware 1974:78-9) and, following him, the Neogrammarians. Though the postulation is correct in the sense that correspondences confirm a common Indo-European vowel /ũ/, the material now at our disposal implies a segmental origin for Neogr. *ũ. Three main subsets can be distinguished in Proto-Indo-European.

§1. Subset I. Neogr. *ũ ≡ PIE *ẖú- or PIE *á̄hú. The phased sound change consists of the assimilation of PIE *á̄, the loss of PIE *ẖ and contraction expressed in the formula:

PIE *ẖú- *á̄hú → ū́u, ū́h → ū → RV. ū, etc.

In other words, PIE *á+ũ was first assimilated (→ ū+ũ), then contracted into the respective long vowel (RV. ū, etc.) with the loss of the laryngeal during the process. An example of the sound change is contained in the data

√paḥu(r)- ‘Feuer’ (P. 828, CHD P:12)

CLU. paḥur- (n.) ‘Feuer’ (DLL. 77, pa-a-ḥu-ur [sgNA])
H. paḥur- (n.) ‘Feuer’ (HHand. 115, pa-ah-ḥu-ur [sgNA])
TochA. por- (n.) ‘ignis’ (Poucha 189-90, por [sgN])

This *ũ/ũ-grade root has a respective zero grade in

PIE *páḥu- ‘Feuer’

Gr. πῦρ (n.) ‘Feuer’ (GEW 2:627-9, πῦρ [sgNA])
TochB. puwar (n.) ‘= Skt. agnim’ (DTochB. 393)

The lack of spiritus asper in Greek (Gr. π- vs. ū-) and circumflex resulting from contraction prove an earlier dissyllabic form PGr. *πῦ̀ρ ← *puḥur ← PIE *páḥur. PIE *páḥuor- resulted in TochB. puwar, reflecting the development before PIE *u. The research history of the subset stands as follows:
(a) In his analysis of the sequence Neogr. *u, Brugmann (KVG:80) asserted:

“The uridg. ū [...] ist von uridg. a nur im Ar. gescheiden geblieben, doch sind auch hier die diphthongischen [...] u und [...] u in [...] u zusammengefallen (§ 134 ff.).”

Elsewhere, however, Brugmann (Grundr² 1:498) contradicts this:

465 For Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *ũ, see Grundr² 1:111-4.
466 A dissyllabic form Gr. πῦ̀ρ (n.) ‘fire’ has actually been preserved. Based on the etymology, the scansion is not necessarily just a ‘distraction’, as claimed by Liddell and Scott (LSJ. 1555).
“Folgen [...] û auf ê etc., so erscheint in der Schwundstufe vor dem Haupton teils [...] aû, teils anteconson. [...] û, anteson. [...] uû. [...] Gr. õôô ‘ich brenne’ aus *ðuðjo (au) : ai. dûná-s [...]”

The partial inconsistency of the Neogrammarian reconstruction is caused by the defective ablaut pattern Neogr. *ê û õ : *a, which did not allow the normal grade Neogr. *a (= PIE *hæ, eah) between schwa and the long grade. The problem can be resolved by distinguishing all of the attested treatments:

Neogr. *au  ≡ PIE *hâu v PIE *âhu  (Gr. πó-, TochB. puwar-)  
Neogr. *au  ≡ PIE *hæu v PIE *cahû  (Hi. pâhur-, TochA. por-)

In this way, the artificial ambiguity of the Neogrammarian system is replaced with the systematic and complete alternative of Wackernagel’s ablaut Neogr. *â : a : æ, consisting of three actual distinctions (see Chapter 2).

(b) Following the erroneous identification of Schwa *ê with Hi. ë, Kuryłowicz (1935:41,71) attempted to explain Neogr. "û by assuming a reduced vowel (or schwa secundum) attached to a laryngeal (i.e. *êhû → û). Though the explanation is agreeable in terms of the reconstruction Gr. πó-, TochB. puwar-, etc., the side-effect of the schwa secundum can be avoided through the postulation PIE *a (in PIE *âhû), as done throughout in System PIE.

(c) In the mainstream laryngeal theory (for example, see Mayrhofer 1986:174-5 and fn 324), a laryngeal metathesis (LT **Hu → *uH) and subsequent compensatory lengthening (LT *uH → Neogr. *û) are often assumed in order to produce Neogr. *û. While avoiding the schwa secundum, the metathesis theory only allows long quantities, which in turn contradicts the established alternations Neogr. *u : û in the data. Therefore, the laryngeal metathesis is too strong a hypothesis, and one does better with the simple assimilation and contraction detailed above.

§2. Brugmann (Grundr 1:504) sought an explanation for the alternation Neogr. *u : û from the difference in the accentuation of the root:

> Wie sich dazu die Falle wie gr. ðû ti : muṣ-kâ-s, ai. gûhâ-ti : guhâ- 
> avadya, stû-pa : stû-pâ, gr. ãôô : ãôô verhalten, ist unklar; nur so viel ist 
> einigermassen deutlich, dass hier der Wortaccent ein û bewahrte, das in schwachtoniger 
> Silbe zu û geworden ist (vgl. § 547, 9).”

Brugmann’s ‘word accent’ is not sufficient, because a short vowel with root accent is attested in examples like RV. gûhâ ‘im Verborgenen, geheim’ (WbRV. 404). Accordingly, a distinction between accented and unaccented PIE *â ≠ *a is necessary

---

467 In this connection, Hendriksen (1941:91) names Möller (Sem. u. Idg. 264) as the inventor of the schwa secundum.

468 In Old Anatolian the cluster û is stable both before a vowel (e.g. Hi. Ialhû- (vb2) ‘gießen’ (HEG 2:3, Hi. Ia-lhû-uh-i [1sg] = Lat. lauí [1sg]) and a consonant (e.g. Hi. Ielhûa- (vb2) ‘ausgießen’ (HEG 2:57, le-el-hû-ua-i)), which does not support the idea of a metathesis.

469 For the alternation Neogr. *u : û, see Brugmann (Grundr 1:487).
in order to explain the alternation Neogr. ū : ū. With the addition of this additional condition, the outcomes become fully regular, for instance, in the pair:

PIE *máhus- (➔ múhus-) ➔ RV. múṣ- (m.) ‘Maus’ (WbRV. 1054)
PIE *mahus- (➔ mḥus-) ➔ RV. muṣé (inf.) ‘rauben’ (WbRV. 1051)

In other words, the alternation of the quantity can be traced back to the alternation of the accent of PIE *a and PIE *á. When accented, PIE *áhu and *ḥáu assimilated with the following *u (➔ *úhu, ḥu), finally resulting in long quantity Neogr. *ū (= RV. ū, etc.). An unaccented PIE *a, on the other hand, was lost without lengthening:

PIE *aḥu, *ḥau ➔ Hi. ḫu, RV. ū, etc. (= Neogr. *ū).

The typical ablaut pattern Neogr. *āu : ū : ū : u can thus be expressed in Proto-Indo-European terms as follows:

PIE *ḥaðu *ḥaēu *ḥáu *ḥau

Numerous examples of the alternation exist, and some have been chosen here to illustrate the general behaviour of the ablaut type:

(a) ṣhaust- ‘Schaf’ (P. 784)
   CLu. ḫaui- (c.) ‘Schaf’ (DLL. 44, ḫa-a-ú-i-iš [sgN])
   Gr. ṣúr- (c.) ‘Schaf’ (GEW 2:367, Arg. ṣúνς [plA])
   Li. aví- (4.) ‘Schaf’ (LiEtWb. 28, avis [sgN])
   Lat. auill– (m.) ‘agnus recentis partus’ (WH 1:84)
   Olfr. u-gaire (m.) ‘shepherd’ (DIL 485, sub ‘oegaire’)
   Lat. ū-piliō(n)- (m.) ‘Schafrt’ (WH 2:211)

(b) ṣhaust-, ṣhaust- ‘wachsen’ (P. 84)–5)
   Li. pasi-ūgē- (vb.refl.) ‘groß werden’ (LiEtWb. 24, pasıgētis)
   Li. āug- (vb.) ‘wachsen, größer werden’ (LiEtWb. 24, āugti)
   Lat. augeo- (pr2.) ‘vermehren’ (WH 1:85f., augeō [1sg])
   gAv. urgra- (a.) ‘stark, kräftig’ (AIWb. 380)
   Gr. ωγγω (pr.) ‘mehren, fördern; wachsen’ (GEW 1:187)
   Hom. ο(ř)εξο (prA.) ‘mehren, fördern; wachsen’ (GEW 1:187)
   Hi. ḫeγgatar- (n.) ‘Haufen, Getreidesilo’ (HEG 1:264)

(c) ṣhaust- ‘rufen, sprechen, lärmen’ (P. 1103)
   LAv. aočaya- (cs.) ‘sprechen zu-, anreden’ (AIWb. 36-7)
   Go. auhjō- (vb.) ‘lärmen’ (GoEtD. 48, auhjōn [inf.])
   Li. úkau- (vb.) ‘zurufen, schreien, lärmen’ (LiEtWb. 1160)
   Li. áukter- (vb.) ‘aufschreien’ (LiEtWb. 25, áukterti [inf.])

(d) ṣhausth- ‘Kochtopf, Pfanne, usw.’ (P. 88)
   RV. ukha-chid- (a.) ‘den Topf zerbrechend’ (WbRV. 245)
   RV. ukhá- (f.) ‘Kochtopf, der Pfanne’ (WbRV. 246)
   Go. auhn- (m.) ‘χάλιναβος = oven’ (GoEtD. 49)
Lat. aullā- (f.) ‘Topf, Hafen’ (WH 1:84)
Lat. auxillā- (dim.f.) ‘olla parvula’ (WH 1:84)

(e) vhäuser ‘kämpfen, schlagen, brechen’ (P. 1144)
Hi. hula- (vb.) ‘(nieder)schlagen’ (HEG 1:273-6, ḫul-ul-la-a-î)
OPr. ūlín- (cs.) ‘kämpfen’ (APrS. 453, ūlint [inf.])
Gr. αὐλ-αζ- (.) ‘Furche’ (GEW 1:77, Hes. αὐλαζ, αὐλαζεζ)

(f) vhaus- ‘Wasser, Regen, Fluss’ (P. 80-1)
Olcl. ūr- (n.) ‘Feuchtigkeit, feiner Regen’ (ANEtWb. 635)
Gr. ἄυρο- (a.) ‘Gießbach, Strom’ (GEW 1:103, ἄυρος)
Thrac. αῦρα- (m.) (a river) (Lindeman 1997:60, αῦρας [sgN])
Pal. ὕαρνι- (vb.) ‘besprengen’ (?) (HHand. 58, DPal. 56)

(g) vhaus- ‘brennen’ (P. 86-7)
RV. viús- (f.) ‘das Aufleuchten, Hellwerden’ (WbRV. 1360)
Gr. ωθω (vb.) ‘Feuer holen’ (GEW 1:193, Gr. ωθω)
RV. úrsi- (a.) ‘morgendlich’ (WbRV. 270)
Gr. ωρισ (adv.) ‘morgen’ (GEW1:189, PIE *hæusrio-)
LAv. viusa- (pr.) ‘aufleuchten, aufflammen’ (AIWb. 1394, viusaiti)
AV. úšman- (m.) ‘Hitze, Dampf’ (WbRV. 276)

(h) vhaust- ‘voix’ (P. 76-77)
Gr. ἄνοι- (a.) ‘speaking’ (LSJ. 557, ἄνοιος)
Gr. ωνή- (f.) ‘(menschliche) Stimme, Laut, Rede’ (GEW 1:184)
Gr. ὄνω (pr.) ‘besingen, verherrlichen’ (GEW 2:956)
Li. ŭdý- (vb.) ‘keifen, schelten, murren, usw.’ (LIetWb. 1157)
RV. uditá- (pt.) ‘gesprochen, gesagt’ (WbRV. 1201, uditám)

(i) vhaust- ‘Wasser, Quelle, usw.’ (P. 78-80)
Hom. ὅδετ- (n.obl.) ‘Wasser’ (GEW 2:957, Il. 21.300)
RV. an ūdaka- (n.) ‘want of water, aridity’ (MonWil. 41)
Hom. ὅδω (n.) ‘Wasser’ (GEW 2:597, ὅδω, Il. 15.37)
Li. ŭdra (f.) ‘Fischotter’ (LIetWb. 1157-8)
Rus. výdra (f.) ‘Fischotter’ (GEW 2:957)
LAv. aôda- (m.) ‘Quelle’ (AIWb. 42, aôdaëšu [plL])

In this manner, the cover symbol Neogr. *û provides an outer-Anatolian criteria for
the restoration of PIE *h through PIE *á, which is reflected in the Indo-European long
quantity ū = PIE *háu or *áhu. Consequently, Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:483)470

470 See Brugmann (Grundr² 1:483): “Nur diejenigen erst im einzelsprachlichen Leben neu
aufgekommenen Verschiedenheiten des sonantischen Elementes sind mit heranzuziehen, welche
durch analogische Nachahmung urigid. Ablautverhältnisse entsprungen sind, wie z. B. Gr. βέτανα- 
βήτεθα, βήνεμανυ βήνεμαν, wo i : i, ū : u dem urigid. Verhältnis e : e in hw : esti u. dgl. nachgebildet
worden sind (II S. 864).”
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analogical explanation of ablaut Neogr. *ū : ū can be replaced with a phonological condition, the alternation of accent in PIE *hāu ≠ hau and PIE *āhū ≠ ahu.

§3. SUBSET II. Neogr. *ū, u₃ ≡ PIE *uāh, uḥá with accent on PIE *á. As with the subset *h+u, an assimilation of PIE *a, the loss of PIE *h and a contraction took place in the subset as indicated in:

PIE *uāh + uḥá → uḥā *uḥū → uḥ → RV. ū.

The research history shows that the subclass has been reconstructed almost correctly by all theories that accept either Neogr. *o or PIE *ḥ. Already the Neogrammarians accepted a contraction of *u+o → RV. ū, Lat. ū, etc., as implied by the following quote from Brugmann (Grundr² 1:495):

“[*] i, ū dürfen öfters durch Contraction von o mit i, u entstanden sein. Z.B. *trí ‘tria’ (ved. trí lat. tri-gintá air. trí lit. trý-rika akasl. trí) aus *trí-o, vgl. ai. bhárant-i gr. φιόνον-α; *p|rú ‘multa’ (ved.) aus *pl|u-o.”

Similarly, Saussure (1879:239 = Rec. 231-2) suggested an analysis Neogr. *ū ≡ *uA for the set-roots of the type OInd. paviṭār : pūtā-. This view, reinterpreted as compensatory lengthening caused by a lost laryngeal (**uH → Neogr. *ū), is now dominant in the laryngeal theory. Strictly speaking, however, the quantity of Neogr. *ū (≡ PIE *uāh, *uḥá) is not caused by compensatory lengthening, because this – as a dominant feature – would preclude the attested alternations of quantity RV. ū : ū, etc. Instead, the alternation is conditioned by means of accent according to the rules

PIE *uāh, *uḥá → RV. ū, etc. PIE *uah, *uḥa → RV. ū, etc.

where PIE *ā stands for an accented and PIE *a for an unaccented vowel. In this case Neogr. *ū also provides an additional criterion for PIE *ḥa, aḥ (otherwise lost in the daughter languages). In order to illustrate this, Hittite ḫ and Rig-Vedic hiatus imply PIE *ḥa with two different quantities, according to the accent PIE *ā vs. PIE *a in the data:

ν̣puḥal-‘Tor, Tūr, Pforte, Burg’ (P. 799)

PIE *puḥal-

RV. pūr- (f.) ‘Burg, Fester Platz’ (WbRV 823-4, pūras [sgG])
Hi. puḥla- (c.) ‘Stadttor’ (CHD P:370, HHand. 134)
Gr. ṃptā : pūlā- (a.) ‘siebentorig’ (GEW 1:624)
Gr. πυκη- (f.) ‘Tür-, Torflügel’ (pl.) ‘Tor, Pforte’ (GEW 2:623-4)

PIE *puḥál-

RV. pu’ur- (f.) (ein Gott) (WbRV. 823, pūr [zweisilbig])
RV. pūr- (f.) ‘Burg, Fester Platz’ (WbRV 823-4, pūr [sgN])

§4. The accent alternation PIE *ḥa : ḫa with ablaut PIE *ē : e : Ø results in a theoretical maximum of four root variants in the Indo-European languages. An example of the system of four distinctions is fully preserved in
\(\sqrt{\text{su\-h\-ad} \text{– ‘sweet’ (P. 1039-40)}}\)^{471}

RV. sam-\(\text{súd-}\) (inf.bs.) ‘geniessen’ (WbRV. 1533, samsúde [inf.])

RV. havaya-\(\text{súd-}\) (a.) ‘die Opfergründe süßig machen’ (WbRV. 1657)

RV. su’\(\text{áda-}\) (pr.) ‘mit Lust geniessen, gut schmack’ (WbRV. 1622)

RV. sváda- (prM.) ‘sich freuen’ (WbRV. 1636, svádate [3sg])

The explicit reconstruction is of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
P\text{IE } & *\text{súh\-ad-} \text{ (RV. }\text{súd-)} & P\text{IE } & *\text{su\-hád-} \text{ (RV. }\text{súd-)} & \text{ (zero grade)} \\
P\text{IE } & *\text{su\-háed-} \text{ (RV. }\text{su\-ád-)} & P\text{IE } & *\text{su\-háed-} \text{ (RV. }\text{svád-)} & \text{ (*e/e grade)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, the dipthongic PIE \(\ast \text{h\-a, a\-h is required in order to account for simultaneous traditionally irregular features, such as the ‘a-colouring’, the hiatus in RV. su’\(\text{ád-} \text{and the alternation of quantity Neogr. }\ast u : û.}\)

§5. Occasionally in Greek, but also in Italic and in Celtic, an unassimilated Gr. \(\varphi\alpha\), appears (cf. Gr. \(\chi\delta\epsilon\nu\nu\)– ‘Blautstein’, GEW 2:37, etc.).\(^{472}\) The difference between Neogr. \(\ast u\varphi\) and Neogr. \(\ast û\) caused a dispute between Brugmann and Schmidt, as is apparent in Brugmann’s (Grundr\(^2\) 1:495) comment:

“Formen wie gr. \(\tau\omega\alpha, \gamma\omega\nu\alpha\) aus \(\gamma\nu\nu\nu\)\(\varphi\alpha\) waren einzelne Neubildungen. Die Ansicht J. Schmidt’s (zuletzt Kritik 22f.), dass \(i\alpha, \varphi\alpha\) falls sie den Formen wie derl. trl zu Grunde gelegen haben, noch nicht in der Zeit der idg. Urgemeinschaft zu i, û verschmolzen waren, ist kaum haltbar. Siehe Verf. M. U. 5, 58ff., Wackernagel AI. Gr. I 104.”

The disagreement is of lesser relevance, since an ablaut difference (i.e. Neogr. \(\ast a \text{ vs. } \ast \sigma\) can be singled out as the explanation, when the proper three ablaut grades of Wackernagel’s ablaut (PIE \(\ast u\varphi\-a\-h \ast u\alpha\-h \ast u\varphi\)) are taken into account.

§6. SUBSET III. In addition to the clusters PIE \(\ast \text{h} + u \text{ (SUBSET I)} \text{ and PIE } \ast u + \text{h} \text{ (SUBSET II), there are other minor reconstructive starting points for Neogr. } \ast û, \text{ characteristically containing PIE } \ast u \text{ twice. This category consists of analytical prototypes like}

Neogr. \(\ast û \equiv \text{ PIE } \ast u\varphi, u\alpha\varphi, u\alpha\varphi, \text{ etc.}\)

This type of secondary Neogr. \(\ast û\) appears, for instance, in:

(a) Neogr. \(\ast û \equiv \text{ PIE } \ast u \- u \text{ (reduplication). The quantity of a perfect stem RV. } ûc- \text{ (pf.) ‘sagen, aussprechen’ (WbRV. 1192), ûc\-us [3pl] is explained by reduplication (i.e. RV. } ûc- = \ast u - u\-k\-u- \text{ (cf. P. 1135, } \sqrt{\varphi\kappa\kappa\kappa} \text{– ‘\(\varphi\kappa\kappa\kappa\)’). In this subset, PIE } \ast a \text{ (and the laryngeal) are not involved in the quantity, but Neogr. } \ast û = \text{ PIE } \ast u\varphi.\)

(b) Neogr. \(\ast û = u\alpha\varphi. \text{ The unique ablaut of the root P. } \sqrt{v\-bheu- ‘sein’ (P. 146-150) is caused by a difference between the unextended (PIE } \ast bheu-) \text{ and extended (PIE}

\(^{471}\) PIE \(\ast \text{h}\) is confirmed by hiatus in RV. su’\(\text{áda-} \text{(pr.) ‘angenehm, genussreich machen’ (WbRV. 1622, su’áda\-ni [3pl]) and PIE } \ast a \text{ by colouring of Boiot. } \xi\delta\deltao\- (prM.) ‘sich freuen’ (Boiot. } \xi\delta\deltao\mu\mu = \text{ Att. } \iota\delta\delta\deltao\mu [1sg]). \text{ It is likely that the traditional root is actually the compound PIE } \ast u\-\text{h\-ad-} = \text{ ‘wohl essen’.}\)

\(^{472}\) Cf. also Gr. \(\chi\delta\epsilon\nu\nu\)– ‘Schöpfgefäss, Hohlmasse’ (GEW 2:36), Gr. \(\chi\delta\epsilon\nu\nu\)– ‘Bohne’ (GEW 2:36-7), etc.
*bhu ·aḥ and *bhu ·aḥ ·u-) root forms, the latter explaining the ‘overlong’ quantities of RV. babhūva (WbRV. 946), LAv. bāva (AIWb. 932) and OCS. byvati ‘sein’.

§7. There are no general a priori rules by which a correct segmental analysis of Neogr. *ū could be mechanically decided. Therefore, the choice of the proper alternative from the list of alternatives

Neogr. *ū \( \equiv \) PIE *ḥāu, āhu, uāh, uḥá, uu, uahu, uḥau, etc.

must decided individually for each correspondence based on the measurable properties of the data. Owing to the provably analytic character of Neogr. *ū, in the great majority of examples it is, however, likely that PIE did not possess a long vowel /ū/ as the long counterpart of PIE *u.

3.2.4 Neogr. *i \( \equiv \) PIE *i

§0. Neogr. *i \( \equiv \) PIE *i (= IPA /j/) was already present in Schleicher’s reconstruction. Little new information has emerged concerning the glide, and the main developments can be briefly summarized as follows:

§1. Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:261-293) examples of Neogr. *i include, inter alia, the items:
(c) Neogr. *kʰej− ‘treiben’ (Grundr² 1:262-3): “ai. cyāva-tē ‘er regt sich, rührt sich’, gr. aol. σεῦ ‘ich treibe, schwinge, jage’.”

§2. In Old Anatolian, PIE *i was occasionally lost in between vowels. Diagnostically, in such cases there is a connection between etymologically related root variants with and without PIE *i : *i. The glideless forms are often written with the (overlong) plene script (OAnat [C]a-a-[C]), which does not refer to quantity but to the loss of intervocalic PIE *i/ɪ in Old Anatolian:473

PAnat *aja \( \rightarrow \) Hi. a-a-a, CLu. a-a-a, Pal. a-a-a, etc. (Starke KLuN:101).

This sound law was identified already by Sturtevant (1951:18 and fn 23),474 and its verification consists of lexical comparisons of forms with the plene alternating with forms containing an original PIE *i : *i. Some examples of the development both in Old and Later Anatolian are:
(a) 埈- ‘glow, burn, warm (up)’

473 The overlong plene script is often transcribed with /u/, but it is likely that the middlemost plene vowel -a- should be read as spiritus, a secondary ‘laryngeal’ (OAnat. ’) from PIE *i. Both here and in the PIE Lexicon, a neutral ‘subscript’ notation (OAnat. aa) will be adopted.

474 A similar value for ‘plene writing’ is attested in Akkadian. See also Kronasser (VFLH 50) and Tischler (HEG 1:3-4).
Hi. aa- (vb.2) ‘warm, heiß sein’ (HEG 1:3-4, a-a-ri, a-a-an-ta)\textsuperscript{475}
Hi. aant- (pt.) ‘heiß, warm’ (HEG 1:3-4, a-a-an-za, a-a-an-te-it)
Hi. inu- (cs.) ‘heiß machen; kochen’ (HEG 1:363, i-nu-zi [3sg])

(b) ɐi- ‘machen’
CLu. aiα- (vb.) ‘machen’ (CLu. a-a-ja-ši [2sg], KLuN. 101, fn256)
CLu. aα- (vb.) ‘machen’ (CLu. a-a-ta [3sg])

(c) ɐtali- ‘ein Gefäß’
Hi. dalai- (\textsuperscript{DUG}n.) ‘Gefäß (für Feinöl)’ (HEG 3:56, tal-la-i [sgN])
CLu. talaa- (\textsuperscript{G}l\textsuperscript{c}) ‘ein Gefäß’ (DLL 89, ta-la-a-an-za [p\textsuperscript{A}])
CLu. dalai- mi- (\textsuperscript{DUG}c.) ‘ein Gefäß’ (DLL 89, da-la-i-mi-iš [sgN])

(d) tarpai- ‘(zer)treten’ (HEG 2:203f.)
CLu. tarpaa- (vb.) ‘(zer)treten’ (HHand. 169, tar-pa-a-tar [3sg])
CLu. tarpeι- (vb.) ‘(zer)treten’ (DLL 93, tar-pi-ŋa)
HLu. tarpaa- (vb.) ‘treten’ (CHLu. 5.1.22, tara/i-pa-a-ti)

(e) ɐuli- ‘Wiese : grünen’
Pal. ulaana- (sb.) ‘Wiese, Dicklicht?’ (DPal. 76, ū-la-a-an-na [sgL])
Hi. ulilia- (vb.dn.) ‘grünen, sprossen?’ (HHand. 185)
Pal. uliliantik- (\textsuperscript{d}c.) ‘a class of gods’ (DPal. 76 ū-li-li-an-ti-ga-aš [p\textsuperscript{D}])

(f) ɐsi- ‘Lieb, Wohlwollen, Gunst’.
Hi. ašeaia- (vb1M.) ‘lieb, beliebt sein’ (HEG 1:81-83)
Lyd. ašaa- (c.) ‘Gunst, Wohlwollen’ (?) (LydWb. 66, ašaav)

(g) ɐmlieu- ‘Teil, Urteil(er), usw.’
OInd. mleva- (vb.) ‘to serve, worship’ (MonWil. 838, mlevate)
Lyd. qaλ- mlu- (c.) ‘König’ (LydWb. 179, qaλmλuλ [sg\textsuperscript{D}], Lyd. λ ← *\textsuperscript{li})
Lyd. mλola- (c.) ‘Teil’ (LydWb. 166, mλola [sg\textsuperscript{N}])
Lyd. mλvɛnd- (sb.) ‘cf. above (?)’ (LydWb. 166-7, mλvɛndän [p\textsuperscript{D}])
Lyd. mλvɛs- (c.) ‘Schicksal (?)’ (LydWb. 167, mλvɛsis [sg\textsuperscript{N}])
Lyc. mlejeus- (\textsuperscript{l}c.) ‘-?(-)?’ (VLFH 93, mlejeus [sg\textsuperscript{N}])
Lyc. mλo\textsuperscript{I}νo\textsuperscript{I} (\textsuperscript{l}c.) ‘-?(-)?’ (VLFH 93, mλo\textsuperscript{I}νo\textsuperscript{I} [sg\textsuperscript{N}])

The inadequacies of the Anatolian syllabic script prevent an exact formulation of the conditions of the loss of PIE *i\textsuperscript{I} unless (or until) a complete theory of the Proto-Indo-European ablaut patterns has been advanced, which could provide some additional hints for the Old Anatolian as well.\textsuperscript{476}

\textsuperscript{475} For these stems, see also Oettinger (1976:136).

\textsuperscript{476} The change *\textsuperscript{V}V → VOV is possibly an areal feature. Appearing in Anatolian (Hi., HLu., CLu., Lyd., Lyc., Pal.), the Hellenic world, (Ion., Att., etc.), the Balkans (Phryg. ëðòç ‘posuit’, cf. Hi. da-a-iš, P. 236) and Italic with an obvious connection to the genesis of palatovelars, the loss of unaccented *i played a significant role in the post-PIE period.
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§3. Old Mycenaean has preserved PIE *ijo (= LinB. j), which is otherwise lost in Greek (see DMycGr. 78-9). This has provided a degree of confirmation for PIE *j in Greek (for some early examples of LinB. j, see DMycGr. 394-5 and passim), which is problematic owing to the simultaneous loss of iota, sigma and digamma in the classical language.

§4. In addition to the standard development PIE *ijo → TochAB. y, the Tocharian palatalization has given birth to a non-organic TochAB. y, emerging before the front vowels PIE *e *č. The sound change went through an approximately sketched proto-Tocharian stage, yielding a secondary palatal glide as indicated in:

TochAB. y, ya ← PToch. *je, je ← PIE *e, č.

This development is suggested by the root PIE vš̱ha- 'Blut, Saft' (P. 343), where the equations TochB. ya = Gr. η and TochAB. y = Gr. ē hold true, as indicated in:

TochAB. y, ya ← PToch. *je, je ← PIE *e, č.

Consequently, the ambiguity of TochAB. y (from PIE *ijo or PIE *e, č) must be taken into account in etymological considerations. The reconstructive situation thus resembles Old Anatolian with vacillation between PIE *e and PIE *i.

§5. In order to explain the initial Gr. ζ- through comparison to an Indo-European glide (RV. y-, Lat. i-, etc.), Brugmann (Grundr2 1:793-5) postulated a second glide Neogr. *j (≠ Neogr. *i). Thus, for instance, Gr. ζ allegedly reflects Neogr. *j in Gr. ζυγός : RV. yugá- (n.) ‘das Joch, Gespann, Geschlecht, Generation’ (WbRV. 1114-5) = Lat. iugum. The outcome ζ is, however, restricted to Greek, and consequently the reconstruction of an independent phoneme cannot be confirmed. The result of this is that Brugmann’s idea has not found followers. Because a twofold outcome of a single prototype (as in PIE *ijo → Gr. h (spiritus) ≠ Gr. ζ) would violate the principle of the regularity of sound change, a hitherto unutilized approach (a prefix? or a redistribution of the correspondences ?) is required to explain the phenomenon.

§6. An unaccented PIE *i *ijo was lost after a velar (PIE *k, etc.) in the Centum group during an intermediate stage of palatovelars Neogr. *ǩȟ ǧh required by Greek and Tocharian, but developed into *č čh j h in the Satem group. In this manner, the

---

477 According to Ventris and Chadwick (DMycGr. 78): “The loss of I.-E. -j- in intervocalic position is proved by the first component of a man’s name a-e-ri-qo-ta [...].” As the only potential example of the loss of *ijo, and in a personal name, the loss is not guaranteed, because PIE *s is equally possible.

478 The problem could be solved on a segmental basis by postulating two distinct starting points (with Gr. ζυγός = Neogr. *djugó-, etc.), but it should be noted that other approaches also remain possible.
palatovelars Neogr. *k, kh, g, gh are phys phonemic clusters of plain velars followed by PIE *i. These are explained in detail with definitions (PIE *k+i = Neogr. *k, etc.) in Chapter 4.

3.2.5 Neogr. *i = PIE *i

§0. Only minor corrections and additions concerning the vowel PIE *i (Neogr. *i = PIE *i) have emerged since Schleicher’s reconstruction. Although few in number, the most relevant topics are summarized below.

§1. Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *i (Grundr 1:94-101) included:
(c) Neogr. *uiddheu’a ‘Witte’ (Grundr 1:94): “ai. vidhávā, gr. ἡθεος ‘Junggesell’, lat. vidua viduus, air. fedb, got. widuwō, aksl. vidova” (P. 1127-8).

There is no need for major changes in the general picture already presented by the Neogrammarians, which are well-established by now. However, the following new items can be mentioned in this connection:

§2. In Hittite (and generally in Old Anatolian), there is a widespread confusion between the vowels PIE *e and *i (also including the diphthongs PIE *ei, ēi, etc.). This phenomenon was recently characterized by CHD L-N:XII as follows⁴⁷⁹:

“It is well-known that the vowels e and i often interchange in the spelling of Hittite words. In the earliest texts scribes clearly sought to maintain a distinction. What consistency underlies later usage and whether the post-OH spelling conventions also reflect a continuing distinction between e and i are matters of controversy.”

From a comparative point of view, external reconstruction remains the sole trustworthy method for distinguishing between etymological PIE *e and PIE *i in Old Anatolian.⁴⁸⁰

§3. On suppletive paradigms with and without an *-i-extension, Brugmann (Grundr 1:259) writes:

“In 233 S. 203 ff. haben wir gesehen dass j [...] in den Langdiphthongen unter gewissen Bedingungen schon in uridg. Zeit geschwunden sind, z.B. *rēm ‘rem’ aus *rēi-i [...]”

---

⁴⁷⁹ For the fluctuation between Ḥi. i and Ḥi. e, see Sturtevant (1951:18-19).
⁴⁸⁰ The internal reconstruction of the alternation Ḥi. i : Ḥi. a ← PIE *ē: δ is not entirely reliable. Owing to the vast vocabulary of the protolanguage, this structural approach may fail, because PIE *i may be externally provable in some examples.
Such a view would lead to a major inconsistency caused by supposed proto- and pre-proto-languages. Furthermore, since the Vedic variation is externally paralleled, arguments similar to those in connection with *u-stems apply.


§0. The long vowel Neogr. *i, absent from Schleicher’s system, was first reconstructed by Curtius (Benware 1974:78-9). The Neogrammarians followed Curtius, but also suggested a segmental analysis of Neogr. *i similar to Neogr. *ü. In its full form, the cover symbol Neogr. *i consists of three main subsets that are structurally identical with those of Neogr. *ü:

§1. SUBSET I: Neogr. *i ː ≡ PIE *háî, *áhî (with accented PIE *á). The phased sound change leading to the secondary long vowel /i/ can be stated as follows:

PIE *háî, áhî  →  háî, ihi (assimilation)  →  i (*[h]-loss)  →  RV. ī, etc.

The key developments in the research history of the subset are:

(a) On *ə as a possible starting point of *i, Brugmann (Grundr2 1:498) wrote:

“Folgtant [j ...] auf ə etc., so erscheint in der Schwundstufe vor dem Hauptton teils a futuro, teils antteconsonant. i [...] antteconson. ə [...] antteconson. *dhai- ‘sägen’ ai. dhaya-ti dheni-ṣ (§ 193) S. 171 f.):

dhī- ai. dhítā-s : dhē- ai. dhāyū-ṣ [...] Ai. prítā- ‘erfreut, geliebt’ priyā-s got. frijon : gr. πηρφες aus *πηρφις av. frayō [...].”

As with Neogr. *ü, Brugmann (KVG:80) contradicts himself by writing:

“Uridg. ṣ [...] ist von uridg. a nur im Ar. geschieden geblieben, doch sind auch hier die diphthongischen aj [...] und əj [...] in aj [...] zusammengefallen (§ 134 ff.) und die heterosyllabischen aj und əj in ai.”

(b) Brugmann’s latter suggestion was contested by Hirt (1900:33ff.), who preferred the first-mentioned treatment *ə+i ː Neogr. *i. Hirt’s reconstruction was accepted by Benveniste (1935:167f.), who additionally postulated a syllabic schwa (1935:168) as an allophone of the laryngeal in this context:

“ [...] *pevā-y+i+o- devient *po0-i-to- (en notant par a0 un a syllabique en hiatus devant i), lequel s’assimile en *pi-i-tō- → skr. pitàh; de même *po0-i+n-o- > *pi-i+n-o- > gr. πινωv.”

Against Benveniste, Schmitt-Brandt correctly (1967:34) argued:

“Phonetisch völlig unhaltbar ist endlich die Erklärung von *pi- (gr. πινωv) aus *pH-i-. Ist *H ein Konsonant, so kann es nicht silbisch werden [...] ist *H ein Sonant, so wird es gerade in

481 In this case, the stem RV. rá- (f.) ‘Gut, Schatz, Reichtum’ (WbRV. 1184, rám [sgA]) is comparatively confirmed by Lat. rē- (f.) ‘Sache, Besitz’ (WH 2:430-1, rēs [sgN], rem [A]), and the stem RV. ray- (m.) ‘Reichtum’ (WbRV. 1183, rayē [sgB]) by Lat. rei [sgG].

482 As pointed out by Güntert (1916:107), Hirt’s solution involves accented schwa *ő, corresponding to PIE *á in System PIE: “[...] finden wir [Hirt’s] Ablaut 14, Handb. d. gr. Laut- u. Formenl.² 117, § 120 diese Angabe dahin erweitert, daß idg. əi und əu als i und ū erscheinen hatten, wenn sie im Idg. sekundär den Ton erhalten hatten.”
In addition, an extra difficulty mentioned by Burrow (1949:42) must be taken into account:

“[...] Benveniste [...] retains the theory that i can develop out of -oi-, or Hi [...] This creates extraordinary difficulties. Even if it were admitted that H could function as a sonant it ought not to do so before a vowel.”

These problems, as well as those caused by the schwa secundum (Møller 1906:264) and Kuryłowicz (1935:41), can be avoided by reconstructing diaphonemic PIE *hā and *a(h). Thus, for Gr. πι- (ao.) ‘trinken’ (Gr. πιθ [2sg] = OCS. pi-) PIE *pāhi- is postulated exactly as for PIE *hāu and PIE *āhu.

(c) The laryngeal metathesis **Hi → *iH → Neogr. ṭ has been offered as an explanation of quantity in the laryngeal theory (Mayrhofer 1966:174-5). Strictly speaking, this is not consistent, because compensatory lengthening would exclude the attested alternation of quantity Neogr. *i : *ī (Brugmann, Grundr 1:487) and lead to the incompleteness (and invalidity) of the reconstruction. The examples of the type “[Neogr.] *sīd ‘sitzen’ ai. sída-ti riss. sidět’ av. hiđaiti gr. ḳo[s]o [...]]” (Brugmann Grundr 1.504)483 can only be accounted for by reconstructing a difference in the accentuation, with PIE *ā leading to long glides and PIE *a (unaccented) to short ones, as indicated in

PIE *hāi, āhī → RV. ī, etc. (and) PIE *hāi, aḥī → RV. ī, etc.

§2. Some examples of PIE *āhī, hāi → RV. ī, etc. (Neogr. *i) are readily available in correspondences with the attested ablaut āi : ī : ī; typical in cognates for the proto-sequences PIE *hī + ī in connection with ablaut PIE *ē : e : ŧ : o : ź:

(a) ṭāhī- (or ṭāhī) ‘this, that (here)’ (P. 285)

- gAv. ī (ptcl.) ‘Part. der Hervorhebung’ (AIWb. 363)
- Ocl. ī dag (adv.) ‘heute’ (ANEtWb. 282, ī dag)
- RV. ī ḍhī (dem.pron.) ‘ein solcher’ (WbRV. 231, ḍhīse [sgD])
- Gr. ovrōō ī (deict.ptcl.) ‘demonstrativ-stärkend’ (GEW 1.701)
- OInd. āi sāmāḥ (adv.) ‘heuer : in the present year’ (KEWA 1.130)

(b) ṭhāi- ‘regen, bewegen, treiben’ (P. 13-14)

- RV. āpā (…) īja- (vbM.) ‘wegtreiben’ (WbRV. 230, āpā (…) ījate [3sg])
- Gr. āgī- (c.) ‘Meereswogen’ (GEW 1:31, āgīs· tō khūmantα)
- RV. ēja- (prA) ‘sich bewegen, sich regen’ (WbRV. 297, ējati)
- Gr. ē ālō- (a.) ‘springing (?)’, bounding (LSJ. 831)

(c) ṭhāi- ‘Ziege’ (P. 13)

---

483 The commonplace reconstruction *sīd- → Lat. sīd- is erroneous, because the corresponding RV. sída- (pr.) does not have a retroflex and there is no trace of a voiced sibilant in Av. hiđa- either.
Gr. αἰγ- (c.) ‘Ziege(nbock)’ (GEW 1:41-2, αἰξ, αἰγός)
Arm. aic (sb.) ‘Ziege’ (ArmGr 1:417)
LAv. īzaena- (a.) ‘aus Leder, leder’ (AIWB. 373, īzaena-)
LAv. ižeana- (a.) ‘aus Leder, leder’ (AIWB. 373, ižeana-)
Gr. ἰξολό (f.) ‘Ziegenfell’ (GEW 1:728)

(d) ḥāim- ‘Bild(ung), Nachbildung, Gestalt, usw.’ (P. 10ff.)

Ḥi. ḥima- (c.) ‘Nachbildung, Substitut’ (HEG 1:245, ḥi-im-ma-aš)
ToChB. ime- (m.) ‘consciousness, awareness, thought’ (DToch. 66)
Arm. imana- (pr.) ‘vormuten’ (WH 1:17, imanam [1sg])
Lat. imāgōn- (f.) ‘Bild, Abbild, Schein, Gestalt’ (WH 1:680)
OLi. aimū- (a.) ‘von schönen Gestalt’ (LiEtWb. 2)
Lat. aemulo- (a.) ‘nacheifernd, wetteifernd’ (WH 1:17, aemulus)

(e) ḥair- ‘brennen’ (P. 12)

Go. air (adv.) ‘frühe’ (GoEtD. 18)
gAv. ayar- (n.) ‘Tag’ (AIWB. 157, ayarā [sgNA])
LAv. uz-ayara- (n.) ‘Nachmittagzeit’ (AIWB. 409)
LAv. uz-irah- (n.) ‘Nachmittag’ (AIWB. 410)
Ḥi. ħirina- (UDUNm.) ‘Schmeltzofen’ (HEG2:237, ħi-ri-na-aš)
Gr. ἀεικτόρο- (sb.) ‘Frühstück’ (Hom. ἀεικτότον [in V 124])

(f) ḥair- ‘schneiden, enzwei gehen, trennen’ (P. 333)

Li. īr- (vb.) ‘sich auflösen, enzwei gehen’ (LiEtWb. 15)
Li. yra- (vb.) ‘sich auflösen, trennen’ (LiEtWb. 187. yrū)
Li. pa-īra- (a.) ‘locker’ (P. 333, paīras [sgN])
Gr. αἰκας- (f.) ‘Axt, Beil’ (GEW1:43, Hes. αἰκας’ αἰκην)
OLInd. ili- (f.) ‘eine Art Schwert’ (EWA 3:28)
OLInd. ilī- (f.) ‘eine Art Schwert’ (EWA 3:28)
OEng. iring- (a.) ‘sectum’ (ASaxD. 599, iringes weg)

(g) ḥair- ‘SPRECHEN’ (P. –)

Clu. ḥiru- (n.) ‘oath’ (HEG 1:252, DLL 45, ḥirun [NA])
Go. airu- (m.) ‘Bote’ (GoEtD. 19, airus [sgN])
OLcl. īra-st- (pr.) ‘gesagt, -flüstert, erzählt werden’ (ANEtWb. 287)

(h) ḥais- ‘binden; Deichsel’ (P. 298)

Ḥi. ḥiša- (GīṢ.) ‘Deichsel’ (HEG 2:252f, HED. 3:318, ḥi-eš-ši)
RV. ḥiš- (f.) ‘Deichsel’ (WbRV. 238, ḥišā)
Gr. ἀϊκας- (m.) ‘Griff des Steuerruders, Steuerruder’ (GEW1:356)
Clu. ḥišhia- (vb1.) ‘lier, ceindre’ (DLL 46, ḥi-iš-hi-ia-an-ti [3pl])

Generally the cover symbol Neogr. *ī (RV. ī, etc.) reflects a lost PIE *ह, indirectly preserved through PIE *ा in the quantity resulting from PIE *हai or *ाhī. The ablaut
Neogr. *i : *i can be regularly explained on a phonological basis (PIE *ʔaH ≠ ʰaH and PIE *áH ≠ ʰáH).

§3. SUBSET II: Neogr. *i ≡ PIE *iáH, ihá. A successive series of sound changes took place, as expressed in the formula:

\[
\text{PIE } *iáH, \text{ ihá } \rightarrow iH, \text{ ihí (assimilation) } \rightarrow \text{ ii (h-loss) } \rightarrow \text{ RV. } i \text{ etc.}
\]

This subset has been reconstructed more or less correctly by all theories that accept Neogr. *ə or PIE *H, as shown by the research history:

(a) Already Brugmann (Grundr ² 1:495) recognized the segmental possibilities of Neogr. *i:

“[…] i, ü dürften öfters duch Contraction von ə mit i, u entstanden sein. Z.B. *trí ‘tri’ (ved. trī lat. trī-gintā air. trī lit. trý-ika aksl. trī) aus *tri-ə.”

(b) After Saussure’s (1879:239 = Rec. 231-) analysis of Neogr. *i ≡ *iA, the laryngeal theory shifted from assimilation to compensatory lengthening in its explanation of the phenomenon. This cannot be correct, however, because the sole resulting quantity Neogr. *i implied by the compensatory would contradict the existing forms with Neogr. *i, leaving the accent as the single reconstructive option.

(c) A disagreement between Brugmann (1900:102, 1890:58ff.) and Schmidt (1885:291, 309, 1889:59ff.) arose concerning the treatment of the sequence Neogr. *iə, due to observable differences between Sanskrit and Greek in correspondences like:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. tŕ ‘dreí’} & : \text{ Gr. τοη ‘id’} \\
\text{RV. patń ‘Herrin’} & : \text{ Gr. πονία ‘id.’} \\
\text{RV. kríta- ‘gekauft’} & : \text{ Gr. ποώατο [3sg] ‘bought’}
\end{align*}
\]

As can be readily seen here, Greek has not assimilated i+ə, leading Brugmann (Grundr ² 1:495) to explain the forms as innovations:


Owing to a possible ablaut difference between the languages (i.e. PIE *iáH vs. *ieáH, etc.), the problem remains ambiguous. In any case, the issue is generally of lesser importance, since PIE *H and *a can be reconstructed on the basis of the data anyway.

(d) A distinction between an accented PIE *á, assimilating and contracting with PIE *i, and an unaccented PIE *a disappearing without any trace is required to explain the Indo-European ablaut i : í. The alternation is regulated by the formula

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } *iáH, *iHá } \rightarrow \text{ RV. } i, \text{ etc. (and) } \\
\text{PIE } *iáH, *iHá } \rightarrow \text{ RV. } i, \text{ etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

§4. SUBSET III. In addition to the sequences *H+i (SUBSET I) and *i+H (SUBSET II), there are other reconstructive starting points for Neogr. *i, including items such as

Neogr. *i : *i ≡ PIE *ii, *iaH, *iHai, etc.
A segmental Neogr. *i ≡ PIE *i+i appears, for example, in the reduplicated perfect stem RV. īṣ- (pf.) ‘erlaben, fördern, erquicken’ (WbRV. 222, īṣus [3pl]), which is related to the root noun RV. īṣ- (f.) ‘Saft, Trank, Labetrunk, Labung, etc.’ (WbRV. 224-5) with short quantity.

§5. Mechanical rules that would allow correct segmental reconstruction from the alternatives

Neogr. *i \(\equiv\) PIE *hái, áhí, iáh, ihá, ii, iāhi, iñai, etc.

do not exist. Here the segmental analysis must be done individually for every correspondence on the basis of the measurable features of the material. In most cases, the presence and position of a laryngeal can be identified. Accordingly, Curtius’s long vowel *i, just like Neogr. *u, provides an additional criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *hə, a̰. Owing to the analytic character of Neogr. *i in most examples, it is likely that PIE did not possess an original long vowel /i/ as a quantitative counterpart of PIE *i.

3.2.7 On Sievers’s Law and Sturtevant’s analysis

§0. In the phonological Indo-European sound laws is included an essentially prosodic law, formulated by Sievers, according to which PIE *i/u followed by a vowel V becomes a consonant after a short syllable (CI\(\rightarrow\) CV, CuV \(\rightarrow\) CV) and a vowel after a long syllable (CC\(\rightarrow\) CCiV, CC\(\rightarrow\) CCuV). Following the emergence of Old Anatolian, Sturtevant proposed a change of the interpretation of the law according to which the alternations, not duly accounted for by Sievers’s condition, are actually caused by the presence of the laryngeal and/or an accompanying schwa secundum. Sturtevant’s interpretation is shown below to be correct when the idiosyncrasies of his presentation are replaced with the PIE phonemes proper.

§1. In 1878, Sievers formulated a sound law which has become known under his name. According to Sievers (1878:129), in the Rig-Vedic language “unbetontes (nicht svaritiertes) i oder u vor einem vokal ist consonant nach kurzer, vocal nach langer silbe ohne rücksicht auf die sonstige accentlage des wortes”. The rule is supposed to hold after a consonant, whereas intervocalic i, u are to appear always as RV. y, v. In addition, an extra condition mentioned by Edgerton (1934:235-6) is to be taken into account: “Also after a single consonant absolutely initial in the speech-unit, the result is the same as after a heavy syllable.”


\[485\] On the possible examples of Sievers’ Law in Avestan, see Hübschmann (1879:362ff.).

\[486\] See Edgerton (1934: 235n1): “In this paper the terms ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ (syllable) will be used in the sense of guru- and laghu- as used by the Hindu metricians: viz., a ‘heavy’ syllable is one containing a long vowel or diphthong, or a short vowel followed by more than one consonant; other syllables are ‘light’.”
§2. There are several problems related to Sievers’s law:
(a) Sievers did not apply sufficient external comparisons in the formulation of his law. This has resulted in ambiguities, especially with regard to Germanic. Thus, for instance, the stem Go. lagia- (GoEtD. 233) does not necessarily contain the suffix *(y)o-, because PIE *-ejo- (the standard causative morpheme) remains equally possible. This is indeed confirmed by Gr. ναυ λαγγέο ‘to lie in harbour or creek’ (LSJ. 1162). Similar problems are found in several of Sievers’s others examples, in which the alleged parallelism between Sanskrit and Germanic is not watertight.
(b) As admitted by Edgerton (1934:252), Sievers’s Law does not always agree with the attested Rig-Vedic distribution either:

“The pronunciation dyaúś, diyaus (nom. and voc. of div-, dyu-), ‘heaven, day’, occurs invariably initially or after a heavy syllable. The pronunciation dyaúś occurs 27 times after a light syllable. According to the traditional text it seems to occur also 17 times after a heavy syllable and 6 times initially.”

More seriously, there are comparatively paralleled Rig-Vedic examples that contradict the law, raising questions about its validity overall. 488
(c) In his criticism, Sturtevant (1942:32n2) points out that Edgerton “preferred to write iy and uv for the vocalic member of these pairs”. 489 It is understandable that Edgerton wanted to explain the alternation on a phonological basis, 490 but this practice has undesirable side effects: RV. iy (in RV. miyase [2sg], WbRV. 1054, etc.) and RV. uv (in RV. suvita-, WbRV. 1551, etc.) 491 are actually written in the Rig-Vedic orthography, suggesting that the dissyllabic scansion must have been something different. In order to avoid confusion, Grassmann’s notation (RV. diaús, etc.) is preferred in connection with Rig-Vedic hiatus. 492

---

487 On Germanic examples, see Edgerton (1934:236): “Sievers was indeed led to its discovery by a study of Germanic conditions. The Germanic -ja- ([P]IE -y-o-) stem nouns point to [P]IE -y- after a light syllable but -iy- after a heavy; Gothic harjís, but hairdeis. So also verbs containing the same suffix (-y- also after a vowel): Gothic satijáh, hafíjáh, stójíh, but tandéjáh, sokéjáh.”

488 Edgerton (1934: 262-3) provides some examples: “[...] the forms and derivates of [...] svád- occur almost always initially or after a heavy syllable, and seem never to be pronounced suv-. So the stem dvár- ‘door’ frequently occurs after a heavy syllable and initially, and is rarely read duv- [...]. Another word which ignores the law is the sacrificial exclamation sváhá.”

489 For his view on the issue, see Edgerton (1943:92-3n26): “[...] I write duvá and sióná-, §17, and waste no words over the fact that the texts write only dvá and sioná-. All Vedists would agree, except that many write duá (intending two syllables) and sioná- (three syllables). I follow Wackernagel (see footnote 10) and others.”

490 See Edgerton (1934:235): “IE prevocalic iy and y, uv and w, after a consonant, were each a single phoneme, varying automatically under fixed phonetic conditions (essentially, y and w after a light syllable, iy and uv after a heavy).”

491 Compare Edgerton’s (1934:249) comment: “Even the traditional writing shows always suv-itá- (§12), and so the word is always pronounced.”

492 For this reason, I agree with Edgerton (1934: 241) when he says: “[...] H. Güntert (Indoger. Ablautprobleme 97 [1916]) shows a complete lack of comprehension of it when he argues that tvám must have been different from the ‘ordinary u’ because it is not written as u in Vedic orthography (which writes tvám).” However, the reason for not writing RV. tuá̊m, etc. seems to have been the problematic ‘hiatus’, for which there was apparently no proper expression.
§3. Sievers’s Law was put into an entirely new perspective by Sturtevant (1942:32), according to whom the following conclusions can be drawn after the appearance of the Old Anatolian laryngeal:

(a) “[S]ince IH ū [= Schwa secundum] must be reconstructed in any case, it is convenient to assume it in reconstructing the disyllabic forms required by Sievers’s Law” (1942:§25d).

(b) “In other cases an IH laryngeal has to be assumed within the group that later yielded the conditions requisite for Sievers’s Law” (1942:32fn2).

Sturtevant squarely shifts from Sievers’s prosodic explanation to a phonetic one by accounting for the hiatus with ‘Indo-Hittite’ *ū and *H. To this, Edgerton presented the following objections:

1. Edgerton’s arguments (1943:120) against Sturtevant’s “Indo-Hittite” (a dubious entity indeed) and ū (schwa secundum) are correct. However, both of these problems can be avoided by reconstructing Proto-Indo-European instead of Indo-Hittite and PIE *a (in diphonic PIE *ha aḥ) instead of schwa secundum.

2. Against Sturtevant’s laryngeals, Edgerton (1943:120) argued:

   “I am not aware that Sturtevant or anyone else has proved anything about the phonetic values of the ‘laryngeals’, or their place in the phonemic pattern, which would justify relating them to the principles here set forth about the IE semivowels.”

However, these doubts can be dealt with, because only one laryngeal PIE *ḥ with glottalic fricative value and voiceless and voiced variants (PIE *h/h) can be reconstructed for the proto-language. Furthermore, this PIE *ḥ/h appears in diphonic PIE *ḥa, aḥ, explaining its semivowel-like behaviour already noted by Saussure with his term ‘coefficient sonantique’. Moreover, Sturtevant’s two rules, which deal separately with the schwa secundum and laryngeal(s), can be combined into a single rule for PIE *ḥa, aḥ.

(c) Edgerton’s scepticism about whether laryngeals “would make any difference in the application of Sievers’s Law” can be countered with a distribution according to which PIE *ḥa, aḥ coincides with the Vedic hiatus in all instances of Sievers’s Law. However, as I do not favour “assuming” laryngeals à la Sturtevant, the presence (or absence) of PIE *ḥa, aḥ is a lexical problem that must be confirmed individually for every correspondence.

§4. The shift in explanation may be readily defended by noting that PIE *ḥa, aḥ can be comparatively proven through their presence in the instances of Sievers’s Law. Therefore, Sturtevant’s basic assertion concerning Sievers’s Law – replacing Sievers’s uw, iw with schwa secundum or H – needs only a slight adjustment, with the laryngeals and schwa secundum being replaced with diphonic PIE *ḥa, aḥ in PIE *i+h, PIE

---

403 See Edgerton (1943:121n70): “I reply that Sturtevant would first have to prove that the presence of a laryngeal [...] would make any difference in the application of Sievers’s Law. His own remarks, op. cit. §74, tend to support the negative.”

404 Collinge 1985 does not mention of Sturtevant’s interpretation in his account of Sievers’s Law.
*u+h PIE *h+i and PIE *h+u. When PIE *a is added, one obtains the following starting points for the hiatus of Sievers’s Law:

PIE *ia̯ ħa PIE *aħi ħa PIE *ua̯ uħa PIE *aħu ħau.

Some provable examples of PIE *ha, *aħ corresponding to the Rig-Vedic hiatus can be extracted from the material to illustrate the situation:
(a) The Old Anatolian laryngeal (Hī. ħ) has been directly preserved in place corresponding to the Rig-Vedic hiatus, as in:

PIE *sa̯iə/ə- ‘binden, fesseln’

Hī. čšhia- (vb1.) ‘binden, fesseln’ (HEG 1:385, iš-hi-ia-zī [2sg])
RV. vi (...), sia- (pM.) ‘frei machen’ (WbRV. 1514, vi (...) siasva [2sg])

Thus PIE *aħ+i results in Rig-Vedic dissyllabic scansion à la Sievers’s Law, phonetically reflecting two original syllables of the proto-language.
(b) v’dia̯- ‘glänzen; Himmel’ (P. 183-7) confirms PIE *a:

PIE *dia̯- ≡ RV. didi- (pr.) ‘herbeistrahlen’ (WbRV. 609, dididi)
PIE *diča̯- ≡ Do. ζo̯- (m.) ‘Zeus’ (GEW 1:610, ζο̯ζ [N], ζο̯ν [A])
PIE *deica̯- ≡ Hom. δέα- (vb.) ‘scheinen’ (GEW 1:354, δέστηο [3sg])

In addition, the Rig-Vedic hiatus (reflecting PIE *h) is confirmed in:

PIE *dia̯ēu̯- ≡ RV. diáus (WbRV. 604) ≡ Gr. ζεύξ (GEW 1:610-1).

§5. The dissyllabic scansion can result both from PIE *h+i and PIE *i+h, as well as PIE *h+u and PIE *u+h, regardless of whether *h = PIE *ha or PIE *aħ. From the reconstructive point of view, there are no a priori rules which would settle the mutual order of PIE *h and PIE *a. Hence, they must be decided comparatively for each root. Either way, the Rig-Vedic examples of Sievers’ Law like “*diču- […] neben *djęu-” (Grundr. 2 1:265) indicate a lost PIE *ha or *aħ, where PIE *a and PIE *h are the immediate cause of the disyllabic scansion (i.e. hiatus). In such circumstances, Edgerton’s warning against regarding the laryngeal as the explanation is outdated, and the priority of our study is to allow the restoration of PIE *h on the basis of measurable criteria outside of Old Anatolian. Taken that a proof in extenso is successful and it is fully demonstrated that the hiatus indeed always reflects the laryngeal, this naturally does not lessen Sievers’s achievement as the original discoverer of the phenomenon.

§6. In support of Sturtevant’s idea that the Vedic dissyllabic scansion appears in conjunction with *h/H (or rather PIE *ħa, *aħ), it should be finally noted that the

495 Edgerton (1943:108) writes: “[...] I would, however, caution against operating, even speculatively, with IE or IH * and laryngeal ‘consonants’ in terms of my results for the six proved semivowel phonemes.”

496 Note that some lack of resolution concerning Sievers’s Law may trouble us for some time, for as recognized by Edgerton (1934:262), “[...] Vedic meter (our only reliable guide) often allows alternative interpretations.”
converse of Sievers-Sturtevant’s law is functional as well: *If there was no PIE *ha aḥ in a root, there is no disyllabic Rig-Vedic scansion despite Sievers’s Law.*

Thus, for instance, the root PIE *sup-* suep- suop- ‘sleep’ (P. 1048-9, HEG 2:1175) never had a laryngeal, as proven by its absence in Old Anatolian:

Hi. šup- (vb1M.) ‘schlafen’ (HHand. 155, šuptari [3sg]).

Consequently, the Rig-Vedic bases of the root including items such as

RV. siṣvap- (cs.ao.) ‘in Todesschlaf versenken’ (WbRV. 1626)
RV. svap- (ao.) ‘entschlafen, sterben’ (WbRV. 1626)
RV. ni (...) svāpaya- (cs.pr.) ‘in Todesschlaf versenken’ (WbRV. 1626)

never display Sievers’s scansion, whether appearing in a long or short syllable (i.e. RV. ʇsuvāp- does not exist). This and similar exceptions of Sievers’s Law are readily solvable when the condition of the law is changed to reflect the presence of the laryngeal, as suggested by Sturtevant.

### 3.2.8 Summary of PIE *i, *u and PIE *ha, *aḥ

§0. It is necessary and sufficient to reconstruct two short vowels PIE *i, *u and their consonantal allophones, PIE *i̯, *u̯ for the proto-language. The other traditional items, especially Neogr. *i and Neogr. *u, have a segmental origin.

§1. With the addition of PIE *i and *u to the vowels PIE *e *o *a (see Chapter 2), the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European vowel system consisted of the five cardinal vowels of the vowel triangle, approximately IPA /a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/.

§2. The long vowels Neogr. *i, *u, unless derived from PIE *i+i and *u+u, reflect PIE *a in terms of quantity as a result of assimilation and contraction. In this manner, the long vowels Neogr. *i, *u provide a criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *h through its diphonemic connection with PIE *a. If a complete reconstruction of the data demonstrates that Neogr. *i and *u can always be analyzed by segmental means, there is no need for independent long vowels /i/ and /u/ in the proto-language. There is no mechanical (or structural) a priori procedure for deciding whether PIE *hi or *iḥ and PIE *hu or *uḥ are to be reconstructed for Neogr. *i, *u. Every correspondence must be reconstructed individually.

§3. In the Rig-Vedic meter, the hiatus of Sievers’s Law can be proven to reflect earlier PIE *ha and *aḥ in a manner suggested by Sturtevant. In so doing, yet another extra-Anatolian criterion for the laryngeal (or its absence)\(^{497}\) can be comparatively confirmed.

\(^{497}\) Roots with PIE *i, *u not ablauting with *i, *u (e.g. ʾluk- glānzen’) or pointing to any other criterion for the laryngeal can be assumed not to have contained a laryngeal in the first place (with a very slight margin of error that can always be corrected, should the comparison prove otherwise).
3.3 Liquids PIE *l *r

3.3.1 General remarks on PIE liquids

§0. The reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European liquids, PIE *l *r (= 𐐼), is straightforward. This and more complex questions related to the number, properties and relationships of liquids to other phonemes in the inventory (especially PIE *h) will be discussed in this chapter. In terms of these, it should be readily noted that from a historical point of view the theory of PIE liquids was never fully satisfactory, due to later appearance of Fortunatov’s Law and Sievers-Edgerton’s Law for liquids. While these issues constitute a complex problem, by testing them against the data they can be solved comparatively.

3.3.2 Fortunatov’s Law and PIE *ḥa *aḥ

§0. The most serious problem concerning the liquids PIE *l r is the unexplained retroflex (a.k.a. cerebral or lingual) in Sanskrit (OInd. ṭḥḍṇṣ) and its counterpart in Iranian (Av. ṭ). Fortunatov’s attempt to solve the problem with the law now bearing his name did not win the day due to the defective material at the disposal of the contemporary scholars, in particular the Neogrammarians. Today the comparative method implies that the reconstructive counterpart of the Old Anatolian laryngeal, PIE *ḥ, is an additional condition required by Fortunatov’s Law, by means of through which a fully regular treatment can be presented.

§1. According to Fortunatov’s original formulation of the law (1881), in the group l+dental in Sanskrit, the liquid disappeared and the dental was changed to a lingual (see also Burrow 1972: 531). With this suggestion Fortunatov sought to explain the problematic retroflexes in Sanskrit as the regular outcomes of PIE *l+T. His idea was plausible in the sense that comparisons often suggest PIE *l in connection with a Sanskrit retroflex, but simultaneously many problems emerged.

§2. As pointed out by Burrow (1972: 534), “The principal objection against the theory is that there exists a certain number of words in Sanskrit in which the combination of l followed by dental is not treated according to Fortunatov’s rule, but results instead in the combination of r + dental.” Indeed, original sequences of PIE *l+dental are confirmed beyond doubt by isoglosses like (a) v̥mula ‘Schädel, Haupt, Kopf, Gipfel’ (P. 725)

---

498 The term ‘unexplained retroflex’ refers here to the items not conditioned by the RUKI-rule (in Indo-Iranian) and the internal assimilation of the retroflex in Sanskrit.


500 Compare Burrow’s evaluation (1972:531): “Fortunatov’s theory provided an explanation for the remarkable fact that whereas in all Indo-European languages outside the Aryan group combinations of l followed by dental are quite common, they are, with rarest of exceptions, absent in Sanskrit, even though the consonant is quite common.”
RV. mūrdhā(n) (m.) ‘Schädel, Haupt, Kopf, Gipfel’ (WbRV. 1053)
OEng. molda(n)- (m/f.) ‘the top of the head’ (ASaxD. 695)

(b) vʰaul-n- ‘Wolle’ (P. 1139)
Hi. hulana- (fD.) ‘SİĞ : Wolle’ (HEG 1:278f., OGH. 529-30)
RV. úrṇā- (f.) ‘Wolle’ (WbRV. 274)
Ofl. ull- (f.) ‘Wolle’ (ANEtWb. 633)

In addition, at least one undeniable example of OInd. *t· has been preserved as such:
Pāñ. pra-phulta- (a.) ‘blooming’ (MonWil. 683)
Pāñ. pra-phulti- (f.) ‘blooming, blossoming’ (MonWil. 683)

§3. Despite these problems, Fortunatov gained support from Bechtel. He had a different agenda, however. Bechtel hoped to prove the early existence of Neogr. *l in Indo-Iranian by quoting the difference of Neogr. *l ≠ *r, allegedly reflected in Fortunatov’s Law.501 But instead of successfully proving the difference, Bechtel drew heavy criticism from Bartholomae (1894:157-97), who – to quote Burrow (1972:535-6) – reasoned as follows:

“The other objection to Fortunatov’s theory, developed at length by Bartholomae, was based on a list of words in which the same change is said to have taken place in combinations of r followed by dental, e.g. katu- ‘bitter’ (Lith. karstūs), kaṭa- ‘mat’ (Gr. κάσταλος ‘basket’, etc.), kaš- ‘to scratch’ (Li. karši).”

Though some Bartholomae’s comparisons are dispensable, both his argument and the main bulk of examples remain solid. Consequently the early comparatists faced a situation where Fortunatov’s Law had to be abandoned or reformulated.

§4. At this juncture, Brugmann (Grundr² 1:427) chose to reject Fortunatov’s Law:


§5. At the same time, however, Brugmann understood that the phenomenon referred to did exist. Elsewhere (Grundr² 1:459) he suggests that the Proto-Indo-Iranian syllabic *r before a dental also results in a Sanskrit retroflex:

PIIr. *ṛt, ṛṇ, rš → OInd. āt, an, aṣ (Av. aṣ)502

Thus, despite his ostensible denial of Fortunatov’s Law, Brugmann actually presented a scenario in which not only PIE *l (Fortunatov) but PIE *r (Bartholomae) were involved in the sound change.

§6. Brugmann’s maneuver maintained that is was possible to explain the Sanskrit cerebrals on the basis of sound laws and simultaneously account for Bartholomae’s criticism. However, this was not enough to resolve the problem, as there remained an issue with the preservation of OInd. ṛt, ṛṇ, rš and their counterparts with Neogr. *l in Indo-Iranian:

(a) PIIr. *ṛt- ‘passend, recht, wahr’ (P. 56)

RV. ṛtá- (a.) ‘passend, gehörig, recht’ (WbRV. 282-3)
OPers. arta- (m.) ‘Law, Justice’ (OldP. 170)
LAv. an ārta- (a.) ‘gesetzlos, dem heiligen Recht feind’ (AIWb. 120)
Pahl. artáy- (a.) ‘righteous, good’ (MPahl. 2:30)

(b) PIIr. *ṛs- ‘stossen, stechen’ (P. 335)

AV. ṛsā- (pr.) ‘stossen, stechen’ (WbRV. 292, ṛsati [3sg])
gAv. āṟṣi- (f.) ‘Neid’ (AIWb. 356)
Ocl. err- (n.) ‘Narbe’ < P Germ. *arsi- > (P. 338)
OInd. arṣaṇī- (f.) ‘stechender Schmerz’ (KEWA 1:53)

(c) PIIr. *ṛn- ‘Schuld, Sünde’ (P. –, EWA 1:254)

RV. ṛnā- (n.) ‘Schuld, Verschuldigung, Sünde’ (WbRV. 281)
Sogd. ‘ṛn (sb.) ‘Schuld’ (KEWA 1:121)
LAv. arṇat. čaēṣa- (a.) ‘avenging debts’ (?) (EFL 154-5, AIWb. 195)
Khot. ārra- (sb.) ‘Schuld’ (KEWA 1:121)

In the face of these counterexamples, Brugmann’s suggestion does not explain the Indo-Iranian phenomena any better than Fortunatov’s original law, as both violate the principle of regularity of sound change.503

(d) To my knowledge, no progress has been made on Fortunatov’s Law beyond this point.504 This is disturbing because Brugmann’s expanded version of Fortunatov’s Law, including both liquids, is backed by solid correspondences that place the existence of the phenomenon beyond doubt. The solution to the problem, essentially

502 For contemporary comments and examples, see Brugmann (Grundr² 1:429-30).

503 Note also that cerebralization is not conditioned by the presence of a syllabic resonant (as was suggested by Brugmann), because the irrelevance of quantity is shown by the counterexamples with PIIr. Ō: *ā : *ā in RV. rṣ̣i- (f.) ‘Speer, Speiss, Dolch’ (WbRV. 293), LAv. arṣī- (f.) ‘Speer, Lanze’ (AIWb. 295) and OPers. ārṣī-ka- (m.) ‘spearman’ (OldP. 172). Here and in other similar items PIIr. *r is preserved throughout and the phenomenon is therefore not caused by syllabic sonants.

504 Brugmann’s leaning towards a methodic solution is understandable, since the other option (presented later in Burrow 1971 as ‘spontaneous retroflexion’ in Sanskrit) is not scientifically acceptable (ex nihilo nihil).
an explanation capable of accounting for the Indo-Iranian double development, will be formulated next.

§7. *Fortunatov’s Law II*. Based on the data now at our disposal, the missing condition of Fortunatov’s Law can be inferred as follows:

(a) Neither PIE *₁+T nor PIE *ᵣ+T can be the cause of cerebralization, because these sequences were preserved as such (cf. OInd. praphulti-, RV. ṛṅā-, etc.). Accordingly, this state of affairs has to be formulated as the basic rule

\[ \text{PIE} *₁+T, *ᵣ+T \rightarrow \text{RV.} \ rT, \ \text{Av.} \ rT. \]

(b) The sequences L+T preserved in Indo-Iranian contrast with the cerebrals that must have had a different phonetic starting point, as required by the principle of the regularity of sound change. A similar conclusion was already drawn by Fortunatov in his reevaluation (1900). As Burrow (1972:535) notes, Fortunatov

“[...] attempted to account for the above-mentioned developments of [P]IE *₁, both in contact with following dental and in other positions, by assuming two original [P]IE sounds, a *₁ which remained in Sanskrit and a *₁ which was converted to *ᵣ, and thus fell together with [P]IE *ᵣ.”

As pointed out already by Petersson (1911:12-13), Fortunatov’s attempt to postulate another phoneme *₅l (≠ PIE *₁) cannot be accepted as such. However, Fortunatov’s idea to mark the distinction between ‘cerebralizing’ and ‘non-cerebralizing’ liquids can be used, at least temporarily, in the formulation of the cerebralization problem.

(c) In the following treatment, the temporary cover symbols “*₅” and “*q” will be used to designate the ‘cerebralizing liquids’ of Proto-Indo-Iranian, which stand in contrast to the ‘non-cerebralizing’ liquids PIE *₁ and PIE *ᵣ. The real values of the cover symbols *₅ and *q can be determined through the general solution of the laryngeal problem presented in Chapter 2. Based on phonological shape, the ‘irregular’ Indo-Iranian cerebrals are divided into three subsets:

(d) **SUBSET I** (Lat. palma, etc.) is characterized by cerebralization in Sanskrit and the vocalism Neogr. *₅a *₅a *₅a (= PIE *₅e : e : Ø + *ah) within the root. The diphonemic connection between PIE *₅a and PIE *₅h implies the following (first) set of real values for the cover symbols *₅ and *q:

\[ \lambda \equiv \text{PIE} *₅a₅l \quad \Omega \equiv \text{PIE} *₅a₅r \]  

(SUBSET I).

---

505 Regarding Brugmann’s awareness of the lacking condition(s) for the cerebralization, see (Grundr 1:429): “In einem nicht näher zu bestimmenden Teil des ai. Sprachgebietes wurden auch t-Laute durch vorausgehendes r cerebralisiert und schwand [...]”

506 The progress of Dravidian studies led to an attempt to explain the Sanskrit retroflexes as Dravidian loans (and/or influence). As mentioned by Burrow (1972:533), however, “[...] it has become increasingly clear that the problem of unexplained cerebrals in Sanskrit was not going to be solved by the assumption of Dravidian loans [...] since etymologies in Dravidian were not available.”

507 Fick’s Rule requires that in order to postulate *₅, another Indo-European language should confirm the item, which is clearly not the case.
(e) **SUBSET II** (Lat. gelum, etc.) has a reflex flex that is identical to **SUBSET I**, but ‘a-colouring’ is absent and ‘e/o-vocalism’ is attested instead. This implies diphonemic PIE *ʰa; this is to say, the second set of real values for the cover symbols λ and ϕ is:

\[ \lambda \equiv \text{PIE} *ʰa, \quad \phi \equiv \text{PIE} *ʰar \]  

(SUBSET II).

(f) **SUBSET III** (OInd. laṣati, etc.). External comparisons confirm that not only H+L+T (= **SUBSET I+II**), but also L+H+T resulted in retroflex in Sanskrit. The third set of real values for cover symbols λ and ϕ are thus:

\[ \lambda \equiv \text{PIE} *laḥ, *lḥa, \quad \phi \equiv \text{PIE} *raḥ, *ṛḥa \]  

(SUBSET III)

These three assignments of the real values to λ and ϕ allow the substitution of the cover symbols with well-defined Proto-Indo-European phonemes as follows:

\[ \lambda \equiv \text{PIE} *aḥ, *ḥa, *laḥ, *lḥa, \quad \phi \equiv \text{PIE} *aṛ, *ṝṛ, *raḥ, *ṛḥa. \]

These clusters, followed by a dental T, express the missing condition, the presence of diphonemic PIE *ha aḥ before or after a liquid followed by a dental. In what follows, this is referred to as Fortunatov’s Law II.

(g) The early results of Fortunatov, Bartholomae and Brugmann can be harmonized with the upgrade of the law: the original proto-sequences V+H+L+T and V+L+H+T explain regularly the Indo-Iranian cerebri, but allow for the sequences V+L+T to be preserved as such.

(h) The solution is seen to hold true in light of the data, which provides criteria for diphonemic PIE *ha, aḥ appearing in connection with each subset, as indicated below.

§8. **PIE** *aḥL†** (SUBSET I) is characterized by ‘a-quality’ (Neogr. *a *a *a) and the absence of an initial Ch (tenues aspiratae) confirming a diphonemic *aḥ (vs. *ʰa). Some examples of this subset are:

(a) *vකhaI- ‘treten, gehen; Schuh’ (P. 928 *(s)kel). The root appears in various extensions (e.g. Lat. calcā- (pr1.) ‘treten, betreten, stampfen, kelteren’, WH 1:136 and TochA. kalka- (conjA.) ‘ire’, Poucha 32-3) with an unambiguous Lat. a. According to Fortunatov’s Law II, the dental extension has a retroflex in Indo-Iranian as expected:

**PIE** *keaḥlt- ‘gehen : Schuch’

OInd. kaṭa-  
(vb.) ‘to go’ (MonWil. 243, Dhātup. kaṭati [3sg])

Tarent. κάλκιο-  
(m.) ‘horseshoe’ (WH 1:136, κάλκιοι [plN])

Tarent. κάλκιο-  
(n.) ‘Schuh’ (WH 1:136, κάλκιον · ἱππόδημοι)

(b) *vkaḥI- ‘Schwiele, harte Haut’ (P. 523-4 [*kal-], WP 1:357). Neogr. *a ≡ **PIE** *aḥ is confirmed by zero grade in Latin and Sanskrit and the absence of initial aspiration in Indo-Iranian (OInd. k, not *kḥ):

**PIE** *kaḥlno- ‘Schwiele, dicke Haut’

OInd. kiṇa-  
(m.) ‘Schwiele’ (KEWA 1:208, EWA 3:90, kiṇaḥ)

---

508 Note especially how the ‘non-palatalizing’ OInd. i₂ = Lat. a (* ≡ Neogr. *a) implies **PIE** *a and **PIE** *ḥ, which is in turn confirmed by the cerebral (Fortunatov’s Law II).
Lat. callo- (n.) ‘Schwiele, dicke Haut’ (WH 1:139, callum [sgNA])
Lat. calleō (vb.) ‘eine dicke Haut haben’ (WH 1:139, calleō [1sg])

(c) *ḵaṛ̩- ‘drehen, flechten, binden’ (P. 257). The ablauting root forms PIE *khaṛ̩ (in OInd. kil-iṅja- ‘mat’, with OInd. i₂ ≡ PIE *a) and PIE *keyaṛ̩ (OInd. kal-iṅja- ‘mat’)⁵⁰⁹ are accompanied with Gr. α in the dental extension with an attested cerebral in Sanskrit:

PIE *ḵaṛ̩- ‘binden, usw.’

OInd. kāṭa- (m.) ‘Geflecht, Matte’ (KEWA 1:141)
OPr. karto- (f.) ‘der gehegte Wald’ (APrS. 361, karto)
OInd. kāṭaka- (m.n.) ‘Armband, Ring’ (KEWA 1:140)
Gr. καρτάλλο- (m.) ‘Korb’ (GEW 1:794, καρταλλός [sgN])

(d) *ḵaṛ̩s- ‘kratzen, usw.’ (P. 532-3). The unambiguous Lat. a = OInd. a → PIE *eaḥ is confirmed by reflexion in Sanskrit:

OInd. kāṣa- (vb.) ‘reiben, kratzen’ (KEWA 1:190, kaṣa, kaṣate)
OInd. kaṣaṇa- (n.) ‘das Reiben’ (KEWA 1:190)
OCS. krasta (f.) ‘Kruste, Schorf, Räude’ (Sadnik v388)

(e) *ḵaṛ̩- ‘bitter, scharf, beissend’ (P. 941-2). Neogr. *r (vs. *l) is confirmed by Baltic, which corresponds with the cerebral in Sanskrit:

OPr. kārt- (a.) ‘bitter’ (APrS. 353, kārtai [plN])
Li. kart̂- (a.) ‘bitter’ (LiEtWb. 225, kart̂us [sgN])
OInd. katu- (a.) ‘pungent, acid, sharp, fierce’ (MonWil. 244)
RV. kāṭuka- (a.) ‘scharf, beissend’ (WbRV. 310, EWA 1:143)

(f) *keyaṛ̩- ‘Stein; hard’ (P. 531). The root has a laryngeal implied by the ‘a-vocalism’ in Greek (in Gr. α → PIE *eaḥ):

Gr. κάκτα (adv.) ‘stark, sehr’ (GEW 1:793)
Gr. κακτεο̩ (a.) ‘stark, mächtig, gewaltsam’ (GEW 2:9)
Go. hardu- (a.) ‘hart, streng’ (GoEtD. 177, hardus [sgN])

As anticipated, the root with extension PIE *kaṛ̩-h- appears with a cerebral in Sanskrit:

OInd. kāṭha- (n.) ‘Stein, Fels’ (KEWA 1:196, MonWil. 269)
OInd. kāṭhara- (a.) ‘hard’ (MonWil. 244)
OInd. kāṭhalya- (a.) ‘gravel’ (MonWil. 244)
OInd. kāṭhina- (a.) ‘hart, fest, steif’ (MonWil. 244)
OInd. kāṭhora- (a.) ‘hard, solid, stiff, sharp, piercing’ (MonWil. 224)

---

⁵⁰⁹ An original PIE *r (vs. *l) is likely (see OInd. karaṇḍa- (n.) ‘Korb’ KEWA 1:164).
(g) *keahl- ‘cover’ (P. 553 [4. 켓-]). PIE *aḥ is confirmed by Gr. α and the absence of initial *kʰ in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dhātup.</td>
<td>šala-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘to cover’ (KEWA 3:311, šalate [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV.</td>
<td>šālā-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Hütte, Haus, Gemach, Gebäude’ (KEWA 3:328-9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV.</td>
<td>ā-śāra-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Oberdach, Schutz’ (MonWil. 157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>χαλό-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Hütte, Scheune, Nest’ (GEW 1:764)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>χαλότππω</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘umhüllen, verbergen’ (GEW 1:768-9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The liquid has disappeared and turned the dental into a cerebral in the extension *kahlt-, which is preserved in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>šāṭa-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘kind of skirt/petticoat’ (MonWil. 1063).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(h) *neahr- ‘Rohr, Narde’ (P. –). The unextended root has been preserved in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>nalá-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Rohr, Rohrschilf’ (EWA 2:7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>nala-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Name eines Königs der Niṣadhas’ (KEWA 2:141)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dental extension PIE *neahr-d- with Gr. α = Lat. a has a cerebral in Sanskrit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>naḍ-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Schilfrohr, Rohr’ (EWA 2:7, WbRV. 705)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>νάφδο-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘indische Narde’ (GEW 2:289, νάφδος [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>nardo-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Nardostachys Jamamansi’ (WH 2:143, nardus)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) *pahl- ‘Hand’ (P. 806). PIE *eaḥ is confirmed by Gr. α = Lat. a in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>παλόμη-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘flache Hand, Handhabe, Mittel’ (GEW 2:466)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>palmo-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Hand (Längenmass), Spanne’ (WH 2:240)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>palmā-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘flache Hand, Gänsefuß’ (WH 2:240, palma [sgN])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dental extension PIE *peahl-ı- has the expected retroflex in Sanskrit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>pānī-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘der Geizige’ (WbRV. 760)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>pānī-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘die Hand, das Huf (des Rosses)’ (WbRV. 805)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>pāṇini-</td>
<td>(ENm.) ‘Pāṇini’ (MonWil. 615)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(j) *pahl- ‘stone’ (P. 807). Corresponding to PIE *peahl-ıes- with PCelt. *a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>alesia-</td>
<td>(ON.f.) ‘La Roche’, LEIA A-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGaul.</td>
<td>felis-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Felsen, Teil eines Berges, Felsabhang’ (P. 807)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the zero grade suffix PIE *peahl-ı- has a cerebral in Sanskrit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MidIr.</td>
<td>all-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Stein, Klippe’ (LEIA A-61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>pāśa-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘a stone’ (MonWil. 624, Burrow 1972:97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>pāśia-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Stein(bollwerk), Pressstein’ (WbRV. 810)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(k) *pahl- ‘split, schneiden, usw.’ (P. 986), unextended root, is attested in Slavonic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rus.</td>
<td>raz-poló-</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘entzweischneiden’ (P. 986, raspolót’ [inf.])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dental extension PIE *paḥt- with Neogr. *a in Celtic has a cerebral in Sanskrit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>platū</td>
<td>(m.) ‘φόσος : Fetzen’ (P. 986)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OInd. paṭa- (vb.) ‘to split’ (KEWA 2:189, paṭati [3sg])
OInd. pāṭaka- (m.) ‘a splitter, divider’ (MonWil. 614)
Ir. altan- (f.) ‘rasoir : Schermesser’ (LEIA A-34)
OInd. pāṭana- (n.) ‘splitting, dividing, tearing up’ (MonWil. 615)
OInd. pāṭavā- (m.) ‘des Paṭu’- (KEWA 2:191)

(l) vūahl- ‘Baum, Stab, Pfeil’ (WH. 2:730). The unextended root
OInd. vala- (m.) ‘Balken, Stange’ (KEWA 3:162)

is best known for the extension PIE *uēahl- u- with Gr. α → PIE *eah;

Go. walu- (m.) ‘ōḇ�ōς = Stab’ (GoEtD. 393, walus [sgN])
OInd. völ- (m.) ‘runder Stab’ (ANEtWb. 673, völr [sgN])
El. ἀλιστα- (m.) ‘elische Polizeibehörde’ (GEW 1:80, ἀλιστας)

As expected, the dental extension PIE *uēahl- n- is attested with a cerebral in Sanskrit:

Gr. ράλλο- (m.) ‘nail’ (LSJ. 337, in Hes. γάλλου · ἤλου [Aiol.])
Lat. uallo- (m.n.) ‘Pfahl(werk)’ (WH 2:730, uallus, uallum)
RV. vāṇa- (m.) ‘Pfeil’ (WbRV. 1256)
RV. vāṇi- (f.) ‘Rohr, Rohrstab’ (WbRV. 1256)

The extension PIE *uēahl- (P. 1139-40) has also left a cerebral in Sanskrit:

OInd. vāṭa- (a.) ‘made of Indian fig-tree’ (MonWil. 939)
OInd. vāṭa- (m.) ‘fence, enclosure, wall, garden’ (MonWil. 939)
OHG. wald (m.) ‘Wald’ (Kluge 1975:774, wald [sgN])
OEng. weald (m.) ‘wood, forest’ (ASaxD. 1171)

(m) PIE *gʰēahλ t-, an alternative extension of the root Neogr. *gʰen- ‘schlagen’ (P. 491-3), is now paralleled by Tocharian, revealing PIE *l as the liquid lost in Sanskrit:

AV. ā-ghāṭa- (m.) ‘Zimbel’ (EWA 1:159)
OInd. dārv- ā-ghāṭa- (m.) ‘Baumhacker, Specht’ (EWA 1:160)
TochA. kāltan-k- (sb.) ‘instrumentum musici’ (Poucha 61)
RV. āghāṭi- (c.) ‘Cymbeln’ oder ‘Klappern’ (WbRV. 172)

(n) ʃkāhl- ‘Rahm, Milch’ (P. –). The root with ablaut *e/o is based on the forms:

OInd. śara- (m.) ‘sauer Rahm’ (KEWA 3:305, śārah)
OInd. śāras- (n.) ‘Rahm, Haut auf gekochter Milch’ (KEWA 3:305)
Lat. colored- (f.) ‘Biestmilch’ (WH 1:247f.)

The dental extension PIE *kēahλto- has resulted in retroflex in Sanskrit:
OInd. šaṭa- (a.) ‘sauer’ (KEWA 3:291).

Thus the root contains PIE *hya, revealed by Fortunatov’s Law II.

§9. PIE *VhæLT (SUBSET II). In this subset, cerebralization has taken place in Sanskrit, but in contrast with SUBSET I (with PIE *aḥ) no Neogr. *ə a ā is visible, and
the root has ablaut *e : o. The shape PIE *e/əhạL is, however, proven by the acute in Lithuanian, implying PIE *h. Thus, for instance, the Lithuanian acute (and Latvian broken tone) is present in:

\[ \text{PIE *e/əhạL} \]

**OstLi. RV.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OEng.</td>
<td>'a basket' (ASaxD. 150, cel, celas [pl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV.</td>
<td>'Netz, Kampfnetz, Fanggarn' (EWA 1:588)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>Hes. ‘χωλων : bridle, bit’ (LSJ. 469)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Siele, Pferdegeschirr’ (LiEtWb. 1296)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv.</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Siele, Pferdegeschirr’ (LiEtWb. 1296)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the dental extension PIE *e/əhạlt-, the liquid has been lost in Sanskrit with the anticipated OInd. ŋ in:

**OInd.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd. játā-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Flechte, verflochtenes Haar’ (KEWA 1:413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. jaṭālā-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘Flechten tragend’ (KEWA 1:413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. jaṭi-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Haarflechte’ (KEWA 1:413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. jaṭilā-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘Flechten tragend’ (KEWA 1:413)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the subset is characterized by the ablaut PIE *e : *ō. Thus, the *e-grade is contained in:

**PIE *e/əhạlt- 'Gold'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OstLi.</td>
<td>(a.) ‘golden, goldgelb, blond’ (LiEtWb. 1296-7, žėltas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrac.</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Gold’ (?) (P. 429, źηλτα [sgN])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respective *o-grade is secured by Slavonic:

**PIE *e/əhạlt- 'Gold'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rus.</td>
<td>‘Gold’ (REW 1:460)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>‘Gold’ (REW 1:460, zlato [sgNA])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whether reflecting PIE *e or PIE *ō, Sanskrit has a cerebral pointing to PIE *hạ in

**OInd. hāṭaka-**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>‘Gold’ (EWA 3:535, hāṭakam [sgNA]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some additional examples of SUBSET II with an etymology are:

(a) **vgehal-, vgohal- 'kalt, Kälte, Frost'**. The unextended root is attested in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>‘Eiskälte, Frost, Eis’ (WH 1:585-6, gelum [sgNA])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEng.</td>
<td>‘to be(com) cold, cool’ (ASaxD. 143, calan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osc.</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Steph. Byz. γελαν : πόχνην’ (WH 1:586)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dental extension PIE *gehald(h)- is accompanied by a retroflex in Sanskrit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>‘cold, stiff, dull’ (KEWA 1:414, EWA 1:565)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>‘gefrorener Regen’ (WH 2:586)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>‘stumpfsinnig’ (WbRV. 465, jádhavas)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(b) व्हेहल्थ- ‘puer, infans’ (P. 473). Germanic cognates confirm PIE *l for the liquid lost in Sanskrit:

*OEng. cild- (n.) ‘puer, infans: child, infant’ (ASaxD. 154)
*Go. in-kilþo- (a.) = ἑγνως ‘pregnant’ (GoEtD. 218)
*Go. kilþei(n-) (f.) = γοστήρ ‘womb’ (GoEtD. 218)
*RV. jathára- (n.) ‘der Mutterleib, Bauch, Magen’ (WbRV. 464-5)
*RV. játhara- (m/n.) ‘Leibesgrösse’ (WbRV. 465, EWA 1:565)
*OEng. cildru- (st.n.pl.) ‘children’ (ASaxD. 154)

The corresponding *ό-grade in PIE *kó̂θart- is confirmed by the lack of palatalization in Sanskrit where cerebralization has taken place:

*OLnd. kakátiká- (f.) ‘Teil des menschlichen Hinterkopfes’ (WbRV. 308)
*RV. repú·kakáta- (a.) ‘staudbedeckten Nacken habend’? (KEWA 1:135)

(e) व्हेहल- ‘young, youth(ful)’. The root appears in various extensions including:

*Gr. μέλαξ- (a.) ‘Nacken’ (WH 1:207. ceruix, ceruícis [sgG])
*Gr. κέρνα- (f.pl.) ‘transverse processes of the vertebrae’ (LSJ 943)

The corresponding *ā-grade in PIE *mēhañ- is confirmed by Greek and Sanskrit, where the cerebral of the latter implies PIE *hā:

*Gr. μέλαξ- (m.) ‘junger Knabe’ (GEW 2:202, LSJ. 1098)
*OLnd. māṉava- (m.) ‘a youth, lad, youngster’ (MonWil. 806)

The dental extension PIE *mēhañ- is confirmed by Greek and Sanskrit, where the cerebral of the latter implies PIE *hā:

*Gr. μέλαξ- (m.) ‘junger Knabe’ (GEW 2:202, LSJ. 1098)
*OLnd. māṉava- (m.) ‘a youth, lad, youngster’ (MonWil. 806)

(f) व्हेहल- ‘Menge, Masse; Decke, Schild’ (P. 803). The root, appearing in various extensions, reflects Fortunatov’s Law II when augmented with a dental:

*Gr. πέλατη- (f.) ‘kleiner Schild aus Flechtwerk’ (GEW 2:501)
*OLnd. pata- (m.) ‘woven cloth, blanket, garment’ (MonWil. 579)
*OLcl. feld- (m.) ‘Schafpelz, Mantel’ (ANetWb. 116)

---

510 The group was correctly connected to OSax. kind ‘Kind’, OHG. kint ‘proles’ (PIE *ğehan; cf. P. 373 ĝen- ‘erzeugen’) already by Bosworth and Toller (ASaxD. 154). The unextended root (PIE *ğe-) is attested in RV. eka já- (a.) ‘einzeln geboren’ (WbRV. 296, ekajām [sgA]) and multiple related items.
The retroflex is manifest in OInd. paṇa- (= Gr. ποσόνδ.), implying PIE *ḥa.\(^{511}\)

§10. PIE *VΛhT (SUBSET III). This subset, characterized by PIE *ḥ between a liquid and dental, consists of two starting points, VΛahT and VΛhaT, both resulting in a cerebral in Sanskrit. Some examples of SUBSET III are:

(a) PIE vlah- ‘gehen, treiben’ (P. 306-7). Both the laryngeal and PIE *a are present in the unextended root:

Hi. laha- (c.) ‘Feldzug, Reise’ (HEG 2:8-11, la-a-ah-ḥi)
Gr. ἐ λά- (vb.) ‘treiben’ (GEW 1:482-3, Cos. ἐ λάτω [ipv3sg])

The root with a dental extension (PIE *e-λαḥt-) is confirmed by the equation:

OInd. aṭa- (pr.) ‘herumschweifen’ (EWA 1:56, aṭati)\(^{512}\)
OInd. aṭa- (a.) ‘going (after)’ (MonWil. 133)
Gr. ἐ λαττῆ- (m.) ‘Treiber, Wagenlenker’ (GEW 2:482)
Gr. ἐ λασσα- (f.) ‘Ritt, Marsch’ (GEW 2:481)

(b) PIE vlahs- ‘verlangen, begehren’ (P. 654, *las-). The *e-grade root PIE *leahs- has a certain Neogr. *a (→ PIE *ḥ) implied by the European languages:

OInd. lālasa- (a.int.) ‘heftig verlangend nach’ (KEWA 2:99-100)
Gr. λλα(ὅ)το- (prM.) ‘heftig begehren, verlangen’ (GEW 2:123)
Lat. lasciuo- (a.) ‘geil, usw.’ (WH 1:766, lasciūus [sgN])
Ofr. lainn- (a.) ‘gierig’ (WH 2:766, lainn [sgN] ← PCelt. *lasni-)

In the reduplication PIE *lelaḥso-, PIE *a was lost and the cluster *ilos replaced with a retroflex in Sanskrit:

OInd. laša- (pr.) ‘begehren, Verlangen haben nach’ (KEWA 3:95)
OInd. abhi-lašita- (a.) ‘begehrt, gewünscht’ (KEWA 3:95)

(c) The loss of liquid and the cerebral in Sanskrit are now also documented for the reduplication PIE *lolaḥtuo- (from PIE *lah- ‘gehen, treiben’), which appears in:

TochA. laltu- (pret.pt.) ‘exitus’ (Poucha 268, laltu [sgN])

---

511 Note the *‘a-colouring’ in the schwebeablaut variant of PIE *peḥar- ≡ Gr. χταxis- ‘verkaufen’ in PIE *phaer- ≡ Lat. v-repeat ‘kaufen’.

512 It is possible to analyse SV. av-āṭā- (m.) ‘well, spring’ (WbRV. 125) as ‘Wasser+Lauf’ and connect the suffix to the root OInd. v-āṭ- ‘gehen, usw.’.
OInd. laṭya- (m.) ‘dancing boy’ (KEWA 3:95, Lex. laṭyah [sgN])

§11. Fortunatov's Law II has the following restriction in Sanskrit: *If a zero-grade cluster PIE *H_LT, L_HT was not preceded by a vowel V = OInd. a, ā, i, i, u, ū, then the liquid L became syllabic and cerebralization did not take place.*

The restriction is based on confirmed examples of PIE *h without cerebralization in Sanskrit (where OInd. ř� has been preserved before a dental in the zero grade). Some examples of this are:

(a) PIE *ḥaldh- ‘wachsen, gedeihen’ (P. 27). The laryngeal is based on Gr. ἀλθωμα and the retroflex in Sanskrit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RV. ḍdh-</th>
<th>(ao.) ‘gedeihen’ (WbRV. 289, ḍdhat [conj3sg])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gAv. arad-</td>
<td>(ao.) ‘gedeihen lassen, fördern’ (AIWb. 193, aradaṭ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go. ald-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘generation, age : aiōn, γενεά, βίος’ (GoEtD. 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. ṣḍḥyā-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘rich, wealthy’ (KEWA 1:71-72, *ā+ḥḥyā-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the zero-grade RV. ḍdh-, however, the liquid has been preserved. This variation can be reconstructed regularly by the following prototypes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>zero grade</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṣḍḥ- ← *e/οḥḍḥh-</td>
<td>ṣḍḥ- ← *ḥḍḥh-</td>
<td>ṣḍḥh- ← *ḥɛ/οļḍḥh-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *naḥRt- ‘tanzen, drehen’ (P. 975f.) appears in:

| OInd. nāṭa- | (vb.) ‘tanzen’ (KEWA 2:127, naṭati [3sg]) |
| OInd. nāṭa- | (m.) ‘Schaußspieler’ (KEWA 2:127) |
| RV. ā (...) nṛt- | (ao.) ‘tanzend herbespringen zu [A]’ (WbRV. 751) |
| AV. nṛt- | (f.) ‘Tanz’ (EWA 2:21, nṛt-) |
| RV. nartāya- | (cs.) ‘tanzen lassen, drehen’ (WbRV. 751, nartāyan) |
| RV. nartīṣ- | (is.ao.) ‘tanzen’ (WbRV. 751, nartīṣan) |

In an identical fashion, the alternation can be reconstructed regularly by positing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I-A</th>
<th>zero grade</th>
<th>I-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṣṇ- ← PIE *nɛ/ɑḥRt-</td>
<td>ṣṇṛ- ← PIE *naḥRt-</td>
<td>ṣṇr- ← PIE *naḥɛ/οRt-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidently there is no cerebralization in zero-grade ṣṇṛ-, which proves the restriction.

§12. Given the relevance of the schwebeablaut for the alternation in Sanskrit, yet another example of a root and its bases may provided:

PIE *g⁴ahl- ‘drip, drop, etc.’ (P. 471-2, 2. g⁴el-)

(a) PIE *g⁴eahl- (P. 471-2). PIE *aḥ is implied by Gr. α in:

| OInd. gāla- | (vb1.) ‘drip, drop, ooze’ (MonWil. 350, galati [3sg]) |
| OInd. gagala- | (n.) ‘venom (of serpents)’ (MonWil. 341) |
| Gr. βαλανεῦ- | (m.) ‘Bader’ (GEW 1:212-3, βαλανεῦς [sgN]) |

The *e-grade root is matched with *o-grade PIE *g⁴oahl- in:
(b) The root with a dental extension PIE *gʰaḥld- has resulted in the retroflex in Sanskrit (Fortunatov’s Law II):

Dhatup. gāḍa- (pr1.) ‘distil, drop’ (MonWil. 342, gaḍati [3sg])
OInd. gāḍa- (m.) ‘a kind of gold-fish’ (MonWil. 342)
OInd. gāḍayitnu- (m.) ‘a cloud’ (MonWil. 342)
OInd. gāḍera- (m.) ‘cloud, torrent’ (MonWil. 342, KEWA 1:328)
OInd. gāḍayantā- (m.) ‘Wolke’ (KEWA 1:328)

(c) On the other hand, the schwebeablaut base PIE *gʰahold- did not satisfy the condition of Fortunatov’s Law II and no cerebralization took place in examples like:

RV. gāłdā- (f.) ‘das Abseihen (des Soma)” (WbRV. 388)
OInd. gardayitnu- (m.) ‘Wolke : cloud’ (KEWA 1:328)

Thus, the apparently chaotic alternation of the retroflex is regular.

§13. Avestan has preserved some twenty examples of Av. ɣ, the outcome of Fortunatov’s Law in the language, carefully catalogued and discussed by Hoffmann (1986).\footnote{To show its compatibility with Fortunatov’s Law II, a short but comprehensive review of the Avestan material will follow.}

(a) Generally the development of Avestan is identical with that Sanskrit, except for being restricted to voiceless dental stops. Accordingly, in external comparisons Neogr. *o a ā, the Old Anatolian ḫ or some other criterion for PIE *h appears with Av. ɣ. Thus, for instance, the root PIE *ḥal- ‘mahlen’ has an initial PIE *h proven by Gr. ἄλλω in

\begin{align*}
\text{Gr. ἄλλω} & \quad \text{(pr.) ‘mahlen’ (GEW 1:70).}
\end{align*}

In the respective dental extension PIE *ḥalt-, Av. ɣ corresponds to Indo-Aryan ṭ in

\begin{align*}
\text{vḥalt- ‘mehl, gemahlen’ (P. 28-9):}
\text{LA}\text{v. aśa-} & \quad \text{(pt.) ‘gemahlen (vom getreide)’ (AIWb. 230)}
\text{OInd. aṭṭa-} & \quad \text{(n.) ‘boiled rice, food’ (MonWil. 11)}
\text{Hind. āṭā-} & \quad \text{(f.) ‘Mehl’ (EWA 1:55, āṭā [sgN] ← *āṭṭā-)}
\end{align*}

(b) Owing to the existence of a segmental explanation (PIE *ḥ) for Av. ɣ, the early suprasegmental theory (see Hoffmann 1986) should be reconsidered. The assumption of an Iranian accent in the syllable preceding Av. ɣ – as inferred from Sanskrit – is weak at best, and yet it often does not reflect the facts. Thus, for instance,

\begin{align*}
\text{LA}\text{v. vouru.kaša-} & \quad \text{(a.) ‘mit weit Buchten’ (AIWb. 1429)}
\end{align*}

\footnote{The *o-grade of Greek is paralleled by OHG. quall- (pret.) ‘hervorquellen, schwellen’, possibly also appearing in OInd. gāla- (m.) ‘flowing, liquefying’ (MonWil. 350), if this is indeed an example of Brugmann’s Law II.}

\footnote{For technical reasons the difference between Av. ɣ and Av. ɣ was not notified by Bartholomae in his dictionary (AIWb.). Naturally, the development Av. ɣ ← *ṛt was known by the Neogrammarians (see Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:431) and their contemporaries.}
had an accent on the last syllable, if it is justified to infer this from Sanskrit:

RV. kāṭā- (m.) ‘Grube, Tiefe’ (WbRV. 322, KEWA 1:197).

However, we cannot conclude that an accent would account for Av. š = OInd. ū, because

RV. kartā- (m.) ‘Grube, Loch’ (WbRV. 316)

is accented identically, but Fortunatov’s Law II has not occurred. In such circumstances, it is natural to apply the same criteria throughout Indo-Iranian. (c) Occasionally Av. š and Av. srT appear side by side (as is the case in Sanskrit) and the alternation is explained with a swbeablaut. An example of this is preserved in the data:

√suaḥl- ‘swallow’ (P. 1045 1. sícul- ‘schlingen’)

LAv. karaṣš x'ar- (a.) ‘Leichen-, Aas-fressend’ (AIWb. 469, karaṣš.x'arō)
LAv. x'ara- (pr.) ‘geniessen’ (AIWb. 1865, x'araiti [3sg])
OLcl. soll- (m.) ‘Spültrank für Schweine’ (ANETWb. 529)

In the dental extension PIE *sueahlto-, the liquid was lost in Iranian with Av. š:

LAv. x'āša- (m.) ‘Essen’ (AIWb. 1879)
LAv. x'āšār- (m.) ‘Trinker’ (AIWb. 1879, x'āśāram [sgA])

On the other hand, the swbeablaut variant PIE *suaḥoltlo- did not satisfy the condition of Fortunatov’s Law II, and therefore the law did not take place in:

LAv. x'ar̥ta- (vb.) ‘geniessen, trinken’ (AIWb. 1868, x'ar̥tāe [inf.]).

Similarly, a swbeablaut is required to explain the alternation Av. š : Av. Vr̥t in PIE v̥hālt- ‘Lohn’:

Gr. Ωλοτό- (m.) ‘Lohn’ (LSJ. 73, Hes. Ωλοτος,methodos)
GAv. aši (f.) ‘Anteil, Lohn, Verdiens, Belohnung’ (AIWb. 241)
LAv. ārāiti (f.) ‘Anteil, Lohn, Verdiens, Belohnung’ (AIWb. 192)
Gr. Ωληρό- (m.) ‘Lohn, usw.’ (LSJ. 73, Hes. Ωληρος,methodos)

(d) In addition to morphology, the Proto-Indo-European derivation accounted for some doublets with dental and retroflex/sibilant in Indo-Iranian. The data are characterized by the appearance of both the plain root ŧ and the laryngeal extension ŧ. With a further dental suffix ·T-, extensions ŧ-T and ŧ-T appear. While the former gives no indication of Fortunatov’s Law II, the latter does. An example supported by Old Anatolian is now available in:

1. *pr- ‘geheln; Fuß’ (≡ ŧ). The unextended root is well-documented in Luwian:

CLU. para- (vb.) ‘chase, hunt’ (DLL 77, pa-ra-ad-du [3sg])
HLu. ARHA para- (vb.) ‘hunt’ (CHLu. 7.2.1.fr6 ARHA (PES2)*501+RA/I-ha)
HLu. para- (sb.) ‘foot’ (CHLu. 10.14.9, (”PES”)pa+ra/i-za)
RV. purvā-pārā- (a.) ‘nachfolgend’ (WbRV. 846-7)
2. PIE *ptu- ‘Durchgang’ (≡ Ṛ·Ṭ-). Directly built on the unextended root without a laryngeal, Fortunatov’s Law II took place in:

   gAv. pəɾətu- (m.f.) ‘Durchgang, Pforte, Furt, Brücke’ (AIWb. 892).

3. PIE *praḥ- *porah- *perah- ‘treiben, jagen’ (≡ Ṛ·aḥ). The laryngeal extension is attested in Old Anatolian (CHD P:143f.):

   Hī. parha- (vb2.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (HHand. 121, pár-ḥa-i [3sg])
   CLu. parha- (vb.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (DLL. 78, pár-ḥa-ad-du [3sg])

4. PIE *praḥtu- ‘Durchgang, Furt’ (≡ Ṛ·aḥ·Ṭ-). Following the loss of PIE *a, Fortunatov’s Law II took place and Av. § appears in:

   LAv. pošu- (m.) ‘Durchgang, Furt’ (AIWb. 897)
   LAv. pošu, pāna- (a.) ‘Brückenwächter’ (AIWb. 898)

   (e) This morphological variation is paralleled by the root ūpr- ‘Kampf; schlagen’ (P. 818–9). Here the extension PIE *pr t = Ṛ·Ṭ preserves an unaltered cluster L+Ṭ in:

   LAv. pəɾaṭ- (f.) ‘Kampf, Streit’ (AIWb. 891, pəɾaṭašača)
   RV. pṝt- (f.) ‘Kampf, Streit’ (WbRV. 854, prtsú [pLL])

   Simultaneously, however, the extension *praḥ·th- ≡ Ṛ·ḥ·Ṭ (with Gr. ḥ implying the laryngeal) has resulted in Av. § in:

   LAv. pošanā- (n.) ‘Kampf, Schlacht’ (AIWb. 896-7)
   LAv. pošanā- (f.) ‘Kampf, Schlacht’ (AIWb. 896-7)
   Gr. παρθό- (ao.) ‘zerstören, verwüsten’ (GEW 2:512)515

   (f) PIE ūpel-, ūpol- ‘law; judge’ (P. –). The unextended root is now attested in Tocharian:

   TochA. pal- (sb.) ‘lex (religiosa)’ (Poucha 163)
   TochB. pele (m.sg.) ‘law ; prison’ (DTochB. 398)

   Directly from this root are formed the dental extensions PIE *plno- and *pþto-:

   LAv. pəɾənaṽ- (vb.) ‘verurteilen : judge’ (AIWb. 850)
   gAv. pəɾaða- (n.) ‘Ausgleichung, Sühne, Strafe’ (AIWb. 892)
   LAv. āpəɾa- ti (f.) ‘Ausgleich, Sühne’ (AIWb. 329)

   In contrast, the extension ūplaḥ-, augmented with a dental, is revealed by Av. § (AIWb. 898) in:

   gAv. pašo.tanu- (a.) ‘des Leib verwirkt, dem Gericht verfallen ist’
   LAv. pašo,sara- (a.) ‘des Haupt verwirkt, dem Gericht verfallen ist’

   (g) PIE ūpel-, ūpol- ‘breit, weit, etc’ (P. 833). The extension *plaḥ- (*pelaḥ- *polah-) is now attested in Old Anatolian (CHD P:66):

   Hī. palha- (DUG.) ‘Kessel’ (HHand. 117, pal-ḥa-aṣ)

515 The ‘laryngeal’ extension is confirmed by Gr. ḥ ← PIE *(e)aḥ.
Hī. palḥi-  (a.) ‘breit, weit’ (HHand. 117, pal-ḥi [NA])

The root augmented with a dental reveals the simultaneous presence of Hī. ḥ, Gr. α and Av. § in:

Gr. πλατύν-  (a.) ‘weit, breit, flach, eben’ (GEW 2:553, πλατύνζ)
Hī. palḥatar-  (n.) ‘DAGAL : Breite : width’ (CHD P-65, pal-ḥa-tar)
LAv. pašo̯.paran̄a-  (a.) ‘mit weiter Flügelspannung’ (AIWb. 898)
LAv. pašo̯.čiŋha-  (a.) ‘mit gespreizten Klauen’ (AIWb. 897)

(h) Proto-Indo-European derivation also accounts for some alternations of Av. ǝrǝt and Av. § (= OInd. ḍ), ultimately tracing back to monoliteral roots with and without a laryngeal (as in the above examples). Another example is found in the matrix of the root

Vm- ‘(make) disappear, die, destroy, kill’:

Hī. ma-  (vb1.) ‘disappear’ (CHL L/N 99, ma-du [3sg]).

The best-known extension of the root, PIE *mr- (cf. Hī. mer-, mar- (vb1&2.) ‘verschwinden, verlorengehen, absterben’, HEG 2:199, mar-ta [3sg]), preserves *r+t as such in Indo-Iranian:

Lat. mort-  (f.) ‘Tod, Erlöschen’ (WH 2:112, mors [N], mortis [G])
Gr. μοργό-  (a.) ‘man, mortal’ (LSJ 1147 = ὀνθομορφός,  θημαρός)
RV. mártta-  (m.) ‘Sterblicher, Mensch’ (WbRV. 1008-9)
gAv. marsta-  (m.) ‘Sterblicher, Mensch’ (AIWb. 1148)

On the other hand, a feminine PIE *mēaḥ- (ablaut *meaḥ̣- *mah-) was built on the monoliteral root vm- in:

OInd. mā-  (f.) ‘death’ (MonWil. 771).

Furthermore, this base formed an *r-extension with a dental extension, resulting in Fortunatov’s Law II:

PIE *meaḥṛt- ‘sterben’

OIr. mart-  (m.) ‘tuerie, massacre, victrime’ (LEIA M-21)
gAv. maša-  (m.) ‘Sterblicher, Mensch’ (AIWb. 1164)
gAv. a maša-  (a.) ‘unsterblich’ (AIWb. 145-6)
AV. maṭ maṭá-  (m.) ‘ein bestimmter Dämon’ (KEWA 2:554)

(i) PIE *u̯/oahṛ- ‘treiben, führen, bewegen’ (P. 1160) can be postulated on the basis of the forms:

Li. varý-  (pr.) ‘treiben, führen, leiten, bewegen’ (LiEtWb. 1200)
Arm. vari-  (pr.) ‘be led, behave’ (MPahl. 2:203, varil [inf.])
Pahl. varišn-  (sb.) ‘condukt, way of living’ (MPahl. 2:203)
Arm. varun-  (a.) ‘beaten (track)’ (MPahl. 2:203)

Arm. a implies PIE *ḥ, which is in turn confirmed by the dental extension resulting in Av. §:
PIE *ueḥart- ‘Wagen’

LAv. vāṣa- (m.) ‘Wagen’ (AIWb. 1418)
LAv. vāṣaya- (pr.) ‘den Wagen ziehen’ (AIWb. 1418)

(j) In a rare example, a collision of two etymologically distinct roots with Av. t and Av. š is possible in Iranian. Thus we may postulate the following root:

PIE vr- ‘law, justice, right, good’ (HEG 1:50)

Hī. ara- (a.) ‘according to law, appropriate’ (IE&IE 710)
OPers. arta- (m.) ‘Law, Justice’ (OldP. 170)
RV. rtā- (a.) ‘passend, gehörig, recht’ (WbRV. 282-3)
LAv. an arata- (a.) ‘gesetzlos, dem heiligen Recht feind’ (AIWb. 120)
gAv. dāḏarata- (PN.) ‘das Gesetz, Recht mindernd’ (AIWb. 609)
Pahl. artāy- (a.) ‘righteous, good’ (MPahl. 2:30)

There is no laryngeal in Old Anatolian (Hī. ar-). Consequently, Fortunatov’s Law II has not taken place. On the other hand, there is the root PIE vr̥ar- with a similar meaning in:

gAv. aša- (m.) ‘Wahrheit, usw.’ (AIWb. 229-238)
LAv. jiša- (PN.) ‘das Gesetz, Recht mindernd’ (AIWb. 609)
Hes. ṣoṣo- (a.) ‘fitting, meet, right’ (LSJ. 248, ṣoṣoν : δῆζαιν)
Gr. ἁρ ἁσον- (a.) ‘inhimical : feindlich’ (IE&IE 710)

This root has both Gr. ἁ (→ PIE *h) and Av. š (→ PIE *h), and it is therefore to be differentiated from the previous root PIE *r- without a laryngeal.516

(k) The upgraded condition of Fortunatov’s Law II is equal to a methodology for identifying etymologies. The mode of inference applied for Indo-Iranian consists of the elimination of the root-final dental, the reconstruction of the lost liquid (PIE *r or *l) and the postulation of PIE *ha, aḥ in the proper position. This methodology can be illustrated here with an Avestan root currently lacking etymology:

LAv. vkaš- ‘warten; Wärter’

LAv. nasu.kaša- (m.) ‘Leichenwärter’ (AIWb. 1058)
LAv. ristō.kaša- (m.) ‘Totenwärter’ (AIWb. 1530)

The elimination of the dental and the restoration of the liquid leaves a maximal expansion *KahL with k ≡ PIE *k v *kʰ and l ≡ PIE *l v *r. The values PIE *k and PIE *r yield a direct match between Avestan and the Greek items in:

Gr. νεω χόρο - (m.) ‘Tempel-wärter’ (GEW 1:607, PGr. νασόφο-)
Gr. ζα χόρο- (c.) ‘Tempel-dieners(in)’ (GEW 1:607, ζαχόρος [sgN])
Gr. σηκο χόρο (m.) ‘Stallknecht’ (GEW 1:919, σηκο-χόρος [sgN])

Thus, a root PIE *ke httpClient-*koar- ‘Wärter’ is obtained.

516 The conditions for deciding whether roots are ultimately connected (e.g. via prefix PIE *ḥa· = Gr. ἁ- (LSJ. 1)) must be created for the entire vocabulary before the question can be settled.
§14. In Avestan, unlike in Sanskrit, Fortunatov’s Law II also applied in the zero grade (cf. LAv. paśāna-, LAv. kaṣa-, etc.). This reflects the realization of the syllabic liquids PIE *¡† in Avestan ar (vs. RV. ¡†). In addition to proving the reality of Av. a, this case is of some interest for the PIE vowel system, because it proves that Avestan developed the vowel in question (compared to Sanskrit, which lost it).

§15. According to the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II, If a sequence VLT has been preserved in Indo-Iranian, its prototype did not contain PIE * hô or *ah preceding or following the liquid.

This principle provides a criterion for determining when a root did not have a laryngeal in the positions initiating Fortunatov’s Law II. This capability is of some relevance, because the Neogrammarians and Saussure overgenerated schwa through the structural definitions

$$\text{Neogr. } I_{\text{L}} = DS \text{ LAV} \equiv LT \text{ LHV} \quad \text{Neogr. } I_{\text{L}} = DS \text{ LAC} \equiv LT \text{ LHC}.$$  

Some examples of the mispostulated laryngeals appear, for instance, in:

(a) RV. pür̥nā- (pt.) ‘voll, gefüllt’ (WbRV. 844). The form is traditionally reconstructed as Neogr. *pêhó- (= LT *pêH₁no-). Since the cerebral is absent in Rig-Veda, the prototype did not contain a laryngeal. Simultaneously, the ‘u-vocalism’ of PIE *pulno- is paralleled by Indo-Iranian (cf. Sogd. pwrn ‘voll, gefüllt’, KEWA 2:283), Slavonic (OCS. plūnû (a.) ‘voll’, Sadnik 672) and Germanic (Go. full- ‘πλήρης = full’, GoEtD. 131); therefore, it is original.

(b) PIE *vīl- ‘erheben’ (sub P. 1016 2. *tel- ‘gang’). A Vedic root *vīr- (cf. RV. titīr- (pf.) ‘überwinden, besiegen’ (WbRV. 525, titīrīs [3pl]) is often directly connected to the root RV. *tīr- (PIE *tīr-) based on internal reconstruction (≡ Neogr. *tīrC-, LT *tīHC-). External comparison implies that the root had an original PIE *l instead of PIE *r in PIE *til-, however:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Thr. } \tau\lambda\varepsilon/o- & \text{ (ao.) ‘auf-, wegheben, entfernen’ (WH 2:688, } \tau\lambda\varepsilon) \\
\text{RV. } \acute{u} \text{d (…)} & \text{ tira-} \text{ (pr6A.) ‘erhöhen, steigern’ (WbRV. 525, } \acute{u} \text{d tiràmansi)} \\
\text{OInd. } \text{tela-} & \text{ (pr1A.) ‘to go’ (MonWil. 448, Dhátpur. telati [3sg])}
\end{align*}$$

Simultaneously, the absence of a root-final laryngeal is proven by the lack of an Indo-Iranian cerebral (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II) in PIE *táhľ-:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Li. } \text{tilta-} & \text{ (4m.) ‘Brücke’ (LiEtWb. 1094, tultas } [\text{sgN}]) \\
\text{RV. } \text{tîrthā-} & \text{ (n.) ‘Weg zur Tränke, Furt des Flusses’ (WbRV. 537) \\
\text{Thr. } \tau\lambda\pi\alpha & \text{ (f.) ‘Weg’ (LiEtWb. 1094, } \tau\lambda\pi\alpha [\text{sgN}])}
\end{align*}$$

§16. Regarding the laryngeal theory, it should be mentioned that the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II can be understood as proving numerous candidates of *h₁ and *h₃ postulated on the basis of the root axiom to be false. The simultaneous presence/absence of the PIE laryngeal and retroflex in Indo-Iranian reveals the following distribution:

517 Note that the ‘non-palatalizing’ OInd. i₂ ← PIE *á is a vowel (cf. OInd. kaṇa- = Lat. callo-, etc.).
518 Numerous similar examples will be presented in the discussion concerning syllabic sonants.
1. The roots with laryngeal PIE *h₁ (≈ LT h₂) do have variants with gAv. š, RV. ū, etc.

2. The roots without laryngeal PIE *h but with alleged ḩ₁ and ḩ₃ do not have variants with gAv. š, RV. ū, etc.

Several examples of PIE *h (≈ LT h₂) appearing with gAv. š and/or RV. ū have already been discussed above; therefore, it suffices to quote examples with alleged ḩ₁ and ḩ₃ with Old Anatolian proving the absence of the laryngeal PIE *h (≈ LT h₂):

(a) vṛnu- ‘in Bewegung setzen, erregen, usw.’ (P. 326f.)

Ḥ. arnu- (cs.) ‘in Bewegung setzen’ (HEG 1:64)
RV. ṯnō- (pr.) ‘in Bewegung setzen [A]’ (WbRV. 98-101)

(b) vṛn- ‘culpa’ (P. 501)

RV. ṯnā- (a.) ‘schuldig, sündig’ (WbRV. 281)
Sogd. ‘rn’ (sb.) ‘Schuld’ (KEWA 1:121)
Khot. ārña- (sb.) ‘Schuld’ (KEWA 1:121)
ḶAv. arənət.čaęša- (a.) if ‘avenging debts’ (?) (EFL 154-5, AIWb. 195)
Ḥ. arnu- (vb.) ‘büßen, ersetzen’ (Tischler 1972:278)

(c) vṛs- ‘fließen’ (P. 336)

Ḥ. arš- (vb.) ‘fließen’ (DLL 32, HEG1:66-7, ar-aš-zi)
RV. ārṣa- (pr.) ‘fließen, herbeiströmen’ (WbRV. 119-120, ārṣati)
Go. airźe- (a.) ‘led astray, deceived, in error’ (GoEtD. 19-20)

(d) vṛs- ‘Neid’ (P. 335)

ḶAv. arəỳant- (a.) ‘neidisch, misgünstig’ (AIWb. 206)
Ḥ. aršani- (vb.) ‘be envious, angry’ (HEG 1:67-8 ar-ša-ne-e-ši)

(e) vṛdh- ‘sagen, spalten, auftrennen’ (P. 333)

Ḥ. ardu- (vb.) ‘sagen’ (HEG 1:69, ar-du-me-ni [1pl])
RV. ṯdhak (adv.) ‘(ab)gesondert, versteckt, abseits’ (WbRV. 290)
Li. ardý- (cs.) ‘auftrennen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 15, ardýti [inf.])

Diagnostically, the roots with alleged ḩ₁ and ḩ₃ do not display variants with cerebral/sibilant in Indo-Iranian (i.e. Fortunatov’s Law does not apply). This reflects the fact that the laryngeals ḩ₁, ḩ₃ do not represent real consonants but are substitutes for the vowels PIE *e (≡ LT h₁) and PIE *o (≡ LT h₃).

§17. The developments of Fortunatov’s Law II are summarized as follows:

(a) Both Fortunatov’s initial observation and the improvements of Bartholomae and Brugmann are professional in terms of the identification of the class of irregular cerebrals and sibilants in Indo-Iranian. Since the ultimate condition sine qua non of Fortunatov’s Law (i.e. PIE *h) was absent from the Neogrammian phoneme inventory, it was more of a case of the scholars lacking the means by which to describe the sound law rather than their failing in its formulation. Fortunatov’s Law II,
upgraded as it is now, provides a regular method of reconstruction that fills the lacuna left by the pioneers.\footnote{In this study, only a limited portion of the data can be discussed and numerous examples of PIE *h wait for their discovery and reconstruction.}

(b) The phonetic development required by Fortunatov’s Law II is natural: the sequences PIE *hLT, LhT raise the tongue, which is further turned backwards by PIE *l, *r (palatalization). After the loss of the liquid, the clusters resulted in a sibilant (Av. §) and a retroflex in Sanskrit.

3.3.3 Liquids *r and *l in the Neogrammarians system

§0. Faithful to Sanskrit as the paradigm of the proto-language, Schleicher (1861-62) reconstructed only one liquid, Paleogr. *r (= PIE *r).

§1. Schleicher’s initial mistake was soon corrected by the Neogrammarians, who reconstructed two liquids, PIE *r and PIE *l, with a sound law implying a general collision of the items in Indo-Iranian:

“Im Arischen dagegen scheinen die beiden Laute in der Zeit der indisch-iranischen Urgemeinschaft in r zusammengefallen zu sein. Dies gilt, wie für die consonantischen, so auch für die silbischen Liquidae, s. 497 ff.” (Brugmann, Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:423)

By now it has become clear (see, for example, Szemeréni\textsuperscript{y} 1996:45) that the situation is more complex:

“[…] in Old Iranian / became r throughout, while in Old Indic dialect mixture has confused the original situation to such an extent that / and r can each represent [P]IE /or r.”\footnote{There are examples in which both RV. r and RV. l are attested for one and the same word: RV. sahā mūra- (a.) ‘mit der Wurzel’ (WbRV. 1498) and AV. mūra- (n.) ‘Wurzel’ (WbRV. 1053) versus RV. sahā mūla- (a.) ‘mit der Wurzel’ (WbRV. 1498) and RV. mūla- (n.) ‘Wurzel’ (WbRV. 1054).}

§2. In the Sonantentheorie, Brugmann and Osthoff went far beyond this basic scheme, ultimately postulating the four series of liquids:
(a) Consonantal liquids *L in antevocalic position Neogr. *LV *rV (§3)
(b) Short syllabic liquids *L in antecconsonantal position Neogr. *L C *rC (§4)
(c) Short syllabic liquids *L in antevocalic position Neogr. *L V *rV (§5)
(d) Long syllabic liquids *L in antecconsonantal position Neogr. *L C *rC (§6)

§3. The consonantal liquids *L, preserved as such in most languages, are relatively unproblematic with the following minor exceptions:
(a) In Indo-Iranian, an external confirmation for PIE *l or PIE *r is always required, owing to the collision and mixture of dialects discussed above.
(b) The syllabic script of Linear B distinguishes only one liquid (DMycGr. 44) transliterated /r/, though /l/ could be used as well. For the reasons stated by Ventris and Chadwick, it is highly improbable that this reflects the phonetic reality of Old
Mycenean.521 From the comparative point of view, however, the result is similar to a sound law implying a collision (i.e. LinB. /r/ requires an outside confirmation for an original PIE *
I or PIE *
T).

§4. The most relevant issues concerning the syllabic liquids L in (C)L.C are.522 (a) The existence of the short syllabic liquids is implied by numerous reflexes of PIE *
L, which are directly continued in Indo-Iranian. As typical examples one can quote:

1. PIE *
plth- ‘breit’ (with PIE *
I)
   RV. pɔ̚rθú- (a.) ‘breit, weit, sich austreckend’ (WbRV. 857)
   gAv. porθu- (a.) ‘weit, breit’ (AIWb. 892-3)
   Gr. πλέθθωθό- (n.) ‘Längen- und Flächenmaß’ (GEW 2:555)
   Gr. πλεθθοθοζω (pr.) ‘sich über etw. verbreiten’ (GEW 2:555)
   LAv. fraθah- (n.) ‘Breite’ (AIWb. 983)

2. PIE *
prth- ‘Kampf : kampfen’ (with PIE *
T)
   RV. pφt- (f.) ‘Kampf, Streit’ (WbRV. 854, pɔ̚rсу [pL])
   LAv. parφt- (f.) ‘Kampf, Streit’ (AIWb. 891, parотaςca)
   Gr. πεθθωθω (pr.) ‘zerstören, verwüsten’ (GEW 2:512)
   Gr. πτολι ποφθο- (a.) ‘Städte zerstörend’ (GEW 2:512)

The loss of vowels PIE *
E, o, i, u in Indo-Iranian is excluded by the sound laws stating their preservation. Furthermore, PIE *
A (in diphonemic PIE *
Ha or PIE *
Ah) could not have been lost either, owing to the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II (no Av. 
T). Hence the Indo-Iranian liquid (RV. 
T, Av. 
A) had to be syllabic already in Proto-Indo-European, and it was thus an original feature of the proto-language.

(b) The Neogrammarians attempt to generalize the syllabic liquids beyond Indo-Iranian has caused insurmountable difficulties. Osthoff’s and Brugmann’s idea that PIE *
L and *
T developed characteristic svarabhakti vowels in non-Aryan languages is fraught with ambiguity,523 for it is always possible that the svarabhakti vowels reflect original PIE vowels, as indicated in:524

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Lat. or } & \leftarrow \text{ PIE } *\text{ol} & \text{Go. ul } & \leftarrow \text{ PIE } *\text{ul} & \text{Gr. } *\text{ol} & \leftarrow \text{ PIE } *\text{hæl v } *\text{ehl} & \text{etc.} \\
\text{Lat. or } & \leftarrow \text{ PIE } *\text{or} & \text{Go. ur } & \leftarrow \text{ PIE } *\text{ur} & \text{Gr. } *\text{or} & \leftarrow \text{ PIE } *\text{hær v } *\text{ehr} & \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

521 See Ventris & Chadwick (DMycGr. 69): “If the Mycenaeans confused the sounds of I and r, then their descendants could never have separated them again correctly.”
522 See for the syllabic T and L, see Allen (1953:62).
523 See, for instance, Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1:451): “In den nichtarischen idg. Sprachen wurden, wie bei den sonantischen Nasalen (§ 430), in allen Stellungen volle Vocale aus r und I entwickelt.”
524 As for Latin, the ambiguity was recognized by Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1:466): “Da im Lat. uridg. or und r in or und uridg. ol, el, I in of zusammengefallen sind (§ 121, 2 S. 121), so ist die Zurückführung auf r, I zuweilen unsicher.” Naturally the same applies to all svarabhakti vowels in general.
525 Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1:453) was aware of the more widespread distribution of PIE *u than just Proto-Germanic: “Im Arm., Griech., Ital., Kelt. und BALT.-Slav. ist der aus uridg. r, I entwickelte Vollvokal zuweilen u, und es scheint, dass der spezielle Anlass zu dieser unregelmäßigen Vocalentfaltung in der Natur der benachbarten Laute zu suchen ist, durch die der schwache
(c) The reconstruction of PIE *h, an obstruent C, has resulted in the emergence of sequences *hLC and *Clh (shape CLC) for the proto-forms of the "non-Aryan" languages. This decisive feature enables us to determine the true outcomes of CLC based on the measurable features of the data. Thus, for instance, in subset I of Fortunatov's Law II, the outcomes of CLC (in hLC) for non-Aryan languages are:

PIE *uəh₂l- → OHG. wald, OInd. vāṭa-, etc.
PIE *keəhṛs- → Li. kaś-, OInd. kāśa-, Lat. carro-, etc.

The prototypes predicted by the Neogrammarian theory (PGerm. *wo(h)ulp-, PLi. *ka(h)irs- PItal. *ca(h)orso-) do not exist, since CLC CrC did not develop svarabhakti vowels. Instead the development of PIE *ähl was identical to that of Indo-Iranian in all languages (i.e. PIE *ähl remained syllabic until PIE *h was lost, after which they turned into respective consonants):

PIE *ahl → RV. l₁, Li. l (← *l), Lat. l (← *l), Go. l (← *l), etc. (in hLĆ)
PIE *ahr → RV. r₁, Li. r (← *r), Lat. r (← *r), Go. r (← *r), etc. (in hṛĆ)

§5. Neog. *ahl and *ahr, the syllabic liquids in antevocalic position ClL-V, represent PIE ClhV. As regards this, it is important to note the following central issues:

(a) The series L₁ was initially proposed by Osthoff after it turned out that the svarabhakti vowels appeared in antevocalic position as well. Brugmann and Osthoff handled the situation of the context-free syllabic liquids by postulating Neog. *ahl and *ahr as "the laryngeal 'h' before a vowel with the indexed geminates *ahl added to restore the consonantal environment. For Sanskrit the assumed svarabhakti vowel was OInd. u (= Av. a):

"Dagegen scheint sich aus ṛ vor Sonanten (in welchem Fall ṛ als consonantischer Übergangsaut gesprochen wurde) schon in urar. Zeit ein Vollvokal entwickelt zu haben, z. B. ai. pūra av. para." (Grundr² 1:451)

According to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:451-2), the antevocalic syllabic liquids developed identically with Neoğ. *ahl and *ahr in non-Aryan languages (i.e. they yielded the usual svarabhakti vowels Gr. a, Go u, etc.):

"Die Vocalentfaltung fand in allen diesen Sprachen regelmässig vor ṛ, ṛ statt, wenn diese antesonantisch standen, wie gr. βαγο- got. kauṛ-s (ai. guru-s) aus uridg. *g̥r̥u-s."

(b) In the laryngeal theory, Neoğ. *ahl and *ahr have been replaced with *ClhV and *CrhV where x expresses the colouring of the laryngeal. Accordingly, it is assumed that the colouring of the laryngeal contaminates the emerging svarabhakti vowel PIE *ClhV→ IE CVₓL-V. Some examples for the existing laryngeal 'h' would be:

*gh₂V → Gr. βaλ- (LT *ClhV)  *gh₂u → Gr. βaγo (≡ LT *CrhV).

While on paper the explanation may escape the Neogrammarian contradiction of syllabic liquids in a non-syllabic position, and thus it can at least in theory be used in unsilbische Stimmgleitlaut grossenteils wohl schon in uridg. Zeit die u-Färbung erhielt (§ 430 Anm. 3)." For further examples, see Brugmann (Grundr² 1:453-5).
reconstruction, as seen earlier the rule leads to non-existent prototypes without covering the attested root shapes; therefore, it is not an ideal general solution.

(c) To my knowledge, the real outcome of the sequence CL₃hV was presented for the first time by Edgerton in articles (1934, 1943, 1962) that sought to generalize Sievers’s Law for the liquids Neogr. *ḷ₁ and *ṛ₁. Comparing Sievers’s scansion ᵢ and u₃ to Neogr. *ḷ₁ and *ṛ₁, Edgerton quoted the following Rig-Vedic forms requiring three-syllabic scansion:

RV. in ḍra- (m.) ‘der Gott des Lichthimmels’ (WbRV. 213-4) ⁵²⁶
RV. ru ḍrá- (m.) ‘der Vater des Maruts’ (WbRV. 1174)

Edgerton’s (1934:259) interpretation was correct in rejecting Grassmann’s ḍind(a)ra- and ḍrud(a)rá-, because the bracketed PIIr. *a (or any other vowel in that position) could not have disappeared in Indo-Iranian. Therefore, it is the liquid that has to be syllabic, which in turn is possible only if it was originally followed by PIE *ḥ. Thus, in order to explain the three-syllabic scansion of the Rig-Vedic meter, the following Proto-Indo-Iranian prototypes have to be reconstructed:

RV. ḍindr’-a- ≡ PIIr. *indrḥa-  RV. ṛudṛ’-a- ≡ PIIr. *ruḍṛḥa-.

These formulas contain the true (regular) development of liquid CL₃h before a vowel, namely:

PIE *CL₃hV *CL₃h₃V → PIIr. *CL₃hV ≡ RVM. Cṛ’V → RV. CrV.

In other words, RV. ḍindura- does not exist, and the sequence CL₃hV (in PIIr. *indrḥa- etc.) does not produce ‘svarabhakti u’ in Sanskrit. Instead the laryngeal was lost (RV. ḍindr’a-) and the liquid became a consonant in the vocalic environment (RV. indra-). ⁵²⁷ Consequently the Neogrammarian phoneme *L₁ is not well-defined and the development noted by Edgerton should replace it in reconstruction.

§6. As for the long syllabic liquids L (in environment CL₃C), one should observe that:
(a) The Neogrammarians assumed the phoneme Neogr. *ḷ from the hypothetical Sanskrit-roots (cf. OLnd. ṣḍṛ- ‘fill’, ṣṛṛ- ‘cross’, etc.) and generalized the concept for Neogr. *ḷ. ⁵²⁸ In addition to their internal reconstruction, the long syllabic liquids were considered diphonemic by definition (Neogr. *ḷ ≡ *ḷ₀ and Neogr. *ṛ ≡ *ṛ₀), and

⁵²⁶ RV. in ḍra- is derived from RV. iná- (a.) ‘wirksam, mächtig, stark’ (“häufig von Indra”, WbRV. 211-2) and Lyd. ina- (pret.) ‘machen’ (LydWb. 132, inal [3pers]). Similarly, RV. ru ḍrá- (m.) ‘Rudra’ belongs to the root PIE *ḷu- (*ḷu-, *leu-; see Pyysalo 2011), which is best known for its extensions (e.g. ḍvuk- (P. 687-690, ḍvuk- (vb1A.) ‘hell werden, tagen, leuchten, zünden’, HEG 2:65ff. ḍu. 1.1-32 [3sg]).

⁵²⁷ The lack of ‘svarabhakti’ vowel is a common Indo-Iranian feature (cf. RV. ḍindr’a- ≡ LAv. indra- (m.) ‘Name eines Daēva’ AIWb. 367-8).

⁵²⁸ Burrow (1979:8) adds: ‘[...] tṛnā- ‘crossed’, pṛnā- ‘full’; tirās ‘across’, purās ‘in front’ [...] For such roots the ancient Indian grammarians set up hypothetical weak forms with long sonant -ṛ-, a concept which was brought into Indo-European by Brugmann and his colleagues.”
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therefore they were built upon underlying forms for which the presence of schwa was never proven.

(b) In the laryngeal theory, the long syllabic liquids are represented by the rules CIH₂C and CrH₂C. ²⁵²⁹ Regarding their interpretation in Sanskrit, one may cite Burrow’s review (1949:36):

“Beginning with trH-, a perfectly regular reduced form, we must assume a development to tirH-, the vocalic r in this position developing into a slight vowel r: whence tirHna > tirrṇa-; similarly pūrṇa- < pulHnō- < πlHnō-.”

(c) These early developments suggested for the sequences CIHC and CrHC are now contradicted by the data. The situation is manifest, for instance, in the SUBSET III of Fortunatov’s Law II where the shape CLhT appears without lengthening or intrusion of a svarabhakti vowel:

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{pṛḥṭ(h)- } \rightarrow \text{ Gr. } πρόθο-, \text{ LAv. } ρσάνα- \]

In other words, the outcome of *CLhC is zero, not a (compensatory lengthened) vṛddhī or any other vowel. Greek has instead preserved PIE *ā (accented) and Avestan lost PIE *a (unaccented). Similarly, in examples such as

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{drāḥk- } : *\text{dṛḥk- } \rightarrow \text{ Gr. } δρόσο-, \text{ RV. } δρσά- \]

Greek has preserved PIE *ā, while Indo-Iranian lost PIE *a without any svarabhakti vowels emerging in the process. Thus, instead of producing long vowels (and OInd. i, u), PIE *ḥ was lost in CLhC as in all other environments.

(d) According to the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II, the preserved Indo-Iranian sequences *LT had no laryngeal. This is in contradiction with the early rule

\[ \text{Neogr. } \text{CLśC (LT } \text{CIH₂C) } \rightarrow \text{ OInd. } \text{Ci/uLC vs. Gr. CLV:C, etc.} \]

because the liquid has not been lost in RV. pūrṇ-, tṛṇ-, etc. Therefore, as the svarabhakti vowels are not explained by the laryngeal or schwa, they have to be accounted for differently. With the extended data at hand, this does not constitute a reconstructive problem, because the svarabhakti vowels are paralleled and hence reflect the respective original vowels:

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{tahltho- } \equiv \text{ RV. } \text{tṛḥ́- } = \text{ Li. } \text{ṭḥ́- } = \text{ Thrac. } \text{ṭλ́ḥ } \alpha- \]
\[ \text{PIE } *\text{pulno- } \equiv \text{ RV. } \text{pūrṇa- } = \text{ ORus. } \text{pǔlnu- } = \text{ Go. } \text{full-} \]

Since the alleged svarabhakti vowels can be proven to be original by means of comparison, the problems of the early rule CLśC (LT CIH₂C) are fully solvable.

²⁵²⁹ On Møller’s adoption of Saussure’s structural analysis of long syllabic liquids, see already Møller (1880:502): “[…] πlAn[ọ]- in germ. fulla-, lit. pilna- etc. = sankr. pūrṇa-.”
3.3.4 Neogr. *r (consonantal trill)

§0. The consonantal trill PIE *r was properly reconstructed already by Schleicher, who posited Paleogr. *r (≡ Neogr. *r ≡ PIE *r).

§1. Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *r included the correspondences:
(a) Neogr. *reudh- ‘rot sein’ (Grundr 1:424) for “gr. ἐρυθρός-ς lat. ruber air. ruad got. raub-s lit. rauđa-s aksl. rūdrū ai. raidhír-s ‘rot’.”
(b) Neogr. *gšer- ‘warm’ (Grundr 1:424) for “arm. jerm gr. θερμός-ς lat. fornum ‘warm’, preuss. gorme ‘Hitze’ ai. gharmá-s ‘Glut’.”
(c) Neogr. *trej-es ‘drei’ (Grundr 1:424) for “gr. τρις, alb. tre, lat. três, air. trí got. þreis, lit. trýs aksl. tríje trije, ai. tráyas.”

The more recent developments related to PIE *r can be summarized as follows:

§2. As for the vocal prothesis PIE *er- *or-, which often appear before initial PIE *r- in several Indo-European languages, note the following:
(a) The absence of Hittite words beginning with r- was noted already by Hrozný (1917:188): “In den mir zugänglichen Texten findet sich kein wort, das mit r-anlauten würde.”
(b) In the laryngeal theory, this phenomenon – shared to a degree by Greek and Armenian – has been generalized into a conjecture according to which the (pre)-proto-language did not have roots beginning with PIE *r because the prothetic vowels reflect original laryngeals, as indicated in:

Neogr. *er- ≡ LT **H1er- Neogr. *or- ≡ LT **H3er-

This view of prothetic vowels cannot be correct, however, for the following reasons:

1. As mentioned by Tischler (1972:269), roots *r- without laryngeal and/or prothetic vowel exist de facto:


2. A counterexample without a prothetic vowel is attested in Greek:

PIE *reahg̱- ‘röten, farben, dye’ (P. 854)

| Gr. ἰεξώ | (pr.) ‘dye’ (Schwyzer GrGr. 1:310) |
| Gr. χθυπό · γογγής- | (a.) ‘χ’υπ’ό βαρ’ές’ (GEW 2:647-8) |
| AV. rájya- | (pr.) ‘sich färben, sich röten, rot sein’ (KEWA 3:35-6) |
| AV. rajaya- | (cs.) ‘färben, röten’ (KEWA 3:35, WbRV. 1133) |

---

530 For prothetic vowels PIE *e · e · o · o before initial PIE *r in Hittite, see Tischler (1972:267-86).
531 The conjecture that there were no roots beginning with *r in Proto-Indo-European is usually traced back to Lehmann (1951:13-17), but one may point already to Petersen’s ideas dating back to 1937 (apud Tischler 1972:267).
532 Note that OAnat. arC- can represent PIE rC with an unmarked syllabic trill, owing to the impossibility of expressing *r in cuneiform script.
3. A counterexample without a prothetic vowel exists in Anatolian:

PIE *ruʔ- ‘Rua’

HLu. ru- (l.c.) ‘Rua’ (CHLu. 10.9.1, NOMS. 1069, ru-w^{g}/-sá)
Hi. naḥi -ru- (m.c.) ‘PN’ (NOMS. 843, na-ḥi-ru-ua-āšt(-ša)[sgN])
Kil. wę ę́cpu - (c.) ‘PN’ (Sundwall 1913:97, ę́cpuę́pcę́p [sgN])
HLu. ruan (adv.) ‘former ly’ (CHLu. 1.1.33, rū-w^{g}/-na[adv.])
Kil. wę́n-ę́cpu - (c.) ‘PN’ (Sundwall 1913:97, ę́cpuę́pcę́p [sgN])

(c) In general, when PIE *h is not involved, the vowels before PIE *r- belong to the prothetic vowels PIE *e · ā · O · o · ō. Whether analyzed as prefixes (PIE *e · ā · O · o · ō)⁺ or ablaut bases of the roots (PIE *er- ēr- r- or- ōr-), the presence of such vowels is a lexical problem, not a root constraint.

§3. Rhotacism of dental stops has been suggested for the Hieroglyphic Luwian:⁵³⁴

\[ V + PIE *t \rightarrow HLU. \text{VrV.} \]

This rule is based on the internal comparison of the pairs HLU. t : HLU. r (cf. HLU. lada- ‘prosper’ : HLU. lara- ‘id.’ etc.), as well as on some external data that shows HLU. r allegedly matching a dental in the rest of the group. The establishment of such a sound law would be premature, however, as the complete external evidence contains both dental and trill extensions, indicating that the alternation depends on derivational variation instead of phonological change. Root variants with dental and trill extensions, confirmed by two witnesses, are attested for the alleged examples of Hieroglyphic Luwian rhotacism as follows:

(a) ə́lédh-, ə́lōdh- ‘fruit, prosperity’ (P –)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLU.</td>
<td>ARHA lada-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘prosper (?)’ (CHLu. 10.16.1, ARHA la-ta-ta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocl. lóō-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(f.n.) ‘Ertrag, Frucht’ (ANETWb. 362, lóō [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyc. lada-</td>
<td>(c.) ‘Frau’ (Pedersen 1945:15-6, lada [sgN])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rus. láda-</td>
<td>(c.) ‘Gemahl(in)’ (REW 2:5, láda [sgN])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rus. ládi-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘passen, stimmen, usw.’ (LiETWb. 328, ladit’ [inf])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alternative extension with a trill, PIE ə́léhr-, ə́lōhr- ‘fruit, prosperity’ (P. –), is confirmed by two witnesses in:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HLU.</td>
<td>ARHA’ lara-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘flourish’ (CHLu. 10.14.6, ARHA’ la-ra/i-ta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. lārē-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘beloved, dear’ (DTochB. 548)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. lārē-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘beloved, dear, friendly’ (DTochB. 548)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB. lārāuñe</td>
<td>(m.sg.) ‘love, affliction’ (DTochB. 545)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

⁵³³ A rule for ‘a-prothesis’ (a counterpart of the Greek-Armenian ‘e-prothesis’) was outlined for Anatolian by Tischler (1972:271): “Das bedeutet doch wohl, daß der Vokal a überdurchschnittlich oft dann im Anlaut auftritt, wenn der erste Folgekonsonant ein r is, was für die Vermutung spricht, ursprünglich mit r-anlautende Wörter hätten einen a-Vorschlag bekommen.”

⁵³⁴ For a more recent statement on this, see Arbeitman & Ayala 1981: “The phenomenon of rhotacism of an intervocalic dental stop is well known in Hieroglyphic Luwian.”
Rhotacism is out of question in Tocharian, where two different extensions, PIE *lōr- and PIE *lōdh-, are implied by the comparative method.

(b) PIE *melit-, *molit- *Honig* (P. 723-4):

Gr. μέλιτ-  (n.) ‘Honig’ (GEW 2:200, μέλι [N], μέλιτος [G])

Hl. mešlít-  (n.) ‘Honig’ (HEG 2:207, mi-li-it [sgN])

CLu. malita-  (n.) ‘Honig’ (DLL 66, ma-al-li-(i)-ta-a-ti [sgl])

The parallel extension with a trill has been preserved in:

PIE *melir- *molir- *Honig’

Arm. melir-  (sb.) ‘Honig’ (ArmGr. 1:473, melr [sgN])

HLu. maliri ·mi-  (pt.a.) ‘honeyed’ (CHLu. 4.4.1., ma-li-ri+i-mi-i-sá)

Rhotacism being excluded in Armenian, the trill is original in Hieroglyphic Luwian.

(c) PIE *ped- *pod- *Fuß’ (P. 790-792)

HLu. pada-  (c.) ‘foot’ (CHLu. 1.1.22, (‘PES”)pa-tá-za [plD])

CLu. pada-  (c.) ‘Fuß’ (DLL 81, pa-a-ta-an-za [plD])

Hi. pada-  (c.) ‘foot’ (CHD P:231f., pa-ta-a-an [plG])

An original PIE *r is externally paralleled for HLu. para- *foot’ in

PIE *per- *por- *Fuß, Feder : treiben, jagen, folgen; eilig’:

HLu. para-  (sb.) ‘foot’ (CHLu. 10.14.9, (‘PES”)pa+ra/i-za)

CLu. para-  (vb.) ‘treiben, jagen’ (DLL. 77, pa-ra-ad-du [3sg])

RV. purvā ·pará-  (a.) ‘nachfolgend’ (WbRV. 846-7)

Lat. pro ·pero-  (a.) ‘eilig’ (WH 2:372-3, properus [sgN])

OCS. pero  (n.) ‘Feder, Schwinge’ (Sadnik v639)

(d) The root meaning ‘essen, fresen’ is widely attested in Anatolian:

Hi. ed-  (vb.) ‘essen’ (HEG 1:117-119, e-te-ir [3pl])

Hi. ad-  (vb.) ‘essen, fresen’ (HEG 1:91, a-da-an-zí [3pl])

Pal. ad-  (vb.) ‘essen’ (DPal. 52, a-ta-a-an-tí [3pl])

HLu. ARHA ada-  (vb.) ‘eat up’ (CHLu. 10.14.33 ARHA á-tá-ta-u)

In addition, a stem with alleged rhotacism appears in

HLu. aru-  (vb.) ‘to eat’ (10.11.16, (‘EDERE’)á-ru-na).

However, in terms of the latter, one must observe the isogloss:

PIE *su ·er- *su ·or- *su ·ôr- *sweet’

TochA. swár  (a.) ‘dulcis’ (Poucha 389, swár [msNG])

TochB. swäré  (a.) ‘sweet’ (DTochB. 725-6, swâre)

TochB. swaret-  (a.) ‘sweet’ (DTochB. 726, swarem)

LAv. x’arazištā-  (sup.) ‘der süsseste, schmackhafteste’ (AIWb. 1874)

TochA. swârsâ-  (M.) ‘se plaire à, jouir’ (LeTokh. 447, swârsantrá [3pl])

TochB. swaraunûñe  (sb.) ‘sweetness’ (DTochB. 726, swaraunûñe)
This root can be analyzed as *su·or- (see the parallel PIE *su·had- ‘sweet = *well+eat’, P. 1039-40, *sųad-) and directly compared to HLu. aru- (cf. especially TochB. sw·arau ·ññe), originally with PIE *r.

(e) In general, an original PIE *r is a more economical solution in terms of postulated sound laws. It implies twice the number of correspondences (i.e. both those with dental and trill) and it does not violate the principle of regularity of sound change with double outcomes (HLu. lada- : HLu. lara-). Simultaneously, parallels can be provided for the alleged examples of rhotacism in Hieroglyphic Luwian. \(^{535}\) All these being the case, I recommend refraining from further use of the sound law until a comprehensive check has been accomplished.

§4. Hübschmann (ArmGr. 420) mentions a questionable sound law PIE *sr- → Arm. ſ, which was accepted, however, by Brugmann (Grundr² 1:432) and others later on. Though the sound change PIE *rs → Arm. ſ is certain, there are clear counterexamples of the alleged development *sr- → Arm. ſ (Hübschmann, ArmGr. 409), including:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE *hasr-} & \quad \text{‘Blut, Saft’ (P. 343)} \\
\text{OLat. aser} & \quad \text{(n.) ‘Blut’ (WH 1:72)} \\
\text{Arm. arean-} & \quad \text{(sb.obl.) ‘Blut’ (ArmGr. 1:424)} \\
\text{Arm. ariun} & \quad \text{(sb.) ‘Blut’ (ArmGr. 1:424)} \\
\text{Latv. asin-} & \quad \text{(.) ‘Blut’ (WH 1:72, Latv. asins [sgN], asinis [plN])}
\end{align*}
\]

Since the assumption PIE *sr- → Arm. ſ is not consistent with the material, it is recommended to replace it with the secure rule PIE *sr → Arm. r, which is backed up by means of comparison.

3.3.5 Neogr. *ř (anteconsonantal syllabic trill)

§0. PIE *ř, the vocalic allophone of PIE *r in anteconsonantal position, was postulated for the Proto-Indo-European by Osthoff (= Neogr. *ř). Osthoff’s part is correctly recognized by Szemerényi (1996:46):

“Osthoff was the first, in 1876, to put forward the idea that, as the relationship of the Skt. dat. s. pître ‘to the father’ to the loc. pl. pitṛṣu suggested, the same r-sound could function at one time as a consonant, at another (between consonants) as a vowel; further, that this syllabic or sonant ſ was retained only in Aryan and that there was an obvious correspondence between it and the sequence ṣa in Gr. ṣaRon.” \(^{536}\)

§1. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:452) developed Osthoff’s initiative into a full theory summarizing the “Regelmässige Vertretung des uridg. ſ” as follows:

---

\(^{535}\) Thus, for instance, the endings HLu. ſa [3sg], ſi [3sg] do not necessarily reflect Hi. ta [3sg], zi [3sg] as much as the medium PIE *ro *·ri and so forth.

\(^{536}\) Osthoff (1876:52) writes: “Das griech. ṣa in ṣaRon […] stelle ich unmittelbar dem sanskr. ṣ von pitṛ-ṣu gleich.”
§2. As the general problems of the Neogrammarians reconstruction have already been discussed, a survey of the most critical points will suffice here:

(a) Fortunatov’s Law II and Sievers-Edgerton’s Law for liquids contain provable counterexamples of syllabic *ṛ in PIE *ṛtC *(C)ṛC *(C)ṛV not producing svarabhakti vowels (e.g. Gr. ὁ, OInd. ur, Li. ir, Lat. or, OIr. ri, etc.). Instead, PIE *ṛ turns into simple PIE *r after the loss of PIE *ḥ. 

(b) That Neogr. *ṛ ( = PIE *ṛ) does not produce the svarabhakti vowels IE a e i o u is not a major problem because the items can be comparatively verified by at least two witnesses (Fick’s Rule). 

The truth of these points can be seen from the comparative treatment of Brugmann’s examples.

§3. Brugmann (Grundr.² 1:455) reconstructed *mṛ- ‘sterben’ for “ai. mṛtā- ‘gestorben’ mṛti-ṣ ‘ Tod’, Arm. mard ‘Mensch’, lat. mortuo-s mors, ahd. mord ‘Mord’, lit. mirti-s akl. sü-mirti ‘ Tod’ lit. mirti ‘sterben’; av. miyete ‘er stirbt’ für miyete, lat. morior (vgl. § 514), lit. musi-miris mūs-miris, Gen. mirio, ‘Fliegenpilz’ (‘Fliegentöter’).” This material contains several derivational variants, each confirmed by two branches:

(a) PIE *mṛto- ‘gestorben’. An original syllabic PIE *ṛ is confirmed by the absence of Av. § (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II) in:

| RV. mṛtā- | (pt.) ‘der Todte’ (WbRV. 1054) |
| LAv. mārtā- | (pt.) ‘gestorben’ (AIWb. 1142, mārtō [sgN]) |
| gAv. a mārta-tāt- | (f.) ‘Unsterblichkeit, Ewigkeit’ (AIWb. 143) |

(b) Arm. mard- (sb.) ‘Mensch’ (EDAArm. 452-3). Here the PCelt. *a = Arm. a and Indo-Iranian §t confirm PIE *meaḥṛto- (Fortunatov’s Law II):

| OIr. marta- | (m.) ‘tuerie, massacre, victime’ (LEIA M-21) |
| gAv. maṣa- | (m.) ‘Sterbliecher, Mensch’ (AIWb. 1164) |
| gAv. a maṣa- | (a.) ‘unsterbliech’ (AIWb. 145-6) |
| AV. maṣa maṭā- | (m.) ‘ein bestimmter Dämon’ (KEWA 2:554) |
| OInd. maṣa-ka- | (m.) ‘Leichnam’ (KEWA 2:553) |

(c) PIE *mort- with an original PIE *o is confirmed by numerous parallels:

| Lat. mort- | (f.) ‘Tod, Erlöschen’ (WH 2:112). |
| Gr. μόρτ- | (a.) ‘τιν θες, θην τος, Hes.’ (LSJ. 1147) |
| RV. márt- | (m.) ‘Sterbliecher, Mensch’ (WbRV. 1008-9) |
| gAv. marsta- | (m.) ‘Sterbliecher, Mensch’ (AIWb. 1148) |
| Lat. mortāli- | (a.) ‘sterbliech’ (c.) ‘Sterbliecher’ (WH 2:112) |

The absence of Av. ḳ and RV. Ḵ implies a formation without a laryngeal (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II).

(d) PIE *muṛto- with an original PIE *u (cf. OHG. mord) is confirmed by Germanic and Iranian, which preserve the root in PIE *u:
OEng. morþ- (m.) ‘death, destruction, murder’ (ASaxD. 698)
OLcl. morð- (n.) ‘Tot, Mord’ (ANetWb. 392)
Pahl. murtak- (a.) ‘dead’ (sb.pl.) ‘the dead’ (MPahl. 2:134)

PIE *mur- ‘sterben’, the unextended root, is preserved in Indo-Iranian:
RV. mur- (ao.) ‘sterben’ (WbRV. 1054, muriya [opt1sg])
RV. múr- (m.) ‘Verderber, Feind’ (WbRV. 1051, müras)
Pahl. mur- (vb.) ‘to die’ (MPahl. 2:134, murtan [inf.])

(e) Li. mirti-s (OCS. símrí ‘Tod’). Within this group, two root variants can be reconstructed, both of which are paralleled by Iranian. First, the root PIE *mir- with a short vowel is confirmed by two branches in:

Li. miř- (vb.) ‘sterben’ (LiEtWb. 457-9, mírti [inf.])
OCS. miřo- (pr.) ‘sterben, erschöpft sein’ (Sadnik v500, míro [1sg])
LAv. ava.miry- (pr.) ‘sterben, umkommen’ (AIWb. 1142, avamiryete)
LAv. fra.miry- (pr.) ‘sterben, umkommen’ (AIWb. 1142)
Latv. mirinā- (vb.) ‘sterben lassen’ (LiEtWb. 458, mirināt)

In addition, the root PIE *mahr- (with PIIR. *i, PBSl. *i = PIE *ãh̥i) is confirmed by two branches in:

ModPers. mīra- (vb.) ‘sterben’ (Güntert 1916:95, mīrād [3sg])
OCS. u.mira- (vb.) ‘sterben, im Sterben liegen’ (Sadnik v500, umiri)
Li. mýri- (2) ‘Sterben, Tod, Beerdigung’ (LiEtWb. 457)
LAv. ava.miry- (pr.) ‘sterben, umkommen’ (AIWb. 1142, ava.míryēte)

(f) OLat. mori- ‘sterben’ (WH 2:112, OLat. morēri [inf.]) is paralleled in PIE *mori (Σ):

Hǣ. mari- (vb1.) ‘zerstücken, -kleinern’ (HEG 2:129, mar-ri-it-ta)
Gr. mόγγο- (a.) ‘of burial’ (LSJ. 1146)
OCS. iz.mori- (vb.) ‘töten’ (Sadnik v500, izmirīti [inf.])
Pal. mariš- (vb2.) ‘zerstücken (?)’ (Carrub. 64, ma-ri-iš-ši [3sg])

§4. Brugmann (Grundr2 1:455) reconstructed Neogr. *bhr̥ti- for “ai. bhr̥ti-š ‘Tragen, Pflege, Unterhalt’, lat. fors, forte, air. brith ‘Tragen’, got. ga-baurþs ahd. gi-burt ‘Geburt’.” Here the following correspondences are secured by comparison:
(a) Neogr. *bhr̥ti-, the zero-grade root, is only preserved in Indo-Iranian:

RV. bhr̥ti- (f.) ‘Pflege, Unterhalt, usw.’ (WbRV. 964)
LAv. aš.barǎti- (a.) ‘reichliche Darbietung’ (AIWb. 264)

---

337 An *e/o-grade root has possibly been preserved in LAv. mōir-ōs- (AIWb. 1176), if the form belongs here. Thus Bartholomae’s suggestion (“Vermutlich aus mahrkūs- verderbt”) is not necessary.

338 Brugmann (Grundr2 1:835) backs up Bartholomae’s reconstruction by writing “sirı wurde iry, z. B. miryeite, s. § 504,3”. However, this would be the only example of such a change and ultimately unnecessary owing to the direct parallelism of ‘i-vocalisms’ (Fick’s Rule).
Despite the lack of direct parallels, an original syllabic resonant PIE *r is certain in the absence of Av. § (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II).

(b) PIE *bhort-, an *o-grade, is confirmed by the identity of vocalisms in:

- Lat. fort- (f.) ‘blinder Zufall, Ungefährr’ (WH 1:534, fors feret)
- Gr. φόρτο- (m.) ‘Last, Ladung’ (GEW 2:1004, φόρτος [sgN])
- Gr. ϕόρτι- (f.) ‘Lastschiﬀ’ (GEW 2:1004, ϕόρτις [sgN])
- Lat. fortūnā- (f.) ‘Zufall, Geschick, (Un)Glück’ (WH 1:534)

Owing to the common PIE *o, a syllabic resonant Neogr. *r is unnecessary for Latin (Occam’s razor).

(c) Neogr. *bri-, the *-i-extension of the zero-grade root PIE *bhr-, is conﬁrmed by two witnesses:

- RV. babhrī- (a.) ‘tragent’ (WbRV. 899)
- RV. ni (...) bhr ya- (pr.P.) ‘herabkommen von [Abl.]’ (WbRV. 960)
- OIr. brith- (vn.f.) ‘fait de porter’ (LEIA B-86-87, brith)

An original PIE *i is required by both Celtic and Sanskrit, and Neogr. *r is not necessary for Celtic.

(d) OHG. gi-burt (f.) ‘birth’ has an original PIE *u implied by three subgroups:

- LAv. fra-bavara- (pf.) ‘zu, übertragen, bringen’ (AIWb. 490, frabavara)
- Pahl. bur- (vb.) ‘carry, bring, bear, procure, remove’ (MPahl. 2:50)
- Lat. für- (m.) ‘Dieb’ (WH 1:569)
- Go. ga-baurb̥- (f.) ‘birth, descent, race’ (GoEtD. 134)
- Lat. fürti- (adv.) ‘diebischerweise, heimlich’ (WH 1:569, fürtim)

Neogr. *r is unmotivated in the explanation of Germanic vocalism, because two other subgroups require a genuine PIE *u as well.

§5. Brugmann (Grundr 2:1462, 464) reconstructed Neogr. *ʁ̥̄- for “Arm. arj ‘Bär’ : ai. ōkša-s, gr. ὄκτος.” This example is of particular interest because the Old Anatolian laryngeal has resulted in an upgrade of the reconstruction traditionally based on syllabic sonants:

vəhrrasi- ‘Bär; verletzend’ (HEG 1:188-9)

- Hi. hartaga- (c.) ‘ein Raubtier’ (HHAnd. 44, ḫar-tág-ga-aš [sgN])
- RV. ōkša- (m.) ‘der Bär’ (a.) ‘verletzend’ (WbRV. 277)
- LAv. arša- (m.) ‘Bär’ (AIWb. 203, aršō [sgN])
- Gr. ὄκτος- (m.) ‘Bär’ (f.) ‘Bärin’ (GEW 1:141-2, ὄκτος [sgN])

For this correspondence set, *h₂ (= PIE *h₃) is now reconstructed in the laryngeal theory instead of the elimination of Indo-European /a/ by a secondary svarabhakti vowel emerging from Neogr. *r. By way of generalization, PIE *h₃ can also be reconstructed for the isoglosses without a direct Old Anatolian parallel.
§6. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:462) reconstructed Neogr. *ṭrö- for “Arm. ardar ‘gerecht’: ai. ṭrā-s ‘passend, recht’.” Owing to Arm. a = Gr. α and Av. § (Fortunatov’s Law II), PIE *ḥ (i.e. a laryngeal root) is postulated:

PIE *ḥart- ‘wahr, recht, usw.’

gAv. aša- (n.) ‘Wahrheit’ (AIWb. 229-238)
Gr. ἄγη (a.) ‘angemessen, richtig, bereit’ (GEW 2:155)
Gr. ἄγη (a.) ‘just, fair’ (IE&IE 710, Ἡς. ἄγη: δίκαιον)

§7. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:462) reconstructed Neogr. * ṭī pi- ‘Adler’ for “Arm. arciv, arcui ‘Adler’: ai. ḳipyā- ‘sich streckend, im Flug ausgreifend’.” The unextended root is now attested in Old Anatolian, confirming the laryngeal in initial position:

PIE *ḥaar- ‘Adler’ (P. 325-6)

Hī. ḫara- (c.) ‘Adler’ (HEG 1:170f., Ṹa-ra-a-a [sgN])
Pal. ḫara- (c.) ‘Adler’ (?) (DPal. 54, Ṹa-ra-a-a [sgN])

The nasal extension has been built on this, as indicated in:

PIE *ḥaron, *ḥarın- ‘Adler, Aar, Vogel’

Hī. ḫaran- (c.obl.) ‘Adler’ (HEG 1:170f., ḫa-ra-na-an [sgA])
Go. aran- (m.) ‘Aar, Adler’ (GoEtD. 40, arans [plN])
CLU. ḫarani- (c.) a bird’ (HEG 1:170f., ḫar-ri-en-za)
Hī. ḫarani- (c.) ‘ein Orakelvogel’ (EHS 222, ḫar-ri-iš [sgN])
Gr. ἄγεο- (n.) ‘Vogel’ (GEW 2:421-2, ἄγεον)

PIE *ḥărği- ‘Adler’ (P. 854-5), an alternative extension, appears in:

Maced. ἄγη-πονδ- (m.) = ‘Gr. ἄγετος’ (LSJ 235, ἄγη-πονδ- [sgN])
OInd. ḫi-ṣya- (a.) ‘BW von ṣyená- Adler, Falke.’ (Beitr. 2:827)
LAv. ṣya- (m.) ‘Adler’ (AIWb. 354)
ArM. arciv- (sb.) ‘Adler : eagle’ (EtDiArm. 139)
ArM. arcui- (sb.) ‘Adler : eagle’ (EtDiArm. 139)

Maced. ᡃ = Arm. a reflects PIE *a attached to PIE *ḥ, not a svarabhakti vowel emerging from Neogr. *ṛ.


(a) No evidence for the development Neogr. *ṛ → OIr. ri, Alb. ri is available because Neogr. *kĕrim- ‘Wurm’ appears in several branches, including Indo-Iranian:

OInd. kĕrim- (m.) ‘Wurm, Made’ (EWA1:394)
ModCyrm. prye- (.) ‘ver : Wurm’ (LEIA C-252, OIr. cruim)
Alb. krimb- (m.) ‘worm’ (AlbEtD. 197, krimb [sg], krimba [pl])

(b) The development Neogr. *ṛ → Bsl. ir did not occur either, since the Balto-Slavic /i/ is also attested in Indo-Iranian (Fick’s Rule):

ModPers. kirm- (sb.) ‘Wurm’ (Güntert 1916:95, REW 3:318)
§9. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:470) reconstructed Neogr. *tʰr- for “Go. ṭaurnu-s, ahd. dorn as. thorn, ags. ḏorn, aisl. ḏorn ‘Dorn’: ai. tña-m ‘Grashalm’, akl. trīnū ‘Dorn’.” Despite this, there are several comparatively attested roots in the data:

(a) The Germanic forms belong to root PIE *tur with a common Indo-European *u confirmed by two witnesses:

- RV. túr- (a.) ‘(durch) vordringend’ (WbRV. 541, túram [sgA])
- Ocl. ṭūra- (f.) ‘Pfeil’ (Beitr. 2:479,956)
- RV. turaya- (cs.) ‘kräftig vordringen’ (WbRV. 541, turayante [3pl])
- Go. paurnu- (m.) ‘thorn (plant)’ (GoEtD. 357)

(b) OCS. trīnū- (m.) ‘Dorn’ (Sadnik ṽ998) is derived from an unextended root PIE *tir- ‘reiben, usw.’, which is also supported by two witnesses:

- OCS. tīnū- (vb.) ‘reiben’ (Sadnik ṽ992, tīro [1sg])
- AV. tīlā- (m.) ‘Sesamum indicum’ (KEWA 1:504, tīlāh [sgN])
- OCS. prē·tīrā- (vb.) ‘(zer)sägen’ (Sadnik ṽ992, prētirati [inf.])
- AV. tīrā- (a.) ‘aus Sesamkörner bereitet’ (KEWA 1:504)
- AV. tālā- (n.) ‘Sesamöl, Öl’ (KEWA 1:526, tailām [sgNA])

PIE *i (OCS. tīr-, AV. tīl-) has ablaut variants OCS. vīr- and AV. vītail-, which confirm the glide beyond doubt.

(c) The third root variant PIE vīr- (ablaut PIE *trn- *torn- *tērn- *tōrn-) is also externally confirmed by two witnesses:

- RV. tēnā- (n.) ‘grass’ (MonWil. 453)
- Khot. tarra- (sb.) ‘Gras’ (KEWA 1:522)
- OInd. tāmā (a.) ‘made of grass’ (MonWil. 444)
- Gr. τερψικόρε (c.) ‘τῆς κάκτου τοῦ φυτού καυλόν’ (GEW 2:881)

§10. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:470) posited Neogr. *kṛ- for “Got. haurn ahd. horn ‘Horn’: ai. śrṅga-m ‘Horn’ [...] gr. χαργο-ς ‘Hornvieh’.” Instead of a uniform root with Neogr. *r̥, two independent roots are confirmed:

(a) OHG. horn ← PIE *u (not from Neogr. *ṛ) is proven by a root with derivates in four branches:

- Gr. χόρω (pr.) ‘stoßen, erreichen, treffen, eintreffen’ (GEW 2:56)
- Lat. curī- (f.) ‘Lanze’ (WH 1:315)
- Gr. χυρίζω (pr.) ‘mit den Hörner stoßen’ (GEW 2:54)
- Gr. χυρνα- (n.pl.) ‘cornus mas’ (Hes. χύρνα φρανα, LSJ. 1014)
- Go. haurn- (n.) ‘ḥe joyful = Horn’ (GoEtD. 180)
- HLu. surni- (n.) ‘horn’ (CHLu. 11.1.f.36, (“CORNU”)sù+ra/i-ni)
(b) Brugmann’s comparison of the items (cf. P. 574-7)

RV. šh₇ga- (n.) ‘Horn’ (WbRV. 1412)
Gr. κάφω- (m.) ‘βόσκωμαι, πρόβατον’ (GEW 1:790)
remains possible since it is possible to reconstruct RV. š = Neogr. ḫfn- ← PIE *kh₇rn- where PIE *aḥ is confirmed by a common Indo-European /a/ in PIE *kehr-:

Hom. κάφ- (n.) ‘Kopf’ (LSJ. 877, GEW 1:784, κάφ καφος)
LAv. urvi-sara- (a.) ‘mit spitz zulaudendem Kopf’ (AIWb. 1546)

No example of Neogr. *r → Gr. α is available, however.

§11. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:470) compared “Go. fruma ‘der Erste’: gr. πρόμο- ‘Forderster, Führer’, zu gr. πρόμο-ς, umbr. promom.”, allegedly from Neogr. *prmo-. Based on the extended data, the comparative method implies distinct isoglosses:

(a) PIE *pru- ‘über – hinaus, durch – hin’ (P. 810f.)

Gr. προ τον- (m.) ‘Obmann, Prytan’ (GEW 2:606)
OEng. frum- (a.) ‘original, first, primitive’ (ASaxD. 341)
Go. fruma- (sup.a.) ‘der Erste’ (GoETd. 129)
Gr. πρωμο- (a.) ‘äußerst, hinterst, letzt’ (GEW 2:606)
Gr. δια πρόσων (adv.) ‘weithin dringend, durchdringend’ (GEW 1:386)
ToChA. pruccamo- (a.) ‘primus, optimus’ (Poucha 261)

(b) PIE *praḥmo- *proaḥmo- ‘Vorkämpfer, Führer’

Hom. πρόμο- (m.) ‘Vorkämpfer’ (GEW 2:600)
Umbr. promo- (adv.) ‘primum’ (GEW 1:588)
Gr. πρόμο- (m.) ‘Vorkämpfer, Führer’ (GEW 1:588)
OEng. frum- (a.) ‘valiant, stout : strenuus’ (ASaxD. 330)
Go. fram- (prepD.) ‘υπό παρά υπό ἐπί’ (GoETd. 124)

The ablaut Gr. α: o represents PIE *e/oah, not Neogr. *r.


(a) Gr. α is paralleled by Celtic a in:

PIE *draḥk- *drearh- ‘anschauen, blicken, usw.’

Gr. ὑπό δεικτείν (sb.) ‘spirit, phantom’ (DIL. 24)
Rv. všv drštia- (pr.) ‘von allen gesehen’ (WbRV. 1301)
In other words, the loss of unaccented PIE *a resulted in the emergence of a secondary syllabic liquid in RV. védr-.

(b) PIE *ʰadu- ‘glänzen; sehen’, a root beginning with a laryngeal, is attested in

\[ \text{ṣadu-} \]

AV. prādu- (adv.) ‘in sight, forth’ (KEWA 2:377, prāduṣ [adv.])

\[ \text{ṣadur-} \]

RV. āduri- (a.) ‘achtsam’ (WbRV. 177, ādure [sgV])

OEng. torht- (a.) ‘bright, splendid, bright, glorious’ (ASaxD. 1003)

OSax. torht (a.) ‘hell, klar’ (ASaxD. 1003)

OHG. zorahit- (a.) ‘clear, evident’ (ASaxD. 1003)

\[ \text{ṣaduti-} \]

Kāθ. upādūtya- (a.) ‘anzuzünden’ (EWA 1:707)\(^{539}\)

(c) PIE *ʰadr- ‘light’, also from the root PIE .JOptionPane- (cf. .JOptionPane- above), is implied for the forms

Umbr. adro- (a.) ‘schwarz, dunkel, finster, unheilvoll’ (WH 1:75)

Maced. ōdorad- (f.) ‘αἰθόρα, Hes.’ (LSJ. 24)\(^{540}\)

Alb. dritē (f.) ‘light, luster, pupil (of an eye)’ (AlbEtD. 75)


1. Already Wood (1912: 316f.) had suggested that that the root *perk- ‘fragen’ (P. 821) is a compound of prefixes belonging to the items Lat. per, prō, etc.\(^{541}\) Wood did not prove his segmentation, and his proposal was consequently rejected by Walde and Hoffmann (see WH 2:347). Today, however, Walde’s views have been shown to be erroneous by a parallel formation proving Wood’s segmentation:\(^{542}\)

\[ \text{ṣadu-} \]

OHG. fors cō- (pr.) ‘forschen’ (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:470, forsçon [inf.])

OHG. fors pō- (pr.) ‘sich fragen, Überlegungen anstellen’ (Beitr. 317)

At the same time, the root morpheme PIE *ék- appears both free and prefixed in:

\(^{539}\) Note Brugmann’s Law II in *pro ħadus- (AV. prāduṣ) and *upo ħadutio- (Kāθ. upādūtya-) as the prefix *upo - does not have a long variant *uop-./upē.

\(^{540}\) For Gr. αἰθόρα, of unknown meaning, compare Gr. προεξαθόραζω ‘first expose to the air’ (LSJ. 1473).

\(^{541}\) Wood (1912) writes: “42. Posco, prex, precor, procus, etc. are referred to a root *perek- ‘ask, beg’, on which see Walde s.v. posco. I see no reason why *perek- may not be an outgrowth of the root *pere- ‘press forward, go forward’ in Lat. per, pro, portus, etc.”

\(^{542}\) In this connection I also credit Lehmann (GoEtD. 123) for his recognition that the root is “possibly an extension of PIE [*]per-take across”.
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RV. ść- (ao.) ‘gern, mit liebe betreiben’ (WbRV. 1227, śmāsi)543
Lat. pra·c- (f.) ‘Gebet, Bitte’ (WH 2:346, Beitr. 560, prex [sgN])
Lat. pro·c- (f.) ‘bona vox’ (WH 2:346)
Go. fra·h- (pret.) ‘question’ (GoEtD. 122, frah [3sg])
TochB. pre·k- (prA.) ‘ask, question’ (DTochB. 372, preku [1sg])

Identical prefixless and prefixed formations reappear in extension PIE *-s-:

TochA. kās- (vb.) ‘interrogare’ (Poucha 172, käsmārā [1sg])
TochA. pra·kās- (prM.) ‘interrogare’ (Poucha 172, prakāsmār [1sg])
gAv. fora·sāh- (f.) ‘Bitte, Wunsch, Hoffnung’ (AIWb. 1002)

2. The prefixes of the root PIE *-k-, which appear mostly in the short and extended forms (adding *-s), are confirmed by two witnesses, as indicated below:

(a1) PIE *pʰ₁ərˌk- (for the prefix, cf. Lat. per-, por-)

TochB. par·k- (vb.) ‘ask, question’ (DTochB. 372, parktsi [inf.])
TochA. pär·k- (M.) ‘interrogare’ (Poucha 172, pärkmār [1sg])
Li. per·śa- (pr.) ‘jmdir. ein Mädchen zufreien’ (LiEtWb. 598, persū)

(a2) PIE *pʰ₁ərsˌk- (for the prefix, cf. Arm. heri- (a.) ‘entfernt, fern’, ArmGr. 1:466)

RV. přch- (inf.bs.) ‘fragen’ (WbRV. 853, přché [inf.])
Umbr. pers·culu- (sb.) ‘supplicatione’ (WH 2:346)

(b1) PIE *prʰ₁əˌk- (for the prefix, cf. Gr. πο_proba-, Lat. pre-) 

Lat. pra·c- (f.) ‘Gebet, Bitte’ (WH 2:346, Beitr. 560, prex [sgN])
Lat. pro·c- (f.) ‘bona vox’ (WH 2:346, prox [N], procis, [G])
Go. fra·h- (pret.) ‘question’ (GoEtD. 122, frah [3sg])

(b2) PIE *prʰ₁əsˌk- (for the prefix, cf. Gr. ποʊ_-, πο_)

YV. paprách- (pf.) ‘fragen, begehren, bitten’ (EWA 2:183, papracha)

(c1) PIE *peahrˌk- (for the prefix, cf. Gr. παρ_-)

OIr. imm·chom·arc- (vb.) ‘fragen’ (LEIA A-86, immchomairc [3sg])
Cymr. archa- (pr.) ‘bitten’ (VGK 1:44, archam [1sg])
Arm. harsn· (sb.obl.) ‘Braut’ (ArmGr. 464, harsn [sgN])
Arm. hars· (sb.obl.) ‘Braut’ (ArmGr. 464, harsin [sgN])
Osc. com·parși·kini· (sb.) ‘consilium’ (WH 2:347, comparakineis [plN])

(c2) PIE *peahrsˌk- (for the prefix, cf. Gr. πάρος)

Arm. harç- (ao.) ‘fragen’ (ArmGr. 464, eharc [3sg])
Arm. harç- (sb.) ‘Frage, Untersuchung’ (ArmGr. 464, harçi [G])
Osc. com·parș·c·us- (2fut.) ‘consultare’ (WH 2:347, comparascuster [3sg])

(d₁/₂) PIE *pirˌk- (or PIE *pirsˌk- (?); for the prefix, cf. OPr. pirschau ‘vor’)

---

543 For RV. śmāsi [1pl, RV. 2.31.31], see also Burrow (1979:5).
Li. pīrš-  (pr.) ‘jmd. ein Mädchen zufreien’ (LiEtWb. 598, pīršti)
Li. pīršly-  (f.) ‘Heiratsvermittler, Freiwerber’ (LiEtWb. 599)
Latv. pirsli-  (f.) ‘Freiwerber’ (LiEtWb. 599, pirslis [sgN])

(e1) PIE *pur-’k-  (for the prefix, cf. Go. faur, RV. purá, etc.)

Umbr. pepur-kus-  (fut.) ‘poposcerint’ (WbOU. 530, pepurkurent [3pl])
Pahl. pur-sí-  (vb.) ‘fragen’ (MPahl. 2:163, pursítan [inf.])

(e2) PIE *purs-’k-  ‘forfensch’ (for the prefix, cf. OHG. fors-pō-)

OHG. fors-cā-  (f.) ‘Forschung, Frage’ (WH 2:346, forsc[a] [sgN])
OHG. fors-cō-  (pr.) ‘forschen’ (Grundr² 1:470, forsčōn [inf.])

§14. On the properties of PIE *ᵣ in System PIE, note that:
(a) The syllabic trill PIE *ᵣ is directly continued only in Indo-Iranian, confirming its
original character through the impossibility of any other vocalic element in examples
like RV. bhṛti- : LAv. aśvarati- or RV. mṛṭā- : LAv. marata- (the converse of
Fortunatov’s Law II). Owing to this, it is allowed to postulate PIE *ᵣ for the proto-
language based on the principle of family consistency (see Trask, DHCL 120).
(b) The availability of PIE *h for reconstruction reveals that the outcome of the
syllabic trill was identical in all dialects:

PIE *ᵣ → RV. ḫ/r, Av. ər/r, Lat. *ᵣ (in Lat. r), Li. *ᵣ (in Li. r), etc.

PIE *ᵣ (in PIE *hr- *rh) did not produce svarabhakti vowels, with the phoneme instead
turning into simple PIE *r after the loss of PIE *h.
(c) By successive applications of the comparative method, the svarabhakti vowels can
be paralleled in the Indo-European branches and reconstructed regularly on the basis
of two witnesses (Fick’s Rule).

3.3.6 Neogr. *ᵣ (antevocalic syllabic trill)

§0. Following the introduction of Neogr. *ᵣ in anteconsonatal position, Osthoff
(1879a:421, 1879b:14-16) had to admit that the syllabic resonants occurred in
antevocalic position as well. For these, Saussure (1879:257-9) introduced the notation
*ᵣ. After initially being doubted by Brugmann, it was then accepted in his
Grundriss.⁵⁴⁴

§1. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:452) summarized the “Regelmässige Vertretung des uridg.
ᵣ” as follows:

ᵣᵣ+V  ir, ur  a  ra  áo  qa  ir  ar  ar  ur  ir  ɨr

⁵⁴⁴ As Brugmann’s theory became more abstract, his and Osthoff’s paths separated, with the latter
turning back to genuine vowels. As an indication of this, Güntert (1916:vi) refers to Osthoff as the
father of the theory of ‘nebentonigen Tiefstufe’ in Lat. magnus (MU VI:209ff.). For further details, see
Güntert (1916:20): “Schon Osthoff MU. VI, 212 ff. behauptete, nach Liquiden und Nasalen sei der
reduzierte Vokal vielmehr ɑ gewesen [...].” See also Sturtevant (1943:293) and Güntert (1916:19 [wL]).
Historically speaking, Neogr. *\( r \) was never a phoneme proper, since already Brugmann (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:456) identified an environment schwa for the item (in Lat. graui-, illustrated in the following quote):

> “Hinter Consonanten entspricht der Wechsel \( r' : r, ſ : l \) dem vom \( i : ſ, uu : ſ, n' : n \), s. § 282 S. 264f. Z. B. ai. guruisai. ai. gru-mushi-š 'schwere Handvoll', lat. graui-s (§ 193 S.171).”

Structurally speaking, Neogr. *\( r \)\((V)\) stood for the pre-proto-form Neogr. **\( r \)\(_\text{AV} \), where *\( r \) assumedly arose according to the pattern of glides and schwa (compare Neogr. *\( i+ə \)\(_V\) \( \rightarrow \) IE \( iι \)\(_V\) and Neogr. *\( u+ə \) \( \rightarrow \) IE \( uu \)\(_V\)). In Saussure’s notation, Neogr. *\( r \)\(_V\) was written **\( r \)\(_AV\). The laryngeal theory agrees with Brugmann and Osthoff in terms of the outcomes of the rule Neogr. *\( r \)\(_V\) \( \equiv \) LT *\((C)rHV\); therefore, it needs no separate discussion.

§2. The key problems of the rule *\((C)r\)\(_r\)\((V)\) can be summarized as follows:

(a) Sievers-Edgerton’s Law for liquids contains examples of the actual behaviour of the sequence PIE *\((C)r\)\(_H\)\(_V\) \( \equiv \) Neogr. *\( r\)\(_V\) \( \equiv \) LT *\((C)rHV\), which – against common consensus – do not produce svarabhakti vowels (OInd. \( i r \)\(_U\)) in Sanskrit. Instead PIE *\( r \) turns into simple PIE *\( r \) after the loss of PIE *\( h \):

\[
\text{PIIr. } *\text{indhr}ha- \rightarrow \text{RV. } \text{indhr}’a- \quad \text{PIIr. } *\text{rudhr}h\acute{a}- \rightarrow \text{RV. } \text{rudhr}’a-.
\]

The situation is not limited to these, but they apply to the data in general. To quote another piece of data, however, the extension PIE *\( prēah\)’- in

\[
\text{RV. } kṛṣṭi prā- \quad \text{(a.) } \text{‘die Völker durchdringend’ (WbRV. 349)}
\]

(for the laryngeal, cf. CLu. paraḥ- ‘jagen’) has a weak stem PIE *\( prāh\)’- (cf. Hi. parḥ- ‘jagen’). Instead of the ghost form Neogr. 1\( kṛṣṭipras [sgG]\), the attested genitive is RV. kṛṣṭiprās without the svarabhakti vowel /u/ (i.e. the sequence \( CrH\)\(_V\) (= PIE *\( CraH\)\(_V\), *\( CrHaV\)) does not develop svarabhakti vowels).

(b) The svarabhakti vowels assumed to be characteristic of the non-Aryan group are also externally paralleled and therefore genuine (Fick’s Rule), with the result that Neogr. *\( r \) did not produce epenthetic vowels in any group. Comparatively, this does not constitute a major problem, because the svarabhakti vowels are externally paralleled and therefore derivable from the proto-language.

(c) Already Saussure (Mém. 271) noticed that *\( r \), the zero grade of the antevocalic syllabic liquids (a.k.a. ‘laryngeal bases’) \( CrAV \) should give Gr. \( C\oʊV \). This is often not the case, however (see Anttila 1969:5). Consequently, theories that include the rule Neogr. *\( r\)\(_V\) \( \equiv \) LT *\( rHV \) overgenerate unattended reconstructions while simultaneously failing to cover the attested forms.

§3. Brugmann (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:456) reconstructed Neogr. *\( g^\prime r\)’u-s ‘schwer’ (= LT *\( g^\prime rh\)\(_2\)\(_u\), cf. EWA 1:490-1) for “ai. guruisai, gr. \( β\oʊ\o-\)ς, got. kauropsu-s”. (See P. 476-477, *\( g^\prime er\)’-.) Instead of a uniform prototype, four bases are attested:
§4. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:460) reconstructed Neogr. *trʰV- (= LT. *thr₂V) for “Ai.
tirás Av. tarō apers. tara²b- ‘durch hin, hinüber’, ai. tirá-ti turá-ti ‘er dringt hindurch’,
Caus. ai. turáya-ti apers. atarayámaʰ: arm. tar ‘fremdes Land’ tara- ‘trans’, aksl. tīro
‘tero’.
Within this group, several externally confirmed roots appear:
(a) PIE *til- ‘über’ (with a common Indo-European PIE *i):

CLu. pua·til- (n.) ‘(le) passé : ver-gangen, früher’ (DLL. 83)
Thrac. τυλε- (ao.) ‘aufheben, weghieben, entfernen’ (WH 2:688, τυλε)
RV. úd (...) tira- (pr6A.) ‘erhöhen, steigern’ (WbRV. 525, úd tirámasi)
RV. tirás (prep.) ‘durch, darüber, hinweg, über’ (WbRV. 536)

(b) PIE *ter *tor *tr- (ablaут e : o : Ø) in:
OPers. vi·taray- (cs.) ‘put across’ (OldP. 186, viyaratayam [1sg])
Go. pařh (prep.) ‘through’ (GoEtD. 354)
OEng. þerh (prep.) ‘through, during, by means of’ (GoEtD. 354)
OHG. derh- (a.) ‘pertusus : durchgebohrt’ (GoEtWb. 354)

(c) PIE *teahr- ‘cross, above’ with the voiceless laryngeal PIE *h (see Chapter 4) is
attested in:
OIr. tar (prepA.) ‘über – hinaus : over’ (LEIA T:25-6, GOI:531)
LAv. tarō (prepA.) ‘durch–hin, über–hin, hinaus’ (AIWb. 641)
OPers. taraʰ (prepA.) ‘through’ (OldP. 186, tara)

(d) PIE *deafhr- ‘beyond, fern, fremd, ausser’ is the voiced variant of the above root
with the voiced laryngeal PIE *h (see Chapter 4) in:
OIr. dar (prep.) ‘beyond’ (GOI 531)
Arm. tar- (sb.) ‘fremdes Land’ (ArmGr. 496)
Arm. tara-kaç- (a.) ‘von fern’ (ArmGr. 496)
Arm. tara-žam- (adv.) ‘ausser der Zeit’ (ArmGr. 496)
Arm. tara-gir (a.) ‘ausgeschlossen’ (ArmGr. 496)

§5. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:462) reconstructed “Arm. sar, Gen. saroy, ‘Höhe, Gipfel,
Abhang’: ai. širas- av. sarah- ‘Haupt’, gr. χαῦονον ‘Haupt’.” Two distinct prototypes
are implied by the comparative method:
(a) PIE *keahr- ‘Höhe, Gipfel, Kopf’ (P. 574f.). A common Indo-European /a/ = PIE
*eaḥ is confirmed by three groups:
Hom. χάο- (n.) ‘Kopf’ (LSJ. 877, GEW 1:784, χάο χαος)

545 Go. kauρu- without an initial labiovelar proves that the initial syllable was accented as /kūr-/, due to
which the following unaccented PIE *a was lost. See Peeters (1974:32): “[P]IE. *gʰr- is expected to
yield *qaur-, i.e. "qaurus in Gothic and not *kaurus.”
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Arm. sar-
LAv. urvī-sara-
LAv. sarah-
Gr. χάραχ-
Gr. χάρακο-

(sb.) ‘Höhe, Gipfel, Abhang’ (EtDiArm. 570)
(a.) ‘mit spitz zulaufendem Kopf’ (AIWb. 1546)
(n.) ‘Kopf’ (AIWb. 1565)
(n.) ‘Kopf’ (GEW 1:784, in Att. χάφα = Ion. χάφη)
(n.) ‘Kopf’ (Grundr 2:1462, χάρακος [sgNA])

(b) PIE *kır- (or PIE *kaḥir-?) ‘Höhe, Gipfel, Kopf, usw., a root with an original PIE *
i, is implied by:

RV. šīras-
TochB. šišri-
Lyd. sirmā-
RV. šīrā-
Latv. sirsī-
RV. šīršān-
Li. šīrše-
RV. šīršān šīrša-

(n.) ‘Haupt, Kopf’ (WbRV. 1395)
(sb.) ‘acumen, cuspis’ (DTochB. 324, šišri [sgN])
(c.) ‘Tempel’ (LydWb. 196, syrmaś [sgN], sirmāł [DL])
(n.) ‘Haupt, Kopf’ (WbRV. 1398, šīrše [du])
(m.) ‘grosse Wespe’ (LiEtWb. 988, sirsis [sgN])
(n.) ‘Haupt, Kopf’ (WbRV. 1398)
(adv.) ‘jedes Haupt, jedes Wesen’ (WbRV. 1398)

The vowel RV. i ≡ Li. i ≡ Lyd. i (← PIE *i) recurs in Tocharian (with palatalization), leaving no doubt of the etymological origin of the phoneme. Simultaneously the preservation of RV. rš ← PIE *rs implies that this cluster was not preceded by PIE *āh (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II).

§6. Brugmann (Grundr 2:1467) reconstructed Neogr. *kṛ- for “Lat. carō, umbr. karu ‘pars’ kartu ‘distribuito’ aus karetop : gr. χαρήνα Aor. zu κειςω ‘ich schere, schneide ab’. The comparative method implies, however, two distinct roots:

(a) PIE *kr- *ker- *kor- (Gr. κείςω) is widely attested in Indo-European, forming various alternative extensions. Of particular interest is the dental one in:

PIE *kort- *krt- *kert-

Hī. karta-
RV. viš ‘krt-

(vbl.) ‘abschneiden, beseitigen’ (HEG 1:523)
(a.) ‘wie ein Pfeil verwundet’ (WbRV. 227)

RV. vī (...) cakart-

(pf.) ‘zerspalten, -schneiden’ (WbRV. 346, cakartā)

Taken together, Old Anatolian and Indo-Iranian prove that this root had no laryngeal; therefore, the paradigmatic relation between Gr. κέςω (without PIE *ah) and Gr. καρήνα (with PIE *ah) is suppletive.

(b) PIE *kaḥr-. The Italo-Greek ‘a-vocalism’ (Neogr. *a â ≡ PIE *eah *ēah) is proven to contain a palatal (Neogr. *k) by the dental extension with palatovelar and a laryngeal by means of Fortunatov’s Law II in:

PIE *keähr- *kēahr

Hes. kāq-
Gr. κέκαρ-

(f.) ‘Tod’ (GEW –, Hes. κάροι, θάνατος, Alkm. κάρη)
(pf.) ‘abschneiden, abmähen, aufziehen’ (GEW 1:810)

546 TochB. šišri ← Neogr. *kiširi- (with a loss of PIE *i in the midmost syllable) is required to explain the palatalization of TochB. ši(si)ri-.
**PIE *ḱeahra**

- Lat. carō(n) (f.) ‘Fleisch’ (WH 1:170)
- Umbr. karōn (f.) ‘Teil eines Opfertieres’ (WbOU. 372-373, caru)
- Gr. θαύνο- (m.) ‘φησί’ (GEW 1:790)

**PIE *ḱeahrand**

- OInd. sanḍa- (prM.) ‘to hurt’ (MonWil. 1048, sanḍate [3sg])
- YV. śaṇḍa- (m.) ‘Name eines Dämons’ (EWA 2:605)
- OInd. sanḍā ·mārkau (m.du.) ‘two demons s. and m.’ (MonWil. 1048)

§7. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:467) reconstructed Neogr. *prf* (≐ LT. *prh₂V*) for “Lat. parēns, zu lit. perīu ‘ich brüte’, vgl. pariō § 514, 3.” In order to account for the data, the derivation requires two starting points, namely:

(a) **PIE *peahr* - ‘gebären, usw.’ is implied by the common Indo-European /a/ in:

- Langob. fara- (sb.) ‘Geschlecht’ (WP 2:7)
- Lat. parent- (m.) ‘Vater’ (f.) ‘Mutter’ (WH 2:252f.)
- Gr. πα-q θέvο- (f.) ‘Jungfrau, Mädchen, junge Frau’ (GEW 2:474)

(b) **PIE *pafer* - ‘gebären, usw.’, the schwebeablaute variant of the previous example, is required by the simultaneous lack of ‘a-vocalism’ in Baltic and the tenuis aspirata in Indo-Iranian

- Li. pēra- (m.) ‘Fruchtkorn, Keim’ (pl.) ‘Brut’ (LiEtWb. 573)
- Li. peria- (vb.) ‘brüten, auf den Eiern sitzen’ (LiEtWb. 573)
- RV. pra-pharv- (f.) ‘wollüstiges Mädchen’ (WbRV. 876)

§8. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:465) compared “Alb. bir ‘Sohn’: Got. baur aisl. bur-r ‘Sohn’ got bauran-s ‘geboren’ [...]” and (Grundr² 1:471) “Got. bauran-s ahd. gi-boran aisl. boren Part. zu got. bairan ‘tragen’ [...]”. Several externally paralleled root variants can be confirmed for Proto-Indo-European (Fick’s rule):

(a) **PIE *birh* - ‘nehmen, tragen, bringen’ (P. 128) is confirmed by two branches:

- Alb. bir- (m.) ‘Sohn’ (AlbEtD. 26, WH 2:504)
- OCS. bīra- (vb.) ‘sammeln, lesen, wählen, nehmen’ (Sadnik √33)

Hence the common Indo-European /i/ reflects a genuine vowel **PIE *i*.**

(b) Neogr. *bhar* - contains a genuine **PIE *u* with varying ablaut vowels *e/o in**:

- LAv. fra-bavar- (pf.) ‘zu-, übertragen, bringen’ (AIWb. 490, frabavara)
- Pahl. bur- (vb.) ‘carry, bring, bear, procure, remove’ (MPahl. 2:50)
- Lat. für- (m.) ‘Dieb’ (WH 1:569)
- OIC. bur- (m.) ‘Sohn’ (ANEWb. 65, burr [sgN])
- Go. un-bauran- (pt.) ‘not bearing’ (GoEtDi. 57)
- Lat. fūrti- (adv.) ‘diebisherweise, heimlich’ (WH 1:569, fūrtim)

---

547 Note how examples of this type imply that ‘laryngeal bases’ (LT *prh₂V*, etc.) are not the proper strategy to explain the svarabhakti vowels of the root syllable.
(c) PIE *bher- ‘tragen, bären, usw.’

Gr. qφ̣ο̣ω (pr.) ‘(er,-, weg)tragen, usw.’ (GEW 2:1003)
Go. baira- (vb.) ‘carry, endure, give birth’ (GoEtD. 57)
Arm. bere- (pr.) ‘bären, tragen’ (ArmGr. 429, berem [1sg])
gAv. bara- (pr.) ‘(in sich) tragen, besitzen, enthalten’ (AIWb. 933)

§9. Brugmann postulated (Grundr² 1:471) Neogr. *pr²- (LT *pr²HV) for “ai. purá purás av. para paró ‘vor’, gr. πάρος ‘vorn, vorher’, got. faur faura ‘vor’.” Two distinct isoglosses are, however, implied by the comparative method:

(a) PIE *pur- ‘vor, für, etc.’ is confirmed by multiple branches agreeing in PIE *u:

Go. faur (adv.prep.) ‘παρά πρός προτά : vor, für’ (GoEtD. 110)
RV. purá (adv.) ‘früher, von Alters her, von je her’ (WbRV. 826)
RV. purás (adv.) ‘vor, vorne, an der vorderen Seite’ (WbRV. 825)
Go. faurpī- (adv.) ‘πρόστω, πρόστευο’ (GoEtD. 112, faurpīs)
TochA. purccamo- (a.) ‘primus, optimus’ (Poucha 201)
TochA. purcomo- (a.) ‘primus, optimus’ (Poucha 201)

(b) PIE *peahr- ‘vor(her), usw.’ is confirmed by several branches:

Gr. πάρος (adv.) ‘vorer, früher, vorn (prepG) ‘vor’ (GEW 2:476)
LAv. parō (adv.) ‘ante, vorn, hervor, vor, von Seiten’ (AIWb. 857)
gAv. parā (prep.) ‘ausser, abgesehen von [A]’ (AIWb. 857)
OGaul. are·morica- (GN.) ‘in-front-of-sea-nymphs’ (GoEtD. 111)
OIr. a’r (prep.) ‘for, in front of’ (LEIA A:37-8)

Thus two prototypes, PIE *peahr- and PIE *pur-, are attested in the data.


(a) PIE *stir- ‘ausbreiten’ is directly confirmed by Sanskrit and Slavonic:

RV. tiṣṭīr- (pf.) ‘hinstreuen, ausbreiten’ (WbRV. 1588, tiṣṭīrē)
OCS. pro-stīro- (vb.) ‘ausstrecken, -breiten, -dehnen’ (Sadnik v/889)
RV. stīrnā- (pret.pt.) ‘gebreitet’ (WbRV. 1589)

Since the participle has no cerebral (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II), an original PIE *i without laryngeal remains the sole reconstructive possibility. In this regard, it should also be noted that PIE *i recurs in an alternative extension:

(b) PIE *stil- ‘ausbreiten, usw.’

OCS. stīla- (vb.) ‘ausbreiten, unterbreiten’ (Sadnik v/876, stīlati)
OCS. po-stīla- (vb.) ‘aufbreiten, ausbreiten’ (Sadnik v/876, postilati)
OCS. po-stīla- (vb.) ‘aus-, unterbreiten’ (Sadnik v/876, postilati)


549 Note the original *e-grade PIE *stel- in OCS. v/stel-.
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Owing to the mixture of PIE *l *r in Sanskrit, it is possible that some Sanskrit forms actually reflect this root.

§11. As for Neogr. *r̥ = (C)rHV in System PIE, note the following:
(a) After the loss of the laryngeal, the actual outcome of the sequence PIE *(C)r̥V is (C)rV in the Indo-European languages. No svarabhakti vowels developed from the syllabic sonants. Accordingly, the early rule Neogr. *(C)r̥ = LT (C)rHV should be replaced with the comparative one.
(b) The resulting lacuna in the explanation of the svarabhakti vowels can be compensated for by means of the comparative method, which finds parallels of the vowels in question and implies the respective PIE prototypes.

### 3.3.7 Neogr. *r̥ (anteconsonantal long syllabic trill)

§0. Neogr. *r̥, assumedly a long syllabic trill, was generalized into proto-language based on OInd. ṛ in order to explain the svarabhakti vowels detailed below.

§1. According to Brugmann (Grundr2 1:473ff.), the developments of the Neogr. *r̥ stand as follows:

*r̥+C  ur  īr  ar  ra  ṛa  ṛa  ar  ar  ur  īr, ur īr

Neogr. *r̥ ≡ (C)r̥C, with its alternative before a vowel being Neogr. *r̥ ≡ (C)r̥V, was structurally defined by Brugmann (Grundr2 1:473), writing "*śṛṇo- ‘stratus’ = ai. stṛṇā-s stellt sich zu ai. stari-tavāi, wie ai. strṭa-s zu stār-tave”. With ablaut *e/o : Ø and the alternation of extension Neogr. Ø-/*- and, this Sanskrito-centric reconstruction can be summarized with the table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*e/o-grade:</th>
<th>Ø-grade:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *ster (OInd. stārtave)</td>
<td>Neogr. *str- (OInd. stṛṭā-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *ster+o (OInd. stārtavāi)</td>
<td>Neogr. *str+o (OInd. stṛṇā-)(^{550})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of an underlying Neogr. *r̥ ≡ **r+o was subsequently accepted by Saussure and the laryngeal theory, with LT *Cr̥C- now being written.

§2. The main reconstructive problems of Neogr. *r̥ are as follows:
(a) For Indo-Iranian, the key problem is that the svarabhakti vowels associated with the Neogr. *r̥ did not emerge. This can be seen, for instance, from the examples of SUBSET III *CraḥT- and *CrhaT- of Fortunatov’s Law II. Following the loss of *h there are no svarabhakti vowels, and Indo-Iranian has zero grade instead. The situation is identical with the non-dental extensions *CraḥC- and *CrhaC-, and as it is

\(^{550}\) In this regard, it is worth noting that Brugmann’s analysis *stṛ- C- : *str̥ C is structural/internal, and therefore is not necessarily true. This is caused by the ambiguity of OInd. stārtu- (MonWil. 1260) with OInd. i ≡ Neogr. *i or Neogr. *a, which was left untreated by Brugmann. In such cases it is usually possible to confirm PIE *i- instead of Neogr. *a (e.g. Lat. storea- (f.) ‘Decke aus Stroh’ (WH 1:600) and LAv. fra sta'rya- (a.) ‘zu spreiten’ (AIWb. 1002, barśman)).
simultaneously possible to confirm the svarabhakti vowels by external parallels (Fick’s Rule) the traditional view is hardly defensible in the post-Anatolian world.

(b) The assumed outcomes of Neogr. *ṭi in the non-Aryan group are ambiguous (passim). The svarabhakti vowels like those in Greek

Neogr. *ṭi (= Neogr. **ṭα = LT **ṭα) → Do. ṣṭā (Att. ṣṭη), etc.

can be confirmed by external comparison to reflect original quantities.

This basic situation can be seen to hold true in Brugmann’s examples:


(a) PIE *ṭhaïr- ‘mouere’. A long /i/ appears in two subgroups, regardless whether it is followed by a vowel or consonant, with the result that Neogr. *ṭi is not feasible in:

RV. ľr- (prM.) ‘in Bewegung setzen’ (WbRV. 234, ľrate [3pl])
gAv. ľra- (pr.) ‘hingelangen lassen, bringen über’ (AIWb. 183)
gAv. ľra- (n.) ‘Anlauf, Angriff, Energie, Tatkraft’ (AIWb. 372)

(b) PIE *ṭhaeo- ‘Arm’ (P. 58). A common Indo-European /a/ ≡ PIE *ṭhæ appears in:

Lat. armo- (m.) ‘Schulterblatt, Vorderbug’ (WH 1:69, armus)
Žem. armaï (m.pl.) ‘Vorderarm am Wagen’ (LiEtWb. 16, armaï)
LAv. aëvō arma- (a.) ‘einarmig’ (AIWb. 24)
OCS. ramo- (n.) ‘Schulter’ (Sadnik 737)
Arm. arm ʿukn- (sb.) ‘Ellenbogen : elbo’ (EtDiArm. 141)

§4. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:474) reconstructed Neogr. st̩ ni-t for “Ai. stîr̩-s ‘hingestreu’t av. starsta- ‘belegt, bedeckt’, gr. stîr̩-c ‘stratus’ stîr̩-n ‘sterno’, lat. strâtu-s, nkymr. sarn ‘stratum, pavementum’, askl. strana ‘Seite, Gegend’ [...]”. The comparative method implies four roots confirmed by Fick’s Rule:

(a) PIE *stir- has already been shown to contain an original PIE *i in:

OCS. pro-stîr̩q (vb.) ‘ausstrecken, -breiten, -dehnen’ (Sadnik 889)
RV. tišir̩- (pf.) ‘hinstreuen, ausbreiten’ (WbRV. 1588, tišir̩é)
RV. saṃ-stir̩- (a.) ‘zusammenstreben’ (WbRV. 1439)
RV. stîr̩n̩a- (pp.) ‘gebreitet’ (WbRV. 1589)

(b) PIE *steaḥr- is proven by the common European /a/ ≡ PIE *eaḥ in:

Cret. stîar̩- (m.) ‘eine Unterabteilung der Phyle’ (GEW 2:806)
Ofr. cos sair̩- (sb.) ‘la couche : Bett’ (LEIA C-217, P. 1029)
ModCymr. sarn- (sb.) ‘stratum, pavementum’ (Grundr² 1:474)
(c) PIE *stor- is attested in:

- OCS. strana  
  (f.) ‘Seite, Land, fremde Gegend’ (Sadnik √889)
- Rus. storoná  
  (f.) ‘Seite, Land, fremde Gegend’ (REW 3:20)
- Gr. στόρνυ-  
  (pr.) ‘sternere’ (GEW 2:802, στόρνυμ [1sg])
- LAv. ništaretō.spaya-  
  (a.) ‘mit hingegebten Kissen’ (AIWb. 1087)

Being unaffected by Fortunatov’s Law II, Avestan does not include the otherwise possible PIE *stoahr-, thus confirming PIE *o without a laryngeal.

(d) PIE vstrah-, the zero grade root PIE *str- with a laryngeal extension, survives in:

- Gr. στρωτό-  
  (pt.) ‘ausgebreitet’ (GEW 2:802) ← PIE *strōahto-
- Lat. strāto-  
  (n.) ‘Decke’ (WH 2:590) ← PIE *strēahto-


Several roots are comparatively secured by Fick’s Rule:

(a) PIE *pur- and PIE *pour- ‘früher, etc.’

- RV. púrva-  
  (a.) ‘früher, östlig, vorzüglich, alt’ (WbRV. 845)
- gAv. paourvīm  
  (adv.) ‘zuerst, zu Anfang, bei Beginn’ (AIWb. 873-4)

belong to the root PIE *pur- ‘vor’, which is proven to be original by:

- Go. faur  
  (adv.prep.) παορά πορί υπέρ ‘vor, fürr’ (GoEtD. 110)
- RV. purá  
  (adv.) ‘früher, von Alters her, von je her’ (WbRV. 826)
- Go. faurpi-  
  (adv.) ‘πορότον, πορότερον’ (GoEtD. 112, faurpis)
- TochA. purccamo-  
  (a.) ‘primus, optimus’ (Poucha 201)

(b) PIE *praḥ- ‘pro-’ (P. 810f.). The bases PIE *prōah- and PIE *prēah- are required in order to account for the ablaut ζ : ω in:

- Hom. προφτο-  
  (a.) ‘der vorderste, der erste’ (GEW 2:609)
- Boiot. προφτο-  
  (a.) ‘der vorderste, der erste’ (GEW 2:609)

(c) PIE *peaḥr- (cf. Gr. πάο-, πάοις above) is the starting point of the extension PIE *peaḫr-uo- ‘erst(er)’, which is widely attested in Indo-European languages:

- LAv. po[u]ru-  
  (adv.bs.) ‘erst’ (AIWb. 870-2, pourum [sgA = adv.])
- Alb. parē  
  (a.) ‘erster’ (AlbEtDi. 311, parē [sgN])
- LAv. paúrva-  
  (a.) ‘der vordere, der erstere, südlisch’ (AIWb. 870)
- TochB. parwe-  
  (a.) ‘(the) first (year)’ (MA 399, DTochB. 360)
- OPers. parwa-  
  (adv.) ‘being before’ (OldP. 196, paruvam [sgNA])

(d) vpir- vor(der), erst(er), u.s.w.’ and the respective *e/o-grade (cf. PIE *poir- *peir- in Latvian) appears with alternative extensions in:

- Latv. pie·re  
  (f.) ‘Vorderseite, Stirn’ (LiEtWb. 573, pie·re [sgN])
Li. pîrma- (a.) ‘erster’ (LiEtWb. 597-8, pîrmas [sgN])
OPr. pîrma- (a.) ‘erster’ (APrS. 399)
ORus. pîrvu (a.) ‘erster’ (REV 2:336-7)
OCS. pîrvu (a.) ‘erster’ (REV 2:336-7)
Rus. pîrvu (a.) ‘erster’ (REV 2:336-7)

The vocalisms of PBalt. *pir-ma- and PSlav. *pir-ua- are uncontested due to the corresponding diphthong in Latv. pîre.\(^{551}\)

§6. Brugmann (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:474) reconstructed Neogr. *kîrd for “Ai. kûrda-ti ‘er springt, hüpf’t, gr. χόρηξ ein Tanz, vgl. χρησσο ‘ich schwinge, schwenke’ […]”. When tested against the extended data, three different roots are implied by the comparative method:

(a) Neogr. *kîrd- ‘quadrus’ with PIE *u (not traced back to Neogr. *f), appearing in:

- Olnd. kûrda- (vb.) ‘hüpfen, springen’ (KEWA 1:254-5)
- TochA. kurtšru (pLObl.) ‘mille passus’ (Poucha 79, kurtšru = yojana)

(b) Neogr. *Kerd- *Kard- *Kord- ‘werfen, tanzen’ (P. 934) in:

- Olfr. fo-čerd- (vb.) ‘werfen, usw.’ (LEIA C-72-3, focheird)
- Olfr. fo-čard- (pret.) ‘werfen’ (LEIA C-72-3, fochaird)
- Gr. χροδάξ- (m.) ‘N. eines Tanzes’ (GEW 1:917-8)

(c) Neogr. *Krad- (P. 934), which is attested in Greek and in Germanic:

- Olcl. hrate- (vb.) ‘schwanken, eilen, fallen, stürzen’ (ANEtWb. 252)
- Gr. χροδάου- (prM.) ‘schwanken, zittern’ (GEW 2:1-2, χροδάομα)

§7. Brugmann (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:475) reconstructed “[Ai.] tûrta-s ‘eilig’ aus tûrta-s (§ 327, 2 S. 301f.), av. ðwāṣa ‘eilig’ aus ðwarta- (§ 469, 3 S. 431), zu ai. tvā-rte ‘er eilt’ […]”, positing a root Neogr. *tıcer-. The bases implied by the comparative method are:

(a) PIE *tìr- (vb.) ‘eilen, laufen, usw.’ (a.) ‘rasch, eilig’ (num.) ‘fourth’

- RV. turá- (a.) ‘rasch’ (EWA1:656, WbRV. 541)
- RV. turfya- (ord.) ‘der vierte’ (KEWA 1:515, WbRV. 542)
- Olcl. þyrja- (vb.) ‘schnell fahren, laufen’ (ANEtWb. 630)
- LAv. tûrja- (ord.) ‘der vierte’ (AIWb. 656)
- Olnd. tûrtá- (a.) ‘eilig’ (EWA 1:629f., Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:475)
- RV. a-þûrt-a- (n.) ‘der unüberschrittene Raum’ (WbRV. 29)
- Gr. τυρτά- (lm.) ‘Vierter (?)’ (GEW 2:918)

In the absence of a retroflex before the dental extension, this root had no laryngeal (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II). The widely attested numeral Neogr. *kîf-úr- ‘vier’ (P. 642-644) is a compound based on the root PIE *tìr- with additional connected forms:

---

\(^{551}\) Êi. pi-e-ra-an ‘in front’ (CHD P:291f.) may also belong here, as one can defend PIE *i based on a parallel extension Êi. pi-an = Êi. pi-e-ra-an. Owing to the confusion between OAnat. e: i: ei, etc., this remains uncertain, however.
Umbr. pe- tér-puro-
RV. ca- tér-
LAv. ča- tér-
Li. ke- tér-

(sb.) ‘quadrupes, Vierfüßer’ (WbOU. 551)
(a.) ‘vier’ (WbRV. 433, catúraḥ [plA])
(num.) ‘vier’ (AIWb. 577, čaturā [plA], čatura [plNA])
(num.coll.) ‘vier’ (LiEtWb. 247f.)

(b) PIE *tuaḥr- ‘eilen’ (P. 1100). The Sanskrit verbal and nominal forms are well known:

Br. tvára-
AV. tvará-
AV. tvaráy-

(vb.) ‘eilen’ (KEWA 1:539, tvárate [3sg])
(f.) ‘Eile’ (EWA 1:684-5)
(cs.) ‘beleben, eilen lassen’ (EWA 1:684-5 tvaráyati)

For this root PIE *h is implied by Av. § in:

LAv. ḍwāša-
LAv. ḍwāša-gāman-

(a.) ‘eilig, rasch’ (AIWb. 787)
(a.) ‘eilig schreitend, raschen Schritts’ (AIWb. 788)

The confirmation for the laryngeal is provided by the prefixed variant of the root Neogr. *ké- tvar- (PIE *kē- tvar-)- with Gr. α = PCelt. *a:

LAv. ča- ḍwar-
MidCymr. pe- tvar-
Boiot. πέ τταρ-
Hom. τε οσω-
Tocha. š-twar
OGaul. pe- tuaria-

(num.) ‘vier’ (AIWb. 557, čaṭwarascha [plN])
(num.) ‘vier’ (ACSS. 2:982, petgwared)
(num.) ‘vier’ (GEW 2:883, πέτταρες)
(num.) ‘vier’ (GEW 2:883, τέσσαρες [plN])
(num.) ‘vier’ (Poucha 330, štwar)
(ON.num.f.) ‘vierte’ (ACSS. 982)

§8. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:475) reconstructed “Ai. tîrṇa-s ‘überschritten, durchgemacht’, tîrthá-m ‘Furt, Tränke’, apers. fra-tarta-h ‘vorwärts gegangen’, zu ai. tára-tíṛa-tí, W. ter-”, assumedly from Neogr. *ṭC. As already pointed out above, there are two externally confirmed roots:

(a) PIE *ter-, tor-, tr- ‘über, durch’ (P. 1074-5)

RV. tára-
HLu. tari-
LAv. titārya-
OPers. vi-taraya-
Go. pairh

(m.) ‘das Übersetzen, Überfahrt’ (WbRV. 529)
(vb.) ‘rise’ (ChLu. 10.12.8, ta̞-ri+i-ta̞)
(cs.) ‘überwinden, bewältigen’ (AIWb. 639)
(cs.) ‘put across’ (OldP. 186, viyatarayam [1sg])
(prep.) ‘through, etc.’ (GoEtD. 354)

(b) PIE *til- ‘erheben’ (P. 1074-5)

Thrac. τῆ ε/ο-
RV. ūd (…) tira-

(ao.) ‘auf-, wegheben, entfernen’ (WH 2:688, τῆε)
(pr6A.) ‘erhöhen, steigern’ (WbRV. 525, ūd tirāmasi)

§9. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:475) compared “Ai. iṛṇa-s ‘in Bewegung gesetzt, erhoben’ […] gr. νέοτος ‘neu entstanden’, νων-ορτός ‘Erregung von Staub’ ὀργυμ ‘ich erreege, störe auf’.” Yet again, the enriched data reveals two distinct roots:

(a) PIE *hair- (or *ir-). The Sanskrit /i/ coincides with Gr. i in:

Br. iṛṇa-
Hes. ἐπι-ορνύτιο-

(pt.) ‘in Bewegung gesetzt, erhoben’ (EWA 1:106)
(a.) ‘ἐπιορνύτιος · ξέες ἐν χρήμη’ (GEW 2:423)
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An original PIE *i is in agreement with the lack of cerebralization in Sanskrit not allowing a laryngeal following a liquid in Indo-Iranian (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II).
(b) PIE *er- *er- *er- ‘sich regen, erheben, usw.’ is attested in:

Gr. δομ- (ao.) ‘sich regen/erheben, eilen’ (GEW 2:426, ὁρτό)
Gr. ἓνομ- (ao.) ‘sich regen/erregen’ (GEW 2:422, ἐνοτο - ὡμονήθη)
Hi. ara- (vb2.) ‘to (a)rise, lift, raise’ (HEG 1:52, a-ra-i [3sg])
Gr. ἄρσυ- (.) ‘sich regen/erregen, eilen’ (GEW 2:423, ἄρσυμι)
gr. νέ(τ)ροτό- (a.) ‘neuerstanden’ (GEW 2:423, νέορτος [sgN])
Gr. χοντ-οτό- (m.) ‘Erregung von Staub’ (GEW 2:423, χοντ-οτός)


The traditional reconstruction has been outdated by the emergence of the Old Anatolian laryngeal, which allows for the regular treatment of Italo-Celtic /a/ with PIE *ha (*ah) instead of Neogr. *ŋ:

vḥarŋ- ‘weiss, glänzend; Silber’ (P. 64)
Hi. ḫargi- (a.) ‘weiß, hell’ (HEG 1:177, ḫar-ki-iš [sgN])
Gr. ṣχαννο-ςχαννο- (a.) ‘mit glänzendem Donnerkeil’ (GEW 1:134)
LAV. ṣrəzətəm- (n.) ‘Silber’ (AIWb. 352, ṣrəzətəm [sgNA])

§11. Brugmann (Grundr 1:479) reconstructed “Lat. arduo-s : air. ard ‘hoch, gross’, gall. arduenna, aisl. ʻorðug-ʼ ‘steil’ urgerm. ardɨa-, Gf. ʻorðu- ʻorð-, vgl. av. ərdwa ‘aufrecht, erhaben’.” Here, as in the previous example, all theories containing the laryngeal now reconstruct the laryngeal:

vḥardu- ‘hoch, steil, gross, usw.’

Lat. arduo- (a.) ‘hoch, steil, schwierig’ (WH1:64-5)
OLr. ard (a.) ‘haut, grand : hoch, gross’ (LEIA A-87)
OGaul. ardu-enne- (ONf.) ‘Ardennes’ (LEIA A-87)
LAV. ərdəva- (a.) ‘auf, nach oben, in die Höhe gerichtet’ (AIWb. 350)

§12. The key issues concerning Neogr. *ŋ = (C)řHC can be summarized as follows:
(a) The actual outcome of the sequence PIE *(C)řH in Aryan languages after the loss of the laryngeal is (C)řC (RV. drš-, etc.). This is to say, svarabhakti vowels have not developed from syllabic sonants.
(b) Both in Aryan and non-Aryan languages the svarabhakti vowels traditionally derived from Neogr. *ŋ are externally paralleled, and therefore reflect their original PIE counterparts.
3.3.8 NeoGr. *l (consonantal lateral)

§0. NeoGr. *l ≡ PIE *₁l, a lateral liquid, was felt to be problematic by the Sanskritocentric Paleogrammarians because only /r/ was securely attested in Indo-Iranian. The systematic appearance of PIE *₁l in the rest of group allowed the Neoogrammarians to directly establish PIE *₁l beyond doubt with the sound law PIE *₁l → PIIr. *r.

§1. Brugmann provided a number of examples of NeoGr. *₁l:
(b) Brugmann (Grundr² 1:424) reconstructed vmel- for “Gr. μέλαζ (F. μελαινα) ‘schwarz’, nbret. melen ‘crocus’, lett. meln-s ‘schwarz’ lit. mēlyna-s ‘blau’, ai. maliná-s ‘schmutzig, dunkelfarbig, schwarz’.”
(c) Brugmann (Grundr² 1:424) quotes “Gr. ἀληθεῖν ‘verdienen, erwerben’, lit. algà ‘Lohn’, ai. arghá-s ‘Wert, Preis’.”

§2. As for Anatolian, PIE *₁l has been thoroughly preserved and only minor issues are worth noting in this connection:
(a) Hawkins (= CHLu.) would prefer to replace the earlier reading of the syllable HLu. la with HLu. “la/i/u”, a sign with three possible interpretations, HLu. la, li or lu. The idea is based on examples like HLu. (‘FLAMMAE(?)) la/i/u-sâ-la/i/u-sâ-ta (CHLu. 9.1.11), which Hawkins reads as /lusalusa/-, based on the comparison with PIE vľuk- ‘glänzen’ = Hi. luk- ‘id.’ with palatalization in Hieroglyphic Luwian. However, the traditional reading HLu. la is quite satisfactory, owing to the comparative existence of the root:

PIE v'les-, v'los- ‘glänzen’ (P. –)
HLu. laša-łaša- (vb.) ‘glänzen’ (?) (‘FLAMMAE(?))la/i/u-sâ-la/i/u-sâ-ta)
OInd. lasa- (a.) ‘shining’ (MonWil. 899, lases [sgN])
Hi. lešala- (MUI.C.) ‘Komet’ (HEG 2:54, le-eš-šal-la-aš [sgN])

Similarly, the other alternative readings for “la/i/u” lack comparative content. For this reason, I feel that Hawkins’s suggestion may be an unnecessary complication of the notation.
(b) In Lydian there are two laterals, Lyd. ₁ and Lyd. ἅ. It has been suggested (Gusmani, LydWb. 33) that Lyd. ἅ represents a palatal due to the presence of the glide in the comparative evidence (see, for instance, Lyd. ἀλα- = Lat. alio- ‘alius’). Additional examples of PIE *₁li, li → Lyd. ἅ can now be identified in the data, for instance, in:

CLU. lali- (c.) ‘Wort, Rede’ (HEG 2:20, DLL. 62, la-li-iš)
Lyd. laẖ- (vb.) ‘aussprechen’ (LydWb. 158, laẖeš [pt.sgN])

Here Gusmani’s Law is confirmed.

§3. A palatalized lateral /l/ is also attested in Tocharian /ly/, constituting a phoneme in both dialects (Adams 1988:10). A similar etymological origin to that of Lydian can
established for both dialects A and B, except that the Tocharian also includes non-
organic examples of *l having gained the palatal from the following PIE *<8 (cf. TochB.
klyomo (a.) ‘noble’ DTochB. 231 : Go. hlúma (m.) ‘Gehör’ (pl.) ‘Ohren’ GoEtD.
188).

3.3.9 Neogr. *I (anteconsonantal syllabic lateral)

§0. PIE *I, the vocalic counterpart of PIE *I, was postulated by Osthoff as the lateral
counterpart of PIE *f. Like PIE *f, the syllabic PIE *I is only attested in Indo-Iranian,
but in the rest of the group the svarabhakti vowels are externally paralleled with
the result that the Neogrammarian theory needs to be scaled back in this respect.

§1. According to Brugmann’s synthesis (Grundr² 1:452), the outcomes of Neogr. *I in
the cognates are expressed in the table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+C f]</td>
<td>âr</td>
<td>al, ła</td>
<td>αλαλα</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>ol</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>ul</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>il</td>
<td>iü</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§2. The problems of Neogr. *I are identical with those of Neogr. *f. Brugmann’s
alleged examples can be proven to contain vowels proper instead of svarabhaktis
emerging from syllabic *I, as detailed below.

πιμπλαμεν ‘wir füllen’ (II S. 935)”.

1. The material contains, however, two separate stems:
(a) PIE *pel- *pol-, the unextended root, is confirmed by the absence of

Pie *pel- ‘füllen, usw.’

TochB. päl- (vb.) ‘drip’ (DTochB. 379, pältsi [inf.])
RV. pipar- (pr.) ‘füllen, anfüllen’ (WbRV. 775, piparti [3sg])

(b) PIE *plea-, the laryngeal extension of the root, is confirmed by Rig-Vedic hiatus
and Greek α coinciding in:

RV. prá- (ao.) ‘füllen, anfüllen’ (WbRV. 886, práas [2sgConj])
RV. kakšia-prá- (a.) ‘den Leibgurt füllend’ (WbRV. 309, práam [A])
Gr. πιμπλαμεν (pr.) ‘füllen’ (GEW 1:537-8, πιμπλαμεν [1pl])

Thus, a root PIE *pl- and its extension PIE *pla- are attested instead of a single root
with Neogr. *I.

§4. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:457) compared the items “Ai. prthú-š av. pərəθu-š ‘breit’,
ai. prthív ‘Erde’ : Arm. lain ‘breit’, air. lethann ‘breit’ [...]” and (Grundr² 1:468)
“akymr. litan ‘breit’ gall. Smertu-litanus Litu-genas [...]”, which are all derived from
Neogr. *pl(h)-. The now enriched material implies, however, a root PIE vpl- ‘breit,
weit’ with alternative extensions:
(a) PIE *pl-aḫi- (a.) ‘breit, weit’ (CHD P:66)
Hi. palḥi- (a.) ‘breit, weit’ (HHAnd. 117, pal-ḥi [NA])
Arm. lain- (a.) ‘breit’ (Grundr² 1:457, PIE *pleaḥino-)
OGaul. litano-briga- (ON.) ‘Breitburg’ (ACSS. 2:243, PIE *plaḥito-)
OCymr. litan- (a.) ‘breit’ (ACSS. 2:242, Grundr² 1:468)

(b) PIE *pl₄-thu-, a root without a laryngeal suffix, is secured by the absence of gAv. § (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II) in:

    gAv. pəræðu- (a.) ‘weit, breit’ (AIWB. 892-3)
    RV. prthu- (a.) ‘breit, weit sich austreckend’ (WbRV. 857)

§5. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:464) reconstructed Neogr *lg⁴h₄- for “Gr. ḍλφή ‘Arbeitslohn’ (ai. Pf. ān-ṛhūr : āra-ti ‘er ist werth, verdient’), falls lit. ḍlā ‘Lohn’ mit elgius ‘ich führe einen Lebenswandel, betrage mich’ zusammenstellen ist.” For this root, the following bases are implied by the comparative method:
(a) Neogr. *alg⁴h₄- (PIE *hæalg⁴h₄-) ‘erwerben’ (P. 32-3, HEG 1:134)

    Hi. halguesgar- (n.) ‘Ernte, Erstlingsgabe’ (HHAnd. 36, ḥal-ku-eš-šar)
    RV. sahasra-’argha- (a.) ‘tausendfachen Wert habend’ (WbRV. 1504)
    Gr. ἁλγῆ- (f.) ‘Erwerb’ (GEW 1:81, ḍλφή [sgN])
    Li. algā- (f.) ‘Lohn, Sold’ (LiEtWb. 7)
    OPr. ālga- (f.) ‘Lohn’ (APRS. 298, ālchas [sgG])

The root with a common Indo-European /a/ is confirmed by the Old Anatolian laryngeal, Rig-Vedic hiatus and Greek ṣ-. Owing to the presence of Hi. ḍ, vocalizations such as Gr. ḍlφή- should no longer be explained with Neogr. *l but with the vowel PIE *a (formerly *h₂) accompanying PIE *h₄.

(b) Neogr *lg⁴h (= PIE *hælg⁴h₄), the zero-grade root, appears only in Indo-Iranian and is of secondary origin. Neogr. *l took syllabicity after the loss of PIE *a in:

    OInd. ān ṛh- (pf.) ‘wert sein’ (Whitney 1955₫:282, ānṛhūs).

(c) PIE *eḥlalg⁴h₄-, the zero-grade root with a prothetic vowel, appears in Baltic:

    Li. elɡ- (vb.) ‘sich benehmen, sich betragen’ (LiEtWb. 7)
    Latv. elɡ- (vb.) ‘sich aufdrängen, aushalten, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 7)

§6. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:468) reconstructs Neogr. *ml₄t- for “Mir. blith Inf. zu [air.] melim ‘molo’.” The comparative method implies, however, two derivationally distinct roots:
(a) PIE *mel- *mol- (root PIE ñml- ) are attested in:

    Hi. mala- (vb.) ‘mahlen, zerkleinern’ (CHD LN:125-6, ma-al-la-i)
    OFr. meli- (vb.) ‘i. molō moudre, écraser’ (LEIA M-32, melim)

(b) PIE ñml- ‘mahlen’ (P. 716), the *i-extension, is attested in PIE ñmlit- ‘mahlen, usw.’

---

552 It is possible to compare gAv. pəræðu- with OAnat. ṣpaltu-’patita- (NOMS. 917, pa-al-du-ū-baʔ-?-aʔti-it-taʔ-). As we are dealing with a personal name and the meaning of ’patita- is unknown, the comparison remains uncertain.
Three witnesses confirm PCelt. *li ← PIE *li, not Neogr. *l, which is placed beyond doubt by the ablauting extension PIE *mloit-, mleit- in OInd. v/mleit-.

§7. Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1:470) compares “Go. lustu-s, ahd. lust ‘Lust’, wahrscheinlich zu ai. lālaša-s ‘begierig’ gr. λλαταμα ‘ich begehre’ aus *λλ-λαοζο- (294 S. 273)”. For this, the comparative method implies two externally paralleled roots, one with Neogr. *a and another with Neogr. *u:

(a) PIE *lus- ‘Lust’ (with Neogr. *u) is confirmed by two witnesses:

OInd. luṣa-bha- (m.) ‘brünstiger Elephant’ (KEWA 3:109, luṣabhaḥ)
Go. lus tu- (.) ‘Lust’ (GoEtD. 238)

(b) PIE *leahs- ‘begehren, verlangen’ (with Neogr. *a) is evident in:

OInd. lālasa- (a.int.) ‘heftig verlangend nach’ (KEWA 2:99-100)
Gr. λλαταν- (prM.) ‘heftig begehren, verlangen’ (GEW 2:123)

To the latter belongs the cerebralized stem (originally a reduplication) PIE *lelaḥso-

OInd. láṣa- (pr.) ‘begehren, Verlangen haben nach’ (KEWA 3:95),

where the laryngeal implied by Gr α is confirmed by Fortunatov’s Law II.

§8. As for the PIE *l in System PIE, note the following general remarks:

(a) The syllabic lateral PIE *l is directly continued only in Indo-Iranian (possibly having turned into ṛ). Its Proto-Indo-European origin is confirmed by the impossibility of the loss of any vocalic element in examples like gAv. ṁṛṣadvu- = RV. prthu-:, which are not affected by Fortunatov’s Law II. Owing to this, it is possible to postulate PIE *l based on the principle of family consistency (Trask DHCL 120). Accordingly, the core of the Neogrammarian theory is sound in terms of its key assertion, the existence of syllabic PIE *l in the proto-language.

(b) Through the availability of PIE *h in reconstruction, it can be shown that the outcome of the syllabic lateral was a simple lateral in all dialects. This is because *l (in PIE *hl and *hlh) did not produce svarabhakti vowels, but turned into simple PIE *l following the loss of PIE *h:

\[
\text{PIE } *l \rightarrow \text{RV. } ṛ/r, \text{ Av. } ʰər/r, \text{ Lat. } *l (\text{in Lat. } l), \text{ Li. } *l (\text{in Li. } l), \text{ etc.}
\]

(c) Since the svarabhakti vowels can be externally confirmed by parallels to represent original PIE items by at least two witnesses (Fick’s Rule), scaling back the traditional outcomes of Neogr. *l presents no theoretical or practical difficulties.
3.3.10 Neogr. *ṭ₁ (antevocalic syllabic lateral)

§0. As the Neogrammarians noticed that the svarabhakti vowels associated with syllabic sonants appeared in antevocalic position as well, Neogr. *ṭ₁ was introduced as the counterpart of Neogr. *ṛ to account for the situation.

§1. According to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:452), Neogr. *ṭ₁ resulted in in svarabhakti vowels identical to those associated with Neogr. *ṛ:


§2. The problems of Neogr. *ṭ₁ match those of Neogr. *ṛ. For this proto-phoneme, Brugmann's examples of svarabhakti vowels can be comparatively proven as original in the following manner:

§3. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:456) reconstructed Neogr. *ṭ₁- ‘heben, tragen’ for “ai. tula ‘Gewicht, Wage’, gr. τάλαξ ‘duldend’, lat. 2. Sg. at-tulás, got. ṭulaip ‘er duldet’.” Neogr. *ṭ₁ lacks support, owing to several externally confirmed correspondences:

(a) PIE *tul- ‘tragen’ is attested in three subgroups, including Indo-Iranian, and therefore carries an original PIE *u in:

Lat. tul- (pf.) ‘tragen, bringen’ (WH 2:68, tulit [3sg])
OLat. tulō (pr3.) ‘tragen, bringen’ (WH 2:688)
Olcl. ťola- (vb.) ‘ertragen, dulden’ (ANEWb. 615)
Go. ţula- (vb.) ‘endure, be patient with’ (GoEtD. 367, ʯulan)
Olind. tulā- (f.) ‘Waage, Waagebalken’ (EWA 1:658)

PIE *u is internally confirmed for Indo-Iranian through the variants PIE *teul- *toul-:

Olind. tolaya- (vb10.) ‘aufheben, aufhalten, wägen’ (EWA 1:658)
Olind. tolana- (n.) ‘das Aufheben’ (EWA 1:658)

(b) PIE ʋtahl- ‘tragen’. Greek and Tocharian (lacking palatalization) preserve the root forms PIE *teahl- and PIE *tēahl- in:

Gr. τέταλ- (pfM.) ‘ausproben lassen, hervorbringen’ (GEW 2:870)
TochB. tâle- (sb.) ‘load, burden’ (DTochB. 296)
Gr. ταλα(ϝ)δ- (a.) ‘ausdauernd, ertragend, unglücklich’ (GEW 2:848)
TochA. tâlo- (a.) ‘miser : elend’ (Poucha 119)
TochB. tallârñe- (sb.) ‘misery’ (DTochB. 282)


(a) PIE *kahl- ‘cover, deck, etc.’. An Indo-European /a/ ≡ PIE *eah is confirmed by Italo-Greek and the laryngeal by cerebralization in Sanskrit in the dental extension PIE *kēahl- to-:
Yet Indo-European (Nom. 'verbergen' §5. = Neogr. *κήλη) following the loss of PIE *a, as proven by: 

- Lat. clam (adv.) 'heimlich, verhohlen, insgeheim' (WH 1:226-7)
- Aoil. χλάμυν- (f.) 'Oberkleid, Mantel' (GEW 2:1102, χλάμυν [sgA])

The presence of the *č-grade is explained by schwebeablaut in PIE *καχέλ- *καχέλ- 'verbergen' (= Neogr. *κήλη- *κήλη-):

- OIr. celi- (pr.) 'verbergen' (LEIA C-53-4, ceilid)
- Lat. cēlā- (pr1.) 'verhehlen, verbergen' (WH 1:196)

PIE *καχέλ- 'keller' (with ambiguous K) is required by Centum forms like:

- Ocl. hol- (a.) 'hohl' (ANEtWb. 248, holr sgN)
- Gr. κύλιος (n.) ‘Höhlen unter den Augen’ (GEW 2:46)
- Hi. kuli- (sb.) ‘Loch, Hohlweg’ (?) (HHand. 83, HEG 1:–)
- OEng. a ·hola- (vb.) ‘to dig’ (ASaxD. 31, aholian [inf.])
- MidIr. cuile (m.) ‘Keller, Magazin’ (LEIA C-269, Grundr 2:1456)

Owing to the uniform *u-vocalism and the absence of PIE *h (cf. Hi. kuli- and Gr. κύλιος), the root is not identical with PIE *καχέλ-.


(a) PIE *pul- ‘viel’, the zero-grade root, appears with unified PIE *u in:

- RV. pur- (ao.) ‘anfüllen, reichlich zufüllen’ (WbRV. 776, pürdhí)
- RV. púryá- (prP.) ‘anfüllen’ (WbRV. 776, púryámḥam ‘angefüllt’)
- OIr. huile- (a.) ‘tout, entire, chacun’ (LEIA U:17-18)
- Go. full- (a.) ‘πληγής = voll’ (GoEtD. 131, fulls [sgN])
- OCS. plünū- (a.) ‘voll’ (Sadnik 672)

Additionally, the ablaut bases PIE *pe/oul- *pě/oul- have been preserved in:

- RV. paúra- (m.) ‘Füller, Zufüller, Spender, Mehrer’ (WbRV. 863)
- LAv. paoirī- (a.) ‘viel, zahlreich, reichlich’ (AIWb. 855-6, paoirīš)
- Hom. πολύ- ποδ- (m.) ‘polypus’ (LSJ. 1441, πουλάβιον [sgG])

(b) PIE *polu- ‘viel, zahlreich’ appears in a perfect match between Greek, Iranian and Armenian:

- Gr. πολύ- (a.) ‘viel, zahlreich, häufig’ (GEW 1:777, πολύς [sgN])
- gAv. po"ru- (a.) ‘viel, zahlreich, reichlich’ (AIWb. 855-6, pourūš)
OPers. paruv- (a.) ‘much, many’ (OldP. 196, paruv [sgNA])
Arm. y-o lov- (a.) ‘viel’ (Grundr² 1:510)

(c) PIE *pil- (aḥ)- ‘voll, füllen’ with PIE *i is confirmed by multiple witnesses in:

Li. pil- (vb.) ‘gießen, ausschütten, -füllen’ (LiEtWb. 592, pilti)
Li. aṅt -pila- (m.) ‘Auffüllmaterial, Schotter’ (LiEtWb. 592, aṅtpilas)
RV. rās pirā- (a.) ‘geräuschvoll’ (WbRV. 1163)
OIr. il- (a.) ‘many, numerous’ (DIL. 380, il [sgNA])
Go. filu- (a.) ‘πολύς : much, λίαν : very’ (GoEtD. 116)

§6. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:462, 467) compared “Arm. malem ‘ich zerstosse’: umbr. kumaltu ‘commolito’, nkmyr. malaf ‘ich mahle, zermalme’ [...]”. Instead of Neogr. *mI l KıV, the comparative method implies a root with an internal laryngeal:

(a) PIE āmahl- (ablaut PIE *meahl- *mēahl-) with Arm. a = Gr. ā = OIr. a is attested in:

Arm. male- (vb.) ‘zerstossten’ (EtDiArm. 443, malem [1sg])
Gr. μαλαινν- (n.) ‘Mehl’ (PNm.) ‘Müller’ (GEW 2:166)
OIr. malart (f.) ‘destruction’ (LEIA M:14)
Li. molē (f.) ‘Mahlen, Mahlgut’ (LiEtWb. 463)

Here in particular the vowel Li. o must reflect PIE *čah. Furthermore,

(b) PIE *meahls-, the * -s-extension of the root, is attested in:

AV. mašmašákaro- (pr.) ‘zu Staub zermalmen’ (KEWA 2:604)
OInd. mašən kāraya- (pr.) ‘zu Staub zermalmen’ (KEWA 2:604)

The celebralization in Sanskrit (Fortunatov’s Law II) confirms the laryngeal.

§7. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:462) compared “Arm. kalin, Gen. kalnoy, ‘Eichel’: gr. βόλανν- ‘Eichel’, vgl. auch lit. gilê preuss. gile ‘Eichel’ [...]”, proposing Neogr. *gƗI V- as the starting point for the forms. However, the comparative distribution of the items is different.

(a) PIE *gəlahl- ‘Eichel’, reflected in common Indo-European /a/, is proven by:

Arm. kalin- (sb.) ‘Eichel’ (EtDiArm. 348, kalin, kalnoy [G])
gr. βόλανν- (f.) ‘Eichel’ (GEW 1:213)

The corresponding zero grade (PIE *gəahl-) is preserved in

OInd. gula- (m.) ‘the glans penis, clitoris’ (MonWil. 360).

(b) PIE *gəahl-il- ‘Eichel’ (P. 472) an alternative extension of the root PIE *gəahl-, is proven by the alternation of quantity in Baltic, requiring *gəahl- and *gəahl-:553

Li. gilê (f.) ‘Eichel : acorn’ (LiEtWb. 151)
OPr. gile (f.) ‘echele : Eichel’ (APrS. 338)
Li. gylê (f.) ‘Eichel’ (LiEtWb. 151)

---

553 For the etymological *i in Armenian dialects, see Martirosyan (EtDiArm. 411f.).
§8. Brugmann (Grundr. ² 1:473) posits Neogr. *tʰlV- for “Lett. tilát tilinát ‘flach ausbreiten’, aksl. tīlo ‘Boden’ : nbret tal ‘Stirn’ gall. cassi-talos, zu lit. tilēs etc., s. § 521.” Several original vocalizations are, however, confirmed for PIE by the comparative method:

(a) PIE ʰtʰal- ‘ausbreiten, überziehen, bedecken; Boden’, a root with PIE *i, is now confirmed by Old Anatolian, matching Balto-Slavonic in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi. teiāla-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘(qualifiziert Leinen)’</td>
<td>(Hand. 176, HEG 3:364)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv. tilā-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘ausgebreitet liegen’</td>
<td>(LiEtWb. 1093, tilāt [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi. teiālai-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘bedecken, überziehen’</td>
<td>(Hand. 176, HEG 3:364)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. tilē-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Bodenbretter, Bodenbelag’</td>
<td>(LiEtWb. 1093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS. tīlo</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Boden : ground’</td>
<td>(Sadnik 970)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE ʰtʰál- ‘Fläche, Ebene, Gegend’ is attested in *e-grade PIE ʰteʰl-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd. tala-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Fläche, Ebene, Handfläche’</td>
<td>(KEWA 1:487)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. ʰtʰal</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘Gegend, Distrikt’</td>
<td>(P. 1061)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEng. ʰel</td>
<td>(n.) ‘thin piece, plank, plate’</td>
<td>(ASaxD. 1046)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) As for Brugmann’s semantically unconvincing comparison of Celtic, I would like to suggest a connection between Greek and Indo-Iranian instead:

PIE ʰtʰal- ‘Kuppel, Stirn, Gaumen’

ʰtʰal-, ʰtohl-

MidIr. tel | (n.) ‘Stirn’ | (LEIA T-180f., telaib [plD])
YV. tálu- | (n.) ‘Gaumen : palatum’ | (EWA 1:644)
AVP. tālavya- | (a.) ‘zu Gaumen gehörig’ | (EWA 1:644)

ʰthael-, ʰthaol-

Gr. θόλο- | (f.) ‘Kuppel, rundes Gebäude’ | (GEW 1:677)
Gr. θόλιμο- | (m.) ‘innerer Raum des Hauses’ | (GEW 1:648)
MidIr. taʰl- | (n.) ‘Stirn : forehead’ | (LEIA T-180f.)
ModBre. tal | (.) ‘Stirn’ | (P. 1061)
OGaul. cassi- tālo- | (PN.m) ‘Au front élégant’ | (ACSS. 1:828)

§9. The main issues concerning Neogr. *lV = (C)lHV can be summarized as follows:

(a) The actual outcome of the sequence PIE *(C)lhV after the loss of laryngeal is (C)lV. That is to say, svarabhakti vowels did not develop from syllabic sonants, as suggested by the Neogrammarians.

(b) The resulting theoretical vacuum is readily filled as the svarabhakti vowels are externally confirmed by means of the comparative method and therefore shown to be original.
3.3.11 Neogr. *𢄰 (anteconsonantal long syllabic lateral)

§0. Neogr. *𢄰, the lateral counterpart of Neogr. *𢄱, was generalized for the proto-language by Brugmann and Osthoff, with the intent of explaining the svarabhtaki vowels discussed below.

§1. According to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:473ff.), the development of Neogr. *𢄰 (identical to Neogr. *𢄱) can be summarized as follows:

𢄰 ur ir al la  \( \alpha \lambda \lambda \) al al al ul il, ul li

Neogr. *𢄰 was structurally defined as **𢄰+\( \sigma \) (in C\( \sigma \)C). This view has been inherited by the laryngeal theory as such (LT *C\( \sigma \)HC), and therefore it requires no separate discussion.

§2. The problems of Neogr. *𢄰 are identical with those of Neogr. *𢄱. Instead of repeating these, it is possible to proceed directly to an examination of Brugmann’s examples.

§3. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:475) compared the items “Ai. mûrdhán- ‘Höhe, höchster Teil, Kopf’, gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \theta \rho \dot{o} \zeta \) ‘hochgewachsen’, vgl. gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \varepsilon \tau \nu \) ‘in die Höhe kommen, hervorspiessen, keimen’, ags. molda ‘Kopf’.” Despite this, the data requires a twofold organization:

(a) PIE \( \sqrt{\text{mul-}} \) (or \( \sqrt{\text{mahul-}} \)) ‘top, head, usw.’ and the extension *mul \dhat{-} appear in:

- Olfr. mul- (m.) ‘tête’ (LEIA M-74, mul [sgN])
- OEng. molda(n)- (m/f.) ‘the top of the head’ (ASaxD. 695)
- RV. mûrdhán- (m.) ‘Schädel, Oberhaupt, Kopf’ (WbRV. 1053)

Three languages confirm PIE *u, which is not traceable back to Neogr. *𢄰.

(b) The Hellenic forms, belonging to a different semantic field (‘keimen, wachsen’), cannot reflect PIE *mul- (\( \rightarrow \) Gr. μυλ-) and must have a different origin:

- Gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \theta \rho \dot{o} \zeta \) (a.) ‘hochgewachsen’ (GEW 1:246, \( \beta \lambda \omega \theta \rho \dot{o} \zeta \))
- Gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \varepsilon \tau \nu \) (pt.m.) ‘Keim, Spross, Stengel’ (GEW 1:241)
- Gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \dot{o} \) (ao.) ‘keimen, sprossen’ (GEW 1:241, \( \beta \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \varepsilon \tau \nu \))
- Gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \sigma \eta \) (f.) ‘Ursprung, Geburt’ (GEW 1:241)
- Gr. \( \beta \lambda \omega \sigma \tau \omega \) (pr.) ‘hervorbringen’ (GEW 1:241)

In theory, the Greek items could be compared with

TochA. malto- (num.ord.) ‘primus’ (adv.) ‘primum’ (Poucha 214),

but this remains uncertain owing to the slight difference in semantics, schwebeablat and the ambiguity of Gr. \( \beta \) (= PIE *m, *b or *g).

(a) PIE *pul- ‘full’. The Verner-root with PIE *u appears in:

PIE *pul-

RV. pur- (ao.) ‘füllen, reichlich zufüllen, schenken’ (WbRV. 776)

PIE *pulno-

RV. pūrṇā- (pt.) ‘voll, gefüllt’ (WbRV. 777, 844)
OCS. plǔnu- (a.) ‘voll’ (Grundr² 1:475)
Russ. polnotá- (f.) ‘Fülle, Vollständigkeit’ (REW 2:394)

PIE *poulu-

Hom. πουλό- (a.) ‘voll’ (LSJ. 1456, πουλός)
LAv. paol‘ru- (adv.) ‘reichlich, in reichem Mass’ (AIWb. 855)

(b) PIE *pil- ‘voll’, already proven to contain *i under the respective antevocalic variant, is widely attested:

PIE *pil-(aḥ)-

Li. pil- (vb.) ‘gießen, ausschütten, -füllen’ (LiEtWb. 592, pīlī)
Li. aṅt-pilā- (m.) ‘Auffüllmaterial, Schotter’ (LiEtWb. 592, aṅtpilas)
RV. rās-pirā- (a.) ‘geräuschvoll’ (WbRV. 1163)
OIr. il- (a.) ‘many, numerous’ (DIL. 380, irl [sgNA])

PIE *pilāno-

Li. pilna- (a.) ‘voll’ (LiEtWb. 591-2, pilnas [sgN])
OPr. pilna- (a.) ‘ganz’ (APrS. 398)

PIE *pilu-

Go. filu- (a.) ‘πολλός = much’, λίαν = very’ (GoEtD. 116)

(c) The prototype PIE *polno- is shown by two witnesses:

Gr. πολλός- (a.) ‘viel, zahlreich, häufig’ (GEW 1:577, πολλός)
LAv. paroṇah-vant- (a.) ‘in Fülle vorhanden, reichlich’ (AIWb. 870)

The absence of the laryngeal is proven by the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II.554

(d) The base Neogr. *plē- (≡ PIE *plē- v *plahē- v *plehā-) appears in:

Gr. πίμ-πλη- (pr.) ‘füllen, vollmachen’ (GEW 1:537, πίμπλησιν)
Lat. plēno- (a.) ‘voll(ständig), schwanger, stark, satt’ (WH 1:322)
Umbr. plēno- (a.) ‘voll’ (WH 1:322, plener [plDabl])

(e) Neogr. *plōno- (or PIE *plēahno- v *plōahno-) has been preserved in the Celtic

OIr. lán- (a.) ‘full (of), filled (with)’ (DIL. 421).555

554 Brugmann’s internal reconstruction of Gr. πολλός ← PGr. *πολύτιμος is unsatisfactory due to the external confirmation of PIE *polno-.
§5. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:475) reconstructed Neogr. *ū́n*- for “Ai. úrña aus *ū́rnáa, lat. lâna aus umlah, lit. vilna ‘Wolle’, gr. οὐλό- ‘Kraus’ aus *ǵovl̥- (§ 408, 3 S. 359); vgl. § 451 Anm. über mir. oland nkymr. gwlan ‘Wolle’. The extended material implies several distinctions within the data:

(a) PIE *ṿhaul- is established by various extensions, briefly summarized as follows:

1. PIE * DataTypes = OIr., RV.
   - OInd. šám-úla- (n.) ‘wollenes Hemd’ (KEWA 1:116, 3:652)
   - OInd. oúlo- (m.) ‘Wolle’ (GEW 2:118 & 3:146, οὐλός [sgN])

2. PIE * DataTypes = Hua.
   - Hi. ěulá- (c.) ‘Wolle’ (HEG 1:280, ěu-li-ia-š [sgN])
   - RV. šám ulíá- (m./n.) ‘wollendes Hemde’ (WbRV. 1391)

Here Hi. ū directly reflects the original laryngeal.

3. PIE * DataTypes = Hua.
   - Hi. ūlāna- (c.) ‘Wolle’ (HEG 2:278f., ěu-u-la-[n(i)])
   - RV. ūrna ?urladass- (a.) ‘Wollen-weich’ (WbRV. 274)
   - OCS. vúna (f.) ‘Wolle’ (ANetWb. 633)

4. As for the general context (to my knowledge unrecognized), it is worth mentioning that the root ṿhaul- ‘wool’ is a *-l-derivate of the root

ṿhau- ‘sheep’

   - HLu. haua- (c.) ‘sheep’ (CHLu. 1.1.48, OVIS(ANIMAL)há-ua/i-sá)
   - Li. áva- (m.) ‘Widdert’ (APRS. 309, ávas [Jušk. I,179])
   - Lat. au-bubulco- (m.) ‘pastor ovium’ (WH 1:79)
   - OIr. u-gaire (m.) ‘shepherd’ (DIL 485 [sub oegaire], ugaire)
   - Lat. ū piliō(n)- (m.) ‘Schafhirt’ (WH 2:211)

(b) PIE * DataTypes = Hua.
   - Li. vilna- (f.) ‘Wolle’ (LiEtWb. 1253)
   - Lat. uillo- (m.) ‘das zottige, wollige Haar der Tiere’ (WH 2:791)
   - OPr. wilna- (f.) ‘Rock’ (LiEtWb. 1253)

Baltic i, confirmed by Latin, here reflects an original PIE *i, not Neogr. *i. The segmentation of the extension PIE * -l- attaches the items to the main root

PIE ṿhaui- ‘sheep’:

   - CLu. ěau- (c.) ‘Schaf’ (KLUN 70, DLL 45)
   - Gr. ōṿ- (c.) ‘Schaf’ (GEW 2:367, Arg. ōṿ-νς [plA])
   - Lat. oui- (c.) ‘Schaf’ (WH 2:229-30)

---

555 Whether OInd. prāna- (a.) ‘voll’ (Wack. AiGr. II/2:731, KEWA 1:283) and LAv. frāna yantōma- (a.) ‘(?)-’ (AIWb. 1016) belong to Lat. plēnus or OIr. lân cannot be determined, owing to the collision of vocalisms in Indo-Iranian.

556 Whether PIE *ṿhaulo- or PIE *ọhaulo- is to be reconstructed for Gr. oúlo-remains uncertain.
Li. avi- (4) ‘Schaf’ (LiEtWb. 28, avis [sgN])
(c) PIE *ulañh- ‘Wolle’ (P. 1139) is implied by the Greek lacking ‘prothetic ò’ in:
Gr. λήvo- (m.) ‘Wolle, Wollfaser, -flocke’ (GEW 2:117-8)
MidIr. olann (f.) ‘Wolle’ (DIL. 489, olann, oland)
MidCymr. gwlan (f.) ‘wool’ (Schrijver 1995:177)
Lat. länä- (f.) ‘Wolle’ (WH 1:756-7, lâna [sgN])

The absence of the initial laryngeal is confirmed by Old Anatolian, where the root PIE "ul- appears with an alternative extension:
Hi. ulihi- (⟨si⟩g) ‘e. Kultgegenstand aus Wolle’ (HHand. 185).

§6. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:475) reconstructed Neogr. mĨC- for “Ai. mũñãs ‘zermalmt’, alat. maltãs ‘molles’ umbr. kumates comatir ‘commolitis’ [...] lit. miltãi Pl. ‘Mehl’.” As usual, several distinct roots are confirmed by external comparison:
(a) PIE *mul- is implied by the common Indo-European /u/ in:
Gr. µũlo- (m.) ‘Handmühle’ (GEW 2:268-70)
RV. pari mũñã- (pret.pt.) ‘verwelkt, alt geworden’ (WbRV. 389)
Gr. µũλũo (vb.) ‘mahlen, zerreiben, zermalmen’ (GEW 2:269)
OHG. mulla- (vb.) ‘crush to pieces’ (GoEtD. 260, mullan [inf.])

As the liquid has been preserved in Rig-Vedic, there was no laryngeal within the root (the converse of Fortunatov’s Law II).
(b) PIE *mahl- is confirmed by multiple witnesses in:
Gr. µãłũµo- (n.) ‘Mehl’ (PNm.) ‘Müller’ (GEW 2:166)
OIr. malart (f.) ‘destruction’ (LEIA M:14)
Li. molè (f.) ‘Mahlen, Mahlgut’ (LiEtWb. 463)
AV. mašmašãkar- (pr.) ‘zu Staub zermalmen’ (KEWA 2:604)
OLat. malto- (pt.) ‘máltãs : molles’ (Grundr² 1:475)

(c) PIE *mah–l- (or *mila–?) is attested in Italic and Baltic:
Lat. milio- (n.) ‘Hirse, Rispenhirse’ (WH 2:87, milium [sgNA])
Li. miln– (f.) ‘Handgriff und der Handmühle’ (LiEtWb. 453)
Li. milta– (1m.pl.) ‘Mehl’ (LiEtWb. 453, mittai [plN])
Latv. milt– (vb.) ‘zermalmen, prügeln’ (LiEtWb. 403, miltitt [inf.])

§7. The key issues concerning Neogr. *I (C)[HC are:
(a) After the loss of the laryngeal, the actual outcome of the sequence PIE *(C)rãC in Aryan languages is (C)[rãC, rebutting the idea that svarabhakti vowels developed from syllabic sonants.
(b) In both Aryan and non-Aryan languages, the svarabhakti vowels traditionally derived from Neogr. *I are paralleled by at least two witnesses, and therefore are shown to be original.
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3.3.12 Liquids PIE *l/l and PIE *r/r in System PIE

§0. Only two liquids with consonantal PIE *l + r and vocalic PIE *l] *r] allophones are to be reconstructed for the proto-language, with syllabicity being conditioned by the environment C/V.

§1. The core Neogrammarians theory of the syllabic liquids PIE *r *l holds true, but the vocalic allophones are only continued in Indo-Iranian. In theory, some improvements could yet emerge, owing to the scattered traces of syllabic liquids in Later Anatolian and Tocharian:

(a) Occasional traces of the syllabic resonant /r/ (written r) appear at the surface level of Later Anatolian. Thus, for example, the phoneme /r/ is found in the environment Ç/C in Lycian:

Lyc. prñnawa-  (pr.) 'build' (Pedersen 1945:30, prñnawati [3sg])
HLu. parnaua- (vb.) 'serve' (CHLu. 1.1.58, (CRUX)pa+r3/-na-w3/-tu4)

Since the Lycian corpus – and, consequently, our knowledge of the language – is relatively restricted, we cannot reconstruct PIE *prñnuo- with certainty. In theory, syncope (the loss of the counterpart of the vowel /a/ in HLu. *parn-) could have occurred, thus resulting in a secondary syllabic r in Lycian. As long as Later Anatolian has not been fully compared with Old Anatolian and the rest of the group, it remains possible that verification of PIE *r and *l may emerge from Later Anatolian.

(b) Furthermore, sporadic remnants of syllabic liquids also appear in Tocharian in a few (but clearly attested) instances. Thus, for instance, a surface level /l/ appears in Tocharian B (written CIC), corresponding to Old Iranian ] in:

RV. câklp- (pfM.) 'sich wonach richten' (WbRV. 318, câklpré)
TochB. klpor- (sb.abstr.) 'obtaining' (DTochB. 171, klporsa)557
AV. klptá- (pret.pt.) 'geordnet' (EWA 1:323-4, klptá-)

The Tocharian material is admittedly thin, but at least in theory external confirmation for the Indo-Iranian syllabic resonants could emerge from this direction in the future.

§2. No examples for PIE *l and *r are available in the 'non-Aryan' languages, because the svarabhatti vowels traditionally attached to syllabic sonants are externally paralleled and thus proven to be genuine by the comparative method.

3.4 Nasals Neogr. *n *m

3.4.1 Nasals in the Neogrammarian system

§0. Schleicher (1861-62) already correctly reconstructed the two nasals Paleogr. *n (= PIE *n) and Paleogr. *m (= PIE *m) in the proto-language.

557 Adams (loc. cit.) explains the form as a loan, but the suffix is unmistakably Tocharian, and there is no syllabic liquid TochB. ] as would be the case if the form were a loan.
§1. In Grundriss Brugmann presented his theory of syllabic nasals, consisting of two series – Neogr. *n n *ʔ and Neogr. *m m – that closely resemble liquids. The segmental analysis of the items was assumed to be identical with that of liquids:

Neogr. *n n *ʔ n n ; *m m – *ʔ – that closely resemble liquids:

*ʔ n n *ʔ n n ; *m m – *ʔ – that closely resemble liquids:

§2. According to Brugmann, the nasals of the proto-language (written here for the dental nasal *n only) were reflected in Indo-European as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n + C</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>e (i)</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n/ V</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>αν</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*n + C</td>
<td>a̯</td>
<td>a̯</td>
<td>α̯</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>un</td>
<td>in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alleged outcomes of Neogr. *n n *ʔ *n m *ʔ are identical with liquids, except for the tiny differences of svarabhakti vowels and the treatment of Neogr. *n *ʔ, which assumedly lost the nasal and turned into the simple vowels /a/ and /ã/ in Indo-Iranian and, to some extent, Greek.⁵⁵⁸ The following preliminary remarks concerning the four types of nasals as items of the inventory should be noted.

§3. The non-syllabic consonantal nasals Neogr. *n (dental) and Neogr. *m (bilabial) are attested in the antevocalic environment *n V, m V. The reconstruction of PIE *n and PIE *m has not substantially changed, and the most relevant subsequent development concerns Brugmann’s (Grundriss² 1:342) distinction between four places of articulation for environments:

“Die idg. Grundsprache hatte vier der Articulationsstelle nach verschiedene Nasale, den labialen, m, den dentalen, n, den palatalen n̄, und den velaren, g. Die zwei letzten kamen nur vor palatalen und vor velaren Consonanten vor[...].”

The existence of conditions for Neogr. *n̄ (before palatals) and Neogr. *n̄ (before labials) more commonly been interpreted as indicating the allophonic status of the palatal (Neogr. *n̄) and velar (Neogr. *n̄) articulations. This view is no doubt correct, but nevertheless the underlying problem is not wholly resolved with allophones (for reasons that will be discussed below). The surface-level labial and dental nasals of the Indo-European languages can also be allophones in environments NK (velar), NP (labial) and NT (dental), where an original PIE *n or PIE *m cannot be verified owing to the assimilations:

PIE *n/mK → *nK    PIE *n/mP → mP    PIE *n/mT → nT.⁵⁵⁹

If Brugmann’s allophonic reconstruction (*nK) is mechanically replaced with a structural one (*nK, etc.), the outcomes are not necessary correct. Because PIE *mK, ⁵⁵⁸ Because the problems of the syllabic liquids apply to the nasals and vice versa, all of the arguments have not been repeated here.

⁵⁵⁹ PIE *mT was only preserved in Lithuanian (Li. šiūtas, etc.), with the result that in practice the entire case *nT is ambiguous.
etc. can also be correct from a comparative point of view. Though this possibility is usually not mentioned in etymological contexts, actually a cover symbol *N should be used throughout until and unless PIE *m or PIE *n has been proven.\textsuperscript{560}

§4. In the year marking the appearance of Osthoff’s syllabic liquids Neogr. *\textipa{ʃ} *\textipa{ɾ}, Brugmann (1876a:285-338 & 1876b:363-406) assumed the existence of the syllabic nasals Neogr. *\textipa{n} *\textipa{m} for the proto-language (Szemerényi 1996:46-48). These items are now referred to as the short syllabic nasals in anteconsonantal position (i.e. in environments Neogr. *\textipa{n}C and *\textipa{m}C).\textsuperscript{561} According to Brugmann, the syllabic nasals were not preserved in any Indo-European language as such, and this statement is generally true in the sense that no language possessed /n/ or /m/ in its phoneme inventory.\textsuperscript{562} In order to find evidence for the PIE items, Brugmann assumed a twofold development:

(a) In the majority of the Indo-European languages, the syllabic nasals developed an epenthetic (svarabhakti) vowel, which assumed syllabicity from its original carrier, the vocalic nasal:

\begin{quote}
“Die änderung bestand gewöhnlich darin, dass eine Verspaltung des Eintritts der spezifischen Mundstellung des Nasals deutlicher Hervortreten des schwachen unsilbischen Stimmgleitlautes bewirkte, der zu dieser Stellung führte. Der Gleitlaut zog dann die Funktion des Sonanten an sich und entwickelte sich zu einem Stellungslaut. Z. B. got. munda- aus uridg. mptö-." (Brugmann, Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:393)
\end{quote}

For the Indo-European languages, the assumed svarabhakti vowels were mostly identical with those of the respective liquids.

(b) On the other hand, Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:393) suggested that the anteconsonantal syllabic nasals were lost in Indo-Arian and Greek, where the outcome was a svarabhakti vowel /a/ only.\textsuperscript{563}

\begin{quote}
“Im Arischen und im Griechischen ging mit dem Erstarken des Gleitlautes der Nasal vor allen Consonanten […] verloren, z.B. ai. matá- gr. [\textipa{mató-}] ματό- = got. munda-.”
\end{quote}

Historically speaking, the starting point of Brugmann’s reconstruction was P\text{"a}ñini’s internal reconstruction of the verbal paradigms of Sanskrit, displaying well-known alternations of bases with and without a nasal (like RV. \textipa{v\text{"a}ha-}: \textipa{v\text{"a}m-} ‘gehen’ and RV. \textipa{v\text{"a}ha-}: \textipa{v\text{"a}han-} ‘schlagen’). With the newly postulated proto-language and the sound laws at his disposal, Brugmann (1876a:294) correctly asserted that (P\text{"a}ñini’s) early rule of nasal loss was impossible:

\textsuperscript{560} In practice, the reconstruction of the ambiguous nasal in \textipa{vC_{0}an}NK-, \textipa{vC_{0}an}NP- and \textipa{vC_{0}an}NT- depends on whether we are able to identify the respective roots \textipa{vC_{0}a}N- without extensions ·K-, ·P- and ·T-, revealing either a dental (\textipa{vC_{0}a}n-) or a labial \textipa{vC_{0}a}m- nasal.

\textsuperscript{561} Though Brugmann is now generally credited for the introduction of the syllabic nasals, the idea had occurred to several authors before him (see Szemerényi 1996:48, fn1 with literature).

\textsuperscript{562} See Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:393): “[Die kurzen sonantischen Nasale] sind […] in keiner idg. Sprache unverändert erhalten geblieben.”

\textsuperscript{563} In its full form, Brugmann’s sound law involves a multi-phased development: Neogr. *\textipa{n} m \rightarrow *\textipa{m} a\textipa{m} \rightarrow a\textipa{m} \rightarrow a \rightarrow \textipa{Hr. a, Gr. a}. 
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In effect, Brugmann’s key idea was that the nasal was not lost, but had turned into a vowel, as indicated by the internal reconstruction *Cn- : *Cam- and *Cn- : Can- of the syllabic nasals for the paradigms in question.

(c) Brugmann’s nasals (Neogr. *n *m) have been criticized by Burrow (1949:22) for being “[...] reconstructed purely on the basis of theoretical reconsiderations”. This criticism is accurate, because having taken Panini’s internal reconstruction as his starting point, Brugmann implicitly assumed that the Sanskrit paradigms directly continued those of the proto-language. Consequently, the syllabic nasals were postulated based on structural and distributive evidence, which did not necessarily preserve the truth.

(d) Most importantly, the successful reconstruction of the laryngeal PIE *h (≈ h2) is a catalytic event that will revolutionize the reconstruction of the syllabic nasals in the future. The laryngeal, by definition, is an obstruent (C). Consequently, hundreds of examples of *hNC and *CNh of shape CNC exist in reconstruction. This allows definition of the real outcomes of the syllabic nasals ā based on their measurable reflexes in the cognates. Though the situation is not yet generally understood, the phenomenon has already been recognized for word-initial position by Beekes (1988:22), who in his article PIE. RHC in Greek and other languages suggests:

“[…] a change in detail of one of the well established laws. It concerns the development of the ‘long resonants’, i.e. the sequences of vocalic resonant plus laryngeals when before consonant (RHC). On its development there is a general agreement. When not preceded by a vowel the resonant in this sequence is now automatically indicated as syllabic (CRHC). Within the framework of the laryngeal theory it has not been observed, as far as I known [sic] that this sequence gives a different development in word initial position, at least in some languages. It seems that here the laryngeal [RHC] was vocalized rather than the resonant.”

Beekes concludes his article by claiming that a ‘vocalization’, basically a non-phonemic vowel e, accompanied the laryngeal in *H₂H, thus creating environments for the different vocalizations discussed (in a nutshell, RHC = RH₂C and RHC = R₂H₆C). Regarding Beekes’s important article, the following issues can be highlighted:

1. Beekes’s ‘vocalization e’ (or ‘prop vowel’) is nothing but the schwa secundum – the anaptyctic/epenthetic vowel of Ōṣṭir (1913), Kuryłowicz (1935:29 & fn2, 55f.) and Sturtevant (1941:184) – which functionally corresponds to PIE *a (≡ Neogr. *ə) in System PIE.⁵⁶⁴

2. Beekes’s key observation, that the data proves that the ‘sequence [RHC] gives a different development’ than RHC (traditionally assumed for long syllabic

---

⁵⁶⁴ For Beekes’s highly tentative distribution between H₂ and H₂, see 1988:44: “In the case of CmHC it is best to write CmHC as the first phonetic development. For mHC-, where mHC is clearly not what happened, one might assume mHLC-. Of course we would like to find a set of rules which determine where this prop vowel developed. It is clear that the rules are language-specific.”
resonants), is correct in the sense that the syllabic resonants indeed result in consonants without svarabhakti vowels. However, the development is not restricted to word-initial position, but applies to the sequence CRHC as well. This is hardly surprising, since the Neogrammarian theory was formulated without the laryngeal and therefore no measurable sequences CRC (≡ CRH, HRČ) were available.

3. In order to demonstrate that Beekes is correct in his positing of the existence of a “different development” for syllabic resonants, I quote a root with PIE *ah₂ (equaling Beekes’s *eh₂) with the laryngeal confirmed by Vedic hiatus and PIE *a by the ‘a-vocalism’, in examples such as:

PIE *naḥu- ‘Schiff, Boot’ (P. 755-756)

  PIE *nēaḥu-

  RV. náv-  (f.) ‘Schiff, Boot’ (WbRV. 756, nāvam [sgA])
  Hom. νηʔ-  (.) ‘Schiff’ (GEW 2:292-3, Hom. νηʔς, Do. ναος)
  Lat. nāui-  (f.) ‘Schiff’ (WH 2:148f.)

  PIE *neaḥu-

  RV. ná’u-  (f.) ‘Schiff, Boot’ (KEWA 2:181, nāús [sgN])
  Gr. ναο-  (.) ‘Schiff’ (Gr. ναος [sgN])
  LAv. nav-āza-  (m.) ‘Schiffer’ (AIWb. 1047)

  PIE *naḥu-

  OInd. nu-  (n.) ‘a ship’ (MonWil. 567)

The striking feature is the zero-grade PIE *naḥu-, which first lost the unaccented PIE *a, resulting in a syllabic nasal, but then developed into a consonant (OInd. νnu-) rather than a vowel:

  PIE *naḥu- → *nḥu- → OInd. nu-.

In other words, the outcome of the syllabic nasal was *nḥ → OInd. n (b) (as assumed by Brugmann). This outcome, as pointed out already by Beekes (1988:33), is general. This is to say, it holds true for all resonants (PIE *m n l r) in all languages. For nasal PIE *n we have a simple development:

  PIE *n → OInd. n, Av. n, Gr. v, Lat. n, etc.

A similar situation appears with the labial nasal PIE *n, for instance, in:

  PIE *māḥu- (→ mūḥu-) → RV. mūs- (m.) ‘Maus’ (WbRV. 1054)
  PIE *māḥu- (→ mḥu-) → RV. muṣé (inf.) ‘rauben’ (WbRV. 1051)

---

565 For the two-syllabic scansion CV’VC (RV. 5.59.2.), see Szemerényi (1956:185ff.).
566 For the form, see Wackernagel (AiGr. 3:218).
567 See Beekes (1988:33): “I came upon the matter on the basis of Greek, but it seems that other languages have the same difference.”
4. Beekes’s strategy of explaining the difference between the real and conventional outcomes of long syllabic resonants with Rh_e and Rh_H falls apart, because it can be demonstrated that the outcomes of both are consonantal, not vocalic. This is caused by the fact that Beekes’s Rh_e = PIE Rḥa also yielded a consonant without a svarabhakti vowel:

PIE *meḥa- ‘Mond’

PIE *meḥan-

OEng. mōn- (m.) ‘moon’ (ASaxD. 696)
Li. ména- (m.) ‘Monat, Mond’ (LiEtWb. 435, mēnas [sgN])
Go. mena(n)- (m.) ‘οまれ : moon’ (GoEtD. 251)

PIE *meḥas-

RV. más- (m.) ‘Mond, Monat’ (WbRV. 1036)
LĀv. bi-māḥya- (a.) ‘zwei Monate dauernd’ (AIWb. 965)
Arm. mahik (sb.) ‘Mondsichel’ (ArmGr. 1:191)

PIE *meḥau-

El. μεῦ- (m.) ‘Mond’ (LSJ. 1093-94)
OInd. mūlin- (m.) ‘Mond’ (ANEtWb. 395)
OInd. mūlin- (m.) ‘Name des Mondes’ (ANEtWb. 397)
OInd. mundil-fari- (PNm.) ‘N. für den Vater des Mondes’ (ANEtWb. 395)

OInd. mūlin = PIE *mḥāul- contains an example of PIE *mC (in *mḥ-), yielding OInd. m (not ṭum, the assumed Neogrammariam outcome). Thus, the distinction between Rh_e and Rh_H made by Beekes is not sufficient: OInd. ṭmuṣ- ‘rauben’ lacks a svarabhakti vowel like OInd. mūlin- and all examples belonging to this type.

5. No mention is made in Beekes’s article of the true scope of the situation. A consonant R results from a syllabic resonant in C1R̥C2 when C2 is not PIE *h̥, as seen in examples such as:

PIE *hāen̥k- *hāon̥k- ‘erreichen, (zu) Teil werden, usw.’

RV. ān āṅś- (pf.) ‘in Besitz bekommen’ (WbRV. 135, ānāṃśa [3sg])
gĀv. frāṣ- (ao.) ‘zu teil werden’ (AIWb. 360, frāṣṭā [3sg])
OIr. ro ān-acc- (pf.) ‘erreichen’ (P. 317, roānaić [3sg])
RV. āṅśā- (m.) ‘Anteil, Erbteil, Partei’ (WbRV. 1)

The respective zero grade contains the consonantal outcome of a syllabic nasal in PIE *hāṅk̥- ‘Teil’:

RV. pari ṅśā- (m.) ‘Anteil, Zugeteiltes’ (WbRV. 78).

The full derivation of the form is:

PIE *hāṅk̥- → *ḥṅk̥- → *ḥṅc̥- → RV. ṅśā.-

In an identical manner, the syllabic nasals develop into respective consonants without svarabhakti vowels according to the schemata:
PIE $^*C_1NC_2 \rightarrow \text{IE } C_1NC_2$ (with $C_1$ or $C_2 = \text{PIE } ^*h$).

Due to the regularity of sound change, two outcomes are not allowed for an identical prototype. Using the upgraded rule restores the consistency in reconstruction, and it is therefore opted for in System PIE and the PIE Lexicon. This results in a considerable simplification of the reconstruction, because the svarabhakti vowels OInd. $a \equiv \text{Gr. } \alpha$ etc. represent original vowels Neogr. $^*a \equiv \text{PIE } ^*ae\_\text{hæe}$, thus removing any ambiguity.

§5. Soon after the postulation of Neogr. $^*(C)\eta C$ and $^*(C)mC$, it turned out that the svarabhakti vowels also appear in antevocalic position. Brugmann and Osthoff postulated Neogr. $^*\eta n$ and $^*m^m$ (now LT $^*(C)\eta HV$ and $^*(C)mHV$), but not without some hesitation:

"Wie bei den Kürzen, erscheint einzelsprachlich die consonantische Nasalis und Liquida bald vor bald hinter dem Vokal [...] Worauf beruht dies?" (Brugmann, Grundr 1:417)

Brugmann’s doubts are understandable, because the conditioning of syllabicity by a consonantal environment, the very core of the theory, was lost with the postulation of Neogr. $^*(C)\eta V$ and $^*(C)mV$.

(a) A theoretical improvement was made by Saussure, who replaced the schwa with coefficient $^*A$, subsequently interpreted as a laryngeal $^*H$, such that a syllabic environment (CRHV) was restored (at least on paper).

(b) Despite the improvement in the theoretical outlook of the problem, the consonantal outcomes of RH(V)- are not restricted in word-initial position (see Beekes 1988:22) but generally hold true for CRH(V)-. Following the reconstruction of the laryngeal, the sequence CNHV is now present, for instance, in examples of Sievers-Edgerton’s Law for nasals where the actual developments of the cognates allow us to infer the outcome of syllabic nasals directly based on the data. As an example of this, we can observe the root PIE $^*\text{gneah}$- (Neogr. $^*\text{gn}_0$-) ‘wissen’ (P. 376-378).

For this root, the laryngeal is implied by Vedic hiatus:

RV. $\text{rta jhá}$’- (a.) ‘das Gesetz kennend’ (WbRV. 285, $\text{rtajnáas [plN]}$).

The stem with confirmed Neogr. $^*a$ appears in the extension PIE $^*\text{gneah}_\text{dh}$- with Celtic ‘a-vocalism’ in:

Olfr. in $\cdot$gnad- (a.) ‘strange, wonderful, unusual, etc.’ (DIL. 406)
TochA. $\text{áknats}$- (a.) ‘unwissend’ (Poucha 16)

PIE $^*\text{gnéah}$-, the root with Neogr. $^*\text{á}$ (Li. $o = \text{Lat. } \text{á}$), is preserved in:

Li. ne $\cdot$ñó- (vb.) ‘nicht wissen’ (LiEtWb. 1310, nežnóti [inf.])
Lat. gnáro- (a.) ‘having knowledge; known’ (OxLatD. 768)
TochB. $\text{a\cdotknatsa\~nñe}$- (sb.) ‘ignorance’ (DTochB. 3)
In the zero grade, the laryngeal stands before the vowel (PIE *ǵnah+V), with the effect that the regular development of the sequence CNhYV has been preserved in:

RV. jajñ- (pf.) ‘erkennen, wahrnehmen’ (WbRV. 501, jajñús).

In other words, the following phases took place:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } &{}^*\text{gnah}- \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{PIIr. } &{}^*\text{jnh}- &\quad \rightarrow \quad \text{RV. } &{}^*\text{jñ}-, \text{ etc.} \\
\text{PIE } &{}^*\text{CNah}- \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{PIIr. } &{}^*\text{CNh}- &\quad \rightarrow \quad \text{IE. } &{}^*\text{CNv}, \text{ etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

The syllabic nasal ṉ was desyllabicated, yielding a consonantal N without svarabhakti vowel, exactly as with the corresponding liquids. As it has been understood from the beginning that the traditional theory produces ghost forms instead of attested ones, it should be corrected in terms of this detail.

§6. The long syllabic nasals Neogr. *ṅ and *ṅ before the consonant were postulated by Brugmann, who was feeling less confident about their reconstruction, however.

(a) In the laryngeal theory, the long syllabic nasals were analyzed as standing for Neogr. *ṅ \equiv df ṇə \equiv df ṇA \equiv df LT ṇH (see Saussure, Mém. 269-75), but due to the abstract nature of the theory the evidence has always been in doubt. A proof for Neogr. *ṅ \equiv df ṇə in the correspondences in question was never presented.

(b) As for the real development of CNhC, the expected outcome is identical with that of CNhV for natural reasons: both CNhC and CNhV are of simpler shape CNh \equiv C₁CN₁C₂ independently of the phoneme following C₂; accordingly, an identical outcome is expected. Since no sequences C₁NC₂ were preserved in the early material, the traditional (vocalic) interpretation is understandable. However, as with PIE liquids, there are scattered remains in Tocharian and in Later Anatolian with a consonantal outcome of the syllabic nasal, which can be exemplified with the root PIE *ṅah- ‘(er)kennen, wissen’ (P. 376-8)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } &{}^*\text{gnēh}- \\
\text{Li. } &\text{ ne-žnó-} &\quad &\text{(vb.) ‘nicht wissen’ (LiEtWb. 1310, nežnóti)} \\
\text{Lat. } &\text{ gnāro-} &\quad &\text{(a.) ‘having knowledge; known’ (OxLatD. 786)} \\
\text{TochB. } &\text{ aknātsaññe-} &\quad &\text{(sb.) ‘ignorance’ (DTochB. 3)} \\
\text{PIE } &{}^*\text{gneah}\text{-} \\
\text{RV. } &\text{ rta jñá-} &\quad &\text{(a.) ‘das heilige Gesetz kennen’ (WbRV. 285)} \\
\text{TochA. } &\text{ á-knats-} &\quad &\text{(a.) ‘unwissend’ (Poucha 16)}
\end{align*}
\]

---

568 For the value *ṅ \equiv PIE *ṅ, based on the voiced plosive PIE *ǵ, see Chapter 4.
569 As with the liquids, the outcomes of syllabic nasal CNhV were erroneously postulated by the Neogrammarians and the laryngealists (LT CNHV) following them.
570 See already Saussure (Mém. 217 = Rec. 253), who pointed out that prototypes such as *ǵnAV should produce Gr. γονη-, etc. Instead of metathesis or syncope (see Anttila 1972:5-6), the explanation of vocalism should be sought from their PIE origin.
571 In Brugmann’s words (Grundr² 1:417): “Dass die idg. Ursprache anteonsonantisch und im Auslaut lange silbische Nasale besessen habe, halte ich nicht für so sicher, wie dass sie kurze hatte, aber immerhin für wahrscheinlich.”
Pie *ǵnaḥ-

Rv. jañ- (pf.) ‘erkennen, wahrnehmen’ (WbRV. 501, jañuś)
Tocha. ā-ṅn-t-une (sb.) ignorantia, inscientia’ (DTochB. 16)

In zero grade, one can readily verify that following the loss of unaccented Pie *a the prototype Pie *ǵnaḥ- resulted in a nasal, both before a vowel V (Rv. jañuś) and before an obstruent C (Tocha. ā-ṅn-tune). Thus the development of the reconstruction can only be:


The general absence of the attested shapes CnC may have been caused by a phonological restriction, according to which such shapes were dropped in usage (or were never formed in the first place?).

(c) As the syllabic nasals result in respective consonants without yielding svarabhakti vowels, the latter can no longer be explained by traditional means. This does not, however, constitute a major reconstructive problem, since the vowels are externally confirmed at least two witnesses, and therefore represent original Pie items.

3.4.2 Pie *n (consonantal dental)

§0. The dental nasal Neogr. *n (Pie *n) has been preserved in the cognates as such, and only a few minor issues deserve attention.

§1. Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:344-8) examples of Neogr. *n include:
(a) Neogr. *neŋo-s, *neŋo-s ‘neu’ (Grundr² 1:344): “ai. náva-s, arm. nor (mit einem r-Suffix erweitert), gr. věo-ζ, lat. nouo-s, air. nüe, got. niuju-s, lit. naúja-s, aksl. novū.”
(b) Neogr. *seno-s ‘alt’ (Grundr² 1:344): “ai. sána-s, arm. hin, gr. ἕνη (‘Tag vor dem Neumond’), lat. senex, air. sen, got. Superl. sinista, lit. sēna-s.”

§2. Pie *n has been preserved in Tocharian with velar and palatal allophones. This is proven by correspondences like:

Gr. νέ(φ)ο- (a.) ‘neu, jung, usw.’ (GEW 2:306, LinB. ne-wo)
Tocha. ņu (a.) ‘novus’ (Pouca 111, ņu [sgN])
TochB. nawāke (m.sg.) ‘novice’ (DTochB. 331, nawākem)
Poln. nowak- (m.) ‘Neuling’ (LiEtWb. 488)

No nasal loss has taken place in Tocharian. Conversely, when there is no nasal in dialects A and B, the nasal was absent already in the proto-language.

§3. Pie *n was also preserved in Old Anatolian, as revealed by:

Hī. neua- (a.) ‘frisch, neu’ (HEG 2:320, ne-e-ua-an).
On the contrary, when Old Anatolian has no nasal, it is also absent in the proto-language (i.e. no nasal loss has taken place). Note, however, the following minor exceptions:

(a) PIE *n is not written in consonant clusters, which were impossible to represent in the Old Anatolian syllabic script. Thus, for example, the plural of the stem

\[ \text{H} \text{i. ning-} \] (vb1A.) ‘sich satt trinken, sich betrunkcn’ (HEG 2:331f.) is written \( \text{H} \text{i. ni-in-k\-\-zi} \) [3pl] with nasal visible after a vowel, but its singular \( \text{H} \text{i. ni-ik-zi} \) [3sg] lacks the nasal after a consonant. In such cases, the nasal was not historically lost (or assimilated), but left unmarked due to the restrictions of the cuneiform orthography.\(^572\) In such instances, the internal reconstruction of *n/m is allowed, until/unless proven otherwise by comparison.

(b) In Hieroglyphic Luwian script, the inherited nasals were omitted (or, less likely the case, lost) before consonants, as in Old Persian (Kent 1953:17-18). Consequently, the reconstruction of the now absent nasals in Hieroglyphic Luwian depends on comparison.

§4. A ‘nasal infix’ PIE *n\(^573\) has been identified in multiple roots. To quote just one example, the infixless root form PIE *lik\(^9\)- ‘lassen, usw.’ (RV. ric-) is accompanied by an infixed one in athematic PIE *linek\(^9\)- (RV. ri\-n\-k-) and in thematic PIE *link\(^9\)o- (Lat. linquo-) variants. Etymologically the nasal infix morpheme is connected with the conjunction PIE *nu- ‘now’ (RV. nû, etc.), which is preserved in the sentence particle \( \text{H} \text{i. n(a)-} \) ‘now’ (PIE *n(o)- ‘now’). Regarding the analysis of the formation, two dominant theories exist:

(a) According to the infix theory, a nasal morpheme was inserted within the root. This view assumes a process of infixation and derives the nasal forms from the basic roots with this auxiliary (e.g. *lik\(^9\) - \( \rightarrow \) *li(ne)k\(^9\)-, "li(n)k\(^9\)-").\(^574\)

(b) According to Persson, the scholar who has gone into Indo-European root formation in the most depth, the nasal infix forms consist of sequences of suffixed morphemes.\(^575\) Thus, Persson’s segmentation results in multiple morphemes like "li·k\(^9\)- *li-ne-k\(^9\)- and *li·n-k\(^9\)-, where the root v\-li- is optionally attached with a nasal suffix followed by the determinative \( \cdot \)k\(^9\)-. Already Persson was able to prove several segmentations by demonstrating the alternation of determinatives of the roots,\(^576\) and the material now at our disposal confirms Persson’s observations. Indeed, several

---

\(^{572}\) On the Hittite nasal reduction, see already Kronasser (1956:71f.).

\(^{573}\) For his view on nasal infix, see Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:452-3). For literature, see Anttila (1969:38-39). For a wide array of examples, see the monographs of Kuiper 1937, Pulver 1960 and Strunk (1967 & 1973/4).

\(^{574}\) On the nasal infix in the context of typology, see Bybee (1985:97): “Infixation was not found to be an inflectional process in any of the languages examined, while it was mentioned occasionally as a derivational process.”

\(^{575}\) Note Anttila’s (1969:38) summary: “Persson (WW 99\(^1\)) expresses himself against the general agreement that the nasal forms are secondary and cuts out a sequence of suffixes: spr-e-n-gh-, wr-e-n-gh- (cf. Persson 589, 959).”

\(^{576}\) See Persson’s (1912:503fn1) own discussion on *lei k\(^9\) and *lei p (\(v\)lei-).
roots predicted by Persson’s methodology are now actually attested. For example, the unextended root implied by the extensions PIE *li·kʷ-, *li·n·kʷ-, *li·p- is now attested in:

PIE *li- ‘lassen, lösen, freien(mach)en, usw.’ (*li- *lei- *loi-, HEG 2:1ff.)

Hī. lai- (vb1.) ‘lösen, freimachen’ (HHand. 89, la-a-iz-zi [3sg])

Comparatively speaking, Persson’s segmentation is methodically superior because it predicts the segmentation, hence the shortest forms of historical roots, and thus reveals the maximal portion of the PIE root structure, implying that historically the ‘nasal infix’ formations are not roots proper, but compounds.577

3.4.3 Neogr. *ṇ (anteconsonantal syllabic dental)

§0. Neogr. *ṇ, originally postulated by Brugmann in 1876, is the syllabic counterpart of Neogr. *n in the consonantal environment *(C)nC. Though syllabic nasal PIE *ṇ doubtlessly existed in the proto-language, the traditional view of its reflexes in the cognates is no longer supported by the comparative method.

§1. According to Brugmann (Grundr 1:395), the developments of Neogr. *ṇ in the daughter languages were as follows:

*ṇ+C a an α e (i) en in un in ě

§2. Because the general problems of the Neogrammarian reconstruction have already been discussed, I only refer here to the most critical points:

(a) The reconstruction of the laryngeal PIE *ṇ results in numerous examples of PIE *ṇ in environments PIE *hṇC *(C)ṇhC *(C)ṇhV that do not produce svarabhakti vowels in the non-Aryan group or Indo-Iranian a (= Gr. α). Instead PIE *ṇ turns into simple PIE *n after the loss of PIE *h.

(b) While PIE *ṇ fails to produce the svarabhakti vowels, the latter can be comparatively verified as original by two witnesses. Hence, despite the fact that syllabic nasals exist, they have not caused the svarabhakti vowels.

Both phenomena are visible in Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *ṇ:

§3. Brugmann (Grundr 1:394, 401) compared “Gr. νέομαι : OInd. ásta-m Av. asta-m ‘Heimat’ aus *ṇs-to-m W. nes- (II 2. 216).”

(a) PIE *nes- *nos-, the *e/o-grade root, is confirmed beyond doubt:

Gr. νέ(ο-) (pr.) ‘glücklich gelangen, zurückkehren’ (GEW 2:304-6)
Go. ga·nasja- (vb.) ‘heal, save’ (GoEtD. 263, ganasjan [inf.])
Gr. νόστο- (m.) ‘Rück-, Heimkehr, Fahrt, Ertrag’ (GEW 2:305)
Gr. νέστορ- (1m.) ‘der (glücklich wohin) gelangt’ (GEW 2:305)

577 Naturally, the number of the roots allowing Persson’s segmentation is well documented in the traditional material (cf. OInd. ỳu, ỳu, ỳu, ỳuŋ, ỳun, etc.).
(b) The structurally assumed zero-grade Neogr. *ŋsto- in RV. ásta- (n.) ‘Heimat, Heimatstätte’ (adv.) ‘heim(wärts)’ (WbRV. 157-8) is, however, unparalleled. In addition, an alternative etymology is possible, because the meaning ‘Heimat’ appears in a derivate of the root v’sthah- ‘stehen’ (P. 1004-1010):

RV. giri sṭháä- (a.) ‘auf Bergen seine Heimat habend’ (WbRV. 401).

Thus we can reconstruct PIE *esto- (or PIE *osto- ?) for Indo-Iranian.

§4. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:394, 405) compared “OInd. asmá- : Lesb.  ámbëız Gr. ḫmáız Go. uns neben OInd. nás (II S. 803f.),” deriving these from Neogr. *ṇs- *nës- *nös.

Against this analysis, three identities are confirmed by external comparison:

(a) The root *n(e/o)- ‘we’ is attested in plurals like:

RV. ŋnas (plNAD.) ‘uns, wir’ (WbRV. 165)
Lat. nös (plINA.) ‘wir ; uns’ (WH 2:175-6)
Hī. naš (encl.pron.1pl.) ‘(to) us, our’ (CHD LN:396f, na-aš)

The plurals are related to the respective duals (Gr. vó, RV. náu) and singulars in:

TochB. ńi (pron.1sg.sgG.) ‘my’ (DTochB. 265)
TochA. nāṣ (pron.1sg.m.) ‘ego’ (Poucha 148-9).

(b) The root PIE *u- ‘1st person’ formed singulars such as CLu. ŋui [1sg.] and TochB. ŋu [1sg] with a corresponding dual in TochB. wene ‘we both’ (DTochB. 265). A ‘s-plural’ is attested in TochA. wános (Poucha 289-90) and a ‘n-plural’ in Hī. ŋuani [1pl], Hī. ŋuani [1pl] and CLu. ŋuni [1pl]. The pronouns Go. uns (1pl.pr.pronAD.) ‘uns, unser’ (GoEtD. 378), OICl. oss ‘id’, etc. with PIE *uns- belong to this formation.

(c) OIr. ar n- ‘our’ (P. 758) ← PIE *hæes ðm [plG] contains a root PIE *hæs- ‘we’, which matches OInd. asmá- : Lesb. ámbëız : Gr. ḫmáız from PIE *hæs- m-. The root PIE *hæs- ‘we’, in turn, is an original nominative plural in *e of the root meaning ‘I’ (cf. HLu. ħa [1sg], Hī. ħī [1sg], etc.).


The comparative method implies several externally confirmed root forms:

(a) PIE v’m- ‘beachten’, the monoliteral root, is now attested in the reduplication PIE *mi-mo- ‘beachten, usw.’:

---

578 According to Adams (DTochB. 265). “The formation of the first person singular pronoun in Tocharian is as thorny a thicket of morphology and phonology as one can find there.” The problem is caused by a false comparison of the Tocharian pronoun n-, the n- pronoun with the pronoun PIE *m- (OInd. máma), instead of the proper cognates beginning with PIE *n- (Lat. nös, etc.).
(b) PIE *mēh- ‘id’, the laryngeal extension of PIE *m-, appears in the feminine PIE *mēh- and derivatives in PIE *meaḥ- (Σ):

PIE *mēh-
OInd. mā- (f.) ‘knowledge’ (MonWil. 771, Lex. mā [sgN])
LAv. vī mā- (a.) ‘besorgend’ (AIWb. 1450)

PIE *meaḥ-
RV. ma- (vāo.) ‘gedenken’ (WbRV. 992, ámata [3sg])
Gr. µέμα- (pf.) ‘im Sinne haben, gedenken’ (GEW 2:206)

PIE *meaḥn-
RV. manā- (f.) ‘Eifersucht, Zorn’ (WbRV. 996)
Gr. µάνα- (prM.) ‘rasen, toben, von Sinnen sein’ (GEW 2:160)

PIE *meaḥt-
Gr. αὐτό µατι- (a.) ‘freiwillig : selbsgedacht’ (Grundr. 1:398)

(c) PIE *men- *mon-, the nasal extension of PIE *me- mo-, includes items such as:

Hī. men- (c.) ‘Gesicht, Wange’ (HEG 2:196, me-nu-uš-ša [plA])
Go. man- (pf.pr.) ‘meinen, glauben’ (GoEtD. 260, man [1sg])
Li. mēn- (m.) ‘Gedächtnis, Verständnis’ (LiEtWb. 435)
CLu. manaa- (vb.) ‘schauen’ (?) (DLL. 67-8, ma-na-a-ti [3sg])
gAv. mainya- (prM.) ‘wissen wollen, bedenken’ (AIWb. 1122)

(d) PIE *min- ‘denken, usw.’ (P. 714, *mein- *moin-) is confirmed by several branches, including:

AVP. men- (pf.) ‘denken’ (EWA 2:305, mené)
Li. miñ- (vb.) ‘sich erinnern, gedenken, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 455)
OIr. miand (n.) ‘désir, objet de désir’ (LEIA M-47)
OCS. mēni- (vb.) ‘meinen, glauben, gedenken’ (Sadnik v.506 mēniti)
OSax. mēnia- (vb.) ‘meinen, denken, sagen, erklären’ (ASaxD. 659)
Li. minti- (4.) ‘Gedanke, Einfall, Idee’ (LiEtWb. 455)

(e) PIE *mun- ‘denken, usw.’ is implied by the comparative method and based on several witnesses:

OEng. muna- (vb.) ‘remember, be mindful of, think’ (ASaxD. 700)
OCl. muna- (vb.) ‘gedenken, sich erinnern’ (ANEWb. 395)
RV. múni- (m.) ‘ein Begeisterter, Verzückter’ (WbRV. 1050)

---

579 Based on the correct meaning of Gr. αὐτό µατι- (a.) ‘aus eigenem Antrieb, aus sich selbst handelnd’ (GEW 1:191), the item does not belong to the root.
(f) PIE *met- *mot-, the dental extension of the stem PIE *me/o-, is implied by the identities:

PIE *met*/o-

(f.) ‘Gedacht, usw.’

Li. mete-linga-

(f.) ‘Kenn-, Erkundungszeichen’ (LiEtWb. 446)\(^{580}\)

LA v. mata-

(pt.) ‘gedacht’ (AIWb. 1122)

RV. matá-vánt-

(a.) ‘das Gedachte verfolgend, achtsam’ (WbRV. 974)

PIE *moti-

(f.) ‘Andacht, usw.’

RV. matí-

(f.) Andacht, Absicht, Sinn, Geist’ (WbRV. 974)

gAv. taró-ma’tí-

(f.) ‘widerstrebendes Denken, Trotz’ (AIWb. 641)

Alb. mësoj-

(pr.) ‘to teach, to train’ (AlbEtD. 262, PA lb. *matjâja-)

PIE *metu-

(f.) ‘Gedank, usw.’

Lat. metu-

(f.) ‘Besorgnis, Furcht’ (WH 2:83)

O Gaul. moni-metu-

(n.) ‘monument’ (ACSS. 2:624, monimetu [sgNA])

RV. matú-tha-

(m.) ‘der Weise (der Priester)’ (WbRV. 975)

The three formations PIE *meto- *moti- *metu- are externally confirmed not to contain a syllabic nasal.

§6. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:398) reconstructed Neogr. “*n-pod- ‘fusslos’ : ai. á-pad- a-pád- gr. ἄ-ποις” for the attested vowel RV. a = Gr. α Neogr. *a. The extended material satisfies multiple criteria for the absence of the syllabic nasal, thereby challenging the traditional reconstruction:

(a) In Tocharian A, the prefix also appears without nasal TochA. a· ∼ TochB. a ·, making a nasal in the proto-language impossible. Some examples of this are:

RV. á-deva-

(a.) ‘nicht göttlich, gottlos’ (WbRV. 37-8)

TochB. a-tákatte-

(a.) ‘unfounded, untrue’ (DTochB. 9)

TochA. a-sínat

(adv.) ‘insatiabiliter’ (Poucha 13, asinât)

RV. a-sinvá-

(a.) ‘unersättlich’ (WbRV. 154, asinvám vavrám)

(b) The negative prefix RV. a· ‘nicht, ohne, -los’ (cf. RV. á-deva-) stands in quantitative ablaut with RV. á· ‘nicht, ohne, -los’ (RV. á-deva-). It appears, for instance, in:

RV. á-deva-

(a.) ‘gottlos’ (WbRV. 177)

RV. á-sát-

(a.) ‘nicht seines, unwahr, unheilsam’ (WbRV. 153)\(^{581}\)

---

\(^{580}\) For the segment Li. ·linga- ‘Zeichen’, see the hitherto problematic OInd. líṅga- (n.) ‘Merkmal, Kennzeichen’ (KEWA 3:101) and LA v. haptó-linga- (a.) ‘mit sieben Merkmalen (Gestirnbezeichnung)’ (AIWb. 1767), thus reflecting PIE *l (vs. PIE *r).
RV. ā’art-ana- | (a.) ‘Misernten bringend’ (WbRV. 185)
TochA. ā-kñats- | (a.) ‘foolish, stupid’ (sb.) ‘fool’ (DTochB. 3)
TochB. ā- | (vb. pref.) ‘away, down’ (DTochB. 35)
OHG. uo-haldi | () ‘precipice: down-slope’ (DTochB. 35)
OHG. uo-zurne- | (vb.) ‘disdain’ (DTochB. 35, uozurnen [inf.])

(c) The *o-grade variant of the prefix is apparently attested in Latin:

Lat. o pico- | (a.) ‘un-gebildet’ (cf. Lat. pic-tūra, WH 2:211)
Lat. o pīter- | (a.) ‘cuīus pater avō vivō mortuos est’ (WH 2:213)

From an external point of view, the negation prefix PIE *hæc/o- *haē/o- ‘un-, not-’, etc.’ lacks a nasal throughout, and it is to be differentiated from the prefix PIE *ne- *no- *n- ‘no’, etc.’ despite the identical meaning.


Against Brugmann’s Neogr. *gʰhen- *gʰhŋ-, several roots are confirmed:
(a) Neogr. *gʰhe- ‘schlagen’, the root without the nasal, is implied by the comparative method owing to the perfect match between Hittite and Indo-Iranian:

Hi. gue- | (vb.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (HEG 1:604-5, ku-e-mi/-ši)
RV. ha- | (pr.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (WbRV. 1642, hathās, hatās)
gAv. ja- | (vb.) ‘schlagen, töten’ (AIWb. 603, jaidyāi [inf.])
OPers. ja- | (pr.) ‘strike, smite, defeat’ (OldP. 185, jadiy [2sg])

The Hittite e = PIE *e is confirmed by the second palatalization in Indo-Iranian, proving the absence of the nasal.
(b) Neogr. *gʰho- ‘schlagen’ with PIE *o is attested in:

HLu. gua- | (vb.) ‘≈ schlagen’ (CHLu. 6.5.3, CORNU(-)ku-wə/-ha)
Olc. hog gva- | (vb.) ‘to hew, beat’ (ANEtWb. 226)
OInd. pāṇi-gha- | (m.) ‘striking with the hand’ (MonWil. 615)
OInd. rāja-gha- | (m.) ‘slayer of kings’ (MonWil. 873)

Thus a deep-level nasal did not originally belong to all bases of the root.
(c) PIE ṣgʰh-āh-, the above root with a laryngeal extension, is attested in:

---

581 The alternation is independent of ‘laryngeals’ and unconditioned (cf. RV. ādeva- (a.) ‘nicht göttlich, gottlos, den Göttern feindlich’, WbRV. 37-8 and RV. ā sat- (a.) ‘nicht seined, unwahr, unheilsam’, WbRV. 153 without a root-initial laryngeal).
PIE *gʰhेह-  
OInd. ghā- (f.) ‘a stroke’ (MonWil. 375)  
Gr. ἄτεφατο – ἄπεθανεν  
Gr. πέφατ- (pf.P.) ‘die’ (GEW 1:657, πέφαται [3sg])  

PIE *gʰhेहर-  
AV. ā-ghātā- (m.) ‘Zimbel’ (EWA 1:159, FORTUNATOV II)  
TochA. kāltā- (sb.) ‘n. cuiusdam instrumenti musici’ (Poucha 61)  
RV. ā-ghāt- (c.) ‘Cymbeln’ oder ‘Klappern’ (WbRV. 172)  

PIE *gʰhेह- (= PGr. *φατ- : φατ)  
Gr. ἀφητί-φατ- (pt.) ‘im Kampf getönt’ (GEW 1:657, ἀφητίφατος)  
OInd. jīghata- (cs.ao.) ‘cause to be slain, put to death’ (MonWil. 1287)  
OInd. ghāta- (a.) ‘töten’ (m.) ‘Schlag, Vernichtung’ (MonWil. 377)  
YV. go-ghātā- (m.) ‘Kuh-töter’ (EWA 2:800)  
Gr. πέφασσο- (pf.fut.) ‘töten’ (GEW 1:657, πεφάσσεται)  

(d) PIE *gʰhin- ‘schlagen’ with common Indo-European *i is confirmed by several witnesses in:  
OCS. žín- (vb.) ‘schneiden, ernten’ (Sadnik 214, žëti [inf.])  
Br. hina- (pr.A.) ‘verletzen, schädigen’ (KEWA 3:595, ahinat)  
Li. gina- (pr.) ‘wehren, verteidigen’ (LiEtWb. 152, ginù [1sg])  
Arm. jne- (vb.) ‘schlagen’ (GEW 1:657, PArm. *jine/o-)  
Li. giňkla- (m.) ‘Waffe’ (LiEtWb. 152, giňklas [sgN])  
RV. hiňs- (pr.) ‘verletzen, beleiden’ (WbRV. 1665, hiňsanti)  

(e) PIE *gʰhe- (Hī. guen-, RV. há-), appears in:  
PIE *gʰhe-  
Hī. guen- (vb.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (HHand. 81, ku-en-zī [3sg])  
RV. hán- (pr.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (WbRV. 1642, hantanā [2pl])  

PIE *gʰhen-  
Hī. gueni- (vb.) ‘erschlagen’ (HEG 1:604f., ku-e-ni [ipv2sg])  
Gr. θετῳ (pr.) ‘(t)schlagen’ (GEW 1:657, θετῳ)  
RV. hanyá- (prP.) ‘erschlagen’ (WbRV. 1645, hanyāte [3sg])  

PIE *gʰhn-  
Hī. gun- (vb.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (HEG 1:604-5, ku-na-an-zi)  
RV. ghn- (pr.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (WbRV. 1643, ghnánti [3pl])  
TochA. kuñaś- (sb.) ‘rixa : Streit, Kampf’ (Poucha 76, kuñaś [sgN])  
OHG. gund-fano (.) ‘Kriegsfahne’ (Grundr 1:611, gundfano)  

---

[582] In this form, Gr. φ (vs. ἃθ) requires PGr. *πέφατ- φάτ-, implying PGr. *ἄ ι YV. ā.
OEng. ţūn (f.) ‘bellum’ (ASaxD. 493, ţūn [sgN])

(f) Neog. āg(h)et-, the dental extension, is attested in zero- and *e-grades:

PIE *g³h(ə)t(o)-

OCl. ţūn- (f.) ‘Kampf’ (ANEtWb. 195)
OCl. ţūn(ə)- (m.) ‘Schwert’ (ANEtWb. 280)

PIE *g³het(o)-

RV. saṁ-hát- (f.) ‘die Schicht’ (WbRV. 1440)
RV. hatá- (pf.) ‘geschlagen, getötet, erschlagen’ (WbRV. 1646)
LAv. jata- (pf.pt.) ‘geschlagen, getötet’ (AIWb. 602)


(Grundr² 1: 416) OCS. tūnīk ‘dünn’ […] OCS. tūnīk ‘dünn’ (russ. tónkij) “and (Grundr² 1:416): “Lit. tūši ‘sichrecken’ Li. tūši-s ‘Fischzug’ : ai. vi-tasti-ς ‘Spanne’, ahd. gi-dunsan ‘gedunsen’, zu W. ten-, s. II S. 1020.” Contrary to Brugmann’s uniform root with deep-level nasal, a monoliteral root with multiple extensions is attested:

(a) PIE √t- ‘strecken, usw.’, the monoliteral root, is preserved in reduplication PIE *tet- ‘dehnen, hinstrecken’

RV. tat- (pfM.) ‘sich hinstrecken, dauern’ (WbRV. 516, tate)

(b) PIE √təh- ‘dehnen, erstrecken, spannen, usw.’, the laryngeal root with extensions, has been preserved in:

PIE *təhə-

RV. ā-ta- (f.) ‘die Um-fassung, die Rahmen’ (WbRV. 175)
LAv. hu-pairi-ta- (a.f.) ‘(sich) wohl herumdehnend’ (AIWb. 1826)
Lat. an-ta- (f.pl.) ‘viereckiger Wandpfeiler, Pilaster’ (WH 1:52)
Gr. tētα- (pfM.) ‘sich dehnen, sich erstrecken’ (GEW 2:864)
Br. ta- (ao.) ‘spannen, dehnen, sich ausdehnen’ (EWA 1:618)

PIE *tehən-

ModCymr. tant (f.) ‘Saite’ (Grundr² 1:411, VGK 1:138)
Ofr. tēt- (f.) ‘cable, corde’ (LEIA T:55)
OGaul. tantou- (pl.) ‘fides’ (LEIA T:55)
Gr. ταό- (prM.) ‘spannen, strecken, ausdehnen’ (GEW 2:853)
RV. tanū- (a.) ‘lang, ausgedehnt’ (WbRV. 519)

PIE *tehəs-

Czech. tasi- (vb.) ‘ziehen’ (REW 3:81, tasiti [inf.])
Gr. α ταό- (a.) Hes. ἀγεμναστος’ (LSJ. 267)
Rus. táska (f.) ‘das Ziehen’ (REW 3:81)  
LAv. vi-tasti- (f.) ‘Spanne (als Längenmass)’ (AIWb. 1440)  

PIE *tealh-

RV. tatá- (pf.pt.) ‘aufgespannt, aufgezogen’ (WbRV. 517)  
Gr. τοτό- (vb.a.) ‘dehnbar’ (GEW 2:864)  
OInd. tati- (f.) ‘Opferhandlung, Zeremonie’ (EWA 1:618)  
Gr. τάο- (f.) ‘Spannung, Dehnung, usw.’ (GEW 2:864)

(c) PIE *tin- ‘zart, fein’ is confirmed by Balto-Slavonic and Celtic in:

Ir. tin-  
Latv. tina- (f.) ‘ein Setznetz’ (WP 724, Latv. tina)  
OCS. tin- (f.) ‘Seil, Strick’ (Sadnik 966, OCS. tini)  
Li. tünkla- (m.) ‘Netz, Falle, Schlinge’ (LiEtWb. 1098)  
OCS. tinükü  
OGaul. tinetio(n)- (ON.) ‘Tinzen’ (ACSS. 2:1854, tinetione)  
OBret. tinsi- (vb.) ‘sparsit’ (VGK 2:374, tinsit [3sg], Loth: tinsot!)

(d) PIE *ten-, ten(a)-, the nasal extension of the root, has been preserved in:

Lat. tenū- (pf.) ‘gespannt/besetzt/zurück/an-halten’ (WH 2:664-5)  
Li. téva- (a.) ‘schlank, dünn, fein, zart, hoch’ (LiEtWb. 1086)  
Lat. tenui- (a.) ‘dünn, fein, zart, eng, schmal’ (WH 2:666)  
OClc. þinul- (m.) ‘Tauf das das Netz einfasst’ (ANEtWb. 611)

(e) PIE *tun- (OHG. gi-dunsan, etc.) is proven to be original through four subgroups:

PIE *tunu-

Li. tunu- (a.) ‘dünn’ (LiEtWb. 1140)  
OClc. þunn- (a.) ‘dünn, schwach, klar’ (ANEtWb. 627)  
Gr. τυνν- (a.) ‘klein, gering’ (PGEW 2:945, Gr. *tunño-)  
OHG. duñni (a.) ‘dünn’ (ANEtWb. 627)  
ORus. tümükü (a.) ‘dünn, hager, fein, scharf’ (REW 3:119)  
Rus. tónkij (a.) ‘dünn, fein, schlank’ (REW 3:119)

§9. Brugmann (Grundr 2:1399) reconstructed Neogr. “*dηκό- Präsensstamm von W. denk- ‘beissen’ (ai. daþa-s ahd. zangar): ai. daþá-ti (§ 1047,4) gr. ἔ-δαχων (II S. 921. 994)”. Brugmann’s reconstruction has already been shown to be erroneous by Burrow (1979:59), who correctly pointed out that “[...] Skt. daṁś- is not from IE *denk-, but from *danč-.” This state of affairs is undeniable as the material (P. 201) agrees with Gr. νόννο- in:

(a) PIE *deañk- ‘beißen’ (P. 201)

Gr. δανάκανω (pr.) = ‘δάκκανο’ (LSJ. 364, δαγκάνω)  
OHG. zangar (a.) ‘beissend, scharf’ (GEW 1:344)  
Gr. δάνκαλο-  
RV. dañsthra- (m.) ‘Zahn, Fangzahn’ (WbRV. 569, dañsthrañ [sgN])
LAv. *tiži-dāstra-
(a.) ‘mit scharfem Gebiß, Gezähn’ (AIWb. 653)

(b) PIE *dealh- ‘beißen’ (P. 201). The absence of a syllabic nasal is confirmed by the European a accompanied by quantitative ablaut:

Gr. δοξό-  
RV. dáśa-  
TochB. tsāka-

Gr. Ḍeṇης  
Lat. daculo-

The root variants point to a ‘nasal infix root’ with ‘Persson cut’ PIE *)dealh-n-̕-, not a syllabic nasal Neogr. ̕dŋkó- (see Burrow).


(a) PIE *bhend(h)- *bhond(h)- ‘binden’, the nasal root (P. 127), has never been contested:

Go. and-band-
LAv. band-
RV. bandhā-
Go. and-bind-
Lat. of-fendic-

(b) PIE *bhodh- ‘binden’. Brugmann’s structural derivation RV. badh- ← Neogr. *bhṇdh- is proven to be erroneous by Old Anatolian, which also lacks the nasal in:

Hi. badan-
AV. badhná-
Hi. badar-

(c) PIE *bhund(h)- ‘binden’ is confirmed by the following examples:

Lat. fundā-
Lat. funditōr-
Lat. fundulo-
Go. bundan-


583 The Tocharian palatalization requires PIE *dafaèk- → *dhēk- → TochB. tsāk- (schwebeablaut).
The internal reconstruction of Sanskrit has been exaggerated at the cost of external comparison without a nasal in:

(a) \textit{\v{k}}es- ‘sprechen’ (P. 566)

TochA. kās- (sb) ‘reprimand, chastise’ (DTochB. 149, Poucha 62)
Go. hazja- (wk.vb1) ‘tāvētv : praise’ (GoEtDi. 181, hazjan)
RV. šasyā- (prP.) ‘loben, preisen, geloben’ (WbRV. 1366)
TochA. kašantaše- (a.) ‘prtng to reprimand’ (?) (DTochB. 148)
RV. šasti- (f.) ‘Lob, Loblied’ (WbRV. 1389)

The absence of a syllabic nasal in these forms is a common Indo-European feature.

(b) \textit{\v{c}ens-} ‘sprechen’ (P. 566)

RV. sāms- (aoM.) ‘feierlich aussprechen, aussagen’ (WbRV. 1366)
Lat. cēnseō (pr.) ‘begutachten, schätzen, meinen’ (WH 1:198-99)
Osc. an-censto- (a.) ‘incensa, nicht geschätzt’ (WbOU. 102)

Again, a ‘nasal infix root’ (Persson’s cut PIE *ke·n-s-), not a syllabic nasal, accounts for the alternation RV. šas- : sāms-.


(a) PIE *sont- ‘seien’ is attested in:

RV. sát- (pt.m.) ‘wahr, seien, usw.’ (WbRV. 151)
Gr. (h)ōvτ- (pt.m.) ‘seien’ (GEW 1:463, ὤντες [plN])

(b) PIE *set(o)- ‘seien’ appears in:⁵⁸⁴

RV. sát- (pt.n.) ‘wahr, seien, wirklich, usw.’ (WbRV. 151)
gAv. hat- (pt.) ‘seien, usw.’ (AIWb. 266f., ḫat [sgNA])
Gr. (h)ēτo- (n.pl.) ‘wahr’ (GEW 1:435, έτα [plNA])

(c) PIE *sotio- ‘wahr, usw.’ is documented in:⁵⁸⁵

Gr. ὰτο- (a.) ‘gerecht, gottgefallig’ (GEW 2:435, ὀτός)
RV. satyā- (a.) ‘wahr, wirklich’ (KEWA 3:422)
gAv. hāṭya- (a.) ‘wahr, echt’ (AIWb. 1760)

(d) PIE *seah-, *sēah- ‘sein’, the laryngeal extension with an optional ‘prothetic vowel’ *e-, is attested in:

Lat. erā- (pret.) ‘sein, war’ (WH 2:628, erās [2sg])
gAv. hāt- (pt.) ‘seien’ (AIWb. 267, hātām [plG])

---

⁵⁸⁴ This was already correctly reconstructed by Frisk: **s-e-to in ētā’ (GEW 2:435).

⁵⁸⁵ See already Frisk (GEW 2:435): “[…] gewöhnlich als to-Ableitung eines Ptz. *s-o-to- (von es-‘sein’) erklärt”. Note that *soto- exists in OCl. saō- (a.) ‘wahr, schuldig’ (ANEtWb. 462, saōr [sgN]).
gAv. hāiti- (pt.f.) ‘seiend’ (Grundr² 1:797, hāītim)586
Do. ētōsα (pt.f.) ‘seiend’ (LSJ. 466)
OIr. saithech (.) ‘rights, a law, legal measure’ (DIL. 519)

(e) PIE *su- ‘good’ (P. 342) appears with and without a prothetic vowel in:

PIE *osu-
Hi. ašu- (a.) ‘SIG₅ = gut, nützlich, angenehm, güttig’ (HEG 1:87)
Northumbr. aro- (pret.) ‘sein’ (P. 340, aron [3pl], PGerm. *azu-)

PIE *esu-
Gr. ētô- (a.) ‘gut’ (adv.) ‘wohl’ (GEW 1:594, ētô, ēôô)
Gr. ūēô- (a.) ‘gut’ (adv.) ‘wohl’ (GEW 1:594, ūēô, ūôô)

PIE *su-
RV. sú (a.) ‘schön, wohl, gut, recht, usw.’ (WbRV. 1526)
Gr. οὐγῆρ- (a.) ‘gesund, heilsam’ (GEW 2:954, οὐγῆρ [sgN])587
Hi. šułmîlí (a.) ‘well-bound, fixed’ (Lindeman 1997:106)
RV. sumâya- (a.) ‘schön verfertigt’ (WbRV. 1566)
Go. sunja (a.f.) ‘ἀληθής, ἀληθινός = truth(ful)’ (GoEtD. 329)

§13. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:402) reconstructed a root Neogr. *ŋk- *enk- *nk- for “ai. aš-nô-ti av. ašnaoti ‘er erreicht’, vgl. ai. ānāśa, āśā-s ‘Anteil’ […].” The postulation of Neogr. *ŋk- to account for all forms is no longer possible due to external confirmation of the root lacking a nasal:

(a) PIE *ḥak- is required by forms displaying Wackernagel’s ablaut ObIr. Ø : a : ā in Indo-Iranian and Tocharian with Neogr. *a and without a nasal:

RV. ās- (pf.) ‘erreichen, gelangen’ (WbRV. 135, āsā [3sg])
RV. aš- (aoA.) ‘erreichen, gelangen’ (WbRV. 134-5, asiám)
gAv. frō-sya- (vb.) ‘erreichen, treffen’ (AIWb. 360, frōsyat [3sg])588
TochB. ekita yam- (vb.fr.) ‘help’ (DTochB. 76, ekita yamašare)
TochB. ekaññe- (f.pl.) ‘possession, equipment’ (DTochB. 75)
TochA. akântsune- (m.) ‘Geld, Besitz : res, pecunia’ (Poucha 1)

(b) PIE *haenk- ‘erreichen, usw.’, the root with a nasal, has an initial laryngeal proven by Celtic:

RV. ḍān ḍānś- (pf.) “in Besitz bekommen’ (WbRV. 135, ānānśa [3sg])
OIr. ro ḍān acc- (pf.) ‘erreichen’ (P. 317, roānac [3sg])
Cymr. di ãnc- (vb.) ‘ent·fliehen’ (P. 317)
gAv. frâs- (ao.) ‘zu teil werden’ (AIWb. 360, frâstā [3sg])

586 Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:797) analogical explanation of gAv. hāītim is thus unnecessary.
588 For the prefix, see also gAv. frō-gā- (a.) ‘voranschreitend’ (AIWb. 1024), etc.
RV. á́ňśa- (m.) ‘Anteil, Erbteil, Partei’ (WbRV. 1)

§14. Brugmann reconstructed (Grundr² 1:402): “ai. bahú-š ‘dicht, viel, gross’, vgl. Superl. báḥṣiṣṭha-s und av. bázah- ‘Grösse’ [...]”, allegedly reflecting Neogr. *bhn̞gh-: *bhen̞gh-. The structurally postulated Neogr. *ŋ for Gr. α (παχυ-) = RV. a (bahú-) is erroneous, because Hittite parallels the roots with and without a nasal:

(a) PIE *bhac/oğh- (CHD P:88f.)
- RV. baháv- (a.) ‘dicht(gefüllt), viel, zahlreich’ (WbRV. 902)
- Hi. bagau- (c.) ‘multitude, the people’ (CHD P:88, pa-ga-ua-aš)

(b) PIE *bhac/onğh- (CHD P:88f.)
- RV. báňhiṣṭa- (sup.) ‘der festeste, dichteste, sehr dicht’ (WbRV. 897)
- LAv. bázah- (n.) ‘Höhe, Tiefe’ (AIWb. 962-3)
- Hi. bangu- (a.) ‘gesamt, vereint’ (HHand. 118, pa-an-ku-uš)

§15. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:407) reconstructed Neogr. *ŋsi- ‘Schwert’ (P. 771, WP 1:324) for “Lat. énsi-s : ai. asi-š ‘Schwert’”. The extended material confirms two roots:

(a) PIE *has- ‘schneiden, abschaben, werfen (eine Waffe)’ (HEG 1:199)⁵⁸⁹
- RV. parā (...) ás- (pfA.) ‘verstoßen’ (WbRV. 152, parā (...) ása [3sg])
- Hi. ḥašhaša- (pr1) ‘abschaben’ (HHand. 46, ḥa-ḥa-ḥa-ḥa-ḥa-an [pt.])
- LAv. agha- (vb.) ‘werfen (eine Waffe)’ (AIWb. 279, ağaḥta [3sg])
- RV. asi- (m.) ‘das Schwert’ (WbRV. 154, EWA 2:145, aṣis [sgN])
- Pal. ḥašira- (c.) ‘Dolch’ (DPal. 55, ḥa-ši-i-ra-am(-pi) [sgA])
- RV. ásira- (m.) ‘(Strahlen)Geschoss’ (WbRV. 154, áṣirena [sgI])
- LAv. aḫhuya- (f.) ‘Schwert’ (AIWb. 110, parō aḫḫuyāt [sgAbl])

Old Anatolian has PIE *ḥ and agrees with Indo-Iranian in the absence of a nasal. In turn, it is confirmed by the quantitative ablaut RV. a : ā.

(b) PIE *ěns- ŏns- ‘abwischen; Schwert’ is also preserved by Old Anatolian:
- Hi. anaš- (vb.) ‘abwischen’ (HEG 1:33, a-an-āš-ta-at [3sg])
- Hi. anśa-šiui- (c.) ‘Leichnam’ (HEG 2:33)
- Lat. énsi- (m.) ‘Schwert’ (WH 1:406)
- Hi. anśia- (vb.) ‘abwischen’ (EHS 507)
- Lat. ŏnsi-culo- (m.dim.) ‘Schwertlein’ (WH 2:406, ŏnsiculus [sgN])
- gAv. ąsta- (m.) ‘Hass, Feindschaft, Feindseligkeit’ (AIWb. 361)

The nasal is consistently preserved and no laryngeal is attested.

§16. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:413) reconstructed Neogr. *ňhero- for “Go. undar ahd. untar ‘unter’ : av. aḥa’ri ‘unter’ ai. adhás ‘unten’ adhara-s ‘der untere’”. The traditional reconstruction was erroneous from the beginning, because Lat. f (not Lat. ṹnimo- ṹnero) confirms a prefix. As for the root without affixes, the following formations should be noted:

---
⁵⁸⁹ For the etymology, see already Eichner (1980:127fn30).
(a) PIE *dho- ‘unter’, the main root without a prefix, is attested in:

gAv. ɗə bəqz- (prA.) ‘unter stützen’ (AIWb. 760, dəbəqzaiti [conj.3sg])
gAv. ɗə bəqzah- (n.) ‘Unter-stützung, Hilfeleistung’ (AIWb. 761)
gAv. ɗə jijərtəta- (PN.) ‘das Gesetz, Recht mindernd’ (AIWb. 609)590

The unextended root is documented through numerous extensions, including:
(b) PIE *dhem- *dhom- ‘unterste’

RV. a ·dhamá- (sup.) ‘unterste, niedrigste, geringste’ (WbRV. 43-4)
Lat. in ·fimo- (a.) ‘der unterste’ (WH 1:698, infimus [sgN])
TochB. e ·ttem (adv.) ‘down’ (DTochB. 81 < *dho-)
Lat. in ·fimá- (pr.) ‘erniedrigen’ (WH 1:698, infimare [inf.])

(c) PIE *dher- *dhor- ‘untere’

RV. á ·dhara- (comp.) ‘untere, niedriger, tiefer stehen’ (WbRV. 44)
Go. un ·dar (prep.) ‘= ṭō : under’ (GoEtD. 376)
Lat. in ·fero- (a.) ‘der untere’ (WH 1:698, inferus [sgN])
LAv. a ·dārī (prepA.) ‘unter, unterhalb’ (AIWb. 58)
TochB. an ·tariye- (a.) ‘under/lower (of garments)’ (DTochB. 15)

(d) PIE *dhes- *dhos- ‘unteren’

RV. a ·dhas- (adv.) ‘unter, nach unten, unter mit [A,G]’ (WbRV. 44)
LAv. a ·dā (adv.) ‘unter’ (AIWb. 60)
TochB. e ·tte (adv.) ‘down’ (DTochB. 81, MA 611)
TochB. e ·ttes- (a.indcl.) ‘lower’ (DTochB. 81)
TochB. e ·ttesa (prep.) ‘under’ (DTochB. 81)

As it is impossible to derive prefixes from a single prototype, the formation offers no examples of Neogr. *ŋ.


Two different roots, a palatal one and a labiovelar one, are implied by the comparative method:
(a) PIE *ğe̞h-an- ‘gignere’ (P. 373-5 [ġen-])

Gr. γέν- (vaoM.) ‘(geboren) werden, entstehen’ (GEW 1:306-8)
RV. ján- (vaoMP.) ‘erzeugen, gebären’ (WbRV. 469, jání [3sg])
Gr. γέγον- (pf.) ‘geboren werden’ (GEW 1:306-8, γέγονε [3sg])
TochB. kan- (vb.) ‘come to pass, be realized’ (DTochB. 160, kantār)
Gr. τελε γόν- (m.pl.) ‘oi éν ἰδον̣ι, βουλέντας’ (GEW 2:498)
RV. jajān- (pf.) ‘gebären, erzeugen’ (WbRV. 467-8, jajāna [3sg])

590 For the respective prefixless forms, cf. RV. bánhista- (sup.) ‘der festeste, dichteste, sehr dicht’ (WbRV. 897) and LAv. jįtəsā- (PN.) ‘das Gesetz, Recht mindernd’ (AIWb. 609).
Pahl. zan- (f.) ‘woman, wife’ (MPalh. 2:228, zan)

(b) PIE *gʰəhan- ‘gignere’ (P. 473)
Gr. γυνη- (f.) ‘Weib, Frau’ (GEW 1:333-4, γυνή)
Olcl. kuna- (f.) ‘Frau’ (ANEtWb. 334)
Olcl. kyn- (n.) ‘Geschlecht, Familie’ (ANEtWb. 340)
Go. kuni- (n.) ‘Geschlecht’ (GoEtWb. 222)
Go. qina-kund- (a.) ‘θηλυκός : female’ (GoEtD. 277)
Lyc. qūza- (c.) ‘Nachkommenschaft’ (HEG 1:196, qūza)
Olcl. ās-kynd- (a.) ‘gehörend zum geschlecht von A.’ (ANEtWb. 340)

The lack of palatalization in Lycian, a Satem language (see Chapter 4), indicates that the formation does not reflect the zero grade of a palatal root Neogr. *ǵηC-.

3.4.4 Neogr. *u” (antevocalic syllabic dental)

§0. Following Osthoff’s realization that the svarabhakti vowels also appear in antevocalic position, Neogr. η was postulated by the Neogrammarians for the environment *(C)ηnV = LT *(C)HV.

§1. According to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:395), the development of the syllabic nasals in antevocalic position was identical with Neogr. *η + i, u, as shown in:

*ŋn+V an an āv ? en an un in in
*ŋ+i, u an an āv ? en an un in in

§2. The key problems of Neogr. *(C)ŋnV can be summarized as follows:
(a) Examples of Sievers-Edgerton’s Law for nasals contain real examples of the sequence PIE *(C)ŋhV. Within these PIE *ŋ turned into simple PIE *n after the loss of PIE *ŋ without producing the svarabhakti vowels.
(b) The svarabhakti vowels can, however, be externally paralleled and postulated to the proto-language by at least two witnesses (Fick’s Rule). This state of affairs can be confirmed by Brugmann’s following examples of Neogr. *ŋ:

§3. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:399) reconstructed Neogr. *gʰnā- ‘Weib’ for “ved. gnā- arm. Pl. kanaik’ bōot. βανό air. ban- (in Compp.) aisl. kona (daneben *gʰnā- in ved. gnā- gr. μνώμων etc.”). Several distinctions predicated on the ablaut *o : Ø : e can be drawn from this data:
(a) PIE *gʰəh-, the zero-grade root, is attested in:
Olcl. kuna- (f.) ‘Frau’ (ANEtWb. 334)
Gr. γυνη- (f.) ‘Frau, Weib’ (GEW 2:333-4, γυνή)
RV. g’nā- (f.) ‘Götterweib, Göttin’ (zweisilbig, WbRV. 415)
(b) PIE *gʰaehn-, the *e-grade root, is shared by the forms:
OlInd. paṇān ganā- (f.) ‘meretrix’ (KEWA 2:194, EWA 2:69)
Boiot. βανό- (f.) ‘Frau, Weib’ (GEW 2:333)
OIr. ban- (f.) ‘Frau’ (GOI §291, ban [plG])
Arm. kana- (sb.obl.) ‘Frau’ (ArmGr. 1:460, kanač [plG])
OPhryg. βωνο- (f.) ‘Weib’ (Pedersen, Groupement 48, P. 473).

(d) PIE *g'ah-n-, 'Weib, Frau, Herrin, Göttin’ is attested in:
RV. gná- (f.) ‘Götterweib, Göttin’ (WbRV. 415, onesyllabic)
Arm. kna- (sb.obl.) ‘Ehefrau, Weib, Frau’ (ArmGr. 1:460, knav [I])
OIr. mná- (f.) ‘Frau’ (GOI §291, mná [G], mnai [D], mnáb [plD])
Gr. μυάν- (vbM.) ‘um eine Frau werben, freien’ (GEW 2:240)

The reconstruction is thus postulated without an antevocalic syllabic nasal.

§4. Brugmann (Grundr^2 1:399) posited Neogr. *t'nú- ‘gestreckt, dünn’ for “ai. tanú-š gr. τανό-γλασσος lat. tenuis air. tana’ and (Grundr^2 1:412) “OIr. tana ‘dünn’: corn tanow nbret. tanav ‘dünn’, Ai. tanú-š etc. s. §432”. The comparative derivation of the root, already discussed above, can be presented as follows:

(a) PIE *t-e-, the monoliteral root, is attested in the perfect PIE *tet- preserved in
RV. tat- (pfM.) ‘sich hinstrecken, dauern’ (WbRV. 516, tate).

(b) PIE *ta-h-, the laryngeal extension of PIE *e-t-, is attested in the normal (PIE *teh-) and long grades (PIE *teh-):
Br. ta- (ao.) ‘spannen, dehnen’ (AIGr. 1:8, atata [3sg])
Gr. τετά- (pfM.) ‘sich dehnen, sich erstrecken’ (GEW 2:864)
RV. á·tā- (f.) ‘die Umfassung, die Rahmen’ (WbRV. 175)
LAv. hu·pairi·tā- (a.) ‘(sich) wohl herumdehnend’ (AIWb. 1826)

(c) PIE *teh-nu- (*e-grade), the * -n-extension of the previous example, is preserved in:
RV. tanú- (a.) ‘lang, ausgedehnt’ (WbRV. 519)
Gr. τανό- (prM.) ‘spannen, strecken, ausdehnen’ (GEW 2:853)
OIr. tanae (a.) ‘mince, fin, étroit’ (LEIA T-26)

(d) PIE *toah-n-, the *-o-grade of the previous example, is possible (see Brugmann’s Law II) in:
RV. tatán- (pfA.) ‘sich ausbreiten’ (WbRV. 516, tatána [3sg])
Gr. τόο- (m.) ‘Spannung, Seil, Saite, Sehne’ (GEW 2:863)
RV. ut·tā- (pt.) ‘ausgestreckt’ (WbRV. 250)
gAv. us·tān- (a.) ‘ausgestreckt’ (AIWb. 633)

(e) PIE *tاه-ну- (= Neogr. *thenu-), the schwebeablaut variant of PIE *teh-nu- (Gr. τανό-), proves the laryngeal of the latter by the tenuis aspirata in Iranian:
LAv. ɣanv- (m.) (N. einer Pflanze) (AIWb. 785, ɣanvasča [plA])
LAv. ɣanvar- (n.) ‘Bogen’ (AIWb. 785, ɣanvarča [sgNA])
LAv. ʔănvana- (n.) ‘Bogen’ (AIWb. 785, hača ʔanvanat)
OPers. ʔanvany-a- (m.) ‘bowman’ (OldP. 187, ʔanuvaniya [sgN])

(f) PIE *tehau- with a common Indo-European *e is preserved in:591

Li. téva- (a.) ‘schlank, dünn, hager, fein’ (LiEtWb. 1086)
Lat. tenui- (a.) ‘dünn, fein, zart, eng, schmal’ (WH 2:666)
OCl. ťinur- (m.) ‘Tau, Bogenmitte, Hartes Holz’ (ANEtWb. 611)

§5. Brugmann (Grundr2 1:399) reconstructed Neogr. *mēn̂- “Tempusst. von W. men- ‘sinnen’: 3sg. gr. ἡμόν ᴱ got. munaïp aus *munē[i]jōi, lit. minē akl. minē neben l. Sg. minēchû (II S. 960)” and (Grundr² 1:415) “Go. mun anags. mun anaisl. muna ‘gedenken’ zu Ind. man von W. men-: Lett. us-min ‘ich errate’; vgl. got. munaiþ § 432, munjau § 446”. Against Neogr. *ṃ, the comparative method implies several confirmed root variants:

(a) PIE *mah- ‘rasen, toben, wüten; Zorn’ is attested with a quantitative ablaut, confirming the laryngeal within the root:

PIE *meaḥn-
Gr. µόνη- (ps.ao.) ‘rasen, toben, wüten’ (GEW 2:160)
RV. manā- (f.) ‘Eifersucht, Zorn’ (WbRV. 996)

(b) PIE *min- ‘denken, meinen, usw.’ (ablaut PIE *mein *moin-, P. 714)

AVP. men- (pf.) ‘denken’ (EWA 2:305, mené)
Li. miñ- (vb.) ‘sich erinnern, gedenken’ (LiEtWb. 455, miñti)
TochA. on min- (sb.) ‘remorse, repentance’ (DTochB. 115, onmim)
TochB. on min- (sb.) ‘remorse, repentance’ (DTochB. 115, onmim)
Ofr. miñ- (n.) ‘désir, objet de désir’ (LEIA M-47)
OCS. mēni- (vb.) ‘meinen, glauben, gedenken’ (Sadnik v/506)
Li. minti- (4.) ‘Gedanke, Einfall, Idee’ (LiEtWb. 455)

(c) PIE *mun- ‘denken, usw.’, an extension with PIE *u, is confirmed by three branches:

Go. muna- (vb.) ‘meinen, glauben, wollen’ (GoEtD. 260-1)
RV. múni- (m.) ‘ein Begeisterter, Verzückter’ (WbRV. 1050)
RV. màuneya- (n.) ‘Verzückung’ (WbRV. 1065)
OstLi. muntu- (a.) ‘verständl. gescheit, taugl.’ (LiEtWb. 409)

591 See Güntert (1916:68): “In lit. dial. tenvas ‘schlank’, lett. tēws dass. haben wir doch auch Normalstufe; aber wenn diese Wörter selbst nicht vorhanden wären, so läßt sich gar nichts bestreiten, daß tenuis Vollstufe erhalten kann.” In this connection, also note that PIE *tehau-is equally possible.
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OstLi. munu- (a.) ‘verständig, geschickt, tauglich’ (LiEtWb. 409)

§6. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:399) reconstructed Neogr. *ην- ‘un-’ for “ai. an-udrá-s gr. ἄνυδος- ὁ ‘wasserlos’”. In addition, Brugmann (Grundr² 1:415) compared the items to the well-known Germanic negation prefix PGerm. *un- (before a vowel) in “Go. un-aïwisks ‘schandlos’ ahd. un-armaherz ‘unbarmherzig’ : ai. an- etc., s. § 432”. The comparative method implies, however, two identities:

(a) PIE *ḥaen- ‘un-, ohne, -los’, an extension of the well-known negative prefix, is confirmed by the common Indo-European /a/ in:

- Gr. ἄνυδος- (a.) ‘wasserlos’ (GEW 1:1)
- OInd. an-udrá- (a.) ‘wasserlos’ (GEW 1:1)
- Arm. an-κιν- (a.) ‘ohne Weib’ (sb.) ‘Witwer’ (Grundr² 1:403)
- Osc. an-τακρι- (a.) ‘integris’ (WH 1:686, Osc. an-τακρε)
- OIr. an-φι- (pref.) ‘ignorance’ (LEIA A-69)

The prefix PIE *ḥaen- is an extension of PIE *ḥae- ‘not’, which was already reconstructed above.

(b) PIE *un- ‘nicht, un-, ohne, -los’, best known as the Germanic negation prefix, is now implied by Tocharian to contain a genuine PIE *uː:592

- Go. un-αιkn- (a.) ‘unheilig, gottlos : ὄνος’ (GoEtD. 18)
- Go. un-αιwisk- (a.) ‘ohne Schande : ἄνεπατσιζνος’ (GoEtD. 21)
- TochB. on-ιμ- (sb.) ‘remorse, repentance’ (DTochB. 115)
- TochA. on-ιμ- (m.) ‘paenitentia’ (Poucha 46)
- TochB. on-mişe- (a.) ‘prtg to remorse’ (DTochB. 115)
- TochB. on-missão- (a.) ‘remorseful’ (DTochB. 115)

Though the negation prefix TochB. on(t) ‘un-’ (PIE *o-un-) appears mostly with labials,593 the distribution may be accidental, because the *o-grade of the root is also preserved in:

(c) PIE *uon- ‘ohne, usw.’

- Hi. uan-umia- (a.) ‘kinder-, elternlos, alleinstehend’ (HHand. 194)
- Pal. uan-đanguar- (n.) ‘ohne Dunkel’ (HHand. 194)595
- OIr. van- (pref.) ‘voran etwas zu fehlt, zu wenig’ (ANEtWb. 643)
- Go. wan- (n.) ‘Mangel’ (GoEtD. 394, Go. wan [sgN])

---

592 The Tocharian forms require PIE *o-un- ‘no, -less, etc.’ with a vocalic prefix.

593 Cf. TochB. ont-soyte (a.) ‘insatiable, unsatisfied’ (DTochB. 116), TochB. on krocce- (a.) ‘immortal’ (DTochB. 113-4), TochB. on wānne (a.) ‘immortal’ (DTochB. 114-5) and TochB. on kipce- (a.) ‘shameless’ (DTochB. 112).

594 The compound Hi. uan-umia- is connected to Hi. umiant- (pt.) (Attr. von ‘Vogel’, etwas ‘klein’ ?; see HHand. 185), semantically paralleled in Lat. pullus (WH 2:385-6) ‘jung; Tierjunges; Küchlein; junger Trieb; Hahn’ and Lat. pusillus (WH 2:386) ‘etwas klein’.

595 The second half of the Palaic word is an extension of the well-known adjective Hi. tankua- (a.) ‘schwarz, dunkel’ (HEG 3:107-111, ta-an-ku-ua-]-' [sgN]).

(a) PIE *sah-, an *e-grade root without nasal, is verified by the exact match of the Old Anatolian laryngeal and the Rig-Vedic hiatus in:

| RV. kṣetra-sā’- | (a.) ‘Land gewinnend, Acker verleihend’ (WbRV. 370) |
| RV. sasa-      | (pf.) ‘erlangen, erbeuten, gewinnen’ (WbRV. 1467) |

(b) PIE *saḥn- (ablaut PIE *soaḥn- *sahn-), the nasal extension of the previous root, is attested in:

| RV. sasán-     | (pf.) ‘erlangen’ (WbRV. 1466, sasána [3sg]) |
| Att. ēpú-      | (pr.) ‘zustande bringen, vollenden’ (GEW 1:11) |
| RV. sanó-      | (vb.) ‘erlangen, erbeuten, gewinnen’ (WbRV. 1465) |

Instead of Neogr. *ṣn", the root PIE *sah-n- is attested.

3.4.5 Neogr. *ṇ (long syllabic dental)

§0. The long syllabic nasal Neogr. *ṇ was characterized by Brugmann (Grundr² 1:417) as a cluster of two phonemes:

“No den meisten Beispielen, wo man lange Nasalis sonans ansetzt, erscheint diese als Ablaut (Schwundstufe) zu einer Gruppe kurzer Vocal + conson. Nasal + ṣ, z. B. *gātō-s ‘genitus’ = ai. jātā-s neben ai. jani-tar- [...].”

Brugmann’s analysis of Neogr. *ṇ ≡ *nano was shared by Saussure, who posited Neogr. *ṇ ≡ *n+A (Mém. 250), now LT *n+H in the laryngeal theory.

§1. The basic assumptions of the Neogrammarian reconstruction are as follows:

(a) The set-forms (RV. sani-) are to be interpreted as representing Neogr. *Cṇa- (= LT *CṇH).

(b) The zero-grade Neogr. *Cṇo of the full-grade Neogr. *Cṇa- is derived as described by Burrow (1949:36):

“The long sonant nasals are replaced by nH and mH [...] Since n becomes a in Sanskrit, a *sṇHtō- develops first into *saHtā-, and then H disappears with the usual lengthening of the preceding vowel.”

According to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:417ff.), the subsequent developments of Neogr. *ṇ(C) can be summarized as follows:

596 Brugmann’s view (Grundr² 1:401-2), according to which “ihnicht lautgesetzlich sind ai. sasa-vás Part. von san- ‘gewinnen’ [...]”, is outdated due to Old Anatolian and the Vedic hiatus confirming PIE *sah- without a nasal.
In particular, Neogr. *ʔ is assumed to yield I Ir. ā (i.e. the theory accounts for the Indo-Iranian vṛddhi by means of the long syllabic nasal).\textsuperscript{598}

§2. The main reconstructive problems of this theory, already discussed above, are the following:

(a) The svarabhakti vowels attached to Neogr. *ʔ do not emerge from the postulate. This is now seen from the examples of *CnḥC- where PIE *ʔ is to be reconstructed, but yet the nasal results in a consonant throughout.

(b) The svarabhakti vowels associated with Neogr. *ʔ by Brugmann (RV. ā, Do. vā, etc.) are confirmed by external parallels, and therefore they are genuine.

The validity of these statements can be shown by the examination of Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *ʔ.

§3. Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:504) reconstructed “[ai.] go-ša-s ‘Rinder gewinnend’ (aus *-sņ-s, vgl. Gen. gō-šaṇas), u.a.” In the extended material, both bases are externally paralleled and confirm that the root had no long syllabic nasal:

(a) PIE ʰšaḥ- ‘erlangen, erbeuten, usw.’, the unextended root with the ‘Wackenagel ablaut’ PIE ʰsaḥ-, ʰseaḥ-, ʰsēaḥ-, is attested in varying extensions:

\begin{verbatim}
PIE ʰšaḥ-

Hi. šaḥ-
RV. paśu-ṣ-
RV. kṣeta-śa’-
RV. go-šā-

PIE ʰšaḥi-

Ved. sāy-
OInd. sāya-
RV. šaṭa-sēya-
Hī. šaḥiški-
Arm. haiče-

PIE ʰšaḥn-
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{597} Note that I have compiled this table because Brugmann was never able to present a coherent view of his systems concerning the development(s) of Neogr. *ʔ.

\textsuperscript{598} See Burrow (1979:25): “[...] the [long] sonant nasals, producing forms of the type khātā-, jātā-, dāntā-, etc. [...]”

\textsuperscript{599} The short root is paralleled by gAv. šu-š (a.) ‘der Vieh in seinen Besitz bringt’ (AIWb. 1030, šušš [sgG]).

\textsuperscript{600} The full quantitative ablaut of PIE ʰšaḥ- (Hī. šaḥ-) is reflected in RV. ʰš- (PIE ʰsaḥ-) : RV. ʰša’- (PIE ʰseaḥ-) : RV. ʰša- (PIE ʰsēaḥ-). Naturally some forms may contain PIE *o *ō, but the details remain ambiguous owing to the Indo-Iranian merger.

\textsuperscript{601} Note that Hittite and Armenian define PIE ʰaḥ, not PIE ʰha.
RV. sásán-  (pf.) ‘erlangen’ (WbRV. 1466, sasána [3sg])
RV. sanó-  (vb.) ‘erlangen, erbeuten, gewinnen’ (WbRV. 1465)
Att. ónvó-  (pr.) ‘zustande bringen, vollenden’ (GEW 1:115)
Att. ónúó  (pr.) ‘zustande bringen, vollenden’ (GEW 1:115)

PIE ūṣaḥ- (if with PIE *sahēt-, not PIE *sēt-)  
RV. sātā-  (pt.) ‘gewonnen’ (KEWA 3:428)
RV. gó sātī-  (f.) ‘Erlangung von Rindern’ (WbRV. 414)
OCS. po sēti-  (vb.) ‘heim-, besuchen, sehen nach’ (Sadnik ∘800)
OCS. pri sēti-  (vb.) ‘besuchen’ (Sadnik ∘600, prisetiti [inf.])
RV. sátu-  (m.) ‘der empfangende Mutterleib’ (WbRV. 1508)
OCS. po sētova-  (vb.) ‘besuchen, freien’ (Sadnik ∘800)602

(b) PIE ūsen-  āson-, a nasal alternative to the laryngeal extension PIE ūṣaḥ-, is confirmed by Old Anatolian, where both unextended and extended forms appear:

PIE ūsoñο
HLu. sana-  (vb.) ‘to seek’ (CHLu. p. 629, (“*69”)sa-na-tu)
PIE ūsonaḥ-
Hī. šanaḥ-  (pr.) ‘(ver)suchen’ (HEG 2:818f., ša-an-aḥ-mi)
PIE ūsonaḥ-
OlR. con sni-  (vb.) ‘streben’ (VGK 2:633ff.)
CLu. šan̂jiški-  (iter.) ‘suchen’ (DLL. 85, ša-an-šeš-ki-mi [1sg])603

The new evidence implies a monoliteral root PIE *s- ‘suchen, (ver)langen’ in extensions PIE *seaḥ- and PIE *sen-, not long syllabic nasal.


Two roots with alternative extensions are implied by the comparative method:
(a) PIE āgeha-, āgoha- ‘gebären, usw.’

PIE *geha-, *goha- (cf. Hī. ūṣaḥ- = RV. sā-)

LAw. fra za-  (c.) ‘Nachkommenschaft, Kinder’ (AIWb. 1004)
RV. pūrva já-  (a.) ‘in der Vorzeit geboren, uralt’ (WbRV. 846)
Hes. βα γό-  (m.) ‘βασιλές, στρατηγός’ (LSJ. 300, βογό [sgN])604

PIE *gehai-, *gohai- (cf. Hī. ūṣaḥ- = Arm. hay-)

602 The identity OCS. ē = RV. ā implies that the often quoted prototype with nasal (Neogr. ˚sētī- : LT ˚snHi-) existed only on paper.
603 For yet another extension, compare the PIE *senuo- in OHG. sinna- (vb.) ‘streben nach’ (for the verb and the etymology, see Eichman 1973).
604 For the unextended root PIE āgeha- coinciding with RV. já-, LAw. za-, see also OSerb. dvi-ž (a.) ‘zweijährig’ (P. 230).
TochB. apák-śai- (adv.) ‘with genitals exposed’ (DTochB. 16)
LAv. zaya- (prM.) ‘geboren werden’ (AIWB 1658-9)
OLInd. jaya- (pr.) ‘to be born’ (MonWil. 410, jayate [3sg])
RV. jāyā- (f.) ‘Eheweib, Gattin’ (WbRV. 485)\(^605\)

**PIE** *ǵehaḝk- ‘gebären’*

Pind. γε ᾱόν- (pf.) ‘geboren werden’ (LSJ 349, γεγάζειν [inf.])\(^606\)
Serb. dvi-zāk (m.) ‘zweijähriger Widder’ (P. 230)

**PIE** *ǵeha-, *ǵohan- ‘gebären’ (cf. RV. vāsan- : Gr. vātv-)

Gr. γέν- (ao.) ‘werden’ (GEW 1:306-8, γέγεντο [3sg])
Gr. γέγον- (pf.) ‘werden’ (GEW 1:306-8, γέγονε [3sg])
Gr. τέλι- γόν- (m.) τελιγόνες : όι ἐνδοξοί, βουλευταί (GEW 2:498)\(^607\)

**PIE** *ǵehat-, *ǵohat- (cf. OCS. vět- RV. vět-)

Lat. indi-get- (a.) ‘einheimisch, eingeboren’ (WH 1:693, indiges)
Gr. τῆλό γητο- (a.) ‘spät-geboren’ (GEW 2:893)
LAv. zātā- (a.) ‘geboren’ (AIWB. 1689; PIE *ę/o is also possible!)

(b) **PIE** ṿ́gnah- ‘gebären’ (cf. Hi. šanaḥ-, šanḥ-) is confirmed by the following vocalizations:

**PIE** *ǵnahV-

Gr. γεγονο- (pr.) ‘(geboren) werden, entstehen’ (GEW 1:306)
Gr. ve(§)o γ̣νό- (a.) ‘neugeboren’ (GEW 1:307)
Lat. gigno- (pr.*) ‘erzeugen, hervorbringen’ (WH 1:597-600)

**PIE** *ǵnaḥi-

TochB. kne- (vb.) ‘fullfill (a wish)’ (DTochB. 160, knetār [3sg])
RV. jajni- (pfM.) ‘geboren werden’ (WbRV. 468, jajniṣė [2sg])
Gr. ḫomō γ̣νο- (a.) ‘von gleicher Abstammung’ (GEW 1:307)

**PIE** *ǵnēahC- *ǵnēahC-

Lat. prae-gnāt- (a.) ‘schwanger, trächtig’ (WH 2:354)
OLat. gnātō- (pret.pt.a.) ‘geboren, alt’ (m.) ‘Sohn’ (WH 1:598)
OGaul. gnato- (m.) ‘gnatus filius lingua Gallica’ (ACS. 1:2029)

**PIE** *ǵnahēC-

---

\(^605\) Owing to the external confirmation of the *i-extension, Brugmann’s (Grundr\(^2\) 1:420) analogy (‘im Ind. wurde nach jātā- das Prä. jāya-ti für *jānya-te gebildet, wohl auch pūrva-jāvan- ‘in der Vorzeit geboren’ statt *jāvan-”) is unmotivated.

\(^606\) Brugmann’s (1906\(^3\) :327-8) analogy (“imach ἐσταῖα : ἔσταῖεν schuf man γεγάζειν (Pind.) neben γέγαζεν, wie umgekehrt nach demselben Vorbild ἐγίσταιεν (Komiker) neben ἐγίστηκα (ἀμίσταμ) getreten ist”) is not necessary.

\(^607\) By reconstructing **PIE** *ǵehan- (Gr. γέν-), **PIE** *ǵohan- (Gr. γον-), and **PIE** *ǵēhačn- (Gr. γάν-), the surface vocalisms are regularly obtained.
The root Neogr. *ğıen- *gün- represents two distinct items PIE *gehā(n)- and PIE *ghan- 'gebären', structurally resembling PIE *seah-, *senaḥ- 'suchen'.

§5. Brugmann (Grundr 1:405) reconstructed Neogr. *ğm- (v-ğen-) for “Gr. γαμµο- ‘Tochtermann, Schwestermann, Bräutigam’ : vgl. ai. jāmātar- av. zāmātar-‘Tochtermann’ [...].” Only one base without Neogr. *ñ is attested, however:

PIE *gehāem- ‘Tochtermann’ (P. 369-370)

Gr. γαµµό- (m.) ‘Schwiegerson, Eidam, usw.’ (GEW 1:287)  
Lat. zāma-oya- (a.) ‘Bruder des Schwiegersons’ (AIWb. 1689)  
RV. jámi- (c.) ‘Schwester, Bruder’ (WbRV. 484, jámiś [sgN])  
Lat. hu zāmi- (m.) ‘gute, leichte Geburt’ (AIWb 1839)  
Lat. zāmātar- (m.) ‘Eidam, Schwiegerson’ (AIWb. 1689)

The extension PIE *gehāem- belongs to the previous root and has been built in a similar fashion as PIE *gehāek- (Gr. γεµακ-) and PIE *gehāen- (Gr. γεµαν-), discussed above.

§6. Brugmann (Grundr 1:419-20) reconstructed Neogr. *ğ- ‘kennen’ for “ai. jänā-ti ‘er kennt, weiss’ (av. zānata [2pl]), lat. gnāru-s, lit. pažinti ‘kennen’; vielleicht auch arm. caneay ‘ich kannte’ an-can ‘unbekannt’ auf Grund von *ğ-n-”. Based on the extended material, the comparative method implies the variants:

(a) PIE *gehāen- *gehāon- ‘erkennen, wahrnehmen, usw.’

RV. jān- (aoM.) ‘[A] erkennen, wahrnehmen’ (WbRV. 501)  
Gr. γεγων- (pf.) ‘verkünden’ (GEW 1:293, γεγονα [1sg])  
Arm. can-uc-cel- (a.) ‘erkannt habend’ (ArmGr1:455)

(b) PIE *ghāen- *ghāon-, the schwebeablaut variant of the above root with media aspirata, is attested in:

OLat. honōs- (m.) ‘Anerkennung, Auszeichnung’ (WH 1:655-6)  
H. ganeš- (vb1.) ‘anerkennen’ (HEG 1:478-80, ga-ne-eš-zi [3sg])  
Lat. hones to- (pf.pt.) ‘anerkennenswert’ (Machek III (1959):78)  
Pael. hanus to- (pt.) ‘honesta’ (WH 1:665-6, hanustu)  
H. ganuš ta- (*m.c.) ‘Honestus (?)’ (NOMS. 508, ga-nu-uš-ta [abs.])

(c) PIE *gehāi- *ghain- ‘kennen’ is attested in:

Lat. zaya- (vb.) ‘kennen’ (AIWb. 1659, zayāṭ [sb3sg])  
Lat. zin- (vb.) ‘kennen, wissen’ (LiEtWb. 1310, zinu [1sg])  
Li. pa-žin- (vb.) ‘(er)kennen, bekannt sein’ (LiEtWb. 1319, pažinti)

---

608 For the difference of quantity between Gr. γαµ- and Av. zām-, see Osthoff’s Law.
§7. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:419) reconstructed Neogr. *ḫātā for “Ai. ātā- ‘Umfassung, Rahmen einer Thūr’, arm. dr-and ‘Thürpfosten, Thürschwelle’, lat. anta ‘vierreckiger Thürpfeiler, Pilaster’”. As for the reconstruction, note the following:
(a) Already Grassmann analyzed RV. ātā- correctly as a compound:

RV. ā·tā- (f.) ‘die Umfassung, die Rahmen’ (WbRV. 175).

The item consists of the prefix RV. ā- ‘um’ followed by the root PIE *t- ‘stretch’ and the feminine suffix Neogr. *ā (≡ PIE *čaḥ). Directly from this has been built
(b) PIE *hean-, the extended form of the prefix RV. ā- ‘um’:

Lat. am plo-
Lat. an tā-
Gr. άμ φούεψ-
Arm. dr an d-

(a.) ‘umfangreich, ausgedehnt, weit’ (WH 1:42)
(f.) ‘vierreckiger Thürpfieier, Pilaster’ (WH 1:52)
(m.) ‘zweihenkelifger konischer Krug’ (GEW 1:99)$^{609}$
(sb.) ‘Thürpfosten, Thürschwelle’ (ArmGr. 419)

No long syllabic nasal is needed for the alternation of prefixes.

§8. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:419) reconstructed Neogr. *ḫti- for “ai. āti-š ‘ein Wasservogel’, gr. ύψος (urgr. ā) ‘Ente’, vgl. lat. anas Acc. anitem and anatem (§ 244, 1 S. 221), ahd. anut ‘Ente’ und lit. ānti-s aksl. ɔty ‘Ente’ (§ 210 Anm. S. 178)”. The overall matching meaning does not confirm the morphological identity of the forms, because three roots, correctly separated by Walde and Pokorný, are externally confirmed:
(a) PIE *hat- ‘liquid, water, water-animal’ (P. 70) is attested, for instance, in:

Lat. at tilo-
Li. ōta-
Li. ati-
Oss. acc
RV. āti-
Ocl. æō-

(m.) ‘ein störähnlicher großer Fisch im Po’ (WH1:78)
(m.) ‘gemeine Scholle, Steinbutte’ (LiEtWb. 518, ōtās)
(·) ‘Steinbutte’ (LiEtWb. 21, atīs [sgN])
(sb.) ‘Wildente’ (EWA 1:163)
(f.) ‘ein Wasservogel’ (WbRV. 175, ţtāyas [pl])
(f.) ‘Eidergans’ (ANetWb. 681, Ŋēr [sgN])

(b) PIE ν/naḥ- ‘water’ appears in various extensions:

PIE *nēaḥk̑ jeah- (or PIE *nahk̑ jeah- ?)
Boiot. νόσσα (f.) ‘Ente’ (GEW 1:317)
Att. νῆττα (f.) ‘Ente’ (GEW 1:317)

PIE *n/oaḥt- ‘Wasser; Nässe, naß’
Gr. νοτό- (m.) ‘Südwestwind, der Nässe bringt’ (GEW 2:324)
Arm. nay (a.) ‘naß, flüssig’ (GEW 2:324, PArm. *nati-)

PIE *naḥu- ‘ship, boat, water’ (P. 755-756)
Ocl. nō-

(m.) ‘Schiff’ (ANetWb. 411)

$^{609}$ Gr. άμ φούεψ- cannot be a haplology due to the simultaneous preservation of Gr. ύμ φούεψ- (m.) ‘zweihenkelifger konischer Krug’ (GEW 1:99). Accordingly, the difference must reflect two different prefixes, Gr. άμ- and Gr. ύμ-.
Olcl. nō·trog- (.) ‘Wasserkübel’ (ANEtWb. 411).

(c) PIE *ḥan- ‘wasser, liquid’. The initial laryngeal is attested in Old Anatolian, coinciding with the Indo-European /a/ in:

Hi. han- (vb.) ‘schöpfen’ (HEG 1:144-5, ha-an-tén [2pl])
Lat. anat- (f.) ‘Ente : duck’ (WH 1:44, anas, anatis [G])
Gr. ἀντό- (a.) ‘capable of being wetted’ (LSJ. 405)
Li. ánti- (.) ‘Ente : duck’ (LiEtWb. 11-12, ántis [sgN])
Gr. ἄντλο- (m.) ‘Schiffsbodenwasser, Kielwasser’ (GEW 1:114)

Thus, Brugmann’s underlying Neogr. *ŋ stands for PIE *ḥan-, PIE *ḥat- and PIE *nah-.


(a) PIE *haen- ‘un-, ohne, -los’, as already reconstructed above, has been preserved by several languages including:

Arm. an anum- (a.) ‘namenlos’ (Grundr² 1:404)
RV. an iná- (a.) ‘un-kräftig’ (WbRV. 56)
gAv. an áočah- (a.) ‘unfriendlich’ (AIWb. 114)
Gr. ἄν όλτο- (a.) ‘unersättlich’ (GEW 1:102, ἄν ὅλτος)
TochB. an aikätte- (a.) ‘unknown’ (DTochB. 13)

(b) PIE *něah-, the laryngeal extension of PIE *ne- ‘not’, is attested in:

Olfr. na (neg.adv.) ‘no, not’ (DIL. 473)
Olfr. nā (neg.adv.) ‘no, not’ (DIL. 473)
Do. νά-ποινο- (a.) ‘straflos, ungerächt’ (GEW 2:573, νά-ποινος [sgN])
Hom. νή-ποινο- (a.) ‘straflos, ungerächt’ (GEW 2:573)

The extensions PIE *haen- ‘un’ and PIE *něah- have been derived from the respective monoliteral roots PIE *ha ‘un’ and PIE *n- ‘un’ (see above).

3.4.6 PIE *m (consonantal bilabial)

§0. The consonantal bilabial nasal Neogr. *m (= PIE *m), already included in Schleicher’s reconstruction, has been preserved practically unchanged throughout.

§1. Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:342-4 & 348-) examples of Neogr. *m include, for instance, the items:
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(c) Neogr. *gʰerмо-, gʰhормо- (Grundr² 1:343): “ai. gʰar-má-s ‘Glut’, arm. jerm gr. ðεκμός lat. formu-s ‘warm’”.

§2. PIE *m was preserved both in Tocharian and in Anatolian, and no special comments are required.

§3. Brugmann suggested⁶¹⁰ an epenthesis of glide and a change in the place of the articulation of the nasal *m for Greek:

\[
\text{PIE } *m \rightarrow \text{ PGr. } *v \rightarrow \text{ Gr. } *v.
\]

Externally, an original PIE *n now appears in Brugmann’s key examples (like PIE *kón- ‘gemeinsam, usw.’):

- Gr. ζουνό- (a.) ‘gemeinsam, usw.’ (GEW 1:892-3)
- Gr. ζουνό- (n.) ‘Gemeinde, Bund, usw.’ (GEW 1:892-3)
- TochB. an kán mi- (sb.) ± ‘commonality’ (DTochB. 5-6)

The labial extension PIE *kóm- is also confirmed in:

- Lat. cum (prepAbl.) ‘mit, zusammen/zugleich mit’ (WH 1:251)
- OFrank. ham ēdii (sb.m.pl.) ‘con-iürätōrēs’ (P. 613)
- TochB. an kám nicce (a.) ± ‘shared, common’ (DTochB. 5-6)

In these cases, the difference of nasals is explained by means of the extensions Neogr. *ko-m- ≠ *ko-n-, both from Neogr. *ko- (Lat. co-, OIr. co-, etc.). The postulation of a separate sound law for Greek is unnecessary (Occam’s razor).

3.4.7 Neogr. *m (anteconsonantal syllabic bilabial)

§0. Neogr. *m was assumed to develop svarabhakti vowels in the cognates in the same manner as Neogr. *n, with the result that the core issues are identical.

§1. According to Brugmann, the svarabhakti vowels associated with Neogr. *m were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m+C</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>em</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>ë</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§2. Because the problems of Neogr. *m match those of Neogr. *n, they are not repeated here. The svarabhakti vowels of Brugmann can be proven to be genuine by external comparison, as follows:

§3. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:394, 404) reconstructed Neogr. *mɛ- : *meɣ- for “Gr. ἔγαν ‘sehr’ : μέγας- ‘gross’”. Frisk’s dissatisfaction⁶¹¹ is now supported by the comparative confirmation of two distinct roots:

⁶¹⁰ See Brugmann (Grundr² 1:358): “-vij- aus -mij- mag vorliegen in βαγό ‘ich gehe’ aus *ḥm-w, wo -am- aus -m- entstanden war (§431).” Note that also in this example the assumed change *μ- → v is redundant, because βαγό is derived from vβαγ-, which is also attested in Sanskrit RV. gán- (vbA.) ‘kommen, hingehen’ (WbRV. 381, ganma [1pl]) and secured by TochB. känmas- (vbM.) ‘to come’ (DTochB. 160, känmastrā [3sg]).
(a) PIE *hāgh- ‘wunder(bar), würdig, kostbar, usw.’ is attested in several extensions:

1. PIE *hāgeal-
   - Gr. ἀγα- (vb.) ‘sich wundern’ (GEW 1:5, ἀγαμα [1sg])
   - Gr. ἀγαλτέ(τ)ής- (a.) ‘mit großem Ruhm’ (GEW 1:5)
   - Gr. ἀγης- (f.) ‘Verwunderung’ (GEW 1:5)

2. PIE *hāgs-
   - LAv. as.ama- (a.) ‘sehr, besonders stark, kräftig’ (AIWb, 241)
   - Gr. ἀξίω- (a.) ‘würdig, wert’ (GEW 1:116, ἀξιοζ [sgN])
   - Lat. axiōso- (a.) ‘kostspielig, pützschtig, usw.’ (WH 1:90)

3. PIE *hāgeali-
   - TochA. kāsu- (a.) ‘bonus’ (sb.) ‘bonum’ (adv.) ‘bene’ (Poucha 62-3)
   - Gr. ἄγανός- (a.) ‘verehrungswert, edel’ (GEW1:7, ἄγανός)
   - TochA. kāswa-ši- (a.poss.) ‘bonus’ (Poucha 64)

4. PIE *hayegeal dh-
   - Gr. ἄγαθός- (a.) ‘gut, tüchtig, trefflich’ (GEW 1:5)
   - TochB. āktike- (a indecl.) ‘wonderful’ (DTochB, 37, āktike)

(b) PIE *mea[hg- ‘groß, usw.’ (or PIE *mehag-?)
   - Ofr. do for mag- (vb.) ‘augere : vermechren’ (WH 2:10)
   - Lat. mage (adv.) ‘mehr, cher, vielmehr’ (WH 2:10)
   - Alb. madi- (a.) ‘groß’ (WH 2:10)
   - RV. majmán- (m.) ‘Grösse, Macht, Herrlichkeit’ (WbRV. 973)
   - Gr. μέγα- (a.) ‘groß’ (GEW 2:189-90)
   - Arm. mec- (a.) ‘groß’ (GEW 2:190)
   - Go. mikil- (a.) ‘groß : μέγαρ, πολύς’ (GoEtD. 254)

§4. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:400) reconstructed Neogr. *gām- for “ai. gahi gthav. gaidi
2. Sg. Imper. von W. g'em- ‘kommen’, vgl. §431”. Furthermore, he assumed Neogr.
*gām-jo- (Grundr² 1:407) for “Lat. ueniō […] osk. kūm-beneis Gen. ‘conventus’ […]
for “βάσε Imper. ‘geh’ : ai. gāccha-ti ‘er geht’ […]” (Grundr² 1:404) and Neogr.
*gāmti- for “OInd. gati- Gr. βοίς Got. ga-qumph Lat. inuentio” (Grundr² 1:394,
397-8). Instead of a single root Neogr. *gām-, several morphologically distinct
extensions are implied by the comparative method:

(a) PIE *gēah- is confirmed by the Rig-Vedic hiatus accompanied by Greek ‘a-
vocalism’ in:

RV. ga’a-
  (pr.) ‘einen Weg [A,I] gehen’ (WbRV. 392, ga’at [3sg])

---

611 See Frisk (GEW 1:5): “Gewöhnlich wird ἀγα mit μέγα verbunden; die dabei vorauszusetzende
Grundform idg *mgh(a)- ist weni erfreulich.”
Gr. βό- (vb.) ‘walk, step, etc.’ (LSJ. 302, βότρυν [3du], Gr. ἀ)
gAv. ga- (vb.) ‘kommen’ (AIWb. 494, ga'di [2sg])
RV. ā (…) ga- (vb.) ‘kommen zu [A]’ (WbRV. 380, gathā)\(^\text{612}\)

(b) PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}hm-, the *-m-extension of the previous root, is attested in:

RV. gam-
(gAv. aibí.gam-
TochB. kamá-
RV. gáma-

TochA. kumná-
TochA. kumsa-
Go. ga.qumph-

TochA. kumnā-
TochA. kumsa-
Go. ga.qumph-

TochB. kánmas-
RV. jaganvān-

TochB. kénmas-
RV. gán-
RV. gáni.gmat-
Gr. βάπυ
TochB. kánmas-
RV. gán-
RV. gáni.gmat-
Gr. βάπυ
TochB. kánmas-
RV. jaganvān-

(c) PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}hm-, the zero grade of the previous example with PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{u}}+á → g\text{\textbackslash{u}}+ú in Go. ñqum-, is attested in:

TochA. kumnā-
TochA. kumnā-
Go. ga.qumph-

TochA. kumnā-
TochA. kumnā-
Go. ga.qumph-

TochB. kánmas-
RV. jaganvān-

(d) PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}hn-, *g\text{\textbackslash{o}}\text{\textit{a}}hn-, the parallel *n-extension, is also confirmed by several subgroups:

RV. gán-
RV. gáni.gmat-
Gr. βάπύ
TochB. kánmas-
RV. jaganvān-

(e) PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}hen-, *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}hen-, the schwebeablaut variant with PIE *c/é, is documented in:

Lat. uēn-
LA. fra.ptôrə jân-
Lat. uēni-
TochB. šanmā-
Umbr. benus-

(f) PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}\text{\textbackslash{c}}\text{\textit{u}}\text{\textit{k}}\text{\textit{i}}\text{\textit{s}}-

g‘ehen’ without a nasal has a common Indo-European /a/ in three subgroups:

Gr. βόσκω
RV. gách-
Alb. n·gah-

(g) PIE *g\text{\textbackslash{a}}\text{\textit{a}}\text{\textit{h}}\text{\textit{t}}-
‘Gang’, an extension without a nasal, is confirmed by four witnesses:

\(^{612}\) Note the zero grade in RV. g- (ao.) ‘gehen, kommen, wandern’ (WbRV. 392, gus [3pl]) and the lengthened grade in Li. go- (vb.) ‘gehen’ (LiEtWb. 161, göti [inf.]).

\(^{613}\) Now that Tocharian as well agrees with Vedic and Greek, Brugmann’s (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:358n1) view can be seen as outdated: “Ein uridg. g\text{\textbackslash{e}}n- neben g\text{\textbackslash{e}}m- anzuusetzen, sehe ich keinen ausreichenden Grund.”

\(^{614}\) Note that the suggested developments have changed. According to Orel (2000:42), PIE *η η → Alb. a instead of the former Neogr. → Alb. im, in.
RV. gáti- (f.) ‘der Gang’ (WbRV. 376)
Gr. βόις- (f.) ‘Schritt, Gang’ (GEW 1:209, βόις)
Alb. n. gas- (ao.) ‘urge, incite, annoy’ (AlbEtD. 293)
Latv. gate (f.) ‘Weg zwischen zwei Zäunen’ (LiEtWb. 139)\(^{615}\)

§5. Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:397, 400) reconstructed a uniform prototype Neogr. *κότόμ ‘hundert’ for a broad spectrum of vowels: “ai. śatá-, gr. ἕ-κατόν, lat. centum, air. cêt, got. hund, lit. šiňta-s”. The complete data now at our disposal implies several isoglosses with unified vocalisms instead of a single underlying syllabic nasal:

PIE *kah- ‘10, 100’ (P. 191-192)\(^{616}\)

PIE *keah-\(^{617}\)
Gr. δέ κα- (n.) ‘zehn’ (GEW 1:359, δέκα)
RV. dá ša- (n.) ‘zehn’ (n.) ‘zehn Finger’ (WbRV. 581, dášá [NA])

PIE *kōah-
Arc. δέ κα- (n.) ‘zehn’ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:406)
RV. dá šā- (n.) ‘zehn’ (WbRV. 582, dašānām, BRUGMANN II)

PIE *kāhɨnt \(^{618}\)
Li. šiňta- (m.) ‘centum’ (LiEtWb. 984, šiňtas [SGN])
OCS. de sētī (num.) ‘zehn, Dekade’ (Sadnik v/139)
TochA. taryā -kińci- (num.ord.) ‘tricesimus’ (Poucha 116)

PIE *keahNt-
TochA. kānt- (num.card.) ‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7)
Bret. kant- (num.) ‘hundert’ (WH 1:201, kant)
Cymr. cant- (num.) ‘centum’ (WH 1:201, cant)
Gr. ḫ kanto- (num.) ‘20’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:591)

PIE *kāheNto- (= Neogr. *khento-)
Lat. cento- (n.sg.) ‘hundert’ (WH 1:200-1, centum)

\(^{615}\) The Latvian form is not necessarily a loan, because Neogr. *a/o is possible.

\(^{616}\) The numeral for ‘10’ (Lat decem) consists of the prefix PIE *deha- ‘unus’ (ablaunt *dehae-, *đēha-) and the root PIE *kēah- (n.pl.) ‘‘hands’ (num.) ‘ten’ (for the prefix, see Pyysalo 2011). The root without the prefix is accepted as belonging with the numeral for ‘100’ (RV. šatá), an assumption that is supported by the segmentation, leaving a common root for items such as Gr. δέ κατό- (ord.) ‘der zehnte’ (GrGr. 1:595, GEW 1:359), Gr. ἕ κατό- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (GEW 1:475, ἐκατόν) and so forth. The meaning ‘hundred’ is thus derived through the substantivization of the adjective ‘tenth’, with the numeral ‘100’ being approximately ‘(the) tenth (ten)’ (i.e. the ‘power of ten’).

\(^{617}\) On the root shape in general, note Anttila (1969:159): “It is also impossible to take *dekm (§9.11) as one unextended root because of its shape CeCR [...]”

\(^{618}\) The meaning ‘hand’ embedded in the numeral for ‘10’ is accompanied by the adjective Gr. δόξ κατο- (a.) ‘troublesome, dangerous, fearful’ (LSJ. 461) with Gr. č ← Neogr. *kē ← PIE *kah proving a tenuis aspirata for the ambiguous OInd. š in the related nouns OInd. šima- (m.) ‘Zubereiter’ (EWA 2:637-8) and RV. šim- (f.) ‘Arbeit, Eifer, Werkdienst, Opferdienst’ (WbRV. 1394), etc.
LAv. ðrí-san- (f.) ‘dreissig’ (AIWb. 810, ðrisqšča [sgN])\(^{619}\)

PIE *keʔh₁to-, *koʔh₁to-\(^{620}\)

RV. šatá- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (WbRV. 1372, šatá [NA])
TochA. kät- (num.card.) ‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7, kät [316 b 7])
Gr. ἐκατό- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (GEW 1:475)
Arc. ōvóto- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:592, ἐκατόν)
Aiol. δὲ ἐκατό- (ord.) ‘der zehnte’ (GEW 1:359)
Att. εἰ ἐκατό- (num.) ‘20’ (GEW 1:453)
Aiol. εἰ ἐκατό- (num.) ‘20’ (GEW 1:453)
RV. šáta-vaneya- (a.) ‘zum Geschlecht des s. gehörig’ (WbRV. 1391)

PIE *käh₁n- ( = Neogr. *kh₁n-)

Go. tai-hun- (num.card.) = δέκα ‘ten’ (GoEtD. 339)
Arm. eře-sun- (num.) ‘dreissig’ (ArmGr. 1:491)
Arm. k’ařa-sun- (num.) ‘40’ (ArmGr. 1:491)
Go. hunda- (n.pl.) ‘hundert’ (GoEtD. 194-5)

§6. Brugmann (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:397, 400) reconstructed Neogr. *mbhró- for “OInd. abhrá- ‘Gewölk, trübes Wetter’, gr. ἀφρό- ‘Schaum’, lat. imber (Gen. imbris); Av. awrán-pers. awr ‘Wolke’”, also adding (Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:429) OPers. αβροχώμης (Herod.). Contrary to this, two roots are implied by means of the comparative method:

(a) PIE *hæehr₁- (Neogr. *abhr₁-) can be reconstructed for:

- Gr. ἀφρό- (m.) ‘Schaum, Geifer’ (GEW1:197, ἀφρός [sgN])
- Gr. ἀφρό- νυτρό- (n.) ‘Mauersalz’ (KVG:242, ἀφρό- νυτρόν)
- RV. abhrá- (m.) ‘Wolke, Gewitterwolke’ (WbRV. 88)
- LAv. awra- (n.) ‘Regenwolke, Wolke, Regen(schauer)’ (AIWb. 99)

(b) PIE *hæehr₁-, the unextended base of the previous example, connects Greek and the well-known Celtic items (P. 1-2) through a common Indo-European /a/ in:

- Gr. ἀφρό- νυτρό- (n.) ‘Mauersalz’ (KVG:242, ἀφρό- νυτρόν)
- O Gaul. abë₂- (m.) ‘Fluß’ (ACSS 1:5-6, ὁβοκ [sgN])

Here (as in the derivate PIE *hæehr₁-) Neogr. *a is attested, not a syllabic nasal.

(c) PIE *hæambhs- ‘Wolke, Regen, Wasser’, a root with a nasal, is confirmed by three subgroups agreeing on a common Indo-European /a/:

- Arm. ambh₄₃₅₆- (sb.) ‘Wolke’ (o-stem) (ArmGr. 1:417)
- Osc. an₄f₄₃₆- (m.) ‘Regengottheit’ (WbOU. 95-6, anafris [plD])
- RV. ambh₃₄₅- (a.) ‘nebelhaft, feucht’ (WbRV. 96)
- RV. ambhas- (n.) ‘Wasser, Regenwasser’ (WbRV. 96)

---

\(^{619}\) Alternatively, Avestan belongs to Tocharian and Celtic with a non-palatalizing vowel.

\(^{620}\) Note that TochA. kät lacks the nasal, and Greek has ablaut α : o, implying that there was no syllabic nasal in the proto-form.

The comparative method implies the following correspondence sets:

(a) PIE *seah- ‘with, together, etc.’ The common Indo-European /a/, which does not reflect a syllabic nasal, is proven by the following items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>*sā</td>
<td>'zusammen' (LiEtWb. 753)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>*sā</td>
<td>'zusammen, usw.' (LiEtWb. 753)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocharian</td>
<td>*sa</td>
<td>'with, by, etc.' (DTochB. passim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sá varja-</td>
<td>(a.) 'auf gleichem Wagend fahrend' (WbRV. 1487)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>ἀ-πλοῦς</td>
<td>(a.) 'einfach' (GEW 1:1, ἀπλοῦς [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Indo-European</td>
<td>sódaka-</td>
<td>(a.) 'containing water' (MonWil. 1248)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *sōaḥ- ‘with, together, etc.’, the *o-grade of the previous example, is proven to be original by two branches:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>*sūo kalbi-</td>
<td>(.) ‘agreement’ (LiEtWb. 942)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>*sūo žinē-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘conscience’ (LiEtWb. 936)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian</td>
<td>*sū varde-</td>
<td>(c.) ‘Namensvetter’ (LiEtWb. 753)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā varja-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘EN eines Mannes’ (WbRV. 1513)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā-kām</td>
<td>(adv.) ‘auf einmal’ (EWA 2:721-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā rathia-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Wagengenosse, Gefährte’ (WbRV. 1513)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *sōaḥ- is to be reconstructed with the position of the laryngeal confirmed by a Baltic accent. The ablaut *e : ō is, therefore, accountable for the alternation of quantity RV. a : ā in pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā ratha-</td>
<td>(a.) 'auf gleichem Wagend fahrend' (WbRV. 1487)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā rathia-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Wagengenosse, Gefährte’ (WbRV. 1513)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā varja-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘gleiches Aussehen habend’ (WbRV. 1492)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>*sā varja-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘EN eines Mannes’ (WbRV. 1513)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) PIE *sem- ‘ein, zugleich’ is implied for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>*hēm-</td>
<td>(pron.m.) ‘one’ (GEW 3:83, DMycGr. 392, be-me[i] [D])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>semel</td>
<td>(adv.) ‘einmal, das erstmal’ (WH 2:511)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Latin</td>
<td>semol</td>
<td>(adv.) ‘zugleich’ (WH 2:538)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instead of a single root with Neogr. *səm- : *sem-, there is a monoliteral root PIE *səm- *səm-‘ein, eins, zusammen, usw.’ with alternative extensions PIE *seah- and PIE *sem-.

§8. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:398) reconstructed Neogr. *dekm ‘zehn’ for “ai. dása, arm. tasn, gr. δέκα, lat. decem, air. deich n-”, to which he adds (Grundr² 1:413) “Got. tahn in aisl. tione ‘zehnte’ : gr. δεκατο-ς” and (Grundr² 1:415) “Lit. desimtā

621 For additional examples in Baltic, see already Bezzengerber (1888:146-8).
preuss. dessimts aksl. desētū ‘zehnter’ : gr. δέξατος-‘zehnter’ as already discussed above, several extensions are implied by the comparative method:

(a) PIE *kealh- *koalh- ‘zehn’

Gr. δέ χα- (n.) ‘zehn’ (GEW 1:359, δέκα)
RV. dā śā- (n.) ‘zehn’ (n.) ‘zehn Finger’ (WbRV. 581, dāṣa [NA])
Arc. δέ χα- (n.) ‘zehn’ (Grundr2 1:406)
RV. dā śā- (n.) ‘zehn’ (WbRV. 582, daśānām [plG])

The absence of a syllabic nasal is proven by the qualitative alternation Gr. α : o, reflected as RV. a : ā in Indo-Iranian (with Brugmann’s Law II in RV. daśānām).

(b) PIE *kealh- ‘zehn’

Arm. ta-san- (num.) ‘zehn’ (ArmGr. 496, tasn [N], tasanç [G])
OSax. te-han (num.) ‘zehn’ (GoEtD. 339)
TochB. (w)kām (num.) ‘zwanzig’ (DTochB. 61, ikām)
Gr. δέ χαν- (m.) ‘decurio, Aufseher’ (GEW 1:359)

The forms have in common Indo-European /a/ = Neogr. *a followed by a nasal extension PIE *-n-.

(c) PIE *kahto- ‘zehn, hundert’ is attested in the ablaut grades PIE *e and PIE *o:

PIE *kealh-

Gr. δέ χατο- (ord.) ‘der zehnte’ (Schwyzer GrGr. 1:595, GEW 1:359)
Gr. ἐ χατό- (num.n.) ‘hundred’ (GEW 1:475, ἐκατόν)
RV. śatā- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (WbRV. 1372, śatám, śatēna)
RV. śatā’-aśva- (a.) ‘aus hundert Rossen bestehend’ (WbRV. 1376)

PIE *kahto-

TochA. kät- (num.card.) ‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7, kät [316 b 7])
Lesb. δέ χατο- (ord.) ‘der zehnte’ (GEW 1:359, LSJ. 377)
Arc. ἐ χατό- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:592, ἐκατόν)
RV. śāta vaneyā- (a.) ‘zum Geschlecht des ś gehörig’ (WbRV. 1391)

Brugmann’s early reconstruction is outdated⁶²² because Gr. α : o (Att. δέ χατος : Att. ἐ χατο) belongs to the standard ablaut PIE *eah : *oah (see Chapter 2), as illustrated by:

\[
\text{PIE *kealh- } \equiv \text{ Att. δέ χατο- } : \text{ RV. śatā-}
\]
\[
\text{PIE *koalh- } \equiv \text{ Arc. δέ χατο- } : \text{ RV. śāta-}^{623}
\]

(d) PIE *kahimt- ‘zehn, hundert’


⁶²³ The stem is based on a possible PIE *o-grade (Brugmann’s Law II) in RV. śāta vaneyā- (a.) ‘zum geschlecht des śatavanी gehörig’ (WbRV. 1391) and RV. śāta pàntā [du] = śatavat- (?) (WbRV. 1391).
Li. šimta-  
OPr. de šimto-  
OLi. de šimti-  
Tocharian šar-yak Statements imply a genuine PIE *i. 
(e) PIE *kaihem- ‘zehn’ (Neogr. *khem-)  
Lat. de·cem (num.) ‘zehn’ (WH 1:327, decem)  
OIr. de·ch (num.) ‘ten’ (DIL 200, deich-n-)  
Umber. de·sen·duf (num.) ‘duo-decim, zwölf’ (WbOU. 169)  
OIr. de·semp- (num.) ‘zehn’ (APRS. 320, dessemptes [sgN])  
Armenian u, coinciding with Germanic u, implies an original PIE *u. 
§9. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:400) reconstructed *i·nske/o- for ‘ai, yacha-ti ‘er hält’, av. a-yasača ‘du mögest an dich nehmen’, apers. a-yasatá ‘er zog an sich’, zu ai. yama-ti (II S. 1031). Though the data is mostly Indo-Iranian, the impossibility of syllabic nasals can be proven when the complete data is accounted for: 
(a) PIE *iah- ‘halten, fassen’, a base neglected by Brugmann, is attested in 
gAv. yâ- (f.) ‘Halten, Fassen’ (AIWb. 1264, yam [sgA])  
(b) PIE *iahm- ‘halten, paaren, bezwingen’ (P. 505), with a possible laryngeal revealed by Brugmann’s Law II in the strong perfect, has been preserved in: 
RV. ye·m- (pfM.) ‘sich [D] darbieten/hingeben’ (WbRV. 1093)  
RV. úd (...) yaya·m- (pf.) ‘erheben, emporsteigen lassen’ (WbRV. 1095)  
Tocharian A. yam- (sb.) ‘part’ (Poucha 238)  
Tocharian B. yamašuk- (sb.) ‘participant’ (DTochB. 483, yamašuki)  
(c) PIE *ieahšk- (or PIE *iesk-) does not contain a nasal, owing to the quantitative ablaut PIIR. *a : *ă preserved in: 
gAv. yas- (a.) ‘in den Besitz gelangend, teilhaftig’ (AIWb. 1269)  
RV. yácha- (pr.) ‘darreich, aus-, vorstrecken’ (WbRV. 1090)  
gAv. ā yesa- (vb.) ‘herholen, holen’ (AIWb. 1288-9, āyese [3sg])

624  The feminine PIE *i-čah- implies a monoliteral root PIE *i- ‘halten, fassen’ from which the attested derivates have been built.  
625  Note, however, that RV. yaya·m- could derive its vrddhi from an original *o. Accordingly, a root without laryngeal (PIE *iem- /i:oem-) is also possible.  
626  Owing to the possible genetic relationship, a loan from RV. yama· (a.) ‘verbunden, verschwistert, gepaart’ (WbRV. 1096) is unmotivated.
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LAv. ā (...) yása- (vb.) ‘herholen, holen’ (AIWb. 1288-9)
OPers. ā-ya- (pr.) ‘reach out for, take as one’s own’ (OldP. 205)
LAv. apa (...) yása- (vb.) ‘wegnehmen’ (AIWb. 1288, apa và yāsāiti)

(d) PIE *ieah- (or PIE *iet- ?) also does not contain a nasal, owing to the quantitative ablaut PIIf. *a : ā in:
RV. yatā- (pf.pt.) ‘gezügelt, gelenkt’ (WbRV. 1095)
LAv. yāta- (n.) ‘Anteil, Besitz’ (AIWb. 1283)
LAv. yāta- (a.) ‘reich an Besitz, vermögend’ (AIWb. 1283)
RV. yātáya- (csA.) ‘verbinden, vereinigen’ (WbRV. 1080, yātayati)

§10. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:400) reconstructed Neogr. *nbyri- for “ai. ābhrī- ‘Hacke,
Spaten’ zu nabh- ‘bersten’”. The problems of the reconstruction are insurmountable:
(a) There are no parallels for OInd. abhrī- (KEWA 1:43) as the zero grade of RV.
nábh- (f.) ‘Zerspalter, Zerbrecher’ (WbRV. 708) in the rest of the group.
(b) The related long grade reveals the quantitative ablaut OInd. a : ā:
OInd. ābhrīkā- (a.) ‘mit der Hacke arbeitend’ (KEWA 1:43).
Hence Neogr. *nbyh- is impossible.
(c) It is possible to segment OInd. ā·bhri- instead of Neogr. *nbyRhì-, attaching the forms to the well-known root
vbhri- ‘schneiden, scheren, zerbröckeln’ (P. 182):
OInd. ā·bhri- (a.) ‘Hacke, Spaten’ (KEWA 1:43)
Lat. frīa- (vb.) ‘zerreiben, zerbröckeln’ (WH 1:549, friāre)
Pahl. brī- (vb.) ‘schneiden’ (AIWb. 972, britan [inf.])
RusCS. brī- (sb.) ‘scheren’ (WH 1:549, briti [inf.])
OInd. ā·bhrikā- (a.) ‘mit der Hacke arbeitend’ (KEWA 1:43)
RV. bhrīnā- (vb.) ‘zürnen’ (tr.) ‘strafen’ (WbRV. 967, bhrināti)
LAv. pairi.briṇa- (vb.) ‘ringsum schneiden’ (AIWb. 972, brīṇant [3pl])

§11. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:404) reconstructed Neogr. *t̥mp- for “tām̥ṣ ‘Decke,
Teppich’ : Li. tiṃpti ‘sich recken’ neben tehpti Iter. tampýt ‘spannen’, W. temp’.”
The complete material contains several roots with confirmed Indo-European vocalisms:
(a) PIE *tahp- with ablaut PIE *teahp- : *tēahp- is implied by the following comparison:
Gr. ταμητ- (m.) ‘Teppich, Decke’ (GEW 2:854)
ModPers. tāp- (vb.) ‘spinnen, drehen, wenden’ (GEW 2:854, tāftan)
The root is an extension of the root PIE *teah- *tēah- ‘id.’, already discussed above.
(b) PIE *t̥in-, hosting the extension *t̥in-p- (→ Li. ūmp-), is proven to be original by
two witnesses:
Latv. tin- (vb.) ‘flechten, winden, wickeln’ (Latv. tinu, tit)
Ir. tin- (a.) ‘zart : doux’ (LEIA T-67)
OCS. tini- (f.) ‘Seil, Strick’ (Sadnik \(966\))
Li. tǐn kla- (m.) ‘Netz, Fischernetz, Falle, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 1098)
OGaul. tinnetio(n)- (ON.) ‘Tinzen’ (ACSS. 2:1854, tinnetione)
Li. tinp- (vb.) ‘sich recken’ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:404, tinpти [inf.])
OBret. tinsi- (vb.) ‘sparsit’ (VGK 2:374, tinsi [3sg])
OCS. tinükü (a.) ‘fein, zart’ (Sadnik \(972\), tinükü [sgN])

(c) Neogr. *temp- ‘spannen’. In addition to the well-known Lithuanian and Latin forms, a Lycian stem may also belong to this root:

Li. teṁp- (vb.) ‘spannen, ausdehnen, recken’ (LiEtWb. 1079)
Li. tampý- (vb.) ‘spannen, dehnen, sich recken’ (LiEtWb. 1054)
Li. is Ųtempima- (m.) ‘Anspannen’ (LiEtWb. 1079)
Lyc. t inplace (³c.) ‘(?)’- (BLyk. 4:58, t inplace)
Lat. templo- (n.) ‘gespannt Querholz’ (WH 2:659, templa [plNA])
Li. templé- (f.) ‘Bogensehne, Sehne, Saite’ (LiEtWb. 1079)

The formation *ten ṁ- is an extension of the root Neogr. *ten- in:

RV. tan- (ao.) ‘weit hinstrecken’ (WbRV. 514, átan)
Umbr. an t e n- (vb.) ‘intenditō’ (WH 2:662, antentu [3sg])
Umbr. en t e n- (vb.) ‘intenditō’ (WH 2:662, ententu [3sg])
Lat. t ēnsa- (f.) ‘Prozessions-, Götterwagen’ (WH 2:666)
OPr. tensei- (vb.) ‘reizen’ (APrS. 448, ni tenseit [3sg])
OPr. en t ensi t- (pf.pt.ps.) ‘gefasst’ (APrS. 448, Entsensits [sgN])
Lat. tento- (n.) ‘Spinngewebe’ (a.) ‘gespannt’ (WH 2:662)

In this way, no svarabhakti vowels resulting from Neogr. *ṁ are attested.

### 3.4.8 Neogr. *ṁm* (antevocalic syllabic bilabial)

§0. Neogr. *ṁm*, the labial counterpart of Neogr. *ṇ*, was postulated and assumed by Brugmann to develop similarly as the corresponding dental.

§1. According to Brugmann, the developments of Neogr. ṁ were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṁm</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>am</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>im</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§2. The problems of Neogr. *ṁm* are essentially identical with those of Neogr. *ṇ* (to which I refer in this connection). Brugmann’s svarabhakti vowels, assumedly from Neogr. *ṁm*, can be proven to be genuine by the comparative method (i.e. implied by at least two witnesses).

§3. Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:399) reconstructed Neogr. “*sṁm*o- ‘irgend einer’: ai. sama- gr. ḗa- got. sama- (Verf. Ausdr. f. d. Totalität S. 5)” and (Grundr\(^2\) 1:412) “OIr. samail ‘Gleichnis, Bild’ : nkymr. hafal ‘similis, par’, lat. simili-s, gr. ḗa-
‘zugleich’", adding (Grundi 1:415) "Go. sum-s aisl. sum-r ‘irgend ein’ : ai. sama-etc.". Instead of a uniform root, there are several paralleled extensions:
(a) PIE *seahm-. The common Indo-European /a/ (PIE *eah) is confirmed by several branches:

RV. sám
Gr. ἀθυ (adv.) ‘zugleich’ (WbRV. 1478)
OIr. samail-

The formation is an extension PIE *seah m- of the root PIE *seah- (see above).
(b) PIE *sem- 'one, oneself', an extension of the root PIE *s-, is attested in:

OMyc. ἕμ- (pron.m.) ‘ein’ (DMycGr. 392, ἕ-meİ [sgD])
OLat. sem·ol- (adv.) ‘zugleich’ (WH 2:538 = Lat. simul)
Lat. sem·per (adv.) ‘immer; jedesmal’ (WH 2:511)
Lat. simili- (a.) ‘ähnlich’ (WH 2:538)

(c) PIE *sum- ‘some; together’627 contains a genuine PIE *u confirmed by three branches:

Go. sum- (indef.prn) ‘anyone, someone, some’ (GoEtD. 328)
RV. sum·ád (adv.) ‘zusammen, zugleich’ (WbRV. 1545)628
Aiol. υμι (adv.) = ‘όμοιο’ (LSJ. 1849)
Aiol. υμοσ– (a.) = ‘όμοιος’ (LSJ. 1849)
Go. suan (adv.) ‘ποτε’ ‘once, formerly’ (GoEtD. 328)

§4. Brugmann (Grundi 1:399) reconstructed Neogr. *g̣emó- as “Präensst. von *g̣em- ‘kommen’ : ai. gamé-t, ahd. coman aisl. koma (II S. 920)". Instead of a single prototype, the complete data now reveals two different vocalizations implied by the comparative method:
(a) PIE *g̣eahm- ‘kommen’ is paralleled by Indo-Iranian and Tocharian in:

RV. gáma-
TochB. kame-

Taken together, the forms imply PIE *g̣eahmo- without an antevocalic syllabic nasal.
(b) PIE *g̣ahm- (→ *g̣u̯hm-) ‘venire’ is paralleled by Tocharian and Germanic and, therefore, it is shown to be original:

Go. qum-
TochA. kunnäs-
TochA. kumpā-

627 PIE *su-, the unextended starting point of the extension PIE *sum-, appears in TochB. su- (dem.pr.) ‘the; he, she, it’ (DTochB. 693, su) and in Li. su- (pref.) ‘mit, in Begleitung von [I.]’ (LiEtWb. 933).
628 Note RV. ád (postp.) ‘zu’ paralleled in Umbr. ař (postp.A) ‘zu, bei, an’ and belonging to Lat. ad (prep.pref.) ‘ad’ (WH 1:11).
629 In addition, a PIE *o-grade (cf. Go. qam- (pret.) ‘kam’) is possible in Tocharian.
630 The surface-level PGerm. *um did not result from the syllabic nasal Neogr. *m, but from PIE *áhm with PIE *a assimilated to the labial component of *g̣.
§5. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:399) reconstructed *medhmemo- ‘mittelster’ for “av. madoma-, got. miduma F. ‘Mitte’, ahd. *metamo ‘mediocris’ in metamun-schafti ‘mediocritas’ (II S. 157)”. Attempts to explain the alternation with a syllabic nasal do not succeed, because the variation of suffixes is externally secured:
(a) PIE *medh- ‘middle’ (P. 706-7), the unextended root, appears in:
   Go. mid‘gardiwaddju-(m.) ‘= σωφτης - consciousness’ (GoEtD. 258)
   LAv. mai‘yiárya- (m.) ‘d. Gottheit der fünften Jahreszeit’ (AIWb. 1117)
   OIr. mió- (n.) ‘Mitte’; ‘Fischplatz im Meer’ (ANEtWb. 386)
(b) PIE *medhm- is shared by Avestan and Germanic in:
   LAv. maddéma- (a.) ‘in der Mitte befindliche, mittlere’ (AIWb. 1114)
   OEng. meteme- (a.) ‘mediocer’ (ASaxD. 677, cf. OHG. metam-)

(c) PIE *medh(e/o)u- appears in Germanic and Celtic:
   Go. miduma- (f.) ‘Mitte : μέον’ (GoEtD. 253)
   OIr. medón- (m.) ‘milieu, centre, partie centrale’ (LEIA M-28)
   Go. midjun·gard- (m.) ‘inhabited world’ (Gr. οἰκουμένη, GoEtWb. 253)

The root PIE *gêah- (Neogr. *gêa-), only sketched by Walde and Pokorny in P. 465, can now be reconstructed with far more details:
(a) PIE *gêäh- ‘gebären’, the unextended root, appears in
   Gr. βα- (ao.) ‘geboren werden’ (GEW 1:210, ἐβαθη [ps]).
(b) PIE *gêahi- ‘id.’ is documented with a Schwebeablaut in Avestan, matching Li. gemù in PIE *e:
   Gr. βαια- (f.) ‘Amme’ (GEW 1:208, βαία [sgN])
   LAv. jaé- (f.) ‘Weib’ (AIWb. 606, jaē [sgN], jaēš [plA])
   LAv. jaē-karšta- (a.) ‘von den Menschen bewirkt’ (AIWb. 601)
This formation is the starting point of the Satem root √gim- preserved in Baltic and Albanian:
(c) PIE *gêähim- ‘geboren werden’
   Li. giêm- (vb.) ‘geboren werden’ (LiEtWb. 151, giînti [inf.])
   Alb. pre giêm- (sb.) ‘Gastmahl eines Erstgeborenen’ (LiEtWb. 151)
   OPr. pěr gîma- (m.) ‘Kreature(n)’ (APrS. 395, pěrgimmans [plA])
(d) PIE *gêâhëm- ‘geboren werden’ (P. 465), the labial extension of the root, is attested in several branches:
OPr. gem- (vb.) ‘gebären’ (APrS. 336-7, gemton [inf.])
Li. gema- (pr.) ‘geboren werden, entstehen’ (LiEtWb. 151, gemù)
OPr. gemia- (f.) ‘Hausfrau’ (APrS. 337, gemia [sgN])
LAv. ni jämaya- (cs.) ‘zu Gebären bringen’ (AIWb. 1081, nijämayeciti)
TochB. sâm-nya- (pret.) ‘create’ (DTochB. 621, sâmnyare [3pl])

§7. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:417) reconstructed Neogr. *tım*- for “Aksl. tîma ‘Finsternis’, W. tem- ‘dunkel sein’ (lit. uš-temis ‘Verfinsterung’ ai. támā N. ‘Dunkel’), vgl. lit. tîmsra-s ‘schweissfûchsig’”. In the material, two roots are now confirmed by Fick’s rule:
(a) PIE *tim- ‘dunkel, finster’ appears in Baltic, Slavonic and Indo-Iranian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCSi. tîma</td>
<td>(f.)</td>
<td>‘Finsternis’ (‘darkness’, Sadnik 971)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. tîmî-</td>
<td>(a.)</td>
<td>‘dunkel, finster’ (KEWA 1:502)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModPers. tîmir-</td>
<td>(sb.)</td>
<td>‘Dunkelheit’ (KEWA 1:502)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. tiînsra-</td>
<td>(a.)</td>
<td>‘bleifarbig, schweißfûchsig’ (LiEtWb. 1097)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *temah- (or *teham- ?) ‘Dunkel, Finsterniss’ with PIE *h implied by the Lithuanian acute is attested in four groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li. tēm-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘finster/dunkel/Abend werden (LiEtWb. 1080)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. támâs-</td>
<td>(n.)</td>
<td>‘Dunkel, Finsterniss’ (WbRV. 524)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gAv. tamah-</td>
<td>(n.)</td>
<td>‘Finsternis, Dunkel’ (AIWb. 648)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHG. demar</td>
<td>(.)</td>
<td>‘Dämmerung’ (LiEtWb. 1081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. temere</td>
<td>(adv.)</td>
<td>‘blindlings, zufällig, ohne Grund’ (WH 2:656)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.9 Neogr. *ți* (long syllabic bilabial)

§0. Neogr. *ți*, the labial counterpart of long syllabic Neogr. *ți*, behaves in all respects in the same way as the corresponding dental nasal.

§1. According to Brugmann (Grundr² 1:417f.), the developments of Neogr. *ți* in the daughter languages were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ți</em> vor C</td>
<td>ā a</td>
<td>a n</td>
<td>αv</td>
<td>νa</td>
<td>? a</td>
<td>n a</td>
<td>n u</td>
<td>n i</td>
<td>i n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§2. The theoretical and reconstructive problems of Neogr. *ți* coincide with those of Neogr. *ți*. In essence, Brugmann’s svarabhakti vowels, assumedly from Neogr. *ți*, are comparatively confirmed by at least two witnesses (Fick’s rule), as shown below.

§3. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:419) reconstructed Neogr. *dîh* ‘zähmen’ for “ai. dâmya-ti ‘er zähmt’, gr. ion. δέδωμαι, δυμήτο-ς, δήμης-ς (urgr. ā) und δάμω-ς ὁ-δαμάτως vgl. ai. dami-tár- ‘domitor’”. Yet again two etymologically distinct roots are attested:

(a) PIE *dahm- ‘zähmen’ with the ablaut *e/o in PIE *daêm- *doêm- is implied by the following forms:

| Hom. ĵtô | (m.) | ‘Rossebändigend’ (GEW 1:346, ἱππόδομος) |
| OIr. daîmi- | (pr.) | ‘zähmen’ (DIL 175, daîmid [3sg]) |
Lat. domā- (pr1.) ‘zähmen, bändigen’ (WH 1:367, domāre [inf.])
RV. dāmā- (f.) ‘Seil’ (WbRV. 595 + Brugmann’s Law II)
Aiol. δάμων- (vb.) ‘bezähmen, bändigen, bewältigen’ (GEW 1:346)
Ofr. donna- (vb.) ‘festbinden, bändigen’ (DIL 180, domnait)

(b) PIE *dмаh- ‘bändigen, usw.’
Gr. διήμι- (pf.) ‘bändigen, bezähmen, -wältigen’ (GEW 1:346)
Hom. διόσ- (m.) ‘Sklave’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:480, GEW 1:403)
Hom. α·δμήτ- (pt.) ‘ungebändigt, unverheiratet’ (GEW 1:346)
Gr. α·δμητρ- (pf. pt.) ‘gebändigt, unverheiratet’ (GEW 1:346)

The formation has no external parallels that I would be aware of. Despite this a direct
derivation of (b) from (a) is impossible, because in zero grade the root PIE *daḥ-
resulted in media aspirata:
(c) PIE *daḥōm- ‘binden, anheften, usw.’ (Neogr. *dhōm-)
Gr. θομαγγ- (f.) ‘Strick, Schnur, Band’ (GEW 1:700)
Ḫi. daming- (vb1.A.) ‘anheften, -kleben (?)’ (HEG 3:77-8)

§4. Brugmann (Grundr3 1:419) reconstructed Neogr. *וביל ‘ermüden’ for “ai. šāmya-ti
‘er hört auf, lässt nach’, gr. ion. κάματζα καμτό-ς (urgr. ἄ) und κάματς-ς, vielleicht
auch κάμανο aus κήνο, vgl. ai. Imper. šāmi-šā”.631 Nevertheless, two distinct
correspondences are implied by the comparative method:
(a) PIE *kāḥmāh- ‘mühren; liegen, Lager’ (ablaut PIE *kēaḥm- *kōaḥm-, P. 557)632
Lat. camā (f.) ‘kurzes, niedriges Bett, Pritsche’ (WH 1:145)
RV. šamāyā- (dn.) ‘tätig sein, sich Mühe geben’ (WbRV. 1380)
Gr. α·κάμαντ- (pt.) ‘unermüdlich, frisch’ (GEW 1:773)
Gr. κάματ- (n.) ‘tiefe, ruhiger Schlaf’ (GEW 2:61)

(b) PIE *kmaḥ- ‘liegen’ (P. 557, KEWA 3:381-2)
AV. šma šāna- (n.) ‘Fried-hof, Leichen-stätte’ (EWA2:659)
Do. χέκακα- (pf.) ‘sich mühren, ermatten, sterben’ (GEW 1:773)
Gr. α·κμή- (a. pt.) ‘unermüdlich’ (GEW 1:773, ἀκμῆς [sgN])
(c) PIE ŏko- ‘liegen’ (Ablaut ŕ- ŏko- ŏke-). The base of the above extensions and the
shortest form of the root is revealed by an attribute of the gods Rudra and Śiva
(AiGr. II/2:81):
OInd. giri ša- (m.) ‘inhabiting mountains’ (KEWA 3:304).
The best-known extension PIE *kēi- ‘liegen’ (P. 539-540) has been built on this
formant.

631 For Güntert’s discussion on the alternation κάματς- καμτός, see (1916:115).
632 According to conventional understanding, the root has two meanings, ‘liegen’ and ‘mühren’. These
are, however, ultimately incompatible, and two etymologically distinct roots – one meaning ‘Hand :
mühren’ and the other meaning ‘Acker : liegen’ – actually exist. Since this distinction is morphologically
irrelevant, I have not separated the roots here.
3.4.10 Nasals PIE *m/ŋ and *n/ŋ in System PIE

§0. The extended data does not support the postulation of syllabic nasals with the methodology suggested by Brugmann. The comparative method implies that the svarabhakti vowels are paralleled and thus of PIE origin, not epenthetic outcomes of syllabic sonants. Consequently, the Neogrammarians’ rules for ČNC CNHV CNHC can be simplified into a single item ČNC → CNC, based on the actual development of the syllabic nasals (the principle of regularity of sound change).

§1. As for PIE *C₁N̥C₂, only a handful of forms with C₁ and C₂ not representing the laryngeal have been preserved in the data, all in languages not available for Brugmann and his colleagues. However, in a special case C₁ ≡ PIE *h, a syllabic nasal *m *n emerged without developing svarabhakti vowels, thus allowing determination of the outcome of PIE *C₁N̥C₂ to be the respective consonant N.

§2. PIE *C₁N̥hV (≡ Neogr. *mʰ *nʰ) is a special case of the previous example with C₂ ≡ PIE *h. Owing to the identity of the environment C₁N̥h = C₁N̥C₂, one would expect the syllabic nasal to yield a consonant without a svarabhakti vowel. This is now implied by the comparative method in examples like PIE ĭgnah- ‘wissen’ with a common Indo-European development

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{gnahV}^- \rightarrow *\text{gnh}V^- \rightarrow *\text{gn}V^- \]

as, for instance, in

RV. jaij̄- (pf.) ‘erkennen, wahrnehmen’ (WbRV. 501, jaijnús).

No svarabhakti vowels emerged in the process, and the resulting nasal is consonantal.

§3. PIE *C₁N̥C (≡ Neogr. *mʰ *nʰ) is another special case of the previous example with C₂ ≡ PIE *h. Accordingly, the outcomes are consonantal, as seen in the sole certain example:

TochA. ā-kntsune (sb.) ignorantia, inscientia’ (DTochB. 16).

3.5 Resonants in System PIE

3.5.1 The resonants *i u l r m n in System PIE

§0. The main issues concerning the resonants as phonetic items and as part of a phonological system can be summarized as follows:

---

633 The existence of parallels of svarabhakti vowels is not restricted to Brugmann’s examples, but holds true generally for the entire data. The rest of the examples will be treated in the PIE Lexicon.

634 In Later Anatolian examples like Lyc. šīta- ‘100?’ or ‘a percent?’ and Lyc. ṭēpeimēh (1C) ‘(?)’ (BLyk. 4:58), the syllabic nasal (PIE *ČNC) remains unproven owing to the possibility of syncope.
(a) The existence of the consonantal resonants PIE *ĵ l m n r u in Proto-Indo-European is beyond doubt and no substantial changes are required in the traditional theory.

(b) The existence of the vocalic resonants PIE *i ˘ m n r u is equally provable, with the result that the core of the Neogrammarian theory is sound.\(^{635}\) However, the svarabhakti vowels allegedly arising from the syllabic sonants Neogr. *ĵ r m n are comparatively paralleled, and therefore they are established to be genuine. In order to avoid generating ghost forms from Neogr. *ĵ r m n, the traditional rules must be replaced with a simpler one stating that the syllabic resonants resulted in the respective consonants after the loss of surrounding PIE *h (the principle of the regularity of sound change).

§1. The key developments of the Proto-Indo-European glides PIE *i *u can be summarized as follows:

(a) PIE *i/i and PIE *u/u continue in cognates with exceptions regulated by the sound laws of the languages in question.

(b) PIE *á (Neogr. *ó) assimilated with PIE *i *u regardless of whether PIE *h preceded or followed PIE *á, according to the following rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } *á + i & \rightarrow \text{RV. } ĩ, \text{ Li. } y, \text{ Gr. } ĭ, \text{ OCS. } i, \text{ etc.} \\
\text{PIE } *á + u & \rightarrow \text{RV. } ũ, \text{ Li. } ũ, \text{ Gr. } õ, \text{ OCS. } y, \text{ etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

(c) Sturtevant’s idea of a laryngeal and/or schwa being the cause of the two-syllabic scansion of Sievers’s Law can be formulated with precision for the environments

\[
\text{PIE } *hV *iV *uV *ůV.
\]

These rules should be adopted because counterexamples prevent Sievers’s original (prosodic) explanation.

(d) In PIE *Ki/i *Ku/u, the semivowels/glides resulted in palato- and labiovelars with well-known outcomes in the cognates (see Chapter 4).

§2. The key developments of the Proto-Indo-European liquids PIE *l/l and PIE *r/r can be summarized as follows:

(a) The syllabic liquids have been preserved in Indo-Iranian, but they are generally absent in all other Indo-European languages (except for possible scanty remnants in Later Anatolian and Tocharian).

(b) The presence of PIE *h constitutes the long-sought condition of Fortunatov’s Law: in the environments (V)LhT and (V)hLT, the laryngeal and liquid were lost and a palatalization ensued, resulting in cerebraIs in Sanskrit and Avestan §.

(c) Actual examples of the development of (C)LhV have been preserved (e.g. in Edgerton’s samples of Sievers’s Law for liquids). RV. índra- indicates that no

---

\(^{635}\) Conversely, Schmitt-Brandt’s (1967:48) assertion (“In der Tat besaß das Indogermanische keine silbischen Liquiden und Nasale.”) is too strong. Syllabic sonants existed, but yielded only respective consonants.
svarabhakti vowel emerged, leaving the latter to be explained by means of external comparison.

(d) The neutrality of the long syllabic resonants in the environment (C)LhC is indicated by RV. √drś- (WbRV. 255) : Gr. √dhrας- (GEW 1:368) : OIr. √drach- (DIL. 24, LEIA A-76), in which no svarabhakti vowels emerged. Taken together, the traditional rules for the Indo-European liquids (C)LhV (C)LhV can be replaced with a single rule.

§3. The key developments of the Proto-Indo-European nasals PIE *m *n can be summarized as follows:

(a) The consonantal nasals PIE *m and PIE *n have been preserved for the most part as such in the cognates.

(b) PIE *m and PIE *n turned into respective consonants without developing svarabhakti vowels. The situation was already understood by Brugmann in terms of the initial sequences *mn-, *mr-, *ml- (with PIE *m), but the true scope of the phenomenon has become apparent only after the reconstruction of PIE *h. In the environments PIE hNC and PIE CNh containing PIE *m *n, the loss of the laryngeal has left PIE *m and PIE *n in the cognates without epenthetic vowels.

§4. For Proto-Indo-European is postulated the simplest system initially sought by the Neogrammarians:

\[
\text{PIE} \quad *i/\bar{i} \quad *l/\bar{l} \quad *\eta/m \quad *\eta/n \quad *r/r \quad *u/u \quad \text{(System PIE)}.
\]

Simultaneously, the attached sound laws are greatly simplified in the manner detailed above.

### 3.5.2 The evaluation of the Sonantentheorie

§0. Owing to the existence of the syllabic resonants PIE *l Ź m Ń (conditioned by position) and the goal of connecting the related Indo-European forms, the core of the Neogrammian theory is sound. However, the decisively extended Indo-European data and the emergence of PIE *h has led to a situation where Brugmann and Osthoff’s reconstructions no longer reflect the material in a consistent manner, and a transition from the Sanskrit-centric method of reconstruction of the Neogrammarians to a comparative (external) one is required. The reasons for this and related issues are briefly analyzed here.

§1. Despite their anti-Paleogrammian tendencies in the treatment of the PIE vowel system (Neogr. *ə ã ë ì ã vs. Paleogr. *â), Brugmann and Osthoff fell back into Sanskrit-centrism in their reconstruction of the syllabic sonants. This is apparent throughout the reconstruction:

(a) On the level of phonetics, Brugmann adopted the concept of svarabhakti vowel and syllabic liquids (OInd. Ź ř) from the Sanskrit grammarians, importing and generalizing these for the proto-language. These preferences can be exemplified by well-known comparisons like RV. drś- (WbRV. 255) : Gr. δρας- (GEW 1:368) and
their alleged prototype Neogr. *dɐk-. In this postulation, a non-trivial assumption was made that Greek had developed a svarabhakti vowel Gr. α, and that the Indo-Iranian zero grade (RV. Ø) represented the original state of affairs. In so doing, Osthoff and Brugmann operated not only *ex nihilō nihil, but in violation of the principle of postulation (Fick’s Rule). The identity of the vocalisms OIr. śdrach- (DIL. 24, LEIA A-76) : Gr. ṣdrach- (two witnesses) properly implies Indo-Iranian as having developed a secondary syllabic resonant RV. śdr- after the loss of PIE *a (= Neogr. *a).

(b) In terms of morphology, Sanskrito-centrism manifested in a twofold manner. First, the counterparts of the theoretical Sanskrit-roots śpṛ- śtṛ- were projected onto the proto-language in a vastly generalized form, not only involving liquids (Neogr. *pl- and *tʃ-) but nasals. Secondly, only the Sanskrit roots of the Hindu grammarians (e.g. śsan-, śsā- ‘win, gain, obtain’) were reconstructed, meaning that the theory was incomplete from the beginning.636 In order to illustrate the latter point, Brugmann’s postulation of the root OInd. śsan- : śsā- can be compared with Burrow’s critique (1979)637 and the reality of the data. In the traditional reconstruction, the morphological variation was accounted for with the following schema:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*e-grade:</th>
<th>zero-grade:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *sen- (śsan-)</td>
<td>*snC (śsa C-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *senə- (śsani-)</td>
<td>*snəC (śsā-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The critical feature of the reconstruction is the assumed presence of an underlying nasal Neogr. *n in all forms of the root. This was never consistent with the facts, because roots without the nasal OInd. ś-, śsā- existed de facto outside the description of the Sanskrit grammarians.638 When Brugmann excluded the forms without a nasal (or explained these by means of analogy), the theory was left without the primary roots. However, for reasons mentioned by Burrow, analogy is not an acceptable explanation.639 The absence of an underlying nasal is also implied by the comparative method:


637 See Burrow (1979:24) “Another Hittite root terminating in -h which has been mentioned in this connection is šanḫ- ‘to strive, seek’. This Hittite verb has been connected with the Sanskrit root san- ‘to win, gain, obtain’ [...]”

638 Burrow (1979:24) writes: “One could then assume that, on the basis of this root stem analogically produced, the form šatāsēya- is derived on the analogy of ratnadēya. Such a history is not altogether convincing even for these forms, preserved in the Veda, set (3 sg. active aor. inj.) and śimahī, which according to K. Hoffmann (MSS 22, pp. 26 ff.) is an optative 1 pl. mid. derived from this root.”

639 Burrow (1979:24) adds: “It is not possible to account for the root sā/-s- in these forms as having arisen analogically in the manner described above. We are forced to the conclusion that the root form present in these cases is ancient and original, and if so, the same obviously applies in vāja-sā-, etc. which are also difficult to account for otherwise. If this root was originally sā-, then the present sanōti can be analyzed as sa-nō-ti, a fifth class formation with the reduced grade of this root.”
brugmann's paradigms quote: "ich gehe von einem meines erachtens ganz sicheren fall aus. dass das praezens badhnati 'bindet' sich zum perfect babändha ebenso verhält wie mrḍhnati zu mamárda, trpnóti zu tatárpa, dhṛṣṇóti zu dadhársha und demgemäss auf ein *bdhdhnati zurückzuführen ist, wird wol niemand bestreiten, der die entstehung von tatá- aus "tštå- u. s. w. zugibt."

640 burrow's (1979:24) skepticism (*it is more diffucult to see how the root stem -så- (in vâja-så- and šata-så-, nom. sg. vâjasåh, šatasåh, acc. sg. vâjasåm) could be derived from such a base [= "såH-."] is completely justified: hi. šåh- = rv. šå-'), så-.

641 the theoretical derivation referred to by burrow is falsified by ocs. v'sé-t- from pie *såHët- without a nasal. see burrow (1979:24): "from such a base the participle sátha- and the action noun sásti- could be easily derived as representing *såHto- and *såHti-.
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Despite this, owing to the enriched data, Brugmann’s internal reconstructions have now been cast into doubt. As a rule, when external parallels are available, the nasal is also absent. Thus, there is no nasal in:

\[\text{Hi. badan-} \quad (\text{GSl.}) ‘Tablett aus Rohr, Korb, Sieb’ (CHD P:241f.)
\]
\[\text{AV. badhná-} \quad (\text{pr.}) ‘binden an/mit [L]’ (WbRV. 897, badhnámi [1sg])
\]

Identically, the short root form RV. ṿha- did not contain the nasal that is present in RV. ṿhan- (= Hi. guen-), because the vowel reflects PIE *e:

\[\text{Hi. gue-} \quad (\text{vb.}) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (HEG 1:604-5, ku-e-mí/-ší)
\]
\[\text{RV. ha-} \quad (\text{pr.}) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (WbRV. 1642, hathás, hatás)
\]
\[\text{gAv. ja-} \quad (\text{vb.}) ‘schlagen, töten’ (AIWb. 603, jaidyāī [inf.]).
\]

In this regard, one should mention the questionable part played by analogy in Brugmann’s (1879c:290) thought:

“In wurzeln wie bhandh ‘binden’, skand ‘steigen’ u.a. ist der nasal, nach allem, was wir wissen, ein ebenso wesentlicher bestandtheil wie das r in wurzeln wie dark ‘sehen’, vart ‘wendens’ u. s. w. Wenn er fehlt, so ist er entweder auf lautgesetzlichem weg geschwunden, wie in badhnái und baddhá-, oder es hat eine neubildung nach der analogie von unnasalierten wurzeln stattgefunden, wie bei bedhús nach seküs und ähnl.”

However, yet a third explanation is possible, which is not based on sound laws or analogy (the two privileged agendas of the Neogrammarians). This is the Proto-Indo-European derivation, now externally confirmed as the true cause of the difference RV. ha- : han- = Hi. gue- : guen- and other similar alternations.

§2. As a second factor contributing to the problems of the Sonantentheorie, it is necessary to mention the incompleteness of the Neogrammarian data, sound law system and phoneme inventory. In terms of these vulnerabilities, the following may be observed:

(a) Regarding the data used by the Neogrammarians:

1. Brugmann did not use all of the available data in his theory formation, which left the theory incomplete. Using the concurrent Sanskrito-centric (internal) approach had consequences, because multiple alleged svarabhakti vowels of the individual subgroups (Baltic, Celtic, etc.) could have been externally confirmed from the beginning. As an example, one may cite Brugmann (1879b:276):

“Dagegen haben wir an den verwandten sprachen für å-wurzeln keinen irgend genügenden anhalt bei sá, ferner bei já in játá-, jâyáte, já- (kind, geschöpf), bei tás in täýáte und bei dem oben noch nicht genannten ghá- in ghátá- adj. ‘schlagend’, subst. m. ‘schlag, tödung’ neben hánti hatá- hatáyá-. Hier ist vorsicht geboten und zuzusehen, ob die differenz nicht erst auf dem einzelsprachlichen gebiet entstanden ist.”

Against this analysis, the roots in question were actually attested already in the traditional material, as revealed by the following examples:

\[\text{OInd. gháta-} \quad (\text{m.}) ‘Schlag, Tötung, Vernichtung’ (MonWil. 377)
\]
\[\text{YV. go-gháta-} \quad (\text{m.}) ‘Kuh-töter’ (EWA 2:800)
\]
OInd. ghātaya- (cs.) ‘töten lassen, töten’ (KEWA 3:576)
Gr. πέφησσο- (pf.fut.P.) ‘töten’ (GEW 1:657, πεφησσωταί)

and

OIcl. guđ- (f.) ‘Kampf’ (ANEtWb. 195)
RV. sam-hát- (f.) ‘die Schicht’ (WbRV. 1440)
RV. hatá- (pf.) ‘geschlagen, getötet, erschlagen’ (WbRV. 1646)
LAv. jata- (pf.pt.) ‘geschlagen, getötet’ (AIWb. 602)

Thus there were already defects in the Neogrammariam theory before the Old Anatolian and/or Tocharian data appeared. Accounting only for an incomplete set of items with abstract prototypes rather than actual parallels (Do. ν’φωτ-, OIcl. χυτ-), the theory was a gamble.

2. Though it would be inappropriate to criticize the Neogrammarians for not using data that was unavailable to them, it should be noted that the contrast between the abstractness of the Neogrammarian reconstruction and the concreteness of the data has considerably increased since the emergence of Old Anatolian and Tocharian. Neither group has a tendency to characteristic svarabhakti vowels, and in particular Tocharian preserves synchronically numerous alternative vowels:

PIE *keḥ-, *koḥ- ‘decem, centum’ (P. 191-192)

PIE *keḥ-, *koḥ-
Gr. δέ χα- (n.) ‘zehn’ (GEW 1:359, δέχα)
RV. dá ša- (n.) ‘zehn’ (n.) ‘zehn Finger’ (WbRV. 581, dáša [NA])
TochB. ša·k (num.) ‘ten: zehn’ (DTochB. 619, šak [N])
Arc. δé xo- (n.) ‘zehn’ (Grundr² 1:406)
RV. dá šá- (n.) ‘zehn’ (WbRV. 582, dašanám, BRUGMANN II)

PIE *kaḥimt-
Li. šiṃṭa- (m.) ‘centum’ (LiEtWb. 984, šiṃṭas [sgN])
OCS. de šetī (num.) ‘zehn, Dekade’ (Sadnik v 139)
TochA. taryā-kiṇci- (num.ord.) ‘tricesimus’ (Poucha 116)

PIE *keḥnt-, *koḥnt-
TochB. kante- (num.) ‘centum’ (MA. 405, DTochB. 139)
Gr. τοῦ ἕκτα (num.) ‘dreissig’ (LSJ. 1815, Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:592)
Gr. ἑκατόν- (num.) ‘20’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:591, ἑκατόν)

PIE *keḥto-, *koḥto-
RV. šatá- (num. n.) ‘hundert’ (WbRV. 1372, šatá [NA])
Gr. ἑκατό- (num. n.) ‘hundert’ (GEW 1:475)
Arc. ἑκατό- (num. n.) ‘hundert’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:592, ἑκατόν)
Aiol. ἑκατό- (ord.) ‘der zehnte’ (GEW 1:359)
TochA. kät- (num.card.) ‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7, kät [316 b 7])
The identities of the svarabhakti vowels Toch. \( \sqrt{{\text{kint}}-} = \sqrt{{\text{L}}. \, \hat{{\text{s}}}{\text{m}}{\text{t}}}- \), Toch. \( \sqrt{{\text{kant}}-} = \text{Gr. } \sqrt{{\text{xavt}}-} \), Toch. \( \sqrt{{\text{kát}}-} = \text{RV. } \sqrt{{\text{šat}}}- \) are decisive, leaving one to wonder whether the theory would never have been suggested had Brugmann had the Tocharian data at his disposal.

(b) By and large the incompleteness of the Neogrammarians' sound law system was caused by the absence of PIE *\( \hat{{\text{h}}}{\text{}} \), and there is little point in criticizing the pioneers for that. However, the Neogrammarians overproduced sound laws by setting forth abstract underlying forms for derivations in examples like

\[
\text{Neogr. } *\text{př'V-} (\equiv \text{LT } *\text{přHV}) \rightarrow \text{OInd. pur- 'forth'}
\]

without first checking the possibility of an external (comparative) match (i.e. common Indo-European vowels traced back to Proto-Indo-European). Had this been done, the more economical solution\(^{642}\) might have emerged a century earlier through such correspondences as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } \sqrt{{\text{pur}}}- & \text{ 'vor, für, usw.'} \\
\text{Go. } \text{faur} & \text{ (adv.prep.) 'vor, für' (GoEtD. 110)} \\
\text{Umbr. } \text{pur } \text{-doui-} & \text{ (vb.) 'porricitó' (WbOU. 612, purdouitu [3sg])} \\
\text{ModPers. } \text{pul-} & \text{ (sb.) 'Brücke' (Güntert 1916:95)} \\
\text{RV. } \text{purá} & \text{ (adv.) 'früher, zuvor, usw.' (WbRV. 826)} \\
\text{LAv. } \text{pařrya} & \text{ (adv.) 'zu Anfang (der ersten Welt)' (AIWb. 874)} \\
\text{Go. } \text{faur\( \text{̣} \)is} & \text{ (adv.) 'πρῶτον, πρῶτερον before, earlier' (GoEtD. 112)} \\
\text{TochA. } \text{purcomo-} & \text{ (a.) 'primus, optimus' (Poucha 201)}
\end{align*}
\]

(c) The incompleteness of the traditional phoneme inventory was perhaps not sufficiently understood by Brugmann and Osthoff, the key theoreticians. Saussure’s segmental analysis Neogr. *\( \hat{{\text{a}}} \equiv e\text{A} \) and Møller’s guttural interpretation of *\( \text{A} \), though admittedly not adequately formulated, were revolutionary indeed. Unfortunately, Saussure and Møller were not rewarded with a proper response (i.e. positive attempts to develop the ablaut theory of Neogr. *\( \hat{{\text{a}}} \) a \( \hat{{\text{a}}} \) and to check the possibility of the existence of a segmental laryngeal Neogr. *\( \hat{{\text{b}}} \). Had the Neogrammarians studied the ideas more fully, they might have been able to eliminate some of Saussure’s and Møller’s early mistakes before the appearance of the first interpretations of Old Anatolian.

\( \S3. \) As a final problem, I would like to discuss the so-called (absolute) uniform hypothesis shared by several proponents of the Neogrammarians’ theory.

(a) As mentioned by Dyen (1969:502), Brugmann supported the (absolute) uniform hypothesis:

“Brugmann did regard the Ursprache as having a relatively high degree of uniformity, if one is to judge by the following (1897:22): ‘In der früheren, engeren Urheimat mögen die

\(^{642}\) Campbell (2004:133) writes: “What is meant by the criterion of economy is that when multiple alternatives are available, the one which requires the fewest independent changes is most likely to be right.”
The typology of the modern Indo-European languages (and their dialectal variation) as the model of the reconstruction of the proto-language is recognizably present in the Neogrammian theory of syllabic sonants. In practice, a single (uniform) prototype was assumed for a meaning (e.g. ‘100’) and the sound laws were postulated from this (absolute) uniform starting point, according to the pattern:

Neogr. *kʰəto* → RV. šatā-, Li. šīmta-, Lat. cento-, Gr. ἱκτό-, Go. hunda, …

Simultaneously, the incompatible surplus was explained as dialectal variation, in this case represented by the Slavonic stem

OCS. sūtro- (num.) ‘hundert’ (Sadnik 917, sūto [sgNA]).

(b) This absolute uniformity negatively affected the acceptability of the Neogrammian theory for reasons neatly detailed by Twaddell (1948:139):

“The […] purpose of reconstruction is to establish a single formula which can be regarded as a starting point for subsequent evolutions. This purpose involves necessarily an emphasis on maximum simplicity and an intentional neglect of non-uniformities.”

Concerning this situation, Burrow (1949:32) has the following to say:

“[…] a few examples are sufficient to illustrate, on the one hand, the very great variability of the Indo-European languages in the matter of word-formation, and on the other hand the fact that this feature is frequently not given adequate attention by comparativists.”

Thus, according to Burrow’s (1949:32) interpretation:

“There has been an error of method in conceiving of the Indo-European parent language as a single and united form of speech after the manner of Latin. Attempts to reconstruct this single original have frequently resulted in violence being done to the facts of the individual languages.”

Burrow (1949:32) concludes:

“The truth is that at no period which can be reached by comparison is such a simplified state of affairs to be found. The evidence points rather to a continuum of varying dialects of the same language, manifesting differences in the matter of morphology which are often very considerable.”

The more material that emerges, the easier it is to agree with Nyman (1978:39):

“To quote Hall (1960:203): ‘Ever since the beginning of the comparative method, it has been evident that […] every proto-language has to be reconstructed as non-uniform, i.e. showing dialectal variations’.”

---

643 See also Brugmann (1904:503).
645 See especially Katić (1970:116): “It was the absolute unity of the proto-language that was for many linguists and historians difficult to accept.”
(c) In a further criticism of the absolute uniform hypothesis, note the remarks of Dyen (1969:506):

“Not only does the [absolute] uniformity assumption specify a characteristic not found in normal observed languages, but interestingly enough it also contradicts the results obtained by the comparative method, for the application of the comparative method does not necessarily produce a uniform protolanguage.”

The existence of variation was naturally understood also by Brugmann (1879b:274), according to whom it could be tolerated, if strictly based on comparison:

“Bei dem gegenwärtigen stand der vergleichenden sprachwissenschaft kommen wir vielfach über den ansatz von parallelwurzeln nicht hinaus. Wir finden oft formationen nebeneinander, deren wurzeltheile offenkundig etymologisch nahe verwandt sind und doch lautlich nicht zu einer einheitlichen form combiniert werden können. Indess nur dann sollte man von parallel wurzeln redden, wenn die verschiedenheit der nicht zu trennenden kernhaften worthetheile sich schon als eine urindogermanische heraustellt.”

In other words, the uniform hypothesis is sustainable in its non-absolute form allowing variation when implied by two witnesses (Fick’s rule). The over-strong hypothesis of absolute uniformity of the proto-language can be avoided and variation meaningfully dealt with; the absolute uniformity of correspondences is upheld, but as many correspondences are postulated as the comparative method demands.

(d) With the enriched data at our disposal, Indo-European linguistics now has the opportunity to shift from absolute uniformity to the real parent language with derivational diversity. The difference between the two approaches can be illustrated with the modern counterpart of the Neogrammarian reconstruction, in which the following derivational variants (confirmed by two witnesses) are implied by the comparative method:

PIE *käh- ‘10, 100’
PIE *këah- , *køah-
Gr. δέ ᾖν (n.) ‘zehn’ (GEW 1:359, δέαν)
RV. dá šá- (n.) ‘zehn’ (n.) ‘zehn Finger’ (WbRV. 581, dáša [NA])
Arc. δέ ᾖν (n.) ‘zehn’ (Grundr² 1:406)
RV. dá šá- (n.) ‘zehn’ (WbRV. 582, dašānām, BRUGMANN II)
PIE *këahiNt-
OPr. de ·simto- (num.) ‘zehn’ (APrS. 320, dessimton)
OLi. de ·šimti- (num.) ‘Dekade, zehn’ (LiEtWb. 91, dēšimtis [sgN])
OCS. de ·setǐ (num.) ‘zehn, Dekade’ (Sadnik √139)
TochA. taryā ·kińci- (num.ord.) ‘tricesimus’ (Poucha 116)

---

646 Compare Katičić (1970:117): “What we want to stress here is that by reconstructing a proto-language nothing is said about […] how much variety is encompassed by its unity.”
PIE *khânt- *khaânt-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bret. kant-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘hundert’ (WH 1:201, kant)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cymr. cant-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘centum’ (WH 1:201, cant)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. känt-</td>
<td>(num.card.)</td>
<td>‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ḫaun-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘20’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:591)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. τοῦ ḫοντα</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘dreissig’ (LSJ. 1815, Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:592)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *khaânt-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV. šatá-</td>
<td>(num.n.)</td>
<td>‘hundert’ (WbRV. 1372, šatá [NA])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA. kät-</td>
<td>(num.card.)</td>
<td>‘centum’ (Poucha 66-7, kät [316 b 7])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ḫóto-</td>
<td>(num.n.)</td>
<td>‘hundert’ (GEW 1:475)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc. ḫóto-</td>
<td>(num.n.)</td>
<td>‘hundert’ (Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:592, ḫótoν)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiol. ḫóto-</td>
<td>(ord.)</td>
<td>‘der zehnte’ (GEW 1:359)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Att. eī ḫo-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘20’ (GEW 1:453)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiol. eī ḫo-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘20’ (GEW 1:453)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. šata-</td>
<td>vaneya-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘zum Geschlecht des š. gehörig’ (WbRV. 1391)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *kâhun-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Go. tā hun-</td>
<td>(num.card.)</td>
<td>‘= δέξα : ten’ (GoEtD. 339)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. ere sun-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘dreissig’ (ArmGr. 1:491)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. k’ařa sun-</td>
<td>(num.)</td>
<td>‘40’ (ArmGr. 1:491)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go. hunda</td>
<td>(n.pl.)</td>
<td>‘hundert’ (GoEtD. 194-5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go. taihunda</td>
<td>(num.ord.)</td>
<td>‘tenth’ (GoEtD. 339)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *kâhut-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCS. sūto</td>
<td></td>
<td>(num.) ‘hundert’ (Sadnik 917, sūto [sgNA])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS. sūtinū</td>
<td></td>
<td>(a.num.m.) ‘der hundertste’ (Sadnik 917)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. šutu dré-</td>
<td>([IDr])</td>
<td>‘Fluss im Fünfstromland’ (WbRV. 1403)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of the reconstruction, it is important to note that:

1. All nodes of the matrix are supported by at least by two witnesses, due to which their reconstruction for the proto-language is legitimate and based on the comparative method, also according to Brugmann’s more moderate view.

2. The nodes of the matrix (or isoglosses) do not appear in the axis of ‘regular vs. dialectal’ but in that of derivational variation. In the traditional theory, OCS. sūto was considered dialectal because the form could not be derived from syllabic sonants. Due to the parallel (RV. šutu dré-), this situation has now changed. Since there is no ‘Indo-Slavic’ dialect but an Indo-Slavic isogloss, this type of variation is best referred to as derivational.⁶⁴⁸

---

⁶⁴⁷ As pointed out by Mayrhofer (EWA 2:646), the forms RV. šutu dré- and OInd. šata drú- refer to the same river, implying RV. šutu- = RV. šata- ‘hundred’.

⁶⁴⁸ In my opinion, we are able to infer more than Dyen’s (1969:506) observation: “In cases like these […] the comparative method […] shows us irreconcilably different forms, whose relation as alternants or as dialectal variants, it does not reveal.”
3. All nodes of the matrix (isoglosses) are perfectly regular and uniform. The comparative method implies reconstructions for the root PIE *kɑh- and its derivates PIE *kɑh-imt-, *kɑh-nt- *kɑh-t- *kɑh-un- and *kɑh-ut-. Consequently, the comparative method accounts for the derivational diversity in a manner that has already been noted by the leading root theoreticians like Persson and Walde. In this way, it should further be noted, the comparative method also postulates the explicit structure of the proto-language, allowing its study in the future.\footnote{Thus it is possible to avoid the criticism mentioned by Katičić (1970:146): “Traditional comparative linguistics has often been criticized as foreign to the fundamental idea of structure its main interest being concentrated on the comparison of the isolated words and forms.”}

§4. The following general remarks and recommendations are critical for the theory of syllabic sonants:

(a) Due to the existence of the syllabic sonants PIE *m n[r and the overall goal of explaining the links between the etymologically connected Indo-European data, the substance of the Neogrammian theory and etymology remains largely unchanged. The traditional sound laws concerning the outcomes of Neogr. *m n[r are no longer in harmony with the environment PIE *h, implying consonantal outcomes /m/ /n/ /l/ /r/ in the Indo-European languages. In particular, the svarabhakti vowels are externally paralleled and ultimately caused by morphological variation (derivation) of the proto-language.

(b) The absolute uniform view of the structure of the proto-language should be replaced with a more realist view that allows for a derivational variation of Proto-Indo-European as implied by the comparative method. The comparative method accounts for variation and indicates the relative positions of the roots and their extensions, thus providing a stable platform for the classification and presentation of the data. In this regard, owing to the requirements of the data, a shift from the mostly biliteral Neogrammian roots to the monoliteral ones will be necessary.
4 PIE *h and the PIE obstruent system

4.1 Introduction

§0. The Proto-Indo-European obstruent system consists of plosives and fricatives, which are discussed and analyzed in this chapter. Except for the absence of PIE *h and a generally exaggerated fricative system, the Neogrammarian proto-phoneme system is correctly postulated and suitable as the starting point of the comparative reconstruction as such.

4.1.1 The Neogrammarian obstruent inventory

§0. The Neogrammarian obstruent system can be approached through the natural classification of the phonemes postulated.
§1. In its full form, the Neogrammarian plosive system consisted of twenty phonemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I | *p | *t | *k | *kʰ | *k |*
| II| *ph| *th| *kh| *kʰh| *kh|*
| III| *b| *d| *g| *gʰ| *g |*
| IV| *bh| *dh| *gh| *gʰh| *gh|*

The problems of the plosive system are divided into two subsets:
(a) Columns 1–3 represent the so-called ‘Decem-Taihun isogloss’, reflecting the problem of the four manners of articulation (the series T : Th : D : Dh) in the proto-language.
(b) Columns 3–5 represent the so-called ‘Centum-Satem isogloss’, representing the problem of the three velar places of articulation (the series K : K₁ : K²) in the proto-language.

§2. The Neogrammarian system of fricatives consisted of two main categories, sibilants (Neogr. *s sh z zh) and thorn (Neogr. *þ þh ð ðh), but lacked the definitively established laryngeal implied by Hí. ñ and indirect features in the rest of the cognates.

4.1.2 Neogr. *T Th D Dh (Decem-Taihun isogloss)

§0. The term Decem-Taihun isogloss⁶⁵⁰ refers to a division of Indo-European languages: the Taihun group, which went through a sound shift of the system Neogr.

---

⁶⁵⁰ For the coining of the term, see Hopper 1981.
§1. The Germanic sound shift (‘Lautverschiebung’, otherwise known as Grimm’s Law) was in essence grasped already by Rask (1818), except for PIE *b (for which he lacked examples)⁶⁵¹ and for the series Th,⁶⁵² which would be discovered later on (Szemerényi 1996:55). In its full form, the Germanic sound shift stands as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labials</th>
<th>Dentals</th>
<th>Velars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*p → f</td>
<td>*t → b</td>
<td>*k → h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ph → f</td>
<td>*th → b</td>
<td>*kh → h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*b → p</td>
<td>*d → t</td>
<td>*g → k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bh → b</td>
<td>*dh → d</td>
<td>*gh → g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§2. Exceptionally, the sound law itself is generally unproblematic, while the term used for it is not:
(a) The term ‘sound shift’ was coined before Grassmann’s classical demonstration of the existence of the fourth series Th (tenues aspiratae). Owing to the collision of the series T and Th, both yielding Proto-Germanic */fʰχ/, the sound change was no longer a proper shift (unlike, for instance, the Old High German sound shift) (Szemerényi 1996:55).

(b) On the other hand, the alternative term ‘Grimm’s Law’ was already criticized by Pedersen, who considered it Rask’s Law, a view that has recently gained greater traction.⁶⁵³ Thus, according to Fox (1995:21): “The term [Grimm’s Law] itself is a misnomer, as Grimm was certainly not the discoverer of this law; predecessors, especially Rasmus Rask, deserve much of the credit for its discovery.” Similarly Collinge (1995:28) writes: “The dependence of Grimm on Rask in phonology (the 1822 version of the first volume of Grimm’s grammar was revised by 596 Rask-inspired pages) led Pedersen to suggest that the law be suitably renamed (Pedersen 1916:59). Support came from Jespersen.”

§3. In Armenian, a very similar but more complete shift took place:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labials</th>
<th>Dentals</th>
<th>Velars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*p → Ø/v</td>
<td>*t → Ø/t’</td>
<td>*k → k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ph → p’</td>
<td>*th → t’</td>
<td>*kh → x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*b → p</td>
<td>*d → t</td>
<td>*g → k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bh → b</td>
<td>*dh → d</td>
<td>*gh → g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁶⁵¹ The gap left by Rask regarding *b was immediately filled by Jakob Bredsdorff (1821:21-22). See Collinge (1985:63) for details.

⁶⁵² The series Th was proven by Grassmann in 1863.

⁶⁵³ As reported by Collinge (1985:64), “Pedersen (PedS 261) saw no progress [in Grimm 1822] over Rask’s results, and less insight.”
§4. Other cognates, not having gone through a similar shift, are called Decem languages (except for Tocharian and Anatolian, which in my opinion are better left outside the isogloss).

§5. In Tocharian the oppositions of voice and aspiration, manifested in the series T : Th : D : Dh, were lost altogether. The unique development of Tocharian makes it a merger group of its own rather than a Decem or a Taihun language. In particular, ‘Taihun language’ would be a misnomer, because despite the common developments Dh → D and *D → T, the series T did not ‘shift’ (unlike in Germanic and Armenian).

§6. Concerning the Anatolian group, one should note the following:
(a) The oppositions T : Th : D : Dh were not marked in Old Anatolian cuneiform and hieroglyphic script, as a result of which our knowledge of the developments of the four original series depend on external comparisons.654
(b) In Later Anatolian, especially in Lycian and in Lydian, there are obstructions based on an identical place of articulation but alternating in terms of voice (e.g. Lyd. f : Lyd. b). It is likely, therefore, that at least some of the oppositions T : Th : D : Dh were also preserved in Old Anatolian, which in the absence of any real distinctions should not be identified with Tocharian.655
(c) In Hittite, two reflexes of palatalized dentals appear, namely ḫ (e.g. in ḫ.lu- ‘god’) and ḫ. z (e.g. in ḫ.lu. ḫa-). The two outcomes can only be understood if there was a difference between voiceless and voiced stops in Old Anatolian (i.e. ḫ. ḫ. ← *t(h)i and ḫ. z ← *d(h)i).656

4.1.3 Neogr. *K : K¹ : Kº (Centum-Satem isogloss)

§0. The definition of the Centum-Satem isogloss is twofold:
(a) The series Neogr. *k ɖ ɡh resulted in palatals in the Satem group (the first palatalization), but collided with the plain velars Neogr. *k ɡ gh in the Centum group.
(b) The series Neogr. *kº ɡº ɡºḥ was continued in the Centum group with well-known subsequent developments, but the labial component was neutralized in the Satem group, resulting in a collision with the series Neogr. *k ɡ gh (plain velars).

§1. Though the traditional theory has prevailed for over a century, there is now relevant new data and interpretations. Accordingly, the problem is dealt with in a separate chapter below.

654 Against Sturtevant’s geminate rule, see Kronasser (EHS 1:13-18) with counterexamples such as ḫ. me-ek-ki : RV. mahi-, etc.
655 Similarly, most of the oppositions were not marked in Linear B and in Cyprian syllabary (Buck 1955:210), but this does not justify inferring that they had been lost in the respective languages.
656 The endings ḫ. -zi [3sg] and ḫ. -nzi [3pl] would, therefore, imply Neogr. *-dhi and *-ndhi. This can be backed by the material, since in the singular both voiceless and voiced endings appear in Oldr. -t and Oldr. d. Similarly, voiceless endings appear for the plural in Greek, as pointed out by Grassmann (1863:103): “die boot. endung -oνβι; neben -oνα, dor. -oνα, z. b. ἐγνάβι [...], with the voice confirmed by Go. -nd [3pl].
4.2 Theories of the four plosive series T Th D Dh

§0. In order to explain the four plosive series of Proto-Indo-European (or the Decem-Taihun isogloss), four theories have emerged:
(a) The Neogrammarian (or ‘traditional’) theory with T : Th : D : Dh.
(b) The root constraint theory of Meillet and Magnusson.
(c) The laryngeal theory with three series T : D : Dh.
(d) The glottal theory, a revised laryngeal theory with three series T(h) : T′ : D(h).

In this chapter, the theories are evaluated against the data.

4.2.1 Neogrammarian system T Th D Dh

§0. The comparative work of the Neogrammarian school resulted in the classical reconstruction of the plosive system (Szemerényi 1996:54-56):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
*p & *t & *k & (tenues) \\
*ph & *th & *kh & (tenues aspiratae) \\
*b & *d & *g & (mediae) \\
*bh & *dh & *gh & (mediae aspiratae) \\
\end{array}
\]

§1. The Neogrammarian plosive system distinguishes between three places of articulation (labial, dental and velar) and four manners of articulation: tenues (T), tenues aspiratae (Th), mediae (D) and mediae aspiratae (Dh).

§2. The Neogrammarian reconstruction is comparative (obtained through external comparison) and complete (no further items exist). Therefore, it is acceptable as the basis for further analysis and reconstruction.

4.2.2 Meillet’s and Magnusson’s root constraint theory

§0. Based on observations of the existing Proto-Indo-European root shapes, Meillet (1937:173-4)\(^{657}\) presented a theory of root constraints that applies to roots with two successive plosives T—T.

§1. According to Meillet, the following root shapes were allowed in the proto-language:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
T—T & T—D & D—T \\
Dh—Dh & D—Dh & Dh—D \\
\end{array}
\]

§2. In contrast, according to Meillet, the following root shapes were non-existent:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
T—Dh & D—D & Dh—T \\
\end{array}
\]

\(^{657}\) For Meillet’s root constraints with a discussion, see Szemerényi (1996:99-100) and Mayrhofer (1986:95n19).
Regarding the root constraints, one should note the following additional conditions:

§3. Vaan (1999:1) writes: “The [...] combination [T—Dh] is admitted if preceded by #s- (s mobile included), for instance *steigh-”.

§4. Miller (1977a:367) adds: “[...] the constraint applies only to morphemes and not to whole words (cf. *gher+to- ‘milk butter’ (Pokorny 446), *bhr+tí- ‘(act of) carrying ‘(Pokorny 128), etc.).”

§5. In his article Complementary Distributions among the Root Patterns of Proto-Indo-European, Magnusson (1967:19) further develops Meillet’s root constraints, first excluding ‘pure patterns’ (roots with two successive plosives belonging to the same series):

\[ T—T \quad : \quad (D—D) \quad : \quad Dh—Dh. \]

§6. After this, Magnusson (1967: 24-5) states that roots with D (= Neogr. *b d g ĝ g” are in complementary distribution, because the two unattested root shapes T—Dh and Dh—T can be used to derive existing patterns, according to the schemata:

\[ T—D \quad \leftrightarrow \quad (T—Dh) \quad \rightarrow \quad D—Dh \]
\[ D—T \quad \leftrightarrow \quad (Dh—T) \quad \rightarrow \quad Dh—D \]

As pointed out by Magnusson (1967:19), in this framework “one may explain all 2-occludent patterns in terms of only two original occludent series [i.e. T and Dh]”.

§7. Despite the partial success of Meillet and Magnusson, the theory is incomplete (it applies to roots with two successive plosives only) and outdated in terms of the segmental laryngeal now reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European.

4.2.3 The typology T D Dh of the laryngeal theory

§0. Saussure’s early segmental analysis Neogr. *th = t+A (1891) was generalized by Kuryłowicz (1935:46) for the series tenues aspiratae as a whole (= T+h₂), a move which ultimately led to the elimination of the series in the laryngeal theory by Lehmann (1952).

658 If this rule is accepted, its converse must apply as well (i.e. the shape sT—D does not imply sT—Dh).

659 Conversely, if the root is of the shape T—Dh, it must contain an affix. Accordingly, gAv. frad- and Gr. παθο- are affixed derivatives of the root νπλ- ‘fill’. For counterexamples, see Miller (1976: 59).

660 Immediately after this correct generalization, Magnusson presents a chain of fallacious inferences summarized by Miller (1976) as follows: “Magnusson arbitrarily arranges IE stops in the following hierarchy (weakest to strongest): labiovelars – dentals – palatals – labials.” (1976:55); “[...] the strength assignments are arbitrary, and all of these rules are impossible.” (1976:57); “Magnusson’s theory fails to distinguish accidental gaps from genuine constraints, and quasi-complementary distributions in roots that appear for reasons that obviously have nothing to do with ‘hierarchies’.” (1976:58); “If anything, [Magnusson] has muddled the issue with a more arbitrary and typologically dubious solution [...]” (1976:60). See also Mayrhofer (1986:105fn42). It is abundantly clear that there is no need to discuss Magnusson’s errors any further, and I will restrict the treatment here to his correct initial observation and its consequences.
§1. In the mainstream laryngeal theory, the elimination of the tenues aspiratae has led to the replacement of the four series of the Neogrammarians with three series, as indicated in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*p</th>
<th>*t</th>
<th>*k</th>
<th>(tenues)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*b</td>
<td>*d</td>
<td>*g</td>
<td>(mediae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bh</td>
<td>*dh</td>
<td>*gh</td>
<td>(mediae aspiratae)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§2. Soon after Lehmann’s proposal, Jakobson (1958:23) declared the laryngeal system to be typologically deviant:

“To my knowledge no language adds to the pair /t/ – /d/ a voiced aspirate /dʰ/ without having its voiceless counterpart /tʰ/, while /t/, /d/, and /tʰ/ frequently occur without the comparatively rare /dʰ/, and such stratification is easily explainable (cf. Jakobson-Halle); therefore theories operating with the three phonemes /t/ – /d/ – /dʰ/ in Proto-IE must reconsider the question of their phonemic essence.”

In connection with his demand for typological realism, Jakobson interpreted the laryngeal plosive system as questionable.

### 4.2.4 The glottalic theory (Gamkrelidze and Ivanov)

§0. Hopper (1973) and Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1973) reacted to Jakobson’s challenge with a new typological proposal, namely the existence of ejective stops in (Pre-)Proto-Indo-European. The slightly different ejective models, which nonetheless share common hypotheses, are now called the glottalic theory.

§1. To avoid the problem of a deviant system with three series, the ejective model of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973 = GI) attempts the following successive steps:

(a) The voiced (unaspirated) stops D were replaced with a series of glottalized (ejective) stops T'.

---

662 See Jakobson (1958:23): “A conflict between the reconstructed state of a language and the general laws which typology discovers makes the reconstruction questionable.”
663 Against Jakobson’s typology, it should be now noted that there are some languages that actually contain the three series T : D : Dh (see Mayrhofer 1986:93f).
664 For a summary of various ejective models, see Collinge (1985:260).
667 The glottalist approach is based on the three series of laryngeal theory. See Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1973:151): “Das System der indogermanischen Verschlußlaute wird traditionell in Form von drei Serien rekonstruiert.” Similarly, according to Hopper (1981:135-6): “Comparative evidence [...] leads us to posit a three-fold obstruent system for the whole of Indo-European.”
668 Pedersen (1951:10f.) had already asserted that PIE *b d g had arisen from earlier **p t k. See also Szemerényi (1996:145) and Mayrhofer (1986:94).
(b) The voiceless (unaspirated) stops T were replaced with series \( T^h \) appearing in free variation \( T \sim T^h \).
(c) The voiced (aspirated) stops \( D^h \) were replaced with series \( D \) in free variation \( D \sim D^h \).

§2. From a phonological point of view, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov’s glottalic theory (GI) can be understood as the laryngealist version of Meillet and Magnusson’s theory, in the sense that it attempts to explain the same distributions of the PIE roots by slightly different means:

(a) GI explains the absence of the traditional roots \( D \rightarrow D \) (rewritten \( T' \rightarrow T' \)) by an extension of Grassmann’s Law, which allegedly applies to roots that originally had two successive glottal stops (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1973:152):

“Das […] Nichtvorhandensein der Wurzeln vom Typus *ged- (Media + Media) im Indogermanischen wird leicht durch Unvereinbarkeit von zwei heterorganen glottalisierten Lauten in einer Wurzel erklärt (also *‘k’et’-).”

Derivationally this is synonymous with the idea that the traditional roots with \( T \rightarrow D \) and \( D \rightarrow T \) are derived from \( D \rightarrow D \).
(b) GI explains the absence of the traditional roots \( T \rightarrow Dh, Dh \rightarrow T \) by rewriting these in aspirated form \( Th \rightarrow D^h, D^h \rightarrow Th \) and then applying Grassmann’s Law. Thus, according to Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973:153):

“[…] das Nichtvorhandensein der Wurzeln vom Typus *ghet- oder *tegh- […] wird durch die Unvereinbarkeit von zwei durch Stimmbe teiligung unterschiedenen aspirierten Phonemen in einer Wurzel erklärt (also *gheth- oder “thegh-”).”

§3. Serious objections have been presented against the glottalic theory, which may be discussed in connection with the related data.\(^{669}\) For the sake of background context, however, I must express a single preliminary reservation concerning the foundations of the theory. In his immediate comment to Jacobson’s typology, Ivanov (apud Jacobson 1958:26) made the following remark:

“In mathematics two systems are called isomorphic if we can establish a one-to-one correspondence between them while preserving the relations between the elements. […] This concept can be applied to two cognate languages as studied by the method of internal reconstruction.”

A comparison of the laryngeal theory and the move of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov in 1973 leaves no doubt that just such an isomorphism was presented. Though not usually mentioned, this is problematic, since by an inconsistent platform being chosen as the starting point, the odds are good that another inconsistent theory was created.

### 4.2.5 Overview of the theories of the PIE plosive system

§0. The following table presents an overview of the rival theories:

---

\(^{669}\) For his three points against the glottalic theory, see Szemerényi (1996:152).
None of the systems are completely acceptable, due to the reasons detailed below.

§1. Though comparatively flawless, the Neogrammariam system has become outdated after the appearance of the Old Anatolian laryngeal. As Jakobson (1958:23) already pointed out, “languages possessing the pairs voiced-voiceless, aspirate–non–aspirate have also phoneme /h/”, and in general the relationship between the PIE laryngeal and the Neogrammariam plosive system requires systematic clarification.

§2. Despite its empirical content, Meillet and Magnusson’s root constraint theory remains incomplete. The root constraint against the series D (voiced mediae) applies only to the roots with two plosive stops, and the issue of segmental laryngeal is left untreated. In order to win acceptance, the theory needs to be modernized and generalized.

§3. The mainstream laryngeal theory with elimination of series Th is typologically questionable (Jakobson). Though a few languages with T D Dh do exist, linking them with the Indo-European group is not tempting because typologically the Indo-European languages require four series (like Sanskrit), with the result that a simpler system with three series is not a proper parallel.

§4. Gamkrelidze and Ivanov’s glottalic theory is a typological isolate itself, as recently pointed out by Barrack (2003:7-9): “[...] no triserial language contains both voiceless ejectives (/T'/) and voiced aspirated stops (/D^H/).” Therefore, as concluded by Barrack (2003:14): “[...] the Glottalic Theory compels us to reexamine not only the adequacy of the Standard Model [= Mayrhofer 1986:98] but to take a closer look at the typologically superior quadraserial configuration that preceded it: Neogrammariam *T – *D – *T^H – *D^H.”

§5. None of the existing theories are capable of explaining the problematic typology, and consequently there is a vacuum in this area of the Proto-Indo-European reconstruction theory, which needs to be examined in connection with the four series T – D – Th – *Dh.

---

670 Meillet and Magnusson do not account for the series tenues aspiratae.

671 See Barrack (2003:11): “What is not recognized [by Mayrhofer], however, is a more subtle bias in favor of the triserial over the Neogrammariam quadraserial configuration: the unexamined bias on the part of linguistics toward formally ‘simpler’ systems.”
4.3 Tenues Neogr. *k, p, t

4.3.1 Material of Neogr. *k, p, t

§0. The unaspirated tenues PIE *k *p *t are the least problematic items of the Proto-Indo-European obstructant system. As already included in Schleicher’s reconstruction, and essentially unchanged ever since, only a brief excursion shall suffice here.

§1. Neogr. *k. Some examples of the phoneme (Grundr2 1:571-2) are:
(a) Neogr. *kru- ‘Fleisch’ (P. 621-622)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>xρέας (n.)</td>
<td>‘Fleisch, Fleischstück’ (GEW 2:11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>cruento- (a.)</td>
<td>‘blutig, blutbespritzt, grausam’ (WH 1:294)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>kravy-ádv (a.)</td>
<td>‘Leichname verziehrend’ (WbRV. 359)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gAv.</td>
<td>xṛūra (a.)</td>
<td>‘blutig, grausig’ (AIWb. 539)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Neogr. *kark- (P. 531-532)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>xέκαρχ (pf.)</td>
<td>‘to cut’ (LSJ. 935, xέκαρχα [1sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olnd.</td>
<td>karka- (m.)</td>
<td>‘Krabbe’ (KEWA 1:171, Lex. karkas [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>xαρχ-vo (m.)</td>
<td>‘Krabstier, Krabbe’ (GEW 1:789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB.</td>
<td>karkar- (sb.)</td>
<td>‘cancer’ (DTochB. 144)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olnd.</td>
<td>karkaṭa- (m.)</td>
<td>‘Krebs, Krabbe’ (KEWA 1:169)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Neogr. *kel- *kol- ‘Spitze, usw.’ (P. 544)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>kél- (vb.)</td>
<td>‘aufsteigen, sich erheben’ (LiEtWb. 237-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>xoλο φον- (m.)</td>
<td>‘Gipfel, Spitze, Höhepunkt’ (GEW 2:904)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>čelo (n.)</td>
<td>‘Stirn, Front’ (Sadnik v102, čelo [sgNA])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>kála (m2.)</td>
<td>‘Berg’ (LiEtWb. 209, kálas [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>cašálá (m.)</td>
<td>‘der Knauf der Opfersäule’ (WbRV. 443)672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Neogr. *káu- *kəu- ‘schlagen, usw.’ (P. 535)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>káu- (vb.)</td>
<td>‘schlagen, hauen, vernichten’ (LiEtWb. 232)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA.</td>
<td>kəw (vb.)</td>
<td>‘occidere, necare’ (Poucha 85, kāwe [3pl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB.</td>
<td>kau (vb.)</td>
<td>= Skt. vadhāya- (DTochB. 208, kautsi- [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>kúji- (f.)</td>
<td>‘schwerer Schmiedehammer’ (LiEtWb. 232, kújis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Neogr. *kēs- *kos- ‘kämmen, scharren, graben, usw.’ (P. 585)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>kās (vb.)</td>
<td>‘graben, scharren’ (LiEtWb. 226, kāstī)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hī.</td>
<td>keš (vb.)</td>
<td>‘kämmen’ (HEG 1:587f., ki-iš-zi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>česa (vb.)</td>
<td>‘kämmen, abstreifen (von Früchten)’ (Sadnik 105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li.</td>
<td>kas (f.)</td>
<td>‘Haarflechte, Zopf’ (LiEtWb. 226, kasà [sgN])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>xεσχέο (n.)</td>
<td>‘Werg’ (GEW 1:834, xεσχέον)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olnd.</td>
<td>kakchū (f.)</td>
<td>‘Krätze’ (KEWA 1:139)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

672 RV. cašalavant- (a.) ‘mit einem Knauf versehen’ (WbRV. 443) with PIE *e corresponds to PIE *o in Go. hals- (m.) ‘Hals’ (GoEtWb. 175). The Rig-Vedic retroflex suggests a laryngeal (Fortunatov’s Law II), which is in turn confirmed by the Lithuanian accent (Li. é, á).
Hi. kešri- (şiGc.) ‘etwas aus Wolle, Handschuh?’ (HHand. 80)

§2. Neogr. *p. Some examples of the labial plosive (Grundr2 1:507) are:
(a) Neogr. *pet-, *pot- ‘Schützer, Herr’ (Grundr2 1:513)

RV. páti-  (m.) ‘Schützer, Herr, Gebieter, Behüter’ (WbRV. 765)
Lat. poti-   (vb.) ‘teilhaftig machen, bemächtigen’ (WH 2:350)
Lat. poti-   (a.) ‘vermögend, mächtig’ (WH 2:350)
OLi. pati-   (m.) ‘Ehemann, Gatte, Gemahl’ (LiEtWb. 551)
Go. hunda -faḫ-  (m.) ‘Befehlshaber über 100 mann’ (GoEtD. 194-5)

(b) Neogr. *spek- ‘sehen, spähen’ (P. 984)

RV. spás-  (m.) ‘Späher, Beschauer’ (WbRV. 1608, spāt [sgN])
LAw. spas-  (m.) ‘Späher, Wächter’ (AIWb. 1614-5, spaš [N])
Lat. speciō  (pr.) ‘sehen’ (WH 2:570-1)
TochA. spaktān-  (sb.n.) ‘servitium, ministerium’ (Poucha 384)

(c) Neogr. *sup- ‘schlafen’ (P. 1048-9, HEG 2:1175)

Hi. šup-     (vb.M.) ‘schlafen’ (HHand. 155, šuptari [3sg])
RV. ní (...) susup-  (pf.) ‘entschlafen, sterben’ (WbRV. 1625)
OCS. sūpa-  (vb.) ‘schlafen’ (Sadnik 915, sūpati [inf.])
Gr. ὀπτό-  (m.) ‘Schlafl’ (GEW 1:970, ὀπτος)
Gr. ἥγο- ὄπτο-  (a.) ‘wakeful, keeping awake’ (LSJ. 16, ἥγος/ὀπτος)
gAv. x’afrna-  (n.) ‘Schlaf, Schläfrigkeit’ (AIWb. 1863)

§3. Neogr. *t. Some examples of the phoneme (Grundr2 1:521-2) are:
(a) Neogr. *ten- ‘dehnen’ (P. 1065-6)

RV. tan-  (ao.) ‘weit hinstrecken’ (WbRV. 514)
Gr. τέννω  (vb.) ‘spannen, in die Länge ziehen’ (GEW 2:863f.)
Li. téva-  (a.) ‘schlank, dünn, fein, zart, hoch’ (LiEtWb. 1086)
Lat. tenui-  (a.) ‘dünn, fein, zart, eng, schmal, niedrig’ (WH 2:666)

(b) Neogr. *trei- ‘drei’ (P. 1090-2)

RV. trí-   (num.) ‘drei’ (WbRV. 555, trú[n] [plA])
TochA. tri- (f.) ‘tres’ (Poucha 135, tri)
TochB. trai-  (num.m.) ‘three’ (Poucha 319, trai [NA])
Gr. τρεῖ(ι)  (num.pl.) ‘drei’ (GEW 2:621, Gortyn. τρεῖς [plN])

(c) Neogr. *pet- ‘fliegen’ (P. 825-6)

Hi. pet-  (vb1.) ‘laufen, fliegen’ (CHD P:352f, píd-da-an-zi)
Lat. prae-pet-  (a.) ‘im Fluge vorauseilend, günstig’ (WH 2:354)
AV. vī ánu (...) papāt-  (pf.) ‘durchfliegen’ (WbRV. 761, vī ánu papāta [3sg])
RV. pāta-  (pr1.) ‘fliegen’ (WbRV. 761, pātasi [2sg])
Gr. πέτο-  (vb.) ‘fliegen’ (GEW 2:521-2, πέτομαι [1sg])
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4.3.2 Theoretical approaches to series T (tenues)

§0. Until recently, the series T (unaspirated tenues) has not been contested. However, the few attempts to challenge the general consensus can briefly be discussed here.

§1. In order to explain Meillet’s root constraints against T—Dʰ and Dʰ—T, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973) claimed that the PIE voiceless unaspirated plosives were originally aspirated (i.e. Neogr. T ≡ GI Tʰ). This would mean that the non-aspirated series did not exist in Proto-Indo-European, but the series Tʰ became deaspirated in all dialects (Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1973:154).

§2. In his books *Proto-Indo-European Labiovelars* (1978) and *Proto-Indo-European Laryngeals and Ablaut* (1984), Speirs uses the term ‘labiovelar’ to designate an underlying superphoneme of the pre-proto-language, which he (1978:47) describes as concealing a:

“[…] hitherto overlooked correlation between velar, labial and dental occlusives, such that they appear to be interchangeable in root-initial and root-final position, or as extensions to roots.”

According to Speirs (1978:47), the changes appear to be identical with those of Greek:

“[…] it must be concluded that at some earlier period, which we call the PIE period, labiovelars underwent the same shifts as they underwent again in Greek.”

4.3.3 Solutions to the series T (PIE *k *p *t)

§0. Despite its simplicity, the series PIE *k *p *t forms the minimal core of the Proto-Indo-European plosive system, from which all other items can be derived. In this sense the series is fundamental. In particular, the following points should be noted regarding the series:

§1. The glottalic replacement of the series T with Tʰ reveals an inconsistency in the foundations of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov’s ejective model: If the definition Neogr. *T ≡ **Tʰ* is accepted, then the glottalic equation Neogr. *D = **T* is no longer possible, because typologically **T* presupposes *T. This contradicts Gamkrelidze and Ivanov’s claim that the series T did not exist,²⁷³ suggesting that the glottalic theory is indeed inconsistent.

§2. Speirs’ ideas concerning ‘labiovelars’ have been shunned by Indo-Europeanists²⁷⁴ for reasons that can be readily understood: the underlying superphonemes – allegedly

---

²⁷³ Another set of solid counter-arguments against the equation T = Th in Gamkrelizde & Ivanov’s glottalic theory is presented by Miller (1977a:382-4).

yielding velars, labials and dentals – would violate the principle of the regularity of sound change. On the contrary, it must be concluded that the places of articulation PIE *k ≠ p ≠ t are irreducible and the oppositions are distinctive. Any attempt to derive these items from other places of articulation is doomed to failure.

§3. In what follows, it will be shown that the three fundamental obstruents PIE *k *p *t are sufficient for the entire plosive system to be derived.

### 4.4 Tenues aspiratae Neogr. *kh, ph, th

#### 4.4.1 General remarks on tenues aspiratae

§0. After an initial postulation of the tenues aspiratae in the 19th century, the discussion of the 20th and 21st centuries has been dominated by a segmental analysis of the series. As the laryngealist elimination of the series was not performed in a flawless manner, a detailed analysis and improvements to the series will defend its place.

§1. After the failures of Schleicher and others, finally Grassmann (1863:96-98) successfully postulated the series tenues aspiratae Neogr. *kh *ph *th for the proto-language. This opened the path for Grassmann’s Law, which offers a general solution for the problem of the differences of the aspirated stops, especially in Indo-Iranian and Greek. After the Indo-European character of Armenian was recognized, that language has also been added to the evidence of the series Th.

§2. The reflects of the series Th in languages preserving this phoneme can be summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ph</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>φ</td>
<td>pʲ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>tʲ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§3. In addition, a trace of the tenues aspiratae has been preserved in Slavonic (Meillet & Vendryes, 1934:22-26), where the aspirated voiceless velar is continued:

Neogr *kh → OCS. ch, Rus. ch, etc.

---

677 On Armenian as an Indo-European language, see Schmitt (1975:3-30).
678 Arm. tʲ from Neogr. *th is preserved in all positions (also VthV) in Armenian.
679 OCS. ch has multiple origins, including PIE *s → ch in the ruki-rule. Therefore, it requires an external confirmation.
4.4.2 Material of Neogr. *kh, ph, th

§0. The series Neogr. *kh *ph *th was postulated by Grassmann in his famous article of 1863 on the treatment of roots with two successive aspirates in Greek and Sanskrit.

§1. The evidence for Neogr. *kh (Grundr.² 1:571) is plentiful, and it suffices to choose a few correspondences to illustrate the proto-phoneme:

(a) Neogr. ˈkonkh- ‘Muschel’ (P. 614)

Gr. ξόγγο- (m.) ‘Muschel(schale), Hohlmaß’ (GEW 1:889-90)
AV. šaṅkhá- (m.) ‘Muschel, Schläfe’ (EWA 3:290)
Latv. sence (f.) ‘Muschel’ (P. 614)

(b) Neogr. *khakh- (P. 634)

OInd. kákha- (vb.) ‘lachen’ (KEWA 1:136, Lex. kákhati)
Arm. xaxan- (sb.) ‘lutes Gelächter’ (ArmGr. 1:455, xaxank’ [pl])
Gr. χαξάξω (vb.) ‘laut lauchen’ (GEW 1:804)
OCS. chochota- (vb.) ‘laut lauchen’ (GEW 1:804, chochotati [inf.])
Li. kakno- (vb.) ‘laut auflauchen’ (LiEtWb. 206)

(c) Neogr. *khor- ‘Esel’ (P. –)

LAv. xara- (m.) ‘Esel’ (AIWb. 532)
OInd. khára- (m.) ‘Esel: donkey’ (KEWA 1:302)
LAv. xará (f.) ‘Eselstute’ (AIWb. 532)
Alb. kérr (.) ‘donkey, ass, foal, gray’ (CHGAlb. 67)

(d) Neogr. *khaid- ‘schlagen’ (P. 917)

Lat. caedó (vb.) ‘hauen, (er)schlagen’ (WH 1:129)
RV. ni (...) khida- (pr.) ‘niederdrücken’ (WbRV. 374, ni (...) khida [2sg])
RV. sám (...) khida- (pr.) ‘zusammenschlagen’ (WbRV. 374)
Go. dulga·haitja(n)- (m.) ‘creditor’ (GoEtD. 97)

(e) Neogr. *khad- ‘zerbeissen, verzehren’ (P. 634)

RV. ā (...) cakhád- (pf.) ‘zerbeissen, essen, verzehren’ (WbRV. 373)
LAv. vī xaḍa- (vb.) ‘auseinander quetschen’ (AIWb. 531)
RV. khadirá- (m.) ‘Acaxia catechu’ (WbRV. 372)
Arm. xacane- (pr.) ‘bite, sting’ (EtDiArm. 323, xacanem [1sg])

(f) Neogr. *mahulKh- ‘dumm; schweigend’ (P. 719)

Li. múlk- (vb.) ‘dumm werden’ (LiEtWb. 471, múlkti [inf.])
OInd. mûrkhá- (a.) ‘böde, Tor’ (KEWA 2:664)
Li. múlki- (m.) ‘Dummkopf, Tropf, Tor, Trottel’ (LiEtWb. 471)
ORus. múlča- (vb.) ‘schweigen’ (REW 2:153)
OCS. můča- (vb.) ‘sůvatúť - schweigen’ (Sadnik v529)

(g) Neogr. ˈkák- ‘Ast, Zweig, Stock, Stab’ (P. 523, Szemerényi 1996:68)
RV. dáśa-śākha- (a.) ‘zehn Finger habend’ (Hand) (WbRV. 582)
RV. śākhā- (f.) ‘Ast, Zweig’ (WbRV. 1391, KEWA 3:321)
OCS. po-socha- (f.) ‘Stock, Stab’ (Sadnik v/857)
Go. hohana(n)- (m.) ‘Pflug: plow’ (GoEtWb. 189, hohan [sgA])
TochB. šākatai- (sbobl.) ‘stick, club’ (DTochB. 619, šākataisa [Perl])

§2. The examples of Neogr. *ph (Grundr² 1:507) include:
(a) Neogr. *phoi- ‘Feim, Schaum’ (P. 1001)
   OHG. feim- (m.) ‘Feim, Schaum’ (Grundr² 1:696)
   OEng. fäm (m.) ‘Schaum, Feim’ (GoEtD. 123)
   RV. phéna- (m.) ‘Schaum, Feim’ (WbRV. 897, phėnam [sgA])
   OCS. pēna (f.) ‘Schaum, Speichel’ (Sadnik v/643, Grundr² 1:716)
   OCS. pēni- (vb.) ‘schäumen, aufbrausen’ (Sadnik v/643, peniti)
(b) Neogr. *koph- ‘Huf’ (P. 530)
   RV. saphā- (m.) ‘Huf, Klaue, Achtel’ (WbRV. 1378)
   LAv. safa- (m.) ‘Huf, Hufstück’ (AIWb. 1557-7, safam [sgA])
   OHG. huof- (.) ‘Huf’ (Grundr² 1:696)
   OEng. höf- (.) ‘ungula: hoof’ (ASaxD. 548)
(c) Neogr. *phelg- (P. –)
   RV. phalgu- (a.) ‘gering, schwäglich’ (WbRV. 896)
   Gr. φελγόνω (pr.) ‘όσυνετε, ληστή’ (GEW 2:1000)
   Gr. α-φελγονοςα- (pt.) Hes. = ‘κακούσα’ (LSJ. 287)
(d) Neogr. spho- ‘gedeihen’ (P. 983-4)
   Hi. išpa- (vb1.) ‘sich satt essen’ (HEG 1:408, iš-pa-a-i [3sg])
   LAv. hupairi-sphā- (a.) ‘ringsum wohl gedeihend’ (?) (AIWb. 1826)
   Olind. pasphāy- (pf.) ‘feist wurden sein’ (MonWil. 1270, pasphāye)
   Hi. ēspi-ningatar- (n.) ‘Sättigung an Speis und Trank’ (HHand. 66)
   RV. sphař- (a.) ‘feist’ (WbRV. 1612)
   RV. apo-sphúr- (a.) ‘wegstoßend, fortschnellend’ (WbRV. 74)
   RV. sphurā- (pr6.) ‘mit dem Fuße wegstoßen’ (WbRV. 1612)
   Gr. αφυρό- (n.) ‘Fußknöchel, Fußgelenk’ (GEW 2:835, αφυρόν)
   OEng. spor- (n.) ‘trace, track, spoor’ (ASaxD. 903)
(f) Neogr. koph- or *koph- ‘cyprinus: Karpfenart’ (P. 614)
   Rus. sāpa (f.) ‘Barbe, Cyprinus ballerus’ (REW 2:578)
   Olind. šaphara- (m.) ‘Cyprinus saphore’ (KEWA 3:296)
   Li. šāpala- (m.) ‘Leuciscos dobula, Döbel’ (LiEtWb. 963)
   Latv. sapal- (m.) ‘Dünakarpfen’ (LiEtWb. 963, sapals [sgN])

Note the Tocharian palatalization, which implies PIE *e for the root.
§3. The examples of Neogr. *th (Grundr² 1:522) include:
(a) Neogr. *menth- ‘ruhren, wirren’ (P. 732)

Li. mešt- (vb.) ‘umrühren (Mehl)’ (LiEtWb. 442, měště)
OCS. mešt- (vb.) ‘turbare’ (REW 2:189, městě)
RV. manthá- (m.) ‘Gebräu, Rührtrank’ (WbRV. 1000)
RV. nis (...) mántha- (prl.) ‘zuschütteln’ (WbRV. 976)
Li. menturé- (f.) ‘Quirl, Kelle’ (LiEtWb. 437)

(b) PIE *ḥath- ‘wisdom’ (P. –)

Hi. ḥata- (vb.) ‘denken, überlegen, klug sein’ (HEG 1:214, 219)
Hi. ḥataḥ- (cs.) ‘verständig, klug machen’ (HEG 1:217)
Do. ṧθανα (f.) ‘Athene’ (GEW 1:28, Do. ḥθανα, Att. ḥθηνη)
Lyc. ṭene-guri- (c.) ‘Aθηναεγόγας’ (LuPG 5)

(c) Neogr. *skěth, skath ‘schaden’ (Szemerényi 1996:69, P. 950)

LAv. skatā- (f.) ‘Heuscherecke’ (AIWb. 1586, skaitim [sgA])
Gr. α-φυγηθηο- (a.) ‘unverehrt, wohlbehalten’ (GEW 1:164)
Olr. scatha- (pr.) ‘verstümmeln, lähmen’ (LEIA S-53, scathaid [3sg])
Go. ga skāpjā- (vb.) ‘harm, damage’ (GoEtD. 309, gaskapjan [inf.])

(d) Neogr. *roth- ‘Rad, Kreis, Wagen’ (P. 866)

RV. rātha- (m.) ‘rasch fahrende Streitwagen’ (WbRV. 1137)
Lat. bi roto (a.) ‘zweirädig’ (WH 2:444, bi rotus [sgN])
OGaul. roto-magos- (ON.) ‘Rouen’ (ACSS. 2:1079f., rotomagos [sgN])
Li. rāta- (m1.) ‘Rad, Kreis(ring)’ (LiEtWb. 705)
Lat. rotā- (f.) ‘Rad, Rolle, Wagen, Kreisel’ (WH. 2:443-4)
Lat. rotā- (vb.) ‘im Kreis herumdrehen’ (WH. 2:443, rotäre)

(e) Neogr. *k'enth- ‘Leid : leiden’ (P. 641)

Gr. πενθοο- (n.) ‘Leid, Trauer’ (GEW 2:478)
Li. kěnt- (vb.) ‘leiden, ertragen, erdulden’ (LiEtWb. 246, kěstiti)
Gr. πεπονθ- (pf.) ‘leiden, erdulden’ (GEW. 2:478, πεπονθα [1sg])
Li. kantrā- (f.) ‘Geduld, Langmut’ (LiEtWb. 246)
Ofr. cěsa- (vb.) ‘souffrir, endurer’ (LEIA C-79f., cēsaid [3sg])

(f) Neogr. *o̞usth-, ο̞usth- ‘Mund, Lippe’ (P. 784-5)

RV. oṣṭha- (m.) ‘die Oberlippe, die Lippe’ (WbRV. 306)
LAv. aoštā- (m.) ‘Oberlippe’ (du.) ‘die beiden Lippen’ (AIWb. 44)
OCS. usta- (n.pl.) ‘Mund, Maul, Rachen’ (Sadnik 9103, usta)
OPr. austā- (n.pl.) ‘Mund’ (APrS. 308, austā)
Hi. ūṣṭai- (vb1.) ‘(Stimme) dampfen’ (HEG 1:317)
Hi. ūṣṭeštik- (vb.iter.) ‘(Stimme) dampfen’ (HHand. 57)

(g) Neogr. *st(h)ā- ‘stehen’ (P. 1004ff.)
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LAv. hišta- (pr.) ‘stehen, dastehen’ (AIWb. 1600, hištaiti [3sg])
Lat. sistō (pr3.) ‘stehen, usw.’ (WH 2:596f.)
RV. sthā- (a.) ‘stehend’ (WbRV. 1603)
LAv. upa-stā- (f.) ‘Beistand, Hilfe’ (AIWb. 396)

§4. Despite its secure comparative basis, the series Th is statistically rare compared to the series Dh.

4.4.3 Theoretical approaches to the series Th

§0. The Neogrammarians accepted the series *Th without further interpretation. That would change in the subsequent discussion of the 20th century, which was dominated by segmental analysis made possible by Saussure’s *A and the statistical rarity of the series.

§1. The original formulation of Siebs’s Law (1904) allows a voiced aspirate following *s to become voiceless or non-aspirated. Within the traditional theory, this opened a derivational mechanism for the elimination of the series Th. The attempt culminated in Hiersche’s (1964) comprehensive work, which suggested that the tenues aspiratae were secondary and developed in combination with s-mobile after the sibilant was lost.681

§2. However, the main effort of questioning the phonemic status of tenues aspiratae dates back to Saussure (1891 = Rec. 603), according to whom Neogr. *th consisted of *t+A (written *t+’)682 in examples683 such as:

RV. prṭhū- : Neogr. *pḷṭhū- : DS. pḷṭ’u-
RV. tṣṭhā- : Neogr. *tṣṭḥe/o- : DS. tṣṭ’c/o-

§3. Without Anatolian evidence, Saussure was unable to defend his idea against the Neogrammarian critics,684 and the issue was stalemated until Kuryłowicz (1927) extended Saussure’s analysis to voiceless aspires in general (see also Kuryłowicz 1935:46-54 and 1956:375-82).

§4. The glottalic theory is an extreme form of the laryngeal theory in which segmental analysis of the series *Th is understood to imply non-existence (and elimination). Referring to Jakobson (1958), Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995:12) underlined the contradiction of the absence of the Th series in the laryngeal theory, but little

681 Note, however, that Miller (1977a:366) is correct in saying that “Hiersche’s theory [...] must be rejected on the grounds of phonetic implausibility”.

682 See Saussure (Mém. 603): “M. de Saussure apporte comme contribution à l’histoire des aspirés sourdes (kh, ch, th, th, ph) du sanscrit une série d’exemples destinées à établir l’origine de certains th dans les racines et les suffixes. Ces th proviendraient de t indo-européen suivi du phonème o régulièrement élié devant voyelle.”

683 For other examples of segmental T+h, see Burrow (1949:58-59, 1979:26-30).

684 Note, for instance, Brugmann’s now outdated denial of Saussure’s analysis. See Brugmann (Grundr2 1:632-3).
understood that adopting the very same trserial system meant adopting the contradiction as well (see below).

### 4.4.4 Comparative solution of the series Th

§0. The segmental analysis of the series *T+A as put forth by Saussure (and, following him, the laryngeal theory) is vulnerable to criticism from two main directions:

(a) The analysis Neogr. *Th ≡ T+A (= T+h₂) leaves much to be hoped for in terms of the details of the reconstruction (see examples below).

(b) The elimination of the series Neogr. *Th leads to the questionable typology of the three series T : D : Dh (see Jakobson’s remark above).

In order to make the laryngealist ideas acceptable, it is necessary to develop the theory in a manner that overcomes these difficulties.

§1. The laryngeal analysis Neogr. *Th ≡ *T+h₂ continues to have persistent problems, such as ‘a-colouring’ (or its absence), and the simultaneous alternations of environments like ablaut Neogr. *i : í, *u : ū and *T : Th that are unaccounted for. These problems can be best illustrated with examples:

(a) The lack of ‘a-colouring’ in Lat. sistó (pr3.) ‘stehen, usw.,’ an *e/o-stem, stands in contrast with the ‘a-colouring’ in Lat. vštā-. The problem can be solved by positing PIE *aḥ instead of *A (= h₂) in PIE *stah- ‘stehen’ (P. 1004f.). Consequently, the alternation of ‘a-colouring’ can be regularly treated with prototypes such as:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{I-A} & \text{*steh-} \\
\text{I-B} & \text{*stah⁵/o-}
\end{array}
\]

Gr. στατός = Lat. status ‘id.’ (Neogr. *sta-/stα-)  
Lat. sist⁵/o- = Av. hištā- ‘id.’ (Neogr. *sth⁵/o-)

In other words, the overstated colouring rule of the laryngeal theory, demanding ‘h₂’ to colour all surrounding vowels, can be fixed with the postulation of PIE *ḥa ḥa instead.

(b) Another laryngealist problem is manifest in the group P. 951-53, including the items:

- OIcl. hūs-  
- CrimGo. hūs-  
- Go. gud-hūs-  
- Pahl. kūš  
- Arm. xuç

The long quantity here is usually explained in the laryngeal theory as laryngeal metathesis (Mayrhofer 1986:174-5), but strictly speaking this is impossible, owing to its absence in Arm. xuç (with Neogr. *kh-). Instead of LT *k+h₂, the reconstruction requires PIE *k+aḥ, as indicated in the equations:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{I-A} & \text{*káhus ᾱ-} \\
\text{I-B} & \text{kahapus ᾱ-}
\end{array}
\]

OIcl. hūs, Pahl. kūš, etc.  
Arm. xuç ‘Stube’
(c) Sturtevant\textsuperscript{685} sought to explain some examples of the alternation Neogr. T : Th, such as LAv. kanatii ‘they dig’ : OInd. káññati ‘digs’, as analogical generalizations. The difficulties he encountered (Sturtevant 1941:10-11) are caused by an overstated compensatory lengthening rule. By simply abandoning this assumption, the alternation can be reconstructed regularly:

\[
\begin{align*}
I-A & \quad *\text{ka}hñho- & \rightarrow & \quad \text{LAv. kana- ‘dig’ (AIWb. 437-8)} \\
I-B & \quad *\text{ka}hono- & \rightarrow & \quad \text{RV. kána- ‘dig’ (WbRV. 372)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(d) \textit{v}skañlo- (P. 928). A schwebeablaut with diphonemic *\textit{ha} appears in

\[
\begin{align*}
I-A & \quad *\text{ske}hñ-lo- & \rightarrow & \quad \text{Gr. σκηλός ‘Schenkel, Bein’ (GEW 2:723)} \\
I-B & \quad *\text{skñ}ha-lo- & \rightarrow & \quad \text{OInd. skhala-, Arm. sxalem (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:587)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

§2. The examination of the data of tenuae aspiratae reveals that the series is to be reconstructed with a voiceless value of the cover symbol *\textit{h} \equiv \text{PIE} *\textit{h}:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. kh, gAv. x, Gr. χ, Arm. x, etc.} & \equiv & \quad \text{PIE} *\text{ka}h ð *\text{kha (\equiv \text{Neogr.} *\text{kh})} \\
\text{RV. ph, gAv. f, Gr. φ, Arm. p’, etc.} & \equiv & \quad \text{PIE} *\text{pah ð *pha (\equiv \text{Neogr.} *\text{ph})} \\
\text{RV. th, gAv. ð, Gr. θ, Arm. t’, etc.} & \equiv & \quad \text{PIE} *\text{tah ð *tha (\equiv \text{Neogr.} *\text{th})} \\
\end{align*}
\]

These modifications allow us to account for all irregularities of the laryngealist segmental analysis.

§3. Several roots with Neogr. *\text{Th} are currently explained as being sporadic (see, for instance, the initial *(s)p(h)- of Pokorny’s dictionary, P. 980 ff.). With segmental PIE *\textit{ha} *\textit{a}h at our disposal, the examples can be reconstructed regularly without any reference to sporadic alternation.

§4. According to the current practice, roots are reconstructed by default with unaspirated tenuae Neogr. *\text{T} when aspirated tenuae Neogr. *\text{Th} are also possible. These not uncommon circumstances appear when no Indo-Iranian, Greek, Armenian or Slavonic parallels are available. Thus, for instance, the well-known root P. 796, *peisk- *pis\textit{k}- (Lat. piscis ‘fish’, Go. fisk, OEng. fisk- ‘fish’ (ASaxD. 289, fisca [plG]), etc.) is reconstructed with an unaspirated labial, although both Neogr. *pis\textit{k}- and *pis\textit{k}- are actually possible.\textsuperscript{686}

§5. The schwebeablaut often conceals voiceless aspirates reflected in alternation T : Th.\textsuperscript{687} Some examples of tenuae aspiratae belonging to this category have been preserved in the following equations:

(a) \textit{v}pahñ- ‘gebären, usw.’ (P. 818)

\textsuperscript{685} See Sturtevant (1941:3): “There are, however, cases in which Sanskrit has generalized the non-aspirate at the expense of the aspirate”.

\textsuperscript{686} Owing to the existence of the root Neogr. *phi- (P. 1001, cf. OEng. fám-, RV. phné-, etc.), the group Go. fis\textit{k}- could be connected here if the group Lat. pisc\textit{i}- : Go. fis\textit{k}-, etc. contains an initial tenuis aspirata (note that this remains unproven, however).

\textsuperscript{687} For the alternation T : Th, see Brugmann (Grundr\textsuperscript{2} 1:632-3).
I-A: *peaḥr-
Fal. pepar- (pf.) ‘hervorbringen, darbringen’ (WH 2:255)
Lat. pepar- (pf.) ‘hervorbringen, erzeugen’ (WH 2:255)
Langob. fara (.) ‘Geschlecht’ (WP 2:7)
Lat. parent- (m.) ‘Vater’ (f.) ‘Mutter’ (WH 2:252f.)
Gr. πατό(θ)εο- (f.) ‘Jungfrau, Mädchen, junge Frau’ (GEW 2:474)

I-B: *paḥr-
Li. pēra- (m.) ‘Fruchtkeim, Keim’ (pl.) ‘Brut’ (LiEtWb. 573)
Li. perč- (vb.) ‘(aus)brüten, auf den Eiern sitzen’ (LiEtWb. 573)
RV. phárvara- (m.) ‘Säer, Säemann’ (WbRV. 896)
RV. pra ḷharvĩ- (f.) ‘wollüstiges Mädchen’ (WbRV. 876)

(b) vt̰aḥur- ‘Stier’ (P. 1083)
I-A  *teahuro- → Lat. tauro- ‘Stier’ (WH 2:650)
I-B  *taheuro- → OICl. ḷjör- (m.) ‘Stier’ (ANEtWb. 614)

When Saussure’s *A is replaced with PIE *ḥa or PIE *ḥ, the alternation of the aspirates and the non-aspirates can be reconstructed exactly in the manner mentioned by Sturtevant (1941:7):

“If de Saussure’s theory is correct, we should expect to find independent evidence of the presence of laryngeals in some at least of the morphemes concerned, and we should be able to reconstruct plausible forms justifying the aspirates and also the alternating non-aspirates.”

Owing to the simultaneous alternations of aspiration and the ‘a-colouring’, only diphonemic PIE *ḥa and *ḥ can account for the attested variants, thus confirming the analysis Neogr. *Th ˀ PIE *Tah  v *Tha.

§6. In languages which went through a second palatalization, the following development of velars took place before front vowels and glide:

PSatem *k, *kh  →  RV. c, gAv. č, OCS. č, Latv. c, etc.

In such cases, the second palatalization masks a voiceless aspirate. For instance, one finds:

RV. coda- (pr.) ‘antreiben’ (WbRV. 456, codata [2pl])
RV. codáya- (cs.) ‘schärfen, wetzen’ (WbRV. 457)

Etymologically the form is connected with

RV. khudá- (vb.) ‘hineinstossen’ (WbRV. 374, khudáta),

implying PIE *kaheudo- for RV. coda- (compare PIE *keahud- with the schwebeablaubt in Lat. caudex).

§7. Grassmann’s Law does not apply only to two successive voiced aspirates Dh—Dh, but to roots with voiceless aspirates as well.
(a) The roots Th—Th with two voiceless aspirated stops lose one of the aspirates, as indicated by the root Neogr. *khakh- ‘lachen, Gelächter’ (P. 634):

Olnd. kákha- (vb.) ‘lachen’ (KEWA 1:136, Gramm. kákhati)
Arm. xaxan- (sb.) ‘lautes Gelächter’ (ArmGr. 455, xaxank’ [pl])
OCS. chochota- (vb.) ‘laut lauchen’ (GEW 1:804, chochotati [inf.])
Gr. κάκτος (vb.) ‘laut lauchen’ (GEW 1:804)

(b) The mixed roots with voiceless (Th) and voiced aspirates (Dh) were affected by Grassmann’s Law, as proven by the correspondence:

LAvg. xumba- (f.) ‘Topf, topfähnliche Vorrichtung’ (AIWb. 532)
RV. kumbhá- (m.) ‘Topf, Krug’ (WbRV. 329)
LAvg. xumbya- (PNm.) ‘EN. eines Gläubigen’ (AIWb. 533)
RV. kumbhín- (a.) ‘mit einem Krug versehen’ (WbRV. 329)

Since only Armenian, Slavonic and Avestan can preserve the original Th-series in examples belonging to this type, it is virtually certain that the material contains unidentified specimens of tenues aspiratae.

§8. Bartholomae’s Law, usually associated to the voiced aspirates, also applied to the voiceless aspirates. By a stroke of luck, we can now compare Indo-Iranian and Old Anatolian in:

LAvg. haxa- (n.) ‘Fusohle’ (AIWb. 1744, haxəm [sgA])
Hi. šakuta- (n.) ‘Hüften, Oberschenkel’ (HHand. 139, HEG 2:743)
gAv. haxti- (n.) ‘der innere Teil des Oberschenkels’ (AIWb. 1745)
RV. sákthi- (n.) ‘der Schenkel, das Dickbein’ (AIWb. 1440, sákhti)

From this comparison, we may derive the following conclusions:

(a) LAv. haxa- proves that the root-final plosive Av. x, not the suffix (PIE *to-, *ti-), was originally aspirated. The aspiration of PIIr. *sákthi- has moved into the suffix in Sanskrit (> RV. sákhí-), according to Bartholomae’s Law, and therefore applies to the voiceless aspirates as well.

(b) Bartholomae’s Law consists of two separate developments: the assimilation of voice (unless already identical) and the transfer (metathesis) of aspirate (except in the case of voiceless stops in Avestan, where the transfer was prevented by fricativization).

§9. During the last century, several authors have rejected the series *Th and, with that, many solid Indo-European etymologies (see, for instance, P. 633). In addition, extreme versions of the laryngeal theory have preferred to eliminate the series or explain it – as done by Kuryłowicz – as secondary. Such claims are

688 This was already understood by Brugmann, who correctly refers to a possible Neogr. *khi- in Gr. κάκτος: AV. šānkha-.

689 A different, but equally immature view is expressed by Kuryłowicz (1956:375-82), according to whom the tenues aspiratae are explicable as local innovations developed independently in Indo-Iranian (see also already Kuryłowicz 1935:46-72). This makes no sense, because the series Th is
counterproductive, because comparative reconstruction actually requires voiceless aspirates in connection with several etymologically difficult items like:

(a) PIE *thaékah- ‘schnell; Schnellen, Fußknöchel, Würfel’ (P. 250 [diff.])

Gr. τόχα (adv.) ‘schnell, leicht, vielleicht’ (GEW 2:861)
Gr. θασσον (comp. adv.) ‘schneller’ (GEW 2:861)
Lat. taxillo- (dim.) ‘kleiner Würfel/Klotz’ (WH 2:645)
Lat. tālo- (m.) ‘Fußknöchel, Spielwürfel’ (WH 2:645)
Lat. tālītro- (n.) ‘Schnellen mit den Fingern’ (WH 2:644)
Gr. ταχύ- (a.) ‘schnell, geschwind’ (GEW 2:861, ταχύς)

(b) PIE *thelm- ‘Auge; heat’ (P. –)

Gr. ὅφ θαλμό- (m.) ‘Auge’ (GEW 2:452, ὁφθαλμός [sgN])
Gr. ὅφ θαλμέω (pr.) ‘beäugeln, anschien’ (GEW 2:452, ὁφθαλμέω)
OEng. þelma (m.) ‘heat’ (ASaxD. 1046)

(c) PIE *tahí- (or *thai-?) ‘Herde’ (P. –)

Pān. aja t̪hýa- (sb.) ‘Herde von Ziegen’ (Frisk 1936:3)
Pān. avi t̪hýa- (sb.) ‘herd of sheep’ (Frisk 1936:3)
LAv. gava- ̄dyā- (n.) ‘Rinderherde’ (Frisk 1936:3)
Go. awe- ̄pi- (m.) ‘ποιμήν : herd of sheep’ (GoEtD. 52)

(d) PIE *thau- ‘sitzen’ (sub P. 235-239, dhē-)

OPers. gā- ̄dū- (m.) ‘Thron’ (OldP. 183, Frisk 1936:34)
Sogd. g ̄dwk- (sb.) ‘Thron’ (Frisk 1936:34)
Gr. θαφακω- (m.) ‘Sitzung, Sitz, Stuhl’ (GEW 1:647, in θαβακος)
Gr. θαφακέω (vb.) ‘sitzen’ (GEW 1:647, in θαβακέω)
Gr. θό(φ)ωκο- (m.) ‘Sitzung, Sitz, Stuhl’ (GEW 1:647, θόωκος)
Gr. θο(φ)ωξο (vb.) ‘sitzen’ (GEW 1:676, θοξεῖ [1sg])

§10. In terms of the generality of the analysis PIE *Tah v *Tha ≡ Neogr. *Th, one can note Jakobson’s (1958:23) typology:

“The surmised coexistence of a phoneme ‘aspirated stop’ and a group of two phonemes – stop + /h/ or another laryngeal consonant is very doubtful in the light of phonological typology.”

Under such circumstances, the assumption of a non-segmental series *Th would create more problems than it would solve, and the segmental approach PIE *Tah v *Tha is to be generalized.

revealed as a common Indo-European entity by correspondences already quoted by Grassmann in his pivotal article (1863).

For the semantics, compare pairs like OIr. süül- ‘Auge’ (P. 881-2, 1045) : OEng. swölig- (n.) ‘burning, heat’ (a.) ‘sultry’ (ASaxD. 961), etc.
§11. On the other hand, it should be noted that the absolute elimination of the series Th would summon Jakobson’s argument against the typology T D Dh. In order to avoid this, I recommend the following:

(a) According to Szemerényi (1967:95): “[…] it seems pointless to try to eliminate the Tenues Aspiratae where they are found.” From the comparative point of view, this is certainly true. If the elimination of the series Th means abandoning the quest for finding correspondences with tenues aspiratae, the only consequence is a loss of results. As no outcome could be more undesirable, the Neogrammarians series tenues aspiratae, despite its analytical nature, is upheld as a practical approximation.

(b) In addition, Szemerényi (1996:144) asserted that “the existence of unvoiced aspirates in Indo-European cannot be denied”. This is also true in the sense that the clusters PIE *th *kh *ph from the beginning and PIE *tah *kah *pah yielded *th *kh *ph after the loss of unaccented PIE *a. In this sense, the “elimination of tenues aspiratae” does not obviate the clusters PIE *th kh ph any more than other sequences (say *tr or *ip).

(c) The elimination of the Th- series has led the glottalic theory to an impasse where the existing correspondence sets with voiceless aspirates

PIE *tah, tha → RV. th, gAv. ð, Gr. ð, Arm. ṭ, Lat. t, etc.

are rejected and the non-aspirated series T is claimed to be aspirated, despite the fact that no aspirate is present in the examples. Suffice it to say, Grassmann (1863) already proved the distinction between voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated plosives, certainly not in free variation.

4.5 Mediae Neogr. *g *b *d

4.5.1 Material of Neogr. *g, b, d

§0. Already Schleicher, followed by the Neogrammarians, reconstructed the voiced unaspirated plosives PIE *b d g (mediae) for the proto-language.

§1. Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *g (Grundr² 1:572) include:

(a) Neogr. *steg- ‘Dach; verhüllen, verbergen’ (Grundr² 1:573, P. 1013-14)

Gr. στέγος- (n.) ‘Dach, Haus’ (GEW 2:780)
Li. stóga- (m.) ‘Dach, Heim, Wohnstätte’ (LiEtWb. 911)
Olnd. sthága- (pra.) ‘cover, hide’ (MonWil. 1261, sthagati [3sg])
Olnd. sthagáya- (cs.) ‘verhüllen, verbergen’ (KEWA 3:523)
OPr. stogi- (m.) ‘Dach’ (APrS. 438)

(b) Neogr. *ag- ‘Schuld, Sünde’ (P. 8)

---

RV. án ága-(a.) ‘schuldlos, sündlos’ (WbRV. 54)
Gr. ἀγαθο- (n.) ‘(Blut)schuld, Fluch, Sühne’ (GEW 1:14)
RV. ágas- (n.) ‘Sünde, Unrecht’ (WbRV. 172)
RV. án ágas- (a.) ‘schuldlos, sündlos’ (WbRV. 54)
Gr. ἀγαθό- (a.) ‘fluch-, schuldbeladen’ (GEW 1:14)

(c) Neogr. *gel- ‘Eis, Frost, Kälte’ (P. 365-6)
OEng. cól- (pret.) ‘be(come) cold, cool’ (ASaxD. 143, cól)
Lat. gél- (n.) ‘Eiskälte, Frost, Eis’ (WH 1:585-6, gelum)
Li. gélmeni- (f.) ‘streng, prickelnde Kälte’ (WH 1:586, gélmenis)
Go. kald- (a.) ‘cold’ (GoEtD. 214, kalds [sgN])
RV. jáðhav- (a.) ‘stumpfsinnig’ (WbRV. 465, RV. jáðhavas 8.61.11)

(d) Neogr. *aug- ‘wachsen’ (P. 84-5)
Li. áug- (vb.) ‘wachsen, größer werden’ (LiEtWb. 24, áugti)
Go. anáiauk- (pret.) ‘sich mehren’ (GoEtD. 50, anaaiauk [3sg])
RV. ugrá- (a.) ‘kräftig, mächtig, gewaltig’ (WbRV. 245-6)
Gr. ἀυγό (pr.) ‘mehren, fördern,wachsen’ (GEW 1:187)
Hi. huugatar/n- (n.) ‘Haufen, Getreidesilo’ (HHand. 52, HEG 1:264)

§2. Neogr. *b (Grundr² 1:507) is attested in examples like:692
(a) Neogr. *bel- ‘Kraft’ (P. 96)
RV. bála- (n.) ‘Kraft, Leibeskraft, Stärke’ (WbRV. 901)
Lat. de bili- (a.) ‘kraftlos, schwach’ (WH 1:362, deblis [sgN])
OCS. bolje (adv.) ‘besser, grösser’ (Sadnik v/58)
Gr. βέλτιον (comp.) ‘better’ (GEW 1:232, βέλτιον)
Gr. βελτιο- (comp.) ‘better’ (GEW 1:232, βελτιοζ)

(b) Neogr. *trab- ‘Baum, Balken, Haus’ (P. 1090)
Lat. trab- (f.) ‘Balken, Schiff, Baum, Dach, Haus’ (WH 2:696)
Li. trobà- (3f.) ‘Haus, Gebäude’ (LiEtWb. 1127)
MidIr. treb- (f.) ‘habitation, exploitation agricole’ (LEIA T-126f.)
Osc. trib- (f.) ‘Haus’ (WbOU. 765f., tríbūm [A], tribud [Abl])
Umbr. trebno- (m/n.? ‘tabernāculum’ (WbOU. 761, tremnus [sgAbl])
LAV. avara.₃rabah- (m.) ‘EN eines Gläubigen’ (AIWb. 176-7)

(c) Neogr. *bal-, *bol- ‘eilen’ (P. 93)
Umbr. am bol- (pr4.) ‘herumlaufen’ (WbOU. 84, amboltu [Ivp.])
Lat. am būlā- (pr1.) ‘umher)gehen, reisen, spanieren’ (WH 1:38)
OInd. bal bali- (prA.) ‘wirbeln’ (KEWA 2:421, balbalīti [3sg])
Lat. ballā- (vb.) ‘tanzen’ (WH 1:95, ballāre)
Gr. βολλίζω (pr.) ‘tanzen’ (GEW 1:215)

692 For a list of PIE *b based on several sources, see Mayrhofer (1983:146fn98).
(d) Neogr. *amb- (P. 316, Grundr² 1:511)

Arm. amp-   (sb.) ‘Wolke’ (ArmGr. 1:417, *o-stem)
OGaul. ambe- (sb.) ‘rivo’ (LÉIA A:4-5)
RV. ambar-ıša- (m.) ‘Nachkomme des višaš’ (WbRV. 96)
Gr. ḳμβο-  (m.) ‘Regen : thunderstorm’ (GrGr. 1:333, ḳμβος)
OSpan. ombri- (a.) ‘umbrisch’ (WbOU. 796)
RV. kiyámbo- (n.) ‘Bez. einer Wasserpflanze’ (WbRV. 326)
gAv. vyāmbura- (a.) ‘dem Wasser feindlich’ (AIWb. 1478)

(e) Neogr. *slab- ‘schlafen, schlaff’ (P. 655)

Li. slōb-   (vb.) ‘schwach werden’ (LiEtWb. 833, slōbti [inf.])
Go. saislep- (vb.) ‘schlafen : sleep’ (GoEtD. 315, saislep [3sg])
Olcl. slāp-  (m.) ‘Faulpelz’ (ANEWb. 513, slāp [sgN])
OCS. slabū  (a.) ‘schwach, schlaff’ (Sadnik √832, slabū [sgN])

(f) Neogr. *bel- ‘höhlen, graben, schneiden : Kluft’ (P. 96 = PIE *beŋal-)

Arm. pele-  (vb.) ‘höhlen, graben’ (P. 96, pelem [1sg])
MidIr. belach- (n.) ‘Kluft, Pass, Weg’ (LEIA B-29)
AV. baŋjá-  (a.) ‘verstümmelt, verkrüppelt’ (EWA 2:206)

§3. Neogr. *d (Grundr² 1:522) appears, for instance, in:

(a) Neogr. *dekm- ‘zehn’ (P. 192, Grundr². 1:522 = PIE *deŋ- keaŋ-)

Gr. ḳέ γα  (n.) ‘zehn’ (GEW 1:359, ḳέαγα)
RV. dá-ša  (n.) ‘zehn’ (n.) ‘zehn Finger’ (WbRV. 581, dáša [NA])
TochA. șa-k-  (num.card.) ‘decem’ (Poucha 320)
OSax. te-šan  (num.) ‘zehn’ (GoEtD. 339, tešan)
Arm. ta-šan-  (num.) ‘zehn’ (ArmGr. 496, tasn [N], tasanç [G])

(b) Neogr. *ueid- ‘wissen’ (P. 1025f.)

Li. výd-    (vb.) ‘erblicken, wahrnehmen’ (LiEtWb. 1265)
gAv. vid-   (pf.) ‘wissen’ (AIWb. 1316, vidad [opt3sg])
Gr. (φ)oid-  (pf.) ‘wissen’ (GEW 1:451, oid[ [1sg])
Go. wait-   (pret.pr.) ‘wissen’ (GoEtD. 406, wait [1sg])
Li. véida-  (3m.) ‘Anlitz, Aussehen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 1212-3, véidas)
OCS. vidê-  (vb.) ‘sehen, wahrnehmen’ (Sadnik √1079, vidēti [inf.])

(c) Neogr. *ud- ‘Wasser’ (P. 78f. = PIE *fajud-)

RV. úd-     (f.) ‘Woge, Wasser’ (WbRV. 252, udā [sgI])
RV. óda-    (pr1.) ‘quellen, walten’ (WbRV. 251, in ódatā [pt.f.])
Hom. òdòt-  (n.) ‘Wasser’ (GEW 2:957, òdòtòs with ò in II. 21.300)
Li. údra-   (m.) ‘Fischotter’ (LiEtWb. 1157, údras [sgN])
OCS. výdra-  (f.) ‘Fischotter’ (GEW 2:957)

693 Arm. pelem, quoted by Walde in (WP 2:110), does not appear in ArmGr. or EtDiArm.
(d) Neogr. *sed- (P. 884f. = PIE *sehâd-, *shaed-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li. séd-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘sich setzen’ (LiEtWb. 777, sêstis [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv. séd-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘sich setzen’ (LiEtWb. 777, sêstiês [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. sodâ-</td>
<td>(f.)</td>
<td>‘Dorf, Ansiedlung’ (LiEtWb. 854-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFr. saidî-</td>
<td>(pr.)</td>
<td>‘s’asceoir, être assis’ (LEIA S-7f., GOI 354, sa’did)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Gaul. sado(n)-</td>
<td>(ON.)</td>
<td>‘Saze, dép Gard, arr. Uzès’ (ACSS. 2:1283, sado)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Neogr. *do- ‘geben, schenken, gewähren’ (P. 223-226 = PIE *daî-, deâî-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat. da-</td>
<td>(v.pr.)</td>
<td>‘geben, gewähren’ (WH 1:360f., damus [1pl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. ta-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘geben’ (ArmGr. 496, tam [1sg], tamk’ [1pl])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g Av. da-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘geben’ (AIWb. 678, daidyäi [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. dâ-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘geben’ (WH 1:360, dâ [2sg], dâs [2sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. dô-</td>
<td>(aoM.)</td>
<td>‘geben’ (GEW 1:388-9, θθόμην [1sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. donî-</td>
<td>(f.)</td>
<td>‘Zins, Steuer, Tribut’ (LiEtWb. 99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv. dâva-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘anbieten, schenken’ (LiEtWb. 112, dâvat [inf.])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. dovanâ-</td>
<td>(f.)</td>
<td>‘Gabe’ (LiEtWb. 112, dovanâ [sgN])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.5.2 Theoretical approaches to the series mediae

§0. The central problem of the Taihun-Decem isogloss during the 20th century has been the voiced unaspirated series D (mediae), treated both by Meillet and Magnusson and by the glottalic theory.694

§1. In the Neogrammarian system, the unaspirated voiced plosives *g b d (mediae) were reconstructed on comparative grounds without further analysis.

§2. Within the laryngeal theory, Kuryłowicz (1935:54-55) reconstructed for the variants of the traditional root P. pō- ‘trinken’ (= LT *peða3-) the following alternation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LT } *\text{peð}_3\text{C-} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{OInd. } \text{pā-} \quad (\text{Gr. } \piω- \quad \text{‘id.’}) \\
\text{LT } *\text{pip}_3\text{V-} & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{OInd. } \text{pibati} \quad \text{‘drinks’ (OFr. ibid ‘id.’)}
\end{align*}
\]

According to Kuryłowicz, the ‘o-colouring’ laryngeal θ3 was voiced and accounts for the voice of OInd. b ← **θ3 (assimilation).695

§3. The glottalicist idea of deriving the series mediae from the earlier cluster of tenuis+ejective D ≡ T’ can be understood as a generalization of Kuryłowicz’s analysis “p+θ3” with the value θ3 ≡ ‘ attached for the entire series:

\[b^* \equiv **p' \quad *d \equiv **t' \quad *g \equiv **k' \quad \text{(GI).}696\]

---

694 Statistically the distribution of PIE *b *d *g is uneven. Whereas PIE *d and *g are commonplace, PIE *b is rare.
695 Compare Sturtevant’s attempt to distinguish the single (Hi. ḫ) and double writings (Hi. ḫḥ) by associating these with voiced and voiceless laryngeals. See also Hendriksen (1941:38).
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§4. Based on the remarks of Aulus Gellius (Noctes Atticæ 9.6. & 12.3), Lachmann (1850) suggested the following rule for Latin: if the root ends in a voiced stop, then the root-syllable vowel is lengthened in the participle.\textsuperscript{697} This conjecture, now known as Lachmann’s Law (see Collinge 1985:105), comes with only a few counterexamples: (a) Within the PIE *-to-participles, only Lat. stricto- ‘straff’ (WH 2:604, to Lat. stringō ‘schnüren’) with an apparent root-final *-g- inferred from Lat. strigula has a short root vowel Lat. ī, this form being the sole counterexample of this category. (b) On the other hand, Lachmann’s Law does not apply to the *-so-participle (cf. Lat. česo-, uĭso-, căso-, fisso-, fosso-, sesso-, presso-, etc.). In this formation, a long root vowel is followed by a single sibilant Lat. s, a short vowel by a geminate Lat. ss (see already Sommer 1914:122).

The renewed interest in Lachmann’s Law can be credited to Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1995:61), according to whom the lengthening of Lachmann’s Law was caused by an earlier ejective resulting in compensatory lengthening: GI *āk’tos → PItal. *āk-tos.

§5. In 1978, according to Szemerényi (1996:153), Werner Winter

“[...] voiced the conjecture that the long vowel which appears in a number of cases in Balto-Slavic in contrast to the short vowel in other languages is conditioned by a following unaspirated voiced stop: cf. Lith. ėdu ‘I eat’ sēdēti ‘sit’, bēgti ‘run’ : Lat. ēdō, sēdeō, Gr. qεβόμενα.\textsuperscript{698} Winter’s conjecture, assumedly accounting for the long quantity of Li. pēdas ‘footstep’, vēdaras ‘belly’, úosti ‘to smell’, nūgas ‘naked’, úoga ‘berry’, etc. has been accepted by Kortlandt (1988), interpreting the Balto-Slavonic long grade as the glottalic counterpart of Lachmann’s Law.

§6. Magnusson’s (1967) elimination of the series D applies only to those roots with two plosives, but no satisfactory treatment has been offered for the roots with only one media D. In Miller’s (1976:57) words, “Magnusson’s analysis is thus highly artificial since he would have underlying simple stops only in roots like *ed-'eat' or leid-'play' (Pokorny 666) with voiced aspirates elsewhere [...]”

4.5.3 Solutions to the problems of the series mediae

§0. The problems and the comparative solutions of the series mediae are discussed in this chapter.

\textsuperscript{696} Collinge’s analysis (1985:265) of another glottalist, Hopper, is revealing: “Hopper (1977a:50, 1978:70, 1982:133) works with the sequences /p?/, /p?/, being happy with a segmental glottal stop in PIE; and he sees /p/?/ reanalyzed as /p/ and then laryngealized so as to reflect as voiced /b/.”

\textsuperscript{697} Lachmann’s original version is “ubi in præsenti media est, participia producuntur”.

\textsuperscript{698} Winter (1978:439) writes: “In Baltic and Slavic languages, the Proto-Indo-European sequence of short vowel plus voiced stop was reflected by lengthened vowel plus voiced stop, while short vowel plus aspirate developed into short vowel plus voiced stop.”
§1. Regarding Lachmann’s Law, the following should be observed:
(a) The theme Lat. stringō, strīxi, strictus can be reconstructed with PIE *gh, if it is compared to OEng. string ‘line, cord’ (OxEngEt. 876) instead of Lat. strigula. This would eliminate the sole counterexample and leave the sound law flawless.
(b) Lachmann’s original formulation did not account for the fact that in Latin there are two past participles, one in PIE *-so- and another in PIE *-to-. When Lachmann’s Law is restricted to the *-to-participle only, the law has no exceptions at all.
(c) In the ‘Osthoff-Kent-Kuryłowicz-Watkins formulation’ (so dubbed by Collinge 1985:110), no condition is admitted for Lachmann’s Law, and the quantities of Latin are understood as original. Despite the high accuracy of Lachmann’s Law, I am sympathetic towards this view because of its higher comparative content (‘lectio difficilior’) and economy. Furthermore, in spite of Lachmann’s Law, it makes sense to accept the Latin quantities without any assumption of lengthening, because the quantities are is usually paralleled. Thus, we may posit a stem

Lat. āg- (pret.) ‘agere’ (in Lat. āctus [pt.sgN])

because the quantity coincides with:

PIE *hāēg- ‘agere’

Lat. amb āg- (f.) ‘Umgang, Umlauf, Winkelzüge’ (WH 1:37)
LAv. nav āza- (m.) ‘Schiffer’ (AIWb. 1047)
RV. āja -mīḍha- (m.) ‘Abkömmling des ajamīḍha’- (WbRV. 173)
TochA. āke- (prA.) ‘vhere’ (Poucha 14, ākeñcāṃ [3pl+encl.])
TochB. āke -mane- (ptM.) ‘leading’ (DTochB. 36, ākemane)

§2. Several counterarguments have been presented against Winter’s rule, and I will mention here only the most critical ones, which should suffice to demonstrate that the proposal cannot be accepted as an Indo-European sound law.
(a) As pointed out by Szemerényi (1996:153): “[...] a number of exceptions cannot easily be reconciled with his interpretation [...] Lith. padas ‘sole of foot or shoe’, Russ. pod ‘ground’ [...] Slav. voda ‘water’ [...]”.
(b) Balto-Slavic displays quantitative ablaut before the series mediae in examples like:

Li. ága- (vb.) ‘wachsen’ (Grundr² 1:211, águ [1sg])
Li. úoga- (f.) ‘Beere, Kirsche’ (LiEtWb. 1165)
OCS. agoda- (f.) ‘Frucht, Beere’ (Sadnik √4A)699

Had Winter’s lengthening taken place, the short root forms (and quantitative ablaut in general) would not exist.
(c) Finally, a point understood by Winter (but missed by his critics) should be mentioned here. Winter begins his article by noting:

“Calvert Watkins (1969:31-32) agrees with Jerzy Kuryłowicz (1956:305-306) in assuming that the lengthening in, e.g., Lith. bėgu, R. begu : Gk. θέμπου was a special Balto-Slavic

699 For the vrđhī, it should be noted that OIr. ás- (n.m.) ‘croissance’ (LEIA A-92-93) can be attached here instead of the usual etymology (P. 787) with inferior semantics.
development (to be kept apart from the apparent parallel in Lat. ēst ‘he is eating’: edere ‘eat’).

Such an assumption runs counter to the facts, because as a rule the Balto-Slavic quantity matches the common Indo-European one in the following examples of the rule:

| Neogr. *ēd-   | Li. ēd-, Lat. ēdī, OIcl. āt-, Gr. εδηδόυς (P. 287-8) |
| Neogr. *sēd-  | Li. sēd-, Lat. sēd-, Go. anda-śet- (P. 884f.) |
| Neogr. *pēd-  | Li. pēd-, Gr. πηδάω, Lat. pēs (P. 790f.) |
| Neogr. *ōd-   | Li. ūod-, Gr. ὀδωδα, Arm. hr ʿut ‘πιο ὀδεζ’ (P. 772-3) |
| Neogr. *bhēg- | Li. bēg-, Hind. bhāg- < *bhāg- (P. 116) |

The traditional explanation, the Proto-Indo-European vrddhi, suffices to explain the phenomenon without producing any inconsistencies resulting from an assumption of lengthening in Balto-Slavonic.

§3. Magnusson concludes his article by admitting the problem of roots with one voiced plosive. In his opinion, three possibilities might account for the roots Neogr. *D, but none of these are possible as such (see Magnusson 1967:24-25). Despite this, I agree with Magnusson’s (1967:25) general conclusion, according to which:

“It would seem more in accordance with a scientific attitude, however, for one to be interested in an eventual endeavour to explain the origin of the three orders in one-occludent patterns.”

§4. Magnusson (1967) does not fully clarify the fact that his and Meillet’s observations concerning the PIE root constraints were never unambiguous, owing to the incompleteness of the phoneme inventory at their disposal. In particular, the segmental laryngeal PIE *h has not been studied in connection with the root constraint and, in particular, Magnusson’s (1967:24) observation on the voiced stops in one-plosive roots:

“[...] one-occludent patterns in some cases represent reductions of 2-occludent patterns by loss of one occludent [...]”

Because the array PIE *k p t represents the minimal set of places of articulation, the loss of a phoneme within the array T : Th : D : Dh is impossible in the framework of Proto-Indo-European. However, a phoneme belonging to a different category (namely the laryngeal fricative PIE *h) was indeed lost. Its potential effects on the plosive system have not been studied so far.

§5. In terms of the effects of the cover symbol PIE *h, the key conjecture can be stated as follows: The Neogrammarians roots with one unaspirated voiced plosive D also contain PIE *h (i.e. the voiced value of the cover symbol PIE *h).

---

700 Magnusson’s main sources (1967:20fn8), the etymological dictionaries of Pokorny (P.) and Walde (WP.), do not account for PIE *h and its properties.
The conjecture is provable due to the following criterion being satisfied for the Indo-European material in question: *The Neogrammarians roots D with one unaspirated voiced plosive also contain at least one feature implying PIE *h ≡ PIE *f.*

This statement readily holds true for the examples of the series mediae quoted above, all of which imply PIE *h* (≡ *f*). Thus:

(a) Neogr. *beℓ- ≡ PIE *beh- ‘wachsen; Kraft’ (P. 96)

RV. bàlā-
Lat. de ·bí-
Gr. βελτίων-

Pie *h* is proven for the root by Fortunatov’s Law II, as seen in the dental extension

RV. bàkāyā-

(b) Neogr. *gel- ≡ PIE *geh- ‘Kälte, Frost, Eis’ (P. 365-6)

OEng. cöl-
Lat. gelo-

Pie *fia* is proven by the Lithuanian acute and Fortunatov’s Law II in:

Li. gélmneni-
RV. jádžhav-

(c) Neogr. *dekm- ≡ PIE *deh- ‘kheah- ‘ten’ (P. 191-2)

Gr. δέ ξα
RV. dá-śa
TochA. ša-k-

Pie *fī* is revealed by the ‘a-colouring’ of the prefix (PIE *dehae- ‘keahn-*) in Armenian:

Arm. ta-šan-

(d) Neogr. *ud- ≡ PIE *uhiad- ‘sehen, wissen’ (P. 1025f.)

Gr. (j)οδ-
Go. wait-
Ofr. fiad

Pie *fī* is revealed by Lithuanian acute and long glide Neogr. *i in:

Li. véida-
Li. výd-

(e) Neogr. *sed- ≡ PIE *seiad- ‘sich setzen’ (P. 884f.)

Li. séd-

---

701 By such features, I mean properties indicating the presence of PIE *h*, including the Old Anatolian laryngeal (Hi. ḫ), ‘a-colouring’, Lithuanian acute, Indo-Iranian retroflex, lengthening of semivowels, Rig-Vedic hiatus, and so forth (as discussed throughout this study).
Latv. sēd- (vb.) ‘sich setzen’ (LiEtWb. 777, sētiēs [inf.])

PIE *fi is implied by accent Li. ē = Latv. ē and Neogr. *a/ā (schwebeablaut) in:

- Olr. sad- (pr.) ‘to sit’ (GOI 354, sa/did [3sg])
- O Gaul. sado(n)- (ON.) ‘Saze, dép Gard, arr. Uzès’ (ACSS. 2:1283, sado)
- Li. sodā- (f.) ‘Dorf, Ansiedlung’ (LiEtWb. 854-5)

Similarly the one-plosive roots D can be proven to contain PIE *fi through the presence of additional criteria that imply the laryngeal.

The Neogrammarian roots D can be split into Class I, consisting of the roots h—D, and Class II, consisting of the roots D—h. Both classes are briefly outlined below.

§6. Class I (roots h—D). Some examples of this class are:

(a) vřहaiṣd- ‘Bein’ (P. –)

- OHi. hiṣdāra-
- OInd. eḍ-ukā-

The directly preserved Hi. ḥ was voiced (PIE *fi), based on OInd. ḍ.

(b) vřhaid- (*fiaeid- *faoid-) ‘Wange, Geschwüste, Eiter’ (P. 744)

- Arm. ait- (sb.) ‘Wange’ (ArmGr. 1:418, ait)
- Gr. oido- (l.m.) ‘Oidipus’ (GEW 2:358, oido[ς][sgN])
- Gr. oido- (pr.) ‘schwellen’ (GEW 2:357)
- Gr. oido- (n.) ‘Geschwulst’ (GEW2:357, oido[ς][NA])
- Ocl. eitr-

Arm. a- confirms a laryngeal in the root-initial position with value PIE *fi, based on Gr. ḍ.

(c) vřhalig- ‘klein, gering, armselig, schlecht’ (P. 667)

- Gr. ōl̕γγο- (a.) ‘klein, gering, wenig’ (GEW 1:376)
- Arm. alk ‘alk (a.) ‘gering, armselig, dürftig, schlecht’ (P. 310 [diff.])

Arm. a- implies PIE *fi (for voice, cf. Gr. γ = Arm. k).

(d) vřfiang- ‘Salbe, Butter; salben’ (P. 779)

- Lat. uŋuō (pr3.) ‘salben’ (WH 2:819, uŋuere [inf.])
- Gr. θφι ϑμμος (.) ‘Salben des Feigenbaums’ (Stüber 1997:84)\(^{702}\)
- RV. ōnjas- (n.) ‘Salbe, Mischung’ (WbRV. 25-6)
- OPr. ancta- (n.) ‘Butter’ (APrS. 300, anctan)
- Bret. amann- (.) ‘Salbe’ (Stüber 1997:84, PCelt. *amban-)
- Corn. amen ‘en- (.) ‘Salbe’ (Stüber 1997:84)

Celtic /a/ implies PIE *fi (for voice, cf. Lat. gu = Gr. β, etc.).

(e) vřfar- ‘weiß, glänzend’ (P. 64)

- Gr. óγγό- (a.) ‘weißglänzend’ (GEW 1:132-3, óγγός[sgN])

\(^{702}\) For the interpretation of Greek, see Stüber (1997:84), with a reference to Janda.
Hi. ḫargi- (a.) ‘weiß, hell’ (HEG 1:177, ḫar-ki-iš [sgN])
TochB. arkwa- (a.f.) ‘white’ (DTochB. 23, arkwaniña)
RV. ārjuna- (a.) ‘weiss, silberfarben’ (WbRV. 112-3, EWA 1:116)
RV. ġi īti- (a.) ‘glühend, strahlend’ (WbRV. 279)

The Old Anatolian laryngeal is accompanied by Gr. α, implying the root ã—D.
(f) ṣfaṛg- ‘eilen’ (P. 64)
Gr. ṣog deported— (a.) ‘schnell beweglich’ (GEW 1:132)
RV. ġfjant- (pt.) ‘vordringend, vorwärtschließend’ (WbRV. 280)
Hi. ḫargana- (a.) ‘schnellfüßig’ (Perrson, Beitr. 828)
RV. ārjāśva- (PNm.) ‘dessen Rosse geradeaus eilen’ (WbRV. 280)
LAv. ForSegueāspa- (PNm.) ‘EN. eines Gläubigen’ (AIWb. 355)

The Old Anatolian laryngeal is accompanied by Gr. α, implying the root ã—D.
(g) ṣfaṛg- ‘Adler’ (P. 854-5)
OInd. ġi-pyā- (a.) ‘epith. of OInd. ąyenā- = Adler’ (Beitr. 827)
LAv. .glide- fa- (m.) ‘Adler’ (AIWb. 354)
Arm. arcı-w- (sb.) ‘Adler : eagle’ (EtDiArm. 139)
Maced. āγίο-που- (m.) ‘Adler’ (AIWb. 354)

PIE *h is implied by Arm. a- ≡ Maced. ā- with voice in Maced. γ ≡ Av. z. By cutting
the extension * ā-, the main root is obtained:

PIE *ḥar- (P. 325-6):
Hi. ḫara- (c.) ‘Adler’ (HHand. 41, ḫa-a-ra-aś [sgN])
Pal. ḫara- (c.) ‘Adler?’ (DPal. 54, ḫa-ra-a-āś [sgN])

Yet another extension PIE *ḥar (o)n- is attested in:
Hi. ḫaran- (c.obl.) ‘Adler’ (HEG 1:170f. ḫa-ra-na-aś [G])
Go. aran- (m.) ‘Aar, Adler’ (GoEtD. 40, arans [plN])
Clu. ḫarani- (c.) ‘a bird’ (HEG 1:170f., ḫa-ra-ni-en-za)
Gr. 痍veo- (n.) ‘Vogel’ (GEW 2:421-2, ḫivveov)

(h) ṣfaaḍ- ‘Schmutz; feucht, naß’ (P. 334)
Gr. ṣog- (f.) ‘Schmutz’ (GEW 1:134, ṣog- [sgN])
Gr. ṣogδαλ- (vb.) ‘beschmutzen’ (GEW 1:134, ṣogδαλ-) (HEG 1:177, ḫar-ki-iš [sgN])
RV. ārdra- (a.) ‘feucht, naß, wogend’ (EWA 1:117-8)
OCl. ertla- (f.) ‘Bachstelze, Motacilla Fusca’ (ANEtWb. 105)

Gr. α also directly matches ḫi. ḫ in the unextended root:

PIE *ḥar- ‘idem’
Hi. ḫar- (vb.) ‘verunreinigen’ (HEG. 1:169, HHand. 41)
Gr. ṣog- (m.) ‘tā ṿibāṭā’ (LSJ. 245, ṣog- [sgN] · tā ṿibāṭā)

(i) ṣhad- ‘branch, twig, usw.’ (P. 782)
The root etymology *h₂os- (to P. *sed- ‘sit’) is thus erroneous.
RV. kharā-majrā- (a.) ‘scharf (= kharā-) reinigend (Sāy.)’ (WbRV. 372)

The unambiguous Gr. α implies PIE *fi with voice in Gr. γ ≡ RV. j.

(n) v’mafnd- ‘verweilen, bleiben, wohnen, Wohnsitz, Stall’ (P. 699)

OCS. mōdī- (vb.) ‘zögern, verharren, verweilen’ (Sadnik 542A)
OInd. mandirā- (n.) ‘Wohnsitz, Haus, Palast, Tempel’ (KEWA 2:582)
Ofr. mainder- (f.) ‘enclos (pour le bétail), lieu fermé’ (LEIA M-10)
Gr. μανδρα- (f.) ‘Pferch, Hürde, Stall, Kloster’ (GEW 2:169)
Lex. mandu-pāla- (m.) ‘groom’ (KEWA 2:582)
OInd. mandurā- (f.) ‘Pferdestall’ (KEWA 2:582)

Gr. α and Gr. δ ≡ OInd. d imply PIE *fi.

(o) v’mafid- ‘trinken’ (P. 694-5)

gAv. mada- (m.) ‘Rauschtrank’ (AIWb. 1114, madahyā [sgG])
Lat. madeō (pr.) ‘naß sein, triefen, reif/voll/trunken sein’ (WH 2:6)
Gr. μαδω (pr.) ‘von Nässe triefen, zerfließen’ (GEW 2:157)

Greek and Latin agree in /a/, with the voiced stop Lat. d ≡ Gr. δ implying PIE *fi.

(p) v’sufiad- ‘sweet’ (P. 1039-40)

RV. su’āda- (pr.) ‘angenehm, genussreich machen’ (WbRV. 1622)
RV. havya śu’d- (a.) ‘die Opferränke süßig machend’ (WbRV. 1657)
OGaul. suādu rīg- (PNm.) ‘Suß-könig’ (ACSS. 2:1644, suadurix [sgN])
El. (h)rādā- (a.) ‘süß’ (GEW 1:623, El. rādēz, Do. ṛdēz, Att. ḍēδζ)

PIE *fi is confirmed by hiatus in Rig-Veda, the long glide RV. ū ← *uḥá and Do. ṣ.

§7. **Class II** (roots D—fi). Roots beginning with media followed by the voiced laryngeal include the following well-known examples:

(a) v’dæafs— ‘zeigen, unterrichten, usw.’ (P. 201-2)

RV. dañsāya- (cs.) ‘züchtigen’ (WbRV. 569)
gAv. dahiśta- (sup.) ‘bestunternachtete’ (AIWb. 746)
RV. dañsas- (n.) ‘wunderliche, herrliche Tat’ (WbRV. 570)
Hes. ḍaṇēs- (a.) ‘ταχοεύομαι’ (GEW 1:382)
Gr. δήνεω- (n.) ‘Ratschläge, Anschläge’ (GEW 1:382, δήνεα [pl])

Gr. δ, α imply PIE *fi.

(b) v’dæafs— ‘lehren’ (P. 201-2)

Gr. δαhtar- (vb.) ‘lehren’ (GEW 1:382, δατε [ipv2sg])
Hom. δεδαθ- (ao.) ‘lehren’ (GEW 1:384, δεδαε [3sg])
gAv. didaijha- (futMP.) ‘unterwiesen werden’ (AIWb. 746, didaijhe)
Gr. διδακθω (vb.) ‘unterrichten, lehren’ (GEW 1:338)
RV. dasra- (a.) ‘wunderthätig’ (WbRV. 585, EWA 1:712)
gAv. dangra- (a.) ‘weise, kundig, geschickt’ (AIWb. 681)

Gr. δ, α imply PIE *fi.

(c) v’diafi— ‘Himmel, Zeus’ (P. 183-7)
Do. ζό- (m.) ‘Zeus’ (GrGr. 1:576f., GEW 1:610, ζός, ζόν)
RV. diá- (m.) ‘Himmel’ (WbRV. 601-4, RV. diá̂m = Lat. diem)

PIE *fi with voice in RV. d is confirmed by Do. á and Rig-Vedic hiatus.
(d) vêuafs- ‘kosten, wählen, erproben, usw.’ (P. 399, *gêus-)
Gr. γεό-ho- (pr.) ‘kosten’ (GEW 1:302, γεόμαι)
Go. kiusa- (vb.) ‘kieszen, prüfen, wählen, erproben’ (GoEtD. 219)
RV. sa jús- (prep.) ‘vereint, zusammen, zugleich’ (WbRV. 1449)
Khot. ysús- (vb.) ‘schätzen’ (P. 399, ysús-dè)
OIr. asa gú- (.) ‘er wünsche’ (VGK 2:549, asagú [3sg])

PIE *fi with voice in Gr. γ is proven by Indo-European û ← PIE *uáfi in two branches (RV. û = OIr. û).
(e) PIE *gáfa-‘gehen’ (P. 463-5)
RV. g- (ao.) ‘gehen, kommen, wandern’ (WbRV. 392, gus)
gAv. ga- (vb.) ‘kommen’ (AIWb. 494, gādī [2sg])
Gr. βά- (vb.) ‘walk, step, etc.’ (LSJ. 302, βάπην [3du], Gr. /ā/)
RV. ga’a- (pr.) ‘einen Weg [A,I] gehen’ (WbRV. 392, gaat [3sg])
RV. gá- (pr.) ‘gehen, kommen, wandern’ (WbRV. 391, gás)
Li. gó- (vb.) ‘gehen’ (LiEtWb. 161, gōti [inf.])
Do. βā- (ao.) ‘sich aufmachen, gehen’ (GEW 1:208, βαθτ)

PIE *fi with voice in Gr. β is proven by Gr. á = RV. a, Do. á = Li. ó and Rig-Vedic hiatus.
(f) PIE *grafīs- ‘fressen’ (P. 404, MA. 175)
Gr. γράσω- (ao.) ‘gnaw, eat’ (LSJ. 360, in Cypr. γράσθι)
RV. jagras- (pf.) ‘fressen, hinwegnehmen’ (WbRV. 418)
RV. grása- (prM.) ‘fressen, ohne Obj.’ (WbRV. 418, grāsete [3du])
Gr. γράω (pr.) ‘nagen, fressen’ (GEW. 1:326)
OCl. krās- (f.) ‘Leckerbissen, Futter’ (ANETWb. 329)
Lat. grāmen- (n.) ‘Grass as Futterkraut’ (WH 1:616-7)

PIE *fi with voice in Gr. γ is implied by Gr. á and Lat. ā (← PIt. *as).
(g) vêgafal-‘triefeln, gießen’ (P. 471-2, gêel-)
Olnd. gala- (vb1.) ‘drip, drop, etc.’ (MonWil. 350, galati)
Olnd. galana- (a.) ‘träuflnd’ (EWA 1:476)
Gr. βάλλαντινό- (m.) ‘Bader’ (GEW 1:212, βάλλαντις)
Gr. βάλλαντινός (f) tín- (n.) ‘warmes Bad’ (GEW 1:212, βάλλαντινος)
Olnd. gālana- (n.) ‘das Abtopfenlassen, Seihen’ (GEW 1:476)
Gr. ωι-βαλλάντιν (adv.) ‘aufsprudeln, vom Wasser’ (LSJ. 79)
OHG. quall- (pret.) ‘hervorquellen, schwellen’ (P. 472)

Gr. á, implying PIE *fi, is directly attested.
(h) vêgafal- ‘sterben, verschwinden’ (P. 470f., 1. gêel-)
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OInd. gála- (vb1.) ‘verschwinden’ (MonWil 350, gálati [3sg])
OLr. at·ball- (pr.) ‘sterben’ (LEIA A-98, at·ba'll [3sg])

OLr. a implies PIE *fi.
(i) ϝgláfín- ‘shine, pure, clean’ (P. 366-7)
   Gr. γλαυνό- (m.pl.) ‘star-shaped ornament’ (LSJ. 350)
   OHG. kléini- (a.) ‘subtilis’ (ASaxD. 157)
   OEng. clēne (a.) ‘pure, clean’ (ASaxD. 157)
   OEng. clēnsia- (vb.) ‘purify, cleanse’ (ASaxD. 157)

Gr. α implies PIE *h.
(j) ϝgāhr- singen, klagen, rufen’ (P. 352; WH 1:583)
   Oss. zar- (sb.) ‘Gesang’ (WP 1:537, GoEtD. 215)
   OLr. fo·gar- (m.) ‘Ton, Laut : sound’ (DIL. 319)
   Gr. γαγγαρίς (m.) ‘Hes. = ὀόφφος’ (LSJ. 339)
   OLr. fo·gor- (m.) ‘Ton, Laut : sound’ (DIL. 319)
   OHG. kara- (f.) ‘mourning’ (GoEtD. 215)
   Go. kara- (f.) ‘Sorge’ (GoEtD. 215)

Gr. α = OLr. a implies PIE *h (for voice, see Gr. γ).

§8. According to ex nihil nihil, we expect a measurable cause to exist for the distribution of the roots h—D and D—h. The sole possible factor is the cover symbol *h, standing for a voiced laryngeal fricative PIE *h in environment D. The existence of PIE *h is proven by the contamination of voice from the laryngeal to the surrounding plosives. This is to say, for the roots Neogr. D containing one plosive we obtain the rules

   h—T  →  h—D  &  T—h  →  D—h.

§9. That voice was not an original property of the plosives, but a feature of PIE *h is proven by roots containing a laryngeal but alternating in terms of the voice of the plosives C₁ and C₂.704 An example of the alternation C₁— h—G₂ : G₁— h—C₂ is found, for instance, in:

(a) ϝpraugh- ‘Heuschrecke, Frosch; laufen’ (P. 845-6)705
   Rus. pryg- (m.) ‘Heuschrecke, locusta’ (REW 2:450, pryg)
   Rus. prága- (f.) ‘Sprungfeder’ (REW 2:450)
   Olc. frauki- (m.) ‘Frosch’ (ANEtWb. 141)
   Rus. prýgnu- (vb.) ‘einen Sprung, einen Satz machen’ (P. 845-6)

(b) ϝbrahuk- ‘Hinterfuß, Heuschrecke, laufen’ (P. 103)706

---

704 Phonetically the connection is natural, since the places of articulation of the glottal fricative and the feature ‘voice’ coincide in the larynx.
705 Laryngeal PIE *praugh- (or *praugh ?) is confirmed by the quantity of Rus. pryg.
706 The root-middle laryngeal *brahuk- (or *brľauk ?) is proven by Gr. βφεγξε- (with ‘a-vocalism’) and Rus. bryká- (with lengthening).
Gr. βραφυκ- (m.) ‘Art Heuschrecke’ (GEW 2:271; *brea∫uk-)
Gr. βραφυκ- (m.) ‘Art Heuschrecke’ (GEW 2:271; *bra∫uk-)
Gr. βραφυκ- (m.) ‘Art Heuschrecke’ (GEW 2:271; *bra∫uk-)
Rus. брэка- (vb.) ‘mit den Hinterfüßen ausschlagen’ (REW 1:127)

The feature voice was not a necessary property of the root-final *bra∫uk- (≡ T—f—D) or root-initial *bra∫uk- (≡ D—f—T) plosive. The ability for voice to be absent from both of the plosives indicates that it had to be a feature of the remaining candidate, the laryngeal PIE *fì.

§10. As a generalization of the above lemmas, we may postulate the following inductive hypothesis: From the roots Neogr. *D it is allowed to infer to a root PIE *fì—D or a root PIE *fì—D.

This rule is of considerable comparative importance because thereby it becomes possible to recover a significant number of lost laryngeals implied by mediae. An example of the application of the rule is the traditionally reconstructed root

Neogr. *g'eru- ‘Pfhahl, Stachel’ (P. 479):
Go. qairu- (n.) ‘Pfhahl, Stachel’ (GoEtD. 275)
Lat. uerū- (n.) ‘Spieß’ (WH 2:766, uerū [sgNA])
OIr. bi'r- (n.) ‘Speer, Spieß : broche : épieu’ (LEIA B-51-2)
Umbr. berva- (f.) ‘= Lat. uerua’ (WBou. 145)

The series mediae PIE *g b d, obtaining its voice from PIE *fì, is derived from the unaspirated tenues PIE *k p t (the primary series). Consequently the series mediae is, strictly speaking, secondary also for roots containing only one plosive. Confirmation of this is readily available in examples of alternation T : D, seen below:707

(a) PIE √klahu- : √glau- ‘hören : gehört (Ruhm, Ehre, usw.)’

√klahu-
Gr. χλό- (vb.) ‘hören’ (GEW 1:877, χλόθιν [2sg])
OIr. clū (n.) ‘renommée, célèbrité, rumeur’ (LEIA C-125f., clū)
RV. ʃrū- (ao.) ‘hören’ (WbRV. 1428, ʃroyás [prec3sg])
Li. šlōv (3f.) ‘Ehre, Ruhm, Herrlichkeit’ (LiEtWb. 1009)
Phok. χλέfοσ- (n.) ‘Gerücht, Ruf, Ruhm’ (GEW 1:869, χλέfος [NA])

√glau-

707 For the alternation, see Brugmann (Grundr2 1:629-632), Szemerényi (1964:106-7fn3) and Stang 1967.
Lat. glōriā-  (f.) ‘Ruhm, Ehre’ (WH 1:609-10)
Cret. ἀγά γλάτω  (PN.) ‘= ἀγαλάτω’ (KVG:239)

(b) PIE ḳhaḵ- : ḳhaḡ- ‘Wort, sagen, befehlen’ (P. 290-1)

 ḳhaḵ-
Arm. as-  (sb.) ‘Wort(e)’ (ArmGr. 421, as-k’, asič [plG])
Arm. asaç-  (ao.) ‘sagen’ (ArmGr. 421, asaçī)

 ḳhaḡ-
Gr. ἄν ὁγ-  (pf.pr.) ‘befehlen’ (GEW 1:115, ὁγνάς)
Lat. ad ‘āgio-  (n.) ‘Sprichwort’ (WH 1:12, ad ‘āgium)
Gr. ἄν ὁγη-  (f.) ‘Befehl’ (GEW 1:115)

(c) PIE ḳhaḵu- : ḳhaḡu- ‘Auge’ (P. 775-777, oku-)

 ḳhaḵu-
Gr. ὁτ-  (f.) ‘the eye, face’ (LSJ 1282, ὁτα)
Gr. ἀφιν  (n.) ‘= τὸ πρόσωπον : face’ (LSJ. 299)

 ḳhaḡu-
AV. al ‘ājī-  (f.) ‘Einzündung [al-] des Auges’ (EWA 1:125)
Arm. ač-  (sb.) ‘Auge’ (ArmGr. 413, ač’ [plN])
OPr. agin-  (m.) ‘Auge’ (APrS. 296, agins [sgN])
Arm. akan-  (sb.) ‘Auge’ (ArmGr. 413, akan [sgG])

(d) PIE ḳsehat- : ḳsefhad- ‘sitzen’ (P. 884f. *sed-)

 ḳsehat-
OSax. sethal-  (sb.) ‘Sitz, Wohnsitz’ (Grundr² 1:635)
OHG. sedal-  (sb.) ‘Sitz, Wohnsitz’ (Grundr² 1:635)

 ḳsefhad-
Olfr. saidi-  (pr.) ‘to sit’ (GOI, 354, sa’did [3sg])
Li. sodâ-  (f.) ‘Dorf, Ansiedlung’ (LiEtWb. 854-5)

(e) PIE ḳlahk- : ḳlaḡ- ‘lecken, saufen’ (P. 653)

 ḳlahk-
Li. lak-  (vb.) ‘auflecken, leckend fressen’ (LiEtWb. 337, làkti)
Russ. laka-  (vb.) ‘lecken, saufen’ (REW 2:55, lakat’ [inf.])

 ḳlaḡ-
Arm. lake-  (vb.) ‘lecken’ (P. 653, lakem [1sg])

708 For the initial segment, see OSwed. ala- (vb.) ‘lodern, flammen’ sub P. 28 [4. al-].
709 Meillet’s (1910/11:242) ad hoc sound law “Arm. lakem (k, sans doute de *kk)” is no longer required to explain the voice.
Arm. lakan- (sb.) ‘Schüssel’ (ArmGr. 1:351)

(f) PIE √uhaip- : √uhaib- ‘drehen, schwingend bewegen’ (P. 1131-2)

√uhaip-
RV. vépa- (prM.) ‘in zitternder Bewegung sein’ (WbRV. 1283)
LAv. parā vaepaya- (pr.) ‘abwenden’ (AIWb. 1323, parāča vaepaya)
OIfcl. veīfa- (vb.) ‘schwingen, werfen’ (ANEtWb. 651)

√uhaib-
Latv. viēb- (vb.refl.) ‘sich drehen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 1236, viētiēs)
Li. výbur- (vb.) ‘schwingen, herumdrehen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 1236)
Lat. uibrā- (pr1.) ‘sich zitternd bewegen, usw.’ (WH 2:780)

(g) PIE √pahit- : √bafit- ‘Kleidung, Gewand, Rock, Mantel’ (P. 92-3)

√pahit-
Alb. petk- (m.) ‘Kleidung, Gewand’ (EtDiAlb. 317)

√bafit-
Gr. βαφτ- (f.) ‘Zelt oder Rock aus (Ziegen)Fell’ (GEW 1:210)
OEng. pād- (f.) ‘coat, cloak, outer garment’ (ASaxD. 771, pād)
Go. paida- (f.) ‘Leibrock, Unterkleid’ (GoETD. 271, paida)

(h) PIE √spehāk- : √spefaģ- ‘betrachten’ (P. 984 + 981)

√spehāk- ‘spähen, usw.’

RV. spās- (ao.) ‘betrachten, erwägen, achten auf’ (WbRV. 1608)
Lat. haru -spec- (m.) ‘Wahrsager’ (WH 1: 634-6, haruspex [sgN])
Arm. spas- (sb.) ‘Aufwartung, Dienst’ (ArmGr. 1:492)\(^7\)
RV. spāsāya- (cs.) ‘erspähen’ (WbRV. 1608, spāsāyasva [2sg])

√spefaģ- ‘weise, usw.’

OIfcl. spak- (a.) ‘klug, erfahren’ (ANEtWb. 531, spakr [sgN])
OIfcl. spekja (vb.) ‘weise machen, besänftigen’ (ANEtWb. 533)\(^7\)

(i) PIE √kahl- : √gahl- ‘kahl, bloss, nackt, haarlös’

√kahl- ‘kahl’ (P. 554)

Lat. caluo- (a.) ‘kahl(geschoren)’ (WH 1:144)
LAv. kaʻrva- (a.) ‘kahl, unbehauert’ (AIWb. 456)
Olnd. kālvāliķta- (a.) ‘kahl gemacht’ (KEWA 1:204)

√gahl- ‘kahl, nackt, bloss’ (P. 349)

---

\(^7\) See Güntert (1916:91).

\(^7\) The root Neogr. *spek- had a laryngal based on three properties: the Armenian ‘a-colouring’, Brugmann’s Law II and the alternation Neogr. *k : g.
OCS. golū- (a.) ‘nackt, bloss’ (Sadnik 238)  
OEng. calu- (a.) ‘callow, bold, without hair’ (ASaxD. 144)  
OHG. chalo (a.) ‘kahl’ (ASaxD. 144)

(j) PIE √klaḥ- : √glāḥ- ‘schlagen, brechen’ (P. 545-7, klā-)

√klaḥid-
Gr. ḥλαδαγό- (a.) ‘gebrechlich’ (GEW 1:864)  
Lat. clādēi- (f.) ‘Verletzung, Beschädigung, Schaden’ (WH1:225)  
OIr. cláideb- (m.) ‘machera, gladius : épée’ (LEIA C-110-1)

√glāḥid-
Lat. gladio- (m.) ‘messerförmiges Schwert’ (WH 1:603)  
Lat. gladiātōr- (m.) ‘gladiator’ (WH 1:603)

(k) PIE √klaḥi- : √glāhi- ‘See, Meer’

√klaḥi- (P. 607 ļklei-)
Olcl. hlē- (m.) ‘Meer’ (ANEtWb. 237, hlēr [sgN])  
Li. šlik- (vb.) ‘tropfen, fließen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 1005)

√glāhi- (P. 401 Ľlei-)
RV. upā (...) jraya- (vb1.) ‘hinzueilen’ (WbRV. 506)  
RV. prthu-jrāya- (a.) ‘weit laufend’ (KEWA 1:449)  
LAv. zrayah- (n.) ‘See, Meer’ (AIWb. 1701)

(l) PIE √sēḥak- : √sēḥag- ‘still, leise, langsam, usw.’ (P. 896, Grundr2 1:680)

√sēḥak-
Gr. ḥṣa(r) (adv.) ‘still, leise, langsam, ein wenig’ (GEW 1:627)  
TochA. sākāt (adv.) ‘tacite, quiète’ (Poucha 362)

√sēḥag-
Lat. sēgni- (a.) ‘langsam, schläfrig, träge’ (WH 2:510)  
Lat. sēgnios- (a.comp.) ‘oft in non/nihilo segnios’ (WH 2:510)

(m) PIE √shaup- : √shaub- ‘OBER’ (P. 1107)

√shaup-
Osc. supro- (a.) ‘oberer’ (WbOU. 722, supru)  
Lat. suprā (adv.) ‘oben darauf, usw.’ (WH 2:613)

√shaub-
OGaul. subro- (n.) ‘oberer (?)’ (ACSS. 2:1652, subron [sgA])  
Umbr. subra (adv.) ‘oberhalb’ (prepA.) ‘oben’ (WbOU. 706-7)

(n) PIE √hatr- : √hadr- ‘Feuer; schwarz’

√hatr-
gAv. ātar- (m.) ‘Feuer’ (AIWb. 312f.)
Lat. āter- (a.) ‘schwarz, dunkel, finster, unheilvoll’ (WH 1:75)
OPers. açina- (f.) ‘Elamite rebel’ (OldP. 167)

✓hadr-

Umbr. adro (a.) ‘schwarz, dunkel, finster, unheilvoll’ (WH 1:75)
Maced. ṁdɔqā- (f.) Hes. αἰθρῶ < cf. πυγεμαθρωτζω > (LSJ. 24)
OItal. adria- (ON.) ‘Adria’ (WH 1:75)

(o) PIE ✓tah- : ✓dah- ‘geben, schenken’ (P. 223-226)

✓tah-
Gr. τό- (pr.) ‘geben’ (Grundr 1:654, τότω ‘dato’)
Att. ἄφωος τῆς- (f.) = Gr. ἄφωοδίτα (KVG:249; PIE *tá-h-i-dēah-)
Phryg. τόvements- (vb.) ‘geben’ (Phryg. 138, ετόfections)

✓dah-
Gr. δό- (pr.) ‘geben’ (GEW 1:388-9, ἔδομην [1sg])
Gr. ἄφωος·δί·τα- (f.) ‘Aphrodite’ (KVG:249, PIE *dá-h-i-tēah-)
Cypri. ὰφε- (vb.) ‘geben’ (GEW 1:389, ὀφέναι [inf.])

(p) PIE ✓uhat- : ✓ufad- (P. 1104-1105, Grundr 1:636)

✓uhat-
Lat. utero- (m.) ‘Unter/Mutterleib, Bauch’ (WP 1:191)

✓ufad-
RV. udára- (m.) ‘Bauch’ (WbRV. 253), ‘Mutterleib’ (EWA 1:216)
OInd. an-udara- (a.) ‘bauchlos’ (EWA 1:216)
Li. vēdera- (m.) ‘Eingeweide, Magen, Unterleib’ (LiEtWb. 1210)
Li. vēdara- (m.) ‘Eingeweide, Magen, Unterleib’ (LiEtWb. 1210)
Hes. (ϕ)όδεγο- (c.) ‘Bauch, Mutterleib’ (GEW 2:956)

(q) PIE ✓plahu- : ✓blafu- ‘Floh’ (P. 102)

✓plahu-
OHG. flōh- (m.) ‘a flea’ (ASaxD. 291)
OEng. flēa- (m.) ‘a flea, pulex’ (ASaxD. 291)
Arm. lu- (sb.) ‘Floh’ (EtDiArm. 315)
RV. plúši- (f.) ‘ein schädliches Insekt’ (WbRV. 895)

✓blafu-
Li. blusā- (f.) ‘Floh’ (LiEtWb. 51)
OPr. blus-kaym- (ON.) ‘Floh-Dorf’ (APrON. 21)
ORus. blucha- (f.) ‘Floh’ (REW 1:94)
Rus. blochá- (f.) ‘Floh, pulex’ (REW 1:94)

(r) PIE ✓hök- : ✓hag- ‘treiben’ (P. 4ff.)
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\[ \text{\textbarha-k-t} \]
Osc. ac- (vb.) ‘treiben’ (WbOU. 78-9, acum [inf.])

\[ \text{\textbarha-g-t} \]
Lat. ago- (prA.) ‘treiben, führen, hetzen, verhandeln’ (WH 1:23)
LAv. aza- (prM.) ‘(weg)treiben, wegschleppen’ (AIWb. 223)
RV. áa- (prA.) ‘(an)treiben, vorwärts bewegen’ (WbRV. 18)

(s) PIE \textbarvtun- : \textbarvduña- ‘might, power, ability, strength’ (P. 218 [diff.])

\[ \text{\textbarv-tun-} \]
OPers. tun-vant- (a.) ‘powerful’ (OldP. 186, tunuva\textsuperscript{a}tam [sgA])

\[ \text{\textbarv-duña-} \]
Gr. \textbarv\textdva- (pr.) ‘to be able/strong’ (LSJ. 452, \textbarv\textdva\textmu\textalpha)
Gr. \textbarv\textdvoor- (m.) ‘Kraft, Macht’ (GEW 1:423-4)

§12. As for the alternation T : D, note in particular that:
(a) The alternation T : D is attested in all Indo-European languages except Tocharian, where the feature voice was lost, and in Old Anatolian, where the feature voice was (mostly) unmarked. The alternation is abundant, both internally and externally,\textsuperscript{712} and as its dimensions are not fully understood there is a largely unexplored domain of comparison that may enable us to connect seemingly isolated roots with a well-defined methodology.\textsuperscript{713} In order to illustrate this, I quote the traditional root Neogr. *od- ‘riechen’ (P. 773-4, Lat. odor), now written \textbarh\textbarh\textbarh\textbarh\textbarh- in the laryngeal theory. The comparative reconstruction of the root can be established thus. Starting from the rule

Neogr. \textbarv\textD \rightarrow \text{PIE} \textbarv\textf--\textD \vee \text{PIE} \textbarv\textD--\textf,

we may conclude that PIE \textbarv\textD--\textf is excluded, because the root Neogr. *od- was not followed by the laryngeal. Hence the root shape was PIE \textbarv\textf--\textD, and we may postulate:

PIE \textbarv\textf\textad- ‘Wind, Atem, Geruch’ (P. 773-4, ablaut PIE \textbarv\textf\textad, ‘\textf\textad-)

Li. úod- (vb.) ‘riechen, spüren, wahrnehmen’ (LiEtWb. 1167-8)
II. óodöð- (f.) ‘Geruch’ (GEW 2:354)
OLat. odös- (n.) ‘Geruch’ (WH 2:203f., odös [NA])

\textsuperscript{712} In addition to such well-known internal alternations as RV. \textbarv\textsa\textk- (n.) ‘Kraft, Geschick, Werk, Arbeit’ (WbRV. 1371) vs. RV. \textbarv\textsa\textmq- (a.) ‘vermögend, stark, kräftig’ (WbRV. 1371), there is an unknown number of unidentified alternations. Exemplii gratia, I quote Gr. \textbarv\textsa\textq\textal- (a.) ‘zart, weich’ (GEW 1:117-8) and Gr. \textbarv\textag\textq\texto\textg- (a.) ‘zart, weichlich, fein, üppig’ (GEW 1:4), both of which lack an acceptable external etymology but clearly belong together.

\textsuperscript{713} Though it would be premature to present exact figures, according to my preliminary estimate there are more unidentified doublets than identified ones, suggesting a considerable figure altogether.
The laryngeal is implied by the Lithuanian acute, and its voiced value PIE *h is provided by the voiced obstruent Gr. δ = Lat. d = Li. d. The voiceless counterpart of the root is obtained from the rule \( \sqrt{h} \rightarrow \sqrt{h} \rightarrow T \), resulting in a match with the data

\[
\text{PIE } \sqrt{h} \text{- 'Hauch, Wind, Rauch, usw. ; atmen'} (P. 345, *ët-)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA. at-</td>
<td>(vb.) 'atmen' (AIWb. 317, LA. ātē [inf.])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir. athach-</td>
<td>(f.) 'Hauch, Wind' (LEIA A-99-100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ṭēmu-</td>
<td>(m.) 'Dampf, Dunst, Rauch' (GEW 1:179 ṭēmu[z] [sgN])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. ātmān-</td>
<td>(n.) 'Hauch, Atem, Odem, Lebenshauch' (WbRV. 175)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this manner, Proto-Indo-European had a single root PIE \( \sqrt{h} \) with voiceless (PIE *h-) and voiced (PIE *hād-, P. 773-4) variants. Since the voiceless root can be understood as primary, in theory every voiced root can have a voiceless counterpart. Conversely, every voiceless root with laryngeal can have formed a voiced variant, though all variants may not have been preserved (or formed in the first place).\(^{714}\)

(b) The loss of voice in Tocharian A and B is compensated to some extent, owing to the secondary character of the voice. At this point we are unable to decide whether the forms

\[
\text{TochB. wĭpāṣṣ}- \quad (\text{vb.}) \; \text{‘shake’ (TochB. 603, wĭpā[šām]})
\]

\[
\text{TochB. wĭpāske-} \quad (prMP.) \; \text{‘shake’ (DTochB. 603, wĭpāske[ane] [pt.])}
\]

reflect the voiceless PIE *uhaip- (RV. vip-) or the voiced root PIE *uhaib- (Lat. uib-), but as both have a common etymological origin the distinction was of lesser relevance already in the proto-language.\(^{715}\)

(c) The phonetic explanation for the alternation of voice, being regular and general, can be used to replace early attempts that utilized inferior methodologies like analogy and \textit{ad hoc} sound laws.\(^ {716}\)

§13. The voiced laryngeal PIE *h necessitates an important restriction of Meillet and Magnusson’s theory in terms of the application of the rules\(^ {717}\)

\[
T \rightarrow D \quad \rightarrow \quad T \rightarrow \text{D̄h} \quad \text{(and)} \quad D \rightarrow T \rightarrow \text{D̄h} \rightarrow T.
\]

In particular, the existence of PIE *h reveals the ambiguity of the shapes \( T \rightarrow D \) and \( D \rightarrow T \), because a segmental PIE *h may also account for the voice of plosives in other

---

\(^{714}\) Owing to the unutilized prospects, I foresee significant possibilities for future research focusing on the identification of voiceless and voiced root variants.

\(^{715}\) The loss of voice in Tocharian is easier to understand in the light of the fact that the alternation PIE *h : ū was not distinctive (in the strictest sense of the term).

\(^{716}\) See, for instance, Brugmann’s (Grundr² 1:652) explanation: “Zuweilen Media für Tenuis durch Analogiewirkung, z. B. mess. voucher zu kler- ‘stehlen’ [...].” However, PIE *h is confirmed by ‘a-vocalism’ in Gr. κλάμε- (ps.ao.) ‘stehlen’ (i.e. Mess. νακλε- contained PIE *h).

\(^{717}\) See Magnusson (1967:19): “At least one may assume that occurrences are due to special conditions and that originally h was identical with one of the other of the consonants represented mostly by p or bh.”
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positions than immediately after D. In order to cover all the possibilities, Meillet and Magnusson’s rules should be replaced with the disjunctions:

\[
\begin{align*}
T—D & \rightarrow \text{f}—T—D \lor T—\text{f}—D \lor T—D—\text{f} \\
D—T & \rightarrow \text{f}—D—T \lor D—\text{f}—T \lor D—T—\text{f}
\end{align*}
\]

In each case, the position of the laryngeal PIE *f must be confirmed by the measurable properties of the material rather than through a mechanical application of only Magnusson’s rules.\(^718\)

§14. The cover symbol for the laryngeal has two values, voiceless and voiced:

\[
\text{PIE } \text{*h} \equiv \text{PIE } \text{*h} \lor \text{PIE } \text{*f}.
\]

The value of the cover symbol can be determined if the root has an obstruent: PIE *h appears in the environment PIE *k p t and PIE *f in the environment PIE *g b d.

§15. The existence of the voiceless laryngeal PIE *h is proven by the roots *h—T and *T—h with a single unaspirated voiceless plosive. Since the voice of the laryngeal has not assimilated to the plosive, the laryngeal is voiceless. Some examples of the voiceless laryngeal are:

(a) PIE *hap- ‘Hand, Macht, (vor)handen sein’ (P. 780, HEG 1:157f.)

HI. hap- (vb1.) ‘reichlich vorhanden sein’ (HHand. 40)
Lat. op- (f.) ‘Macht, Vermögen, Reichtum’ (WH 2:215, ops)
LA. x’āpara- (a.) ‘segensreich, -bringend’ (AIWb 187, x’āparaṃ)

(b) PIE *hap- ‘schlagen, brechen’ (HEG 1:163-4)

Gr. ἰπεῖδ- ἀνά- (a.) ‘schwach, gebrechlich’ (GEW 1:639-40)
HI. hapad-elia- (vb.) ‘schlagen, verletzen, töten’ (HHand. 40)
Lat. peid-ierā- (pr1.) ‘falsch schwören’ (WH 2:274, peierāre)

(c) PIE *pah- ‘schützen’ (P. 839)

HI. pah- (vbM.) ‘schützen, verteidigen, verwahren’ (CHD P:2f.)
RV. pāri (...) pās- (s.ao.) ‘rings schützen’ (WbRV. 800, pāri pāsati [conj.])
TochA. pās- (vbM.) ‘custodire, tueri’ (Poucha 168, pāsantār [3pl])

(d) PIE *pah- ‘schlagen’ (P. 827)

HI. pahi- (c.) ‘something harmful’ (CHD P:1, pa-ah-ḥi-in)
Gr. ἡς(α)o (pr.) ‘schlagen, hauen, stoßen’ (GEW 2:464)
HI. pahiškiiar- (n.) ‘eine Feindselige Handlung’ (HHand. 115)

§16. The examples of PIE *h and PIE *f discussed above include proof that both IE *h and *f were preserved in Old Anatolian and are uniformly reflected as Ḥi. h = Pal. h = CLu. h = HLu. h. Conversely, when the laryngeal is not attested in Old Anatolian,

---

\(^{718}\) Thus, for example, we are to posit *keaf- ‘fall’ (P. 516), not *kadh, according to Magnusson’s distribution. This is because Lat. cadō (pr3.) ‘fallen’ (WH 1:128) and OInd. šaṣḍ- (pf.) ‘ausfallen, abfallen’ imply PIE *aš within the root, based on the ‘a-vocalism’.
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no laryngeal is to be reconstructed for the proto-language. ‘Szemerényi’s Rule’ (1990:147 = 1970:131), according to which “Ein heth es- ‘sein’ […] beweist also ein idg. *es- […] ohne Laryngal […]”, allows (or enforces) drawing reconstructive distinctions when the laryngeals required by Old Anatolian and the rest of the group do not match. One may refer to the following pair of examples.719

(a) PIE *h₂ad- ‘eat’ (P. 287-289), a root with a laryngeal, is contained in:

- Li. ćd- (vb.) ‘fressen’ (LiEtWb. 124, ēsti)
- Hī. ḥadar (n.) ‘einer Art Getreide’ (HEG 1:220, ḫa-at-tar [NA])
- Lat. adōr- (n.) ‘einer Art Getreide, Spelt’ (WH 1:14, ador [NA])
- Gr. ἀδὰξ (.) = ὀδὸξω (= ‘τοῖς ὀδοὺσι ὀδόνετε’, GEW 2:348)
- Arm. atamn- (sb.) ‘Zahn’ (ArmGr. 422, atamn [N])
- Gr. ὀδὸξ (adv.) ‘mit den Zähnen’ (GEW 2:348, ὀδὸξ)
- Lat. dent- (m.) ‘Zahn’ (WH 1:340-1)

(b) PIE *dad- ‘eat’720, another root without a laryngeal, is attested in:

- Hī. ed- (vb.) ‘essen’ (HEG 1:117-9, e-te-ir [3pl], PIE *edañí)
- Hī. ad- (vb.) ‘essen’ (HEG 1:91f., a-da-an-zi, PIE *odañí)
- TochB. tsāk- (vb.) ‘bite’ (DTochB. 731, PIE *dañēk-, cf. P. 201)721

These items are to be separated from the group (a), because no initial PIE *h is attested in Old Anatolian (i.e. we are dealing with two roots).

§17. Among others, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973:151) have insisted that the absence of *b (“das Fehlen von b”) resulted in a gap (“Lücke”) in the series mediae.722 However, occurrences of the correspondence set PIE *b are common enough to demonstrate that there is no gap (see Szemerényi 1996:57), while the statistical rarity of PIE *b – as has been pointed out by Barrack (2002, 2003) – does not mean its non-existence.723

§18. Barrack challenges the glottalicists by showing that there is no /p/ gap in systems with glottal stops, concluding (2002:81) that “[...] the GI[ottalic] Theory does not provide a credible explanation [f]or the labial gap”. It is however possible that the relative rarity of PIE *b could be understood as a phonetically motivated feature caused by the maximal distance between the lips and the glottis, the place of articulation of voice. The distance from the glottis could have made the voice

---

719 For observations concerning the material Li. ćd- and so forth, see Miller (1976:57).
720 The voiceless counterpart of the root has been preserved in Olnd. tha- (m.) ‘eating’ (MonWil. 464, Lex. thas [spN]).
721 Note the PIE *dañí with the voiced laryngeal in Gr. δῶξω (pr.) ‘beißen, stechen, verletzen’ (GEW 1:343).
722 For similar references of absence or ‘rarity’ of *b, see Hopper (1981:134). Such arguments are not entirely new. For instance, already Pedersen 1951 spoke of its absence in the proto-language.
723 The methods used by Gamkrelidze and Ivanov in their quasi-elimination of PIE *b are unsound. Thus, for instance, denying correspondence sets for being “areally restricted” (1995:5-6) means nothing, because practically all comparisons belong to this category.
contamination of PIE *fi more problematic with the labial PIE *p than with PIE *t and *k. Some hints of this may be contained in the data, illustrated here by an unextended root and its non-labial vs. labial extensions:

\[ \text{\textit{\textbackslash ve\-\textit{\textendash}wollen, \textit{\textendash}ahlen}} \ (P. 1137-8, 2. \textit{\textendash}el-) \]

\begin{align*}
\text{Li. vél-} & \quad (\text{vb.)} \ ‘\text{wollen, erlauben}’ \ (\text{LiEtWb. 1220, véliti}) \\
\text{LAv. frawa\textendash i-} & \quad (\text{f.)} \ ‘\text{Wahlentscheidung}’ \ (\text{AIWb. 992-5})
\end{align*}

Here the laryngeal is implied by the Lithuanian acute and Av. § (Fortunatov’s Law II). The dental extension (PIE *\textit{\textendash}ahlen-d-) has a voiced determinative in

\begin{align*}
\text{Gr. (\textit{\textendash})\textit{\textendash}ählen-} & \quad (\text{prM.)} \ ‘\text{sich sehe\textendash, verlangen nach}’ \ (\text{\textit{\textendash}ählen [1sg].})
\end{align*}

Despite the value *\textit{\textendash}hlen ≡ PIE *\textit{\textendash}fi, implied by Gr. δ, the labial extension (PIE *\textit{\textendash}ahlen-p) was not voiced:

\begin{align*}
\text{Gr. (\textit{\textendash})\textit{\textendash}ahlen-} & \quad (\text{pfA.)} \ ‘\text{erwarten, hoffen}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:502, \textit{\textendash}ahlen [1sg])} \\
\text{Gr. (\textit{\textendash})\textit{\textendash}ahlen-} & \quad (\text{prM.)} \ ‘\text{erwarten, hoffen}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:502-3}) \\
\text{Gr. (\textit{\textendash})\textit{\textendash}ahlen-} & \quad (\text{a.)} \ ‘\text{erwünscht, reizend}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:78}) \\
\text{Gr. (\textit{\textendash})\textit{\textendash}ahlen-} & \quad (\text{a.)} \ ‘\text{erwünscht, reizend}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:78})
\end{align*}

§19. Possibly owing to the long-lasting uncertainty concerning PIE *b, the phoneme has been somewhat neglected in comparative study. Consequently, it is still possible to identify new correspondences involving PIE *b. In order to illustrate this potential, I mention the following comparisons currently without an etymology:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(a)] PIE *blías- ‘harm, injure’
\begin{align*}
\text{Gr. \textit{\textendash}lías \textit{\textendash}me-} & \quad (\text{a.)} \ ‘\text{lärstend, verumleumdend}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:241-2}) \\
\text{Gr. \textit{\textendash}lías \textit{\textendash}me-} & \quad (\text{pr.)} \ ‘\text{schmähen, lärstern, verumleunden}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:241}) \\
\text{RV. b\textsuperscript{\textdagger}sayà-} & \quad (\text{m.)} \ \text{etwa ‘Zauberer’} \ (\text{WbRV. 910, KEWA 2:445}) \\
\text{RV. b\textsuperscript{\textdagger}sayà-} & \quad (\text{m.)} \ ‘\text{Bezeichnung eines Dämons}’ \ (\text{WbRV. 910})
\end{align*}

\item[(b)] PIE *bu\textsuperscript{\textdagger}las- ‘dicht, enge’
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. busá-} & \quad (\text{n.)} \ \text{viel. ‘das Dichte, das Dunkel’} \ (\text{WbRV. 910}) \\
\text{Gr. \textit{\textendash}s\textsuperscript{\textdagger}non} & \quad (\text{adv.)} \ ‘\text{dicht gedrängt, eng aneinander}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:277}) \\
\text{Gr. \textit{\textendash}s\textsuperscript{\textdagger}non} & \quad (\text{ONn.)} \ ‘\text{b\textsuperscript{\textdagger}non, a colony of Megara}’ \ (\text{GEW 1:277})
\end{align*}

\item[(c)] PIE *bif\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar- (or biafr ?) ‘Höhle, Loch’ (P. –)
\begin{align*}
\text{RV. bì\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar-} & \quad (\text{n.)} \ ‘\text{Höhle}’ \ (\text{WbRV. 906, bì\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar [sgNA]}) \\
\text{Alb. bì\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar-} & \quad (\text{AlbEtD. 26, bì\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar [pl])} \\
\text{OiInd. bì\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar-} & \quad (\text{n.)} \ ‘\text{Loch, Öffnung}’ \ (\text{WbRV. 906}) \\
\text{Dhā\textsuperscript{\textdagger}tp. bì\textsuperscript{\textdagger}ar-} & \quad (\text{pr1A.)} \ ‘\text{split, cleave, break}’ \ (\text{MonWil. 732})
\end{align*}
\end{enumerate}


\[ \text{\textsuperscript{724} For the root with an alternative extension, see Gr. \textit{\textendash}lías \textit{\textendash}to (GEW 2:239).} \]

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{725} See also Hopper (1981:134-5). Already Grassmann had mentioned the absence of the roots D—D in Greek (Grassmann 1863:115): ‘[...] im griechischen keine wurzel mit zwei medien und einem} \]
According to Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1995:17), the gap is explained by Grassmann’s Law, which allegedly applies to two successive ejective stops (T’—T’). In this regard, Barrack (2002:82) is the first to correctly underline that “[t]here is no convincing statistical evidence for such a constraint in PIE”. Barrack’s remark can be supported by multiple examples of comparatively secured roots D—D:

(a) ṝbafdī ‘gelb, rot, braun’ (P. 92)

Lat. baudio-
OIr. buide
O Gaul. bodio-casses

(b) ṝdiafiğ ‘zeichnen, lehren’ (P. 290, Grundr² 1:630)

Gr. δείγ- (pf.) ‘zeigen’ (GEW 1:355-6, δείγμα)
Lat. prō-digio-
OEEng. tācē-
Lat. digno-
Go. taikn-

(c) ṝglafiğ ‘zwitschern, usw.’ (P. 350-1 [glag-])

O Icl. klaka-
Gr. γλάξω (vb.) ‘erklingen lassen’ (GEW 1:309, γλάξω)
Lat. glōciō (pr4.) ‘glucken, von der Henne’ (WH 1:606)

(d) ṝgafīrğ ‘Furcht erregend, grausig, wild’ (P. 353)

Arm. karcē-
Gr. γόγγο (a.) ‘furchbar, schrecklich’ (GEW 1:321)
Gr. γογγo (f.) ‘Schreckgespenst, Gorgo’ (GEW 1:321)
OIr. garg-
Arm. karcē-

(e) ṝbaflīb ‘stammeln, lallen’ (P. 90)

Lat. balbo-
OEInd. balbalā-
OEInd. balbalā-karo-
Lat. balbūti-

(f) ṝgafīb ‘sehen, usw.’ (P. 349)

O Icl. kōpa-
OEEng. cēpa-
Rus. zabōta-
ORus. zabota-

Dazwischenstehenden einfachen oder durch einen nasal vermehrten vokal hebt”. Also note Szemerényi (1996:100). This idea was generalized for Indo-European as a whole by Meillet (1934:173ff.).
(g) ḍefiag-–vgoiag- ‘Kachen, Kopf’ (P. 349)

ModIcl. kađa- (f.) ‘Kachen’ (ANEtWb. 297)
OEng. cicel- (m.) ‘cake, morsel, little mouthful’ (ASaxD. 153)
Li. guogé (f.) ‘Kohlkopf, Kopf, Dickschädel’ (LiEtWb. 175)
Li. goğé (f.) ‘Kopf’ (LiEtWb. 175)
OHG. kuoch- (f.) ‘Rundes Brot, Kuchen’ (ANEtWb. 297)
OInd. kókukorn- (dim.) ‘kleiner Kuchen’ (ANEtWb. 297)

(h) ḍefiag-–vgoiag- ‘Hohn’ (P. 352)

OInd. gańja- (f.) ‘Verachtung, Hohn’ (KEWA 1:315)
OEng. ge-canc- (n.) ‘Spott, Hohn : mock, gibe’ (ASaxD. 379)
OEng. cancetta- (vb.) ‘laugh aloud’ (ASaxD. 144)
OEng. cinc-ung- (f.) ‘loud or cackling laughter’ (ASaxD. 155)

(i) ḍefiag- ‘nehmen’ (P. 189 [diff.])

Gr. δέγ- (ao.) ‘annehmen’ (GEW 1:373, δέγμην [1sg])
Go. tai- tok- (pret.) ‘berühren : touch’ (GoEtD. 342, taitok [3sg])
OInd. tak- (n.) ‘Nehmen, Greifen’ (ANEtWb. 580)
Go. teka- (pr.) ‘berühren : touch’ (GoEtD. 342, tekíp [3sg])
OInd. taka- (vb.) ‘nehmen, wählen, kosten’ (ANEtWb. 580)

The number of roots D—D is satisfactory, due to which Meillet’s early constraint against the root should be reconsidered. Consequently, no application of Grassmann’s Law à la glottalic theory is required to eliminate the attested roots.\textsuperscript{726}

§21. Explaining the relative scarcity of roots D—D, Barrack (2002:84) suggests, “Under the assumption of a constraint in PIE against *DVD roots, linguists have been reluctant to suggest any candidates.” Indeed, there may be a seed of truth in this, because it is not difficult to identify more candidates belonging to the type:

(a) PIE *ĝha̲f-d- ‘sprechen’ (P. 480-1)

OInd. gada- (pr.) ‘sagen’ (KEWA 1:319, gadati [3sg])
OInd. gadana- (n.) ‘das Hersagen’ (EWA 1:460)
Gr. ἕν-γεκαζε’ve (pt.m.) Hes. = ‘ἔνεκαζε’ (LSJ. 468)

(b) PIE *bra̲f-d- ‘errichten, usw.’ (P. –)

RV. bhrbád-uktha- (a.) ‘hoch zu preisen’ (WbRV. 910)
RV. bhr- (m.) ‘EN eines Mannes’ (WbRV. 910)
Gr. βραβευ’ (m.) ‘Kampfrichter, Richter, Anführer’ (GEW 1:261-2)
Gr. βραβευ’ (vb.) ‘richten, entscheiden’ (GEW 1:261-2)

---

\textsuperscript{726} For a more positive estimation of glottalic ideas, see Miller (1977a:377): “The Hopper/Gamkrelidze-Ivanov system explains very neatly the constraint against *d̠eg (two voiced stops), since in reality it would be the typologically widespread constraint against two checked (glottalized) stops in the same root. It also justifies the (near) absence of the plain voiced series from inflectional suffixes and the scarcity of IE *b.”
RV. b̥buk-a- (a.) ‘BW des Nebels’ (WbRV. 910)

(c) PIE *g̥aafild- ‘Kugel, Ballen, usw.’ (Persson, Beitr. 68fn3, P. 357-8)

OInd. ḛaḍu- (m.) ‘Auswuchs, Buckel’ (KEWA 1:316)
OInd. guḍá- (m.) ‘Kugel’ (KEWA 1:337)
Norw. kult- (sb.) ‘runde Figur, Bergkuppe’ (NDEtWb. 593)
Swed. kult- (sb.) ‘kleiner Hügel’ (Persson, Beitr. 68)
Swed. rór-kult- (sb.) ‘Ruderstock’ (Persson, Beitr. 68)

§22. Finally, the glottalic analysis Neogr. D = T’ has been criticized by Barrack (2002:86) on the basis of a critical phonetic problem:

“[...] putative ‘T’ did not simply deglottalize [...] but also voiced (*T’ → *D). Many [...] consider this to be the main weakness of the theory.”

This lack of realism can now be supplemented with the following critical remark: though the glottal theory correctly attempts to explain the Proto-Indo-European voice, it does so with the wrong pre/proto-segment. Instead of ṭp’el-o- for RV. bála-, the voice of the plosive is caused by the voice laryngeal in PIE *bėfial- (with PIE *h proven by RV. baškáy-a- ‘ausgewachsen’ (EWA 2:219) via Fortunatov’s Law II).

§23. In terms of the cover symbol PIE *h (= Hi. ḥ), which appears in the allophones PIE *h and *h, note the following:
(a) In order to establish the allophones PIE *h : *h in a strict sense, the complete conditions of voicing will be required in the future. Though they are not yet available, once the root variants containing the alternation have been lexically reconstructed, it will be possible to turn the focus to the causes of the phenomenon and formulate conditions, if any.
(b) The transfer of voice from PIE *h to PIE *k p t → PIE *b d g means that the series mediae can be eliminated from the proto-language. The postulation of a simple set (PIE *k p t) suffices, since the series D can be derived from h—T, T—h, but as the explicit conditions for the voice remain unidentified both here and in the PIE Lexicon, the attested voice (PIE *g b d) is given.

§24. Despite the possibility of elimination, the series mediae remains an essential tool for comparison. Whereas it is possible to reconstruct PIE *fiat- and to derive PIE *fiad- by the ‘voicing rule’, the actual rule extends well beyond simple assimilation, and its description is likely to require considerable effort. Some indications of the complexity of the situation are contained in the following examples:
(a) In the root-initial position, an alternation between h—T—D and h—D—T appears in:

PIE *fiatu- (P. –, shape h—T—D)

727 The weakness, noted by Collinge (1985:263), is obvious: “Greenberg has pointed out (e.g. 1970:125) that a glottalized stop is rarely voiced; certainly the heavily glottalic plosives of London English never are.”
(b) Alternation between T—h—T, T—f—D and D—f—T is attested in:

PIE ɣkrē₃₃₃ (shape T—f—D)

Lat. cracentēs (a.) ‘grācilēs : mager, schlank, dürr’ (WH 1:284)
Li. krōš- (vb.) ‘vertrocken’ (LiEtWb. 223-4)
Li. krēš- (vb.) ‘vertrocknen’ (LiEtWb. 223-4)

(c) Alternation between T—h—T, T—f—D and D—f—D728 is attested in:

PIE ɣkah₃₃₃ (shape T—h—T)

Gr. καρπο- (m.) ‘Eber : wild boar, sea-fish’ (LSJ. 876)
Lat. caper- (m.) ‘Ziegenbock, Bock’ (WH 1:157ff.)

PIE ɣkah₃₃₃ (shape T—f—D)

Umbr. kabro- (m.) ‘goat’ (WbOU. 368 kabru [sgA])
Umbr. cabrino- (a.) ‘von der Ziege, caprīni’ (WbOU. 359)

PIE ɣgaf₃₃₃ (shape D—f—D)

OGaul. gabro · magos- (ON.n.) ‘Geißfeld’ (ACSS. 1:1511)
Illyr. γαβρό · frē- (f.) ‘Geißwald’ (ACSS. 1:1510, γαβρό · frē · ülē)
Ofr. gabor (m.) ‘Bock’ (f.) ‘Ziege’ (DIL 351, gabor)

---

728 The root shape D—f—D reveals that a single PIE *f could contaminate two surrounding voiceless plosives (note the voiceless starting point in T—h—T). This example (and similar one) prove that Meillet’s constraint against the root D—D is erroneous. In a wider context, the contamination of two plosives is quite acceptable (as the phenomenon also occurs, for example, in Bartholomae’s Law (shape DDf)).
Similar alternations with yet other distributions of plosives are documented, suggesting that the discovery of the entire set of rules might turn out to be a relatively complicated matter.\(^{729}\)

§25. In terms of the instances of Neogr. *a formerly accounted for with syllabic sonants, note that the simultaneous presence of a voiced plosive confirms PIE *:\(\text{ah}\) instead of Neogr. *:\(\text{a} \mid \text{i}\). Thus, for instance, the alternation PIE *:\(\text{ah} : *:\text{a} \mid \text{fi}\) is contained in:

\[
\text{PIE } *:\text{keah}-, *:\text{keafd}-
\]

\[
\text{Do. } \text{hi-\text{x}\text{\-t}}- \quad (\text{pr.}) '20' (\text{Schwyzer, GrGr. 1:591, Ther. Thess. h\text{x}\text{\-z}}) \\
\text{Gr. } \text{de-\text{x}\text{\-d}}- \quad (\text{pr.}) 'Dekade, Zehnergruppe' (GrGr. 1:498, 596-7)
\]

The early reconstruction Neogr. *:\(\text{k} \text{mt-} *:\text{k} \text{md-}\), which cannot explain the alternation of voice \((\text{ex nihilo nihilo})\), can thus be replaced with PIE *:\(\text{ah/af}i\).

§26. In a few examples of the root Neogr. *:\(\text{D}\), a confirmation for PIE *:\(\text{fi}\) (except the voiced plosive itself) is apparently missing. However, as we have not yet reached the limits of comparison, it is not impossible that forms without etymology may contain the desired confirmation. As an example of the expected PIE *:\(\text{fi}\), I refer to the usually quoted data for a voiced root without any criterion for the laryngeal (in addition to voice itself):

Neogr. *:\(\text{egr-} 'w\text{a} \text{k}' \) (P. 390 ger-, grei-),

\[
\text{Gr. } \text{\text{\-g} \text{o}}- \quad (\text{aoM.}) '\text{wecken, anr\text{egen}}' (\text{GEW 1:437, \text{\-g} \text{\-e}}) \\
\text{LA\text{v. } fra } \text{\-gr\text{\-araya}}- \quad (\text{cs.}) '\text{aufzuwecken}' (\text{AIWb. 977, fragr\text{\-aray\text{o [inf.]}}})
\]

Instead of blind postulation of a root-initial laryngeal \((\text{LT } \text{\text{\-h1}ger-})\), we should add the following items, proving an initial PIE *:\(\text{fi}\) for the root, to the comparison:

\[
\text{PIE } *:\text{fiagr-} (\text{(a)awe} \text{k})
\]

\[
\text{Gr. } \text{\-g} \text{\-o} \text{\-u} \text{\-p\text{\-n}}- \quad (\text{a.}) '\text{wakeful, keeping awake}' (\text{LSJ. 16, \-g} \text{\-u} \text{\-p\text{\-n}}) \quad \text{\(^{230}\)} \\
\text{Gr. } \text{\-g} \text{\-o} \text{\-u} \text{\-p\text{\-n}\text{\-e}} \text{\-o} \quad (\text{pr.}) '\text{lie awake}' (\text{LSJ. 16, \-g} \text{\-u} \text{\-p\text{\-n}\text{\-e}})
\]

Consequently, the traditional root Neogr. *:\(\text{egr-} is PIE *:\text{fiagr-}, not LT \text{\text{\-h1}egr-}.

Unhandled material often allows similar suppletion of the laryngeal through some measurable feature, with the result that the number of examples of roots D without PIE *:\(\text{fi}\) virtually drops to nothing, thus effectively proving the induction hypothesis.

\(^{729}\) Because I am unwilling to propose any premature rules governing the alternation in this study, I hope to revisit the problem in the PIE Lexicon once there is sufficient material.

\(^{230}\) For Greek, compare the very similar compound RV. j\text{\-gr} \text{\-at svapn\text{\-a-} (a.) 'im Wachen Zustande und im Schlafe vorkommend' (WB\text{RV. 482}) to PIE *:\text{fiageg\text{\-agr-}.}
4.6 Mediae Aspiratae Neogr. *dh *bh *gh

4.6.1 Material of Neogr. *dh, bh, gh

§0. The series mediae aspiratae was already included in Schleicher’s reconstruction and accepted by the Neogrammarians postulating Neogr. *gh bh dh. Over the next century, the following developments in particular are worth noting:

1. During the 20th century, a segmental analysis of the series Dh = D+h was presented by Cuny, who was followed in this by the monolaryngealist Szemerényi.

2. Jakobson argued on typological grounds that no known natural language has voiced aspirates without voiceless ones (1958), thus raising the typological problem of the series Dh.

These and other key issues related to the series Dh will be discussed in this chapter.

§1. Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *gh (Grundr² 1:571) include:

(a) Neogr. *ghos- ‘Verbeugung, Besuch, Gast’ (P. 452, HEG 1:34)
   - CLu. gaš- (vn.bs.) ‘besuchen : visit’ (?) (DLL 54, ka-ši-i [inf.])
   - CLu. gaši- (c.) ‘Verbeugung, Besuch’ (?) (HHand. 75, DLL. 54)
   - OLat. hosti- (m.) ‘Fremdling, Feind’ (WH 1:662-3)
   - ORun. sali-gasti- (m.) ‘Fremder in der Halle’ (ANEtWb. 461, saligastiR)
   - Go. gast- (m.) ‘stranger’ (GoEtD. 149, gasts [sgN])
   - OCS. gosti (m.) ‘Gast, Genosse, Freund’ (Sadnik v244)

(b) Neogr. *steigh- ‘steigen’ (P. 1017-8)
   - Gr. στίγ- (f.) ‘Glied(er), Reihe(n)’ (GEW 2:783, στίχος, στίχος)
   - OInd. ati-ṣṭigh- (vb.) ‘übersteigen’ (EWA 2:761, atiṣṭigham [inf.])
   - Gr. στέγ(ω) (vb.) ‘marschieren, steigen, ziehen’ (GEW 2:783)
   - Go. steiga- (vb.) ‘climb’ (GoEtD. 324, steigip [3sg])
   - Alb. shteg- (m.) ‘path, road’ (AlbEtDi. 437, shteg)
   - Li. staigý- (pr.int.) ‘eilen’ (LiEtWb. 892, staigýtis [inf.])

(c) Neogr. *meigh- (P. 713)
   - LAv. maεγα- (m.) ‘Wolke’ (AIWb. 1104-5)
   - RV. meghá- (m.) ‘Wolke’ (WbRV. 1062)
   - Arm. mέγ- (sb.) ‘Nebel’ (ArmGr. 1:474, EtDiArm. 466)
   - RV. ni-méghamána- (ptM.) ‘sich voll gießend’ (WbRV. 1043)
   - Li. miglā- (f.) ‘Nebel’ (LiEtWb. 451)
   - Gr. ομήγλη- (f.) ‘Nebel’ (GEW 2:387, GrGr. 411-2, 433)

§2. Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *bh (Grundr² 1:507-8) include:

(a) Neogr. *bher- ‘tragen’ (P. 128f.)
   - Gr. qēq- (ao.) ‘(er-, weg)tragen’ (GEW 2:1003)
   - Lat. fer- (pr5.) ‘tragen, hervorbringen’ (WH 1:483, ferre)
   - RV. bhár- (pr2.) ‘tragen’ (WbRV. 960, bhárti [3sg])

395
Go. bar- (pret.) ‘carry, endure, give birth’ (GoEtD. 57)
Arm. bere- (pr.) ‘bring, bear, give fruit’ (EtDiArm. 176)

(b) Neogr. *nebh- ‘Wasser, Wolke, Nebel’ (P. 315-6)
RV. nábh- (f.) ‘Wolke’ (WbRV. 722)
RV. nábhās- (n.) ‘Nass, Wasser, Wolke, Nebel’ (WbRV. 709)
Gr. νέφος- (n.) ‘Wolke, Nebel’ (GEW 2:313, νέφως)
OCS. nebo- (n.) ‘Himmel’ (Sadnik √570, nebo [sgNA])
Lat. nebula- (f.) ‘Dunst, Nebel, Dampf, Wolke’ (WH 2:151)

(c) Neogr. *bhars- (Grundr² 1:514, MA. 51, CHD P:183)
Lat. farr- (n.) ‘Dinkel, Spelt, Schrot, Mehle’ (WH 1:455-6)
Gr. ράοος- (n.) ‘Stück, Teil’ (GEW 2:994-5, ράοος)
Hi. barša- (c.) ‘Stück, Brochstück, Brocken’ (HHand. 124)
OCS. brašino (n.) ‘Speise, Nahrung’ (Sadnik √64)
Rus. борошно (n.) ‘Roggenmehl’ (REW 1:110)

§3. Brugmann’s examples of Neogr. *dh (Grundr² 1:522-3) include:
(a) Neogr. *dhē- ‘setzen, stellen, legen’ (P. 235f.)
OCS. de- (vb.) ‘legen, setzen, stellen’ (Sadnik √146, děti [inf.])
Li. dē- (vb.) ‘setzen, stellen, legen, pflanzen’ (LiEtWb. 91, děti)
Gr. ἀνά-θημα- (n.) ‘Aufstellung, Weihgeschenk’ (GEW 2:897-8)
Go. missa-dep- (f.) ‘misdeed’ (GoEtD. 136)

(b) Neogr. *rudh- ‘rot, rötlich, röten’ (P. 872-3)
Gr. ἐ-ρέω (vb.) ‘röten, rot färben’ (GEW 1:555)
O Gaul. roudios- (PN.a.) ‘rot’ (ACSS. 2:1235, roudius [sgN])
RV. rudihi-krå- (m.) ‘Bez. eines Dämons’ (WbRV. 1176)
AV. rudhirā- (a.) ‘blutig, blutrot’ (WbRV. 1176)
LAv. raiōtiāta- (pt.a.) ‘rot, rötlich’ (AIWb. 1495)
Gr. ἐ-ρυθρός- (a.) ‘rot’ (GEW 1:567, ἐρυθρός [sgN])
Umbr. rufro- (a.) ‘rot’ (WbOU. 637)

(c) Neogr. *bhendh- *bhondh- ‘binden’ (P. 127)
Go. and-band- (pret.) ‘unbind, loose’ (GoEtD. 71, andband [3sg])
RV. bandhā- (m.) ‘Band, Fessel’ (WbRV. 898)
LAv. banda- (m.) ‘Band, Fessel’ (AIWb. 926, bandom [sgA])
Gr. πενθειός- (m.) ‘Schwiegervater’ (Grundr² 1:345, πενθειός)
Li. beñdra- (m.) ‘Teilhaber, Genosse’ (Grundr² 1:345)

(d) Neogr. *medhu-, modhu- (Grundr² 1:523) [P. 707]
Gr. μεθυ- (n.) ‘Rauschtrank, Wein’ (LSJ. 1091, GEW 2:191)
OEng. medu- (m.) ‘mead’ (ASaxD. 676)
Li. medu- (m.) ‘Honig’ (LiEtWb. 425, medus [sgN])
CLu. madu- (n.) ‘Traubenschaft, Honigwein’ (HEG 2:165)
RV. mádhu- (n.) ‘Honig, Met, Milch, Soma’ (WbRV. 984)

4.6.2 Historical approaches to the mediae aspiratae

§0. Voiced aspirates have been preserved as such only in the Indo-Aryan branch.\(^{731}\) Exceptionally the study of the origin of the series in the proto-language must be started with their traditional transcription, Old. bh dh ḍh gh jh, which was generalized for Proto-Indo-European as well.

§1. Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:76) described the aspirates of Sanskrit as follows:

> “Das altindische Alphabet (in Transcription) ist folgendes: [...] h [...] k kh g gh [...] t th d dh [...] p ph b bh [...] h. [...] h (visarjantiya, visarga) und h spricht man beide wie unser deutsches h aus. Diese Aussprache ist für h richtig, h dagegen war nach dem ausdrücklichen Zeugniss der Pratiṣākhyen ein stimmhafter Hauch (vgl. Sievers Phon.\(^4\) 114f.)."

Regarding mediae aspiratae, Brugmann (Grundr.\(^2\) 1:76) added:

> “Dagegen [ai.] gh jh ḍh dh bh als stimmhafte Mediae + h; doch ist nicht sicher, wie sie von den alten Indern ausgesprochen wurden, s. Meringer und Hoffory a. O., Sievers Phon.\(^4\) 157f., Wackernagel Ai. Gr. 114f.”

On the basis of the traditional correspondence sets and sound laws, the series mediae aspiratae Neogr. *gh *bh *dh were reconstructed in a comparatively acceptable manner by the Neogrammarians, though no further analysis of the series was ever suggested or sought.\(^{732}\)

§2. A new phase in the analysis of the mediae aspiratae began with Cuny (1912), who suggested that at least some voiced aspirates might be understood as consisting of unaspirated mediae D followed by the laryngeal *A (= H\(_2\)). Some alleged examples\(^{733}\) of this would be:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gr. āγό} & \quad \leftrightarrow *\text{ēgoH}_2 & \quad \text{RV. ahám} & \quad \leftrightarrow *\text{ēgH}_2- \\
\text{Gr. μέγα} & \quad \leftrightarrow *\text{megH}_2- & \quad \text{RV. mahánt-} & \quad \leftrightarrow *\text{megH}_2-
\end{align*}
\]

The key problem of Cuny’s analysis is explained by Szemerényi (1967:94-5):

> “[...] it has often been held that Mediae Aspiratae can represent combinations of Media + Laryngeal but only when some discrepancy between various IE languages is to be explained (e.g. Skt. ahám: Lat ego). There seems however no ground for a distinction of two kinds of Mediae Aspiratae on the diachronic plane.”

---

\(^{731}\) On the allegedly preserved voiced aspirates in Old Armenian, see Szemerényi (1996:142fn1). Whether Old Anatolian preserved voiceless aspirates has not been proven, due to the limitations of the presentation of the data.

\(^{732}\) However, as pointed out by Collinge (1985:259), already “Hirt (1931:80) was doubtful as to what sort of phonetic creature to recognize in [Neogr. *bh, dh, gh]”.

\(^{733}\) For other suggestions of segmental D+h, see Burrow (1949:58-59, 1979:26-30).
§3. For his part, Szemerényi (1996:144) suggested the generalization of Cuny’s idea according to the following lines:

“Since according to our conclusions the ‘laryngeal’ was a glottal spirant h, it is also clear that the unvoiced and voiced aspirates originally represented the combinations unvoiced stop + h and voiced stop + h, which in Indo-European counted as monophonematic.”

Thus, according to Szemerényi, the entire series Dh would be polyphonematic (= D + h) in exactly the same manner as Th (= T + h). Szemerényi’s view is delightfully economical, but problems remain in its details:

(a) As shown in connection with the series mediae, the cover symbol *h had two values, PIE *h (voiceless) and PIE *fi (voiced). In these cases, it is obligatory to derive Neogr. *Dh from *D + fi instead of D + h (Szemerényi), a state of affairs that can be readily proven as the traditional notation ‘Dh’ is a misnomer for Dh.

(b) If the segmental analysis *Dh ≡ D + fi is accepted, what can be said of the origin of the feature ‘voice’ of the plosive D?

§4. In the glottalic theory, two different approaches towards the series Dh have emerged. Hopper (1973) satisfies himself by claiming that “breathy voice” would account for the mediae aspiratae. More radically, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973, 1995) advocated a view according to which the series Dh was actually made up of variant-pairs D : Dh. This assumption is related to the PIE root constraints through an alleged extension of Grassmann’s Law. According to Gamkrelidze and Ivanov, the roots Dh—D may be realized as D—D (Sanskrit and Greek) or D—D (Italic).

### 4.6.3 Critical corrections and solutions

§0. The problems of the series mediae aspiratae began in the 19th century when the voiced aspirates of the Devanāgarī alphabet were transcribed as OInd. h gh bh dh jh ḍh. This notation not only prevailed in traditional presentations of Sanskrit, but slipped into Proto-Indo-European reconstruction through Neogr. *bh dh gh gḥh.

§1. The traditional Romanization of Sanskrit is mistaken because the mediae aspiratae are clearly described by Rk-Prātiśākhya (xiii.4-6) as (single) phonemes accompanied by ‘breath’ and ‘voice’:

“Breath is emitted for the voiceless sound and voice for others, except for voiced fricative (h) and the voiced aspirates, where both breath and voice are emitted.”

---

734 Jakobson’s claim (1958:23) about the coexistence of aspirated stop and a laryngeal consonant can be repeated for the respective voiced items.
In particular, the feature ‘voice’ must also have been a property of the aspirate (i.e. the correct transcription of Sanskrit is OInd. h̄ bh̄ dh̄ gh̄ dh̄). Historically this tiny error originated in the transcription of the voiceless glottal /h/ with OInd. ḷ (‘visarga’). Consequently, the phoneme /h/ was represented in two ways, Lat. h̄ and OInd. ḷ. Simultaneously, both the voiceless /h/ and voiced /h̄/ glottals were referred to by a single phoneme, Lat. h̄ and OInd. ḷ.737

§2. The initial transcription failure of PIE *bh̄ dh̄ gh̄ misled Jakobson, among others. As a result, due to the lack of distinction between voiced and voiceless aspirates, his famous PIE typologies are more general than their formulation.738 Differentiating h̄ ≠ h is a step in the direction of solving the problems, as will be shown below.

§3. Szemerényi’s typologies based on Jakobson can be supplemented in terms of the voiced laryngeal PIE *h̄ [with my additions marked with corner brackets] in such a manner that these serve as true typologies for voiced aspirates:

(a) “But while they [= Th, D̄h] exist, their existence is, so to speak, tied up with the existence of an independent phoneme /h/ [and /h̄/]” (Szemerényi 1967:89.)

(b) “We do need a laryngeal [h̄] – not [...] to account for the [P]IE long vowels [...] but [...] for the aspirated stops b[ɦ], d[ɦ], etc.” (Szemerényi 1967:92.)

(c) “If the so-called Mediae Aspiratae presuppose the existence of a phoneme [h̄], we can conversely say that they are combinations of unaspirated voiced stops with this phoneme.” (Szemerényi 1967:94.)

§4. In short, the existence of the segmental voiced laryngeal PIE *h̄ allows us to deal with the series Neogr. *d̄h *gh *bh̄ in an identical manner as the series tenues aspiratae,739 as defined in:

- RV. bh̄, Gr. q̄, Go. b̄, ... ≡ PIE *b̄h̄ *b̄h̄ (≡ Neogr. *bh̄)
- RV. d̄h̄, Gr. θ̄, Go. d̄, ... ≡ PIE *d̄h̄ *d̄h̄ (≡ Neogr. *d̄h̄)
- RV. gh̄, Gr. χ̄, Go. ḡ, ... ≡ PIE *ḡh̄ *ḡh̄ (≡ Neogr. *ḡh̄)

§5. Concerning these, note the following issues:

(a) Jakobson’s challenge against the set T D D̄h has been answered. The series Neogr. *D̄h can be analyzed in exactly the same manner as the series Neogr. *Th. Together this leaves only two series T and D, of which even the latter is has gained its voice from PIE *h̄.

---

735 Allen’s translation (1953:34) corresponds with Rk-prātiśākhya’s wording, sośnoṣmaṇāṃ ghoṣināṃ śvāsaṇādau (“both breath and voice are properties of voiced aspirates”).

736 Thus, the answer is affirmative to Collinge’s (1985:259) pondering, “Indeed was the aspiration also voiced (/bh̄/)? Freestanding /h/ in Sanskrit is so.”

737 I am pleased to see that the notation D̄h is currently gaining ground (for example, see Kümmel 2012).

738 Thus, for instance, the unfounded notation /b̄h̄/ /d̄h̄/ /ḡh̄/, originally taken over from Sanskrit transliteration, still appears in the phonetic alphabet of IPA.

739 See Szemerényi (1967:95): “At an earlier stage (...) the Mediae Aspiratae were probably diphonemic.” Instead of diphonemic PIE, however, *Dañ and *Dha were triphonemic.
(b) As with the series Neogr. *Th, the reconstructive choice between PIE *Daf and *Dfa has to be decided individually for each correspondence, based on the measurable properties of the material.

(c) The main criterion for choosing between PIE *Daf and PIE *Dfa is the ‘a-vocalism’ of the root or its absence, in practice equaling ‘e-vocalism’. Other means – such as Balto-Slavonic accent – are also occasionally available and if so, these are taken into account in order to secure the correct reconstruction.

§6. The existence of PIE *gfa bfa dfa is readily proven, because the examples coincide with the class of problematic roots with ‘a-vocalism’, possibly in ablaut with Neogr. *o ò. Some examples illustrating the reconstruction can be quoted here.

(a) PIE *gfa- appears, for example, in:

PIE *gfaagafi- (P. 424) ‘krümmen, biegen’ (ablaut: PIE *gfaogafi- *gfaëgafi-)
Olcl. gag-hals- (a.) ‘mit zurückgebogenem Hals’ (ANEtWb. 152)
Norw. gag- (a.) ‘rückwärtsgebogen’ (ANEtWb. 152 gagr [sgN])
Arm. gog- (sb.) ‘Höhlung, Schoss, Bauch’ (ANEtWb. 152)
Li. gògoa- (m.) ‘Widerrist des Pferdes’ (LiEtWb. 160)

(b) PIE *bfa- appears, for instance, in:

PIE *bfaalk- *bfaelk- ‘strong’ (P. 120)
Olfr. balc (a.) ‘fort, puissant’ (LEIA B-12, Burrow: 103)
Cymr. balch (a.) ‘hardi, fort’ (LEIA B-12)
OlInd. bhřa- (a.) ‘strong, vehement, mighty’ (MonWil. 765-6)
OlInd. bhřáya- (vbM.) ‘to become powerful, strong’ (MonWil. 766)
OlInd. bhrašman- (m.) ‘potence, vehement, strength’ (MonWil. 766)

(c) PIE *dfa- appears, for instance, in:

PIE *dfaen- ‘death; die’
Maced. ðòvo- (m.) ‘death’ (GEW 3:103, ðòvoΣ [sgN])
Gr. ðòvo- (ao.) ‘die’ (GEW 1:653, ðòvoν [1sg])
Gr. ðòvovto- (m.) ‘Tod’ (GEW 1:652-3, ðòvovτος [sgN])

In PIE *dfan-, the respective zero grade, the unaccented root vowel PIE *a was lost:

Gr. τεθνο- (pf.) ‘sterben’ (GEW 1:653, τεθναμεν [1pl])
Aiol. ðνασκω (pr.) ‘to die’ (GEW 1:653)
OPhryg. ε[τ]θνου- (vb.) ‘to die’ (Phryg. 104, ε[τ]θνωμενος)

§7. In this connection, note that:

(a) Mechanical inference from the ‘a-colouring’ to PIE *gfa bfa dfa is susceptible to error, because there are also roots with laryngeal extension PIE *Dh-/cah. Within

---

740 For the unextended root, see Olfr. ad-bal- (a.) ‘fort, grande, vaste’ (LEIA A-16). The root PIE *bfael- is a schwabebblautlaut alternative of RV. bâte- (n.) ‘Kraft, Leibeskraft, Stärke’ (WbRV. 901), etc. with PIE *befal-.
these, the vowel attached to the second laryngeal (rather than the first) is responsible for the vocalism of the root.\textsuperscript{741}
(b) Proof of the triphonemic character of PIE *ga\-ha ba\-f\-a da\-f\-a is contained in schwebeablauc alternatives with PIE *ge\-af\-a ba\-f\-a de\-f\-a and the voiceless variants PIE *ke\-af\-a pe\-f\-a te\-f\-a, discussed separately below.

§8. The root constraints of Meillet and Magnnusson with the phonetically proper D\=h replacing Neogr. D\=h can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
T—D\=h & \rightarrow \quad T—D \quad \vee \quad D—D\=h \\
D\=h—T & \rightarrow \quad D—T \quad \vee \quad D\=h—D
\end{align*}
\]

(a) The existence of the roots D—D leaves T—D\=h and D\=h—T as the only two non-attested shapes. As already understood by Magnnusson, the shapes T—D, D—D\=h, D—T, D\=h—D can be derived from these by two simple rules, the loss of laryngeal (\(\rightarrow\) T—D and D—T) and the contamination of voice (\(\rightarrow\) D—D\=h and D\=h—D), which form the root constraint proper.
(b) Miller (1977a:367) is unhappy about the lack of explanation for the PIE root constraint, which he would like to see as a special case of Bartholomae’s Law.\textsuperscript{742} Though the root constraints differ from Bartholomae’s Law in some respects, the core of Miller’s idea will be shown below to be correct.
(c) In the root constraints proper, either the voice of PIE *f\-i was contaminated for the entire root (\(\rightarrow\) D—D\=h, D\=h—D) or PIE *f\-i was lost (\(\rightarrow\) T—D, D—T). Both of these features reflect a general constraint against the simultaneous presence of PIE *f\-i and a voiceless obstruent *T within a root. In essence, this is the very phenomenon that has turned the roots f\-i—T and T—f\-i into f—D and D—f\-i, resulting in the emergence of the series mediae and the series mediae aspiratae: Ta\=f\-i T\=f\-a \(\rightarrow\) Da\=f\-i Da\=h \(\rightarrow\) D\=h.

§9. An actual proof for the root constraints against T—D\=h and D\=h—T is contained following data:

(a) \(\sqrt{\text{pet-}}, \sqrt{\text{pot-}}\) ‘posse’ (P. 842+453) ‘Hausherr, Herr; Gatte’

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H\=i. pat} & \quad (\text{ptcl.}) \quad ‘\text{eben(so), auch, vielmehr}’ \quad (\text{\HudA 77f.}) \\
\text{Li. p\=at} & \quad (\text{indecl.ptcl.}) \quad ‘\text{selbst, sogar, gerade}’ \quad (\text{LiEtWb. 551}) \\
\text{Latv. pat} & \quad (\text{indecl.ptcl.}) \quad ‘\text{selbst, sogar, gerade}’ \quad (\text{LiEtWb. 551}) \\
\text{Lat. hos pet-} & \quad (\text{m.}) \quad ‘\text{Gastfreund}’ \quad (\text{WH 1:660-1}) \\
\text{OLi. pati-} & \quad (\text{m.}) \quad ‘\text{Ehemann, Gatte, Mahlin}’ \quad (\text{LiEtWb. 551}) \\
\text{RV. p\=ati-} & \quad (\text{m.}) \quad ‘\text{Schutzer, Herr, Gebieter, Beh\=uter}’ \quad (\text{WbRV. 765})
\end{align*}
\]

\textsuperscript{741} Such an extension is attested in PIE *ba\-he\-af\-i (cf. RV. bh\’\-as- (n.) ‘Licht, Schein’, WbRV. 934), alternating with PIE *ba\-fel- (cf. OCS. b\’\-\- (a.) ‘weiss’, Sadnik \(\sqrt{38}\) and OCl. b\’\- (n.) ‘Feuer, Scheiterhaufen’, ANEtWb. 23) without the laryngeal extension.

\textsuperscript{742} Miller (1977a:367) writes: “What neither Hopper’s nor anyone else’s analysis [...] explains to my satisfaction is the constraint against *tef\-i and *ghef [...] the operation of BL was responsible for this particular constraint [...]”
Old Anatolian does not have a laryngeal, and Sanskrit has two successive unaspirated tenues (RV. p—₁), due to which the root is provably of the form T—T. The laryngeal extension PIE *pet-əh- and PIE *pot-əh- appears in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>hos *pitā-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Gastfreundin, Fremde, Wirtin’ (WH 1:660)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>ἰδος πόσο-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Herr des Hauses’ (GEW 1:370)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The suffixes have the diagnostic Indo-European /ã/, but the voice has not been contaminated, implying a value PIE *h and shape T—T—h. Following the loss of PIE *a in zero-grade PIE *petah- *potah-, the laryngeal is confirmed through a voiceless aspirate in Indo-Iranian (root root T—Th):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAv.</td>
<td>paθi-</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘potiri, in Besitz sein’ (AIWb. 844)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAv.</td>
<td>paθaya-</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘potiri, in Besitz sein’ (AIWb. 844)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the root-final dental is voiced in the extension PIE *pod-əh-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>gos *poda</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Herberge’ (Sadnik √243),</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the result that the root shape is T—D—h. In zero grade of the suffix (PIE *podahi), a simple unaspirated media proven by Greek ζ appears in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*podahi-</td>
<td>‘herr, herrschen’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>gos *podī-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Herr’ (Sadnik √243)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAv.</td>
<td>paθi-</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘potiri, in Besitz sein von’ (AIWb. 844)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>ἰδος πόξω</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘herrsch’ (GEW 1:371, ἰδοςπόξω [1sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS.</td>
<td>gos požda</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Herrin’ (Sadnik √243)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, an unbroken chain of proof has been established for the root constraint T—Dḥ → T—D.

(b) PIE *pah- ‘trinken’ (P. 839-40). The laryngeal extension PIE *peah-, formed as PIE *potēah above, is attested in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fal.</td>
<td>pa-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘bibere’ (WH 1:103, pafo [1sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fal.</td>
<td>pipa-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘bibere’ (WH 1:103, pipafo [fut1sg])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the corresponding zero grade PIE *pibahi- appears with unaspirated rather than aspirated media as in PIE *podahi-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>pib-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘trinken, bibere’ (WbRV. 801, pibati [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIr.</td>
<td>ibi-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘trinken’ (DIL 378, ibid [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCymr.</td>
<td>ibe-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘trinken’ (WH 1:103, iben [1pl] : bibimus)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When this development is compared to the alternative PIE *bibahi- in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>bib-</td>
<td>(pf.) ‘trinken’ (WH 1:103, bibi [1sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>bibo-</td>
<td>(pr3.) ‘trinken’ (WH 1:103, bibere [inf.])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it is readily seen that the alternations fit the root constraint exactly.

---

743 The unextended root without laryngeal PIE *pip- appears in RV pip- (pr.) ‘pibere’, attested in RV. vi-pipānā- ‘von Saft durchtränkt’ (WbRV. 803).
Though we are not (yet) in possession of rules enabling us to predict when T—D or D—Df (or both) result, the root constraint is the sole possibility dealing with the problem regularly, and therefore sound in terms of its content.

§10. The key issues concerning the root constraint can be summarized as follows:
(a) Without the segmental laryngeal PIE *h/ in his disposal, Magnusson (1967) was not aware of the ambiguity of the root forms T—D and D—T, for which he could only offer the starting points T—Dh and Dh—T. Consequently, Magnusson’s rules require questionable derivations, as pointed out by Miller. Some examples of this are:

1. ḫerdh from Neogr. *ḫard-, kord- (Lat. cord- ‘heart’, P. 579-580). Magnusson’s rule fails, because there is an unaccounted laryngeal in the root (Gr. καρδία ← PIE *kēfrd-). As PIE *f, the voiceless laryngeal implied by the ‘a-vocalism’ and root final media (Gr. δ, is confirmed by PIE *gāfrd- → RV. hrd- (Av. zard-), the laryngeal within the root is proven instead of Magnusson’s ḫerdh.

2. ḫegfh from Neogr. *tég (Gr. τέγος, P. 1013-4). Leaving aside the labiovelar – based on Magnusson’s hierarchies – the root was PIE *tefag-, not ḫegaf. This is implied by the voiced variant of the root PIE *dehak- preserved in

Ion-Att. δεξτη- (f.) ‘χαίνω, χάνεις’ (GEW 1:360, P. 189).

(b) It is allowed to apply Magnusson’s root constraints only if a laryngeal in any other position is excluded. Thus, for example, we may reconstruct PIE *peda- *poda- ‘foot’ for Neogr. *ped- pod-) owing to the lack of laryngeal in Hi. pada- (c.) ‘foot’ (Lat. ped- ‘id’), allowing application of the rule T—Dh → T—D.

(c) Some examples of the root shapes T—Dh and Dh—T are attested in spite of the root constraint. For example, the shape is found in:

Neogr. *bho- ‘flammen, brennen’ (P. 162)

Lat. foco-

Arm. bosor-

(m.) ‘Feuerstätte, Herd’ (WH 1:521, focus [sgN])

(a.) ‘bloodred, crimson’ (EtDiArm. 187, bosor [sgN])

---

744 In Miller’s (1976:56) words: “Because of alleged complementary distribution and the absence of roots of the structure T—Dh, Magnusson would have to derive *kerd- ‘heart’ from */kerdh/-, *dghw ‘tongue’ from */tghw/, *tég- ‘cover’ from */tgêh/-, *terg- (so Pokorny 1073) ‘scowl’ from */tergêh/-, etc.”

745 Note that this comparison (see Frisk 1:360) was already presented by Blumenthal: “Nach Blumenthal Hesychst. 25 A. I durch Dissimilation aus *τεχνη, zu lat. tego, toga.” Though called “ganz unwahrscheinlich” by Frisk, he was not aware of Meillet and Magnusson’s constraint allowing the regular treatment of the alternation of voice.

746 The diagnostic ‘a-vocalism’ (PIE *deaf) is revealed by Gr. ἔρημος (f.) ‘Tag nach dem Fest’ (GEW 1:536), RV. upabdá- (m.) ‘Geräusche, Gepolter’ (WbRV. 255) and other formations belonging here, all with the root shape DD—fī.
Under no circumstances should such roots be considered as ‘non-PIE’ due to the ostensible violation of the root constraint\(^7\) nor interpreted as invalidating the root constraint. In such data segmentation, leaving a compound (compare to Gr. \(\pi\lambda\eta\cdot\theta\cdot\gamma\), gAv. fra \(\cdot\delta\)\(-\)) actually conveys valuable information about the formations in question. Regardless of how Neogr. *bhok- is to be analyzed, it is not a primary root, but a compound.

(d) Kurlynowicz’s postulation of a voiced, ‘o-colouring’ laryngeal \(\theta_3\) (= \(\hbar_3\)) is fallacious. In the sole example, the assumed o-colouring is caused by the vowel PIE *o in Gr. \(\rho\sigma\tau\eta\cdot\) (m.) ‘Trinken, Trank’ (\(\leftrightarrow\) PIE *poahto-) and the voiced media of RV. piba- (OIr. ibi-) by the root constraint (\(\leftarrow\) PIE *pibafi), also accounting for the loss of aspiration. In such circumstances, PIE *b is not to be equated with LT **p+\(\theta_3\). As Kurlynowicz’s analysis is the basis of the conjecture D = \(T\), the same argument applies to the glottalic theory.

§11. The alternation \(T : \Delta\), already identified by Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:634-5),\(^7\) consists of two main groups:

1. Roots ending with \(\cdot T\)- alternating with extended roots in \(\Delta\)fia- or \(\Delta\)afi-.

2. Roots beginning with \(\cdot T\)- in alternation with Dafı- or Dfia-, consequently revealing a laryngeal within the root.

Both types are accounted for by PIE *-afı and *-fıa as detailed next.

§12. Examples of the roots ending with \(\cdot T\)- are:

(a) An unextended root PIE *dehak- appears in Do. δέχομαι ‘annehmen’, extended as PIE *dehagaf- in Gr. δέχομαι ‘annehmen’.\(^7\) Similar alternations are commonplace in Greek and need no further comment.

(b) PIE *rut- ‘rot, rötlich, usw.’, the unextended root, is attested in:

| Lat. rutilio- | (a.) ‘rötlich’ (WH 2:456) |
| Lat. rutilio- | (m.) ‘N. einer Römischen gens’ (WH 2:456, rutilius) |
| Illyr. rutilio- | (VN.) ‘rötlich’ (WH 2:456, rutilius) |
| Illyr. rutulio- | (VN.) ‘rötlich’ (WH 2:456, rutulus) |

PIE *rudahi-, the *-afı-extension of the previous, is far better known:

| Go. raud- | (a.) ‘rot’ (GoEtD. 282, raudai [sgD]) |
| OCS. ruda | (f.) ‘Erz, Bergwerk’ (Sadnik \(\sqrt{772}\)) |

---

7. To mention further ‘irregularities’, Miller’s (incomplete) list of counterexamples includes the roots P. 516 (kadh), P. 518 (kagh, Lat. cohō), P. 518 (kaghlo), P. 542 (kēigh, kēibh), P. 560 (kēnabh) Gr. \(\gamma\nu\phi\tau\alpha\lambda\lambda\cdot\gamma\phi\tau\alpha\lambda\lambda\cdot\) \(\gamma\nu\phi\tau\alpha\lambda\lambda\cdot\) P. 563 (kūdh), P. 579 (kērdh), P. 590 (kēubbh), P. 592 (kumbh), P. 594 (kēubbh), P. 594 (*kēudh), P. 608 (kneigh), P. 617 (kēbhh), P. 623 (kēdubbh), P. 625 (kseubh), P. 627 (kudh), P. 631 (kēndh), P. 806 (pēldh), P. 1062 (tēlēgh), P. 1067 (tergh), P. 1073 (tereigh), P. 1073 (tereugh), P. 1080 (tubbb), P. 1089 (tragh), and P. 1099 (tuegh).

7. Already Grassmann (1863:96), enabled by his identification of the series Th and the postulation of his law, understood that an alternative T : Dḥ : (Th) was required to explain the entire phenomenon: “Im griechischen nun finden wir einen häufigen wechsel zwischen tenuis und aspirate.”

7. As for the alternations of this category, see Brugmann’s (Grundr\(^2\) 1:652) now outdated analogical explanation: “Oft is durch Analogiewirkung Ten. asp. für. Ten eingetreten [...] in δέχομαι ‘ich nehme an’, neben ion. dor. lesb. δέχομαι, in den Perfekta wie δέχεσθα, zu δέχεσθα ‘ich zeige’. S. II S. 1230.”
AV. rudhirá- (a.) ‘blutig, blutrot’ (WbRV. 1176)
LAv. ra'o̰dita- (pt.a.) ‘rot, rötlich’ (AIWb. 1495)

(c) PIE *lup- ‘lieben, begehren, usw.’, the unextended root, appears in:

Go. liuf-
OInd. lo ˘lupa-

PIE *lubahi-, the *afi extension of the previous example, dominates the material with mediae aspiratae in most of the Indo-European data:

Go. gudi ˘lub-
OInd. lo ˘lubha-

Similar alternations (OIr. ãrœl- ‘Diener’; OHG. drigil- ‘id.’, etc.; see Grundr² 1:690, etc.) are attested practically in every language, and can be regularly accounted for with PIE *h.

§13. The more interesting type reveals a voiceless laryngeal TehC in swchebeablaut with voiced root DheC in examples such as:

PIE ˘pahu (P. 842-3) + ˘bafu (P. 146-150)

PIE *p(e)ahu- → Att. πανος ‘Kind, Sohn’, φιλόπατ- (GEW 2:462-3)
PIE *baʃi(e)u- → RV. bháv- (a.o.) ‘sein, usw.’ (WbRV. 948)

This type of alternation is also well documented, and further examples will be provided below.

§14. The alternation *Th : Dɦ was also correctly identified by the Neogrammarians (Brugmann, Grundr² 1:632). The alternation of voice reflects that of the laryngeal PIE *h : h under unknown conditions. Some examples of the alternation are:

(a) ˘hantah- : ˘handaʃ- ‘brennen, gebrannt, usw.’ (P. 41)

PIE ˘handaʃ-

Arm. ant’el-
Gr. ãνθοςαξ- (m.) Glutkohle’ (GEW 1:109f., άνθοζαξες [plN])
Arm. ant’roc’-

PIE ˘hantah-

Arm. ant’el-
Gr. ãνθοςαξ- (m.) Glutkohle’ (GEW 1:109f., άνθοζαξες [plN])

(b) ˘noPah- ‘Nabe, Nabel, Nachkomme, usw.’ (P. 314 *enebh-)

PIE *nopah-

LAv. näfa- (m.) ‘Nabel’ (AIWb. 1062)
LAv. näfa- (m.) ‘Verwandtschaft, Familie’ (AIWb. 1062)
OHG. naba- (.) ‘Radnabe’ (KEWA 2:135)
OLcl. nôf- (f.) ‘Nabe’ (ANEtWb. 414)

PIE *nobāh-

RV. nâbh- (f.) ‘Nabe(l), Ursprung, Verwandtschaft’ (WbRV. 723)
OPr. nabi- (m.) ‘Nabe, Nabel’ (KEWA 2:135, APrS. 381)

(c) *nahKah- ‘Nagel, Kralle, Klaue, Fuß’ (P. 780)

PIE *nahγkah-

RV. nakhâ- (m.n.) ‘Nagel, Kralle’ (WbRV. 705)
OLInd. nakhâ- (m.n.) ‘Klaue’ (EWA 2:4)
Li. nôk-abi- (m.) ‘Teufel’ (LiEtWb. 480)
Arm. noxaz- (sb.) ‘Ziegenbock’ (χίμαρος, τοῦγος, ArmGr. 207)
MidPers. nâxun- (sb.) ‘Fingernagel’ (EWA 2:4)

PIE *nahγgafí-

Li. näga- (m4.) ‘Nagel, Klaue, Kralle’ (LiEtWb. 478, nägas)
AV. nagha-mârá- (a.) ‘Krätze (?) vertilgend’ (WbRV. 705)
OCS. noga- (f.) ‘Fuss : foot, leg’ (Sadnik √581)
Latv. nagû- (vb.) ‘rasch gehen, eilen’ (LiEtWb. 478, naguôt [inf.])
Go. ga·naglja- (vb.) ‘ποονλούν : nail on’ (GoEtD. 145)

(d) *phaln- ‘fallen’ (P. 851, Grundr. 2: 1:669)

PIE *phal-

Arm. p'lanî- (vb.) ‘einfallen’ (WH 1:449, p'lanîm [1sg])
OHG. falla- (vb.) ‘fallen’ (WH 1:449)
OHG. falla (.) ‘Falle, decipula’ (WH 1:449)750

PIE *bhal-

Gr. φηλό- (pr.) ‘betrügerisch, täuschend’ (WH 1:447, φηλός)
Do. φλό- (pr.) ‘betrügen’ (WH 1:447)
Lat. fallo- (vb.) ‘täuschen, betrügen’ (WH 1:447)

(e) *tahnu-, *dahnu- ‘biegen, bogen’ (P. 234)

PIE *tahe/onus-

LAvg. smâvanâ- (n.) ‘Bogen’ (AIWb. 785)
OPers. danvanya- (m.) ‘bogenman’ (OldP. 187)
LAvg. smâvan- (n.) ‘Bogen’ (pl.) ‘Schießgerät’ (AIWb. 785)

PIE *däfionus-

Hi. danau- (sb.) ‘ein Baum, der Nutzholz liefert’ (HHand. 164)751

750 Note that the Baltic acute in Li. puólu [1sg] requires PIE *pôhal- (i.e. a root without initial tenuis aspirata, connected to these by schwebebaulaut).
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RV. dhanvä-sáh- (m.) ‘Bogenträger’ (WbRV. 657)
RV. dhánvan- (n.) ‘Bogen: bow’ (WbRV. 657, KEWA 2:90)

§15. The alternation Dḥ : D, also identified by the Neogrammarians (Brugmann, Grundr² 1:633-4), is similar to the alternation T : Dḥ, and accordingly there are two types:

1. Roots beginning with D in alternation with Dḥ- (schwebeablaut), thus revealing PIE *fi within the root.
2. Roots ending with -D in alternation with extensions -Daḥ and -Dḥa, thus revealing a suffix PIE *fi.

§16. Some examples of the first category are:
(a) ḫdāfi- ‘geben’ (P. 223f., dō, də). The ablaut bases of the root are fully preserved in:

   PIE *déaḥi- → Lat. dā-, Li. dovana, etc.
   PIE *deaf- → Lat. da-, gAv. da-, Arm. da-
   PIE *doaifi- → Gr. δόφεφανα, Umbr. pur·dou-
   PIE *doaifi- → Gr. δόδωμι, Li. dúoti, etc.

In the zero grade (PIE *dāfi-), the loss of PIE *a resulted in a voiced aspirate attested in forms such as:

RV. dádhīphi- (a.) ‘gebend, verleihend’ (WbRV. 574)
RV. dhiṣ- (ds.a.f.) ‘Lust zu geben, usw.’ (WbRV. 683, dhiṣā [sgI])

(b) PIE *bāfiḏaḏaḏ- ‘beard’. The root with initial media, vocalized as

   PIE *beafir(z)dāfi- → Lat. barba (f.) ‘Bart, Kinn’ (WH 1:96),

stands in opposition to the root with initial media aspirata (schwebeablaut).⁷⁵²

   PIE *bāfiordaži- → OEng. beard- (m.) ‘beard’ (ASaxD. 72).

(c) PIE *gaři- ‘turtle’ (P. 435) appears in two vocalizations:

   PIE *geafil- → Lat. galapago- ‘Schildkröte’ (WH 1:614)
   PIE *gafel- → Gr. γαφέλ- ‘Schildkröte’ (GEW 2:1086)

(d) ṣgafinu- ‘Knie, Ecke, Winkel’ (P. 380-1). In this root, PIE *fi is suggested by the voiced media (palatovelar) and Brugmann’s Law II, implying PIE *gōafnu- for:

Gr. γόνυ- (n.) ‘knee’ (GEW 1:321, γόνυ [sgNA])
RV. jánu- (n.) ‘knee’ (WbRV. 483)
TochA. kanu- (m.) ‘Knie’ (Poucha 51, kanwen [duN])

In the respective zero grade and schwebeablaut forms of Old Anatolian, a voiced aspirate is revealed:

---

⁷⁵¹ Based on OHG. tanne ‘fir’, several scholars (e.g. Adams, MA. 202) have suggested the identification of Hittite items with this ‘tree’. This is quite possible, of course.

⁷⁵² Thus irregular explanations, such as Szemerényi’s (1996:58) “Lat. barba (from *farbā by assimilation)”, are no longer required.
PIE *ǵahnu- *ǵahenu- *ǵahonu- ‘Knief’
Gr. πρό γνυ- (adv.) ‘knielings, auf den Knien’ (GEW 2:605, πρόχνυ)
Hi. ganu- (n.) ‘Knief’ (HEG 1:552, ga-nu-ut [sgI])
Hi. genu- (n.) ‘Knief’ (HEG 1:552, gi-e-nu)
Pal. genu·kat- (n.) ‘ein Fleisch- oder Körperteil’ (DPal. 59)

§17. In terms of these alternations, the following should be observed:
(a) The early claims of analogy (in the broad sense) are outdated due to the existence of regular treatment for the alternation by means of PIE *D+āh, *D+īa.753
(b) In general, the alternations must not be reconstructed mechanically, but the comparative facts should always be taken into account. An example of a violation of the data is included in Cuny’s (1912:119-120) early reconstruction:

*megA- Gr. μέγα (a.) ‘gross’ (GEW 2:189-90, μέγα)
*megA- RV. máh- (a.) ‘gross’ (WbRV. 1013)

A close inspection reveals several defects in the analysis, however:
1. The Greek derivatives (including Gr. μέγεθος, Ιων. μεγέων, and Gr. μέγιστος) imply Neogr. *meğ- (not †megA-), a root of general shape D. The roots D, in turn, are of the form ġ—D or D—ē, the former being implied by Italo-Celtic (cf. Lat. magis WH 2:10, OGaul. magio-rīg- ‘groß-König’, etc.) with Neogr. *a.

2. Containing PIE *h, the root vmaḥē- (Gr. vμέγη- ← *meaḡē and Lat. vmag ← *meaḡē-) is to be separated from RV. máh-, because the latter is now paralleled by Old Anatolian (where no laryngeal appears):

vmeḡē- ‘groß, zahlreich, viel’

OHi. meg- (a.) ‘viel, zahlreich’ (HEG 2:181, me-e-ik [sgNA])
RV. máh- (inf.bs.) ‘herrlich, glücklich, froh sein’ (WbRV. 1011)
gAv. maz- (a.) ‘gross’ (AIWb. 1156, mazā [sgG])

Hittite also coincides with Indo-Iranian in the paralleled extensions *-i- and *-n-:

Hi. meg- (a.) ‘groß’ (HEG 2:181f., me-ik-ki)
RV. máhi- (a.) ‘gross, sehr, hoch, heftig, kräftig’ (WbWV. 1019)
gAv. mazi- (adv.) ‘magis, nach Nachdruck’ (AIWb. 1156)
RV. mahn- (n.) ‘Grösse, Macht, Reichlichkeit’ (WbRV. 1017)
Hi. magnu- (vb.) ‘vermehren, anhäufen’ (HEG 2:99)

The set Hi. g = RV. h = gAv. z defines PIE *mēḡ-, *moḡ-. This is a root to be separated from vmaḥē- (Lat. mag-), based on the difference of the phonetic shapes. Thus, RV. vmah- cannot be directly derived from Gr. μεγ- with the extension PIE *h, as suggested by Cuny. This is shown by the existence of the monoliteral root

---

753 See, for example, Brugmann (Grundr. 2 1:655): “Durch Analogiebildung kam die Ten. asp. an die Stelle der Media in Formen wie Perf. ἤχη zu ἀγα, τεχνή, zu τοβίο.”
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\[\sqrt{m} \text{ 'viel ; wachsen' (ablaut: PIE *mo- *me-)}:\]

| HLu. ma- | (a.) 'viel' (HEG 2:181, ma-pa-\(\ddagger\)a/i 'und viel') |
| H\(\ddagger\). ma- | (vb2A.) 'wachsen, gedeihen, reifen' (HEG 2:91, 166) |

In other words, PIE \(\sqrt{m}\)ma非a and \(\sqrt{m}\)ega非 were built on the root matrix PIE \(\sqrt{m}\)- instead of reflecting a single prototype.

§18. In terms of the treatment of the series Neogr. *D\(\ddagger\)i in the glottalic theory of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (GI), note the following:
(a) According to the glottalic theory, the series D\(\ddagger\)i has aspirated and unaspirated allophones D and D\(\ddagger\)h in free alternation. This basic idea of the glottalic theory is falsified by alternations like Neogr. *bel- (P. 96) and Neogr. *bhal- (P. 120), connected by a schwebeablaut as indicated in:

- PIE *be\(\ddagger\)ial \(\Sigma\)-
  - Gr. \(\beta\epsilon\lambda\tau\alpha\varsigma\)-, RV. başkáya-, RV. bálæ-, etc.
- PIE *b\(\ddagger\)hal \(\Sigma\)-
  - OInd. bhraśa-, etc.
- PIE *b\(\ddagger\)hæal \(\Sigma\)-
  - OIr. ad·bæl-, OIr. balc-, etc.

Numerous similar alternations imply that the alternation, conditioned by the (schwebe)ablaut, is not free.
(b) The glottalic theory claims that in the Italic group the non-aspirated allophone D prevails non-initially (e.g. Lat. medius). Again, there are multiple issues falsifying such a conjecture:

1. Miller (1977a:384) correctly observes that in such cases “[...] the dialect forms are difficult to motivate in any non-ad-hoc way (Osc. loc. sg. f. mefiāi).”
2. Szemerényi (1996:44) points out that Lat. medius is trisyllabic, a property which can be accounted for by positing PIE *med\(\ddagger\)ijio- \(\rightarrow\) PItal. *medi\(\ddagger\)io- \(\rightarrow\) Lat. medius. A regular explanation for the alternation Osc. f : Lat. d and the trisyllabic scansion of Lat. medius thus exists, as a result of which there is no reason to accept the speculations of the glottalicists.
3. As Lat. medius and similar examples can be accounted for with PIE *d(+a ū), the traditional sound law requiring non-initial *d\(\ddagger\)i \(\rightarrow\) Lat. b (Umbr. uerfæle : Lat. uerbole; see Brugmann Grundr2 1:535-7) needs not be contested.

### 4.6.4 Grassmann’s Law and its exceptions

§0. In 1863, Grassmann presented the famous sound law now bearing his name. It is outlined and briefly discussed below.\(^{754}\)

§1. Grassmann’s Law, the deaspiration of one of two adjacent aspirates in Sanskrit and Greek, consists of implications:

\[
\text{Th—Th} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{OInd. T— Th ν Th—T} \quad \text{Gr. T—Th ν Th—T}^{755}
\]

\(^{754}\) According to Collinge (1985:47), the research history of Grassmann’s Law starts from “Raumer (1837:74) [who] may actually have been the first to speculate, as least as to Sanskrit”. See also Mayrhofer (1986:112fn58).
Dh—Dh → OInd. D—Dh v Dh—D Gr. T—Th v Th—T

As pointed out, for instance, by Brugmann, the sound law applies not only to the mediae aspiratae, but to the tenues aspiratae (as well as mixed roots with Th—Dh (OInd. kumbhás : Av. xumba-) and Dh—Th).

§2. The considerable number of instances in which Grassmann’s Law has operated perfectly secures the sound law beyond doubt. On the other hand, there exists a handful of exceptions requiring corrections in order to establish the complete regularity of the law. The methodology used in the identification of the exceptions is the converse of Grassmann’s Law, stating that that if there is a root form not of the shape T—Th or Th—T, then the original was not Th—Th either.

§3. Counterexamples failing to be of form T—Th or Th—T are particularly commonplace in Greek. Since a properly formulated sound law does not allow exceptions, the irregularities must be replaced with etymologies containing only one aspirate (shapes T—Th, Th—T, D—Dh, Dh—D).

§4. The key examples violating Grassmann’s Law and alternative etymologies are detailed below.

(a) Gr. πυθό νο ‘erfragen, usw.’ (GEW 2:625) has been compared to RV. υθυδ-, υθυδ- ‘worauf merken, achten’ (P. 150f.) ever since Grassmann (1863:120). Despite this Gr. πυθονικος does not have an initial aspirate whence the PIE root underlying Greek did not contain two aspirates. Consequently an alternative etymology is to be sought, in this case from the root

\[\text{PIE } \sqrt{\text{pu-}} \quad \text{‘rechnen, denken, fragen’ (P. 827 *peu-)}\]

\[\text{PIE } \sqrt{\text{pu-}}\]

Hi. ga·puai-
Hi. ga·puai-
Gr. νή·πη(θ)ή·
Gr. πυθονο
Hi. punuš-

(vb.) ‘abzählen, denken, usw.’ (HEG 1:493-5)
(vb.) ‘rechnen, denken, usw.’ (HEG 1:493-5)
(a.) ‘unverständig, kindisch’ (GrGr. 1:696, νήπιος)

\[\text{πρ. } \text{‘erfragen, erforschen, vernehmen’ (GEW 2:625)}\]

\[\text{πρ. } \text{‘erfragen, erforschen’ (CHD P. 377f.)}\]

---

755 For the sake of simplicity, only the series Th—Th and Dh—Dh are provided here.
756 For the original formulation of the law, see Grassmann (1863:110-111).
757 Brugmann (Grundr² 1:641) writes: “Tenues und Mediae aspiratae verloren ihre Aspiration, wenn auf sie im Auslaut derselben Silbe oder im Anfang der nächsten Silbe eine Aspirata folgte.” For some examples, see Brugmann (Grundr² 1:641-2).
758 Sturtevant (1941b:10) writes: “Skt. kumbhás ‘pot’ is shown by Av. xumba- ‘pot’ to come from Indo-Iran. kumbhás by dissimilation of aspirates; it cannot be cognate with Gk. χυμήσας ‘cup’.”
759 For exceptions of Grassmann’s Law in Greek, requiring thorough re-examination, see Brugmann (Grundr² 1:652).
PIE *putah-

Lat. putā- (vb.) ‘berechnen, vermuten, denken, usw.’ (WH 2:393)
Gr. πυθ- (vb.) ‘erfahren, erforschen, vernehmen’ (GEW 2:625)

PIE *puti-

LinB. να πυτιό- (a.) ‘unverständlich, kindisch’ (GEW 3:157, na-pu-ti-jo)
Gr. νη πυτιο- (a.) ‘unverständlich, kindisch’ (GEW 1:2:315, νηπτιος)

(b) Gr. πετομα (n.) ‘Tau, Seil’ (GEW 2:492) has been compared to RV. bandh : OInd. bhand- (Gr. πενθεφό-) ever since Grassmann (1863:120). Here again the lack of initial aspirate in Greek would result in a violation of Grassmann’s Law, and one does better by comparing the Greek to a formation without an initial aspirate:

PIE *pohant- ‘binden’ (P. 988 *(s)pen(d)-)

Li. pánti- (f.) ‘Koppelstrick, Spannstrick, Fessel’ (LiEtWb. 537)
OPr. panto (f.) ‘Fessel’ (APrS. 389)
OCS. poto (n.) ‘πέδης : Fessel, Strick’ (Sadnik 641)

(c) Gr. πεθο- (prM.) ‘(ver)trauen, sich verlassen, gehorschen’ (GEW 2:487) has also been compared with Lat. fidō ‘(ver)trauen’ (P. 117) ever since Grassmann (1863:120). However, there is no trace of an initial aspirate in Gr. πιστός (see also Gr. πέπειομέθ) and the etymology does not satisfy the requirement of regularity. Unsurprisingly an alternative etymology can be presented for Greek:

√pi- ‘trust, believe’

PIE √pih-

Lat. pio- (a.) ‘pflichtgemäß handelnd, fromm, usw.’ (WH 2:311)
Lat. piā- (vb.) ‘reinigen, sühnen, besänftigen, ehren’ (WH 2:311)

PIE √pir-

TochA. perák- (a.) ‘pius, credulus’ (Poucha 188)
TochB. perāk- (a.) ‘faithful, trusting’ (DTochB. 395)
Sogd. pyr’k- (a.) ‘believing’ (DTochB. 395)
OIr. hires- (a.) ‘Glaube’ (GOI 19, 69)

PIE √pitah-

Gr. πιθ- (ao.) ‘(ver)trauen, sich verlassen (...’(GEW 2:487)
Gr. πεθο- (ao.) ‘(ver)trauen, sich verlassen (...’(GEW 2:487)
Gr. πεποθ- (pf.) ‘(ver)trauen, sich verlassen (...’ (GEW 2:487)
Gr. πιστό- (a.) ‘treu, verlässig, glaubwürdig’ (GEW 2:487)

(d) Finally, a separate treatment must be presented for the stem

---

760 The acute of Li. pánti- implies PIE *pohanti-, suggesting PIE *pehant- for the Greek.
761 Yet another extension of the root (‘perfect in x’) appears in Gr. πέριεπι- (pf.tr.) ‘überreden, überzeugen’ (GEW 2:487, πέριεπικα [1sg]).
Gr. πϖχό- (a.) ‘dick, feist, wohlgenährt, dicht’ (GEW 2:484).

Since Grassmann (1863:121), the item has been directly compared to

RV. bahú- (a.) ‘dicht(gefüllt), viel, zahlreich’ (WbRV. 902).

Here Gr. α and RV. a assumedly reflect Neogr. *ŋ, a syllabic nasal (cf. P. 127 *bhengh-), structurally inferred from the root variant with nasal:

RV. bántišta- (sup.) ‘der festeste, dichteste, sehr dicht’ (WbRV. 897)
Hi. bagau- (a.) ‘gesamt, vereint, allgemein’ (HHand. 118)

The problem of the traditional reconstruction is twofold. First, the items

Hi. bagau- (c.) ‘multitude, the people, assembly, etc.’ (CHD P:88f.)
RV. baháv- (a.) ‘viel, reichlich, zahlreich’ (WbRV. 902, bahávé [D])

imply PIE *o for the root without nasal. Secondly, the comparative of Gr. πϖχό-

Gr. πόοοον (comp.a.) ‘dicker’ (GEW 2:484, πόοοονα [sgA])

lacks initial aspiration, proving that Gr. π- is not identical with RV. bh- (the converse of Grassmann’s Law). This which leaves PIE *peahגר as the sole reconstructive possibility for Greek, therefore standing in schwebeablaut relation to

Neogr. *bhôghou- ≡ Hi. bagau- = RV. baháv-.

§5. Sanskrit and Greek preserve a handful of forms with two successive aspirates, and thus are true exceptions to Grassmann’s Law. These remnants can be understood as a direct confirmation of the original existence of two-aspirated roots, illustrated here by:

Neogr. *steigh- (P. 1017-1018)

Gr. στήγ- (f.) ‘Glied(er), Reihe(n)’ (GEW 2:783, στῆχδζ, στῆχδς)
OLInd. ati śṭigh- (vb.) ‘überschreiten’ (EWA 2:761, atisṭigham [inf.])
Gr. στεґ(χό) (vb.) ‘marschieren, steigen, ziehen’ (GEW 2:783)

With this data, Greek and Sanskrit are the only languages preserving the distinction between Neogr. *t and *th after *s. Furthermore, both can be seen to have been affected by Grassmann’s Law (i.e. the traditional reconstruction is ambiguous). In addition to Neogr. *steigh-, also Neogr. *stheigh- is possible. The latter is actually confirmed by the initial aspirate of the stem:

OLInd. ati śṭigh- (vb.) ‘überschreiten’ (Hiersche 1964:46).

This form (and those similar to it) with two successive aspirates apparently dates back to a form of language preceding Grassmann’s Law (or to a dialect that avoided it) without challenging the law as a whole.

762 Thus, for instance, Gr. ἀπαλός ‘blind’ contains PGr. *Th—Th. For this and some other examples in Greek, see Mayrhofer (1986:115), including literature.
§6. For the incompatibility of the glottalic hypothesis and Grassmann’s Law, see the discussion and literature presented by Collinge (1985:263-4).

4.6.5 Bartholomae’s Law and its generalization

§0. The internal analysis of the participle type OInd. labdha- was understood already by the Sanskrit grammarians, but Bartholomae’s demonstration of a similar development in Gāthā-Avestan gave the sound change the status of an Indo-Iranian sound law. Though the sound law itself is flawless, Miller’s remarks claiming a connection between Bartholomae’s Law and Meillet’s root constraint deserve closer attention. With a careful analysis of both, it is possible to formulate a generalized version of Bartholomae’s Law (II) that applies to all cognates simultaneously.

§1. According to Bartholomae’s Law of aspirates in Sanskrit and in Gāthā-Avestan,

“[...] wenn in der wortbildung oder – flexion ein tönender aspirirter mit einem tonlosen geräuschlaut zusammentrifft, so wird letzterer tönend und unternimmt des ersten aspiration.”

In terms of attempts to generalize the development of Bartholomae’s Law (formally DḥT → DḥD → DDḥ) for the rest of the Indo-European languages, it suffices to quote Szemerényi (1996:102), who still correctly writes, “There are no convincing examples outside Aryan.”

§2. The most noteworthy issues related to Bartholomae’s Law are listed below.

(a) As correctly mentioned by Bartholomae, the sound change underlying the law (DḥT) consists of two parts:
   1. The contamination (or progressive assimilation) of voice from DḥT to DḥD.
   2. The progressive transfer of aspiration from DḥD to DDḥ.

(b) The transfer of laryngeal also took place in voiceless aspirates (from ThT to TTh in Sanskrit), but not in Iranian due to fricativization.

(c) By accounting for the lost unaccented PIE *a, the full development of Bartholomae’s Law can be written as follows:

763 For example, Grassmann (1863:119) contrasted Sanskrit with Greek: “skt. lab-dhás aus labh+ta-s, griech. γραμμτ-ς aus γραφ-ς+το-ς [...]”
764 For the law, see Bartholomae (1882, 1883:48, §124, 1885:206) and Collinge 1985:7.
765 See Miller (1977a:365): “When Bartholomae published his famous article in 1885, Indo-European scholars immediately set out to find more examples from other IE languages, among them Germanic (cf. Brugmann 1897:1.625).”
766 For various attempts to generalize Bartholomae’s Law (e.g. Bennett 1966), see Collinge (1985:7-11).
767 Thus, against Ejerhed’s (1981:146) suggestion, Bartholomae’s Law involves more than just a movement of /h/. See Collinge (1985:9).
768 See Collinge’s (1985:264) interesting analysis: “[...] we could put together the Indian phoneticians’ analysis of /dh/ etc. as having ‘voice plus breath’ and their concept of abhinidhanā (non-release of prior segments in clusters); for then [ddh] is just the outcome we expect (cf. Allen 1953:34-35, 71-72).”
§3. Miller (1977a) interprets Bartholomae’s Law as a special case of Meillet’s root constraint. The correctness of this view can be seen in the context of a general formulation of Bartholomae’s Law for all cognates. Thus, if the starting point of Bartholomae’s Law (DhT) is written in a root constraint form (D—h—T), there are two outcomes in the Indo-European languages:

(a) D—h—T → D—h—D. With the transfer of the aspirate (→ D—D—h), this reflects the classical formulation of Bartholomae’s Law for Sanskrit and Gāthā-Avestan (e.g. in OInd. lubdha- (pt.) ‘gierig, habsüchtig’ (KEWA 3:107)).

(b) D—h—T → D—Ø—T. With the loss of the voiced aspirate, this reflects the typical outcome of the starting point of Bartholomae’s Law in the rest of the group (→ T—Ø—T) (e.g. Gr. λαπτό- (pf.pt.) ‘τούλα, πόρνη’ (GEW 2:146)).

Being thus, the developments (a) and (b) can be combined into a single formulation, Bartholomae’s Law II, that unites all branches in a single development, as indicated in the table below:

| PIE *DhT | D—h—T | (phase I) |
| D—h—D | D—Ø—T | (phase II) |
| DDh | (Indo-European) TT | (phase III) |
|       |     (RV. and gAv.) | (Gr., Lat. etc.) |

Bartholomae’s Law can be understood as the counterpart of the root constraint for Dh—T, owing to the identity of the patterns before the transfer of the aspiration:

| PIE *Dh—T | Dh—D | D—T | (root constraint) |
| PIE *Dh—T | Dh—D (DDh) | D—T | (Bartholomae’s Law) |

§4. In contrast to Miller’s valuable ideas, the glottalic theory is incompatible with Bartholomae’s Law (Collinge 1985:263-264). The assumed free variation of Neogr. *Dh ≡ *D(h) : D results in reconstructive chaos as the comparatively inferred aspiration is left without any proper prototype (see Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1995 passim).

### 4.7 Summary of the Decem-Taihun isogloss

#### 4.7.1 Summary of the series Th : D : Dh in System PIE

§0. The absence of the segmental laryngeal PIE *h in the Neogrammari-an system and the failure of its phonetic interpretation (≡ PIE *h/fi) in the laryngeal theory did not support a solution in any of the historical theories of the problem of the four plosive series Th : D : Dh. With the interpretation of the cover symbol PIE *h ≡ PIE *h/fi,
the origin of the series T : Th : D : Dh can be inferred based on the comparative method.

§1. The Proto-Indo-European plosives *k ≠ *p ≠ *t occupied the velar, labial and dental places of articulation. PIE *h, the voiceless allophone of the cover symbol PIE *h, had no effect on the voice of the plosives PIE *k *p *t.

§2. From the series *k p t, the series tenues aspiratae Th ≡ Neogr. *kh ph th emerged when followed by diphonemic PIE *ah and PIE *ha:

PIE *kah *kha PIE *pah *pha PIE *tah *tha.

Though the series Neogr. Th is segmentally analyzable, it also has comparative content since correspondences with Th are actually attested in the Indo-European languages.

§3. PIE *h, the voiced allophone of the cover symbol PIE *h, yielded the series (un aspirated) mediae D ≡ PIE *g b d from PIE *k p t in the environments indicated in:

PIE *h—g *g—h PIE *h—b *b—h PIE *h—d *d—h.

Though the series D, appearing only in h—D and D—h, is strictly speaking also secondary, the conditions for the alternation PIE *h : h remain to be identified. Accordingly, the traditional notation PIE *g b d remains meaningful, not least because it is the one attested in Indo-European.

§4. The series mediae aspiratae Dh ≡ Neogr. *gh bh dh emerged from the series PIE *k p t (and PIE *g b d) when followed by diphonemic PIE *ah *ha:

PIE *gah *gha PIE *bah *bha PIE *dah *dha.

§5. Taken together, the sole items required for the reconstruction of the Neogrammarian four-term plosive system T : Th : D : Dh are the unaspirated series PIE *k p t and diphonemic PIE *ha ah with voiceless (PIE *h) and voiced (PIE *h) values of the laryngeal, as summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neogr. *k p t</th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>*k</th>
<th>*p</th>
<th>*t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *kh ph th</td>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*kah *kha</td>
<td>*pah *pha</td>
<td>*tah *tha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *g b d</td>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*h—k *k—h</td>
<td>*h—p *p—h</td>
<td>*h—t *t—h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neogr. *gh bh dh</td>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*kah *kha</td>
<td>*pah *pha</td>
<td>*tah *tha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, therefore, the problem of the four series T : Th : D : Dh can be simplified to the emergence of the voiced PIE *h from its voiceless counterpart PIE *h.

Though the conditions of the alternation PIE *h : h remain unknown, the alternation is well documented. It is reflected in full variation T : Th : D : Dh, for instance, in:
(a) The root h—T (in PIE *meahsto—)

Gr. μαστός- (m.) ‘Brustwarze’ (GEW 2:183, μαστός)
ModPers. mäst- (sb.) ‘saure Milch’ (P. 694)
(b) The root h—D (in PIE *meafizdo-)

Gr. μαδό- (m.) ‘Brustwarze’ (GEW 2:183, μαδός)
RV. médy- (pr4.) ‘fett werden’ (WbRV. 1042, médyantu [3pl])

(c) The root h—Th (in PIE *meahstah-) and/or h—Dh (in PIE *meafizdaft-)

Gr. μαθό- (m.) ‘Brustwarze’ (GEW 2:183, μαθός)\(^{769}\)

Such variants are directly measurable, and it is possible that we will be capable of identifying the conditions for voicing of the laryngeal in the future.

§6. Finally, I would like to note that the segmental analysis of the four series should not be understood as suggesting that the early concepts ‘tenues’, ‘tenues aspiratae’, ‘mediae’ and ‘mediae aspiratae’ are erroneous or non-existent. The Indo-European material requires four series as outcomes of the earlier proto-forms. Owing to this comparative content, the four series will continue to have a key role in the postulation of correspondences.

### 4.7.2 Evaluation of the Decem-Taihun theories

§0. Regarding the evaluation of the theoretical approaches to the Decem-Taihun isogloss, I would like to make the following concluding remarks.

§1. Owing to the absence of the Old Anatolian laryngeal (Hi. ḥ), as well as its comparative interpretation as PIE *h/ɦ, the Neogrammarians lacked the proper tools for solving the problem of the four series T : Th : D : Dh.

§2. The promising segmental start of Saussure (OInd. th = *t+’) was sidetracked by the multiplication of laryngeals ³E ³A ³O, which misdirected the study from the properties of Hi. ḥ and its reconstruction PIE *h : *ɦ to secondary deductions. After Hi. ḥ was interpreted as a single phoneme (A = ḥ₂), usually understood as a voiceless velar fricative, and the feature voice was associated by Kuryłowicz with ³O (≡ ³h₃), it was no longer possible to conceive that the alternations of voice could be traced back to a single item PIE *h/ɦ appearing in etymologically connected words.

§3. In terms of the glottalic theory, the problem does not lie in the sound laws, but Murphy’s Law, according to which “Everything that can go wrong, will go wrong”. By projecting an isomorphic alternative of an inconsistent theory, another inconsistent theory was produced. From a broader perspective, the critics such as Back (1979), who pointed out the loss of contact between the typological speculations and the data, and Dunkel (1981), who demanded that typology should follow reconstruction, are correct. In addition, the glottalic theory is disappointing for its lack of insight into the real phenomena underlying Meillet’s root constraints, the Proto-Indo-European

---

\(^{769}\) Another example of the alternation, but exclusively with a voiced laryngeal (PIE *ɦ) is preserved in *tefanγšu- (OIr. tenge), *dehanγšu- (Lat. dingga) and *dhaenγšu- (Osc. fianua), all with the identical meaning of ‘tongue’.
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voice and aspiration. The outcome is reconstructive chaos, resulting from the loss of the relation between the reconstruction and the data.

§4. In contrast, the root constraint theory of Meillet and Magnusson, further developed by Miller, leads to a complete solution of the Decem-Taifun isogloss when strengthened with the segmental laryngeal PIE *h : *f. The earlier conjectures concerning the root constraint and Bartholomae’s Law can be confirmed and complete regularity in the data ensues. Accordingly, this option will become the basis of coherent Indo-European reconstruction theories in the future.

4.8 Centum-Satem isogloss or the three velar series

4.8.1 General remarks on the Centum-Satem isogloss

§0. Three places of articulation for Proto-Indo-European velars were proven by the Neogrammarians: the plain velars *k, etc. (Grundr² 1:569-586); the labiovelars *kʷ, etc. (Grundr² 1:586-622); and the palatovelars *ç, etc. (Grundr² 1:542-569). In the 20th century, progress was made in the study of the velar system by various researchers whose achievements are combined into a unified theory in this chapter.

§1. The reconstruction of the PIE velars begins with Schleicher, who postulated a single series (for example, see Mayrhofer 2004:43) for all three variants. However, as mentioned by Allen (1978:87), “Schleicher (1866:162ff.) [...] attempted, and inevitably failed, to formulate [Satem vs. Centum] ‘rules’ [...]”, and thus was forced to leave the development of the reconstruction to the Neogrammarians.

§2. There is a general agreement that the comprehensive solution to the Centum-Satem problem was finally presented by Bezzenberger in his article, *Die indogermanischen Gutturalreihen* (1890:234-260). Tischler credits Bezzenberger not only for the formulation of the theory but for an adequate preliminary presentation of the material, establishing the three series (the plain velars, the labiovelars and the palatovelars) and distinguishing between the Centum and Satem languages.

---

770 The PIE velars are also referred to as ‘gutturals’, ‘dorsals’ and ‘tectals’ (for terminology, see Szemerényi 1996:58). Though I favor the unambiguous term ‘tectal’, for reasons of research history it felt more natural here to use the conventional ‘labiovelars’ (instead of ‘labiotectals’ and so forth).

771 See Allen (1978:89) and Tischler (1990:65-66), and note the contemporaneous contributions of Wharton, Bugge, Osthoff and von Bradke.

772 Tischler (1990:65) writes: “Das Hauptverdienst kommt dabei zweifellos A. Bezzenberger zu, der nicht nur die Theorie formulierte, sondern auch das einschlägige Material ausführlich diskutierte.”

773 Bezzenberger (1890:244) writes: “[...] es bestanden in der gemeinsamen grundlage aller ‘sprachen mit labialisierung’ neben der alten ç-reiche eine q- und eine k-reihe [...].” For his own summary of the developments, see Bezzenberger (1890:259).

774 Bezzenberger (1890:260) continues: “In den arischen sprachern, dem Litu-Slavischen, Phrygischen, Armenischen und Albanischen sind also die k- und die q-reihe, in den übrigen indogermanischen sprachen die ç- und die k-reihe zusammengefallen.”
§3. Bezzenerberger’s reconstruction was accepted by Brugmann, who postulated the classical system of twelve velars in the second edition of Grundriss (1897):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T:</th>
<th>TA:</th>
<th>M:</th>
<th>MA:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pure velars</td>
<td>*k</td>
<td>*kh</td>
<td>*g</td>
<td>*gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labiovelars</td>
<td>*kʰ</td>
<td>*kʰh</td>
<td>*gʰ</td>
<td>*gʰh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatovelars</td>
<td>*k</td>
<td>*kʰh</td>
<td>*g</td>
<td>*gh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§4. The subsequent developments of the velars in the Indo-European languages are well known, and it suffices to exemplify these with the voiceless unaspirated series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k/c</td>
<td>k/č</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k’/č</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*kʰ</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>k/c</td>
<td>k/č</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k’/č</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>π/τ</td>
<td>hʷ</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*k</td>
<td>z⁷⁷⁵</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entire body of Indo-European material results from this array of proto-phonemes with two sets of sound laws (called the first and second palatalization).⁷⁷⁶

§5. The law of palatals (das Palatalgesetz)⁷⁷⁷ or the second palatalization was “floating in the air”, thanks to conditions created by the reinigorated study of the Proto-Indo-European vowel system initiated by the Neogrammarians.⁷⁷⁸ According to this law, the plain velars and labiovelars Neogr. *k, *kʰ, etc. became affricates (RV. c, gAv. č, etc.) before front vowels Neogr. *e, č, etc. in languages belonging to its domain. The discovery would constitute a key part of the wider shift from the Paleogrammarian Sanskrito-centric paradigm to the Neogrammarian one. Historically, a number of authors (including Thomsen, Verner, Schmidt, Tegner, Saussure, and Collitz) claimed the authorship of the law.⁷⁷⁹ For my sake, I agree with the contemporary testimony of Verner (apud Collinge 1985:135), according to whom the law was an overripe fruit. Accordingly, the question of Prioritätsrecht needs not concern us here.⁷⁸⁰

§6. The few irregularities of the second palatalization can be split into two categories: those lacking the expected palatalization and those with an unexpected one. Both are briefly sketched below.

---

⁷⁷⁵ The affricate CLu. z corresponds to HLu. s in Luwian.

⁷⁷⁶ In Tocharian, already recognized as a Centum language by Pedersen (1931:318), the four series and three rows collided together. The sole outcome, PToch. *k, was subsequently preserved unless followed by a palatal.

⁷⁷⁷ On the law of palatals, see Szemerényi (1967:68fn1).

⁷⁷⁸ Already Benfey (1837:911) had preferred the Greek vowel system as more original. Certainly, Amelung’s (1871) claim that /e/ and /a/ had merged in Skt. a could not have been without impact for the genesis of the law.


⁷⁸⁰ For an influential contemporary account of Palatalgesetz, see Osthoff 1886.
(a) Contrary to expectations, PIIr. *ki, *gi, *ghi have been preserved in some examples.

1. Some apparent exceptions can be regularly treated with PIE *ɨ (Neog. *ə) colliding with PIE *i in Indo-Iranian, except for being neutral in the second palatalization. See, for example, OInd. kiṇa = Lat. callo- from PIE *kāhlo-.

2. In another class of counterexamples, PIE *ah, ḥa + PIE *i has neutralized the palatal in Sanskrit, but not in Avestan:

PIE *Kahī, Khāi → OInd. ki, Av. čī.

In both cases, the exceptions are regular and simultaneously provide an additional criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *ḫa and PIE *aḥ.

(b) An unexpected palatalization (OInd. c, etc.) occasionally appears in a non-palatalizing environment in Sanskrit. Some examples of this are OInd. cārnā- ‘feiner Staub, Meh’ and OInd. yācṇā- (f.) ‘Bitte’ with the apparent outcome of second palatalization before a non-front phoneme. To my knowledge, no explanation exists in the framework of established sound laws.

§7. The first palatalization of the palatovelars Neog. *k kh ġ gh was clarified by Bezzenberger and von Bradke (1890:63f., 107f.), with the latter coining the terms Centum and Satem (for a summary of developments, see Grundr2 1:542). According to Brugmann (Grundr2 1:543), the isogloss consists of the fact that:


§8. Direct support for the existence of three velar series in Proto-Indo-European has been pointed out on the basis of Albanian, Armenian and Anatolian.

(a) According to Pedersen, the three velar series have survived before front vowels in Albanian. Pedersen’s proof, to quote Allen (1978:91), consists of a rule according to which:

“[…] in Albanian generally (as in the satem languages) *k and k* merge as k, and *k > th [p]: but before a front vowel *k* is apparently palatalized to give a fricative s, whereas *k here retains a plosive or affricate value as q [c(c)].”

Pedersen’s suggestion (see Tischler 1990:73) was accepted by Brugmann (1904:157f.) and continues to be supported by Orel (2000:66), thus suggesting that the labiovelars did not completely merge with plain velars in Albanian, and thereby also pointing to three original series within the Satem group.

(b) Pisani (1950:165-167) suggests that three series have been preserved in Armenian in Arm. k’erem (Gr. kεř eofo), and Arm. č’ork ‘vier’.

---

782 Pedersen (1900:306) writes: “Besonders hervorzuheben ist aber, dass das Albanische die einzige indogermanische sprache ist, welche alle drei gutturalreihen auseinanderhält.”
783 For a wider set of Armenian examples, see Tischler (1990:77-78).
correctness of Pisani’s conjecture can be proven, because especially in the series mediae aspiratae there is no other choice but to reconstruct Arm. g j j ← Neogr. *gh gh gʰh.

(c) Most importantly, however, the three series are now synchronically preserved in Anatolian, especially in Luwian (both Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic) with oppositions k : ku : z, but also in Lycian (both A and B), and possibly in Lydian as well.

§9. Several researchers have claimed the existence of Satem languages in Anatolian: Thus, already according to Meriggi (1936:257ff.) and Bonfante & Gelb (1944:169ff.) Lycian and Hieroglyphic Luwian are Satem languages.\(^7\) These views, recently rigorously defended by Melchert (1989) and Tischler (1990), are based on reliable comparative evidence, including several well-known Indo-European roots:

(a) HLu. suani- ‘dog’ (see Melchert 1989:201- and Tischler 1990:81) is compared with root P. 631-3, including an identical *i-extension in OPr. suni- (m.) ‘Hund’ (APrS. 441).

(b) HLu. surni- ‘horn’ (see Melchert 1989:201-2 and Tischler 1990:83-4) is identical with ORun. horna- (n.) ‘horn’, Go. haurnja- (vb.) ‘blow a horn’ (GoEtD. 180) and related forms, all with the palatovelar (P. 574-577).


(d) CLu. zarpi- ‘ein Übel das den Menschen befällt’, Ḥi. karpi- ‘Groll, Wut, Zorn’ (Tischler 1990:88). Though no cognates outside Old Anatolian have been identified, Tischler’s comparison (HEG 1:515f.) is acceptable both formally and semantically.

(e) CLu. zarza ‘liver’ or ‘heart’ (?). Depending on the translation, we may compare either Ḥi. karat- ‘innards’ (Melchert 1989:196-7), HLu. zarza ‘heart’, or both (Tischler HEG 1:499f., HHand. 73). Thus, at least the Hieroglyphic Luwian form matches with Indo-Iranian *i-stem in:

RV. hárdi- (n.) ‘Herz, Eingeweide, Bauch’ (WbRV. 1661, hárdi)
RV. hrđi špěš- (a.) ‘das Herz berührend, erfreuend’ (WbRV. 1679)
HLu. zarza- (n.) ‘heart’ (CHLu. 10.20.11, za+ra/i-za)

(f) CLu. zia- ‘lie, be placed’ (Melchert 1989:195-6) and Lyc. siyeñi (Tischler 1990:85, 87) correspond with the well-known root P. 539f., including:

Pal. kei- (vb.) ‘liegen’ (DPal. 59, ki-i-ta-ar [3sg])
Ḥi. kei- (vb.) ‘liegen, gelegt sein’ (HEG 1:568-9, ki-it-ta-ri [3sg])
LAv. say- (aoM.) ‘(da)liegen’ (AIWb. 1571, saête [3sg])

(g) The figura etymologica HLu. uazana uazihana [1pl] ‘request a request’ (see Melchert 1989:198 and Tischler 1990:87) belongs to the root P. 1135 *uek-

Ḥi. uek- (vb1.) ‘wünschen, erbitten, verlangen’ (HHand. 200)

\(^7\) On the research history of Satem elements in Anatolian, see Gusmani (1969:281ff.) and Melchert 1989.
RV. váś- (pr2.) ‘wünschen, verlangen, wollen’ (WbRV. 1226-7)
Gr. ἡεχώντ- (ao.pt.) ‘freiwillig’ (GEW 1:479, Locr. ἡεχῶν [sgN])

(h) HLu. uaza- (vb.) ‘carry, drive, transport (by chariot)’ (CHLu. 2.11.7, PES2(-)wəl-za-ha [1sg]) can compared to the root *ueğh- (P. 1118-20), including the items:
Pamph. ἡἑχο- (vb1.) ‘hintragen, darbringen’ (GEW 2:604)
RV. váha- (prA.) ‘fahren, herbeifahren, bringen’ (WbRV. 1240)

(i) Ḥi. karauar ‘Horn’ = CLu. zarwani ‘id.’ is compared by Tischler (1990:84,88) to the items belonging to the root PIE *krou- ‘Horn’

LAv. srav- (sb.) ‘Horn’ (AIWb. 1647, srav[plA])
Gr. δῆχο(φ)о- (a.) ‘forked, cloven’ (LSJ. 430)
TochA. kroñiše (sb.) ‘apis’ (Poucha 92)
TochA. kroren- (sb.) ‘lunae falx’ (Poucha 93, kroren)
OGaul. su-áraripin- (PN.) ‘good-horn (?)’ (ACSS. 2:1654)

(j) Lyc. sînta ‘hundert’ (for the meaning, see Tischler 1990:85) is connected to:

LAv. dîri-sant- (f.) ‘dreissig’ (AIWb. 810, dîrisašča [sgN])
Lat. cento- (n.sg.) ‘hundert’ (WH 1:200-1, centum [sgNA])
TochB. kante- (num.) ‘centum’ (MA. 405, DTOchB. 139)
Gr. ζυάκ τοντα- (num.) ‘dreissig’ (LSJ. 1815, Schwzyer, GrGr. 1:592)
Gr. ἱκαντ- (num.) ‘20’ (Schwzyer, GrGr. 1:591, ἱκαντιν)

(k) Lyc. sidi ‘Ehemann’: CLu. ziti- ‘Mann’ with Lyc. s = CLu. z can imply PIE *k in a formation belonging to the root P. *kei- ‘liegen’ (see Tischler 1990:85fn91), though in the absence of a direct parallel the semantics remains uncertain.

(l) CLu. za- (dem.pr.) : HLu. za- : Ḥi. ka- ‘this’ and CLu. zi- (dem.pr.) : HLu. zi- : Ḥi. ki- ‘this’ (Tischler 1990:87) are related to the Indo-European demonstratives, such as Li. ši- ‘dieser’ (P. 609-10) and/or Lat. ho- ‘dieser’, etc.

§10. Evidence for the Anatolian Satem languages is gaining more substantiation with the progress of comparison, and I would like to contribute to the effort with some additional comparisons:

(a) CLu. zaršia- ‘Geleitbrief’, already compared to Ḥi. karši- ‘gut, richtig, zutreffend’ by Tischler (1990:88), can be further compared to:

TochA. kārs- (prA.) ‘scire’ (Poucha 70, kārsińc [optA])
TochA. ʃārs- (pretA.) ‘scire’ (Poucha 70, šarsā)
TochB. karsa- (prA.) = Skt. अज्ञातम (DTOchB. 166, karsatsi [inf.])


---

785 CLu. a-a-aš-ša- ‘Mund’ belongs with Ḥi. aieš- (n.) ‘Mund’ (Obl. iš-). Both roots had an original PIE *i (cf. Lat. pe-ierā-), which is therefore to be distinguished from HLu. ašaza- (vb.) ‘sprechen’.

---
Fär. siga- (vb.) ‘sagen, mitteilen’ (ANEtWb. 459)
HLu. a šaza- (vb.) ‘speak’ (Melchert 1989:198-9, Tischler 1990:87)
OLcl. saga- (f.) ‘Erzählung, Bericht, Saga’ (ANEtWb. 459)
OPers. hazāna- (sb.) ‘tongue’ (OldP. 214-5, hazānam [sgA])
OLcl. segja- (vb.) ‘sagen, mitteilen’ (ANEtWb. 467, segjan [inf.])
(c) HLU. zašali- (a.) ‘angry’ (see Melchert 1989:199, HLU. IRA(-)za-sa-li-sà) can be compared to a Slavonic formation without etymology:

OCS. u žasū- (m.) ‘Furcht, Schrecken’ (Sadnik 1155)
OCS. u žasa- (vb.) ‘erschrecken, verwirren’ (Sadnik 1155)
OCS. prežasa- (vb.) ‘bestürzt machen, erschrecken’ (Sadnik 1155)

Both formations have a regular derivation: OCS. žasū- ← PSlav. *zjaso- ← Neogr. *għēso-, and HLU. zašali- ← Neogr. *għōs-ōli. 786
(d) CLu. zaria- (a.) ‘stürmisch’ (HEG 1:509, za-ar-ri-a-an-za ÍDms, an-za [plA]) has been compared to Hi. garit- ‘flood’ already by Tischler (HEG K:281; see also Melchert 1989:190). A further connection with the Balto-Slavonic formation

Li. ežera- (m.) ‘See’ (LiEtWb. 125)
OCS. jezerū- (m.) ‘See’ (LiEtWb. 125)
Li. āžera- (m.) ‘See’ (LiEtWb. 125)
Rus. ózero (n.) ‘See’ (APrS. 304)
OPr. asara- (n.) ‘See’ (APrS. 304, assaran)

is possible, because a prothetic prefix PIE *e·o· can be postulated for the items.

§11. Melchert (1989:204) summarizes the situation of Old Anatolian reflexes of velars as follows:

“It is obvious that by the strict tenets of the comparative method Luvian requires reconstructing three sets of velars [= k : ku : z] for PIE, supporting evidence from Albanian and Armenian [...]”

Melchert’s view is supported by Mayrhofer and others,787 and as the results coincide with the classical (Neogrammarian) theory,788 this is the most suitable starting point in explaining the facts (see Tischler).789

§12. Despite the actual existence of three velar series, doubts have been cast on every one of the trio Neogr. *k kʷ ḳ,790 and the respective eliminations attempted through

---

786 For OCS. ž from PSlav. *žij cf. OCS. župilu- (m.) ‘Schweif’ and OCS. župeľ ‘id.’ and their respective *e/o-grades OCS. župilù ‘id.’ and OCS. zupelù ‘id.’ (Sadnik 1179), etc.
787 See Mayrhofer (1989 [Lg. 65]:138): “I would prefer this hypothesis of three reflexes from three PIE dorsals (see Mayrhofer 1986:105f., and the references there.)” Thus the rejection of Satem forms (1st palatalization) in Anatolian (see Szemerényi 1996:148) cannot be sustained.
788 For the classical model and its wide support, see Tischler (1990:67-69 & fn24-25).
790 Thus, for example, Hirt (1906: 388) denies the three series in Albanian.
all possible distributions (PIE *k kʰ, PIE *k ḳ, and PIE *k̪, k̪ʰ). 791 I offer a brief survey of each attempt in connection with the respective velar, though I readily agree with Cavoto (2001:50-51):

“[…] we should be clear that nobody has been able to devise a system, based on two phonemic realization of each series, complete with rules determining the phonetic realization of each series in every context, that would account for all the data.”

§13. Ever since Laroche’s preliminary remarks (1954:123 & 1963:77ff.), a possible loss of velars in Luwian has occasionally been mentioned. 792 Today the improved level of the material allows us to settle the matter once and for all, as the alleged lost velars can be compared to Indo-European forms also lacking velars. A brief survey of the alleged loss of velars includes:

(a) CLu. išari- ‘Hand’ (DLL. 52-3, Lyc. izre ‘Hand’, Blyk 1:71) has been compared to Hi. gešar- ([UZU]c.) ‘Hand’ (HEG 1:558f., HHand. 78, 80, ki-eš-šar [N]). The etymology has to be abandoned, because Lyc. z does not permit PIE *s, which in turn is certain in Hi. gešar (cf. Gr. χεσὸ ‘Hand’, etc., P. 447). 793 Furthermore, PIE *i- is possible for Lycian and Luwian, which we may compare to OCl. iōja- ‘do’ = HLu. izia- ‘do, make’ within the framework of the established sound laws.

(b) CLu. imaraši- (a.) ‘of field’ (DLL 52-53) has been compared with Hi. gimara- ‘open field’ (Li. žêmê, P. 414-6). However, this does not prove a loss of velar because Luwian may be compared with Lat. ţm- (sup.) ‘der unterste’ (WH 1:685-6), Lat. ţimus (adv.) ‘aus dem Grunde’, which also is without velar. 794

(c) CLu. paraia- (a.) ‘high’ (DLL. 78, pár-ra-ia-an-zá [plA]) has been compared to Hi. parga- (a.) ‘high, lofty, tall, elevated’. A loss of velar in Luwian remains unproven, because it is also absent in the Celtic *i-extension, similar to Luwian:

O Gaul. βους- (f.) ‘Berg’ (ACSS. 1:530)
O Gaul. sado-bria- (f.) ‘cf. sodo-brigá’ (ACSS. 2:1283, sadobria [sgN])

Thus, a root with alternative extensions is attested instead of a single item.

(d) CLu. deiamic- ‘earth’ (DLL 97, ti-ia-am-mi-iś [sgN]) has been compared to Hi. degan (HEG 3:292-300). However, we may connect Luwian with Alb. dhe- (m.f.n.) ‘earth, land’ (AlbEtD. 80), where the loss of velar is impossible:

PIE *dahioio- → Alb. dhe- (m.f.n.) ‘earth, land’
PIE *dahioio -mi- → CLu. deiamic- (c.) ‘earth’

791 The erroneous motivation for the elimination is summarized by Allen (1978:91): “The absence of more than two reflexes in any one languages is expressly cited as one objection to the triadic reconstruction by Burrow (1955:75) and Kuryłowicz (1956:356; 1973:64).”

792 For a summary discussion and the suggested restriction of the loss allegedly applying to the voiced velars PIE *g(h) → *h(h), see Melchert (1989:184-187).

793 Cf. Lyc. z = Hi. z in Lyc. hrzzi- ‘upper’: Hi. šarazia- ‘id’ from PIE *dah- or *dḥaj-.

794 Note also that in Li. lyd Ḣma- (m.) ‘Rodeland’ (LiEtWb. 364), Li. v/lyd- ‘Rode’ appears with a suffix Li. Ḣma- ‘Land’.
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(e) CLu. maia- (a.) ‘groß, viel, zahlreich’ (HEG 2:92, ma-ia-aš [sgN]) has been compared with Hi. megi- ‘gross’ (cf. RV. mahi-). This conclusion is not obligatory, because a parallel extension appears in RV. nabhas-maia- (a.) ‘wasserreich’ (WbRV. 709). This is compatible with the fact that the shortest form of the root has no extension at all:

PIE *mo- ‘viel; wachsen’

HLu. ma- (a.) ‘viel’ (HEG 2:181, ma-pa-wai ‘und viel’)
Hi. ma- (vb2A.) ‘wachsen, gedeihen, reifen’ (HEG 2:91, 166)

(f) Hi. egu- – agu- ‘trinken’ (Lat. ebrio- ‘trunken’, Gr. νήθος) has been compared with CLu. u- ‘trinken’.\(^\text{795}\) This is uncertain due to the possible connection of Luwian and the formation illustrated here:

Hi. uet- (.) ‘Wasser’ (HHand. 203, uiti [L])
Hi. uatar- (n.) ‘Wasser’ (HHand. 199)
Pal. uatan- (n.) ‘Wasser’ (DPal. 79, ua-at-ta-na [sgDL])

(g) Finally, against the assumption of the loss of velars in Luwian, one should note that the velars are preserved in Luwian. Accordingly, the loss would violate the principle of the regularity of sound change.\(^\text{796}\)

4.8.2 The plain velars Neogr. *k kh g gh

§0. The plain velar series (Neogr. *k kh g gh, Grundr\(^2\) 1:569-586) has already been discussed in connection with other plosives. The series is analyzable like dentals and labials, and a few remarks concerning the series as a system will be made below.

§1. Neogr. *k is attested in examples such as:
(a) PIE *kehak-, *kohak- ‘verhöhnen’ (P. 634 *kāk-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OHG.</td>
<td>huohō-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘Spott, Hohn’ (GEW 1:837)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>ἅρπαδ-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘schmächtend, höhnend’ (GEW 1:837)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>ἅρπαπο</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘verhöhnen, schmähen’ (GEW 1:837)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *keahl-, *koahl- ‘call’ (P. 548-550)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>calā-</td>
<td>(pr1.) ‘aus-, zusammenrufen’ (WH 1:141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>kala-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘to sound, to count’ (MonWil. 260)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiol.</td>
<td>χάλη-</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘(herbei)rufen, nennen’ (P. 548-550)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) PIE *keahn-, *koahn- ‘schlagen, töten, graben, usw.’ (P. 559 + 634)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPers.</td>
<td>ni-kan-</td>
<td>(ao.) ‘destroy, obliterate’ (OldP. 178, ni-kan̄tu [3sg])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{795}\) Note that Tischler provides an ambiguous stem CLu. uti- (sb.) ‘Trank’ or (vb.) ‘trinken’ (HHand. 189, utiš [sgN] or [2pers]).

\(^{796}\) Cf. HLu. uaza- : Lat. Uehō, etc. See also Melchert (1989:186): “[...] the conditioning for velar loss in Luwian is not yet entirely clear [...].”
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§2. Neogr. *kh (for Brugmann’s examples, see, Grundr2 1:571) is attested in:
(a) PIE *khaek(h)-, khoak(h) ‘lachen’ (P. 634)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd. cakākh-</td>
<td>(pf.)</td>
<td>‘lachen’ (KEWA 1:136, cakākha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. cac-hinnā-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘hell auflauchen’ (WH 1:126, cachinnō)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ἄγαξὸς</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘laut lauchen’ (GEW 1:804)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. xašan-</td>
<td>(sb.)</td>
<td>‘lautes Gelächter’ (ArmGr. 1:455, xaxan’ [pl])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *kahel-, *kahol- [not attested/identified, see below]

(c) PIE *kahan-, *kahon- ‘graben’ (P. 634fn & 554 *ken-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RV. khāna-</td>
<td>(pr.)</td>
<td>‘graben’ (KEWA 1:301, WbRV. 372, khānāmi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAv. xanya-</td>
<td>(a.)</td>
<td>‘fontanus’ (AIWb. 532)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. khanitār-</td>
<td>(m.)</td>
<td>‘der Gräber (der Pflanzen ausgräbt)’ (WbRV. 372)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§3. Neogr. *g (for Brugmann’s examples, see Grundr2 1:571) is attested in:
(a) PIE *geafil-, *goafil- ‘stimme, usw.’ (P. 350-351 [2. gal-])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OIr. gol-</td>
<td>(m.)</td>
<td>‘weeping, wailing’ (DIL. 367)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS. glagola-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘reden, sprechen’ (Sadnik 217)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. gārgara-</td>
<td>(m.)</td>
<td>‘Laute, Harfe’ (WbRV. 387)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat. gallo-</td>
<td>(m.)</td>
<td>‘Hahn’ (WH 1:580)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MidIr. gall-</td>
<td>(m.)</td>
<td>‘Hahn, Schwan’ (DIL. 356)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olcl. kall-</td>
<td>(n.)</td>
<td>‘Ruf, Name’ (ANEtWb. 298)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *gehag-, *gohtag- ‘lachen’ (P. 634)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OHG. chachazze-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘laut lachen’ (ASaxD. 147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhātup. gággha-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘lachen : laugh’ (KEWA 1:313)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModHG. kicher-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘kichern’ (Kluge 1975:368)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEng. cæhhetæ-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘laugh loud’ (ASaxD. 147)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) PIE *geafän-, *goafän- ‘destroy, etc.’ (P. –)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ἐν γανῖ-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>ἐν γανῖναται · διέφθοραται’ (LSJ. 467)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ἐν γήναλοι</td>
<td>(m.pl.)</td>
<td>ἐν γῆναλοι’ (LSJ. 467)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§4. Neogr. *gh (for Brugmann’s examples, see Grundr2 1:571) is attested in:
(a) PIE *għagga- ‘lachen’ (P. 637)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd. ghággha-</td>
<td>(vb.)</td>
<td>‘lachen’ (KEWA 1:355, ghagghati [3sg])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr. μαχάξας</td>
<td>(pr.)</td>
<td>‘laut lachen’ (GEW 1:804)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *gafel- *gafoil- (P. 428f. ghel-, HEG 1:465f.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olcl. gala-</td>
<td>(pret.)</td>
<td>‘schreien, singen’ (ANEtWb. 153, gala [inf.])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Syrac. xi γῆλα- (f.) ‘Drossel’ (GEW 1:862)
Gr. χέλδόν (a.) ‘Schwalbe’ (GEW 2:1084)
Hi. gališ- (vb1.) ‘rufen, schreien, anlocken’ (HHand. 70)

(c) *gafin-Σ- ‘nagen’ (P. 436. ghen-)
Olcl. gnaga- (vb.) ‘nagen’ (ANEtWb. 177)
OEng. gnaga- (vb.) ‘gnaw, bite’ (ASaxD. 482, gnagan)
Gr. χνω (vb.) ‘abnagen’ (GEW 2:1106)
LAv. aiwi.γnixta- (pp.) ‘angenagt, angefressen’ (AIWb. 89)

§5. Etymologically, the data of the rows (a), (b) and (c) of §1-§4 belong together, forming the variation T : Th : D : Di in a manner expressed in the summary table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>CeahC:</th>
<th>CâhecC:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIE *h:</td>
<td>PIE *kehak- (P. 634)</td>
<td>PIE *khaek(ha)- (P. 634)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE *h:</td>
<td>PIE *keahl- (P. 548)</td>
<td>[not attested (?)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE *h:</td>
<td>PIE *kheah- (P. 559)</td>
<td>PIE *kahen- (P. 634)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE *h:</td>
<td>PIE *kaehn- (P. 559)</td>
<td>PIE *kahen- (P. 634)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE *h:</td>
<td>PIE *gafin- (P. *-γnixtaγnixta)</td>
<td>PIE *gafin(ε)n- (P. 436)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE *h:</td>
<td>PIE *geah- (P. 350)</td>
<td>PIE *geah- (P. 428f.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§6. The attempt to eliminate the plain velar series can be traced back to an early distributional idea of Meillet (1894a:278), according to whom:

“l’existence de k₃ [*=k] n’est supposée que pour expliquer la correspondance ο’β’ [= Satem k : Centum k]. Si l’on réussit à rendre compte de ο’β’ [Satem k : Centum k] par des lois de détail, l’unique raison qui fait poser k₃ [*=k], s’évanouit.”

Meillet (1937:93-94) referred to the (alleged) relative rarity of the series *k, and claimed a distribution according to which the plain velar series occurs mostly before *a and *r and after *s, and at the end of root (particularly after *u, but not before *l). 797 If such distribution existed, Neogr. *k and *ḳ could be understood as allophones of a single phoneme, and the PIE velar system would consist only of *ḳ and ḳ. 798

§7. Steensland (1973) attempted to demonstrate statistically that pure velars appear in Meillet’s complementary distribution, but the reality is different. Actually Neogr.

798 More recently, Kortlandt (1978:237) has claimed that a typological parallel for the system ḳ ḳ (without k) appears “in the Caucasus (Circassian, Ubykh) and on the Canadian Pacific Coast (Kwakiutl, Heiltsuk).”
*k appears in a position where we would expect *k, were Meillet’s condition to be true. A few counterexamples involving well-attested correspondences suffice here:

(a) PIE *kraudh- ‘glauben’ (P. 580)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>crêdo-</td>
<td>(pr.) ‘vertrauen, usw.’ (WH 1:286, crêdô [1sg])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>a-šraddhá-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘ungläubig’ (WbRV. 139)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIr.</td>
<td>creti-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘glauben’ (LEIA C-228, cretim [1sg])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PIE *kadh- ‘fall’ (P. 516)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd.</td>
<td>šasâd-</td>
<td>(pf.) ‘ausfallen, abfallen’ (EWA 2:607, šasâda)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>cecad-</td>
<td>(pf.) ‘fallen’ (WH 1:127)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lat.</td>
<td>cadô</td>
<td>(pr3.) ‘(ab-, aus-)fallen, sinken’ (WH 1:128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV.</td>
<td>šatsyá-</td>
<td>(fut.) ‘abfallen, ausfallen werden’ (EWA 2:607)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIr.</td>
<td>casar</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Hagel, Blitz’ (LEIA C-46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No real distribution is achieved through Meillet’s condition as result of which the assumption – leading to numerous inconsistencies – is not helpful.

§8. The existence of a prefix PIE *k(o)- (or several such items) is possible. The usual candidates, quoted here from Szemerényi (1996:95-6), are:

(a) The root *kost- (P. 616), including OCS. kosti (f.) ‘Knochen, Bein’ (Sadnik 368) and Lat. costa (f.) ‘Rippe’ (WH 1:281), can be compared with Hl. ḥaštai- ‘bone’, etc. with a prefix PIE *ko- hast- (cf. Lat. co-, OIr. co-, etc.).

(b) The root *koغو- (P. 517-8), including OCS. koza- (f.) ‘Ziege’ (Sadnik 377), Alb. kedh- ‘kid’ (IE&IE 501, keth, kedhi) and Go. hakul- (m.) ‘Mantel’ (GoEtDi. 173), has been compared to RV. ajá- (m.) ‘Ziegenbock’ (WbRV. 19), Li. ožý- (f.) ‘Ziegenbock’ (P. 6-7) with the prefix PIE *ko-.

(c) To these I would like to add a possible comparison of two otherwise isolated forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAv.</td>
<td>ka·morgoda-</td>
<td>(n.) ‘Kopf’ (AIWb. 440)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr.</td>
<td>μελεθογο-</td>
<td>(n.pl.) ‘Stubendecke, Balken’ (GEW 1:879)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8.3 The labiovelars Neogr. *k\# *k\#h *g\# *g\#h

§0. The research situation of the labiovelars Neogr. *k\# *k\#h *g\# *g\#h (Grundr² 1:586-622) is more complicated than that of the plain velars, owing to the segmental nature of the series. Not only are aspiration and voice segmentally analyzable, but the labial constituent is as well. In essence, the segmental solution was proposed by Reichelt; his presentation, however, requires slight critical improvements.

---

799 Though Bartholomae’s explanation of the meaning of the prefix (AIWb. 440) is unconfirmed , his segmentation, LAv. ka·morgoda- is certainly correct.

800 According to Frisk (GEW 1:879): “Die Ähnlichkeit mit μελαθογον (s.d.) kann kaum zufällig sein.”

801 See also Szemerényi (1996:145) and Mayrhofer (1986:108-9).
§1. Originally Brugmann had considered the series K\(^0\) to be ‘labialized’, as described by Allen (1978:88):

“In the first edition of Brugmann’s Grundriß (1886) we find a basic system of two series, symbolized as *k etc. (Palatal) and *q etc. (velar) – the symbols *k etc. being used only where the attribution in a particular case is doubtful (262). The different developments of *q in the centum and satom languages (e.g. Latin qu versus Sanskrit k) led Brugmann to characterize these as languages with and without labialization respectively (307ff.). He did not yet find it possible to determine whether the labialization was an original feature of these sounds lost by the satom languages, or was an innovation of the centum languages (343).”

After the appearance of Bezzenberger’s article (1890) and other contemporary contributions, Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:586-622) revised his views and accepted the labiovelars Neogr. *k\(^0\) h \(g\) \(gh\) as phonemes of the proto-language.\(^{802}\)

§2. Neogr. *k\(^0\) (see Brugmann, Grundr\(^2\) 1:587-9) appears in examples like:

(a) Neogr. *sek\(^0\)- ‘folgen’ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:587, P. 896-7)

Lat. sequ- (pf.) ‘(ver)folgen, begleiten, gehorichen’ (WH 2:519)
RV. prá (... sác- (vb.) ‘vorangehen’ (WbRV. 1445, prá (... sákšvā)
Gr. ἐπί- (prM.) ‘folgen’ (GEW 1:544, ἐπομα [1sg])

(b) Neogr. *k\(^0\)in- ‘poena’ (Grundr\(^2\) 1: 588, P. 636-7)

MidIr. cin- (m.) ‘guilt, crime, payment due’ (LEIA C-101, cin)
gAv. kaënā- (f.) ‘Strafe, Vergeltung, Rache’ (AIWb. 429)
Gr. πονη- (f.) ‘Busse, Wergelt, Rache, Strafe’ (GEW 2:573)

(c) Neogr. *ok\(^0\) - ‘Auge’ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:589, P. 775-777)

Gr. ὀπ- (f.) ‘the eye, face’ (LSJ 1282, ὀπα)
OPr. aki- (f.) ‘Auge’ (APrS. 297, aekís [pNJ])
Gr. ὀψ- (f.) ‘appearance’ (LSJ 1282-3, ὀψις, ὀψεως)
Gr. ὀψ- (n.) ‘face, etc.’ (LSJ 299, ὀψιν · τὸ πρόσωπον)

(d) Neogr. *k\(^0\)ri- ‘kaufen’ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:589, P. 648)

Gr. ποια- (√pr.) ‘buy’ (GEW 2:594-5, ποιατο = LinB. qi-ri-a-to)
Ofr. ni’cria- (pr.) ‘achereter’ (LEIA C-229-230, nicria [conj.])
ORus. krînu- (vb.) ‘kaufen’ (REW 1:660, krînuti [inf.])
TochA. kuryär- (sb.) ‘Kauf, Handel : commercium’ (Poucha 79)
Bret. prena- (pr.) ‘achereter, racheter’ (LEIA C-230, prena)

(e) Neogr. *k\(^0\)i- ‘who, which, what’ (P. 644f., HEG 1:611ff.)

Hi. kui- (rel.pron.) ‘wer, was, welche(r/s)’ (HHand. 82, ku-ıš)
CLu. kui- (rel.pron.) ‘wer, was; welche(r/s)’ (HHand. 82)

---

\(^{802}\) According to Brugmann (Grundr\(^2\) 1:93), labiovelars were phonemes, not combinations of velars followed by the labial semivowel: “Anm. 4. k\(^0\), g\(^0\) sind nich k, g mit nachgeschlagenem ŋ, sondern Verschlusslaute, bei denen gleichzeitig mit der velaren Zungenthäigkeit eine den akustischen Eindruck modifizierende Lippenrundung stattfand.”
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§3. With a limited amount of comparisons at his disposal, Brugmann (Grundr² 1:587) was unable to provide an acceptable example of the voiceless aspirated labiovelar Neogr. *kh₃. This gap can be filled, however, with comparisons such as:

(a) *(h)oskh₃hu- (P. 783)

LAv. asču-
Gr. ḥuí-
RV. án(-)  
RV. á(-) khy-
RV. abhi-khyā-
RV. abhi-khyāya  
Gr. áñjas-

§4. Neogr. *g₂ (Grundr² 1:587ff.) is the voiced counterpart of Neogr. *k in the environments PIE *h₁—g₂ and PIE *g₂—h₁. Some examples of Neogr. *g₂ are:

(a) PIE *g₂eafiski- (Grundr² 1:590, P. 465 *g₂h₃- g₂em-)

RV. gách-
Gr. ḣuí-
Alb. n-gah-

(b) PIE *faeng₂- *faong₂- ‘salben, Butter’ (P. 779, ong₂-)

RV. anj-
OHG. anco-
Bret. amann-
Corn. amen-
Lat. unguen-
RV. anjas-
OPr. ancta-

803 Brugmann's only example, the Gr. σκάλαμα: Olnd. skhalate (Arm. sxalem) mentioned with hesitation, does not work, because the Greek form is more likely to belong to Lat. fallō.
Bret. a- = Corn. a implies PIE *fa.
(c) PIE *g*efar- *g*efar- ‘swallow; drink, eat’ (P. 474-5, g*er-)

Li. gér-
RV. jagár-
Gr. βοκό-
Lat. uorā-

(bv.) ‘trinken’ (LiEtWb. 148, gérti)
(pf.) ‘verschlingen’ (WbRV. 399, jagára [3sg])
(a.) ‘gefräßig’ (GEW 1:251, βοκός)
(vbl.) ‘gierig essen, verschlingen’ (WH 2:836, uorāre)

(d) PIE *g*afrn- ‘Frau, Weib; Geburt’ (P. 473, *g*en-)
Gr. γυνή-
Olcl. kuna
Ofr. ban-
Boiot. βανά-
Olnd. pañān ganā-
Arm. kana-
NeoPhryg. βανεκος

(f.) ‘Weib, Frau’ (GEW 1:333-4, γυνή)
(f.) ‘Frau’ (ANEtWb. 334)
(f.) ‘Frau’ (GOI §291, ban [plG])
(f.) ‘Frau’ (GEW 1:333, βανά [sgN])
(sbobl.) ‘Ehefrau, Weib, Frau’ (ArmGr. 1:460, kanaç)
(f.) ‘Weib’ (P. 473)

(e) PIE *guafir- ‘schwer, hart’ (P. 476-477)
Go. kaurja-
Olnd. gariman-
RV. gurú-
Gr. βαφό-
LAv. goµru.zaoдра-

(vb.) ‘beschweren’ (GoEtD. 217)
(m.) ‘Schwere’ (EWA 1:490)
(a.) ‘schwer (drückend), heftig, hart’ (WbRV. 403)
(a.) ‘schwer(wiegend); vom Ton ‘tief’ (GEW 1:221-2)
(a.) ‘des Weihgüsse schwer sind’ (AIWb. 524)

§5. The examples of Neogr. *g*h (see Brugmann, Grundr² 1:587-8), the voiced aspirate, are relatively few but credible enough:
(a) Neogr. *g*her *g*hor ‘warm’ (P. 493-5)
Gr. θεμύο-
Arm. jerm
Phryg. γέμιο-

(a.) ‘warm’ (GEW 1:664)
(a.) ‘warm’ (Grundr² 1:432)
(ON.) ‘cf. above’ (Grundr² 1:586)

(b) Neogr. *g*en- *g*hon- ‘schlagen, töten’ (P. 490-3)
Gr. φόνο-
RV. ghaná-
ORus. gonü-

(m.) ‘Totschlag, Mord(blut)’ (GEW 2:1035, φόνος)
(m.) ‘Zermalmer, Vernichter’ (WbRV. 421)
(m.) ‘Ackerstück’ (REW 1:292)

(c) Neogr. *(h)alg*h- ‘Erwerb, Lohn, Ernte’ (P. 32-3, HEG 1:176)
Gr. ἁλφή-
OPr. ἀλγα-
Hi. ἡλγεσάρ-
RV. ἱθασρα’аргнá-

(f.) ‘Erwerb’ (GEW 1:81, ἁλφή [sgN])
(f.) ‘Lohn’ (APrS. 298, ἀλγα [sgG])
(n.) ‘Ernte, Erstlingsgabe’ (HHand. 36, ḫal-ku-eš-šar)
(a.) ‘tausendfachen Wert habend’ (WbRV. 1504)

(d) Neogr. *g*haid- ‘hell: Himmel, usw.’ (P. 488)
Gr. φαόδρό-
Li. gaidrâ-

(a.) ‘hell, klar, heiter, fröhlich, vergnügt’ (GEW 2:981)
(f.) ‘Himmel, heiteres Wetter’ (LiEtWb. 128)
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§6. The attempts to eliminate the labiovelars can be traced back to Kuryłowicz (1935:1-26; 1956:356-366; 1973:66f.), according to whom the series *K⁹ came to exist as the result of a “partial falling together of velars and velars + w when a palatal vowel immediately followed” in the Centum languages. Kuryłowicz’s solution, the emergence of *K⁹ after the merger of *k and *k, has remained “less widely” accepted (see Allen 1978:97) for the reason neatly explained by Szemerényi (1996:67):

“The infinitive of OCS ženô ([P]IE *gʰen-) is günati, in which ū can be explained only as a reflex of the labial element of the [P]IE labiovelar. These instances, few as they are, are sufficient to refute the thesis that labiovelars had never existed in the satem languages.”

Furthermore, as pointed out by Szemerényi (1996:61):

“There can be no doubt that here the centum type represents the original articulation, which in the satem languages lost the w-element as did Latin qu in the Romance languages.”

§7. The segmental analysis of the labiovelars as sequences of velars and labials (Neogr. *k⁹ = *k+υ, etc.) was first championed by Reichelt (1922:81). The idea has found several supporters, including Hirt (1927:228f.), Sturtevant (1951:38,55) and Szemerényi (1964:401f.), according to whom the secondary nature of the labiovelars is proven by the alternation Neogr. *k¹ : *ku. The oft-quoted examples include:

(a) PIE *kur- ‘Handel’ (P. 648, k³rei-)

TochA. kuryär- (sb.) ‘commercium : Handel, Kauf’ (Poucha 79)
Gr. ποιάτα- (v.pr.) ‘buy’ (GEW 2:594-5, ποιατό)
TochB. karyör- (sb.) ‘buying, business negotiation’ (DTochB. 144)

(b) PIE *nafgu- ‘naked’ (P. 769)

OSwed. nakuþer- (a.) ‘naked’ (Reichelt IF 40:41)
OEng. nacod- (a.) ‘nudus : naked, bare’ (ASaxD. 706)
Go. nakaþ- (a.) ‘nackt : γυμνός’ (GoEtD. 263)
Li. núoga- (3a.) ‘nackt, blossom, kahl’ (LiEtWb. 511, núogas)
RV. nagná- (a.) ‘nackt’ (EWA 2:5, WbRV. 705)

---

804 See, however, also Szemerényi’s (1996:145n1) view, according to which the elimination of labiovelars began with Johannes Schmidt (1881 [KZ 25]:134).

805 Kuryłowicz (1935:3) writes: “[l]a genèse des labiovélaires dans les langues centum est simplement due à la coincidence, dans ce groupe de langues, des vélaire pures avec les groupes vélaire + υ, sous certaines conditions. Il est facile de définir ces conditions: caractère palatal de la voyelle suivante.”

806 For the Satem languages, see also Szemerényi (1996:62): “[...] the labiovelars [...] generally lose the labial element and thus fall together with plain velars.”

807 In addition to his basic analysis, according to which labiovelars arose by assimilation of pure velars to labials, Reichelt uses mixed methodologies, some of which satisfy scientific standards.

808 Szemerényi (1996:145-6) writes: “Although the labiovelars are to be posited for the IE period as unitary phonemes (see 4.7.8.), they must have arisen from the groups kw, gw, ghw; this is indicated by the fact that beside a full grade k⁹e a zero grade ku is often found.” A similar argument was already presented by Hirt (1927:231): “[...] die Labiovelare haben in einer Reihe von Fällen deutlich eine Schwundstufe mit u neben sich.”

---
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(c) PIE *guahn- ‘birth, woman’ (P. 473)

Gr. γυνή- (f.) ‘Frau’ (GEW 1:333-4, γυνή)
OCl. kuna- (f.) ‘Frau’ (ANEtWb. 334)
OIr. ban- (f.) ‘Frau’ (GOI §291, ban [plG])
Boiot. βανά- (f.) ‘Frau’ (GEW 1:333, βανά [sgN])

(d) PIE *guáfm- ‘gehen’ (P. 464)

Go. qum- (m.) ‘Ankunft’ (GoEtD. 279, qums [sgN])
OEng. cuma- (vb.) ‘come, go, happen’ (ASaxD. 173)\(^{809}\)
Go. quman- (pt.) ‘come’ (GoEtD. 276)
TochA. kumnā- (prA.) ‘venire : kommen’ (Poucha 67, kumnās)
TochA. kumsa- (prA.) ‘venire’ (Poucha 67, kumsam)

(e) *guaht- ‘Harz, Gummi, Lack, Kitt, usw.’ (P. 480)

OEng. cudu- (n.?) ‘cud, what is chewed’ (ASaxD. 173)
OEng. cwidu- (n.) ‘cud, what is chewed, gummi’ (ASaxD. 181)
OInd. jātu- (n.) ‘Lack, Gummi’ (KEWA 1:415)
MidIr. be’the- (m.) ‘bouleau ou buis?: buxus’ (LEIA B-28)

(f) *guefh- ‘stechen, usw.’ (P. 470-471 [1. g⁶el-])

OPr. gulseni- (m.) ‘Schmerz’ (APrS. 344, gulsennien [sgA])
Li. gel- (vb.) ‘stechen, weihetun’ (LiEtWb. 145, gelti [inf.])
OIr. at-ball- (vb.) ‘mourn’ (LEIA B-12-13, atbaill [3sg])
OEng. cwela- (vb.) ‘mori : die’ (ASaxD. 177, cwelán [inf.])

(g) *guafh- ‘water, drip’ (P. 471-2)

OInd. gala- (vb1.) ‘drip, drop, etc.’ (MonWil. 350, galati)
Gr. βαλάνει- (m.) ‘Bader’ (GEW 1:212, βαλάνεις)
OEng. colleen- (pt.) ‘geschwollen’ (ASaxD. 165)

(h) *guafhsp- ‘verflechten; Quast’ (P. 480)

RV. guspita- (a.) ‘verflochten, verschlungen’ (WbRV. 403)
Lat. uespec- (f.) ‘dichtes Gesträuch’ (WH 2:771)
MidLG. quispel- (.) ‘Quast, Wedel’ (P. 480, quispel)

(i) *guafski- ‘Büschel, Bund’ (P. 386)

OInd. gucura- (m.) ‘Büschel, Bund’ (KEWA 1:337)
Arm. kuć- (sb.) ‘Handvoll’ (Persson, Beitr. 316, 336)

(j) *guafh- ‘Hand, nehmen, fassen, ergreifen’ (P. 397)

Lat. uola- (f.) ‘die hohle Hand’ (WH 2:825)
Gr. ἐν γυαλίζω (vb.) ‘einhändigen’ (GEW 1:330)

\(^{809}\) Note the Germanic loss of labiovelar before a following the Germanic o/u (OCl. koma, OEng. cuman), except in Gothic (Go. *qum-, etc.).
Arm. kalu- (pr.) ‘nehmen, fassen, ergreifen’ (GEW 1:330)

(k) ĭgvaufi-d- sagen, sprechen’ (P. 480-481)\(^{810}\)

OInd. ni (…) gada- (pr.) ‘hersagen, aussprechen’ (EWA 1:460, ni gadati)
Gr. ἐν γὰς ζέων (pt.) Hes. = ‘ἀντιφωνῶν’ (LSJ. 468)

§8. The PIE accent on the labial prevented the emergence of a labiovelar. Such circumstances are confirmed for the Satem languages, for example, in:

\(\ddot{\text{H}}\)i. gun- (vb.) ‘schlagen, erschlagen, töten’ (HEG 1:604-5)
Li. ğuny- (vb.) ‘verscheuchen’ (LiEtWb. ğunyt[ inf.])

§9. The preservation of PIE *u after velar (or the non-emergence of the labiovelar) also happened when PIE *ha, aḥ occurred in the environment K+u+aḥ/āḥ. Here the vowel PIE *a (rather than the labial) was syncoped, thus preventing the emergence of a labiovelar. The presence of PIE *h following the labial is proven by several examples with Fortunatov’s Law II in Indo-Iranian:

(a) PIE *gauafild- ‘jung’ (P. 358, gel-t-, gel-d)\(^{811}\)

OEng. colt- (m.) ‘pullus : Junges von Tieren’ (ASaxD. 165)
OInd. gadi- (m.) ‘junger Stier’ (KEWA 1:316, Beitr. 69)

(b) ĭkuah- ‘Holz, Wald’ (P. 545-7)

\(\ddot{\text{v}}\)kuafild-

OEng. holt- (m.n.) ‘holt, wood, grove, copse’ (ASaxD. 551)
Ocl. holt- (n.) ‘kleiner Wald’ (ANetWb. 249)
OHG. holz- (m.) ‘nemus, silva, saltus, arbor, lignum’ (ASaxD. 551)

\(\ddot{\text{v}}\)kuahltah-

OInd. kuṭha- (m.) ‘a tree’ (KEWA 1:221, 223, Lex. kuṭhas [sgN])
OInd. kuṭhāru- (m.) ‘a tree’ (MonWil. 289, Lex. kuṭhārus [sgN])

(c) ĭkuah- ‘Bach, Fluß, Strom’ (P. 546-7)

RV. kuliá- (f.) ‘Bach, Fluß, Strom’ (WbRV. 330, KEWA 1:224)
OHG. huliwa- (f.) ‘uligo, sordes limi uel aquae’ (P. 547-548)

The unrealized labiovelar, implying PIE *kuahl-, is supported by the dental extension PIE *kuahtlo- with retroflex in Sanskrit (Fortunatov’s Law II):

OInd. kaṭa- (vb.) ‘to rain’ (MonWil. 243).

(d) ĭkuahl- ‘Tierjunge, junger Hund’ (P. 550). The unextended root

\(^{810}\) Pokorny (480) includes the Sanskrit item under the root 2. g\(^{5}\)et-, noting ‘Ai. gadati ‘sagt’ (falls durch analog. Einfluß aus *gatati). Owing to the Greek parallel and the regular treatment now available through PIE *h, no analogy is needed.

\(^{811}\) This root, skillfully postulated by Persson (Beitr. 69), is an alternative extension of Gr. ὀδήλωξ (RV. gārbha-, P. 473). The root-initial media points to PIE *h, which is confirmed by Gr. δαλφό = δελφό (schwebeablaut).
Li. kālē- (f.) ‘Hündin’ (LiEtWb. 208)
Alb. kelysh- (m.) ‘Tierjunges, bes. junger Hund’ (AlbEtD. 176)

has a dental extension *·n- with an unrealized labiovelar and Fortunatov’s Law II in:

PIE *kuahln- (KEWA 1:224)
Gr. χάλλα- (f.) = χάλλας ‘Hündchen, junger Hund’ (GEW 2:741)
OInd. kuŋaka- (m.) ‘a young animal just born’ (MonWil. 289)

(e) v‘kuah- ‘sonare’ (P. 550). The root in normal grade (PIE *e/o) is attested in:

TochA. kāln- (prM.) ‘(re)sonare’ (Poucha 71)
Ocl. hvell- (a.) ‘laut tônend’ (ANEtWb. 271, hvellr [sgN])
TochB. kalne- (pr.) ‘resound’ (DTochB. 171, kalne[7] [3pl])

PIE *h₂, implied by an unrealized labiovelar in Tocharian and Sanskrit, is accompanied by Fortunatov’s Law II in the respective zero grade:

TochB. kula- (sb.) ‘bell’ (DTochB. 185, kulantse)
Dhātup. kuṇa- (vbA.) ‘to sound’ (MonWil. 289, kuṇati [3sg])
Dhātup. kuṇaya- (csA.) ‘to converse with, address, invite’ (MonWil. 289)
OInd. kuṇinda- (m.) ‘sound’ (MonWil. 289)

(f) v‘kuah- ‘lame, crippled’ contains an unrealized labiovelar accompanied by Fortunatov’s Law II in two dental extensions:

v‘kuahln-

Br. kuṇi- (a.) ‘lame in the arm’ (Hirt 1927:205, Br. kuṇi-)
Gr. χυλλᾶ- (a.) ‘crippled, lame in hand or foot’ (GEW 2:47)
RV. kûŋaru- (a.) ‘a hastām : armlahm’ (WbRV. 328)

v‘kuahlt(h)- (KEWA 1:225)

OInd. koṭaya- (cs.) ‘to divide, break asunder’ (MonWil. 288)
OInd. kuthāra- (.) ‘axe’ (Hirt 1927:205)
Lat. culter (m.) ‘knife : Messer’ (WH 1:304, culter, cultris)

(g) v‘kuahr- ‘biegen’ (P. 935). Unrealized labiovelars appear with Fortunatov’s Law II in dental extensions of Sanskrit:

Gr. χυτῶ- (a.) ‘gewölb, gerundet, bauchig, buckelig’ (GEW 2:55)
OInd. kuṭa- (pr1.) ‘become crooked, curved’ (MonWil. 288, kuṭati)
OInd. kuṭila- (a.) ‘bent, crooked, curved, round’ (MonWil. 288)
OInd. kaṭi- (n.) ‘a crooked sword, sabre, scimitar’ (MonWil. 244)
Lat. curuo- (a.) ‘gekrümmt, gewölb’ (WH 1:317)

In such pairs, the simultaneous effect of Fortunatov’s Law II and the preservation of the labial *u before a velar confirm PIE *h₂ aḥ by means of two features.

§10. A further argument for the combinatory nature of the labiovelars is based on the schwebeablaut alternation Kuᵝᵝ: Kᵝᵝ:u:
(a) PIE *sekou-* : *sekuo-* ‘folgen’ (P. 846)\(^{812}\). The bases are confirmed by alternation

Lat. secū- (pf.) ‘folgen’ (WH 2:519, secūtus [sgN] ← *sekou-)
Lat. sequo- (pr.) ‘folgen’ (WH 2:519, sequor [1sg] ← *sekuo-)

No irregular explanation like Pokorny’s “analog. solūtus für älterer *sectos = Gr. *heptós, lit. it. at-sektas.” is therefore required.

(b) PIE *haku-* (*hakeu- *hakou-*) ‘Auge’. The labiovelar root Neogr. *(h)ok-*. ‘Auge’ (P. 775-777) is well known:

Gr. ἀφό (f.) ‘the eye, face’ (LSJ 1282, ὁπα ← PIE *haoku-)
Gr. ἀψύνο (n.) ‘face’ LSJ. 299, τὸ πρόσωπον ← PIE *haekusio-)
RV. ánika- (n.) ‘Angesicht’ (WbRV. 57, ← PIE *haku-)
Lat. ali oquí (adv.) ‘in anderen Hinsicht’ (WH 1:29f., PIE *haökuo-)

The segmental character of the labiovelar is proven by the schwebeablaut variant

PIE *ḥakeu- *ḥakou- (cf. P. 587 keu-):

Do. ἄξο(τ)ο (m.) ‘witness (to a transaction)’ (LSJ. 620)
Cypr. ἄχεψα (vb.) ‘beobachten, usw.’ (LSJ. 49, ἄχεψα τήθει) OCR. ču- (vb.) ‘empfinden, wahrnehmen’ (Sadnik v'129, čuti)
gAv. čaviš- (ao.) ‘sich versehen, erhoffen’ (AIWB. 442)
OCS. čujs-tvo (n.) ‘Gefühl : sensation, feeling’ (Sadnik v'129)

(c) PIE *orku- *erku- *rku- (P. 340) ‘singen, beten, bitten’ is reflected in Old Anatolian and Indo-Aryan:

RV. Ċk- (f.) ‘Lied’ (KEWA 1:50, 118, WbRV. 278)
Ḫi. arku- (vb.) ‘bieten, bitten’ (HEG 1:60-61, ar-ku-ut-ta [3sg])
RV. Ċkvan- (m.) ‘Sänger’ (a.) ‘singing, jubelnd’ (WbRV. 277)
Ḫi. arkar- (n.) ‘Gebet’ (HEG 1:61, ar-ku-ua-ar [sgNA])

A schwebeablaut variant of the type Lat. secū-tō- appears in

Ḫi. arkeui- (É.) ‘Betraum, Kapelle’ (EHS 415, 472, HEG 1:60),
suggesting that the meaning of the form has been correctly inferred.

(d) A similar phenomenon recurs in the zero grade of the root P. 640 * ḵek³lo-, etc. with accent on PIE *u:\n
Gr. ἅψαλλο- (m.) ‘Kreis’ (pl.) ‘Räder’ (GEW 2:44)
TochA. kukāl- (m.) ‘vehiculum’ (Poucha 76, kukāl [sgN])

The forms are accompanied by respective full grades:

PIE *keukl-, *koukl- ‘wheel(s), wagon, chariot’
OICl. hjöl- (n.) ‘Rad’ (ANETWb. 232)
TochB. kokale- (m.) ‘cart, wagon, chariot’ (DTochB. 200)

---

\(^{812}\) For Brugmann’s comments on Lat. socius : sequor, see Grundr\(^{2}\) 1:280.
Yet again, segmental origin is implied for the root-initial labiovelar.

§11. A third feature advocating segmental analysis can be found in the historical notation of the aspirated labiovelars Neogr. *kʰh and *gʰh, linearly consisting of the sequences *k+u+h and *g+u+h. An implicit criticism of this convention has been presented by Szemerényi (1996:145-6) observing that “[...] the labiovelars [...] must have arisen from the groups kw, gw, ghw [...]” Not only Szemerényi’s segmental approach here, but his linear arrangement g+h+w (instead of the conventional g+w+h) is noteworthy.\(^{13}\) Szemerényi’s interpretation can be shown to be correct by the following factors:

(a) The aspirated labiovelars do not display aspiration (H. ḫ) after Old Anatolian ku, gu (which should be the case, had the aspirate followed the labial as implied by the notation *gʰh = g+u+h). There is no laryngeal after the labial in Old Anatolian examples like

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIE *haelgfiu- ‘Ernte, Erwerb, Wert’ (P. 32-3):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ḍelgfi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hí. halguesar-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV. sahasra’argha-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

proving that the aspirated labiovelars were actually of the form *gfw instead of ḫgfn.

(b) The sequences PIE *kuh *gufn never yield aspirated labiovelars, because the aspiration was prevented by the intermediating labial. The non-existence of root variants with aspirated labiovelars further implies that the loss of PIE *h+f took place before labiovelars emerged. This is confirmed by the roots beginning with kʰ+h- and gʰ+f, which do not alternate with Neogr. *kʰh and *gʰh. Thus, for instance, all variants of the root PIE  Wade ‘gehen’ (shape gʰ+f) are unaspirated, especially in the zero grade:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } & \text{gʰaf} & \rightarrow & \text{RV. } \text{g-} & \text{(ao.) ‘gehen, usw. (WbRV. 392, gus)} \\
\text{PIE } & \text{gʰaf} & \rightarrow & \text{RV. } \text{ga’a-} & \text{(pr.) ‘gehen’ (WbRV. 392, gaat [3sg])} \\
\text{PIE } & \text{gʰaf} & \rightarrow & \text{RV. } \text{gā-} & \text{(pr.) ‘gehen’ (WbRV. 391, gās)}\end{align*}
\]

The full derivation of the zero-grade PIE *gʰaf → *gʰf→ *gʰ→ RV. g- proves that the aspirated root variants gʰf- (from PIE *gʰ+f) resulted in *gʰ, with the result that Neogr. gʰ- actually contains a sequence *gʰ just as correctly observed by Szemerényi).

§12. In addition, the aspirated labiovelars Neogr. *kʰh *gʰh (i.e. *khʰ and *gʰh-) are ambiguous in terms of the position of the vowel PIE *a, as expressed in the following definitions:

\(^{13}\) An obvious candidate that could lie behind Szemerényi’s observation is OIr. laigu (comp.) ‘minor’ (Grundr. 1:606). In this group the sequence g-h-u is obviously based on Gr. ḍelqfi (GEW 1:484): AV. laghu- (a.) ‘gering, unschwer, leicht’ (KEWA 3:31). From these forms, the aspirated labiovelar is produced (cf. Gr. ḍelqfi- ‘leicht, behind, schnell, gering’, GEW 1:484). As Szemerényi does not cite specific data, the exact origin of his idea remains unproven.

\(^{14}\) For a laryngeal confirmed by accent, cf. Li. gó- (vb.) ‘gehen’ (LiEtWb. 161, góti).
The choice between PIE *kahu v khau and PIE *gafiu v ghau must be made comparatively for every correspondence with Neogr. *kʰh and *gʰh. In this procedure, the schwabealaut, zero grade and alternation PIE *h: ʰ play significant roles. Some examples of the choice between the alternatives PIE *aʰ and PIE *aʰa are:


Gr. ῥφ·θαλμό- (m.) ‘Auge’ (GEW 2:452, ῥφθαλμόζ [sgN])
RV. ánu (...) cakhi- (pf.) ‘nachblicken’ (WbRV. 375, cakhyathus)
RV. abhi-khyáya (absol.) ‘erblicken’ (WbRV. 375, KEWA 1:33)
Gr. ξατ η ραφό (vb.) ‘sich schämen’ (GEW 1:801)

Of the two theoretically possible alternatives, PIE *kahu or PIE *kahu, the latter is proven correct by the *e/o-grade of the root in:

PIE *keahu *koahu (P. 587-8)

Lat. caueō (pr.) ‘sich in acht nehmen, sich vorsehen’ (WH 1:186f.)
RV. kávi- (a.) ‘weise, sinnig’ (m.) ‘der Weise’ (WbRV. 318)815
Gr. ξο(φ)έο (pr.) ‘bemeren, vernehmen, hören’ (GEW 1:891)

(b) PIE √kahu- ‘schlagen’ (P. 535, kāu-, kəu-) can be reconstructed on the basis of the following formations:

√kahu-
Li. káu- (vb.) ‘schlagen, hauen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 232, káuti [inf.])
TochB. kau- (vb.) ‘Skt. vadháya = töten’ (DTochB. 208, kautsi-ś)
OCS. kovo- (pr.) ‘schmieden, verfertigen’ (Sadnik √374, kovǒ [1sg])
√kahu-
Li. kóvia- (pret.) ‘schlagen, hauen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 232, kóviau)
Li. kúja- (f.) ‘Stelze’ (LiEtWb. 232, kúja with Li. ú ← PIE *áhu)
√kahun-
Li. káuna- (pr.) ‘schlagen, vernichten, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 232)
Latv. kauna- (pr.) ‘schlagen, hauen, usw.’ (LiEtWb. 232)

The voiced counterpart of the root PIE *kahun- is PIE *gafiu- with PIE *aʰ (not *aʰa), better known as the root

Neogr. *gʰhen- *gʰhn- ‘schlagen, töten, treiben’ (P. 491-2)

Hi. gun- (vb.) ‘schlagen, erschlagen, töten’ (HEG 1:604-5)
Hī. guen- (vb.) ‘(er)schlagen, töten’ (HHand. 81, ku-en-zi)
RV. hán- (pr.) ‘schlagen, töten, usw.’ (WbRV. 1642, hánti [3sg])

815 Note especially that in the absence of Brugmann’s Law II, RV. kavi- must stand for PIE *keahu-, thus matching Lat. cau- in terms of the root vocalism.
Gr. θέλω- (ao.) ‘schlagen, totschlagen, töten’ (GEW 1:657)\(^{816}\)

§13. Sequences of K+ŋ are occasionally preserved in the Satem languages (e.g. OInd. kvātha-: OCS. kvasu, P. 627-8). It has been argued that this phenomenon could prove the difference between labiovelars proper (*Kw) and secondary clusters *K+ŋ. Owing to the reconstruction of the segmental laryngeal, however, one can observe the following distribution:*When the unrealized labiovelars Kų/Ku appear in Satem languages, a following PIE *ha ah is also implied for the proto-root by at least one measurable criterion.\(^{10}\)

From the phonetic and phonological point of view, the unrealized labiovelars Kų and Ku are caused either by the blocking action of the laryngeal PIE *h and/or the vowel PIE *a (possibly further assimilated into /u/). This distribution is supported by the key examples of Satem K+ŋ, all of which are accompanied by independent criteria for PIE *ha ah following the unrealized labiovelar:

(a) Neogr. *gʰhaizd(h)- ‘Stern’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCS. dзвězda</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Stern’ (Sadnik v1152, dzvězda [sgN])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poln. gwaizda</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Stern’ (REW 1:447)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rus. zvezda</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Stern’ (REW 1:447)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS. dзвězdo зірічі-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Sterndeuter, Astrolog’ (Sadnik v1152)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whether the starting point of OCS. dzvězda is Neogr. *gʰaizd- (P. 488)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ղաաքո-</td>
<td>(a.) ‘hell, klar, heiter, fröhlich, vergnügt’ (GEW 2:981)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. gaidrā-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Himmel, heiteres Wetter’ (LiEtWb. 128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or Neogr. *gʰaɪs- ‘glänzen’ (P. 488)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gr. ղաոս</td>
<td>(a.) ‘(dunkel)grau, schwärzlich’ (GEW 2:984)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. gaɪsə-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘Lichtschein, Röte am Himmel’ (LiEtWb. 128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the forms belong to the root Neogr. *gʰai-, for which PIE *h is implied by Gr. α.

(b) PIE *guaɬ- ‘Lager, Regio’ (P. 402 [1. gol-])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li. gvali-</td>
<td>(f.) ‘Lager eines Tieres’ (Beitr. 578)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. kalala-</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘Lager wilder Tiere’ (Beitr. 578)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm. koɬm-</td>
<td>(sb.) ‘side, region’ (EtDiArm. 369)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li. guoli-</td>
<td>(.) ‘Lagerstätte, Schlafstätte’ (LiEtWb. 161)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIE *h is implied by Arm. a inside the root and the root-initial voiced velar (Neogr. \(\forall D \rightarrow PIE \forall D−h\)).

(c) PIE *kuathtub- ‘brennen, kochen; sauer’ (P. 627-8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OInd. kvātha-</td>
<td>(pr1.) ‘sieden, kochen’ (EWA 1:420)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. kvatha-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘decoction, extract’ (MonWil. 324)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OInd. kvātha-</td>
<td>(m.) ‘boiling’ (MonWil. 324)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go. haɬja-</td>
<td>(vb.) ‘schäumen : foam’ (GoEtD. 199)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{816}\) This pair of roots and all related items will be fully dealt with in the PIE Lexicon demo (http://pielexicon.hum.helsinki.fi).
Go. ʰaʰo(n)- (f.) ‘Schaum’ (GoEtD. 199, ʰaʰon [sgD])
OCS. kvášu (m.) ‘Sauerteig, säuerliches Getränk’ (Sadnik v437)
Latv. kúsâ- (vb.) ‘seethe’ (GoEtD. 199, kúsât [inf.])
OCS. kysėlų (a.) ‘sauer’ (Sadnik v437)

PIE *a is implied by the long glide (OCS. y) and PIE *h by the broken tone in Latv. ū.
(d) v/skhuą̄ɡ- ‘Spalt, Kluft; schlachten’ (P. –)

OCS. cvětû (m.) ‘Blume, Blüte, Lilie’ (Sadnik v97)
Czech. cviť- (vb.) ‘blühen’ (Sadnik v97, cvíti [inf.])
Latv. kvite- (vb.) ‘flimmern, glänzen’ (REW 3:284, kvítē [inf.])
Li. kvietų- (.) ‘Weizenkorn’ (pl.) ‘Weizen’ (LiEtWb. 326)817
Latv. kviesi- (.) ‘Weizenpflanze, -staude, Weizen’ (LiEtWb. 326)
Gr. ὀτρό- (m.) ‘Weizen, Getreide, Brot, Speise’ (GEW 2:711)

The laryngeal is implied by the long vowel Gr. ī = OCS. i and the existence of the voiced variant of the root (→ PIE *fi) in:

v/kuahɨ low- ‘blühen; Blume, Weizen’ (P. 628-29)

OCS. cvětû (m.) ‘Blume, Blüte, Lilie’ (Sadnik v97)
OCS. cvit- (vb.) ‘blühen’ (Sadnik v97, cvíti [inf.])
Czech. kvit- (vb.) ‘blühen’ (REW 3:284, kvíti [inf.])
Latv. kvite- (vb.) ‘flimmern, glänzen’ (REW 3:284, kvítē [inf.])
Li. kvietų- (.) ‘Weizenkorn’ (pl.) ‘Weizen’ (LiEtWb. 326)
Latv. kviesi- (.) ‘Weizenpflanze, -staude, Weizen’ (LiEtWb. 326)
Gr. ὀτρό- (m.) ‘Weizen, Getreide, Brot, Speise’ (GEW 2:711)

Instead of proving the labiovelar series to be original, the sequences K+uş thus provide a regular criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *ʰa alh within the Satem languages.

§14. In his early presentation, Brugmann (Grundr 1:618) accounted for the special development of labiovelars in Avestan, according to which


Here Av. š, ž appear instead of the regular reflexes before front vowels (Av. č, ɟ). In addition, Brugmann (1900:98) compared these developments to similar ones in Greek:

---

817 Owing to the Greek parallel, Li. kvietys is not necessarily borrowed from Germanic (as suggested by Fraenkel).

Some common isoglosses of Avestan and Greek (with Latin indicating the original labiovelar) are:

*ḫiēt- → Av. šyāta- : Lat. quiēt- (P. 638)
*ḫuēt- → Av. šyaođna- : Gr. τεντάξυ (P. 539)
*ogʰihi- → Av. aži- : Gr. ὀψι- (P. 44)

Walde and Pokorny (both in WP. and in P. passim) are unaware of such distinctions within the velar system. Thus, for example, Walde and Pokorny reconstructed a root-final plain velar for the root *ḵeu₃- P. 597:

RV. sóca- (prl.) ‘leuchten, strahlen, glänzen’ (WbRV. 1400)
gAv. suxra- (a.) ‘rot’ (vom Feuer) (AIWb. 1582)

based on an alleged Centum parallel with an assumed original meaning *‘der Weiße’.

Gr. χυζυο- (m.) ‘Schwan’ (GEW 2:45).

No further light was shed on the matter by another possible Centum cognate

TochB. kok- (f.) ‘countenance, appearance’ (DTochB. 200),

owing to the general collision of velars in Tocharian. However, Av. š is unambiguous in implying a root-final labiovelar for

LAv. saošyant- (pt.) ‘der flammenden Feuer’ (AIWb. 1552).

In this manner, Avestan also supports the original existence of labiovelars in the Satem group, and the development can be used to infer the original labiovelars.

§15. The general issues concerning the labiovelars historically and in System PIE can be summarized as follows:

(a) Segmental analysis of the labiovelars is recommended for a number of reasons, including the schwebeablaut alternation (*Ke/ou : Kue/o), the preservation of the accented labial (*Kú) and other factors discussed above. The segmental character of labiovelars is provable through examples in which the velar component has been confirmed by parallels, generally of the form:

√gʰen- ‘schlagen, töten, treiben’ (P. 491-3)
Hi. gun- (vb.) ‘erschlagen, töten’ (HEG 1:604-5. ku-na-an-zí)
Li. gűny- (vb.) ‘verscheuchen’ (LiEtWb. gűnyti [inf.])
TochA. kaňaš- (sb.) ‘rix : Streit, Kampf’ (Poucha 76, kaňaš)
OHG. gund -fano(∗n)- (m.) ‘Kriegsfahne’ (P. 492)

818 This semantic supposition remains unproven, since the meaning ‘swan’ could also point to ‘sing(er),’ as is the case in the root P. 1046-7 (cf. OItl. svan- (m.) ‘Schwan’, ANEtWb. 564 : RV. svaná- (m.) ‘Rauschen, Brausen, Donner, Toben’, WbRV. 1625).
819 As is readily understood, the Avestan development confirms that the Satem group had developed labiovelars. This falsifies the contrary idea advanced by Kuryłowicz.
It is possible and correct to analyze the labiovelars (Neogr. *kʷ etc.) segmentally as PIE *ku, etc., whereas the delabialization of Neogr. *kʷ is not phonetically credible: the labiovelarization was caused by the absence of accent in the labial component. The segmental analysis of labiovelars will be necessary in the future, as it contains vital information on the PIE accent.

(b) Szemerényi (1964:401f., 1970:138) opines that while PIE *kʷ is a unitary phoneme, it is to be derived from an earlier diphthonemic **kυ. Regarding this point, I would like to underline that Szemerényi’s segmental analysis, though correct, is formulated in terms of the untenable doctrine of a two-phased proto-language. The only possibility of avoiding this is to posit PIE *ku/kʰ for the proto-language and then derive the labiovelars (Lat. qu = LinB. q = Ogam. q, etc.) and their subsequent successors (Gr. τι, OIr. c, etc.) from the proto-language.

(c) The following definitions hold true for the traditional labiovelars in System PIE:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hi. ku, LinB. q, Gr. } & \tau/\pi, \text{ RV. } k/c, \ldots \quad \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{ku} \quad (\equiv \text{ Neogr. } *k^w) \\
\text{Hi. gu, LinB. q, Gr. } & \delta/\beta, \text{ RV. } g/j, \ldots \quad \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{gu} \quad (\equiv \text{ Neogr. } *g^w) \\
\text{Hi. ku, LinB. q, Gr. } & \theta/\varphi, \text{ RV. } k/h/e, \ldots \quad \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{kahu } \alpha \text{ khu} \quad (\equiv \text{ Neogr. } *k^h\text{h}) \\
\text{Hi. gu, LinB. q, Gr. } & \theta/\varphi, \text{ RV. } g/h/h, \ldots \quad \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{gahu } \alpha \text{ ghau} \quad (\equiv \text{ Neogr. } *g^h\text{h})
\end{align*}
\]

Despite the fact that the parent language did not originally contain labiovelars as segmental phonemes, the labiovelars preserve their position in comparative reconstructions based on distinctions between the labio-, palato- and plain velars attested in Indo-European languages.

### 4.8.4 The palatovelars Neogr. *kʰ kʰ gʰ

§0. The phonetic character of the first palatalization\(^{820}\) is straightforward, and the sound laws of the cognates are well known. Nevertheless, the theory can be further developed by means of a segmental analysis of the palatovelars in the manner first suggested by Szemerényi (Neogr. *kʰ ≡ PIE *ki), allowing for all of the distinctions present in the data.

§1. The palatovelars, absent in Schleicher’s reconstruction, were established by the Neogrammarians, postulating the series Neogr. *kʰ gʰ gʰ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:542-569).

§2. Neogr. *kʰ (Grundr\(^2\) 1:547-8), the voiceless unaspirated palatovelar, is widely attested, and some of Brugmann’s examples of the phoneme are referred to here:

(a) Neogr. *kʰmtó-m ‘hundert’ (P. 192)

| Lat. cento | (n.sg.) ‘hundert’ (WH 1:200-1, centum) |
| Lyc. sînta | (num.) ‘centum’ (VLFH 230) |

\(^{820}\) The immediate reflect of palatalization (PSatem *ć, approximately /tʃ/) can be inferred from its dental reflexes in Albanian th, dh and in Old Persian ḍ, d as well as from nominatives such as RV. viṭ [sgN]. See Meillet (1894a:284). On the other hand, the sibilant component is well-attested in RV. š, Av. s, Arm. s, etc.
TochB. kante (num.) ‘centum’ (DTochB. 139, kante [NA])
RV. šátá- (num.n.) ‘hundert’ (WbRV. 1372)
LAv. sata- (n.) ‘hundert’ (AIWb. 1555, satām)
Li. šīnta- (m.) ‘centum’ (LiEtWb. 984, šīntas [sgN])

(b) Neogr. *āk̂- ‘spitz’ (P. 18f.)
TochB. āk (sb.) ‘ear of grain’ (DTochB. 35)
Lat. aceō (pr.) ‘sauer sein’ (WH 1:6, acēre)
Gr. ἀκμὸς-θετο- (n.) ‘Untersatz des Ambosses’ (GEW 1:54)
RV. ̀āśma-ćakra- (a.) ‘dessen Rad der Pressstein ist’ (WbRV. 138)
Gr. ἀκμων (m.) ‘Amboß: anvil’ (GEW 1:54)
Li. āšmen- (m.pl.) ‘Scharfe, Schneide’ (LiEtWb. 19, āšmens)

(c) Neogr. *ōktō(u) ‘acht’ (P. 775)
LAv. āsta- (num.indecl.) ‘acht’ (AIWb. 260)
RV. āstā (num.) ‘acht’ (WbRV. 144-5)
Gr. ὀκτῶ (num.) ‘acht’ (GEW 2:374-5, ὀκτώ)
Lat. octō (num.) ‘eight’ (WH 2:199-200, octō)

(d) Neogr. *deks- ‘recht, dexter’ (P. 190)
RV. dákṣa- (prA.) ‘es jemand [D.] recht machen’ (WbRV. 570)
RV. dākṣiṇa- (a.) ‘südlich gelegen, usw.’ (WbRV.572)
LAv. daśina- (a.) ‘recht, dexter’ (AIWb. 703-4)
Li. deśina- (a.) ‘rechts’ (LiEtWb. 91)
Gr. δεξιοτέρον (a.) ‘zur Rechten befindlich’ (GEW 1:366)
Alb. djathtē (a.) ‘right’ (AlbEtD. 67)
Lat. dexter (a.) ‘rechts, glückbringend, günstig’ (WH 1:346)

§3. Brugmann (Grundr² 1:548) did not offer a single example of Neogr. *kh. The voiceless aspirated palatovelar was postulated merely as a place-filler (= Systemzwang).821 Despite this, the correspondence set *kh can be defined in a meaningful manner. The Hellenic aspirate Gr. χ corresponds to RV. š : Lat. c, etc. (i.e. Neogr. *kh has collided with Neogr. *k in the rest of the group). Some examples are:

(a) Neogr. *kh- ‘blassgelb, glänzend, schön’ (P. 618, Grundr² 1:677)
OLat. pol·cher- (a.) ‘schön, hübsch, herrlich, usw.’ (WH 2:384)822
Gr. πολλά χρό- (a.) ‘πολλαχρόν ἡ καλόν’ (WH 2:384)
Gr. χρό- (a.) ‘blassgelb, blass, bleich’ (GEW 2:1153-4)
LAv. sray- (f.) ‘Schönheit’ (AIWb. 1645, sraya [sgI])

821 Brugmann’s comparison between RV. šákhā- ‘Ast, Zweig’ (WbRV. 1391): Arm. čax- ‘fresh branch with leaves’ (EtDiArm. 619) fails because Arm. č requires *šk or *ks (Meillet 1936:36). The latter is proven to be correct by ModPers. šák (sb.) ‘Zweig’.
822 The correspondence was properly postulated already by Juret (1937:78). It is possible that Latin ch represents here an archaism rather than an innovation.
Gr. πολύ χροο- (a.) ‘many-coloured, variegated’ (LSJ. 1446)
Lat. pul·chrimo- (sup.) ‘schönst’ (WH 2:384)
gAv. sůra- (a.) ‘schön anzusehen, schön’ (AIWb. 1645)
Lat. pul·christūdō(n)- (f.) ‘Schönheit’ (WH 2:384)

(b) Neogr. *khłam- ‘bergen, verhüllen’ (P. 553-4)
Lat. clam (adv.prepA) ‘heimlich, verhüllen’ (WH 1:226-7)
Lat. clam ’dēstīno- (a.) ‘geheim, verborgen’ (WH 1:226-7, clandestīnus)
Gr. χλαντό (f.) ‘Oberkleid, Mantel’ (GEW 2:1102, χλαντόν)

(c) Neogr. *khlē- ‘heiβ, warm’ (P. 551)
Gr. χλά- (f.) ‘Wärme’ (GEW 2:1103)
Gr. χλαω (vb.) ‘warm oder weich werden’ (GEW 2:1103)
MidCymr. clayar (a.) ‘lau : warm’ (Beitr. 794, VGK 1:66)

In these examples, the aspirated palatovelar is the analytical outcome of the velar and a following PIE *h. Thus v/χλα- is derived from a root with ‘European a’, as proven by Lat. calim (adv.) ‘antiqui diceant pro clam’ (WH 1:138), similar to Gr. χλά to PIE v/keha-: ‘heiβ, warm’ in:
Lat. caleō (vb2.) ‘heiβ, warm sein, glühen’ (WH 1:137, caleō)
TochB. kalla- (a.) ‘warm, heiβ’ (DTochB. kallona)
The defective postulation of Neogr. *kh has resulted in a reconstructive gap, which offers some prospects of comparison. Even if other etymological possibilities are exhausted, it remains possible that Gr. χ matches RV. š, Lat. c, etc.823

§4. Neogr. *g, the voiced variant of Neogr. *k in environments *h—g and *g—h, is present in a rich collection of examples (Grundr. 1:548):
(a) PIE v/ha-– ‘treiben’ (P. 4f.). Both ‘a-colouring’ and voice (via *g) are confirmed in
RV. nir·āj- (ao.) ‘austreiben; Obj. Kühe’ (WbRV. 19, nirāje [inf.])
Arm. ace- (ao.) ‘bring, lead, move, beat, etc.’ (EtDiArm. 16)
Lat. agō (pr3.) ‘(be)treiben, führen, hetzen’ (WH 1:23-4)
Gr. ἄγω (pr.) ‘treiben, leiten, führen, gehen’ (GEW 1:18)

(b) PIE v/haγ-– ‘Acker, Feld, Trift, Flur, usw.’
Lat. ager (m.) ‘Acker, Feld, Flur’ (WH 1:22, ager, agrī)
Gr. ἄγο- (m.) ‘Feld, Acker’ (GEW 1:16, ἄγος [sgN])
Go. ak- (m.) ‘Acker : field’ (GoEtD. 24, ak [sgN])
RV. ájrā- (m.) ‘die bewachsene Ebene, die Flur’ (WbRV. 23)

(c) PIE v/γnaf- ‘kennen’ (P. 376-8, ablaut PIE *γναφ- *γναφ- *γναφ-):
RV. jajñ- (pf.) ‘erkennen, wahrnehmen’ (WbRV. 501, jajñūs)
RV. ṝta jñā- (a.) ‘das Gesetz kennend’ (WbRV. 285, ṝtajñāas)

823 The collision of Neogr. *k and *kh implies that, in principle, every correspondence lacking a Greek parallel is ambiguous.
The laryngeal is implied by Gr. ἀ, the Lithuanian acute, and possibly also the lengthening of RV. jaja [3sg] (Brugmann’s Law II).

§5. The voiced aspirate Neogr. *ḡḥ (Grundr2 1:548-9) has been preserved in examples like:

(a) Neogr. *ḡhei(m)- ‘Winter’ (P. 425-6)

Hi. gicem- (c?.) ‘Winter’ (HEG 1:571f, gi-e-mi [sgD])
gAv. zim- (f.) ‘Winter’ (AIWb. 1700, zimò [sgG])
RV. him- (f.) ‘Kälte, Frost’ (WbRV. 1665, himà [sgI])
Gr. χέιματι- (n.) ‘Winter’ (GEW 2:1079f., χειμα [sgNA])

(b) Neogr. *ュー gh- ‘vehere’ (P. 1118-20)

RV. vahe- (ao.) ‘fahren, zu den Götter bringen’ (WbRV. 1243)
Lat. uhèhö (pr3.) ‘fahren, führen, tragen, bringen’ (WH 2:742)
Pamph. ḍže- (vb1.) ‘hintragen, darbringen’ (GEW 2:604, ḍže̬)̬)
HLu. uaza- (vb.) ‘carry’ (CHLu. 2.11.7, pes₂(-)wa/-za-ha [1sg])

(c) Neogr. *angh- ‘beengen’ (P. 42-43)

RV. ánh- (f.) ‘Enge, Bedrängniss’ (WbRV. 3, ánhas [Abl])
Gr. āŋγo (pr.) ‘zu(sammen)schnüren, erdroßeln’ (GEW 1:17)
LAv. azha- (vb.) ‘bedrängen, in Not bringen’ (AIWb. 362, ązanhê)
Lat. angô (pr.3) ‘beengen, zuschnüren’ [WH 1:47]

(d) Neogr. *leigh- ‘(be)lecken, liebkosen’ (P. 668-9)

RV. rih- (ao.) ‘belecken, liebkosen’ (WbRV. 1168-9, rihaté [3pl])
Gr. λεξια (pr.) ‘lecken’ (GEW 2:102)
Go. bi laigo- (vb.) ‘lick’ (GoEtD. 70, biilaigodedun [pret3pl])
Arm. lize- (vb.) ‘lecken’ (EtDiArm. 398, lizem [1sg])
OLr. ligi- (vb.) ‘lecken’ (GEW 2:102, DIL 434, ligim [1sg])
Li. liézh- (vb.) ‘öfters ein wenig lecken’ (LiEtWb. 369, liézít)

824 According to the well-known rule, Arm. z stands between vowels for Arm. j (elsewhere). Without contesting this, I remain uneasy because of counterexamples such as Arm. awji-k’ (sb.) ‘Halsband’ (Gr. τογήν- ‘Nacken, Hals’).
§6. The attempt to eliminate the series Neogr. *kʰ ǵʰ ǵʰ is based on a hypothesis according to which the plain velars became palatals before front vowels (especially PIE *e, ŋ) in the Satem group. In this argument, it is claimed that the palatovelars were analogically generalized to the environment before PIE *o *o (via ablaut *e/o). The supporters of the idea include Hirt (1898:224) and, more recently, Lehmann (1952:8 & 100-102) and some other scholars. The problems with this view are overwhelming, however:

(a) The assumption of only the two velars PIE *k and *kʰ is difficult, since – as mentioned by Miller (1976:47) “[...] Hirt’s discussion fails to explain how the velars came to be palatalized in other environments, as exemplified by *ekwo- (Lat. equus; Skt. āśva- ‘horse’, Lith. āšva ‘Mare’).”

(b) The assumed analogical emergence of palatovelars before *o, ŋ lacks rigour due to the existence of roots with *e/o-ablaut without the first palatalization before *e ŋ and *o ŋ. This is the case, for instance, in:

PIE *kes-, *kos- ‘kämmen, scharren’ (P. 585)

Hī. keš- (vb.) ‘to comb, card’ (HEG 1:587, ki-iš-zi)
Li. kās- (vb.) ‘scharren, graben’ (LiEtWb. 226, kāsti [inf.])
CLu. keša- (vb.) ‘kämmen : peignier, carder’ (DLL. 55)
OCS. česa- (vb.) ‘kämmen, abstreifen’ (Sadnik v105)

c) The idea that plain velars became palatals (OInd. ś, etc.) before front vowels PIE *e, ŋ in the Satem group violates the principle of regularity of sound change, because the plain velars before front vowels resulted in the second palatalization with well-known outcomes OInd. c, Av. ě, OCS. ě, Latv. c, etc.

d) The claim of a complete absence of lacking palatal articulation in the Centum group is inaccurate. The existence of the palatovelars (Neogr. *k, etc.) in the Centum group is confirmed by Greek, where Neogr. *kʰ ǵʰ followed by PIE *j yielded Gr. ο σ ϖ ζ ς. An identical development is now attested in Tocharian, with the result that palatovelars are proven for the Centum group. As palatovelars are secured both for the Satem group and the Centum group, the attempt to eliminate them leads nowhere.

825 For an account of this attempted elimination, see Tischler (1990:70).

826 In Sigląd’s (1995: 152) words, “the satem group FRONTED plain velar stops”.

827 Similarly, Allen (1978:97) writes: “[...] exceptions have been cited by other scholars as a disproof of its validity – e.g. by Pisani (1963:51) the occurrence of Lat. octo: Skt aśṭau < *oktō(u), where there is neither the phonetic environment nor any analogy to account for the palatal: cf. also Kuryłowicz 1956:357f.”

828 See Sigląd (1995:152), referring to “[...] the total lack of evidence pointing to specifically palatal articulation of *k, *g, and *gʰ in ANY ‘centum language’.”

829 See Brugmann (1900: §83).

830 For an isogloss containing both Greek and Tocharian, see PIE ǵiša- in Gr. ἱ ῶ ζ(ῆ)ο (vb.) ‘live in’ (LSJ 565) : TochA. šaw- (vbA.) ‘vivere’ (Poucha 326, šawī [opt3sg]) and TochB. šaw- (vb.) ‘live’ (DTochB. 627, šawem [3pl]).
§7. The main contribution to the segmental analysis of the Proto-Indo-European palatovelars has been presented by Szemerényi (1996:148), “The preconsonantal palatals [...] owe their origin, at least in part, to a lost palatal vowel.” The details of the palatalization, supported by typology, are provided by Szemerényi (1964:400) in his related comment:

“Palatalization is impossible before another stop. We must therefore infer that ‘eight’ at one time had a palatalizing vowel between k and t which was later lost. [...] I would simply state that the most likely form seems “okitó.”

Szemerényi's identification of PIE *i as the phonetic origin of the first palatalization (Neogr. *k ≡ PIE *ki) is correct, because the front vowels PIE *e, ē are the main cause of the second palatalization, and are therefore not capable of accounting for the first one. In other words, the first palatalization is essentially an ‘i-palatalization’ and the second palatalization is an ‘e-palatalization’. Szemerényi’s idea makes perfect sense, because the palatovelars Neogr. *k, ġ, ... contain *i and are, therefore, capable of appearing in all environments. Accordingly, Szemerényi’s treatment of the first palatalization can be generalized by setting the definitions for the non-aspirated items:

Neogr. *k ≡ df PIE *ki Neogr. *ģ ≡ df PIE *gi

with an unaccented PIE *i (→ *i).834

§8. Szemerényi’s outstanding work is not restricted to the conjecture, but includes a sketch of a proof. Thus, according to Szemerényi (1996:146):

“Most scholars see themselves rather as forced to the conclusion that the palatals arose secondarily from fronted velars [...]. Since on this supposition the development of palatalization depends on certain conditions [...] the survival of some non-palatalized forms is in principle to be expected.”

Szemerényi’s suggestion, involving a preserved PIE *ί and/or schwebeablaubt (i.e. a velar root with palatal diphthong alternating with a palatovelar root), can indeed be supported by the material to a degree. Thus, for instance, we may reconstruct PIE *koiuо- ‘horse’ for the items:

OPr. kaywe- (f.) ‘kobele d.h. Stute’ (APrS. 351, kaywe [sgN])
LAv. kaēva- (m.) ‘EN eines Gläubigen’ (AIWb. 429)

831 See also Miller (1976:48): “[...] typologically speaking, languages do not generally have palatalized velars except as a result of a palatalization process.”
832 Thus, the palatovelar appears before Neogr. *a in RV. šad- (Lat. cad-), before Neogr. *r in RV. šmašr-, before Neogr. *u in RV. švašr-, before Neogr. *m in RV. asman-, before Neogr. *l in RV. šr-, etc.
833 PIE *gi in environments *h—gi and *gi—h.
834 Thus, PIE *haekim- is reconstructed for Neogr. *(h)ākm- (Gr. ὀξμοιν), PIE *gie한- for Neogr. *gene- (Gr. γεῖν), and so forth.
Though its meaning is unknown, the lineage of the Avestan name (LAv. frînaspah- kaevahæ ašaon̂) can contain a figura etymologica (i.e. point to a direct connection) between LAv. kaeva- and LAv. aspa- through schwebeablaut PIE *ekiuer- : *koiuer-.<ref>835 The proof sought from this direction faces, however, the usual ambiguity problems caused by the three-term nature of the the velar series. Here the loss of the labiovelars in the Satem group means that an initial Neogr. *k̂ is equally possible for OPr. kaywe- : LAv. kaeva- unless a match with the Centum group proving otherwise is found.<ref>836

§9. The true factor necessitating the segmental analysis of the palatovelars with Szemerényi's methodology is not the unaspirated palatals, but the aspirated ones, because their traditional writing Neogr. *kh *gh does not cover the actual distinctions of the data. This is caused by the fact that the cover symbols Neogr. *kh *gh stand for four distinctive starting points of the proto-language, as expressed by the definitions:

Gr. χ : RV. s : Av. s = *[k̂] PIE *kiah *khihe *kahi (= Neogr. *kh)  
Gr. χ : RV. h : Av. z = *[gh] PIE *giāfi *giāfi *gāfi (= Neogr. *gh)

Because evidence for the voiceless aspirate Neogr. *k̂ is scarce, I will illustrate the segmental analysis with roots now marked with Neogr. *gh. Some examples of the different segmental starting points of Neogr. *gh are:

(a) Neogr. *gh = *[gh] PIE *giāfi is contained, for example, in:

PIE *g'afhæm- ‘Erde’ (P. 414-6)

OCS. zemja (f.) ‘earth’ (Sadnik 1132)  
Li. żemē (f.) ‘Erde, Boden, Acker, Land’ (LiEtWb. 1299)

The voiceless alternative of the root PIE *kiahm- ‘liegen, Lager’ (Pyysalo 2011) reveals the expected vocalism Lat. a in:

Gr. χòm̑t̑ (f.) ‘Dorf, Quartier, Viertel einer Stadt’ (GEW 2:61-2)  
Lat. camā- (f.) ‘kurzes, niedriges Bett, Pritsche’ (WH 1:145)  
Gr. χòμ̑t̑ (n.) ‘tiefe, ruhiger Schlaf’ (GEW 2:61)

(b) Neogr. *gh = *[gh] PIE *giāfi is is preserved, for example, in:

PIE *gi'haer- *gi'fiaor- ‘age, old’ (P. –)

Gr. χ'òμ̑ν (m.) ‘an old man’ (IE&IE 724)  
Olnd. jharjarita- (a.) ‘zerschlagen, welk, verdorben’ (KEWA 1:422)  
Av. a rəsarænt- (a.) ‘nicht alternd’ (AIWb. 225)  
LAv. zarəta- (pp.) ‘altersschwach’ (AIWb. 1682)

<ref>835 For a lively discussion on etymologically related names in the Indo-European lineage (in Greek) with a remark on “the habit of giving the son a component of his father’s name”, see Palmer (1980:34ff.).  
836 Certainly, however, Pedersen’s (1900:293) pessimism regarding the possibilities of the analysis is exaggerated: “Zwar ist es sehr gut möglich daß alle drei reihen auf eine reihe zurückgehen, aber irgend eine spur von dieser entstehung in den uns erreichbaren sprachformen finden zu vollen ist eine unternehmen, das meiner ansicht nach nur misslingen kann.”
This root – with PIE *fia proven by Gr. α – is related to the well-known root PIE 
*gīfatār- ‘old age’ (P. 390-391):

RV. jāra- (pr.) ‘aufreihen, gebrechlich/alt machen’ (WbRV. 479)
Arm. cer (sb.) ‘Greis: old, elder’ (Grundr² 1:116)
RV. jāra- (a.) ‘alternd’ (WbRV. 485, PIE *giofiaro-837)
Gr. γῆγεια (n.) ‘Alter’ (GEW 1:304)

(c) PIE *gieheir- ‘Geier, Begierde838

OHG. gīr- (m.) ‘Geier’ (AhdEW. G-57)
OHG. gīra- (f.) ‘Begierde, Habgier’ (AhdEW. G-57)
OHG. gīrheit- (f.) ‘Gier, Begierde, Habsucht’ (AhdEW. G-59)

The root with a respective palatovelar is attested in:

√giehier- ‘begehren, gern haben’ (P. 440-1, gher)

OHG. ger (a.) ‘begehrend, verlangend’ (AhdEW. G-14)
gAv. zara- (m.) ‘Ziel, Streben’ (?) (AIWb. 1670)
RV. hárya- (pr.) ‘gern haben’ (KEWA 3:583)
OHG. girí- (a.) ‘begierig, habgierig’ (AhdEW. G-59)
Osc. heriio- (vb.) ‘wollen’ (WbOU. 321-2, heriiaid [conj3sg])

§10. In the alternations of voice and (schwebe)ablauf, the palatovelars behave
similarly as the other plosives (i.e. form variants T : Th : D : Dh). The variation can be
exemplified with the root PIE *kiahu-, *giahu- ‘Kraft Stärke’:

(a) PIE *kíahu-r, the root with ‘unaspirated tenuis T’, appears in

RV. úsu’ura- (m.) ‘der Starke, der Held’ (WbRV. 1411)839
RV. úsúra- (a.) ‘stark, heldenhaft’ (WbRV. 1411)
gAv. a súra- (a.) ‘unstark, unvermögend’ (AIWb. 211)
Gr. xúgós- (n.) ‘Bekräftigung, Rechtskraft’ (GEW 2:53-4)

(b) PIE *kuahu-r, the root with ‘aspirated tenuis Th’, appears in

RV. šur údhd- (m.) ‘der Starke, der Held’ (WbRV. 1407)
RV. šur údh- (f.) ‘stärkender Trank’ (WbRV. 1407)

following the loss of PIE *a.

(c) PIE *gieahu/r/s, the root with ‘unaspirated media D’, appears in

LAv. zāvar- (n.) ‘(physique) Kraft, Stärke’ (AIWb. 1689, zāvarə)
Gr. γαγός- (a.) ‘stolz, übermütig’ (GEW I:292)
MidIr. guaire (a.) ‘edel’ (WH 1:535)
gAv. zavah- (n.) ‘Kraft, Stärke’ (AIWb. 1669)

---

837 Unless we are able to prove PIE *o structurally, the quantity of RV. jāra- remains ambiguous owing
to its possible identity with Gr. γῆγεια (pr.) ‘altern, reifen’.
838 For AhdEW. G, see www.indogermanistik.uni-jena.de/dokumente/PDF/G-Woerter.pdf.
839 The three-syllabic Rig-Vedic scansion proves PIHr. *cúhura- ← PIE *káhu-. 
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4.8.5 Proto-Indo-European velars in System PIE

§0. The key facts concerning the Proto-Indo-European velar system can be summarized as follows:

(a) A consistent reconstruction theory requires all three places of articulation of the classical theory Neogr. "k : ḳ : kʰ", etc. (Be Zenberger, Brugmann, Tischler, etc.) with the four variants T : Th : D : Dh. The oppositions are independent of environment, with the result that attempts to eliminate any series are not recommended.

(b) The postulation of a single plain velar PIE *k suffices for the reconstruction of the entire classical velar system:

1. The voiced velar PIE *g appears in environment PIE *h.
2. Followed by PIE *u, PIE *k is the starting point of the labiovelars Neogr. "kʰ = PIE *k+u, etc. (Reichelt).
3. Followed by PIE *i, PIE *k is the starting point of the palatovelars Neogr. "k = PIE *k+i, etc. (Szemerényi).\(^4\)

§1. Starting from the minimal set of one velar (tectal) PIE *k, the following definitions equal the classical array of the Neogrammarians:

Gr. χ : OInd. k/c \(\equiv\) PIE *k \(\equiv\) Neogr. *k
Gr. χ : RV. kh/c \(\equiv\) PIE *kah v kha \(\equiv\) Neogr. *kʰ
Gr. γ : RV. g/j \(\equiv\) PIE *g (in fi—g, g—fi) \(\equiv\) Neogr. *g
Gr. χ : RV. gh/h \(\equiv\) PIE *gafu v ghə \(\equiv\) Neogr. *gh
Gr. τ/π : RV. k/c \(\equiv\) PIE *ku \(\equiv\) Neogr. *kʰ
Gr. q/θ : RV. kh/c \(\equiv\) PIE *kahu v khau \(\equiv\) Neogr. *kʰ\(h\)
Gr. β/δ : RV. g/j \(\equiv\) PIE *gu (in fi—gu, gu—fi) \(\equiv\) Neogr. *gʰ
Gr. q/θ : RV. gh/h \(\equiv\) PIE *gafu v ghau \(\equiv\) Neogr. *gʰ
Gr. χ : RV. š : Av. s \(\equiv\) PIE *ki \(\equiv\) Neogr. *k
Gr. χ : RV. š : Av. s \(\equiv\) PIE *kiah v kiha v kahi v khai \(\equiv\) Neogr. *kʰ
Gr. γ : RV. j : Av. z \(\equiv\) PIE *gi (in fi—gi, gi—fi) \(\equiv\) Neogr. *g
Gr. χ : RV. h : Av. z \(\equiv\) PIE *giafi v gifa v gafi v ghai \(\equiv\) Neogr. *gʰ

Requiring only a single item PIE *k, this is the most economical existing solution.

§2. An alternation of the palatovelars Neogr. "kʰ ḳʰ ḡ ḡ and plain velars Neogr. *k kh g gh has been proposed for some examples of the data.\(^4\) The incomplete

\(^4\) Steensland (1973:93) writes: “Es ist daher völlig klar, daß die verstellung der gutturale in irgendeiner weise mit dem wurzelvokalismus zusammenhängt.”

\(^4\) See Brugmann (Grundr.² 1:544-547), Tischler (1990:80) and Steensland (1973:101ff.).
satemization (for this terminology, see Szemerényi 1996:146n1) is, however, unacceptable.\footnote{Note that while Szemerényi uses the term ‘incomplete satemization’, his (1990:155 = 7.2.2.2) explanation of the issue is practically identical with one favoured here: “Da bei dieses Annahme die Entwicklung der Palatalisierung an gewisse Bedingungen gebunden ist – vor allem an ein folgendes e, i oder y-, ist auch das Weiterleben von nichtpalatalisierten Formen prinzipiell zu erwarten.” For the full discussion, see Szemerényi (1990:154-159).} Sound changes do not allow exceptions, and consequently the comparisons of phonetically incompatible palatalized and unpalatalized roots must be erroneous. The solution lies in the vast Indo-European vocabulary, as a rule containing palatalized and unpalatalized roots confirmed by two witnesses (Fick’s Rule). Some examples of distinct roots with and without palatovelars are discussed next.

(a) The alternation *k : ʰk. In this type, most forms are attested with a plain velar, but an occasional palatovelar appears. This is the case, for example, with the root

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{luk-} '\text{Morgen : tagen}' (\text{P. 687-690}): \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hi. luk-} & \quad (\text{vb1A/M}) '\text{hell werden, tagen}' (\text{HEG 2:65-}) \\
\text{Gr. } & \text{luk-} (\text{a.}) '\text{morgendgrauend}' (\text{GEW 2:149}) \\
\text{RV. rúk-} & \quad (f.) '\text{Glanz, Licht, Ansehen}' (\text{WbRV. 1172}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

In addition, a root form with palatal (see Hirt 1927: 239-40) appears in RV. rúšant- (pt.) ‘leuchtend, hell, licht’ (WbRV. 1177). This is not an indication of irregularity, because the palatal root is also externally paralleled:

\[ \text{PIE } *\text{luki-} '\text{Morgen, Glanz ; hell werden, tagen}' (\text{Neogr. } *\text{luk-}) \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Arm. lus-} & \quad (\text{sb.obl.}) '\text{Licht}' (\text{ArmGr. 453, lusoig [sgG]}) \\
\text{RV. } & \text{a rušan-} (\text{a.}) '\text{dunkle (Wolke) schlagend}' (\text{WbRV. 10}) \\
\text{RV. rúšant-} & \quad (\text{pt.}) '\text{leuchtend, hell, licht}' (\text{WbRV. 1177}) \\
\text{Arm. lusa } & \text{vor} (\text{sb.}) '\text{lichtbringend, leuchtend}' (\text{ArmGr. 429}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

In this case, the root Neogr. *luk- is a derivative of PIE *luk-, the primary root with a plain velar.

(b) The root P. 444 gherdh-, ostensibly reconstructed with a plain velar, masks a labiovelar and a palatovelar root, both externally confirmed.\footnote{For the emergence of such doublets in etymology, observe Pokorny’s shortcut (1969:5): “Bei der Anordnung der Lemmata habe ich, im Gegensatz zu W.-P., bei den Gutturalen nur Palatale, reine gutturale und Labiovelare unterschieden, und an Stelle des unsicheren Fälle verwenden q einfach k geschrieben.”}

1. Neogr. *ghordh- (PIE *gau(oo)rda- ) ‘encirclement, castle’ (HEG 1:658f.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hi. gurda-} & \quad (\text{É}) '\text{Burg, Akropolis, Zitadelle}' (\text{HHAnd. 86}) \\
\text{LAv. gordan-} & \quad (\text{m.}) '\text{Höhle als Behausung}' (\text{AIWb. 522-3}) \\
\text{Li. gorda-} & \quad (\text{m.}) '\text{Pferch}' (\text{LiEtWb. 135}) \\
\text{Alb. gardh-} & \quad (\text{m.}) '\text{fence}' (\text{AlbEtD. 110, garth, gardhie [plN]}) \\
\text{OCS. gradu } & \quad (\text{m.}) '\text{Stadt}' (\text{Sadnik v253}) \\
\text{Phryg. mane gordu-} & \quad (\text{ON.}) '\text{Mannes-Stad'} (\text{P. 444}) \\
\end{align*}
\]
OCS. o·gradi-  (vb.) ‘fence in, enclose’ (Sadnik ṯ235, ogradi [ipv2sg])

2. PIE *gifhardaī- ‘id.’ (Neogr. *ǵʰordh-, P. 442, 444)
Go. gard-  (m.) ‘house, court’ (GoeT. 147, gards [sgN])
Li. žařdi-  (m.) ‘umzäunter Weideplatz’ (LiEtWb. 1290)
Phryg. mane-zordu-  (ON.) ‘Mannes-Stad’ (P. 444)

The root is a derivative of the following formation.

3. PIE *gifhart- ‘Gehege, Hof, usw.’ (P. 442, 444)
Osc. hort-  (f.) ‘Hain’ (WbOU. 334, Osc. húrz, húrtúm)
Lat. co·hort-  (f.) ‘eingezäunter Hofraum, Viehhof’ (WH 1:242)
Gr. χόρτο-  (m.) ‘Gehege, Hof’ (GEW 2:1112, χόρτος)
Cymr. garth  (.) ‘Pferch, Hürde, Gehege, Hofraum’ (WbOU. 335)
TochB. kercī  (m.pl.) ‘palace’ (DTochB. 196)

Similar examples are not uncommon and the variation is explained through an etymological difference rather than incomplete satemization.⁸⁴⁴ (c) From the morphological perspective, the segmental analysis of palatovelars means a shift towards a more flexible idea of Proto-Indo-European root formation. Thus, examples of a detailed derivation of Neogr. *ǵʰ, contained in the etymology of the root Neogr. *dheīgh- (P. 244-5), can be shown in:

PIE *dafāik-  (Neogr. *dhik- = Dh—T)
Osc. fificus-  (2fut.) ‘ausgedacht haben werden’ (WbOU. 279, fificus)
OFal. fifike-  (vb.) ‘finxit’ (WbOU. 279, fifiked [3sg])⁸⁴⁵

PIE *dafīg-  (Neogr. *dhig- = Dh—D)⁸⁴⁶
Gr. θυγό-  (ao.) ‘mit der Hand berühren, antasten’ (GEW 1:674-5)
Lat. figulo-  (m.) ‘Töpfer’ (WH 1:502)
Lat. fig·ürā-  (f.) ‘Bildung, Gestaltung, Figur’ (WH 1:502)
Go. ga·dikis-  (n.) Gr. πλάσμα ‘molded figure’ (GoEtD. 90)

PIE *dafigaīh-  (Neogr. *dhig- = Dh—D)
OInd. sam·dégh-  (ao.) ‘smear, cover’ (MonWil. 1143, sam 공동디히)
OInd. saṃ·deghā-  (m.) ‘conglomeration’ (MonWil. 1143)

RV. dih-  (vb.) ‘bestreichen, verkitten’ (WbRV. 608, dihānah [pt])
LAv. uz·diz-  (pt.) ‘aufhäufen, -schichten, -mauern’ (AIWb. 673-4)
RV. pári (…) déh-  (ao.) ‘überziehen, bedecken’ (WbRV. 608, pári déhat)

---

⁸⁴⁴ Cf. also Neogr. *gʰel- (Lat. fel-, Li. gelta-, Lat. folus) vs. Neogr. ġhel- (Lat. helus ‘vegetables, greens’) and so forth.

⁸⁴⁵ Note, however, that Walde’s translations are uncertain. So are the attested forms (Osc. fificus], Fal. f[if]iquod, fificid); see Untermann (WbOU. 279).

⁸⁴⁶ Apparently derived from PIE *dafāik- with the root constraint Dh—T → Dh—D.
LAv. pairi ·daēza- (m.) ‘Ummallung, Ummauerung’ (AIWb. 865)

Consequently, it is possible to account regularly in System PIE for the formerly problematic alternations involving incomplete satemization in Neogr. *dhik- : *dhig- : *dhigh-.

§3. The Old Anatolian Satem languages (to wit, Luwian) have undergone the first palatalization (viz. the affricativization of the palatovelars), and they preserve the labiovelar series as a whole. These features have turned a corner in the study of the Centum-Satem isogloss. Simultaneously, they have caused some confusion, as the early definition was based on the assimilation of Neogr. *k h̥ g h and the merger of Neogr. *k̥ g and Neogr. *k h̥ g h in the Satem group. This view is now outdated by the data, because there are two independent variables, the treatment of the palatals and the treatment of labiovelars, with the two axes actually defining four types of languages instead of two (Satem vs. Centum). All four types are actually attested, as can be seen from the modernized classification:

(a) +Palatalized and +Labiovelar languages. This group consists of the Anatolian Satem languages continuing both series (e.g. cuneiform Luwian and Lycian).

(b) +Palatalized and –Labiovelar languages. This group consists of the traditional Satem languages indirectly preserving the palatovelars, but having lost the labiovelars (e.g. Lithuanian and Avestan).

(c) –Palatalized and +Labiovelar languages. This group consists of the traditional Centum languages having lost palatovelars, but preserving labiovelars as distinct from the plain series (e.g. Latin and Greek).

(d) –Palatalized and –Labiovelar languages. This group consists of the Centum languages that have lost palatovelars and merged the labiovelars with the plain velar series. The group consists of Tocharian and Irish (except for Neogr. *g h̥ → OIr. b).

### 4.9 Proto-Indo-European fricatives

#### 4.9.1 General remarks on the historical fricative systems

§0. Two series of fricatives were postulated for the proto-language by the Neogrammarians:

- Neogr. *s sh z zh (sibilants)
- Neogr. *p ph ḷ ḷh (interdentals).

In contrast with the two abundant arrays of sibilants and interdentals, no segmental laryngeal was included in the traditional phoneme inventory. These factors make the fricative system the weakest link of the Neogrammian reconstruction, and it required considerable modifications.

---

847 The other alternations of aspirated stops Neogr. *gh : ̥g (cf. OInd. drogh- : drožhar-) are to be explained similarly (i.e. with a suffix *i-).

848 See Melchert (1989:204): “In conclusion, I wish to stress one point regarding centum/satem in Anatolian. [...] Luwian (CLuīian, HLuīian, Lycian) is neither centum nor satem, since it would show neither a merger k, k > k nor k, k̥ > k, but a three-way contrast.”
§1. Proto-Indo-European had only two (dental/alveolar) sibilants, PIE *s and PIE *z. The typologically postulated items Neogr. *šh *žh do not exist, except for the clusters of PIE *s+h and PIE *z+h with the segmental laryngeals PIE *h and PIE *ɦ.

§2. The series Neogr. *pʰ *θ *ð *ðh (‘thorn’) was postulated through the comparison of etymologically differing proto-phonemes IIIr. s : Gr. τ/θ in a similar manner as the syllabic sonants of Brugmann and Osthoff. When the complete data is accounted for, sibilants and dentals can be externally paralleled. Therefore, abandoning the series is recommended (see Chapter 1).

§3. As already discovered by the monolaryngealist school (Zgusta, etc.), a single segmental laryngeal PIE *ɦ is implied for the proto-language by the comparative method of reconstruction, a result independently confirmed in this study. For this phoneme, a glottal fricative articulation (Szemerényi) with voiceless and voiced values PIE *h/ɦ (Pyysalo) can be secured.

4.9.2 The sibilants PIE *s and *z

§0. The parent language had a single coronal sibilant, PIE *s (≡ Neogr. *s), with the voiced allophone PIE *z (≡ Neogr. *z) conditioned by the environment z+D(ɦ). The place of articulation of the fricative PIE *s remains uncertain (whether it is dental or alveolar), but as no opposition exists between the alternatives the exact pronunciation remains a matter of lesser importance.

§1. The examples of PIE *s (Grundr² 1:722-89, Szemerényi 1996:51-2) include:
(a) PIE *sept- ‘seven’ (P. 909, Grundr² 1:722, HEG 2:1061f.)

| RV. | saptá- | (ord.) ‘sieben’ (WbRV. 1474) |
| Gr. | ēptá- | (num.) ‘sieben’ (GEW 1:545) |
| RV. | sāptá- | (n.) ‘Siebengespann’ (WbRV. 1512) |
| Lat. | septem | (num.) ‘sieben’ (WH 2:517) |
| Cpd. | šapta-niga- | (c.) ‘7th’ (NOMS. 1111, ša-áp-ta-ma-nil-ga) |
| Hē. | šepatia- | (n.) ‘Flüssigkeit’ (HHand. 152, ši-ip-ta-mi-ia) |
(b) PIE *srehau- ‘stream, flood’ (P. 1003, sreuh-, Grundr² 1:722)

| RV. | sra-va- | (pr.) ‘strömen, fliessen’ (WbRV. 1618, srāvanti [3pl]) |
| Gr. | ŝ(e)ʃo- | (pr.) ‘fliessen, strömen’ (GEW 2:650f., ŝeʃ [3sg]) |
| Li. | šrove- | (4f.) ‘Ströme (LiEtWb. 888) |
| Ofr. | šraim- | (n.) ‘flot, grande quantité’ (LEIA S-188) |
(c) PIE *ueš- ‘kleiden’ (P. 1172-3, Grundr² 1:722)

| RV. | vás- | (aoM.) ‘sich anziehen, kleiden in’ (WbRV. 1231, váste) |
| Hē. | ueš- | (vb1.) ‘gekleidet sein, angezogen sein’ (HHand. 201) |
| CLu. | uaš- | (iA) ‘bekleiden, anziehen’ (DLL 108, ua-aš-ša [1sg]) |
| Go. | wasja- | (vb.) ‘dress, be dressed’ (GoEtD. 395, wasjan [inf.]) |
| Lesb. | (ʃ)emu | (n.) ‘Kleid’ (GEW 1:521, (ʃ)emu [sgNA]) |
Lat. uesti- (f.) ‘Kleid, Gewand’ (WH 2:773, uestis [sgN])

§2. According to the Indo-Iranian ‘ruki-rule’\textsuperscript{849} and its Balto-Slavonic counterpart (also known as Pedersen’s Law), the sibilant of the proto-language was retracted in the sound change

\[ \text{PIE} *s \rightarrow \text{Av. š (OInd. š), Li. š (OCS. ch), etc.} \quad \text{(RUKI)} \]

after *r u K i in Indo-Iranian and Slavonic (but in Lithuanian only after *r). The sound law is beyond doubt, but there is a set of hitherto unexplained exceptions, both in Indo-Iranian and in Slavonic:

(a) Several Vedic counterexamples are the earliest possible:

- RV. kistā- (m.) ‘Sänger, Dichter’ (WbRV. 328, KEWA 1:217)
- AV. bīsa- (n.) ‘Wurzelschoss (der Lotuspflanze)’ (WbRV. 907)\textsuperscript{850}
- AV. sīsa- (n.) ‘Blei’ (Burrow 1976:33, EWA 1:734, EWA 3:478)

These ancient exceptions are accompanied by dozens of similar exceptions in the later language, many of which have been accounted for by Burrow:

- OInd. kāsīsa- (sb.) ‘green vitriol/sulphate of iron’ (Burrow 1976:33)
- OInd. kisara- (sb.) ‘an aromatic substance’ (Burrow 1976:33)
- OInd. kisalaya- (sb.) ‘leaf-bud, sprout, shoot’ (Burrow 1976:33)
- OInd. pīṣya- (pr.) ‘stretch, expand’ (Burrow 1976:33)
- OInd. pēsuka- (a.) ‘expanding’ (Burrow 1976:33)
- OInd. avi marīsa- (sb.) ‘sheep-milk’ (Burrow 1976:33)

(b) The etymologies, when available, speak for the Proto-Indo-European character of the formations.\textsuperscript{851} Thus, a PIE root can be postulated for an exception of the ruki-rule in:

\[ \text{PIE} \text{v}̣hāl- ‘Höhlung; tief’ \]

\[ \text{PIE} \text{v}̣hāl- \rightarrow \text{RV. } \text{rb } ǭsa- (,) ‘a hole in the earth’ (Burrow 1976:33, KEWA 1:124) \]

\[ \text{PIE} \text{v}̣hālu- \rightarrow \text{Hi. } \text{ḥalu-} (a.) ‘tief’ (sb.) ‘Höhlung’ (HEG 1:135-6) \]

\[ \text{OInd. arvīsa-} \rightarrow \text{()} ‘a hole from which vapours arise’ (Burrow 1976:33) \]

Therefore, an explanation that can be traced back to Proto-Indo-European phonology is needed.\textsuperscript{852}

\textsuperscript{849} See Collinge (1985:143-5) and Szemerényi (1996:51-2).

\textsuperscript{850} RV. bisa-khā- (m.) ‘der Wurzelschoss ausgräbt, W. ausgrabend’ (WbRV. 907).

\textsuperscript{851} Note that Burrow’s catalogue of the counterexamples of the ruki-rule implies that the Indo-Iranian exceptions occur only after PIIr. *r u i, but never after *K (note that the same applies to Slavonic as well).

\textsuperscript{852} Note the rare, but existing Slavonic counterexamples restricted to Neogr. *us ūs → OCS. ûs, ys, confirming the PIE origin of the phenomenon.
§3. Some comparatively secure conclusions can be drawn, based on the counterexamples of the ruki-rule:
(a) The stem RV. kíštá- requires three-syllabic scansion with hiatus RV. ’ ← PIE *h and an extra vowel RV. i₂ ← PIE *a, thus representing a full form:

RV. kíštá- (m.) ‘Sänger, Dichter’ (WbRV. 328)\textsuperscript{853}

The proto-form PIr. *Kíštó- contains PIE *i followed by PIE *ha before PIE *s. In other words, the diphonemic PIE *ha between the semi-vowel and the sibilant has prevented the ruki-rule from occurring. By generalizing this behaviour to PIE *u and PIE *r, the exceptions of the ruki-rule can be conditioned by the ‘rukihas-rule’ in the environment

$$\text{PIE } *\text{ru}i+ha+s \rightarrow \text{IE } ru+s \quad (\text{where } *h \equiv \text{PIE } *h \lor *f).$$\textsuperscript{854}

(b) According to the induction hypothesis, we can postulate a diphonemic PIE *ha for the exceptions of the ruki-rule in examples like:
1. PIE *bufhas- ‘dicht, Dichte’ (P. –, KEWA 2:440f.)

RV. busá- (n.) viell. ‘das Dichte, das Dunkel’ (WbRV. 910)
Gr. βδύην (adv.) ‘dicht gedrängt, eng aineinander’ (GEW 1:277)

The laryngeal PIE *h is thus implied by two witnesses, the voiced obstruent Gr. β = RV. b and the rukihas-rule.
2. PIE *blfas- ‘lästern, schmähen, zaubern’ (P. 719)\textsuperscript{855}

RV. bíšaya- (m.) etwa ‘Zaubereir’ (WbRV. 910)
RV. bíšaya- (m.) ‘Bezeichnung eines Dämons’ (WbRV. 910)
Gr. βλάσ φημο- (a.) ‘lästernd, verumleumend’ (GEW 1:241-2)
Gr. βλάσ φημείω (pr.) ‘schmähen, lästern, verumleumden’ (GEW 1:241)

The laryngeal is implied by Gr. α, the voiced value by Gr. β = RV. b, and diphonemic PIE *ha (vs. PIE *a h) by the rukihas-rule. In this manner, the rukihas-rule is compatible with the other sound laws and provides an additional criterion for reconstruction of the laryngeal and means of choosing between the alternatives PIE *ha and *ah. Due to the limited number of comparative etymologies, the sound law needs to be extensively tested.

(c) On the other hand, if a root with PIE *r/u/i is followed by PIE *h and PIE *s and the ruki-rule has taken effect, then PIE *ru+ah+s is to be reconstructed (the principle of the regularity of sound change). As an example, I quote the root

$$\text{PIE } *\text{giuahis- } \text{‘kosten, wünschen, usw.’ (Neogr. } *\text{geus- } \text{–gs-, P. 399).}$$\textsuperscript{856}

\textsuperscript{853} Here PIE *ha (not *ah) is required by the hiatus (= RV. kíštá-) and the following vowel, necessitating PIE *a in the absence of any other vowel capable of being lost.

\textsuperscript{854} As the sequences PIE *rhas *uhas *ihas were immune to the ruki-rule, I will call the principle governing the counterexamples the ‘rukihas-rule’.

\textsuperscript{855} Pokorny, assuming an original meaning “ als Verfehltes, Unpassendes sagend” connects the Greek items with the root 2. mel- (cf. Li. māla- ‘Lüge’). This is problematic, however, owing to the difference in meaning and schwebeablaut.
RV. sa jús- (prpI.) ‘vereint, zusammen, zugleich’ (WbRV. 1449)
OIr. asa gú- (. ‘er wünsche’ (VGK 2: 549, asagú [3sg])
LAv. zuš- (a.) ‘gefallig, anmutig, entzückend’ (AIWb. 1698)
Gr. γείβ(ο)- (pr.) ‘kosten, kosten lassen’ (GEW 1:302, γείβουμαι)

PIE *a is implied by the quantity RV. ū ≡ OIr. ū, the voiced laryngeal PIE *h by the root-initial voiced velar (RV. j ≡ Gr. γ), and PIE *af by the ruki-rule (RV. š = Av. š).

§4. PIE *z, the voiced counterpart of PIE *s, is generally attested only before the voiced mediae and mediae aspiratae (i.e. in the environment zD(hi)). The distribution reflects a regressive assimilation of voice PIE in *sD(hi) → zD(hi), due to which PIE *z is usually not reconstructed in examples such as:
(a) PIE *fiasd- ‘Ast’ (P. 782)
   Gr. ὠζο- (m.) ‘Ast, Zweig, Schöbling’ (GEW 2:353, ὠζος)
   OEng. òst (m.?) ‘knot, knopf’ (ASaxD. 768)
   Arm. ost (sb.) ‘branch, twig’ (ArmGr. 482)
   Hi. hašduir (‘Gesnpl.) ‘Zweige, Reisig, Bast’ (HEG 1:206)

(b) PIE *misdah- ‘Lohn, Sold, Miete, Gewinn’ (P. 746)
   Gr. μιζηθο- (m.) ‘Lohn, Sold, Miete, Tagelohn’ (GEW 2:244)
   LAv. mížda- (n.) ‘Lohn, Gewinn, Vorteil’ (AIWb. 1188)
   RV. mídhá- (n.) ‘Kampf, Wettkampf’ (WbRV. 1046)
   OCS. mížda- (f.) ‘Lohn’ (Sadnik v525)
   Go. mizdó- (f.) ‘Lohn’ (GoEtWb. 259)
   OEng. meard- (f.) ‘reward, pay’ (ASaxD. 679)

§5. In a few examples, however, PIE *z appears as a segmental phoneme without an immediately following voiced plosive D(hi). The rare occurrences of this PIE *z in alternation with PIE *s include, for instance, the following:
(a) PIE *sefiad *zezdah- ‘sedere’ (P. 884f.)
   Lat. sedent- (pt.) ‘sitzend’ (WH 2:507, sedentis [sgG])
   Umb. zeřent- (pt.) ‘sedens’ (WbOU. 659, zeřef [sgN])
   Li. sedlu- (. ‘saddle’ (LiEtWb. 769, sedlus [sgN])
   Li. zedlu- (. ‘= sedlus’ (Fraenkel 1931:413)
   Lat. sellula- (f.dim.) ‘Stuhl, Sessel’ (WH 2:507, OxLatD. 1729)

856 The laryngeal is implied by the voice of the palatovelar and the quantity of the glide (Fick’s Rule).
857 See Szemerényi (1996:51): “For Indo-European only one spirant can be established with certainty, voiceless s. Voiced z also occurs, but only as an allophone of s before voiced stops."
858 The ‘a-vocalism’ (OIr. saidid [3sg]) added with the Lithuanian acute (Li. sóda-) and the voiced mediae (Lat. d = Li. d etc.) imply PIE *fa for the root.
859 Brugmann’s claim of Umbrian development (Grundr² 1:372n1) is insufficient, because an identical development is attested in Lithuanian.
860 According to Fraenkel, Li. zedlu- is “aus poln. zedel, zydel ‘Sitzbock, Pritsche, Sessel’ entlehnt”. However, the suffixes do not match. As it is conceivable in theory that Li. z is caused by PIE *fi, I use the occasion to mention this possibility.
(b) PIE *sehar *zefiar- ‘beobachten’ (Brugmann, Grundr 2 1:372)

PIE *séfiari- *zefari-

Umbr. seri-  
(pr.) ‘beobachten’ (OUD. 669-670, seritu [3sg])

Umbr. an zeria-  
(pr.) ‘Vögel beobachten’ (WbOU. 103-5, anzeriatu)

PIE *sfharg- *sfharg-

OLi. sérgh-

(vb.) ‘behüten, bewahren’ (LiEtWb.776, sérmi [1sg])

Li. sárga-

(3m.) ‘Wächter, Hüter’ (LiEtWb. 762-3, sárgas [sgN])

Lat. sergio-

(PN.) ‘Sergio’ (WH 2:527, sergius [sgN])

In the absence of any other factor accounting for the voice of *zefiad- (Umbr. √zeī = Li. zed-) and *zefiar- (Umbr. ðzer-), as well as the voice of the extensions *sehar-g and *s̱aer-d, it can only be concluded that the fricative PIE *s was assimilated to the voice of PIE *fi, resulting in PIE *(z) (compare PIE *k → g, PIE *p → b, PIE *t → d in environment *fi). Since the voiced laryngeal *fi accounts for the voiced PIE *z and D in *fi—ZD and *zd—fi, this alternation is ultimately also caused by PIE *fi.

§6. Szemerényi (1996:104-105) writes that Siebs, in his article of 1904, “[…] inferred that in Indo-European a voice stop became unvoiced and a voiced aspirate became an unvoiced aspirate or non-aspirate when an s, presumably a prefix, came before it.” As for Siebs’s Law, formally comprised of three separate rules

\[
s + D- \rightarrow sT- \quad s + Dfi- \rightarrow sTh- \quad s + Dfi- \rightarrow sT-, \]

one should observe the following:

(a) PIE *stefhag (with a laryngeal) is secured for the root Neogr. *steg- (Gr. στέγω, P. 1013-14) by multiple criteria that imply PIE *fi:

Gr. στέγω-  
(n.) ‘Dach, Haus’ (GEW 2:780)

Li. stóga-  
(m.) ‘Dach, Heim, Wohnstätte’ (LiEtWb. 911)

OInd. sthága-  
(prA.) ‘cover, hide’ (MonWil. 1261, sthagati [3sg])

OInd. sthagáya-  
(cs.) ‘verhüllen, verbergen’ (KEWA 3:523)

OPr. stogi-  
(m.) ‘Dach’ (APrS. 438)

PIE *a is implied by the vocalism of Li. stóga- and the laryngeal by the Lithuanian acute and OInd. vstthag- requiring PIE *stheag- (schwebeablaugt). Finally, the voiced laryngeal PIE *fi is implied by the root-final PIE *g-, yielding PIE *stefhag-. In PIE *sthaag- and the laryngeal lost its voice, yielding OInd. vstthag-. Accordingly, an actual example of Siebs’s Law exists.

(b) Siebs’s Law did not affect *zd zdhi, when the sibilant *s was not functioning as ‘s-mobile’ (prefix). Hence the examples like the one below are regular:

---

861 The presence of PIE *fi tallies with the Lithuanian acute and the voiced extension. Furthermore, the ‘a-colouring’ is revealed by schebeablaugt in yet another voiced extension: PIE *shaerd in Lat. sardā (vb.) ‘intelligere’ (WH 2:479, sardāre [inf]).

862 For Siebs’s Law, see Collinge (1985:155-158), Szemerényi (1996:104-5, 143-4) and Seebold (1972).

863 Szemerényi rejects Siebs’s Law, citing gAv. zdhi ‘be!’ (PIIr. *sdhi) as his counterexample (cf. OInd. cdhi < PIIr. *as ḍhī), but strictly speaking ‘s-mobile’ is not involved.
Gr. μοθό- (m.) ‘Lohn, Sold, Miete, Tagelohn’ (GEW 2:244)
LAv. mížda- (n.) ‘Lohn, Gewinn, Vorteil’ (AIWb. 1188)
RV. mídhá- (n.) ‘Kampf, Wettkampf’ (WbRV. 1046)

In these cases, Siebs’s Law is genuine and its initial description can be upgraded with segmental PIE *h : h in order to eliminate the sporadic emergence of an aspirate of the original formulation.864

§7. PIE *s-mobile (or movable *s)865 refers to the prefix *s · attested in several roots appearing side by side with respective prefixless items. As for this, the following should be noted:
(a) The number of examples of *s-mobile is satisfactory (i.e. the existence of the formant is beyond doubt). An oft-quoted example is the root

PIE *stefag- ‘cover’ (P. 1013-14)

OPr. stogi- (m.) ‘Dach’ (APrS. 438, stogis [sgN])
Gr. στεγα- (n.) ‘Dach, Haus’ (GEW 2:780)
Li. stóga- (m.) ‘Dach, Heim, Wohnstätte’ (LiEtWb. 911)
OlInd. štága- (prA.), ‘cover, hide’ (MonWil. 1261, šthagati [3sg])
OlInd. šthagáya- (cs.) ‘verhüllen, verbergen’ (KEWA 3:523)

The items belong to a root without *s-mobile:

PIE *tefag *tofag ‘cover’ (P. 1013-14)

Olcl. ḫak- (n.) Dach, Decke, Dachmaterial’ (ANEtWb. 605)
Lat. togā- (f.) ‘Gewand, Toga’ (WH 2:654)
Hom. τέγοσ- (n.) ‘Dach, Haus’ (GEW 2:780-1)

(b) Following the emergence of PIE *h, the traditional examples of *s-mobile require confirmation in terms of the possibility of a root-initial laryngeal. The reasons can be illustrated with the root

Neogr. *ster- ‘star’ (P. 1027-8):

Hi. ḥaštert- (c.) ‘star’ (HEG 1:204-, ḥa-aš-te-e-ra [sgN])
Gr. ṿorē- (m.) ‘star’ (GEW 1:170-1, ṿorē, ṿorēg [sgG])
LAv. star- (m.) ‘Stern’ (AIWb. 1598, starasče)
RV. str- (f.) ‘Stern’ (EWA 2:755-, strbiš [plI])

The initial laryngeal of PIE *haster-, absent in the traditional reconstruction, prevents a historical interpretation of the root as the *s-mobile variant of the root

PIE *ter- ‘Stern’:

RV. tár- (m.) ‘Stern’ (EWA 1:755-, táraḥ [plN])
OlInd. tṛ- (m.) ‘Strahl’ (KEWA 1:524, tṛbiš [plI])

864 Regarding the glottalic aspect here, see Collinge (1985:262): “If Siebs is correct on the alternations, the glottalicists are on shaky ground.”
AV. tára kā- (f.) ‘Stern’ (KEWA 1:497)
Old. tará- (f.) ‘Sternbild, Fixstern’ (KEWA 1:497)
Gr. τείγεα (f.) ‘Vor-, Wahrzeichen, Wunder’ (GEW 2:878)

(c) The explanations of *s-mobile range from prefix to analogy, but as forms both with and without *s-mobile are synchronically attested, the ‘s-mobile’ is a prefix by definition. 866

4.9.3 PIE *h/ɦ and the properties of the laryngeal

§0. The properties of the cover symbol PIE *h, the criteria for its reconstruction based on the measurable features of the Indo-European data, and its behaviour in all environments are summarized in this paragraph.

§1. The laryngeal fricative has been preserved as a segmental phoneme in Old Anatolian (Ḫi. ʰ, Pal. ʰ, CLu. ʰ, HLu. ʰ), allowing the reconstruction of PIE *h based on the principle of family consistency. Despite the loss of the segmental PIE *h in other subgroups, they preserve multiple criteria that can be correlated with PIE *h, making reconstruction possible even without Old Anatolian parallels.

§2. The cover symbol PIE *h stands for a voiceless (PIE *h) and a voiced (PIE *ɦ) laryngeal, but conditions of alternation will remain unknown until preconditions for a comprehensive induction hypothesis have been created by the advancement of comparison and lexicography.

(a) The existence of a voiceless laryngeal PIE *h is implied by the traditional series tenues aspiratae Th (= T+*h) and confirmed by the roots with a laryngeal and tenuis PIE *h—T, and *T—*h), where the lack of the voice of T implies the voiceless PIE *h.

(b) The existence of the voiced laryngeal PIE *ɦ is implied by the traditional series mediae aspiratae (Dh = T+ɦ) and the Neogrammarians roots with one media D, actually of the shape PIE *ɦ—D or *D—*ɦ, with PIE *ɦ accounting for the voice of the mediae. A voiced laryngeal may have been preserved in Ḫi. tarḫundašt- (OHP. 1:446f.), a derivate of the Old Anatolian word for ‘weather-god’, since its counterpart in the Ugaritic (Ras Shamra) alphabet has a voiced laryngeal (Ugar. ṭrḫnds). 867

(c) Both PIE *h and PIE *ɦ have been preserved as Ḫi. ʰ ≡ Pal. ʰ ≡ CLu. ʰ ≡ HLu. ʰ in Old Anatolian, shown by pairs such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE *hast- ‘Knochen’} & \rightarrow \text{Ḫi. Ḫašta- Gr. ὄστρο- etc.} \\
\text{PIE *ɦasd- ‘Ast’} & \rightarrow \text{Ḫi. Ḫašduir, Gr. ὀκός etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

866 In this connection, note that instead of a single ‘s-mobile’ it is likely that there are several semantically and etymologically separate prefixes PIE *s₁, *s₂ ... *sₙ, but as a lexical matter no further investigation on the matter can made in the framework of this study.

867 As the examples known to me are limited to this form, we only have thin support for the place of articulation at this time. In this connection, note also the velar articulation of the ‘laryngeal’ Ugar. odega = Ḫi. ʰ.
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(d) The existence of voiced and voiceless root variants in etymologically connected morphemes like


implies that PIE *ʔ and *fi ultimately belong to the same phoneme, which is referred to in this study with the cover symbol PIE *ʔ. The alternations of voice remain unexplored in the lexicon, but it is likely (ex nihil nihil) that a comprehensive study will provide the conditions for the alternation PIE *ʔ : *fi in the future. 

(e) The place of articulation of the laryngeal PIE *ʔ/ʔ, voice (a feature produced by vocal chords), and tone/pitch accent coincide in glottis. It is possible that these phenomena are bound together by a currently unknown rule, which may also govern the alternation PIE *ʔ : ŭ. In such case, a solution to the PIE accent problem may be required before the conditions for PIE *ʔ : ŭ can be identified.

§3. With regard to the place of articulation of PIE *ʔ, note the following:

(a) The voiceless and voiced variants of the cover symbol PIE *ʔ exclude the glottal stop as a possible phonetic interpretation, because the phoneme has no voiced counterpart. Phonetically and phonologically, the cover symbol PIE *ʔ can represent three places of articulation in particular:

1. Larynx, producing the laryngeal proper (i.e. the glottal fricative with voiceless /ʔ/ and voiced /fi/ variants).

2. Pharynx, producing the emphatic pharyngeal fricative articulated by the back of the tongue with voiceless /ʔ/ and voiced /i/ (‘aayn’) variants.

3. Uvula (or velum), producing the uvular fricative with voiceless /x/ and voiced /g/ variants.

Concerning these alternatives, we can securely infer the following:

(b) Szemeréni (1996:140) has presented the following argument in favour of the glottal fricative articulation:

“We know, moreover, that, as R. Jakobson formulated it, ‘languages which have the pairs voiced–voiceless, aspirated–unaspirated also have the phoneme /ʔ/. It seems to follow from this that the laryngeal which we have just accepted was none other than ʔ, the normal glottal spirant. With its h the [P]IE system was similar to that of Latin.”

This interpretation is compatible with Rk-prātiśākhya (i.39-40), according to which (Allen 1953:48) in Sanskrit, “The fricatives h [i.e. /fi/] and -h [i.e. /ʔ/] are glottal (kaṇṭhya), or as some say, pulmonic (urasya).” Also from the phonological point of

---

868 From a phonological point of view, PIE *fi consists of the featureless basic phoneme PIE *ʔ and the feature ‘voice’.

869 On the basis of the ex nihil nihil principle, the feature ‘voice’ that causes the alternation PIE *ʔ : *fi has to have been conditioned by some measurable criterion (or criteria).

870 Furthermore, according to Rk-prātiśākhya (i.38), the vowel “a is glottal” (Allen 1953:59). Following this (Allen 1953:60), Rk-prātiśākhya (iii.15) adds, “Some say that the voice of voiced consonants consists of a.”

871 Compare Hock (1991:14): “The glottal stop comes only in one variety – voiceless. The reason seems to be that the vocal cords cannot simultaneously produce a stop and the vibration of voicing.”
view, the idea that the emerging secondary laryngeals (PIE *s, *gh, etc. → OInd. ṭ h) took the place of articulation of the formerly existing phonemes PIE *h h is highly satisfactory. Based on this, it is acceptable that the cover symbol PIE *h had at least glottal articulation with voiceless (PIE *h) and voiced (PIE *ɦ) variants.

(c) In addition to the values PIE *h ≡ *h : *ɦ, the pharynx and uvula (or velum) also remain possible places of articulation covered by Old Anatolian ḫ. This cannot verified or falsified based on Indo-European data, but an answer could be found in Semitic transliterations of Old Anatolian, which potentially contains further clues. To mention just a couple examples, OÉg. ḫṭš (Ḫ. ḫatuššilī-) appears with a voiceless velar fricative /h/ (see Puhvel 1965:83). The example Ugar. ḫtngds (= ḫt-ḫu-un-tı-iš-ša (?), NOMS. 1272) appears with a voiced velar fricative (Ugar. ɣ = /g/). The example Hebr. ḫitti ‘Hittite’ (Gr. χήττοι) appears with a voiceless pharyngeal, whereas Ugar. ḫt ḫy ‘Hittite’ (see Puhvel 1965:83) has a velar fricative instead. Studies that seek an interpretation of the cover symbol PIE *h based on Semitic (or other languages in general) should note the following:

1. PIE *h – regardless of its phonetic interpretation – could have allophones in Old Anatolian, written as ḫ, ḫ but understood (and written) as distinct phonemes by the speakers of the Semitic languages. The fact that they had a wide array of laryngeals in their native phoneme inventory means that deriving secure conclusions might prove problematic.

2. A sound change may have affected the phoneme PIE *h/h, for instance yielding a fricative /h/ in Old Anatolian, which also adds to the problems of using Semitic transliterations.

§4. Functionally speaking, the laryngeal fricative PIE *h/h appears in connection with PIE *a in diphonemic PIE *ha *aḥ. With the voiceless and voiced values of the cover symbol, a solution to the Proto-Indo-European laryngeal problem can be found in the equations

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{ha } \equiv *\text{ha } \,\lor\, *\text{h}_a \quad \& \quad \text{PIE } *\text{aḥ } \equiv *\text{ah } \,\lor\, *\text{afì}.
\]

(a) The diphonemic PIE *ha and *aḥ have syllabic status, due to the attached vowel PIE *a. Accordingly, they form a system that is not completely unlike that envisioned by Saussure with his ‘coefficient’ *A.

(b) The diphonemic connection between the segmental laryngeal and PIE *a furnishes us with a key criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *h based on cognates preserving Neogr. *a, a, ā. The diphonemic connection functions in both directions, with the result that the following rules of inference are valid:

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{h } \rightarrow \text{PIE } *\text{a (in Neogr. *a, a, ā)} \quad \& \quad \text{PIE } *\text{a (in Neogr. *a, a, ā) } \rightarrow \text{PIE } *\text{h}.
\]

(c) It is desirable that a typological parallel be found for a system of phonemes PIE *a and PIE *h choosing each other (strict phonotactical selection) in diphonemic PIE *aḥ

\[^{872}\text{The general agreement within the laryngeal theory that the 'second laryngeal' was a 'voiceless velar fricative' /x/, is unwarranted. See Lehmann (1952:85-89, 103-8), Polomé 1965 and Beekes (1972: 44n2).}\]
Ind. My knowledge of the languages of the world is not sufficient, however, to provide such a parallel. Assuming that such a system has been preserved in some language, the situation may yet change.

(d) Despite the diphonemic distribution of PIE *ḫa *ah, the laryngeal PIE *h/h and PIE *a were distinct phonemes. Therefore, the possibility of their independent existence must be mentioned. The question of the existence of independent items in the proto-language can be reduced to a lexical problem, depending on whether correspondences with PIE *a and PIE *h without each other exist or not. If PIE *a and PIE *h can be comparatively proven to appear independently, they must be postulated as such. If, however, PIE *h and *a are shown to be connected throughout, the diphonemic hypothesis is proven in a strong sense. Either way the diphonemic hypothesis allows us to approach the problem in a systematic manner, all the way to the bottom of the material, thereby inevitably leading to a solution.

§5. The Vedic (and older Avestan) meter occasionally requires a two-syllabic scansion for a single vowel attested in the text. In the absence of any other regular explanation, the hiatus reflects a lost laryngeal, as already discovered by Kuryłowicz (1927, 1935). As a rule, the hiatus can be confirmed by some other criterion implying the laryngeal as well. Thus, for instance, PIE *h implied by the Vedic scansion

| RV. gā’- | (m.f.) ‘Stier, Rind, Kuh’ (WbRV. 408, gāam [sgA]) |
| Do. βō-  | (c.) ‘Rind, Kuh, Ochse’ (GEW 1:260, βōv [sgA]) |

is confirmed by the root-initial voiced stop (RV. g = Do. β), proving that the laryngeal in question was voiced PIE *h. The potential of the Rig-Vedic hiatus has not to date been fully exhausted, and the study of Indo-Iranian meter will remain critically important until all the evidence has been gathered and studied.

§6. Brugmann’s Law II (i.e. the lengthening of PIE *ohCV → IIr. āVC) implies PIE *h. Unlike most other criteria for PIE *h (e.g. OAnat. ĥ, etc.), which allow the reconstruction of PIE *h as such, Brugmann’s Law II is ambiguous due to PIE *ē and/or *ō also yielding I Ir. ā. For this reason, the law always requires a confirmation through another criterion implying PIE *h.

§7. The absence of the second palatalization in Indo-Iranian examples like

| OInd. kiṇa- | (m.) ‘Schwiele’ (KEWA 1:208, EWA 3:90, kiṇäh) |
| Lat. callo- | (n.) ‘Schwiele, dicke Haut’ (WH 1:139, callum [sgNA]) |

points to an original PIE *a, thus also implying PIE *h.

§8. The Lithuanian acute (Li. é ó á ŭ, i, etc.), corresponding to the Latvian broken tone (Latv. č, â, etc.), correlates with the following PIE *h. Since both CVhR or CVRh are theoretically possible, the position of PIE *h is ambiguous, and it must be settled on the basis of the material. Some examples of PIE *h before and after a resonant are:

---

873 Note that a theoretical framework for independent PIE *h and PIE *a already exists. This view coincides with classical monolaryngealism, assuming no connection whatsoever between the items in its strongest form.
(a) PIE *gieñan- ‘geboren werden, usw.’ (P. 373-5, *ğen-)

Gr. γέν-

Gr. πελ. γἄν-

Li. žénta-

(b) PIE *sefar- ‘behüten, beobachten, bewahren’ (P. 910, Neogr. *ser-)

OLi. sérg-

Lat. sergio-

Lat. seruá-

LA. ni šha₄rv-

(c) PIE *baierahm- ‘bear’ (P. 128f.)

Gr. φορά-

Ligur. porco·bera

Ligur. gando·bera-

OLi. bérna-

Gr. ψοχ ὀό-

§9. The Greek exceptions to Osthoff’s Law imply PIE *h, and similar discoveries may yet appear in connection with other languages.

§10. Neogr. *i and *u, the long semi-vowels, are assimilations of accented PIE *á and PIE *i *u (unless representing original PIE *i+i and PIE *u+u):

PIE *áhi *hái *iáh *ihá (Neogr. *i) PIE *áhu *háu *uáh *uuhá (Neogr. *u).

The Indo-European long semi-vowels thus provide an additional criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *h, though confirmation for the position of PIE *h and PIE *a is required.

§11. The Vedic scansion of Sievers’s Law, involving OInd. i and OInd. u before a vowel, can be demonstrated to occur in positions where PIE *ha and PIE *ah are also present. This behaviour yields yet another criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *h. Since the diphonemic PIE *ha, *ah can occur in two ways (both before and after PIE *i, *u), its position must also be decided through comparison.

§12. Fortunatov’s Law II, which applies in the environments VhLT and VLhT in Indo-Iranian, provides a criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *h. It does require, however, confirmation in terms of the position of the laryngeal.

§13. Grassmann’s series tenues aspiratae Neogr. *Th (≡ PIE *Tah v *Tha) consists of clusters of unaspirated tenues T and PIE *ah *ha, providing numerous examples of voiceless laryngeal PIE *h in Indo-Iranian, Greek and Armenian.

---

874 Thus, for instance, the root PIE *ğêhâalt- ‘Gold’ has a short diphthong in OstLi. žêtâ-(a.) ‘golden, goldgelb, blond’ (LiEtWb. 1296-7, žêlas), but the Thracian counterpart has a long one in Thrac. ẓêikâ (f.) ‘Gold’ (?) (P. 429, ẓêlêkâ), just like in Greek.
§14. The series mediae aspiratae Neogr. *Dh (≡ PIE *Dhṅ v *Dḥa) consists of clusters of unaspirated tenues and mediae followed by PIE *aḥ and *ʰaḥ, providing several examples of PIE *ʰi in Sanskrit (and indirectly elsewhere).

§15. Unless caused by an accent in PIE *ú, the clusters *Ku, Kṛ of the Satem and Centum groups imply PIE *ha *aḥ following the labial, thus providing yet another criterion for the reconstruction of PIE *ʱaḥ.

§16. It is possible that yet other criteria for the laryngeal not presented in this study will be identified in the future, thus increasing our capabilities of reconstruction.
5 The reconstruction theory System PIE

5.1 System PIE and PIE Lexicon

§0. System PIE, the Proto-Indo-European reconstruction theory presented in this study, consists in its extended form of five main parts:
(a) The primary phoneme inventory for Proto-Indo-European (as presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this study).
(b) The axiomatization and digitalization of System PIE (Chapters 1 and 5).
(c) The formulation of the upgraded sound law system for Proto-Indo-European, to be digitalized in the future.
(d) The decision method for Indo-European etymology, based on Schleicher’s sketch and the phoneme inventory of System PIE.
(e) The PIE Lexicon, the Indo-European morpheme inventory consisting of the internal and external etymology of the Indo-European languages in reconstructed form.

This chapter presents some concluding remarks on each of these five parts.

5.1.1 The phoneme inventory of System PIE

§0. The comparative and segmental analysis of this study results in the primary phoneme inventory for Proto-Indo-European, comprised of a minimal array of proto-phonemes that are no longer analyzable in terms of items of the inventory.

§1. The primary phoneme inventory of System PIE consists of fourteen functionally defined items:

\[
\begin{align*}
V & : *a:\bar{a}^2 *e:\ddot{e} *o:\ddot{o} \\
R & : *i:\bar{i} *u:\ddot{u} *l:\bar{l} *r:\ddot{r} *n:\ddot{n} *m:\ddot{m} \\
C & : *k:\bar{g} *p:\bar{b} *t:\bar{d} *s:\bar{z} *h:\ddot{h}
\end{align*}
\]

(Chapter 2) (Chapter 3) (Chapter 4)

As for the phoneme system PIE, note the following general phonological features:
(a) The typological simplicity of the PIE phoneme inventory gives it a truly archaic look, as only the basic places of articulation are implied for Proto-Indo-European by the comparative method of reconstruction.
(b) No further segmental analysis of the proven places of articulation is possible. It makes no sense to derive the phonemes of System PIE from anything other than themselves. In addition it is not possible to add phonemes to the inventory, except for the possible pharyngeal and velar places of articulation for the laryngeal. Consequently System PIE is minimal in terms of the current Indo-European data.
(c) Each phoneme appears with two functional variants: vowels alternate in quantity, resonants in syllabicity, and obstruents in voice. The variants appear in etymologically
connected words and are dealt with simultaneously in the alphabetical order of PIE Lexicon.\footnote{In other words the alphabets of PIE Lexicon are arranged as pairs PIE *o/ô *e/ê *a/ä *h/h* *i/i* *k/g *l/l* *m/m* *n/n* *p/b* *r/r* *s/z* *t/d* *u/y.}

Regarding the individual proto-phonemes of System PIE, the following brief characterizations should be noted:

\S 2. PIE *a* and PIE *ä*\footnote{As far as I can see, this feature is the main contribution of Saussure to Indo-European linguistics.} are spelled in the range /a ... α/, possibly under allophonic conditions that are no longer identifiable, owing to the respective distinctions in the data.

(a) PIE *a* is the cover symbol for a phoneme /a/, corresponding to Neogr. *ə* of the traditional reconstruction, *A* of Saussure and *h₂* of the laryngeal theory.

1. The accented PIE *â* was preserved in most languages as such (Lat. a, OIr. a, Gr. α, etc.), but turned into a front vowel in Indo-Iranian (≡ RV. i, gAv. i, etc.) through PIIr. */æ/, as revealed by its neutrality in the second palatalization.

2. The unaccented PIE *a* was lost in all languages except for the possible ‘prothetic a’ in Greek, Armenian, Macedonian and Phrygian. This rule resembles the earlier loss of schwa, but has a wider scope than found in traditional reconstruction.

3. Functionally PIE *a* appears in the diphonemic pairs PIE *ʰâ* a and PIE *ʰa*, thus accounting for the syllabic status of Saussure’s coefficient sonantique *A*.\footnote{Unless our understanding of the structural properties of PIE quantity does not decisively improve, this state of affairs may turn out to be permanent.} Despite the considerable amount of archaic data handled in the PIE Lexicon, no provable example of PIE *a* without PIE *ʰ* (or vice versa) has emerged as of yet. However, as long as the material has not been completely analyzed, a counterexample remains possible.

(b) PIE *ä*\footnote{I, I, |, |, m, m, n, n, p, b, r, r, s, z, t, d, u, y.}, a long counterpart of PIE *a*, is of uncertain existence like its historical counterpart Neogr. *ā*, postulated as ‘Systemzwang’ by the Neogrammarians. Since structural postulation is not allowed in System PIE, the existence of PIE *â* depends on a comparative proof. Until now I have been unable to verify (or falsify) phoneme PIE *ä* due to an ambiguity caused by the emergence of the secondary Indo-European â (Neogr. *â*) from PIE *a+ê*, *ê+a* → IE *â*. Identifying a criterion that can reveal a distinction between an original PIE *â* and the attested IE ā is practically impossible, though analysis at the suprasegmental level could still lead to a solution of the problem in the future.\footnote{As far as I can see, this feature is the main contribution of Saussure to Indo-European linguistics.}

\S 3. PIE *e* and PIE *ê* are spelled in the range IPA /e ... ê/ possibly under allophonic conditions that will likely remain unknown in the absence of distinctions in the Indo-European data.

(a) PIE *e* stands for a front vowel revealed by its direct successors in languages that preserve the vowel (Lat. e, Arm. e, Li. e, etc.) and the second palatalization in Indo-Aryan (and Tocharian).
(b) PIE *ê, the long counterpart of PIE *e, is problematic only in terms of the proper notation, PIE *ê or PIE *ee. The difference could turn out to be relevant since PIE *ee (≡ *e+e) allows more distinctions of accentuation (e.g. /éé/ vs. /éê/, etc.) than PIE *ê, with the result that a change of convention may be necessary in the future.

§4. PIE *o and PIE *ô are spelled in the range IPA /o ... o/, possibly under allophonic conditions that will likely remain unknown in the absence of respective distinctions in the data.
(a) PIE *o stands for a non-front vowel revealed by its direct successors in languages that preserve the place of articulation (Lat. o, Arm. o, Gr. o, etc.) and its neutrality in the second palatalization in Indo-Iranian and in Tocharian.
(b) PIE *ô, the long counterpart of PIE *o, is problematic only in terms of whether PIE *ô or PIE *oo should be reconstructed (see PIE *ê above).

§5. PIE *h and PIE *h represent the phonetic values of the cover symbol PIE *h:
(a) For the cover symbol PIE *h, at least the articulation ‘+glottal’ and ‘+fricative’ with voiceless PIE *h and voiced PIE *h variants can be confirmed (i.e. at least the laryngeal proper (IPA /h/, /h/) existed in the proto-language). Other places of articulation, especially the pharynx and velum, remain theoretically possible. Currently, however, the issue depends on relatively few and problematic Semitic transliterations.
(b) The conditions of the alternation of voice PIE *h : *h remain unknown. The alternation of voice is reflected in the plosives surrounding PIE *h. Since dozens of etymologically connected roots with alternation PIE *h : PIE *h exist, it is likely that the conditions can be identified in the future, when the main bulk of data has been gathered and analyzed. Such a task is beyond the scope of this study, owing to its potential connection with the accent of the proto-language, but the conditions for the study will be established in the PIE Lexicon.
(c) PIE *h (≡ PIE *h/h) appears in connection with PIE *a in diphonemic PIE *hâ and PIE *âb. No examples of PIE *h independent of PIE *a have emerged so far, but in theory it remains possible that both segments also appeared independently.

§6. PIE *i and *i, the palatal continuants, stand for IPA /i/ and /j/.
(a) PIE *i is a front vowel preserved in most languages as such (Lat. i, RV. i, etc.) and PIE *i as the respective palatal glide, the consonantal counterpart of PIE *i.
(b) In environments PIE *â+i and PIE *i+â, the front vowel resulted through assimilation of PIE *â and contraction in the respective long vowel.
(c) After velar K the unaccented PIE *i/i/ resulted in the palatovelars Neogr. *k, *k, *g, *gh. These turned into palatals in the Satem group, but collided with plain velars in the Centum group (except for the special treatments of Greek and Tocharian).

§7. PIE *u and *u, the velar continuants, stand for IPA /u/ and /w/.
(a) PIE *u stands for a back vowel preserved in most positions as such (Lat. u, RV. u, etc.) and PIE *u as its consonantal counterpart.
(b) In environments PIE *â+u and PIE *u+â, the back vowel resulted through assimilation of PIE *â and contraction in the respective long vowel.
(c) After velar K the unaccented PIE *u/ů resulted in the intermediate labiovelars Neogor. *kʷí kʰí gʰí gʰi in the Centum group (directly attested in Latin and Linear B), but lost the labial component in Satem languages (except for the special treatments of Luwian, Lycian, Albanian, Armenian and Avestan).

§8. PIE *l and PIE *l̥, the lateral with consonantal and vocalic (syllabic) variants, existed in the proto-language conditioned by the environments *IV and *l̥C.
(a) The consonantal lateral PIE *l has been preserved as such, except for Indo-Iranian (and Linear B) with the collision of PIE *l and PIE *r.
(b) In the environments VhīT and VhīT, the lateral was lost in Indo-Iranian, leading to the palatalization of Fortunatov’s Law II.
(c) Contrary to the traditional view, the syllabic lateral PIE *l̥ did not yield svarabhakti vowels of the cognates. It was preserved only in a few forms of Sanskrit, though scattered traces of such a phoneme remain possible in Tocharian and in Later Anatolian.

§9. PIE *r and PIE *ṛ, the trill with consonantal and vocalic (syllabic) variants, existed in the proto-language conditioned by the environments *rV and *ṛC.
(a) The consonantal trill PIE *r has been preserved as such in most of the languages.
(b) In environments VhrT and VṛhT, the trill was lost in Indo-Iranian, leading to the palatalization of Fortunatov’s Law II.
(c) Contrary to the traditional view, the syllabic trill PIE *ṛ did not yield svarabhakti vowels of the cognates, and was preserved only in Indo-Iranian, though some scattered traces remain possible in Tocharian and in Later Anatolian.

§10. PIE *m and PIE *ṃ, the bilabial nasal with consonantal and vocalic (syllabic) variants, existed in the proto-language conditioned by environments *mV and *ṃC.
(a) PIE *m was preserved as such in most of the languages.
(b) The outcome of PIE *ṃ was consonantal, as now revealed by the clusters PIE *ṃC and Cṃḥ preserving the original PIE *ᵐ. The process did not yield the svarabhakti vowels of the Neogrammarians, but resulted in Indo-European mC, Cm after the loss of the laryngeal.

§11. PIE *n and PIE *ṇ, the dental/alveolar nasal with consonantal and vocalic (syllabic) variants, existed in the proto-language conditioned by environments *nV and *ṇC.
(a) PIE *n was preserved as such in most of the languages.
(b) The outcome of PIE *ṇ was consonantal, as now revealed by the clusters PIE *ṃC and Cṃḥ preserving the original PIE *ṇ. The process did not yield the svarabhakti vowels of the Neogrammarians, but resulted in Indo-European nC, Cn after the loss of the laryngeal.

§12. PIE *s and PIE *z, the oral dental/alveolar fricatives, existed in the proto-language. The voiced variant PIE *z gained its voice from the environment *sD(ḥ), where the voice of D reflects the environment of PIE *ḥ.
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§13. PIE *k, the velar plosive, existed in the proto-language. This phoneme participated in combinatory sound changes with PIE *h/θ, a, *i/i and *u/ʊ that resulted in twelve cover symbols of the Neogrammarians, summarized in the following table:

| Gr. α : OInd. k/c | ≡ PIE *k | (Neogr. *k) |
| Gr. χ : RV. kh/c | ≡ PIE *kah v kha | (Neogr. *kh) |
| Gr. γ : RV. g/j | ≡ PIE *g (in h—g, g—h) | (Neogr. *g) |
| Gr. χ : RV. gh/h | ≡ PIE *gaf v gha | (Neogr. *gh) |
| Gr. τ/τ : RV. k/c | ≡ PIE *ku | (Neogr. *kʰ) |
| Gr. q/θ : RV. kh/c | ≡ PIE *kahu v khaus | (Neogr. *kʰh) |
| Gr. β/δ : RV. g/j | ≡ PIE *gu (in h—gu, gu—h) | (Neogr. *gʰ) |
| Gr. q/θ : RV. gh/h | ≡ PIE *gahu v ghau | (Neogr. *gʰh) |
| Gr. α : RV. š : Av. s | ≡ PIE *ki | (Neogr. *k) |
| Gr. χ : RV. š : Av. s | ≡ PIE *kiah v kiha v khai | (Neogr. *kʰ) |
| Gr. γ : RV. j : Av. z | ≡ PIE *gi (in h—gi, gi—h) | (Neogr. *g) |
| Gr. χ : RV. h : Av. z | ≡ PIE *gia∫ v gia∫ v gia∫ v gia∫ | (Neogr. *gʰ) |

§14. PIE *p, the bilabial plosive, existed in the proto-language. In connection with PIE *h/θ and PIE *a, the four proto-phonemes of the Neogrammarians emerged, as summarized in the following table:

| Gr. π : RV. p | ≡ PIE *p | (Neogr. *p) |
| Gr. φ : RV. ph | ≡ PIE *pah v pha | (Neogr. *ph) |
| Gr. β : RV. b | ≡ PIE *b (in h—b, b—h) | (Neogr. *b) |
| Gr. q : RV. bh | ≡ PIE *bah v bha | (Neogr. *bh) |

§15. PIE *t, the dental or alveolar plosive, existed in the proto-language. In connection with PIE *h/θ and PIE *a, the four proto-phonemes of the Neogrammarians emerged, as summarized in the following table:

| Gr. τ : RV. t | ≡ PIE *t | (Neogr. *t) |
| Gr. θ : RV. th | ≡ PIE *tah v tha | (Neogr. *th) |
| Gr. δ : RV. d | ≡ PIE *d (in h—d, d—h) | (Neogr. *d) |
| Gr. θ : RV. dh | ≡ PIE *da∫ v da∫ | (Neogr. *dh) |

§16. Except for the theoretical possibility of additional places of articulation masked by the Old Anatolian h, the primary Proto-Indo-European phoneme inventory of System PIE is minimal (i.e. it contains all items necessary for the reconstruction of the entire Indo-European data, but no analyzable phonemes).

5.1.2 The axiomatization of System PIE

§0. Based on the principles of natural science, System PIE can be embedded as such in axiomatic predicate calculus. As allowing a further translation of the system into modern digital programming languages, the underlying calculus will be briefly
sketched here in terms of its basic propositions, axioms, rules of inference and definitions.\textsuperscript{878}

§1. For propositions, connectives, variables and quantifiers, the following abbreviations are used:
(a) The propositions (symbol: p, q, r, ...) are expressions with a truth value, usually functions of predicate calculus of the form \( f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) = 'y', \) at the primary level expressing the definitions of the strings of phonemes and their translations (meanings). From the propositions, further expressions can be built with logical connectives and quantifiers, as detailed below.
(b) Negation (symbol: \( \neg \) ‘not’, ‘it is not the case that...’) expresses the opposite of proposition \( \neg p \) (‘not p’). With negation, additional auxiliary functions can be defined, especially including the following:
\[
\begin{align*}
\neg(a = b) & \equiv \neg(a = b) & ('a and b are not identical') \\
\neg \neg p & \equiv p & ('it is the case that not p')
\end{align*}
\]
(c) The other logical connectives are disjunction (symbol: \( \lor \) ‘or’), conjunction (symbol: \( \land \) ‘and’), implication (symbol: \( \rightarrow \) ‘if ... then ...’) and equivalence \( \leftrightarrow \) (‘... is equivalent to ...’, ‘... if and only if ...’). With these connectives, any two propositions \( p \) and \( q \) form a new proposition (e.g. \( p \rightarrow q \) ‘if \( p \) then \( q \)’). With negation and disjunction, the rest of the connectives can be defined as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
p \rightarrow q & \equiv \neg p \lor q \\
p \land q & \equiv \neg (\neg p \lor \neg q) \\
p \leftrightarrow q & \equiv (\neg p \lor q) \land (\neg q \lor p)
\end{align*}
\]
(d) The existence quantifier \( \exists x \) (‘there is x’) binds constants and free variables with a bound variable (symbol: \( x, y, z, \ldots \)). The existence formula \( \exists x f(x) \) ‘there is an x, such that \( f(x) \)’ is defined as the disjunction
\[
\exists x f(x) \equiv \neg \exists \neg f(x).
\]
In order to infer the existence of \( x \), at least one of objects \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \) must satisfy the function \( f \) (where \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \) is the domain of the variable \( x \)). The universal quantifier \( \forall x \) (‘for all x’) is defined by negation and an existence quantifier as follows:
\[
\forall x f(x) \equiv \neg \exists \neg f(x).
\]
Furthermore, the universal quantifier is equal to a conjunction
\[
\forall x f(x) \equiv f(a_1) \land f(a_2) \land \ldots \land f(a_n)
\]
(i.e. for a universal statement \( \forall x f(x) \) to be valid, it is necessary that \( f \) is satisfied by all objects \( a_1, a_2, \ldots a_n \) belonging to the domain of the variable \( x \)).

\textsuperscript{878} Different formulations of predicate calculus have been presented by Whitehead and Russel 1962, Hilbert and Ackermann 1949, Herbrand 1930 and Genzen 1934-35. For a set theory of predicate calculus in linguistics, see Partee et. al 1990.
§2. The logical apparatus of System PIE consists of axioms and rules of inference preserving the truth of axioms in inductive transformations of the data, thus allowing for the reconstruction of implicit information embedded in the data based on identities.

In System PIE, the following axioms and rules of inference are accepted:

(a) The axiom of identity

\[ x = x \]  \hspace{2cm} (AX1)

holds true for all objects \( x \). If the opposite is true, the formula \( x \neq x \) is provable and the theory is inconsistent.\(^879\)

(b) The following Peano axioms for proposition calculus\(^880\) hold true for all propositions \( p, q \) and \( r \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(p \lor p) & \rightarrow p \\
p & \rightarrow (p \lor q) \\
(p \lor q) & \rightarrow (q \lor p) \\
(p \rightarrow q) & \rightarrow [(r \lor p) \rightarrow (r \lor q)]
\end{align*}
\]

From these axioms, the other logically true propositions follow.
(c) For predicate calculus, axioms of quantification regulate the elimination (elim.) and introduction (intr.) of quantifiers:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall x f(x) & \rightarrow f(a) \quad (\forall \text{-elim.})^881 \\
f(a) & \rightarrow \exists x f(x) \quad (\exists \text{-intr.})^882
\end{align*}
\]

To these are added rules of \( \forall \)-introduction and \( \exists \)-elimination:

If \( p \rightarrow f(x) \) is true then so is \( p \rightarrow \forall x f(x) \)  \hspace{2cm} (\( \forall \)-intr.)

If \( f(a) \rightarrow p \) is true then so is \( \exists x f(x) \rightarrow p \)  \hspace{2cm} (\( \exists \)-elim.)^883

(d) The rule of substitution: \textit{If the arguments of an axiom are isomorphically replaced with others, then the proposition obtained is also a true formula.}

Thus, for instance, the proposition PIE * \( p \rightarrow \exists x \text{PIE}(x) \) is directly obtained from a substitution to the axiom of \( \exists \)-introduction and is therefore true.

(e) The rule of inference (modus ponens) follows:

\textit{If propositions} \( p \) \textit{and} \( (p \rightarrow q) \) \textit{are true, then so is} \( q \)  \hspace{2cm} (MP).

§3. Definitions of any level, typical of Indo-European linguistics, can be readily formulated by means of predicate calculus. A full list of definitions will be appended to the PIE Lexicon; hence I only offer here some simple examples:

---

879 In an inconsistent theory, anything can be proven, equaling its triviality.
880 For the Hilbert-Axioms used in this presentation, see Hilbert and Ackermann (1949:59-61).
881 Read: ‘If for all \( x \), \( f(x) \), then for any \( a \), \( f(a) \).’
882 Read: ‘If for some \( a \), \( f(a) \), then there is an \( x \) such that \( f(x) \).’
883 Note the restriction that the variable \( x \) must not appear free in \( p \).
(a) ‘x is a Indo-European language’ is expressed by an extensive definition consisting of a disjunction of cognates:

\[
\text{IE}(x) = \text{Alb}(x) \lor \text{Arm}(x) \lor \text{Av}(x) \lor \text{etc.}
\]

(b) ‘x is a PIE phoneme’ is functionally defined for V R C and ø (zero) by the disjunction:

\[
\text{PHON}(x) = \text{VOW}(x) \lor \text{RES}(x) \lor \text{CONS}(x) \lor \text{Ø}(x).
\]

c) ‘x is an ablaut vowel (of System PIE)’ consists of

\[
\text{ABL}(x) = (x = *\ddot{a}) \lor (x = *o) \lor (x = \text{Ø}) \lor (x = *e) \lor (x = *\ddot{e}).
\]

d) ‘x is a (P)IE morpheme’ is expressed by a somewhat complex formula:

\[
\text{Morph}(x) = \exists y_1, \exists y_2(\text{Phon}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n) \& \text{Transl}(z) \& x = (y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n = z).
\]

e) ‘x is the phoneme /p/’ (and other similar statements) can be defined as a conjunction of distinctive features (à la Trubetskoy, Jakobson and others):

\[
\text{Phon}/p/(x) = \text{Labial}(x) \& \text{Plos}(x) \& \text{Voice}(x).
\]

(f) ‘x is a primary phoneme’ reflects the situation where there are no phonemes \(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\), such that their sequence is x (except x itself):

\[
\text{Prim}(x) = \neg \exists y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n(\text{PIE}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n) \& *x = \text{PIE}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n).
\]

The negation of this formula defines non-primary phonemes as consisting of multiple segments:

\[
\neg \text{PRIM}(x) = \exists y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n(\text{PIE}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n) \& *x = \text{PIE}(y_1 + y_2 + \ldots + y_n).
\]

Thus, for instance, Neogr. \(^*k\) is not primary, owing to the provability of the formula

\[
\neg \text{PRIM}(^*k) = \exists y_1, y_2(\text{PIE}(y_1 = ^*k \& y_2 = ^*i \& \, ^*k = \text{PIE}(^*k+i).
\]

In general, a phoneme inventory is minimal if and only if it consists only of primary phonemes:

\[
\text{MINIM}(x) = \forall y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n(\text{PRIM}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n) \& *x = y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n).
\]

§4. Similarly, the entire set of Indo-European data, its mutual relations, reconstruction and the theory language can be expressed by means of predicate calculus and its digital extensions. Since in an axiomatic system the true propositions are mechanically obtained from axioms and definitions by an application of the rule of inference, System PIE is the first fully empirically formulated reconstruction theory in Indo-European linguistics.

5.1.3 The sound laws of System PIE

§0. The sound (or phonological) laws that describe the sound changes represent the converse direction of the reconstruction \(\text{IE} \ p \rightarrow \text{PIE} \ *q\). Thus the sound laws consist of the forms marked with asterisks as the starting points of the implications:
PIE \(^*q\) \(\rightarrow\) IE \(p\) \(\) (the delta function \(\delta\)).

In natural science, such implications are called delta (or ‘change’) functions, and if proven true by measurable features of the data, they are accepted as true propositions and added to the axiom system as (empirical) auxiliary hypotheses. Together with the phoneme inventory, the sound laws provide the individual quality of natural science for Indo-European linguistics.

§1. The Proto-Indo-European sound laws are inductive generalizations that describe the development of the proto-phonemes of the individual Indo-European languages in all environments. As such, the sound laws can also be expressed in predicate calculus and consequently in chosen programming languages. Usually several languages share the same sound laws, due to which these can be defined for other Indo-European languages sharing the sound law. I am currently in the process of formulating the PIE sound law system for the predicate calculus governing the reconstruction of the PIE Lexicon. The digitalized sound laws will be published both as part of the derivation as well as an independent set of rules. Owing to the importance of the sound laws for the study, I present a brief sketch of the formalization of the sound laws in System PIE in order to illustrate the general procedure.

(a) The first kind of sound laws express identities of the 1st Class (i.e. preservation of a PIE phoneme in cognates as such). The sound laws belonging to this type, exemplified here by the preservation of PIE \(^*p\) in most cognates, are of the general form:

\[ \forall x(\neg\text{Celt}(x) \& \neg\text{Arm}(x) \& \neg\text{Germ}(x) \rightarrow \text{PIE} \ ^{*}p \rightarrow \text{IE} \ p), \]

read ‘for all languages \(x\), if \(x\) is not Celtic, Armenian or Germanic, then PIE \(^*p\) \(\rightarrow\) IE \(p\)’.\(^{884}\) The direct preservation of PIE phonemes can be set as the basic assumption; accordingly, in practice it suffices to formulate the sound laws for the changed proto-phonemes of the cognates.

(b) The identities of the 2nd Class involve sound changes leading from the proto-language to a cognate, exemplified below with some changes concerning PIE \(^*k\) \(p\) \(t\). The sound laws can be formulated without scope and thus the (unconditional) fricativization of PIE \(^*k\) \(p\) \(t\) is written

\[ \text{PIE} \ ^{*}k, \ p, \ t \rightarrow \ ^{*}x, \ f, \ \emptyset \quad \text{‘The fricativization of series T’} \quad (1). \]

To such sound laws, individual languages can be attached as their domain:

1. The general fricativization (as a part of the first sound shift) of the series T in the Germanic languages is written

\[ \forall x(\text{Germ}(x) \rightarrow \text{PIE} \ ^{*}k, \ p, \ t \rightarrow \text{PGerm}. \ ^{*}x, \ f, \ \emptyset). \]

\(^{884}\) To the main rules, minor exceptions can be added according to the requirements of the data (e.g. the loss of root-final \(^*p\)- in Greek, etc.).
2. On the other hand, by adding the environment ‘before resonant R’, one obtains

\[ \text{PIE } *kpt+R \rightarrow xfβ+R] \quad \text{‘The fricativization before R’.} \]

This proposition is valid not only in the Germanic but in the Iranian branch:

\[ \forall x(\text{Germ}(x) \lor \text{Ir}(x)) \rightarrow \text{PIE } *kpt+R \rightarrow xfβ+R). \]

3. In the environment ‘between vowels’, the proposition becomes true for the Germanic and the Celtic (cf. Old Irish lenition) branches:

\[ \forall x(\text{Germ}(x) \lor \text{Celt}(x)) \rightarrow \text{PIE } *VkpV \rightarrow VxβV). \]

Similarly, by compiling a catalogue of all changes involving PIE *k p t in all languages and all environments, including the well-known restrictions, the sound laws for PIE *k p t will be fully formalized. By repeating this procedure for every item in the phoneme inventory of System PIE, the entire system of PIE sound laws can be explicated.\(^{885}\)

§2. In the PIE Lexicon, the lexical databank of System PIE, the generation of IE data from PIE reconstruction through sound laws typically involves objects like:

\[ \text{PIE } *kéahu- \rightarrow \text{Li. káu-} \quad \text{(vb.) ‘schlagen’ (LiEtWb. 232).} \]

In order to obtain the stem (Li. káu-) from its reconstruction (PIE *kéahu-), a chain of successive sound laws \(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\) yielding the attested data must be explicated. \textit{Exemplii gratia}, the derivation of Li. káu- is expressed by the sound law chain \(s_1 \land s_2 \land s_3 \land s_4\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE } *kéahu- & \rightarrow \text{Li. káu-} \quad \text{(vb.) ‘schlagen’ (LiEtWb. 232)} \\
\text{s}_1. \text{ PIE } *ča & \rightarrow \text{IE } *ā '\text{The assimilation of } *č + a' \quad (\rightarrow *káhu-) \\
\text{s}_2. \text{ PIE } *VH & \rightarrow \text{Li. ŹH 'The Lithuanian acute rule'} \quad (\rightarrow *káhu-) \\
\text{s}_3. \text{ PIE } *VH & \rightarrow \text{VØ 'The loss of } *H \text{ before } V' \quad (\rightarrow *káu-) \\
\text{s}_4. \text{ PIE } *V:RC & \rightarrow \text{VRC 'Osthoff’s Law'} \quad (\rightarrow \text{Li. káu-ti}) 
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly, a finite chain of sound laws will be associated to every reconstruction of the PIE Lexicon, thus yielding a digital proof for reconstruction and the sound laws of System PIE.

§3. In a historical perspective the Neogrammarian concept of ‘mechanical derivation’ can be defined as the existence of a chain of sound laws yielding regularly the attested data when applied to the PIE reconstruction:

\[ \text{PIE } *(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \rightarrow \text{IE}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n) \]

\[ \equiv_{\text{df}} \exists s_1s_2\ldots s_n(\text{PIE } *(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n) \land \text{PIE } *(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \rightarrow \text{IE}(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n)) \]

§4. The Proto-Indo-European sound laws revised in in this study can be digitalized, for instance, using the finite-state transducers of FOMA (Måns Hulden) to compute

---

\(^{885}\) For the sake of comparison, in arithmetic the axiom of induction has the form ‘If \(f(1) \text{ AND } f(n) \rightarrow f(n+1)\), are true, then so is \(\forall x f(x)\)’.
the sound law chains. Though FOMA in its current form only allows the treatment of exact matches (excluding variations typical of Proto-Indo-European, such as ablaut and accent), in principle the method is the equivalent of predicate calculus. Therefore, either by developing FOMA or creating an independent programming code for this purpose, the reconstruction of the material can be managed digitally in the System PIE framework in the future.

5.1.4 The decision method of Indo-European etymology

§0. The decision method of Indo-European etymology, the crown jewel of the comparative method, was understood and described already by Schleicher (1852b: iv-v), quoted here in Koerner’s (1982:24) translation:

“When comparing the linguistic forms of two related languages, I firstly try to trace the forms to be compared back to their probable base forms, i.e., that structure [gestalt] which they must have [had], excepting phonetic laws [lautgesetze] which became effective at a later time, or at least I try to establish identical phonetic situations in historical terms for both of them.”

§1. The decision method, intuitively known to practicing etymologists through the history of the study, can be formalized by means of predicate calculus, thus providing a precise explication for Schleicher’s sketch:

(a) Schleicher’s first operation, “to trace the forms to be compared to their probable base forms”, is equal to the postulation of a disjunction of the theoretically possible proto-phonemes for each member x of the function \( \Phi_{IE}(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \). The postulation of a maximal disjunction, consisting of all theoretically possible prototypes of the form, does not require external or internal comparison, except for the information contained in the postulation of the phoneme inventory and sound laws. The PIE maximal disjunction can be generally formulated as follows: let \( f_{IE}(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) = \gamma \) be any morpheme of an Indo-European language \( f \). Then the maximal disjunction of \( f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) consists of disjunctions of \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \), each specifying the possible proto-phonemes of \( x \) as indicated in:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1 & = a_1 \lor a_1 \lor \ldots \lor a_n \\
x_2 & = b_1 \lor b_2 \lor \ldots \lor b_n \\
& \quad \ldots \\
x_n & = n_1 \lor n_2 \lor \ldots \lor n_n
\end{align*}
\]

886 For finite-state morphology in general, see Beesley & Karttunen 2003.

887 After the digitalized sound laws have been formulated, we will be able to apply the decision method to the entire material.

888 In his “probable base forms” (i.e. reconstructions), Schleicher implicitly assumes a phoneme inventory of the proto-language. For this purpose, System PIE (instead of Schleicher’s Sanskrit) is chosen below.
The PIE expansion of Indo-European morphemes \( f_{\text{IE}}(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \) is, therefore, of the following general form:

\[
f_{\text{IE}}(a_1 \lor a_1 \lor \ldots \lor a_n) \lor \ldots \lor (b_1 \lor b_2 \lor \ldots \lor b_n) \lor \ldots \lor (n_1 \lor n_2 \lor \ldots \lor n_n)
\]

Thus Schleicher’s early intuitive account has been replaced with an exact formula of predicate calculus. In order to illustrate the maximal disjunction in practice, we may examine the stem \( f_{\text{RV}}(x_1, x_2) = ‘y’ \), defined as

\[
\text{RV. ás-} \quad (\text{prA.}) ‘(da, vorhanden) sein, usw.’ (WbRV. 146, ásti).
\]

Regardless of the phonemes appearing in the related Indo-European forms, the maximal expansion of the Rig-Vedic stem according to the rules of System PIE is

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{es- } *\text{hæs- } *\text{eḥas- } *\text{eḥṣ- } *\text{aḥes- } *\text{os- } *\text{həos- } *\text{aḥos-}.
\]

As such, the disjunction contains all theoretically possible prototypes of the stem.

(b) Next Schleicher advises “to establish identical phonetic situations in historical terms for both of them” (understood here as an independent step rather than an alternative one). Formally, a Proto-Indo-European etymology exists if and only if there is an intersection of the two maximal disjunctions being compared. For this purpose, a maximal disjunction of another language is needed; for this we can choose Greek:

\[
\text{Gr. ēh- } \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{es- } *\text{eḥas- } *\text{aḥes-}.
\]

When compared to the Sanskrit disjunction

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{es- } *\text{hæs- } *\text{eḥas- } *\text{eḥṣ- } *\text{aḥes- } *\text{os- } *\text{həos- } *\text{aḥos-},
\]

an intersection consisting of three terms (viz. PIE *es- *eḥas- *aḥes-) results. Finally, when this disjunction is compared to a third one, that of Hittite

\[
\text{Gr. ēh- } \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{es- } *\text{eḥas- } *\text{aḥes-} \quad \text{Hi. eš- } \equiv \text{ PIE } *\text{es- } *\text{eti- } *\text{ethi-}
\]

only one “identical phonetic situation” remains possible, namely the comparative reconstruction:

\[
\text{PIE } *\text{es- } \leftrightarrow \text{ RV. as- } \equiv \text{ Gr. ēh- } \equiv \text{ Hi. eš-}.
\]

In brief, the decision method of Indo-European etymology consists of the generation of the maximal disjunctions for the possible PIE prototypes, including potentially lost phonemes, choosing common terms (intersections) and eliminating the impossible. When elimination is no longer possible, the common starting point (here PIE *es-) is postulated on the basis of the axiom of identity (RV. as- \( \equiv \text{ Gr. ēh- } \equiv \text{ Hi. eš-} \)). Thus consisting of a finite number of operations, the decision method of Indo-European
etymology is mechanical and independent, and therefore allows testing of etymology in an objective manner.  

§2. The decision method and the formulation of System PIE in predicate calculus imply that the comparative method of reconstruction can be implemented as an algorithm for testing and generating the Indo-European etymologies mechanically; this task will be undertaken in the PIE Lexicon. As the translation of the decision method into programming code is far less problematic than that of the sound laws, we will soon be in possession of an algorithm associating a maximal disjunction to every Indo-European morpheme, comparing these to each other, finding, verifying and falsifying etymologies in an objective, systematic manner, enabling us to overcome the long-standing stagnation of the study.

5.1.5 Proto-Indo-European (PIE) Lexicon

§0. Owing to limitations of space, only representative extracts of the data have been dealt with in this study. No such restrictions are imposed, however, for the Proto-Indo-European Lexicon (PIE Lexicon), the data bank of System PIE and next-generation etymological dictionary of Indo-European languages on a digital platform. The PIE Lexicon Project is a research program designed to present the Indo-European data, its reconstruction and the sound laws with full inductive proof of the conjectures of System PIE. It can be found online at:

http://pielexicon.hum.helsinki.fi  (PIE Lexicon).

A brief introduction to the scope of material, reconstruction, articles, digitalization and other relevant features of the PIE Lexicon will be presented here.

§1. The phoneme inventory and the sound laws of System PIE are used in the PIE Lexicon, further corrected and improved according to advancements in comparative work. The phoneme inventory and the sound laws of System PIE, in turn, will be verified by the complete Indo-European data generated from the reconstruction through the sound laws.

§2. Another immediate goal of the PIE Lexicon is the completion of the PIE morpheme inventory, based on the hundred (or so) most ancient Indo-European languages. In practice, every Indo-European morpheme – ranging from the most archaic to the classical phase of the language – will be ultimately covered in the PIE

---

889 In a sense Szemerényi’s (1977:292) call (“What is needed today is a body of principles which will so guide the researcher as to reach a solution in a methodical fashion.”) has already been answered by Schleicher.

890 Note that the decision method is also restricted by the set of (verified) sound laws (and the phoneme paradigm) in the sense that if the PIE prototype of the phoneme IE \( x_n \) is unknown, the expansion of maximal disjunction fails.

891 Note, however, that the decision method must be equipped with an advanced theory of semantic fields before the treatment of the semantic data in a fully mechanical manner can become possible.
Lexicon. For Old Anatolian, for instance, this means that several major sources will be compiled and compared, initially including in particular:
(a) Hittite (and Old Anatolian) etymology by Tischler (HEG) and Puhvel (HED)
(b) The names of the Old Anatolian gods by van Geissel (OHP)
(c) The Old Anatolian personal names by Laroche (NOMS)
(d) The Old Anatolian place names by del Monte and Tischler (OGH)
(e) The Hieroglyphic Luwian texts by Hawkins (CHLu.)
(f) The remnants of Cuneiform Luwian by Laroche (DLL)
(g) The remnants of Palaic by Carruba (DPal.)
(h) The Hurrian vocabulary by Laroche (GlHur.)
In addition to this core material, standard dictionaries (CHD, HED, etc.), supplements, corrigenda and other literature (especially books, monographs and articles) will be consulted for the sake of making improvements. Defined thus, the most ancient data provides reasonable chronological depth, but in essence it is governed by a single set of sound laws with only minor potential exceptions (like the presence of hiatus in Rig-Vedic meter). In this manner, the foundation of the PIE Lexicon is comprised of the work of the most capable experts in the Indo-European languages, such as Liddell and Scott, Grassmann, Bartholomae, Holder, Walde, Lejeune, Fraenkel, Frisk, Laroche, Tischler and others, maximizing the stability of the etymology from the outset. Gradually adding newly coded material to this core data set will eventually result in a complete reconstruction of the data, ultimately making all Indo-European data available on a single digital platform.

§3. The presentation of the material in the PIE Lexicon follows the standard of this study (i.e. the Indo-European morphemes and stems are chosen as the basic level of observation). The morphemes and stems will be presented in a somewhat extended form, illustrated here with the following (slightly compressed) extract from the PIE Lexicon:

$\sqrt{gafu}$- ‘schlagen, usw.’

$\sqrt{gafue}$-

PIE *gafue-  $\text{HI. gue-}$  (vb.) ‘schlagen’ (HEG 1:604-5, guem [1sg])

PIE *gafue-  $\text{RV. ha-}$  (vb.) ‘schlagen’ (WbRV. 1642-3, hathás [2du])

The PIE Lexicon root matrices consist of multiple ‘functions’, which express different properties and contents, including especially:
(a) The root ($\sqrt{gafu}$- ‘schlagen, usw.’) and its extensions ($\sqrt{gafue}$-), morphemes arranged under a root matrix expressing the PIE root structure. From these nodes, the rules of the PIE derivation will be extracted in the future.
(b) The reconstructed proto-stems (PIE *gafue- etc.) as comparatively obtained from the data and – by turning the process around – yielding it regularly by successive applications of sound laws.\(^{892}\)

\(^{892}\) The reconstruction is displayed as the rightmost column, added to the Indo-European stems and the other data. For a similar solution, see LIV\(^2\) (Rix et alii 2001).
(c) The “IE functions” (Hi., RV., etc.), which express the language of a stem. This variable allows not only typological statements, but defines the subgroups and the scope of the sound laws.

(d) The IE data (e.g. gue-, ha-, etc.) presented as stems, cut into morphemes directly obtained from the data by the removal of inflectional endings, enclitics and affixes, all stored in the PIE Lexicon as independent entries.

(e) The grammatical analysis of the attested stems (e.g. ‘pr.’, etc.).

(f) The meaning (or the translation) of the stems: (e.g. ‘schlagen’, etc.).

(g) The reference (e.g. HEG 1:604-5, WbRV. 1642-3), basically a quote pointing to a primary scientific source serving as authentication of the stem and attendant discussion.

(h) The attested IE forms (e.g. ḫī, guemi, RV. hathās, etc.), bringing in syntax and semantics when the respective Indo-European data becomes published on the Internet or is added to the PIE Lexicon.

(i) The inflectional analysis of the quoted forms (e.g. [1sg], [2du], etc.).

§3. With its roots in philology and the comparative method, the PIE Lexicon is designed to be able to provide a scholarly article for every IE stem stored therein.\(^{893}\)

Though not immediately available, hyperlinked articles will contain exact details and the analysis of stems with a discussion of related philological and comparative issues.\(^{894}\)

(a) The locus (and the textual context) of the forms belonging to the stem, including the possible philological problems concerning the interpretation of the attested form(s) and other relevant philological and internal details (in a broad sense).

(b) The external (comparative) discussion concerning the reconstruction and the etymology of the entry. The original presenter of the etymology will be credited, failed suggestions accounted for, and so forth.\(^{895}\)

(c) The general scientific discussion concerning the entry with bibliographical references will be provided. Initially, the most conservative and reliable dictionaries will be used as the starting point of the PIE Lexicon, but changes, upgrades and corrections will incorporated into the data in order to eliminate mistakes of earlier input. Thus, for instance, Grassmann’s Wörterbuch zum Rig-Veda (1996\(^6\)) will serve as the starting point of the Rig-Vedic data. However, Grassmann’s early interpretation

\[
\text{RV. kóka-ýatu-} \quad \text{(m.) ‘Kobold in Gestalt eines Kukuks’ (WbRV. 352)}
\]

\(^{893}\) In order to grasp the general idea of what is meant by PIE Lexicon articles, see the item Der Artikelauflauf am Beispiel von althochdeutsch haso ‘Hase’ online at www.indogermanistik.uni-jena.de/dokumente/Artikelauflauf.pdf.

\(^{894}\) Owing to the hundreds of thousands of Indo-European stems and vast discussion involved the compilation of the PIE Lexicon, articles will obviously be a long-term enterprise requiring numerous editors and involving an ongoing process of digitalization of scientific data. For this purpose, I am currently forming the PIE Lexicon Project team.

\(^{895}\) Naturally an evaluation of the presented etymologies will be based on the decision method, consisting of an objective finite procedure.
is replaced with the improved translation of Mayrhofer, supported by an internal
comparison, as follows:

Olnd. kóka-  (m.) ‘Wolf : wolf’ (KEWA 1:268)
RV. kóka yātu-  (m.) ‘Kobold in Gestalt eines Wolfes’ (WbRV. 352)

Thus, while it is possible to postulate the entire Indo-European data on a single
digitalized platform, the data can be extended and improved gradually until the
vocabulary has been accounted for in an optimal manner.

§4. The key novelty of the PIE Lexicon in the spirit of Schleicher is the explicit
reconstruction of all Indo-European forms and their generation by mechanized sound
laws in the extended version of System PIE. In terms of these features, the following
remarks are particularly noteworthy:
(a) Being fully inductive, System PIE establishes a logical equivalence between the
Indo-European data Δ and its comparative reconstruction *g. Thus, for instance, the
root

\[ *\text{gafuē} \rightarrow \text{schlagen} \]

 PIE *gafuē-  Hī. gue-  (vb.) ‘schlagen’ (HEG 1:604-5: guemi [1sg])
 PIE *gafuē-  RV. fia-  (vb.) ‘schlagen’ (WbRV. 1642-3, hathás [2du])

is of the form:

\[ \text{PIE } *g \Leftrightarrow \text{IE } \Delta \quad (\text{PIE } *\text{gafuē} \Leftrightarrow \text{RV. fia} \equiv \text{Hī. gue-}). \]

The logical identity of reconstruction and the data is explained by reconstruction
being a function \( f \), primarily choosing the preserved phonemes of the 1\(^{st} \) Class:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

 Hī. g - - u e -
 RV. - - hī - (a) -

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

 PIE *g (a) *hī *u *e -

(b) In addition, the PIE sound laws required to generate the IE data will be fully
explicated in the PIE Lexicon as the coding of the material progresses. Thus, the
derivation of the quoted Indo-Iranian stem consists of five successive sound laws that
can be expressed in form of direct substitution functions, as follows:

 PIE *gafuē-  →  RV. ha-  (pr.) ‘(er)schlagen, etc’ (WbRV. 1642-3)

1. PIE R+V  →  RV  →  *gafuē-
2. PIE *a  →  IE Ø  →  *ghuē-
3. PIE *ghuē  →  ğhuē  →  *ğhuē-
4. PIE *ğhu  →  ğh  →  *ğhe-
5. PIE *e  →  *a  →  RV. ha-

The chain of derivation leading to the data is complete and regular.
§5. As an open source project, the PIE Lexicon will be connected to other digital projects on the Internet by means of search engines. This will be of consequence both for the PIE Lexicon and other digital databanks. There are several such projects currently ongoing. Here I limit myself to mentioning one of the most important projects for Indo-European linguistics, the TITUS Program, publishing the oldest Indo-European texts on the Internet. The PIE Lexicon uses the Titus Cyberbit Unicode Font of TITUS, and consequently the trusted written sources of the PIE Lexicon can be tested against the new digital data of the TITUS program. Similar connections are bound to emerge with other digital platforms, such as the Indo-European Etymological Dictionaries Online (IED Online) of Leiden and individual dictionaries (e.g. Liddell-Scott-Jones), digital journals, articles and other sources. In this way, the PIE Lexicon can be supplemented with the most recent data. Naturally I am keen to find partners and co-operate with parties contributing to the completion of the basic research and digitalization of the Indo-European data.

§6. The reconstruction of the PIE morpheme inventory in a way that fully matches the data promises to have remarkable consequences for the so-called “(internal) reconstruction of the proto-language” (i.e. Proto-Indo-European as “[...] structure considéré en elle-même [...]” (see Saussure Mém. 283 and Koerner 1985:329). The reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European morpheme inventory determines the structure of Proto-Indo-European in a manner sketched out by Katićić (1970:90):

“In fact, it is a search for the morphological system of the proto-language which is coded into the correspondence relations among the morphological system of genetically related languages.”

In other words, the internal reconstruction of proto-language is an unavoidable consequence of the external postulation of proto-language, reflecting its structure in the form of the PIE root matrices. In this sense, the concepts of reconstruction and synchronic metalanguage coincide in a purely external (empirical) form. As the formulas of this metalanguage equal the data, it is legitimate to take the reconstruction as the object of the study as such. Consequently, the settings of the PIE Lexicon can be optimized to limit the display of the data to the proto-language by replacing the data sequences with their reconstructive counterparts of the form

PIE *gafue- (pr.) ‘(er)schlagen, etc.’ (= Hī. gue- + RV. ha-).

The reconstructive metalanguage, when it is available, greatly simplifies the task of internal reconstruction of the proto-language, because it is possible to work with a uniform language without historical changes (except for a handful of yet unsolved


897 For the possibilities here, see Hock (1991:570-1): “[...] through reconstruction we can recover morphophonemic alternations which require synchronic rules within the ancestral language.”
problems). Therefore, it is natural that an explication of the rules generating PIE morphological variation should be included among the future tasks of Indo-European linguistics. When the preconditions have been satisfied, this dimension of morphological analysis can also be added to PIE root theory studied in an experimental environment designed for this purpose (i.e. the PIE Lexicon). As soon as this goal has been achieved, we will witness whether the attitude of philologists towards the reconstruction, referred to by Matthews (1991:3), can be reversed:

“Philologists have long given up the hope (expressed so seductively in Max Müller’s Oxford lectures of 1889) that by studying the ‘evolution’ of words in Indo-European, and their ‘four or five hundred’ basic roots in particular, the ‘world-old riddle of the origin of language’ can be solved.”

§7. As I write these concluding remarks, the PIE Lexicon is operational and the uploading of reconstructed IE data has already begun. Though the exact details may change, I can offer an initial tentative timetable:

(a) The PIE Lexicon Demo will be published concurrently with this dissertation. The demo has been built to contain all key conjectures of System PIE, thus offering a proof for the reconstructive system through a limited but complete segment of the data. The PIE Lexicon root chosen for this purpose is PIE ŋ/KAHU- ‘schlagen’, appearing with a voiceless PIE *kahu- (P. 535, kāu-, kəu-) and a voiced PIE *gahu- (P. 491-3 gʰ/ŋʰ-ən-) variant.

(b) PIE Lexicon *m-, the first initial to be published, contains a comprehensive segment of the morpheme inventory. It will appear as soon as it is ready for publication. At this point, the etymology of the most ancient data of PIE *m- has been almost completed, and the manuscript requires only corrections, additions and the reconstruction of the vocalisms of the individual forms. Following this, the rest of the initials will be published.

§8. With the culmination of the contributions of hundreds of scholars in the 19th century, the emergence of Anatolian data and its monolaryngeal interpretation in the 20th century, the new millennium begins with new hope for Indo-European linguistics. Systematic applications of the comparative method presented in this study constitute a major breakthrough in the segmental phonology of Proto-Indo-European, starting with a solution of the laryngeal problem and leading to a complete revision of both the PIE phoneme inventory and the sound law system. When the Neogrammarians took similar steps forward, more than a hundred years ago, it led to a general revitalization of the study. Such progress can be expected for Indo-European linguistics in the future. With greatly improved empirical auxiliary devices,

---

898 As readily seen, the task is relatively modest if compared to that faced by the pioneers (like Rask, Bopp, Schleicher, and Brugmann and his Neogrammarians).

899 In this connection, it should be noted that it is not only the production of reconstruction, but securing the reconstruction that constitutes the problem.

900 Regarding the size of the PIE Lexicon Feature Presentation file, the proof sheet comprises some 600 stems requiring c. 110 sound laws for their derivation.
phonology, morphology, typology and digital technology now available, the
comparative method is reaching the necessary critical momentum to solve the main
bulk of the remaining problems of Proto-Indo-European reconstruction. Through the
cooperation of philologists, lexicographers and comparative linguists, it will be
possible to deliver the entire body of Indo-European material, etymologized and
reconstructed, by means of a digital platform and provide the study with a fresh start.
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7 Abbreviations

a. adjective
A accusative
A. active
Abl ablative
absol. absolute
abstr. abstract
ACSS. Holder 1896-1904
adv. adverb
Aigin. Aeginan (Greek)
AiGr. Wackernagel (et al.) 1896ff.
Aiol. Aoëlian (Greek)
AIWB. Bartholomae 1904
Akd. Akkadian
Alb. Albanian
Alkm. Alaman
AlbEtD. Orel 1998
ANEIWB. Vries 1961
ao. aorist
APRS. Trautmann 1910
Arc. Arcadian (Greek)
Arg. Aeolic (Greek)
Arm. Armenian
ArmGr. Hübchmann (1897)
ASxD. Bosworth & Toller 1882-98
Att. Attic (Greek)
Av. Avestan(n)
AV. Atharva-Veda
BB [Beuzenberges] Beiträge zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen
Beitr. Persson 1912
BLyk. Neumann 1961-75
Boiot. Boeotian (Greek)
Br. Brahmani (Sanskrit)
Bret. Breton
bs. base
BSI. Balto-Slavonic
BSL Bulletin de la Société de Linguistique de Paris
BSOAS Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies
c. genus communis
C consonant (C = *p, k, t, s...)
Car. Carian
card. cardinal number
CHD Hoffner, Harry A. and Güterbock Hans G. 1989ff. (eds)
CHGAb. Orel 2000
CHL. Hawkins 2000
Cil. Cilician
CL. Cuneiform Luwian
CLuLex. Melchert 1993
comp. comparative
Comp1.-3. Laroche 1957-67
conj. conjunctive
Corn. Cornish
Cos. Cos (Greek)
cpd. compound
C. Comparative reconstruction
Cret. Cretan (Greek)
Crimean Gothic
cs. causative
Cymr. Welsh
Cypr. Cypriot (Greek)
Czech. Czech
D dative
Δ root determinative
deict. deictic
DELG Chantraine (1968-80)
Dhâupt. Dhâuptatha (of Pâñini)
DHCL Trask 2000
dial. dialectal
diff. differently
DIL Marstrander et al. (1913)
dim. diminutive
DLL Laroche 1959
DLLAdd. Laroche 1965
DMycGr. Ventris & Chadwick 1956
dn. denominative
Do. Dorian (Greek)
DPal. Carruba 1970
DPhPh. Trask 1996
ds. desiderative
daus. de Saussure
DS Adams (1999)
DTochB. Winter 1965
du dual
EFL EFL 2 Winter 1965
EHS Kronasser 1962-66
El. Elean (Greek)
encl. enclitic
end. ending
EngStud. Englische Studien
EtDiArm. Martirosyan 2009
EWA Mayrhofer (1986-2000) f. feminine
Fal. Faliscan
Fär. Faroe Icelandic
Fut. future
G genitive
gAv. gåða-Avestan
Germ. Germanic
GEW Frisk (1960-1972)
GI The glottalic theory of Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1977 & 1995
Glotta Zeitschrift für griechische und lateinische Sprache
GN god-name (Göttername)
Go. Gothic
GoEtD. Lehmann 1986
GOI Thurneysen 1993
Gortyn. Gortyan (Greek)
Gr. Greek
GrGr. Schwyzer 1939
Grunđr2 Brugmann 1895ff.
HED Puhvel 1984ff.
HEG Tischler 1977ff.
Hes. Hesychius
HHand. Tischler 2001
Hi. Hittite
HIL. Kloeckhorst 2008
Hind. Hindi
HLu. Hieroglyphic Luwian
Hom. Homerian (Greek)
HS Historische Sprachforschung (Historical Linguistics)
I instrumental
IBS Innsbrucker Beiträge zur Sprachwissenschaft
IEI IE&IE Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995
Il. Iliad (Greek)
Illyr. Illyrian
impf. imperfect
indecl. indeclinable
 indef. indefinite
inf. infinitive
int. intensive
intj. interjection
interrog. interrogative
intr. intransitive
Ion. Ionian
IPA International Phonetic Alphabet
ipv. imperative
Ital. Italic
iter. iterative
JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society
JIES Journal of Indo-European Studies
KEWA Mayrhofer 1956-1980
Khot. Khotanese Saka
KLuN. Starke 1990
Cpd. Cappadocian
KVG Brugmann 1904
KZ [Kuhns] Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung
L locative
LAnat. Later Anatolian
Langob. Langobard
Lat. Latin
Latv. Latvian
LAv. Later Avestan
LEIA Vendrajes (et al.) 1959
Lesb. Lesbian (Greek)
Lex. Lexical (grammariam) form
Li. Lithuanian
LiEtWb. Fraenkel 1962-1965
Ligur. Ligurian
LinB. Linear B (Old Mycenaean Greek)
LIV Rix et al. 2001
Locr. Locrian (Greek)
LSJ. Liddel-Scott-Jones 1940
LT laryngeal theory
LuPG. Cate 1961
Lyc. Lycian
Lyd. Lydian
LydWb. Gusman 1964
m. masculine
M. medium
MA. Mallory-Adams 1997
Maced. Macedonian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Language/Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OIr.</td>
<td>Old Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLat.</td>
<td>Old Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OldP.</td>
<td>Kent 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>name of a place (Ortsname)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLi.</td>
<td>Old Lithuanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPers.</td>
<td>Old Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPr.</td>
<td>Old Prussian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt.</td>
<td>optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ord.</td>
<td>ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORun.</td>
<td>Old Runic (Scandinavian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORus.</td>
<td>Old Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSax.</td>
<td>Old Saxon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osc.</td>
<td>Osca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSpan.</td>
<td>Old Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oss.</td>
<td>Ossetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSwed.</td>
<td>Old Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OxEngEt.</td>
<td>Onions 1966 ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OxLatD.</td>
<td>Glare 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>Pokorny 1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pael.</td>
<td>Paeligni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pahl.</td>
<td>Pahlavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pal.</td>
<td>Palaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleogr.</td>
<td>Paleogrammarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamph.</td>
<td>Pamphylian (Greek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pān.</td>
<td>Pānini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>[Pauls und Braunes]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beiträge zur Geschichte der dt. Sprache und Literatur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Celt.</td>
<td>Proto-Celtic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl.</td>
<td>Perlative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pf.</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Germ.</td>
<td>Proto-Germanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Gr.</td>
<td>Proto-Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phok.</td>
<td>Phokis (Greek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonetica</td>
<td>Phonetica. Internationale Zeitschrift für Phonetik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phryg.</td>
<td>Phrygian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIIr.</td>
<td>Proto-Indo-Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pind.</td>
<td>Pindaros (Greek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pis.</td>
<td>Pisidi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PItal.</td>
<td>Proto-Italic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLi.</td>
<td>Proto-Lithuanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>name of a person (Personennamen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poln.</td>
<td>Polish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poss.</td>
<td>possessive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postip.</td>
<td>postposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poucha</th>
<th>1955</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pr.</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prec.</td>
<td>precative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pref.</td>
<td>prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prep.</td>
<td>preposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pret.</td>
<td>preterite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pron.</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt.</td>
<td>participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptc.l.</td>
<td>particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>resonant (≈ l, r, m, n, i, u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ń</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>Saussure 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red.</td>
<td>reduplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refl.</td>
<td>reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rel.</td>
<td>relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REW</td>
<td>Vasmer 1950-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHA</td>
<td>Revue hittite et asianique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roots</td>
<td>Whitney 1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rus.</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV.</td>
<td>Rig-Veda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>(derivational) suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>(inflectional) suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadnik</td>
<td>Sadnik &amp; Aitzetmüller 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sày.</td>
<td>Sàyàna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sb.</td>
<td>substantive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR.</td>
<td>Serbo-Croat(ian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serb.</td>
<td>Serbian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shetl.</td>
<td>Shetland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid.</td>
<td>Sidetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sogd.</td>
<td>Sogdian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st.</td>
<td>strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StBoT</td>
<td>Studien zu den Boğazköy-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suid.</td>
<td>Su(i)da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum.</td>
<td>Sumerian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup.</td>
<td>superlative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV.</td>
<td>Sámá-Veda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swed.</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrac.</td>
<td>Syracusan (Greek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPA</td>
<td>Transactions of the American Philological Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarent.</td>
<td>Tarentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ther.</td>
<td>Thera (Greek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thess.</td>
<td>Thessalian (Greek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrac.</td>
<td>Thracian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochA.</td>
<td>Tocharian A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TochB.</td>
<td>Tocharian B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS</td>
<td>Transactions of the Philological Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr.</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu.</td>
<td>Turner 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugar.</td>
<td>Ugaritic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbr.</td>
<td>Umbrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>vocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vb.</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ven.</td>
<td>Venetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGK</td>
<td>Pedersen 1909-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLFH</td>
<td>Kronasser 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vn.</td>
<td>verbal noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN.</td>
<td>name of a people (Volksname)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WbOU.</td>
<td>Untermann 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WbRV.</td>
<td>Grassmann 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH.</td>
<td>Walde-Hofmann 1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wk.</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP.</td>
<td>Walde-Pokorny (1927-32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YV.</td>
<td>Yajur-Veda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Žem.</td>
<td>Žemaitė (Lithuanian)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>